## Senate Leadership

**Speaker**  
Hon. John S. Wilder  
1 Legislative Plaza  
741-2368

**Speaker Pro Tempore**  
Sen. Robert Rochelle  
4 Legislative Plaza  
741-4109

**Democratic Leader**  
Sen. Ward Crutchfield  
13 Legislative Plaza  
741-6682

**Democratic Caucus Chair**  
Sen. Joe Haynes  
5 Legislative Plaza  
741-6679

**Deputy Speaker**  
Sen. Steve Cohen  
8 Legislative Plaza  
741-4108

**Republican Leader**  
Sen. Ben Atchley  
303 War Memorial Building  
741-3791

**Republican Caucus Leader**  
Sen. Bill Clabough  
309 War Memorial Building  
741-2427

## House Leadership

**Speaker**  
Hon. Jimmy O. Naifeh  
19 Legislative Plaza  
741-3774

**Speaker Pro Tempore**  
Rep. Lois DeBerry  
15 Legislative Plaza  
741-3830

**Majority Leader**  
Rep. Gene Davidson  
18-A Legislative Plaza  
741-3979

**Majority Caucus Chair**  
Rep. Randy Rinks  
18 Legislative Plaza  
741-2007

**Deputy Speaker**  
Rep. Brenda Turner  
208 War Memorial Building  
741-6381

**Republican Leader**  
Rep. Steve McDaniel  
103 War Memorial Building  
741-0750

**Republican Caucus Leader**  
Rep. Jim Boyer  
112 War Memorial Building  
741-5046
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MAKE-UP OF THE 102ND

Senate
Democrat 18  Republican 15

House
Democrat 58  Republican 41

ABBREVIATIONS

am. am(s) – amended, amendments(s)
cal – calendar
ch – chapter
comm – committee
comp – companion
cnf – conference
const – constitutional
def – deferred
HB, HJR, HR – House Bill, House Joint Resolution, House Resolution
indef – indefinitely
intro – introduced, introduction
LP – Legislative Plaza
Maj – majority
P1C, P2C, P3C – Passed first, second, third reading
pass – passage, passed
Pri – Private
rcvd – received
rec – recommended
ref, ref ref – referred, rereferred
SB, SJR, SR – Senate Bill, Senate Joint Resolution, Senate Resolution
s/c – subcommittee
subt. – substituted
TCA – Tennessee Code Annotated
vv – voice vote
WMB – War Memorial Building

COMMITTEE ABBREVIATIONS

AG  Agriculture
C&E  Consumer & Employee Affairs
C&EA  Consumer & Employee Affairs
C&R  Calendar & Rules
Cal  Calendar
CL&A  Commerce, Labor & Agriculture
Com  Commerce
Ed  Education
EC&T  Environment, Conservation & Tourism
FW&M  Finance, Ways & Means
GW, H&HR  General Welfare, Health & Human Resources
Gov Ops  Government Operations
H&HR  Health & Human Resources
Jud  Judiciary
S&L Gov  State & Local Government
Trans  Transportation

JOINT/SELECT COMMITTEES


SENATE COMMITTEES

Commerce, Labor & Agriculture: (309 WMB, 741-7061) Cooper, Chair; Clabough, V-Chair; Dixon, Secy.; Carter, Crutchfield, Elsea, Graves, Rochelle, Williams.

Education: (302 WMB, 741-3038) McNally, Chair; Crowe (V-Chair); Burks, Secy.; Atchley, Carter, Crutchfield, Dixon, Graves, Trail.

Environment, Conservation & Tourism: 306 WMB, 741-3536); Ramsey, Chair; Graves, V-Chair; Burks, Secy; Burchett, Cooper, Davis, Kyle, McNally, Norris.

Finance, Ways & Means: (11 LP, 741-7881) Henry, Chair; Kyle, V-Chair; Rochelle, Secy; Atchley, Burchett, Clabough, Davis, Ford, Haynes, Williams.

General Welfare, Health & Human Resources: (7 LP, 741-7936) Ford, Chair; Herron, V-Chair; Blackburn, Secy; Crowe, Fowler, Henry, Jackson, Kurita, Person.

Government Operations: (2 LP, 741-3642) Harper, Chair; Burchett, V-Chair; Trail, Secy: Blackburn, Burks, Carter, Davis, Dixon, Jackson, Norris, Ramsey.

Judiciary: (308 WMB, 741-7821) Person, Chair; Fowler, V-Chair; Jackson, Secy: Cohen, Haynes, Kyle, Norris, Ramsey, Person.

State & Local Government: (8 LP, 741-7891) Cohen, Chair; Kurita, V-Chair; Miller, Secy; Burchett, Harper, Haun, Haynes, Ramsey, Rochelle.

Transportation: (307 WMB, 741-7971) Haun, Chair; Davis, V-Chair; Blackburn, Secy: Cohen, Cooper, Crowe, Herron, Kurita, Miller.

Calendar: Crowe, Chair; Atchley, Crutchfield.

Ethics: Henry, Chair; Atchley, Haynes, Person, Rochelle.

Rules: Rochelle, Chair: Atchley, Crutchfield, Kurita, McNally.

Delayed Bills: (1 LP) Wilder, Chair; Atchley, Crutchfield, Rochelle.

HOUSE COMMITTEES

Agriculture: (23 LP, 741-7001) Givens, Chair; Bowers, V-Chair; Bone, Secy: Baird, Dunn, Goins, McDaniel, Walker (Rhea), Windle.

Children & Family Affairs: (26 LP, 741-7523) Chumney, Chair; J. DeBerry, V-Chair; Maddox, Secy: Black, Bowers, Brown, Fitzhugh, Patton, Rowland, Scroggs, White.


Consumer & Employee Affairs: (37 LP, 741-4836) West, Chair; L. Turner, V-Chair; S. Jones, Secy: Baird, Briley, Buttrey, Clem, Langster, Pleasant.

Education: (36 LP, 741-4811) Winningham, Chair; Brown, V-Chair; Towns, Secy: Bunch, Caldwell, Casada, Cooper, Davidson, Ronnie Davis, Hagood, Harwell, Hood, U. Jones, Maddox, McCord, Montgomery, Patton, Pinion, Pleasnat, Sands, Scroggs, Shaw, Shepard, L. Turner, Whitson.


Government Operations: 38 LP, 741-4866) Kernell, Chair; Brooks, V-Chair; Cooper, Secy: Boyer, Davidson, D. Davis, L. DeBerry, McDaniel, Rinks, Todd, Westmoreland.

Health & Human Resources: (17 LP, 741-7046) Armstrong, Chair; Pruitt, V-Chair; Ferguson, Secy: Arriola, Black, Caldwell, Casada, Clem, J. DeBerry, L. DeBerry, Hargett, Johnson, S. Jones, Maddox, Mumpower, Odom, Overbey, Patton, Shepard, B. Turner.

Judiciary: (32 LP, 741-1351) Buck, Chair; McMillan, V-Chair; Sands, Secy: Beavers, Boyer, Briley, Brooks, Fowlkes, Newton, Scroggs, Westmoreland, Windle.


Transportation: (24 LP, 741-1371) Ridgeway, Chair; Fowlkes, V-Chair; White, Secy: Beavers, Bone, Buck, Buttrey, D. Davis, Fraley, Head, McDonald, Newton, Roach, Rowland, Sharp, Stanley, Tidwell, Vincent, Winningham.

Calendar & Rules: (20 LP, 741-7016) Phillips, Chair; Miller, V-Chair; Fitzgerald, Secy.

Ethics: McMillan, Chair, L. DeBerry, Davidson, Rinks, Kisber, McDaniel, Cole (Carter)_, Harwell, Kent, Wood.
MEMBERS OF THE SENATE

ATCHLEY, BEN (R), - Dist. 6
District Address: 6324 Bowstring Tr., Knoxville 37901
Nashville Office: 303 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-3791

BLACKBURN, MARSHA (R), - Dist. 23
District Address: 6103 Murrany Lane, Brentwood 37027
Nashville Office: 317 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-2495

BURCHETT, TIM (R), - Dist. 7
District Address: 8220 Bennington Drive, Knoxville 37901
Nashville Office: 310A War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-2495

BURKS, CHARLOTTE (D), - Dist. 15
District Address: 18131 Crossville Highway, Monterey 38574
Nashville Office: LP 9
Nashville Phone: 741-3978

CARTER, BOBBY (R), - Dist. 27
District Address: 114 Stonehaven Drive, Jackson 38305
Nashville Office: 320 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-2676

CLABOUGH, BILL (R), - Dist. 8
District Address: 4416 Cave Mill Road, Maryville 37804
Nashville Office: 309 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-2427

COHEN, STEVE (D), - Dist. 30
District Address: 349 Kenilworth Place, Memphis 38112
Nashville Office: LP 8
Nashville Phone: 741-4108

COOPER, JERRY (D), - Dist. 14
District Address: P. O. Drawer 790, McMinnville 37110
Nashville Office: 309 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-6694

CROWE, RUSTY (R), Dist. 3
District Address: 808 East 8th Avenue, Johnson City 37601
Nashville Office: 321 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-2468

CRUTCHFIELD, WARD (D), - Dist. 10
District Address: 707 Georgia Avenue, Ste 301, Flatiron Bldg., Chattanooga 37402
Nashville Office: LP 13
Nashville Phone: 741-6682

DAVIS, LINCOLN (D), - Dist. 12
District Address: 1690 Delk Creek Road, Pall Mall 38577
Nashville Office: LP 6A
Nashville Phone: 741-1449

DIXON, ROSCOE (D), - Dist. 33
District Address: 3592 Huckleberry, Memphis 38116
Nashville Office: LP 9A
Nashville Phone: 741-4158

ELSEA, GENE (R), - Dist. 13
District Address: P. O. Box 486, Spring City 37381
Nashville Office: 318 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-2525

FORD, JOHN (D), - Dist. 29
District Address: 5 North Third Street, Memphis 38103
Nashville Office: 7 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-3304

FOWLER, DAVID (R), - Dist. 11
District Address: 1502 Gardenhire Road, Signal Mountain 37377
Nashville Office: 304 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-1764

GRAVES, JO ANN (D), - Dist. 18
District Address: 197 Woodlake Drive, Gallatin 37066
Nashville Office: 10A LP
Nashville Phone: 741-1654

HARPER, THELMA (D), - Dist. 19
District Address: 714 Ringgold Drive, Nashville 37207
Nashville Office: 2 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-2453

HAUN, TOMMY (R), - Dist. 1
District Address: 1137 Tusculum Blvd., Greeneville 37745
Nashville Office: 307 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-3851

HAYNES, JOE (D), - Dist. 20
District Address: 219 Moss Trail, Goodlettsville 37072
Nashville Office: 5 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-6679

HENRY, DOUGLAS, JR (D), - Dist. 21
District Address: 226 Capitol Blvd., Suite 200, Nashville 37219
Nashville Office: 11 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-3291

HERRON, ROY (D), - Dist. 24
District Address: 545 Meadowlawn Drive, Dresden 38225
Nashville Office: 8-A LP
Nashville Phone: 741-4576
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Party</th>
<th>District</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, Doug</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119 Tanglewood Drive, Dickson</td>
<td></td>
<td>37055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>11A LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-4499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurita, Rosalind</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>211 Deerwood Road, Clarksville</td>
<td></td>
<td>37043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-2374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle, Jim, Jr.</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. O. Box 22704, Memphis</td>
<td></td>
<td>38122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>10 LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-4167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McNally, Randy</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>121 Amanda Drive, Oak Ridge</td>
<td></td>
<td>37830</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>302 War Memorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-6806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Jeff</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109 Thomas Avenue, Cleveland</td>
<td></td>
<td>37311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>311 War Memorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-3794</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norris, Mark S.</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 Monroe Ave., Ste 700, Memphis</td>
<td></td>
<td>38103-2467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>305 WMB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person, Curtis, Jr.</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5863 Garden's Reach Cove, Memphis</td>
<td></td>
<td>38120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>308 War Memorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-2419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramsey, Ron</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3311 Highway 126, Blountville</td>
<td></td>
<td>37617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>306 War Memorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-4524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochelle, Robert</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109 Castle Heights Avenue, N., Lebanon</td>
<td></td>
<td>37087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>4 LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-4109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trail, Larry</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107 North Maple, Murfreesboro</td>
<td></td>
<td>37130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-1066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilder, John</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4020 Highway 59, Mason</td>
<td></td>
<td>38049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-2368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williams, Michael</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. O. Box 176, Maynardville</td>
<td></td>
<td>37807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>310 War Memorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-2061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Members of the House</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong, Joe</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4708 Hilldale Drive, Knoxville</td>
<td></td>
<td>37914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>25 LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-0768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arriola, John</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225 Elysian Fields Road, Nashville</td>
<td></td>
<td>37211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>17 LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-1852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beavers, Mae</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. O. Box 432, Mt. Juliet</td>
<td></td>
<td>37121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>209 War Memorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-2421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bittle, H.E.</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2947 Gallaher Ferry Road, Knoxville</td>
<td></td>
<td>27932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>115 War Memorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-0810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, Diane</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117 Cheyenne Drive, Hendersonville</td>
<td></td>
<td>37075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>113 War Memorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone, Stratton</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2455 Carthage Highway, Lebanon</td>
<td></td>
<td>37087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>23 LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-7086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bowers, Kathryn</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1307 Swallow Lane, Memphis</td>
<td></td>
<td>38116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>23 LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-2509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyer, Jim</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4501 Idumea Road, Corryton</td>
<td></td>
<td>37721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>112 War Memorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-5046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briley, Rob</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1106 Forrest Avenue, Nashville</td>
<td></td>
<td>37206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>17 LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-2184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooks, Henri</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1247 S. Parkway East, Memphis</td>
<td></td>
<td>38106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>38 LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-5625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Party</td>
<td>District Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROWN, TOMMIE</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District Address:</td>
<td></td>
<td>603 N. Highland Park Avenue, Chattanooga 37404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Office:</td>
<td></td>
<td>36 LP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nashville Phone:</td>
<td></td>
<td>741-4374</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| BUCK, FRANK        | (D)     | Dist. 40        |
| District Address:  |         | 124 West Main Street, Smithville 37166 |
| Nashville Office:  |         | 32 LP           |
| Nashville Phone:   |         | 741-3817        |

| BUNCH, DEWAYNE    | (R)     | Dist. 24        |
| District Address: |         | 804 Holley Ridge Drive, Cleveland 37311 |
| Nashville Office: |         | 107 War Memorial |
| Nashville Phone:  |         | 741-3730        |

| BUTTRY, STEVEN    | (R)     | Dist. 18        |
| District Address: |         | 630 Plainfield Road, Knoxville 37923 |
| Nashville Office: |         | 207 War Memorial |
| Nashville Phone:  |         | 741-4375        |

| CALDWELL, GENE    | (D)     | Dist. 33        |
| District Address: |         | 530 Riverside Drive, Clinton 37716 |
| Nashville Office: |         | 202A War Memorial |
| Nashville Phone:  |         | 741-4400        |

| CASADA, GLEN      | (R)     | Dist. 63        |
| District Address: |         | 6801 Arno-Allisona Rd., College Grove 37046 |
| Nashville Office: |         | 209 WMB         |
| Nashville Phone:  |         | 741-4389        |

| CHUMNEY, CAROL    | (D)     | Dist. 89        |
| District Address: |         | 3728 Charleston Square Dr., Memphis 38122 |
| Nashville Office: |         | 26 LP           |
| Nashville Phone:  |         | 741-1855        |

| CLEM, CHRISTOPHER | (R)     | Dist. 27        |
| District Address: |         | 330 Irving Place, Lookout Mountain 37350 |
| Nashville Office: |         | 207 WMB         |
| Nashville Phone:  |         | 741-2746        |

| COLE, RALPH      | (R)     | Dist. 4         |
| District Address:|         | 307 Ridgecrest Drive, Elizabethton 37643 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 217 War Memorial |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-5725        |

| COLE, RONNIE     | (D)     | Dist. 78        |
| District Address:|         | 2125 Aztec, Dyersburg 38024 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 33 LP           |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-6241        |

| COOPER, BARBARA  | (D)     | Dist. 86        |
| District Address:|         | 683 Harbor Eagle Circle, Apt 101, Memphis 38103 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 38 LP           |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-4295        |

| CURTISS, CHARLES | (D)     | Dist. 43        |
| District Address:|         | 120 General Jones Road, Sparta 38583 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 34 LP           |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-1963        |

| DAVIDSON, GENE   | (D)     | Dist. 66        |
| District Address:|         | 6157 Keysburg Road, Adams 37010 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 18-A LP         |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-3979        |

| DAVIS, DAVID     | (R)     | Dist. 6         |
| District Address:|         | 2016 Northwood Drive, Johnson City 37601 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 212 War Memorial |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-1717        |

| DAVIS, RONNIE    | (R)     | Dist. 11        |
| District Address:|         | 1360 Golf Course Road, Newport 37821 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 215 War Memorial |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-6934        |

| DEBERRY, JOHN    | (D)     | Dist. 90        |
| District Address:|         | 1207 Sledge Street, Memphis 38104 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 26 LP           |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-2239        |

| DEBERRY, LOIS    | (D)     | Dist. 91        |
| District Address:|         | 2429 Verdon, Memphis 38114 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 15 LP           |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-3830        |

| DUNN, BILL       | (R)     | Dist. 16        |
| District Address:|         | 5309 La Vesta Road, Knoxville 37918 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 205 War Memorial |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-1721        |

| FERGUSON, DENNIS | (D)     | Dist. 32        |
| District Address:|         | 334 Sunrise Drive, Kingston 37763 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 25 LP           |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-7658        |

| FITZHUGH, CRAIG  | (D)     | Dist. 82        |
| District Address:|         | 135 Alpine, Ripley 38063 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 20 LP           |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-2134        |

| FORD, STANCIL    | (R)     | Dist. 10        |
| District Address:|         | 7192 Cedar Hill Road, Talbott 37877 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 117 War Memorial |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-2202        |

| FOWLKES, JOE     | (D)     | Dist. 65        |
| District Address:|         | 8262 Lewisburg Highway, Cornersville 37047 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 24 LP           |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-1864        |

| FRALEY, GEORGE   | (D)     | Dist. 39        |
| District Address:|         | 1360 Bible Crossing, Winchester 37398 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 202 War Memorial |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-8695        |

| GARRETT, TIM     | (D)     | Dist. 50        |
| District Address:|         | 117 Meyers Street, Goodlettsville 37072 |
| Nashville Office:|         | 22 LP           |
| Nashville Phone: |         | 741-6811        |
GIVENS, KEN (D), - Dist. 9
District Address:
1535 S. Bear Hollow Road,
Rogersville 37857
Nashville Office: 23 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-0746

GODSEY, STEVE (R), - Dist. 1
District Address:
417 Mountain View Court,
Blountville 37617
Nashville Office: 212 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-7623

GOINS, MARK (R), - Dist. 34
District Address:
Route 4, Box 379, LaFollette 37766
Nashville Office: 205 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-7614

HAGOOD, JAMIE (R), - Dist. 17
District Address:
1020 West Nokomis Circle,
Knoxville 37919
Nashville Office: 107 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-1648

HARGETT, TRE' (R), - Dist. 97
District Address:
6361 Briergate Drive, Bartlett 38134
Nashville Office: 106 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-8201

HARGROVE, JFRE (D), - Dist. 42
District Address:
761 Loweland Road, Cookeville 38501
Nashville Office: 108 Mar Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-1875

HARWELL, BETH (R), - Dist. 56
District Address:
42 Wyn Oak, Nashville 37205
Nashville Office: 107 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-0709

HEAD, TOMMY (D), - Dist. 68
District Address:
1026 Hazel Drive, Clarksville 37043
Nashville Office: 33 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-4441

HOOD, JOHN (D), - Dist. 48
District Address:
402 Olympia Place, Murfreesboro 37130-4643
Nashville Office: 110 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-7849

JOHNSON, RUSSELL (R), - Dist. 21
District Address:
600 Grove Street, Po. O. Box 358, Loudon 37774
Nashville Office: 106 WMB
Nashville Phone: 741-3736

JONES, SHERRY (D), - Dist. 59
District Address:
4947 Sherman Oaks, Nashville 37211
Nashville Office: 37 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-2035

JONES, ULYSSES (D), - Dist. 98
District Address:
964 Springdale, Memphis 38108
Nashville Office: 35 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-4575

KENT, JOE (R), - Dist. 83
District Address:
6859 Waterview Cir., Memphis 38119
Nashville Office: 219 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-6813

KERNELL, MIKE (D), - Dist. 93
District Address:
3583 Allandale Lane, Memphis 38111
Nashville Office: 38 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-3726

KISBER, MATT (D), - Dist. 73
District Address:
74-A Tall Oaks, Jackson 38305
Nashville Office: 33 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-4156

LANGSTER, EDITH (D), - Dist. 54
District Address:
2423 Underwood Street, Nashville 37208
Nashville Office: 35 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-1997

LEWIS, BUTCH, JR (D), - Dist. 47
District Address:
1011 Hillsboro Road, Manchester 37355
Nashville Office: 108 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-5068

MCDANIEL, STEVE (R), - Dist. 72
District Address:
1695 A. B. Wade Road, Portland 37148
Nashville Office: 17 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-1980

MCDONALD, MIKE (D), - Dist. 44
District Address:
832 River Run, Clarksville 37043
Nashville Office: 32 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-2043

MCKEE, BOB (R), - Dist. 23
District Address:
536 Brewer Street, Athens 37303
Nashville Office: 206 War Memorial
Nashville Phone: 741-1946

MCMILLAN, KIM (D), - Dist. 67
District Address:
832 River Run, Clarksville 37043
Nashville Office: 32 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-2043

MADDOX, MARK (D), - Dist. 76
District Address:
245 Legens Street, Dresden 38225
Nashville Office: 26 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-7847

MILLER, LARRY (D), - Dist. 88
District Address:
561 Jefferson Place #3, Memphis 38105
Nashville Office: 20 LP
Nashville Phone: 741-4453
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Party</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>District Address</th>
<th>Nashville Office</th>
<th>Nashville Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MONTGOMERY, RICHARD</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 12</td>
<td>606 Old Wagon Road, Seymour 37865</td>
<td>207 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-5981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUMPOWER, JASON</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 3</td>
<td>259 Wildwood Drive, Bristol 37620</td>
<td>212 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAIFEH, JIMMY</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 81</td>
<td>P. O. Box 97, Covington 38019</td>
<td>19 LP</td>
<td>741-3774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWTON, CHRIS</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 22</td>
<td>157 Crescent Drive, S.E., Turtletown 37393</td>
<td>206 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-2371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODOM, GARY</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 55</td>
<td>119 Dunham Springs Lane, Nashville 37205</td>
<td>22 LP</td>
<td>741-4410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERBEY, DOUG</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 20</td>
<td>2113 Waterloo Drive, Maryville 37803</td>
<td>209 WMB</td>
<td>741-0981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATTON, BOB</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 7</td>
<td>1117 College Heights Drive, Johnson City 37604</td>
<td>213 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-2511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILLIPS, PETE</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 62</td>
<td>322 Riverbend Road, Shelbyville 37160</td>
<td>20 LP</td>
<td>741-3772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINION, PHILLIP</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 77</td>
<td>2021 Longview Road, Union City 38261</td>
<td>109 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-0718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLEASANT, W. C.</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 99</td>
<td>850 Ridge Lane Blvd., Suite 101 Memphis 38120</td>
<td>104 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-7084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRUITT, MARY</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 58</td>
<td>1813 Hillside Avenue, Nashville 37203</td>
<td>25 LP</td>
<td>741-3853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHINEHART, SHELBY</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 37</td>
<td>P. O. Box 128, Spenser 38585</td>
<td>34 LP</td>
<td>741-3879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDGEWAY, DON</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 75</td>
<td>72 Edmonds Place, Paris 38242</td>
<td>24 LP</td>
<td>741-6900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RINKS, RANDY</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 71</td>
<td>1008 Spring Street, Savannah 38372</td>
<td>18 LP</td>
<td>741-2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROACH, DENNIS</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 35</td>
<td>Route 1, Box 106, Rutledge 37861</td>
<td>205 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-2534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROWLAND, DONNA</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 49</td>
<td>177 Elizabeth Drive, Murfreesboro 37128-4601</td>
<td>212 WMB</td>
<td>741-2804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANDS, BOBBY</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 64</td>
<td>521 Bear Creek Pike, Columbia 38401</td>
<td>32 LP</td>
<td>741-4153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARGENT, CHARLES</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 61</td>
<td>908 Riverwood Court, Franklin 37069</td>
<td>214 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-6808</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCROGGS, LARRY</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 94</td>
<td>110 E. Mulberry Street, Collierville 38017</td>
<td>219 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-7135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHARP, JACK</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 30</td>
<td>3211 Ringgold Road, East Springs 37412</td>
<td>107 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHAW, JOHNNY W</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 80</td>
<td>1945 Russell Road, Bolivar 38008</td>
<td>110 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-4538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEPARD, DAVID</td>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>Dist. 69</td>
<td>204 McCreary Heights, Dickson 37055</td>
<td>109 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-3513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANLEY, PAUL R.</td>
<td>(R)</td>
<td>Dist. 96</td>
<td>7511 Neshoba, Germantown 38138</td>
<td>106 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-3036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Party</td>
<td>District</td>
<td>Address Details</td>
<td>Phone Numbers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIDWELL, JOHN</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dist. 74</td>
<td>158 Harbor Circle, New Johnsonville 37134</td>
<td>741-7098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nashville Office: 22 LP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TINDELL, HARRY</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dist. 13</td>
<td>3107 Fountain Park Blvd., Knoxville 37817</td>
<td>741-2031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nashville Office: 35 LP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TODD, CURRY</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Dist. 95</td>
<td>891 Lancelot Circle, Collierville 38017</td>
<td>741-1866</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOWNS, JOE, JR</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dist. 84</td>
<td>4528 St. Honore, Memphis 38116</td>
<td>741-2189</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nashville Office: 36 LP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURNER, BRENT</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dist. 29</td>
<td>3425 Audubon Drive, Chattanooga 37411</td>
<td>741-6381</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nashville Office: 208 War Memorial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURNER, LARRY</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dist. 85</td>
<td>752 W. Levi Road, Memphis 38109</td>
<td>741-6954</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nashville Office: 37 LP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TURNER, MICHAEL L.</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dist. 51</td>
<td>4346 Lebanon Road, Hermitage 37076</td>
<td>741-3229</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nashville Office: 202 War Memorial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VINCENT, JAMES E.</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Dist. 31</td>
<td>2610 Stonesage Drive, Soddy-Daisy 37379</td>
<td>741-1914</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WALKER, RAYMOND</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Dist. 25</td>
<td>P. O. Box 626, Dayton 37321</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nashville Office: 113 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-7645</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST, BEN, JR</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dist. 60</td>
<td>4013 Port Cleburne Lane, Hermitage 37076</td>
<td>741-6959</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WESTMORELAND, KEITH</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Dist. 2</td>
<td>1401 Linville Street, Kingsport 37664</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nashville Office: 214 War Memorial</td>
<td>741-4553</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE, JOHN</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dist. 70</td>
<td>191 Waldon Road, Lawrenceburg 38464</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nashville Office: 24 LP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITSON, ZANE</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Dist. 5</td>
<td>550 Don Whitson Road, Unicoi 37692</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINDLE, JOHN MARK</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dist. 41</td>
<td>217 Spurr, Livingston 38570</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINNINGHAM, LES</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>Dist. 38</td>
<td>P. O. Box 186, Huntsville 37756</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nashville Office: 36 LP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOOD, BOBBY</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Dist. 26</td>
<td>7733 Lasata Lane, Harrison 37341</td>
<td>741-3920</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nashville Office: 104 War Memorial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SENATE RESOLUTIONS

SR 0001 by *Blackburn, Henry, Haynes, Harper, Wilder, Rochelle
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Vice Admiral William P. Lawrence, U.S. Naval Academy Alumni Association Distinguished Graduate Award - 01/10/01 S Signed by S. Speaker


SR 0003 by *Crowe, Harper Memorials, Heroism - Robert D. Tester, Glen W. Tester, and James E. Tester, WWII - 02/01/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0004 by *Haynes, Person Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Criminal Procedure. - 03/13/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0005 by *Trail, Person Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Appellate Procedure promulgated by supreme court. - 03/13/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0006 by *Norris, Person Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Civil Procedure promulgated by supreme court. - 03/13/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0007 by *Person, Jackson Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Evidence promulgated by supreme court. - 03/13/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0008 by *Jackson Memorials, Recognition - Clara Haluska Fodor for her donation of fifty wall hangings to Tennessee State Museum - 02/14/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0009 by *Crowe Naming and Designating - Designates "The Wataaugans" as official historical outdoor drama of state of Tennessee. - 02/14/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0010 by *Davis L Memorials, Sports - Matt Reel, APSU football All-American - 02/08/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0011 by *Ford J, Dixon Memorials, Death - William Robert Langford - 02/15/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0012 by *Ford J, Dixon Memorials, Death - Elnora Bland Farwell - 02/15/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0013 by *Dixon Memorials, Personal Achievement - Reverend Frank Harris, Jr. - 02/21/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0014 by *Ford J, Dixon Memorials, Retirement - John H. Swanagan - 03/01/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0015 by *Dixon, Kyle, Herron, Kurita Memorials, Retirement - Dr. Fred C. Lofton, Metropolitan Baptist Church - 03/08/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0016 by *Dixon, Kyle, Harper, Williams Naming and Designating - Stroke Awareness Month, May 2001 - 03/08/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0017 by *Jackson Memorials, Personal Achievement - Jeremy Hale, Eagle Scout - 03/13/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0018 by *Blackburn, Person, Ramsey, Crowe, Jackson, Carter, Burks, Trail, Davis L, Harper Memorials, Recognition - Boy Scouts of America - 03/08/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0019 by *Clabough, McNally, Atchley, Burchett, Fowler, Ramsey, Crowe, Herron, Williams General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Arthur M. Swann, Registry of Election Finance - 05/15/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0020 by *Ford J, Kyle Memorials, Death - Nathaniel Peete, Sr. - 03/29/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0021 by *Ford J, Kyle Memorials, Recognition - Jacqlyn Calloway Shropshire - 03/29/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0022 by *Rochelle, Haynes Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lakeview Elementary School, High marks in state report card evaluations - 03/29/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0023 by *Rochelle, Harper Memorials, Recognition - Reverend H. Bruce Maxwell, Lake Providence Missionary Baptist Church - 03/29/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0024 by *Kurita, Henry, Crutchfield, Fowler Memorials, Academic Achievement - Britain Sexton, Valedictorian, Stewart County High School - 04/12/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0025 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rachel LaRae Barnes, Co-Salutatorian, Stewart County High School - 04/12/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0026 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Andrew Northam Wooster, Valedictorian, Northeast High School - 04/12/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0027 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amelia Lewis, Co-Salutatorian, Stewart County High School - 04/12/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0028 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - John Daniel Matthews, Valedictorian, Montgomery Central High School - 04/12/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0029 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Mitchell Earl Chessman, Salutatorian, Northeast High School - 04/12/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures


SR 0031 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Melinda Renee Hill, Salutatorian, Pleasant View Christian School - 04/24/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0032 by *Dixon, Ford J, Cohen Memorials, Recognition - Dr. Charles Pinkston - 04/24/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0033 by *Dixon Memorials, Recognition - Walter Brooks - 04/19/01 S P/S Adopted v.v.

SR 0034 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Mary Elizabeth Fletcher, Valedictorian, Pleasant View Christian School - 04/26/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0035 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Bevin Joy Watson, Valedictorian, Northwest High School - 04/26/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0036 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Anita Leroy, Salutatorian, Northwest High School - 04/26/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0037 by *Dixon, Kyle Memorials, Recognition - Stanley and Maxine Taylor - 04/26/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0038 by *Dixon, Kyle, Person, Norris Memorials, Recognition - Randy Belz - 04/26/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0039 by *Dixon, Harper, Person, Norris, Kyle Memorials, Recognition - Morgan Keegan Inc. - 04/26/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0040 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Stephanie Rachell Cherry, Valedictorian, Houston County High School - 05/01/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0041 by *Kurita
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jared Russell Allsbrooks, Salutatorian, Houston County High School - 05/01/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0042 by *Wilder, Wilder Memorials, Professional Achievement - William K. "Bill" Kershner - 04/24/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0043 by *Wilder, Clabough Memorials, Professional Achievement - Evelyn Bryan Johnson - 04/24/01 S Signed by S. Speaker


SR 0047 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Melinda Grace Dayhoff, Salutatorian, Kenwood High School - 05/03/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0048 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Dana Longton, Valedictorian, Clarksville High School - 05/03/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0049 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Gabriel Andrew Garcia, Valedictorian, Kenwood High School - 05/03/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0050 by *Miller J Naming and Designating - Newt Metzer Day, May 6, 2001 - 05/03/01 S Passed S., Ayes 30, Nays 0

*SR 0051 by *Ramsey, Person General Assembly, Directed Studies - Directs department of agriculture to evaluate issues associated with large-scale breeding of dogs for commercial purposes in Tennessee and to recommend appropriate policies and adjustments in programs to satisfactorily address such matters. - 05/10/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0052 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Don Patrick Stagner, Valedictorian, Academy for Academic Excellence - 05/10/01 S Transmitted to Gov. for action.


SR 0054 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jason Clint Finch, Valedictorian, Harpeth High School - 05/10/01 S Transmitted to Gov. for action.

SR 0055 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Melissa Angela Hardesty, Co-Valedictorian, Harpeth High School - 05/10/01 S Transmitted to Gov. for action.

SR 0056 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lauren Cassidy Batey, Valedictorian, Clarksville Academy - 05/10/01 S Transmitted to Gov. for action.

SR 0057 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Katie Wibking, Salutatorian, Clarksville High School - 05/10/01 S Transmitted to Gov. for action.


SR 0060 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Clinton Ross Morford, Salutatorian, Academy for Academic Excellence - 05/10/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0061 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ryan C. Edens, Co-Valedictorian, Harpeth High School - 05/10/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0062 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Michael Reed Collins, Co-Salutatorian, Harpeth High School - 05/10/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0063 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Abigail Lauren Watkins, Co-Salutatorian, Harpeth High School - 05/10/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0064 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lewis Carey Curd, Salutatorian, Cheatham County High School - 05/10/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0065 by *Cooper J, Wilder, Blackburn, Jackson, Kurita, Burchett, Atchley, Kyle, McNally Memorials, Interns - Ryan Andrew "Drew" Ermenec - 05/10/01 S Signed by S. Speaker


SR 0067 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kaycee Leigh Wolf, Co-Valedictorian, Cheatham County Central High School - 05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0068 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Chase Edward Leibfritz, Co-Valedictorian, Cheatham County High School - 05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0069 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Nicolle Vann, Co-Valedictorian, Cheatham County Central High School - 05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0070 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ashley Elizabeth Grassham, Co-Valedictorian, Cheatham County Central High School - 05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0071 by *Dixon, Person, Cohen Memorials, Public Service - Tiger Woods, for his $500,000 pledge toward building of Tiger Woods Pavilion at Target House in Memphis - 05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0072 by *Dixon Memorials, Congratulations - Jessie Rodgers - 05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0073 by *Dixon, Cohen Memorials, Professional Achievement - J. C. Williams, Carver High School Principal - 05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0074 by *Dixon, Norris, Person
Memorials, Retirement - Tom Southard -
05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0075 by *McNally , Burks, Williams, Dixon
Basic Education Program (BEP) - Confirms
proposed changes in basic education program
dealing with funding for English as Second
Language (ESL) programs. -
05/24/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0076 by *Ramsey , McNally
Memorials, Interns - Heather Renee Justice -
05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0077 by *Blackburn , Atchley, Burchett,
Blackburn, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon,
Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun,
Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle,
McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey,
Rochele, Trail, Wilder, Williams
Memorials, Interns - Lane Michelle Embree -
05/22/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0078 by *Dixon , Ford J, Cohen
Memorials, Congratulations - Spirit of Memphis,
Folk life Heritage Award -
05/15/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0079 by *Dixon , Atchley, Blackburn,
Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon,
Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun,
Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle,
McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey,
Rochele, Trail, Wilder, Williams
Memorials, Interns - Esther D. Sykes-Cook -
05/22/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0080 by *Ford J , Atchley, Blackburn,
Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon,
Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun,
Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle,
McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey,
Rochele, Trail, Wilder, Williams
Memorials, Interns - Ken Day -
05/22/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0081 by *Dixon , Cohen, Herron
Memorials, Recognition - Airport Minority
Advisory Council -
05/22/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0082 by *Blackburn , Rochelle, Harper,
Haynes, Henry
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Daniel Paul
Geth, Eagle Scout -
05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0083 by *Blackburn , Rochelle, Harper,
Haynes, Henry
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Bradley
Stephen Freeman -
05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0084 by *Blackburn , Rochelle, Harper,
Haynes, Henry
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Garrett
M. Searle, Eagle Scout -
05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0085 by *Blackburn , Rochelle, Harper,
Haynes, Henry
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Edward
Spivey Lipsy, III, Eagle Scout -
05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0086 by *Blackburn , Rochelle, Harper,
Haynes, Henry
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Christopher
M. Honeycutt, Eagle Scout -
05/17/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0087 by *Clabough , Atchley, Blackburn,
Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon,
Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun,
Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle,
McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey,
Rochele, Trail, Wilder, Williams
Memorials, Interns - Holly Noel Lowe -
05/22/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0088 by *Williams , Atchley, Blackburn,
Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon,
Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun,
Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle,
McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey,
Rochele, Trail, Wilder, Williams
Memorials, Interns - Michael Travis Foust -
05/17/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0089 by *Harper , Herron, Harper
Memorials, Recognition - Reverend Edwin C.
Sanders II and Metropolitan Interdenominational
Church -
05/24/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0090 by *Norris , Atchley, Blackburn,
Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon,
Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun,
Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle,
McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey,
Rochele, Trail, Wilder, Williams
Memorials, Interns - Ed Carr -
05/24/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0091 by *Ford J , Ford J
Memorials, Recognition - Brian Kelly -
05/24/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0092 by *Dixon
Memorials, Congratulations - Caitlin Steiger -
05/30/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0093 by *Ford J
Memorials, Retirement - Susie M. Davis-Jefferson -
05/24/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0094 by *Crutchfield , Atchley, Blackburn,
Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon,
Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun,
Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle,
McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey,
Rochele, Trail, Wilder, Williams
Memorials, Interns - Lindsay Boyer -
05/31/01 S Passed S., Ayes 30, Nays 0

SR 0095 by *Person , Atchley, Blackburn,
Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon,
Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun,
Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle,
McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey,
Rochele, Trail, Wilder, Williams
Memorials, Interns - Jamie Lynn Burns -
05/31/01 S Passed S., Ayes 30, Nays 0

SR 0096 by *Kurita , Atchley, Blackburn,
Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon,
Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun,
Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle,
McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey,
Rochele, Trail, Wilder, Williams
Memorials, Interns - Jocelyn Doria Tartock Mims -
06/05/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0097 by *Kyle , Henry, Atchley, Burchett,
Clabough, Cooper J, Elsea, Graves, Wilder,
Williams, Rochelle, Haun, Herron, Ford J
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or
Position - Expresses sense of Senate on
direction of conference committee on Senate Bill
348/House Bill 1778 -
05/29/01 S Ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SR 0098 by *Burchett , Atchley, Blackburn,
Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon,
Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun,
Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle,
McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey,
Rochele, Trail, Wilder, Williams
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Sarah
Brand, Farragut Middle School contestant in 74th
Scripps Howard National Spelling Bee -
06/08/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0099 by *Person , Norris, Cohen, Kyle
Memorials, Congratulations - "Beg To Differ,"
Memphis University School make a cappella
ensemble -
06/14/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0100 by *Rochelle , Trail, Williams
Memorials, Personal Occasion - William and
Eddie Mae Scruggs, 50th Wedding Anniversary -
06/14/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0101 by *Herron , Wilder, Blackburn,
Jackson, Kurita, Atchley, Burchett, Kyle, McNally,
Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen, Cooper J,
Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon, Elsea, Ford J,
Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun, Haynes, Henry,
Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle, McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey,
Rochele, Trail, Wilder, Williams
Memorials, Interns - Valerie Moore -
06/21/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0102 by *Ford J , Dixon, Kyle
Memorials, Recognition - Wilson Chapel A. M. E.
Church -
06/25/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0103 by *Bursks , Davis L
Memorials, Retirement - Jackie Donaldson -
06/25/01 S Signed by S. Speaker
Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun,
Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle,
McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey,
Rochele, Trail, Wilder, Williams
Memorials, Interns - Jocelyn Doria Tartock Mims -
07/13/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0105 by *Rochelle
Memorials, Recognition - "Payroll Week" in
Tennessee, September 3-7, 2001 -
07/12/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0106 by *Harper
Memorials, Recognition - "Club Write Kids" -
07/12/01 S Signed by S. Speaker
SR 0107 by *Harper 
Memorials, Recognition - Rosa Hodge - 07/12/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Death - Chester Burton "Chet" Atkins - 07/11/01 S R/S Adopted v.v.

SR 0109 by *Cooper J 
Memorials, Recognition - The Generation Gap of Cincinnati - 07/12/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0110 by *Blackburn 
Memorials, Recognition - Honors Ruth Mitchell for lifetime of service - 07/13/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0111 by *Cooper J , Davis L 
Memorials, Death - James B. "Pete" Holt - 08/08/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0112 by *Cooper J , Davis L 
Memorials, Death - Fred David Shockley - 08/08/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0113 by *Cooper J , Davis L 
Memorials, Recognition - Pulaski Elks Lodge #1827, 50th Anniversary - 08/08/01 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0114 by *Harper 
Memorials, Recognition - Cozette Rogers Garrett - 01/29/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0115 by *Blackburn , Henry 
Memorials, Death - Claire Caldwell Bawcom - 02/01/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0116 by *Herron 
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Mrs. Virginia Whitworth, Benton County's 2001 Person of the Year as chosen by Modern Woodmen of America, Camp 13462 - 02/01/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0117 by *Harper , Dixon 
Memorials, Death - Senator Hildred W. Shumake, Jr. - 02/05/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

Memorials, Death - Drue H. Smith - 02/26/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0119 by *Blackburn 
Memorials, Academic Achievement - David Rogers Scudder, perfect ACT score - 02/07/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0120 by *Dixon , Kyle 
Memorials, Sports - Bishop Byrne High School Red Knights, 2001 TSSAA Division II A Football Champions - 02/07/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0121 by *Burchett 
Memorials, Recognition - Evelyn Stuart - 02/07/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0122 by *Wilder 
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Annie and Jerry Kemp, 50th wedding anniversary - 02/07/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0123 by *Fowler 
Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Appellate Procedure promulgated by supreme court. - 03/05/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0124 by *Trail 
Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Evidence promulgated by supreme court. - 03/19/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud. Comm.

SR 0125 by *Norris 
Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Civil Procedure promulgated by supreme court. - 03/05/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0126 by *Haynes 
Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Criminal Procedure promulgated by supreme court. - 03/05/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0127 by *Dixon , Person 
Memorials, Public Service - Ron Banks - 02/26/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0128 by *Dixon 
Memorials, Public Service - Commodore C. Primous, Sr. - 02/26/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0129 by *Dixon 
Memorials, Sports - Shane Battier - 02/14/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0130 by *Kurita 
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Pearl Trotter, 100th birthday - 02/26/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0131 by *Burchett 
Memorials, Public Service - Bob Griffitts - 02/26/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0132 by *Fowler 
Memorials, Personal Occasion - U.S. Army Ranger Kyle Smith and Christina Zeinner Smith, wedding - 03/05/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0133 by *Dixon , Cohen, Dixon, Ford J, Kyle, Norris, Person 
Memorials, Public Service - Judge Robert L. Childers - 02/26/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0134 by *Dixon , Cohen, Dixon, Ford J, Kyle, Norris, Person 
Memorials, Sports - Elliot Perry - 02/26/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0135 by *Dixon , Cohen, Dixon, Ford J, Kyle, Norris, Person 
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Carlotta Stewart Watson, Lifetime Achievement as educator and counselor - 02/26/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0136 by *Dixon , Cohen, Dixon, Ford J, Kyle, Norris, Person 
Memorials, Recognition - Kemmons Wilson - 02/26/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0137 by *Kurita 
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Ann Morton, Salutatorian, Pleasant View Christian School - 03/12/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0138 by *Kurita 
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ashley Lauren Carter, Valedictorian, Pleasant View Christian School - 03/28/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Death - J.D. "Sam" Sowell - 03/28/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0140 by *Kurita 
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Wendy Dianne Gannaway, Valedictorian, Montgomery Christian Academy - 04/04/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0141 by *Kurita 
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ryan Adryan Alexander, Salutatorian, Montgomery Christian Academy - 04/04/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0142 by *Kurita 
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Bianca Bagby, Valedictorian, Kenwood High School - 04/04/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0143 by *Kurita 
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Stephanie Keele, Salutatorian, Kenwood High School - 04/04/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0144 by *Norris 
Memorials, Congratulations - Laura Kessler, Congratulations - Laura Kessler, Congratulations - Laura Kessler - 04/04/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0145 by *Kurita 
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Christopher Daniel Padin, Salutatorian, Northwest High School - 04/11/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0146 by *Crowe 
Memorials, Interns - Charles Brandon Watkins - 04/11/02 S Signed by S. Speaker
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kristen Marie Hinson, Valedictorian, Clarksville Academy - 04/11/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Katie Marie Green, 2002 Valedictorian, Montgomery Central High School - 04/11/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Soera Jean Brandon, 2001 Valedictorian, Northwest High School - 04/11/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brenton Edward Glassell, Salutatorian, Clarksville Academy - 04/11/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Death - Wilma Hughes - 03/28/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Alexandra Leigh Henry, Salutatorian, Northeast High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Katie Lorraine Kennedy, Valedictorian, Northwest High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Rose White, Valedictorian, Rossview High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amy Powell, Salutatorian, Houston County High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Roman Seth Hankins, Salutatorian, Montgomery Central High School - 05/01/02 S Adopted, Ayes 31 Nays 0

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Gilbert Calen Verbst, Salutatorian, Rossview High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ashlie Tomlinson, Valedictorian, Houston County High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Meagan D. Duncan, Salutatorian, Stewart County High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Grayson Hansard, Valedictorian, Stewart County High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Michael Tillotson, Salutatorian, Harpeth High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jennifer L. Siler, Valedictorian, Harpeth High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Beth Hiett, Valedictorian, Harpeth High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ashley Francis, Valedictorian, Harpeth High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Dionne Peacher, Valedictorian, Clarksville High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Erin Kitchell, Salutatorian, Clarksville High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rachel L. Mahan, Co-Valedictorian, Harpeth High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amity Caitlin King, Co-Valedictorian, Harpeth High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amyt B. Bratcher, Co-Valedictorian, Harpeth High School - 04/19/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Government Officials - Urges State Building Commission to name Johnson City Tennessee Highway Patrol Office on John Exum Parkway in honor of James Seehorn. - 05/16/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Recognition - Tim Green - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Recognition - Willie Nelson - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Recognition - Mt. Vernon Missionary Baptist Church - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Recognition - Larry W. Papasan - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Recognition - William Craig Crawford, Salutatorian, Sycamore High School - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Recognition - Kelly Marie Russell, Co-Valedictorian, Sycamore High School - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Recognition - Bethany Ann Browning, Co-Valedictorian, Sycamore High School - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Recognition - Michele Friend, Co-Valedictorian, Sycamore High School - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Recognition - Ashley Murray - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Recognition - William Buster Ramey, Co-Valedictorian, Sycamore High School - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Recognition - Michelle Anne Sacco, Co-Valedictorian, Sycamore High School - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Recognition - John Charles Helton, Co-Valedictorian, Sycamore High School - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0180 by *McNally General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Expresses sense of senate that funding for Basic Education Plan (BEP) not be reduced. - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0181 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - William Craig Crawford, Salutatorian, Sycamore High School - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0182 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kelly Marie Russell, Co-Valedictorian, Sycamore High School - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0183 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Bethany Ann Browning, Co-Valedictorian, Sycamore High School - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0184 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ashley Murray - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0185 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - Michelle Anne Sacco, Co-Valedictorian, Sycamore High School - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0186 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - William Buster Ramey, Co-Valedictorian, Sycamore High School - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0187 by *Kurita Memorials, Academic Achievement - John Charles Helton, Co-Valedictorian, Sycamore High School - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker
SR 0188 by *Kurita
Memorials, Congratulations - Alicia Collins - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0189 by *Williams, Sen.
Memorials, Interns - Aaron Lee Belville - 05/02/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0190 by *Williams, Sen.
Memorials, Recognition - English Mountain Spring Water Company - 05/03/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0191 by *McNally
General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Darlene McNeece, Registry of Election Finance - 06/20/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0192 by *Trail
Memorials, Retirement - Mr. Aaron Lemuall Whitaker - 05/16/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0193 by *Kurita
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Stacey Bullard, Co-Salutatorian, Central High School - 05/16/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0194 by *Kurita
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rachel Smith, Valedictorian, Cheatham County Central High School - 05/16/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0195 by *Kurita
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ashley Francis, Co-Valedictorian, Harpeth High School - 05/16/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0196 by *Kurita
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jennifer L. Siler, Co-Salutatorian, Harpeth High School - 05/16/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0197 by *Kurita
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Beth Hiett, Co-Valedictorian, Harpeth High School - 05/16/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0198 by *Crowe
General Assembly, Studies - Authorizes select committee on veterans' affairs. - 06/19/02 S Withdrawn from Senate

SR 0199 by *Kurita
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Hemali Patel, Co-Salutatorian, Cheatham County Central High School - 05/16/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0200 by *Miller J
Memorials, Interns - Rachel Katherine Watson - 05/16/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0201 by *Dixon
Memorials, Sports - Juan Dixon - 05/16/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0202 by *Dixon
Memorials, Recognition - Norma Henderson-Housley - 05/16/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0203 by *Dixon
Memorials, Recognition - Bishop Samuel Leon Lowe - 05/16/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0204 by *Dixon
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Fannie Mae Pasley Patton, 100th birthday - 05/23/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0205 by *Crowe
Memorials, Retirement - Mona Barron - 05/23/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0206 by *Ford J
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Florence Simons Curnin, 100th birthday - 05/23/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0207 by *Dixon
Memorials, Interns - Allison Kay Moody - 05/23/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0208 by *Dixon
Memorials, Recognition - Theresa Elaine Moody - 05/23/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Heroism - Stephanie Bellis, Nominee for Bufford Pusser Law Enforcement Officer of the Year - 05/22/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0210 by *Kurita
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Connie Smead, Co-Salutatorian, Cheatham County Central High School - 05/22/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0211 by *Ramsey
Memorials, Interns - Mary E. Morelock - 05/29/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0212 by *Clabough
Memorials, Interns - Erin Leigh Guy - 05/29/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0213 by *Blackburn
Memorials, Interns - Talley Olsen - 06/20/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0214 by *McNally
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Pete and Wanda Craven, 50th wedding anniversary - 06/20/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0215 by *McNally , Harper, Dixon, Kurita
Memorials, Government Officials - Urges governor to designate September 11 as "Emergency Workers' Day" in Tennessee. - 06/20/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0216 by *McNally , Harper, Dixon, Kyle, Kurita
Memorials, Heroism - Honors pilots, flight crews, and passengers on U.S. commercial airline flights. -

SR 0217 by *Dixon
Memorials, Death - Dr. Robert L. Saunders - 06/20/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0218 by *Harper
Memorials, Interns - LaToSha Renee Rushing - 06/20/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0219 by *Trail
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Myrtle Glanton Lord, Tennessee Teachers Hall of Fame - 06/20/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0220 by *McNally
Memorials, Government Officials - Urges U.S. District Court to bring swift justice to John Philip Walker Lindh; honors memory of CIA Officer Johnny Micheal Spann. - 06/20/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0221 by *Ford J
General Assembly, Directed Studies - Creates special senate committee to study licensure of surgical technologists. - 06/24/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Delayed Bills Comm.

SR 0222 by *McNally , Wilder
Memorials, Death - Garrett Asher, Sr. - 06/26/02 S Enrolled and ready for signatures

SR 0223 by *McNally , Rochelle, Williams, Sen., Henry
Naming and Designating - Designates September 11 as "Emergency Workers' Day" in Tennessee. - 06/27/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

*SR 0224 by *McNally , Williams, Sen., Graves
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Condemns 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals' decision finding recitation of Pledge of Allegiance in public schools to be unconstitutional, and urges U.S. Supreme Court to overturn such decision. - 06/29/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0225 by *Crowe
Memorials, Death - C. Terry Profitt - 06/29/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0226 by *Crowe
Memorials, Death - William D. Isaacs, Jr. - 06/29/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0227 by *McNally
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Bonnie Howard - 06/29/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0228 by *McNally , Henry, Davis L, Kyle, Rochelle
Memorials, Recognition - Lacrosse Summer League - 07/01/02 S Signed by S. Speaker

Memorials, Public Service - Pat Miller, Chief of Staff for Lieutenant Governor John Wilder - 07/01/02  S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0230 by *Crowe Memorials, Public Service - Po Do Woodward - 07/03/02  S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0231 by *Burks Memorials, Recognition - Jonathan P. Goodwin - 07/03/02  S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0232 by *Atchley Memorials, Retirement - Marsha Blackburn - 07/08/02  S Signed by S. Speaker

SR 0233 by *Herron Memorials, Interns - Nick Quinton - 07/08/02  S Signed by S. Speaker

SENATE JOINT RESOLUTIONS

*SJR 0001 by *Cohen , Crutchfield, Trail, Miller J, Cooper J Constitutional Amendments - Empowers general assembly to authorize state lottery; net proceeds to be allocated to provide financial assistance to enable Tennessee citizens to attend in-state post-secondary educational institutions; excess to be appropriated to K-12 capital outlay projects and early learning and after-school programs. - 02/15/01  S Signed by Governor.


SJR 0003 by *McNally, Harper Memorials, Congratulations - St. Mary's School, 50th Anniversary - 02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0006 by *Henry, Herron, Harper Memorials, Death - Mary Jane Werthan - 02/14/02  S Adopted, Ayes 33 Nays 0

SJR 0007 by *McNally Memorials, Death - Jason Samuel Kite - 02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0008 by *McNally Memorials, Death - Robert Earl Smith of Oak Ridge - 02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0011 by *McNally Memorials, Death - Emily Neal Howell, Anderson County Chief Deputy Clerk - 02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0012 by *McNally Memorials, Death - Charlotte Lea Robinson - 02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0013 by *Clabough, Kyle Memorials, Death - Billy Ellis of Heritage High School in Maryville - 02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0014 by *Clabough Memorials, Recognition - James C. Hill Maryville, civic and business leader - 01/31/01  S Withdrawn.


SJR 0016 by *Crutchfield, Atchley General Assembly, Joint Conventions - State of the State address, January 29, 2001 - 02/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0017 by *Ramsey, Blackburn, Crowe, Fowler Memorials, Professional Achievement - Joseph R. Gregory - 02/01/01  S R/S Adopted, Ayes 33, Nays 0

SJR 0018 by *Henry, Harper Memorials, Personal Achievement - William Valerius Sanford, John C. Tune Award - 02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0019 by *Davis L, McNally Memorials, Congratulations - Jerry Duncan Ford-Lincoln-Mercury dealership in Harriman, Tennessee - 02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0020 by *Davis L Memorials, Congratulations - Rockwood Rotary's 50th Anniversary - 02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0023 by *Cooper J Memorials, Death - Tom Redden, Sr., former Lincoln County executive - 02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0025 by *Cooper J, Kurita, Dixon Naming and Designating - Designates October, 2001, as "Pregnancy and Infant Loss Awareness Month." - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0026 by *Clabough Memorials, Congratulations - Tennessee Museum of Aviation and Tennessee Aviation Hall of Fame - 02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0028 by *Fowler, Crutchfield Memorials, Sports - Red Bank High School football team, 2000 Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association Class 5A state champion - 02/02/01 - Signed by Governor.
**SJR 0029** by *Atchley*  
Governor - Authorizes governor to transmit budget document to general assembly not later than February 15, 2001. -  
02/22/01 S Withdrawn.

**SJR 0030** by *Ramsey, Crowe, Haynes Memorials, Professional Achievement - Joseph R. Gregory*  
-  
02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0031** by *Crutchfield, Fowler Memorials, Sports - 2000 Soddy-Daisy High School girl's golf team, Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association Class AAA state champion*  
-  
02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0032** by *Crutchfield, Fowler Memorials, Professional Achievement - Robert E. Smith, 2000 Principal of the Year*  
-  
02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0033** by *Trail, Burks Memorials, Death - John Melton, Jr.*  
-  
02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0034** by *Trail, Burks Memorials, Death - Judge John Barrett Melton, III*  
-  
02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0035* by *Hau Memorial, Congress - Urges congressional delegation to assist state in obtaining federal Section 5309 funding for bus and capital improvement projects and rail projects.*  
-  
04/18/01 - Returned by Governor without signature.

**SJR 0036** by *Crowe Memorials, Personal Occasion - Elmo Rowland, 90th Birthday*  
-  
02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0037** by *Cooper J, McNally, Dixon, Kyle Memorials, Recognition - Jaycees Against Youth Smoking Program*  
-  
04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0038** by *Hau, Crowe Memorials, Public Service - Parrottsville Ruritan Club, 50th Anniversary*  
-  
02/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0039** by *Henry, Harper, Haynes, Rochelle Memorials, Retirement - General William G. Moore, Jr., President of Metropolitan Nashville Airport Authority*  
-  
02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0040* by *Ford J, McNally, Dixon, Kyle General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Endorses national proclamation of National Heart Failure Awareness Week.*  
-  
03/13/01 - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Calendar & Rules Committee

**SJR 0041** by *Burks General Assembly, Adjournment - Adjourns first session of 102nd General Assembly on April 13, 2001, to convene again on January 8, 2002.*  
-  
02/05/01 S Ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

**SJR 0042** by *Atchley Budget Procedures - Authorizes governor to transmit fiscal year 2001-2002 budget document to general assembly not later than February 20, 2001.*  
-  
02/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0043* by *Herron, Clabough General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study various societal problems caused by alcohol abuse and addiction, including underage drinking, binge drinking and other alcohol abuse by college students, driving under influence and criminal penalties thereof, and alcohol and drug abuse treatment services.*  
-  
03/21/01 S Placed on S.GW,H&HR Comm. cal. for 04/04/01

**SJR 0044** by *Clabough Memorials, Recognition - James C. Hill, Maryville civic and business leader*  
-  
02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0045** by *Crowe Memorials, Death - Dennis E. Lilly*  
-  
02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0046** by *Burchett, Blackburn Naming and Designating - Designates February 6, 2001, as "Ronald Reagan Day" in Tennessee.*  
-  
02/16/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0047** by *Jackson Memorials, Congratulations - Sarah Evetts, Owner/Operator of Ethridge TV Station, W10BV*  
-  
02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0048* by *Jackson Memorials, Congress - Urges formulation of prescription drug benefit plan for Medicare.*  
-  
01/29/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*SJR 0049* by *Jackson Constitutional Amendments - Proposes new section to Article I of Tennessee Constitution to guarantee right to hunt, fish, and harvest game, subject to regulations prescribed by general assembly.*  
-  
02/12/01 S Ref. to S. Env., Cons., & Tour.

**SJR 0050** by *Person Memorials, Recognition - Curtis Edwin Lee Person*  
-  
02/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0051** by *Davis L Memorials, Recognition - Miss Ethel Freytag*  
-  
02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0052** by *Burks, Harper Memorials, Congratulations - Cooper Johnson Palk, birth*  
-  
03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

-  
02/26/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**SJR 0054** by *Trail, Harper Memorials, Death - Robert Winston "Tee-Niny" Scales*  
-  
03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0055** by *Burks Memorials, Death - Mary Jo Lee Brinkmann*  
-  
03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0056** by *McNally Memorials, Death - Mary Cochran Pigford Smyser*  
-  
03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0057* by *Crowe General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Urges departments of correction, finance and administration, and personnel to develop and implement salary step increase plan for correctional officers upon completion of correction officer apprenticeship.*  
-  
03/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. F,W&M Comm.

**SJR 0058** by *Graves, Kurita, Dixon General Assembly - Creates special joint committee to study need for mental health and chemical dependency utilization review.*  
-  
06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0059* by *Rochelle, Williams General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Urges National Center for Public Policy and Higher Education to select Tennessee as one of multi-state participant in long-term strategic planning on state higher education policy using NCPPHE's Measuring Up 2000 report.*  
-  
05/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0060* by *Rochelle General Assembly, Directed Studies - Creates special joint committee to study election laws and effect of automation on electoral process.*  
-  
06/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**SJR 0061** by *McNally Memorials, Professional Achievement - Nivedita "Nita" Ganguly, recipient of two awards*  
-  
03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0062** by *Davis L Memorials, Personal Occasion - Grace Copeland Bilbrey, 102nd birthday*  
-  
03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0063** by *Henry, Blackburn, Graves Memorials, Recognition - The Nashville Symphony, Carnegie Hall debut*  
-  
03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0064** by *Fowler Memorials, Personal Occasion - John Eugene Fowler, 70th birthday*  
-  
02/16/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0066 by *Burchett , Crowe, Atchley, Davis L, Williams, Fowler General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Urges Tennessee State Veterans' Homes Board to select site for veterans' home. - 03/28/01 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&L

SJR 0067 by *Trail Memorials, Death - Louis Carlyle Jennings - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0068 by *Trail , Rochelle Memorials, Death - Franklin E. Crosslin, Jr. - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0069 by *Trail , Rochelle Memorials, Death - Howard Hooper Penuel, Sr., former Rutherford County Trustee - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0070 by *Trail Memorials, Death - Judge James Weldon Buckner - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0071 by *Dixon , Cooper J, Crowe, McNally, Haynes, Herron, Rochelle, Harper Memorials, Recognition - "Tobacco Settlement Health Fund Ad Hoc Committee" staff - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0072 by *Miller J Memorials, Professional Achievement - Dr. Charles Kenneth Phillips - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0073 by *Miller J Memorials, Academic Achievement - Phi Theta Kappa All-Tennessee Academic Team for 2001 - 02/16/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0074 by *Crutchfield , Atchley General Assembly, Recess/Reconvene - Recesses General Assembly for Presidents' Day holiday from close of business on Thursday, February 15, until Wednesday, February 21. - 02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0075 by *Jackson , Atchley, Blackburn, Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen, Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon, Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun, Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle, McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey, Rochelle, Trail, Wilder, Williams Memorials, Recognition - Tennessee Farm Bureau, recipient of President's Award - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0076 by *Fowler Memorials, Personal Achievement - Christopher Donal Collins, Eagle Scout - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0077 by *Miller J , Harper Memorials, Personal Achievement - Beth Hood, Miss Tennessee 2000 - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0078 by *Herron Constitutional Amendments - Proposes amendment to Article XI, Section 5 of Constitution of Tennessee to prohibit casinos and casino games of chance. - 05/22/01 S Taken off notice for cal. In S. Jud. Comm.

SJR 0079 by *Norris General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - William Cox, Wildlife Resources Commission - 04/12/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0080 by *McNally , Williams Memorials, Death - Mildred Cappiello-Johnson - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0081 by *Blackburn , Miller J, Carter, Burchett, Fowler, Ramsey, Williams, Norris Memorials, Government Officials - Encourages governor and commissioner of finance and administration to utilize zero-based budgeting principles in preparation of annual state budget. - 05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

SJR 0082 by *Kyle , Dixon Memorials, Retirement - Earl C. Scurlock, Jr. - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0083 by *Person Memorials, Sports - George E. Blanchett, Memphis Park Commission's Amateur Sports Hall of Fame - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0084 by *Miller J , Trail Memorials, Professional Achievement - Jason Donald Robinson, State Farm Teacher of the Year Award Recipient - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0085 by *Burks , Davis L, Dixon General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Michael Bruce Gaw, Wildlife Resources Commission - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0086 by *Crowe Memorials, Death - Watson Decatur "Doc" Snyder - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0087 by *Blackburn , Cooper J, Carter, Jackson, Harper, Henry, Person, Haun, Rochelle, Kurita, Graves, Trail, Davis L, Miller J, Burchett, Williams, Clabough, McNally, Haynes, Atchley, Dixon, Crowe, Burks, Herron Memorials, Recognition - Boy Scouts of America - 03/01/01 H SJR placed on H. consent cal. for 3/05/01

SJR 0088 by *Fowler Memorials, Personal Occasion - John Eugene Fowler, 70th birthday - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0089 by *McNally Memorials, Congratulations - Kimberly Roush, Prudential Spirit of Community Awards - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0090 by *Graves Memorials, Public Service - Graidon and Mabel McDole - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0091 by *Crowe Memorials, Retirement - John G. Campbell, City Manager of Johnson City - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0092 by *Herron , Cohen, Ford J, Herron, Dixon Memorials, Death - Irby Cooper - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0093 by *McNally Memorials, Death - Barrette Mills - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0095 by *Rochelle , Williams Memorials, Congratulations - Williamson Chapel's 115th Anniversary - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0096 by *Williams Memorials, Death - Dale Earnhardt, NASA Legend - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0097 by *Crutchfield , Cooper J Memorials, Recognition - Bishop W. C. Hunter, World's Church of the Living God - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0098 by *Crutchfield , Fowler Memorials, Public Service - James R. Mapp - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0099 by *Crutchfield Memorials, Public Service - Mrs. Tommie S. Montgomery - 06/14/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SJR 0100 by *Crutchfield , Kyle, Harper, Henry, Cohen, Williams, Fowler, Dixon, Herron Memorials, Public Service - Arnold A. Stulce, Sr. - 06/14/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SJR 0101 by *Crutchfield , Fowler Memorials, Public Service - Mayor Fred Pruett of East Ridge - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0102 by *Clabough Memorials, Recognition - Alcoa Inc. - 03/07/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0103 by *Graves Memorials, Sports - Hunter Middle School girls' basketball team -
Constitutional Amendments - Adds provision

Davis L, Elsea, Henry, Norris, Ramsey, Williams
Person, Burks, Atchley, Carter, Burchett, Crowe, McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey, Rochelle, Trail, Wilder, Williams

Memorials, Personal Occasion - Ben and Sue Atchley, 50th wedding anniversary - 03/12/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0106 by *Crowe, Haun
Memorials, Recognition - Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. - 03/22/01 - S Withdrawn.

SJR 0107 by *Haynes, Harper, Rochelle, Kyle, Henry, Herron
Memorials, Professional Achievement - John A. "Jack" Spann, III, newly elected President of Insurors of Tennessee's 2001 Board of Directors - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0108 by *Haynes
Memorials, Congratulations - Laura Dugger - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0109 by *Graves
Memorials, Retirement - Julius M. Hovan - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0110 by *Fowler, Miller J, Jackson, Person, Burks, Atchley, Carter, Burchett, Crowe, Davis L, Elsea, Henry, Norris, Ramsey, Williams
Constitutional Amendments - Adds provision stating any right to abortion is only as is protected under U.S. Constitution as interpreted by U.S. Supreme Court from time to time and that nothing in Constitution shall be interpreted to require that any state funds be appropriated to fund or pay for abortion. - 04/24/02 - Action Def. in s/c Health Access of HHR to 03/01/03

Memorials, Death - John Painter - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0112 by *Burks
Naming and Designating - "National Day of Hope in Tennessee," April 4, 2001 - 04/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0113 by *Cohen, Ford J, Dixon, Williams
Memorials, Retirement - Macelia Killebrew - 03/22/01 - S Signed by S. Speaker

SJR 0114 by *Cohen
Naming and Designating - Designates press room adjacent to Room 12/14 in Legislative Plaza as "Speaker George Oliver Benton Suite." - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Death - Charles Patten - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0116 by *Miller J
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Dorene Harris Lowery, Tennessee Teacher of the Year - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0117 by *Trail
Memorials, Death - Henry B. Lane - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0118 by *Trail
Memorials, Death - Henry G. "Hank" Ward - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0119 by *Trail
Memorials, Death - Anna E. Wade Lilly - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0120 by *Herron
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Michael Boehmiller, Kyle Staron, John Young, Eric Robertson, Caleb McLaughlin, Eagle Scouts - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0121 by *Herron
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Kim Hawks, Milken Family Foundation National Educator Award recipient - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0122 by *Herron
Memorials, Death - John Eisterhold - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0123 by *Herron
Memorials, Death - H. C. "Ham" Brundige of Martin - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0124 by *McNally
Memorials, Death - Joseph Bradford Long Sr. - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0125 by *Davis L
Naming and Designating - Dale Earnhardt Week, March 18-25, 2001 - 03/28/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0126 by *Burks, Davis L
Memorials, Sports - Jeff Lebo, 2000-01 OVC Basketball Coach of the Year - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0127 by *Jackson
Memorials, Personal Achievement - John W. Duke - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0128 by *Graves
Memorials, Congratulations - Gallatin Bicentennial Committee - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0129 by *Ramsey
Highway Signs - "Joseph Julian Henry Memorial Bridge," S.R. 75 over Holston River in Sullivan County - 03/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR

SJR 0130 by *Blackburn, Harper, Kurita, Graves, Burks, Henry, Dixon
Memorials, Recognition - International Athena Conference, Nashville, May 3-5, 2001 - 03/26/01 S Passed S., Ayes 30, Nays 0

Naming and Designating - "National Crime Victims' Rights Week," April 22-28, 2001 - 04/12/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0132 by *Rochelle, Harper
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Mr. Wendell Marlowe, Lakeview Elementary School Principal - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0133 by *Dixon, Ford J, Harper, Cohen, Herron
Memorials, Retirement - Frederick S. Humphries, Ph.D. - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

General Assembly, Directed Studies - Directs department of economic and community development to study wireless telecommunication service coverage in rural and other low-population areas. - 06/07/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0135 by *Davis L
Memorials, Recognition - Fred Stout and Mountain Farm International - 03/28/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0136 by *Fowler, Henry, Cohen, Herron, Dixon, Crutchfield
Memorials, Congratulations - Ray Sinor, Outstanding National Alliance for the Mentally Ill Member Award for 2001 - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0137 by *Crutchfield
Memorials, Professional Achievement - James E. Haun, Local 175, I.B.E.W. - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0138 by *Henry, Haynes, Rochelle, Cohen
Memorials, Death - Mary Jane Werthan - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0139 by *Crowe, Haun
Memorials, Recognition - Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc. - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.
Memorials, Recognition - Coal Creek Mark the Trail Day and history of Coal Creek Watershed - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.


*SJR 0154* by *Crutchfield* Memorials, Recognition - Kenneth "Pete" Springer Memorial Foundation - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.


*SJR 0156* by *Cohen, Kyle* Memorials, Professional Achievement - Reverend Anthony D. Henderson - 04/25/01 - Signed by Governor.


*SJR 0158* by *Henry* Memorials, Professional Achievement - Mary Jane Rose - 04/25/01 - Signed by Governor.


*SJR 0160* by *Rochelle, Trail* Memorials, Recognition - Dover Downs Entertainment, Inc. - 04/12/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0161* by *Burchett* Memorials, Personal Occasion - Ralph and Irene Overholt, 65th wedding anniversary - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0162* by *Burchett, Williams, McNally* Memorials, Death - Danny Mayfield - 04/16/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.
SJR 0177 by "Haynes, Harper
Naming and Designating - "Kelly Lynn Greene Day," April 21, 2001 -
05/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0178 by "Jackson
Memorials, Death - Trooper John Robert Davis, Tennessee Highway Patrol -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0179 by "Jackson, Henry, Cohen
Memorials, Recognition - Dan and Margaret Maddox -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0180 by "Jackson
Memorials, Recognition - H.R. Lovell -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0181 by "Jackson
Memorials, Death - Mark Deloach, Kellye Whitmore, and Jason Hogan -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0182 by "Crowe, McNally, Haun
Memorials, Recognition - James H. Quillen College of Medicine -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0183 by "Dixon, Person, Norris, McNally
Memorials, Recognition - University of Tennessee Academy of Students of Pharmacy, Operation Immunization National Winner -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0184 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Andrew Michael Smith, Valedictorian, Portland High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0185 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Candace Michelle Coffee, Salutatorian, East Robertson High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0186 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Christopher Francis Burke, Valedictorian, Hendersonville High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0187 by "Graves, Haun, McNally
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Thomas Shields Callaghan, Valedictorian, Hendersonville High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0188 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - John Quentin Mantooth, Salutatorian, Jo Byrns High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0189 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Daryl Wayne Yates, Valedictorian, Jo Byrns High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0190 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brandon James Woodall, Salutatorian, Westmoreland High School -
05/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0191 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Stuart Maxie Douglas, Co-Valedictorian, Westmoreland High School -
05/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0192 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brad Allen Leath, Co-Valedictorian, Westmoreland High School -
05/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0193 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Gary Lee Hammock, II, Co-Valedictorian, Westmoreland High School -
05/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0194 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Derrick Brian Gregory, Co-Valedictorian, Westmoreland High School -
05/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0195 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Emily Kathleen Sutherland, Valedictorian, Springfield High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0196 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lindsey Renee Arnold, Co-Valedictorian, Springfield High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0197 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Colby Shannon Gldewell, Co-Valedictorian, Springfield High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0198 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Stetson T. Dickerson, Salutatorian, Greenbrier High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0199 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Rae Smith, Valedictorian, Greenbrier High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0200 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - William Brian Traugther, Valedictorian, Greenbrier High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0201 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Melissa Diane Pinson, Valedictorian, Greenbrier High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0202 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Samuel Neal Deputty, Salutatorian, Gallatin High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0203 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Whitney R. Purcell, Valedictorian, Gallatin High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0204 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Berkley Margaret Voss, Salutatorian, White House High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0205 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lauren Nicole Mangrum, Valedictorian, White House High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0206 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kristin Leigh Nichols, Valedictorian, White House High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0207 by "Graves
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ashley Michelle Williams, Valedictorian, White House High School -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0208 by "Trail, Henry, Graves
Memorials, Retirement - Jim Jarrell -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0209 by "Person, Cohen, Ford J, Kyle, Norris, Dixon
Memorials, Recognition - Clark E. LaGrange -
05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0210 by "Crowe
Memorials, Recognition - East Tennessee State University College of Business -
05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0212 by "Davis L, Wilder, Atchley, Blackburn, Jackson, Burchett, Kurita, Kyle, McNally, Miller J, Norris, Carter, Burks, Person, Ramsey, Rochelle, Claibough, Trail, Cohen, Williams, Cooper J, Elsea, Crutchfield, Ford J, Crowe, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun, Haynes, Henry, Herron, Dixon Memorials, Recognition - Mr. R.L. Wheeler -
05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0213 by "Burchett, Burks Memories, Congress - Urges governor and congressional delegation to seek emergency appropriation of federal funds to provide cost-share assistance to mitigate damage caused by southern pine beetle epidemic -
02/19/02 - Assigned to s/c Marketing & Commodity Dist of AG

SJR 0214 by "Graves
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Clyde Dean, Springfield-Robertson County Volunteer of the Year -
04/25/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0215 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - Leah Elizabeth Crews, Salutatorian, Beech High School - 05/10/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0216 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rebecca Renee' McGoldrick, Salutatorian, Beech High School - 05/10/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0217 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Lind Tracy, Valedictorian, Beech High School - 05/10/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0218 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - Bryan David Harris, Salutatorian, Beech High School - 05/10/01  -  Signed by Governor.


SJR 0220 by *Burks, Davis L, Williams Memorials, Recognition - Arnold Engineering Development Center, 50th anniversary - 05/10/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0221 by *Haynes Memorials, Recognition - First Annual Gospel Quartet Awards, Concert, and Banquet - 05/10/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0222 by *Cooper J , Herron, Davis L, Williams Memorials, Recognition - Ozle Lemuell Allen - 05/02/01  -  S Withdrawn.

SJR 0223 by *Henry Memorials, Death - John Netherton - 05/10/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0224 by *Crutchfield Memorials, Recognition - Reverend Amos Baker, Sr. - 04/25/02  H Signed by H. Speaker


SJR 0226 by *Jackson Memorials, Recognition - Clarence DeLoach - 05/10/01  -  Signed by Governor.


SJR 0229 by *Person General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study establishment of Birth-Related Neurological Injury Fund. - 01/29/02  -  Assigned to s/c Health of HHR


SJR 0231 by *McNally, Davis L, Williams Memorials, Death - National Teacher Day, May 8, 2001 - 05/17/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0232 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Gail Zasowski, Valedictorian, Seymour High School - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0233 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amy Nachtrab, Valedictorian, Seymour High School - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0234 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Megan Wesley Rand, Valedictorian, Seymour High School - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0235 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Holly Haworth, Salutatorian, Seymour High School - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0236 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tessie Harrell, Valedictorian, Seymour High School - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0237 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Heather Lodari, Valedictorian, Seymour High School - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0238 by *McNally , Williams Memorials, Academic Achievement - Clinton High School Mock Trial Team, State Champions - 05/16/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0238 by *Mcnally , Dixon, Graves, Williams Memorials, Congress - Urges fully funding federal commitment to Individual with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) - 07/09/01  -  Returned by Governor without signature.

SJR 0240 by *Jackson , Blackburn Memorials, Professional Achievement - Cordia Wilkinson Harrington, Woman Business Owner of the Year - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0241 by *Jackson Memorials, Public Service - Dr. Henry C. Lee, criminologist - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0242 by *Cooper J , Haynes, Rochelle, Herron, Kyle, Cohen, Williams Memorials, Recognition - Ozle Lemuell Allen - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0243 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Daniel Bowen, Valedictorian, Gateway Christian School - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0244 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kelli Renee Boyd, Co-Salutatorian, Gateway Christian School - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0245 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amanda Marie Carrington, Salutatorian, Gateway Christian School - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0246 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Steven Jermaine Mitchell, Salutatorian, Trezevant High School - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0247 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Cashundra Nicole Jefferson, Valedictorian, Trezevant High School - 05/22/01  -  Signed by Governor.


SJR 0249 by *Herron Memorials, Professional Achievement - Michael L. Bowman, Dyersburg High School Teacher of the Year - 05/25/01  -  Signed by Governor.

McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey, Rochelle, Trail, Williams, Wilder
Memorials, Interns - April Harriman
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0251 by *Fowler, Person
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Arthur Lee and Nellie Mae Rankin, 60th wedding anniversary
- 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0252 by *Wildie, Cohen, Wilder
Memorials, Recognition - Gus's World Famous Fried Chicken and Bonner Family
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0253 by *Norris, Cohen, Person, Herron, Trail
Memorials, Congratulations - St. George's Day School Chess Team
- 05/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0254 by *Trail
Memorials, Retirement - Judy Turner
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Eric Beatty
- 05/11/01 S Transmitted to Gov. for action.

SJR 0256 by *Dixon
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kenda Johnson, Salutatorian, Westwood High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0257 by *Dixon
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Keleena Weatherall, Valedictorian, Westwood High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0258 by *Dixon
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Michael V. Hibler, Valedictorian, Whitehaven High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0259 by *Dixon
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Roby Green, Valedictorian, Oakhaven High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0260 by *Dixon
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lashandra Johnson, Salutatorian, Oakhaven High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0261 by *Dixon
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Syneca Woods, Valedictorian, Fairley High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0262 by *Dixon
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tara Henry, Salutatorian, Fairley High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0263 by *Dixon
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Latoyia R. Thomas, Salutatorian, Whitehaven High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0264 by *Crowe
General Assembly, Studies - Reauthorizes select joint committee on veterans' affairs
- 05/10/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Delayed Bills Comm.

SJR 0265 by *Dixon
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ashley M. Doyle, Salutatorian, Hamilton High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0266 by *Dixon
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sheena R. Smith, Valedictorian, Hamilton High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0267 by *McNally, Carter, Atchley, Dixon, Burks, Graves, Crutchfield, Crowe, Trail
Memorials, Recognition - Jackie Nash
- 05/10/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SJR 0268 by *McNally, Burchett, Atchley
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Emmet P. Vaughn, Jr. and Linda Vaughn, Volunteers of America Award for outstanding service to Knoxville community
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0269 by *Harper, Haynes, Henry, Rochelle
Memorials, Recognition - Nashville Rescue Mission
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0270 by *Haynes
Memorials, Interns - Tony Carey
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Retirement - Lions Clubs of Tennessee
- 05/16/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0272 by *Davis L
Memorials, Recognition - Boy Scout Troop 101 of Kingston, 60th Anniversary
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0273 by *Clabough
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Michael H. King, Valedictorian, Sevierville High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0274 by *Clabough
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Clayton Rohman, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0275 by *Clabough
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jonathan Koerten, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0276 by *Clabough
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lora J. Price, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0277 by *Clabough
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Crystal Hurst, Salutatorian, Sevier County High School
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0278 by *Trail
Memorials, Interns - Benjamin Douglas Groce
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0279 by *Trail
Memorials, Recognition - David Youree Elementary School, "Parents as Partners"
- 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0280 by *Clabough
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Chastidy Wilson, Sevier County High School, Valedictorian
- 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0281 by *Clabough
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kacie Flynn, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School
- 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0282 by *Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Benjamin Delbert Marsee, Valedictorian, Cookeville High School
- 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0283 by *Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Anna Marie Hollman, Salutatorian, Cookeville High School
- 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0284 by *Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lori Ann Presley, Valedictorian, Monterey High School
- 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0285 by *Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Daniel Michael Bailey, Salutatorian, Monterey High School
- 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0286 by *Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jonathan Ryan Medley, Valedictorian, Upperman High School
- 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0287 by *Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Autumn Lee Brown, Salutatorian, Upperman High School
- 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0288 by *Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Timothy Chad Huddleston, Salutatorian, Upperman High School
- 06/12/01 S Signed by S. Speaker

SJR 0289 by *Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Erin Paige Davenport, Valedictorian, Cannon County High School
- 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0290 by *Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Teresa Marie Pickering, Salutatorian, Cannon County High School
- 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.
SJR 0291 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Debbie Thrasher, Valedictorian, Celina High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0292 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Terri Jo Kendall, Salutatorian, Celina High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0293 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kayla Cherry, Valedictorian, Hermitage Springs High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0294 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Leslie Biles, Salutatorian, Hermitage Springs High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0295 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kayla Cherry, Valedictorian, Hermitage Springs High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0296 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lora Cotten, Salutatorian, Coffee County Central High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0297 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - David Allen Hill, Valedictorian, DeKalb County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0298 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Erica Nicole Corley, Salutatorian, DeKalb County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0299 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Christopher Lee Petty, Valedictorian, Jackson County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0300 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Beauregard Michael Smith, Salutatorian, Jackson County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0301 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Andy Ashberry, Valedictorian, Pickett County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0302 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tony Poore, Salutatorian, Pickett County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0303 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Hayley West, Valedictorian, Macon County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0304 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Daniel Cook, Salutatorian, Macon County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0305 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Leslie Holland, Valedictorian, Red Boiling Springs High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0306 by "Burks
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Leslie Gilliam, Salutatorian, Red Boiling Springs High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0307 by "Ramsey
Memorials, Congratulations - Top Gun Cheerleading Academy, four national championships - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0309 by "Person
Memorials, Recognition - Peter Gregory Juetten - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0312 by "Miller J
Memorials, Death - Judge James Curwood Witt, Sr. - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0314 by "Kyle
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Nathaniel Cleaves, Valedictorian, Westside High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0316 by "Claibough
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sharon T. Agnew, Valedictorian, Gatlinburg Pittman High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0318 by "Claibough
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Chris Buckner, Salutatorian, Gatlinburg-Pittman High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0319 by "Crowe
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Susan Elizabeth Deakins and Jay Sims Quaintance, wedding - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0320 by "Haynes, Cohen Memorials, Death - Reverend John Allison - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0321 by "Haynes, Cohen Memorials, Death - Mary Jane Werthan - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0322 by "Davis L, Herron, Cohen Memorials, Retirement - Beecher W. Frasier, Jr. - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0323 by "Davis L
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Valerie Helton, Salutatorian, Oakdale High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0324 by "Davis L
Memorials, Congratulations - Patrick Powell, 2000 Junior National Pistol Championship - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0325 by "Davis L
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jonathan Ben Laymance, Co-Valedictorian, Central High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0326 by "Davis L
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Billy Wayne Garrett, III, Valedictorian, Central High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0327 by "Davis L
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Julie Michelle Lassiter, Valedictorian, Oakdale High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.
SJR 0363 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Barbara Gant, Salutatorian, Frayser High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0364 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Monica Balon Harper, Valedictorian, Frayser High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0365 by *Henry , Haynes Memorials, Death - Reverend John Allison - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0366 by *Harper, Henry, Haynes, Graves, Williams, Cohen Memorials, Recognition - Frist Center for Visual Arts - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0367 by *Haynes, Haynes Memorials, Professional Achievement - Ms. Cindy Catignani, Metropolitan Davidson County "Teacher of the Year" - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0368 by *Haynes, Haynes Memorials, Professional Achievement - Dr. Garry Duane Speich, pastor of Hermitage United Methodist Church - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0369 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Matthew Evers, Valedictorian, South Fulton High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0370 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Erin Renee Mathis, Valedictorian, Gleason High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0371 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tonya Renee Doster, Salutatorian, Gleason High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0372 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Robert E. Lee Gordon, Ill, Salutatorian, South Fulton High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0373 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ashley Owens, Valedictorian, South Fulton High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0374 by *Herron Memorials, Death - William Guy Button - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0375 by *Crowe, Davis L Memorials, Death - Clayton F. Slagle - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0376 by *McNally, Davis L, Williams Memorials, Public Service - Boys Club of Oak Ridge, recipient of Honor Award for Program Excellence in Education and Career Development - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0378 by *Person Memorials, Recognition - Thomas N. Southard - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0379 by *Jackson Memorials, Professional Achievement - Eubank Asphalt recipient of TDOT road paving awards - 06/13/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0380 by *Jackson Memorials, Personal Occasion - Thomas William and Pamela Lynn Hughes, 25th wedding anniversary - 06/13/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0384 by *Graves Memorials, Recognition - John Baker Garrott, Sr. - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0385 by *Ford J, Dixon, Kyle Memorials, Death - Grady F. Terrell, Jr. - 06/13/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0388 by *Burks Memorials, Recognition - Jonathan P. Goodwin - 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0389 by *Burks Memorials, Congratulations - Tammy Payne, 2001 DeKalb West Elementary School Teacher of the Year - 06/13/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0390 by *Burks Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kelsey Bitting, Salutatorian, Tullahoma High School - 06/13/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0391 by *Burks Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tracy Masuda, Valedictorian, Tullahoma High School - 06/13/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0392 by *Burchett, Atchley Memorials, Personal Occasion - Alvin and Ruth Burnett, 50th wedding anniversary - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0393 by *Trail Memorials, Academic Achievement - Alisha Hooker, Valedictorian, Shelbyville Central High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0394 by *Trail Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jennifer Feldhaus, Salutatorian, Shelbyville Central High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0395 by *Trail Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brandi Schmidt, Salutatorian, Community High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0396 by *Trail Memorials, Academic Achievement - Mark Simmons, Valedictorian, Community High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0397 by *Trail Memorials, Academic Achievement - Andrew Coleman, Salutatorian, Cascade High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0398 by *Trail Memorials, Academic Achievement - Marianna Rucker, Valedictorian, Cascade High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jae Lindsay
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Michael Roper
- 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0400 by *Crowe
Memorials, Heroism - Petty Officer James L. Furrmag
- 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Cameron Leigh Armstrong, Valedictorian, Dyersburg High School
- 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jae Lindsay Dedmon, Salutatorian, Camden Central High School
- 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jay Tucker, Valedictorian, Dyersburg High School
- 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Benjamin Milton West, Valedictorian, Union City High School
- 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Stephanie Gardner, Salutatorian, Dresden High School
- 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Steven Randall Robertson, Valedictorian, Camden Central High School
- 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Heather Lea Holder, Salutatorian, Westview High School
- 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jeremy Allen, Valedictorian, Big Sandy High School
- 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sarah Catherine Anthony, Valedictorian, Westview High School
- 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Steven McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey, Rochelle, Trail, Wilder, Williams
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Wes Todd, Salutatorian, Lake County High School
- 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Katie Troutman, Valedictorian, Lake County High School
- 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Retirement - Lillian Lasher
- 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Katey Leyhue, Valedictorian, Dresden High School
- 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Death - Beth Parsons Maloan
- 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Death - Maude Alice Sellers
- 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Retirement - Berniece Atkinson
- 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Professional Achievement - Rev. Reggie Weems
- 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Death - Dr. Joe Harold Hunt
- 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Death - Ms. Madge.e Alice Sellers Crookshanks
- 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Death - Beth Parsons Maloan
- 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Robert Paul Leyhue, Valedictorian, Dresden High School
- 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Mary Beth Clapp, Valedictorian, Obion County Central High School
- 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amanda Haynes, Salutatorian, Obion County Central High School
- 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Daniel Armstrong, Salutatorian, Big Sandy High School
- 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.
SJR 0438 by *Herron  
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Maria Darlene Branca, Top Ten Student, Dyer County High School - 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0439 by *Herron  
Memorials, Death - Brian Brown - 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0440 by *Herron  
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Carole Marie Chase, Top Ten Student, Dyer County High School - 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0441 by *Herron  
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Elizabeth Anne Ross, Top Ten Student, Dyer County High School - 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0442 by *Herron  
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Laura Jo Harber, Salutatorian, Henry County High School - 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0443 by *Herron  
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Mitchum Lee Owen, Valedictorian, Henry County High School - 06/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0444 by *Ramsey  

*SJR 0445 by *Ramsey  
Highway Signs - "Great Stage Road," S.R. 126 in Blountville, Sullivan County - 07/20/2001 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0446 by *Ramsey  

*SJR 0447 by *Graves  

SJR 0448 by *Davis L  
Memorials, Recognition - Lisa Tollett - 06/22/2001 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0449 by *Davis L  
Memorials, Retirement - Maxine Drake - 06/22/2001 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0450 by *Atchley , Clabough, Williams, Brechtell  
Memorials, Recognition - Sweet Fanny Adams Theatre - 06/22/2001 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Death - William Robert Alcorn - 07/02/2001 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Death - Dianne Shea - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0453 by *Kyle, Rochelle, Haynes, Harper, Henry, Graves  
Memorials, Retirement - Bobby Boner - 07/02/2001 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0454 by *Wilder , Wilder  
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sue T. Ames - 07/02/2001 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0455 by *Kyle, Rochelle, Haynes, Harper, Henry, Kurita  

Memorials, Death - James LaFayette Bomar, Jr. - 07/09/2001 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0457 by *Burchett, Atchley  
Memorials, Sports - Holly Warlick, Women's Basketball Hall of Fame - 07/09/2001 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0458 by *Davis L  

SJR 0459 by *Crutchfield  
General Assembly, Recess/Reconvene - Recesses general assembly from close of business on June 29, 2001, to 1:00 p.m. on Thursday July 5, 2001. - 07/05/2001 S P2C, ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SJR 0460 by *Crutchfield  

SJR 0461 by *Crutchfield  

SJR 0462 by *Crutchfield  

SJR 0463 by *Atchley  

SJR 0464 by *Jackson  
Memorials, Sports - Kirk Haston, Charlotte Hornets NBA draft pick - 07/20/2001 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0465 by *Jackson  
Highway Signs - City of Lobelville - 07/20/2001 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0466 by *Crowe  
Memorials, Death - Dr. Walter Douglas Hankins - 07/20/2001 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0467 by *Crowe  
Memorials, Death - Carrie C. Repass Warrick - 07/20/2001 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0468 by *Haynes, Atchley, Harper, Kurita, Jackson, Burks  
General Assembly, Studies - Creates 15-member Tax Structure Study Commission to be appointed by governor, speaker of senate and speaker of house of representatives to study tax infrastructure in Tennessee and report back to general assembly by February 1, 2003. - 07/12/2001 - Action def. in s/c Budget of Finance Ways & Means to 2003

SJR 0469 by *Burks  

SJR 0470 by *Person  
Memorials, Congratulations - Cherrie Holden and Tommie Pardue - 07/20/2001 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0471 by *Dixon , Dixon  
General Assembly, Studies - Creates joint study committee to study Chucalissa Indian village in Memphis. - 07/12/2001 S P2C, ref. to S. Delayed Bills Comm.

SJR 0472 by *Haynes , Cooper J, Crutchfield, Atchley, Haynes  
Memorials, Retirement - Carrie Hargrove - 07/20/2001 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0473 by *Crutchfield , Atchley  
General Assembly, Recess & Reconvene - Provides for recess in proceedings of One Hundred Second General Assembly at close of busines on, and reconvenes body on, at . - 07/12/2001 S R/S Adopted v.v.

SJR 0474 by *Crutchfield , Atchley  
General Assembly, Recess & Reconvene - Recesses General Assembly at close of business on July 12, 2001; reconvenes both houses at 12:00 noon (CDT) on August 7, 2001 if Governor vetoes HB 2038 (SB 2000) prior to July 31, 2001; if Governor does not veto such bill, then 2002 session of 102nd General Assembly convenes at 12:00 noon (CST) on January 8, 2002. - 07/12/2001 S P2C, ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SJR 0475 by *Trail , Williams

SJR 0476 by *Crutchfield Memorials, Public Service - Harold K. Lester, Pastor at Orchard Knob Missionary Baptist Church - 08/17/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0480 by *McNally, Williams Memorials, Public Service - Pete Esser, Publisher of Oak Ridger - 08/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0481 by *McNally Memorials, Death - Dr. William S. Bates - 08/17/01 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0483 by *Henry, Cohen, Harper, Haynes Memorials, Death - Mary Jane Werthan - 01/22/02 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0485 by *Henry, Herron, Harper Memorials, Public Service - Clark Baker - 01/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0486 by *McNally General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Urges prominent display in all state buildings of phrases "God Bless America" or "In God We Trust." - 01/10/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.


SJR 0488 by *Crowe Memorials, Death - Jack Rutherford - 02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0489 by *Henry Naming and Designating - Dedicates plaza area above Central Services Building to employees of state of Tennessee. - 01/17/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SJR 0490 by *McNally, Haun, Dixon, Herron Naming and Designating - Designates second week of May, 2002, as "Nurses Week." - 03/26/02 - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Calendar & Rules Committee

SJR 0491 by *Crowe Memorials, Death - Dr. Clayton L. Carpenter - 02/07/02 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0493 by *Crowe Memorials, Retirement - Clifford L. Peters - 02/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0494 by *Burchett Naming and Designating - Designates February 1, 2002, as "Ronald Reagan Day." - 02/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0495 by *Crowe Memorials, Death - Fred M. "Speedy" Clyde - 02/07/02 - Signed by Governor.


*SJR 0497 by *McNally, Dixon, Davis L, Henry General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Expresses support for memorials commemorating terrorist attacks of September 11, such memorials to be built using steal from remains of World Trade Center Towers and to be placed in American high schools. - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0498 by *McNally Memorials, Heroism - Honors pilots, flight crews, and passengers of U.S. commercial airline flights who have fought to resist hijacking and other dangerous behavior and requests Tennessee airports to erect memorial plaques. - 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.


SJR 0501 by *Clabough Memorials, Professional Achievement - Sterling Woodrow Hearon, Tennessee Farm Bureau Distinguished Service Award - 02/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0502 by *Burchett Memorials, Personal Occasion - Linda Walker, 50th Birthday - 02/07/02 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0504 by *Cooper J, Kurita, Cohen, Davis L, Dixon, Graves Naming and Designating - Designates May, 2002, as "Jaycees Against Youth Smoking Month." - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0505 by *Trail Memorials, Death - John Pittard - 02/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0506 by *Trail, Kurita, Rochelle Memorials, Death - Dr. Cliff Gillespie - 02/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0507 by *Kyle Memorials, Retirement - Bobbie W. Burchett - 02/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0508 by *Crutchfield General Assembly, Recess & Reconvene - Recesses general assembly from close of business on Thursday, January 17, 2002, to Monday, January 28, 2002, at 5:00 p.m. (CST). - 01/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0509 by *Graves Memorials, Sports - Hendersonville High School Football Team 2001 Class 5A State Runner Up - 02/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0510 by *Cohen General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Expresses position that teenage in-vehicle drinking and related drug use is at level worthy of connection to local and state substance abuse and youth violence prevention strategies. - 06/24/02 - Signed by Governor.
SJR 0511 by *Norris , McNally, Person
Memorials, Congratulations - Shelby County School Board of Education, 2001 School Board of the Year - 
02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0512 by *Herron
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Expresses support for designation of State Route 22 from Martin to Union City and "Tyrson Bypass" in Union City as interstate highway link to Interstate 69, such link tentatively known as "I-169." -
02/21/02 - Assigned to s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR

SJR 0513 by "Crutchfield , Atchley, Blackburn, Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Memorials, Death - Dr. James Theodore Jackson -
02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0514 by "Crutchfield
Memorials, Public Service - Teddy Kyriakisid -
02/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0515 by "Burks
General Assembly, Adjournment - Adjourns sine die 102nd General Assembly at close of business, April 1, 2002. -
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SJR 0516 by *Kurita
General Assembly, Studies - Creates special commission to study need to create new category or categories of caregivers to serve elderly in nursing homes, assisted living programs, and home health care programs. -
03/04/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SJR 0517 by *Kurita
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Memorializes US Department of Health and Human Services and Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to amend certain federal regulations regarding feeding of residents in long-term care facilities. -
03/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Health Access of HHR

SJR 0518 by "Kurita
Memorials, Sports - J.P. Shelly, Ezell-Harding Quarterback -
02/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0519 by "Jackson
Memorials, Recognition - Scott Brooks and Ashley Brooks -
02/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0520 by *Jackson , Atchley, Blackburn, Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Highway Signs - Names combined segment of S.R. 48 and S.R. 100 in Hickman County
"Kenneth N. 'Pete' Springer Highway." -
05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0521 by "Cooper J , Harper
Memorials, Death - Raymond Wesley Adcock, Sr. -
02/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0522 by *Henry , Harper, Haynes, Herron
Memorials, Retirement - Gerald F. Nicely -
02/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0523 by *Atchley
General Assembly, Joint Conventions - Calls joint convention for Monday, February 4, 2002, at 5:45 p.m. to hear state of state address by Honorable Governor Sundquist; authorizes transmittal of state budget document. -
02/05/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0524 by *Kyle
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Professor David L. Acey, 2002 Arthur S. Holman Lifetime Achievement Award -
02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0525 by *Crowe
Memorials, Death - Donald R. Messimer -
02/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0526 by *Crowe
Memorials, Death - Ruth R. Broyles -
02/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0527 by "Carter , Herron, Atchley, Blackburn, Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Memorials, Death - W. D. (Bill) Manning, Mayor of Bradford -
02/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0528 by *Henry , Haynes, Herron, Kyle, Williams, Sen.
Memorials, Recognition - WSM-AM -
02/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0529 by *Crowe
Highway Signs - "Major Sergeant Jefferson Donald 'Donnie' Davis Memorial Bridge", spanning Watauga River on S.R. 400 South in Carter County -
04/09/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0530 by *Davis L , Blackburn
Memorials, Public Service - Fred and Kim Miller, Nashville chapter "Nurses for Newborns " program -
02/19/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0531 by *Burks , Atchley, Blackburn, Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Naming and Designating - "Police Memorial Day", May 15, 2002, "Police Memorial Week", May 12-18, 2002 -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0532 by *Burks , Cooper J, Williams, Sen.,
McNally, Kyle, Herron, Graves
Naming and Designating - "National Crime Victims' Rights Week", April 21-27, 2002 -
03/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0533 by *Hau, Henry, Rochelle, McNally
Memorials, Death - Robert L. McElrath -
02/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0534 by *Crowe , Dixon, Henry
General Assembly, Studies - Reauthorizes select joint committee on veterans' affairs. -
07/17/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0535 by "Blackburn , Miller J
Constitutional Amendments - Requires all constitutional officers to be popularly elected. -
04/16/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

SJR 0536 by *Fowler, Henry, Crutchfield,
Williams, Sen.
Memorials, Sports - McCallie High School football team, 2001 TSSAA Division II Class AAA state champion -
03/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0537 by *Dixon
Naming and Designating - William Edward Hooper, Bard Laureate of State of Tennessee -
02/06/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SJR 0538 by "Kyle
Memorials, Personal Occasion - William Leo and Marianna Cumbee Smith, 60th Wedding Anniversary -
02/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0539 by *Trail , Atchley, Blackburn, Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Memorials, Public Service - William L. Moore Jr., MD -
03/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0540 by *Atchley , Blackburn, Haynes
Memorials, Death - Elizabeth "Betsy" Thompson Pance -
03/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0541 by *Miller J
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Phi Theta Kappa -
02/19/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0542 by *Graves , Atchley, Blackburn, Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Memorials, Recognition - George Offitt, Sr. -
03/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0543 by *Graves , Atchley, Blackburn, Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen,
Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon, Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun, Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle,
McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey, Rochelle, Trail, Wilder, Williams, Sen. Memorials, Public Service - Leon Shoulders - 03/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0544 by "Crutchfield, Crutchfield Memories, Sports - LaVell Edwards, retired Brigham Young University Football Coach - 03/14/02 - Signed by Governor.


SJR 0546 by "Herron Memorials, Personal Occasion - Junior and Carolyn Phillips Morris, 56th Wedding Anniversary - 03/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0547 by "Herron, Carter, Henry Memorials, Death - George Henry Broussard - 03/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0548 by "Herron Memorials, Death - Dr. Swan Burrus, Jr. - 03/15/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0549 by "McNally, Haun, Harper Memorials, Retirement - Tommy Haun, Monroe County Trustee - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0550 by "Miller J, Burks, Haun Memorials, Recognition - Bradley Memorial Hospital, 50 year anniversary - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0551 by "Rochelle, Burks Memorials, Retirement - Bobby Lee Thompson - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0552 by "Ramsey General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Expresses support for Division of Forestry's commitment to sustainable forest management in state forest system, and FSC and SFI forest sustainability certification programs in general; commends Division for attaining certification from FSC; urges Division and Forestry Commission to demonstrate and interpret progress in achieving certification in sustainable forest management as means to promote such practices on private forest land. - 02/25/02 S P2C, ref. to S. E,C&T Comm.

SJR 0553 by "Rochelle, Trail Memorials, Death - Ray Hixon Minton - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0554 by "Rochelle, Rochelle General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Eddie Paschall, Tennessee Forestry Commission - 04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0555 by "Haynes, Cohen, Dixon Constitutional Amendments - Proposes amendment to Article VI, Section 14 of Tennessee Constitution, relative to general assembly prescribing maximum fine to be assessed without jury. - 05/06/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

SJR 0556 by "Herron Memorials, Death - Sherry Mays, Damon Wells, and Demetria Mays - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0557 by "Crutchfield, Fowler General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Elizabeth L. Kirk, Tennessee Higher Education Commission - 04/03/02 H Ref. To Education

*SJR 0558 by "Atchley General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Deborah Taylor Tate, Tennessee Regulatory Authority - 06/30/02 H Concurred, Ayes 92, Nays 0, PNV 1

SJR 0559 by "McNally, Atchley, Burchett, Crowe, Haun, Williams, Sen. Memorials, Recognition - Citizens of East Tennessee for gift of Freedom Engine to NYC Fire Department - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0560 by "Jackson Memorials, Death - Jewel Jackson Shelton - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0561 by "Herron Memorials, Death - Virginia Vaughan - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0562 by "Henry Memorials, Professional Achievement - Tia Sillers and Mark D. Sanders, writers of "I Hope You Dance" - 02/25/02 S Withdrawn.


SJR 0564 by "Jackson Memorials, Public Service - William R. Gilmore - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0565 by "Henry, Herron Memorials, Professional Achievement - Tia Sillers and Mark D. Sanders, writers of "I Hope You Dance" - 03/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0566 by "McNally Memorials, Death - Leon "Buster" Braden - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0567 by "Cooper J General Assembly, Directed Studies - Requires inter-departmental study of autism and creates special joint committee to recommend any necessary legislation. - 07/17/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0568 by "Crutchfield Memorials, Death - Napoleon Bonaparte Patton - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0569 by "Henry General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Expresses sense that each school-age child should have access to and participate in daily physical education and activity as part of educational experience; encourages public schools to promote physical activity and well-being among students to combat prevalence of obesity among Tennessee's children and teenagers. - 05/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0570 by "Kyle, Person, Norris Memorials, Retirement - Patsy Floyd - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0571 by "Person Memorials, Personal Achievement - Elizabeth Gill, Tennessee High School Rodeo Queen 2001-2002 - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0572 by "Crowe Memorials, Government Officials - Urges State Building Commission to name Johnson City Tennessee Highway Patrol Office on John Exum Parkway in honor of James Seehorn. - 04/03/02 H Ref. To Finance

SJR 0573 by "Crowe Memorials, Recognition - Elizabeth Bowers, 2002 Prudential Spirit of Community Awards Distinguished Finalist - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0574 by "Herron Memorials, Public Service - Jim Rippy, Jr., Pride of Obion County - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0575 by "Herron Memorials, Death - Rupell Murphey Speight - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0576 by "Ramsey Memorials, Government Officials - Expresses support for division of forestry's commitment to sustainable forest management in state forest system; commends division for attaining certification from Forest Stewardship Council and meeting preliminary requirements to proceed with certification process under Sustainable Forestry Initiative. - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0577 by "McNally, Atchley, Burchett, Williams, Sen. Memorials, Recognition - Amy Bullard, 2002 Prudential Spirit of Community Award Distinguished Finalist - 03/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0578 by "McNally, Atchley, Burchett, Williams, Sen.
Memorials, Recognition - Matthew LeSage, 2002 Prudential Spirit of Community Award

Distinguished Finalist -
03/20/02  -  Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Death - Dalton James Dotson - 03/20/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0580** by *Henry Memorials, Academic Achievement -
Montgomery Bell Academy and Class of 2002 - 03/20/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0581** by *Miller J Memorials, Recognition -
Deborah Newcomb, 2002 Prudential Spirit of Community Award - 03/20/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0582** by *Rochelle , Davis L, Burks Memorials, Recognition -
Macon County High School Football Cheerleaders - 03/20/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0583** by *Rochelle , Davis L Memorials, Sports -
Mount Juliet Middle School Lady Bears, 2002 Basketball State Champions - 03/20/02  -  Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0584** by *McNally Memorials, Congress -
Urges U.S. Congress and President of United States to fully fund modernization of Y-12 National Security Complex in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. -
05/14/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0585** by *McNally , Atchley, Burchett, Williams, Sen.
Memorials, Recognition - Deborah Newcomb, 2002 Prudential Spirit of Community Award Distinguished Finalists - 03/25/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0586** by *Henry Memorials, Public Service -
Honors Junior League of Nashville on its 80th anniversary. -
03/20/02  -  Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0587** by *Cohen Constitutional Amendments -
Proposes amendment to Article II, Section 28, to authorize taxation of personal income, but not in excess of 4 percent; provides that sales tax may not be levied on medications or unprepared food if personal income is taxed. -
04/02/02  S Failed In S. Jud Comm. Ayes 1, Nays 6 PNV 0

**SJR 0588** by *Person , Kyle Memorials, Sports -
St. Mary's Episcopal School, 2001 TSSAA Tennis Team and Doubles State Champions - 03/20/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0589** by *Cohen , Dixon Memorials, Retirement -
Rabbi Rafael G. Grossman - 04/02/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0590** by *Ramsey Memorials, Death -
Vaughn Edward Brewer - 04/02/02  -  Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Death -
Sara Kyle as director of TRA. -
06/30/02  H Concurred, Ayes 92, Nays 0, PNV 1

**SJR 0592** by *Wildr, Haynes, Norris Memorials, Recognition -
Honors organizers and participants of 140th Anniversary of Battle of Shiloh reenactment. -
04/15/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0593** by *Fowler Memorials, Recognition -
Pat Boone - 04/09/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0594** by *Fowler, Crutchfield Memorials, Recognition -
Inner Cities Ministries, Inc. of Chattanooga - 03/20/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0595** by *Crutchfield General Assembly, Recess & Reconvene -
Recesses Senate from close of business on March 11, 2002 until March 18, 2002 at 5:00 p.m. -
03/14/02  -  Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Retirement -
Mr. William J. Darby, III - 04/15/02  -  Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0597** by *Burchett , Kyle General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position -
Endorses concept of limiting motion picture previews to advertising motion pictures of same rating as feature presentation. -
04/17/02  H Ref. To Judiciary

**SJR 0598** by *Crutchfield Memorials, Death -
Mrs. Ora S. Jackson - 04/15/02  -  Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0599** by *Herron General Assembly, Studies -
Creates special joint committee to perform comprehensive analysis of predatory lending in Tennessee. -
03/27/02  S P2C, ref. to S. Delayed Bills Comm.

**SJR 0600** by *Herron Memorials, Public Service -
W. Jeff Reynolds - 04/03/02  S Withdrawn.

**SJR 0601** by *Henry , Rochelle Memorials, Recognition -
Stonewall Jackson, Country Music Living Legend -
04/15/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0602** by *Miller J Memorials, Recognition -
Sandra Rowland, TML Stand By Your Spouse Award -
04/15/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0603** by *Cohen , Kyle, Dixon Memorials, Recognition -
Elmwood Cemetery, 150th Anniversary -
04/15/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0604** by *Miller J Memorials, Recognition -
Bowman Hills Seventh-day Adventist Church, 100th Anniversary - 03/20/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0605** by *Ramsey Memorials, Recognition -
Holston Medical Group, 25 Years in Medicine -
03/19/02  H Signed by H. Speaker

**SJR 0606** by *Henry , Haynes, Kyle, Rochelle, Dixon, Harper Memorials, Public Service -
W. Jeff Reynolds -
04/03/02  S Withdrawn.

**SJR 0607** by *Henry Memorials, Death -
Osta M. Underwood - 04/15/02  -  Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0608** by *Wildr General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment -
J.W. "Jim" Carpenter, Tennessee Forestry Commission -
05/07/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0609** by *Cohen Memorials, Death -
Dr. John M. Eisenberg - 04/15/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0610** by *Haynes Memorials, Personal Occasion -
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Hudgens, Jr., 55th wedding anniversary -
04/15/02  -  Signed by Governor.

Naming and Designating -
Designates Main Drive at new Tennessee Fire Service and Codes Enforcement Academy in Bedford County as "Senator Tommy Haun Boulevard". -
06/24/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0612** by *Person , Norris, Williams, Sen.
Memorials, Congratulations -
Margaret McCawley - 04/15/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0613** by *McNally , Davis L Memorials, Death -
J. Carson Ridenour, Sr. - 04/15/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0614** by *McNally Memorials, Death -
Tami Dawn Ashley - 04/15/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0615** by *McNally Memorials, Death -
Kenneth L. Vander Sluis - 04/15/02  -  Signed by Governor.

**SJR 0616** by *Herron , Rochelle Naming and Designating -
April 11, 2002, World Parkinson's Disease Day in Tennessee - 04/09/02  -  Signed by Governor.
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Diem Van T.

04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0658 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lisa Kay Cooper, Valedictorian, White House High School - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0659 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - JoAnna Ann Miller, Salutatorian, White House High School - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0660 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - Laura Elizabeth Dayton, Salutatorian, Hendersonville High School - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0661 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jimmy Lee Kerrigan, Co-Valedictorian, Gallatin High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0662 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amy Elizabeth Hamilton, Co-Valedictorian, Gallatin High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0663 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - David Cameron Calvert, Salutatorian, Westmoreland High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0664 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - Clinton Tony Head, Valedictorian, Jo Byrns High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0665 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - Darren Rian Gregory, Valedictorian, Westmoreland High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0666 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ashonda Brazzel, Valedictorian, Raleigh-Egypt High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0667 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Francis LaTai Smith, Salutatorian, Raleigh-Egypt High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0668 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Diem Van T. Nguyen, Valedictorian, Kingsbury High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0669 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Elizabeth Cummings, Salutatorian, Kingsbury High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0670 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ngoc Diep Thi Quach, Valedictorian, Treadwell High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0671 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Latrista Dynell Harris, Salutatorian, Treadwell High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0672 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kimberly Denise Williams, Valedictorian, Ridgeway High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0673 by *Kyle, Cohen Memorials, Academic Achievement - Erin Jeanne Lightman, Salutatorian, Ridgeway High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0674 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Hindi Omar Hussein, Valedictorian, Craigmont High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0675 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kim Phuong Thi Truong, Salutatorian, Craigmont High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0676 by *Kyle, Cohen Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Ilana Rothschild, Valedictorian, White Station High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0677 by *Kyle, Cohen Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lingyun Xiong, Salutatorian, White Station High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0678 by *Kyle, Cohen Memorials, Academic Achievement - Mark Joseph Laabs, Salutatorian, White Station High School - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0679 by *Elsea , Burks, Davis L, McNally, Williams, Sen., Carter, Cooper J General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Flavus A. Barker, State Board of Education - 05/29/02 - Filed w/ S. Ref. to S. Delayed Bills Comm.


SJR 0681 by *Elsea General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Michael W. Black, Tennessee State Forestry Commission - 04/24/02 - S P2C, ref. to S. E,C&T Comm.

SJR 0682 by *Cohen , Person, Norris, Kyle, Ford J, Dixon, Burks, Cohen Memorials, Public Service - Thomas E. Boggs, Jefferson Award Winner - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0683 by *Cohen , Person, Norris, Kyle, Ford J, Dixon, Cohen, Burks Memorials, Sports - University of Memphis Men's Basketball Team 2002 NIT Champions - 04/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0684 by *Cohen, Person, Norris, Kyle, Ford J, Dixon, Cohen, Burks Memorials, Academic Achievement - Quique Huerta, perfect scores on ACT and SAT - 04/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0685 by *Crowe Memorials, Recognition - Ms. Letha Carr's fourth grade class at Central Elementary School in Carter County fundraising efforts for Elizabethton/Carter County Veterans Memorial Park - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0686 by *Crowe Memorials, Recognition - Daniel Boone High School Reflections - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0687 by *Crowe General Assembly, Studies - Creates interagency task force to study issues relative to intermediate care facilities for persons with mental retardation (ICFs/MR). - 05/29/02 - S Ref. to S. Delayed Bills Comm.

SJR 0688 by *Crowe Memorials, Sports - Unaka High School Boys Basketball Team - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0689 by *Atchley Memorials, Interns - Jacob Chad Hogue - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0690 by *Burchett Memorials, Recognition - Knoxville Chapter of Association for Preservation of Tennessee Antiquities, 50th Anniversary - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0691 by *Henry, Atchley, McNally General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Carolyn D. Pearre, State Board of Education - 06/29/02 - S Adopted, Ayes 25 Nays 0

SJR 0692 by *Herron Memorials, Public Service - John C. Hough - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0693 by *Herron Memorials, Retirement - Stan Workman - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0694 by *Trail Memorials, Death - Vester Waldron - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0695 by *Trail Memorials, Professional Achievement - Steve Cates, Tennessee Council for Social Studies 2001-02 Tennessee High School Teacher of the Year - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0696 by *Miller J Memorials, Recognition - Ron Braam, William F. Johnson, Sr. United Way Community Service Award - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0697 by *Williams, Sen. Memorials, Retirement - Kenny Buttolph, Research Editor, Old Cars Weekly - 04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tyler Walpole, Co-Salutatorian, Jo Byrns High School - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0738 by *McNally Memorials, Interns - Tabitha Hope Dickey - 05/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0739 by *Crutchfield Memorials, Interns - Andrea E. Crilly - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0740 by *Haun, Herron, Cohen Memorials, Interns - Emily Yarbro - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0741 by *McNally Memorials, Public Service - Rick Chadwick, Distinguished Service Award from Tennessee High School Athletic Directors Association - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0742 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Travis Wayne Fleming, Salutatorian, South Fulton High School - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0743 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Mary Elizabeth Grissom, Valedictorian, South Fulton High School - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0744 by *Herron, Henry, Cohen Naming and Designating - Firefighters' Day in Tennessee, September 11, 2002 - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0745 by *McNally, Cohen Memorials, Public Service - Senator Fred Thompson - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0746 by *Crutchfield General Assembly, Recess & Reconvene - Adjourns both houses at close of business on Wednesday, May 1, 2002; reconvenes House on Wednesday, May 8, 2002 at 1:00 p.m.; reconvenes both houses on Wednesday, May 15, 2002, at 1:00 p.m. - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0747 by *McNally, Cohen Memorials, Recognition - Connie Ann Clark - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0748 by *McNally Memorials, Recognition - James W. Miller, Sr. - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0749 by *McNally Memorials, Retirement - Mrs. Bonnie Wear - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0750 by *Trail Memorials, Personal Occasion - Joyce Carroll, 75th Birthday - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0751 by *Haun, Henry Memorials, Recognition - Wilma Dykeman Stokely, State Historian - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0752 by *Burks Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ross Edward Philpot, Valedictorian, Jackson County High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0753 by *Burks Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sandra Jo Wilson, Salutatorian, Jackson County High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0754 by *Burks Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rachel A. Jemigan, Valedictorian, Monterey High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0755 by *Burks Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jason Lee Buckner, Salutatorian, Monterey High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0756 by *Burks Memorials, Academic Achievement - Yamini Rao, Valedictorian, Cookeville High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0757 by *Burks Memorials, Academic Achievement - Krishna Palmer, Valedictorian, Upperman High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0759 by *Burks Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kenneth Richard Herren, Salutatorian, Upperman High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0760 by *Burks, Davis L Memorials, Academic Achievement - Nathan Thomas Aaron, Valedictorian, Pickett County High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0761 by *Burks, Davis L Memorials, Academic Achievement - John Michael Crouch, Salutatorian, Pickett County Central High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0762 by *Burks, Davis L Memorials, Academic Achievement - Andrea Beth Robertson, Valedictorian, Coffee County Central High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0763 by *Burks, Davis L Memorials, Academic Achievement - Emily Lynn Powers, Salutatorian, Coffee County Central High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0764 by *Burks Memorials, Public Service - Burrell Harris - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0765 by *Fowler Memorials, Interns - John Gregory Burlison - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0766 by *Wildcr Memorials, Interns - Katie Lanette Williams - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0767 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Huan Y. Lin, Valedictorian, Frayser High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0768 by *Kyle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Takela Jeanette Matthews, Salutatorian, Frayser High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0769 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lynzi Sutton, Salutatorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0770 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Susan L. Roach, Salutatorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0771 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement -Brittany Morgan Book, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0772 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Eleanor Morgan Petty, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0773 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kelly Savannah Sutton, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0774 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Angela Ecaterina Quebec Munasque, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0775 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - AnnMarie Bennett, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0776 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Angela Bryant, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0777 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sarah Ellen Morton, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0778 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Xiao Xin Lu, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

SJR 0779 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Charlotte Hayes, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School -
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Thomas O. SRJ 0790 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Erica McCoy, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0781 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Elizabeth Hauser, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0782 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - William Aarin McNabb, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0783 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Elizabeth Farren, Valedictorian, Sevier County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0784 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Nicholas Lambert, Valedictorian, Alcoa High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0785 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Laura Jetter, Salutatorian, Alcoa High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0786 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jeremiah M. Stache, Valedictorian, Alcoa High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0787 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Joshua "Logan" Dyer, Valedictorian, Gatlinburg-Pittman High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0788 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ana Alicia Landry, Salutatorian, Gatlinburg-Pittman High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0789 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Trista Suzanne Self, Salutatorian, Gatlinburg-Pittman High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0790 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Thomas O. McDermott, Salutatorian, Gatlinburg-Pittman High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0791 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brett M. Taylor, Salutatorian, Gatlinburg-Pittman High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0792 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Barton Chandler Williams, Valedictorian, Gatlinburg-Pittman High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0793 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amber N. Noel, Valedictorian, Gatlinburg Pittman High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0794 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Courtney Mason Lix, Salutatorian, Gatlinburg-Pittman High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0795 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica M. Davis, Salutatorian, Seymour High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0796 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kristi Hurst, Valedictorian, Seymour High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0797 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Cherish Widner, Valedictorian, Seymour High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0798 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Katherine Sue Hayes, Valedictorian, William Blount High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0799 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brandi Marie Stargel, Salutatorian, William Blount High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0800 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Philip Trent Jones, Valedictorian, Maryville High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0801 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Alan Barker, Valedictorian, Heritage High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0802 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Steven Woolwine, Salutatorian, Heritage High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0803 by *Burks Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kara Lynn Farris, Co-Valedictorian, White County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0804 by *Burks, Davis L Memorials, Academic Achievement - Anna Elizabeth Vaughn, Co-Valedictorian, White County High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0805 by *Graves Memorials, Recognition - Connie Barker - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0806 by *Clabough Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sabrina E. Doughty, Salutatorian, Maryville High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0807 by *Henry Memorials, Retirement - Betty Pippin Knight - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0808 by *Cooper J Memorials, Retirement - Dr. A. Frank Glass - 06/04/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0809 by *Cooper J Memorials, Recognition - James A. Dillon, Jr. - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor. 

*SJR 0810 by *Crutchfield, Dixon General Assembly, Directed Studies - Directs TACIR to study effects of extending collective bargaining rights to public employees in Tennessee. - 06/18/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee 

SJR 0811 by *Rochelle, Trail Memorials, Death - Stanley Raymond Benz - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0812 by *Rochelle, McNally, Kyle, Herron Memorials, Recognition - Rebecca Lynch Ferrar - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor. 


SJR 0814 by *McNally Memorials, Recognition - Laurel Ensign-Simmons, 2001 President's Environmental Youth Award - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0815 by *McNally Memorials, Recognition - Julie Phillips, 2001 President's Environmental Youth Award - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0816 by *Crowe Memorials, Death - Dr. George Bela Kehler - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0817 by *Jackson Memorials, Death - Alicia Dunavant - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0818 by *Jackson Memorials, Death - Robert Franklin Littleton - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0819 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sydney Renee Stockdale, Salutatorian, Big Sandy High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor. 

SJR 0820 by *Herron
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jacob Warren Melton, Valedictorian, Big Sandy High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0821 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jack Aaron Leonard, Salutatorian, Camden Central High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0822 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ross Ballard Lumpkin, Valedictorian, Camden Central High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0823 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Meagan Duncan, Salutatorian, Stewart County High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0824 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Grayson Hansard, Valedictorian, Stewart County High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0825 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - Matthew Jakes, Salutatorian, East Robertson High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0826 by *Graves Memorials, Recognition - Cheryl Swinney - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0827 by *Graves Memorials, Academic Achievement - Bethany Kay Thomas, Valedictorian, East Robertson High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0828 by *Norris Memorials, Recognition - United States Army, 227th birthday - 06/03/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0829 by *Kyle, Clabough, Davis L, Trail, Rochelle Memorials, Interns - Sarah Katharine Elder - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  


SJR 0833 by *Ramsey Memorials, Recognition - Pal's Sudden Service - 06/25/02 H Signed by H. Speaker  


SJR 0837 by *Jackson, Rochelle, Kyle, Henry, Harper Memorials, Public Service - Lola Woolridge - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0838 by *Kurita Memorials, Interns - Jenica Shiri Curd - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0839 by *Haynes, Cohen, Rochelle Memorials, Interns - Bethany Schree Tramel - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0840 by *Herron, Cohen, Rochelle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tara Renee Newsom, Salutatorian, Gleason High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0841 by *Herron, Cohen, Rochelle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kristi Renae Todd, Valedictorian, Gleason High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0842 by *Herron, Cohen, Rochelle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Savannah Lynn Grooms, Salutatorian, Greenfield High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0843 by *Herron, Cohen, Rochelle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lindsey Brooke Box, Valedictorian, Greenfield High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0844 by *Herron, Cohen, Rochelle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Toria Argo, Salutatorian, Westview High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0845 by *Herron, Cohen, Rochelle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Adleen Crapo, Valedictorian, Westview High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0846 by *Herron, Cohen, Rochelle Memorials, Academic Achievement - T. J. Rehmert, Salutatorian, Union City High School - 06/19/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Cal. Comm.  

SJR 0847 by *Herron, Cohen, Rochelle Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amber Nicole Becton, Valedictorian, Union City High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0848 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Toni Marie Little, Valedictorian, Scotts Hill High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0849 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kimberly Michelle Lindsey, Salutatorian, Scotts Hill High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0850 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Hannah Leigh Vise, Valedictorian, Riverside High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0851 by *Herron Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rachel Jean Haggard, Salutatorian, Decatur County Riverside High School - 06/05/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0852 by *Jackson Memorials, Interns - Sarah Tankersly - 06/28/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0853 by *Crowe Memorials, Death - Chad Lyle - 06/28/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0854 by *Person, McNally Memorials, Interns - Travis Brown - 06/28/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0855 by *Person, Kyle Memorials, Interns - Jonathan Pierre Langlois - 06/28/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0856 by *Burchett, Williams, Sen., Henry, Rochelle, Kyle Memorials, Retirement - Rebecca Ferrar - 06/28/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0857 by *Davis L. Burks Highway Signs - "Veterans Memorial Highway," U.S. Highway 127 in Cumberland County - 07/01/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0858 by *Jackson Memorials, Sports - Dickson County Cougars Softball team, winners of State Championship - 06/28/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0859 by *Trail Memorials, Death - Harold Caldwell Lee - 06/28/02 - Signed by Governor.  

SJR 0860 by *Blackburn Memorials, Death - Paul Redick -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0861 by "Clabough, McNally, Herron
Memorials, Retirement - Ernie Blankenship -
06/19/02  S  Withdrawn from Senate

SJR 0862 by "Burks
Memorials, Interns - Jamar T. Fuqua -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0863 by "Trail
Memorials, Sports - LaVergne High School
Baseball Team, 2002 TSSAA Class AAA State Champions -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Public Service - Jeffrey Lloyd Osgood, Jr. -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0865 by "Herron
Memorials, Recognition - Stephen James Mackie -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0866 by "Herron
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Zackary Alan Wood, Salutatorian, Obion County Central High School -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0867 by "Herron
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Walter Butler, Pinnacle of Excellence -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0868 by "Herron
Memorials, Death - William Harold "Snag" Hayes -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0869 by "Herron
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Dusty Patterson, Salutatorian, Dresden High School -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0870 by "Herron
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Linda Farmer, Valedictorian, Dresden High School -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0871 by "Herron, Haynes
Memorials, Sports - Country Music Marathon -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0872 by "Herron
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Connie Lin Barker, Valedictorian, Obion County Central High School -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0873 by "Herron
Memorials, Retirement - Jake Laham -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0874 by "Henry
Memorials, Public Service - Samuel Epting, Director of Finance, Tennessee Housing Development Agency -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0875 by "Haun, McNally, Williams, Sen., Cohen, Rochelle, Herron, Kyle
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Senator Ronnie Greer, 50th birthday -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0876 by "Clabough, McNally, Cohen, Henry, Herron
Memorials, Retirement - Ernie Blankenship -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

*SJR 0877 by "Haun
General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Bill G. Williams, Tennessee State Forestry Commission -
06/24/02  S  P2C, ref. to S. E,C&T Comm.

SJR 0878 by "Henry, McNally, Harper, Haynes, Cohen
Memorials, Death - Guilford Dudley, Jr. -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0879 by "Haun
Memorials, Interns - Jennifer Lauren Lewis -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0880 by "Haun
Memorials, Interns - Andrew Joseph Merriman -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Public Service - Beecher Frasier, Jr., Cumberland County Commissioner -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0882 by "Cooper J
Memorials, Interns - Chris Eaton -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0883 by "Jackson
Memorials, Death - Robert Thomas Spicer -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0884 by "Cohen
Memorials, Congratulations - Steven Matthew Nalley -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0885 by "Blackburn
Memorials, Death - Paul Redick -
06/28/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0886 by "Davis L
Memorials, Recognition - Barbara Stagg and John Gilliat -
07/04/02  -  Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Retirement - Senator Gene Elsea -
06/28/02  H  Signed by H. Speaker

Memorials, Death - Representative Keith Westmoreland -
06/27/02  S  R/S Adopted, Ayes 29 Nays 0

General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Condemns 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals' decision finding recitation of Pledge of Allegiance in public schools to be unconstitutional, and urges U.S. Supreme Court to overturn such decision. -
06/29/02  S  Adopted, Ayes 27 Nays 0

Memorials, Retirement - Michael L. Cole -
07/04/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0893 by "Haynes
Memorials, Retirement - Ralph A. Brewer -
07/04/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0894 by "Burks, Miller J, Williams, Sen., Henry
General Assembly, Adjournment - Provides for adjournment sine die of 102nd General Assembly at close of business on June 30, 2002. -
07/17/02  -  Signed by Governor.

SJR 0895 by "McNally
General Assembly, Recess & Reconvene - Recesses senate at close of business on July 4, 2002, and reconvenes senate at call of speaker. -
07/02/02  S  Filed for intro.
*SB 0022* by *Cohen, Williams, Cooper, Elsea, Crowe, Person, Crutchfield, Atchley, Burchett, Fowler, Ramsey, Rochelle, Harper, Haun, Haynes (HB 0135 by *Head, Todd, Roach, Westminster, Davis (Cooke), Arriola, Ford S, Montgomery, Sharp, Patton, Pleasant)  

04/02/01  H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 0030* by *Atchley (HB 1058 by *Cole (Dyer))  

02/08/01  S Withdrawn.

*SB 0031* by *Train (HB 0124 by *Phillips)  
Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department to rebuild ornamental brick posts formerly located at entrance of Farming Acres subdivision in Bedford County, which posts were demolished due to construction on U.S. 231.

03/06/01  S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Trans. Comm.

*SB 0032* by *Davis L (HB 0580 by *Winningsham)  
Abortion - Prohibits state funding of abortions. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 51.

05/17/01  S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 0033* by *Davis L (HB 0449 by *Curtis)  
Local Government, General - Authorizes state to repay local government for portion of funds matched to receive federal funding under Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 if such portion of funds is used to purchase bulletproof vests.

05/17/01  S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 0034* by *Davis L, Dixon, Miller J, Cooper J (HB 0476 by *Walker)  
Taxes, Real Property - Extends present tax relief to disabled veterans from assessed value on first $140,000 of full market value of owner-occupied residence to 100 percent reimbursement on such property. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-704.

01/31/01  S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0035* by *Clabough (HB 0138 by *Overbey)  
Alcoholic Offenses - Decreases from .10% to .08% blood alcohol content necessary to constitute offense of DUI per se; repeals offense of adult DWI but permits use of prior convictions for certain purposes. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 50.

03/26/01  S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0036* by *Harper (HB 0941 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)  
Sunset Laws - Advisory council on workers' compensation, June 30, 2004. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 50, Chapter 6.

04/08/01  -  Pub. Ch. 8

*SB 0037* by *Harper (HB 0958 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)  
Sunset Laws - Advisory council on workers' compensation, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 18.

04/26/01  -  Pub. Ch. 92

*SB 0038* by *Harper (HB 1615 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)  
Sunset Laws - Judicial evaluation commission, June 30, 2007; limits commission members to two terms. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 17, Chapter 4.

05/30/01  -  Pub. Ch. 238

*SB 0039* by *Harper (HB 0930 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B, Walker, Bittle)  
Sunset Laws - Department of economic and community development, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 3.

05/30/01  -  Pub. Ch. 239

*SB 0040* by *Harper (HB 1614 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)  
Sunset Laws - Judicial selection commission, June 30, 2007; limits members to two terms; increases membership from 15 to 17 by adding two lawyers, not nominated by group; new lawyer members to serve four-year initial term. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 17, Chapter 4.

08/02/01  -  Pub. Ch. 459

*SB 0041* by *Harper (HB 1617 by *Kernell, Cooper B, Arriola, Windle, Dunn, Fraley, Tindell, Phelan, Davis (Wash), Fitzhugh, Ferguson, Bone, White, Turner (Shelby), Winningsham, Maddox, Armstrong, Goins, Pinion)  
Sunset Laws - Commission of Indian affairs, June 30, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 34.

07/19/02  -  Vetoed by Governor.

*SB 0042* by *Harper (HB 0916 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)  
Sunset Laws - Post-conviction defender commission, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 40, Chapter 30.

05/04/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 135

*SB 0043* by *Harper (HB 0972 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)  
Sunset Laws - Tennessee technology development corporation, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 14 and Title 4, Chapter 29.

04/06/01  -  Pub. Ch. 9

*SB 0044* by *Harper (HB 0960 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)  
Sunset Laws - Wastewater financing board, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 221.

05/15/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 171

*SB 0045* by *Harper (HB 1046 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)  
Sunset Laws - Mid-Cumberland community action agency, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.

01/31/01  S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops Comm.

*SB 0046* by *Harper (HB 1048 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)  
Sunset Laws - Mid-East community action agency, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.

01/31/01  S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops Comm.

*SB 0047* by *Harper (HB 0959 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)  
Sunset Laws - Interagency council on osteoporosis, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 1.

04/06/01  -  Pub. Ch. 10
SB 0048 by Harper (HB 0942 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Air pollution control board, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 201.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 177

SB 0049 by Harper (HB 0917 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Removes Eden alternative grant assistance program from governmental entity review cycle; increases amount that may be expended from nursing home protection trust fund in any fiscal year to program. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 11.
07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 428

SB 0050 by Harper (HB 1049 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Mountain Valley economic opportunity authority, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

SB 0051 by Harper , Person (HB 1620 by *Kernell , Cooper B, Brooks, Garrett)
Sunset Laws - Board of dispensing opticians, June 30, 2003; prohibits board from discriminating when issuing licenses. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 14.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 234

SB 0052 by Harper (HB 1066 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

SB 0053 by Harper (HB 1616 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - State building commission, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 15 and Title 4, Chapter 29.
06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 347

SB 0054 by Harper , Dixon (HB 0925 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Board for licensing health care facilities, June 30, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 11.
07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 432

SB 0055 by Harper (HB 0970 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Traumatic brain injury advisory council, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 55.
04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 11

SB 0056 by Harper (HB 0961 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

SB 0057 by Harper (HB 0950 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee municipal solid waste advisory committee, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 211.
05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 144

SB 0058 by Harper , Haynes (HB 0974 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee higher education commission, June 30, 2003; revises limits on funding for certain programs at Meharry; creates study groups to review structure and responsibilities of THEC. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 49, Chapter 7.
07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 433

SB 0059 by Harper (HB 1067 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Southeast Tennessee human resource agency, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

SB 0060 by Harper (HB 0931 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Department of human services, June 30, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 3.
06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 300

SB 0061 by Harper (HB 0933 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Department of personnel, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 3.
07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 414

SB 0062 by Harper (HB 0923 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Terminates Caney Fork development corporation. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 93

SB 0063 by Harper (HB 0946 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Board of law examiners, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 23, Chapter 1.
07/05/01 S Approved by Delayed Bills Comm.

SB 0064 by Harper (HB 0944 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Blount county community action commission, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

SB 0065 by Harper (HB 0943 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Anderson county community action commission, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

SB 0066 by Harper (HB 0927 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Cordell Hull economic opportunity corporation, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

SB 0067 by Harper (HB 0969 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Terminates state volunteer advisory board. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 41, Chapter 10.
04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 35

SB 0068 by Harper (HB 0962 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Cooperative economic opportunity authority, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 54, Chapter 15.
05/10/01 H Held on desk.

SB 0069 by Harper (HB 1071 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Petroleum underground storage tank board, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 215.
05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 240

SB 0070 by Harper (HB 1064 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Committee for clinical perfusionists, June 30, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 28.
04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 36

SB 0071 by Harper (HB 0952 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Medical board of Tennessee consolidated retirement system, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 8, Chapter 34.
04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 12

SB 0072 by Harper (HB 1050 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Northeast Tennessee economic development council, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

SB 0073 by Harper (HB 1062 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Perinatal advisory committee, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 66, Chapter 1.
05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 172

SB 0074 by Harper (HB 1068 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - South Central Tennessee human resource agency, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

SB 0075 by Harper (HB 1070 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - State board of occupational and physical therapist examiners, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 13.
04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 37

SB 0076 by Harper (HB 0934 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Housing development authority, board of directors, June 30, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 23. 07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 434

SB 0077 by Harper (HB 1612 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Highland Rim economic corporation, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

SB 0078 by Harper (HB 0939 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Domestic violence state coordinating council, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 38, Chapter 12. 04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 13
*SB 0079 by *Harper (HB 1623 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Private protective services advisory committee, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 62, Chapter 35. 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 65

*SB 0080 by *Harper
Sunset Laws - Department of environment and conservation, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Chapter 4, Chapter 3. 01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

*SB 0081 by *Harper (HB 1619 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Deletes obsolete references to terminated governmental entities. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29. 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 66

*SB 0082 by *Harper (HB 0940 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Deletes references to development centers, boards of trustees, that are no longer subject to sunset review. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 38

*SB 0083 by *Harper (HB 0926 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Child care agency licensing board of review. June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 3. 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 372

*SB 0084 by *Harper (HB 0971 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee tobacco farmers certifying board, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 43, Chapter 36. 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 67

*SB 0085 by *Harper (HB 0975 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Terminates authority to create Tennessee local neighborhood development corporations; grandfathers in existing local neighborhood development corporations. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 13. 07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 415

*SB 0086 by *Harper (HB 0947 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Bradley-Cleveland community service agency, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

*SB 0087 by *Harper (HB 0948 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Extends board of probation and parole, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 40, Chapter 28. 01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

*SB 0088 by *Harper (HB 1061 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)

*SB 0089 by *Harper (HB 1047 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Mid-Cumberland human resource agency, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

*SB 0090 by *Kurita (HB 0245 by *Williams (Wll))
Dentists - Authorizes board of dentistry to utilize one or more screening panels in its investigative and disciplinary process. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 5, Part 1. 03/07/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Gov. Ops. Comm.

*SB 0091 by *Henry (HB 0831 by *Fowlkes)
Education - Requires that Tennessee state history be included in curriculum for seventh graders enrolled in public schools. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 10. 02/14/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0092 by *McNally, Davis L (HB 0154 by *Caldwell, Armstrong, Bunch, Hargett, Pleasant) Local Government, General - Allows, instead of requires, local governments to set and collect processing fee in amount that is equal to amount paid third-party processor for processing credit card or debit card payment. - Amends TCA Section 9-1-108. 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 348

*SB 0093 by *Harper (HB 0976 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Health Care - Repeals "Tennessee Health Planning and Resources Development Act of 1987" and enacts "Tennessee Health Services Act and Planning Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 11. 06/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 780

*SB 0094 by *Harper (HB 0977 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Genetic advisory committee, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 5. 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 68

*SB 0095 by *Harper (HB 0978 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - First Tennessee human resource agency, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

*SB 0096 by *Harper (HB 0956 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee consolidated retirement system, board of trustees, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 8, Chapter 34. 04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 94

*SB 0097 by *Harper (HB 0957 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee corrections institute, board of control, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 41, Chapter 7. 06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 301

*SB 0098 by *Harper (HB 0963 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)

Sunset Laws - Tennessee alliance for fitness and health, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 40. 04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 14

*SB 0099 by *Harper (HB 0937 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Drycleaner environmental response board, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 217. 04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 15

*SB 0100 by *Harper (HB 0919 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Epilepsy advisory committee, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 49. 04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 16

*SB 0101 by *Harper (HB 0920 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - East Tennessee human resource agency, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

*SB 0102 by *Harper (HB 0955 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee arts commission, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 20 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 95

*SB 0103 by *Harper (HB 0954 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee code commission, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 1, Chapter 1 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

*SB 0104 by *Harper (HB 0979 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Water quality control board, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 69, Chapter 3. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 178

*SB 0105 by *Harper (HB 0936 by *Kernell)
Sunset Laws - Upper East Tennessee human development agency, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops. Comm.

*SB 0106 by *Harper (HB 0964 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee aeronautics commission, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 42, Chapter 2. 04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 17

*SB 0107 by *Harper (HB 0967 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - State library and archives management board, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 10, Chapter 1. 04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 18

*SB 0108 by *Harper (HB 0953 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - State law library commission, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 10, Chapter 4. 04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 19

*SB 0109 by *Henry
Local Government, General - Prohibits elected official disqualified from holding office because of conduct while in office from running for office subsequently even if citizenship rights are restored if office requires surety bond and candidate cannot obtain such bond. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 20, Part 1 and Title 40, Chapter 29, Part 1.

01/29/01 S Withdrawn.

*SB 0110 by *Harper (HB 0966 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee advisory committee for acupuncture, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 6.
01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops Comm.

*SB 0111 by *Harper (HB 0928 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Council of certified professional midwifery, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 10.
01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops Comm.

*SB 0112 by *Harper (HB 0951 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Governor's council on physical fitness and health, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 40.
04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 20

*SB 0113 by *Harper (HB 1074 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Medical care and cost containment committee, June 30, 2004. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 50, Chapter 6.
04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 39

*SB 0114 by *Harper (HB 0921 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Department of mental health and developmental disabilities, June 30, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 3.
06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 302

*SB 0115 by *Harper (HB 1613 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Clarksville-Montgomery County community action agency, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops Comm.

*SB 0116 by *Harper (HB 0949 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Terminates cancer reporting advisory committee. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 1.
04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 40

*SB 0117 by *Harper (HB 0922 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Department of mental health and development disabilities, statewide planning and policy council, June 30, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 33, Chapter 1.
06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 303

*SB 0118 by *Harper (HB 0918 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Emergency communications board, June 30, 2009. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 43, Chapter 35.
02/14/01 S Withdrawn.

*SB 0119 by *Harper (HB 0929 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops Comm.

*SB 0120 by *Harper (HB 1618 by *Kernell , Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Human rights commission, June 30, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 21 and Title 4, Chapter 29.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 437

*SB 0121 by *Harper (HB 0973 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee science and technology council, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 14 and Title 4, Chapter 29.
04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 21

*SB 0122 by *Harper (HB 0945 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Board of ground water management, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 69, Chapter 11.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 179

*SB 0123 by *Harper (HB 0965 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Solid waste disposal control board, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 211.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 180

*SB 0124 by *Harper (HB 0924 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Advisory committee for children's special services, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 12.
04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 41

*SB 0125 by *Harper (HB 1622 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - University of Tennessee board of trustees, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 49, Chapter 9.
05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 241

*SB 0126 by *Harper (HB 0935 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Hemophilia advisory committee, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 41.
04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 22

*SB 0127 by *Harper (HB 1611 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - State capital commission, June 30, 2009. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 8.
05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 242

*SB 0128 by *Harper (HB 1073 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Renal disease advisory committee, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 35.
04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 23

*SB 0129 by *Harper (HB 1072 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Public health council, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 1.
04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 69

*SB 0130 by *Harper (HB 0980 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B, Bitte)
Sunset Laws - Wildlife resources commission, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 70, Chapter 1.
07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 416

*SB 0131 by *Harper (HB 1069 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Safe employment education and training advisory committee, June 30, 2004. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 50, Chapter 6.
04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 573

*SB 0132 by *Harper (HB 0938 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Douglas-Cherokee economic authority, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops Comm.

*SB 0133 by *Jackson (HB 0183 by *Shepard)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee advisory committee for technology. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, 03/13/02 S Referred to special committee.

*SB 0134 by *Jackson (*HB 128 by *Shepard)
Sunset Laws - Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of cultural license plate for technology. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 42

*SB 0135 by *Jackson (HB 1062 by *Pruitt)
Sunset Laws - Establishes council on standing for election to public office requiring posting of surety bond if such person is unable to obtain such surety bond. - Amends TCA Title 6.
02/26/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S &L Govt. Comm.

*SB 0136 by *Kurita , Crowe, Davis L (HB 0270 by *Williams (Wilk))
Sunset Laws - Managed Care Organizations - Requires commissioner of commerce and insurance in consultation with commissioner of health to promulgate by rule uniform claims process for TennCare MCOs and providers. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 71.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 209

*SB 0137 by *Cooper J (*HB 1429 by *Lewis , Hagood, Wood, Curtiss, Ferguson, Rhinehart, Bone)
Sunset Laws - Fireworks - Conforms present designation of Class C and Class B fireworks to current U. S. Department of Transportation designation as Fireworks 1.4G and 1.3G, accordingly. - Amends TCA Title 67 and Title 68, Chapter 104.
05/09/01 H Conf. comm. appointed.(Lewis, Rhinehart & Hagood)

*SB 0138 by *Cooper J , Jackson (*HB 0130 by *Odom , Jones, S., Turner (Shelby), Briley, West, Armstrong)
Workers' Compensation - Extends termination date from December 31, 2001, to July 1, 2003, of provision to allow employee whose back is injured to be able to choose health care provider from three physicians or surgeons designated by employer or chiropractor designated by employer; changes due date from September 1, 2001, to December 15, 2002, for reports from treasurer and workers' compensation advisory panel regarding effect of such provision. - Amends Public Chapter 990 of the Public Acts of 2000.

04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 114

*SB 0139* by *Cooper J (HB 0134 by *Langster , DeBerry L, Buck, Pruitt, Todd, Jones U (Shel), Pinion, Kent, Cole (Carter), Jones, S., Nailleth, Westmoreland, Boyler, Windle, McDonald, Godsey, Pleasant, Maddox, Miller L, Fitzhugh) Bail, Bail Bonds - Requires magistrate to consider in determining bail that defendant's criminal conduct resulted in death of law enforcement officer engaged in performance of official duties. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11, Part 1.

04/17/01 S Failed in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0140* by *Cooper J (HB 0691 by *Givens) Taxes, Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Decreases, from 10 percent to 5 percent, percentage of proceeds to be paid to state treasury from seizures of tobacco products on which applicable taxes have not been paid. - Amends TCA Title 67.

02/22/01 S Recalled from Clerk's desk, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0141* by *Cooper J (HB 0695 by *Rhinehart , Curtiss) Taxes, Excise - Removes apparatus, appliances, and record-keeping documentation from definition of "medical supplies" in credit against excise taxes given for costs of medical supplies. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Parts 20 and 21.

02/22/01 S Recalled from Clerk's desk, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0142* by *Cooper J (HB 0686 by *Givens) Trade Regulation - Changes time for replacement cost of cigarettes, in determining basic cost of cigarettes, from 30 days to 15 days. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 25, Part 3.

02/08/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C.L & A Comm.

*SB 0143* by *Cooper J (HB 0696 by *Rhinehart , Curtiss) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Adds limited liability companies to list of entities required to obtain licenses before operating health facilities that are required to have license. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 11.

02/22/01 S Recalled from Clerk's desk, ref. to S. GW.H&HR Comm.

*SB 0144* by *Graves , Cooper J (HB 0529 by *Winningham) Education - Provides procedure for bringing complaints to school boards and commissioner of education concerning school laws; provides for advisory committees to boards. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 50.

05/28/02 S Action Def. in S. Ed. Comm. to 6/4/02

*SB 0145* by *Cooper J (HB 0879 by *Kisber) Child Custody and Support - Authorizes court to modify child support order where obligor has continuously or repeatedly been denied court-ordered visitation. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6 and Title 36, Chapter 5.

03/01/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0146* by *Cooper J (HB 0880 by *Kisber) Driver Licenses - Increases from 5 or more to more than 10 consecutive or 15 total unexcused absences allowed prior to suspension or denial of driver license of individual under 18 enrolled in GED course. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-3017 and Title 55, Chapter 50.

05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 235

*SB 0147* by *Carter (HB 0144 by *Maddox) School Districts, Special - At request of school district board, authorizes South Carroll County Special School District to levy an additional tax of $1.00 per $100 for construction and maintenance of school property. - Amends Chapter 278 of the Private Acts of 1995.

03/12/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 2

*SB 0148* by *Carter (HB 3041 by *Beavers , Tidwell, Shepard, Casada, Phelan, Buttry, Vincent, Sharp, Winningham) Traffic Safety - Requires driver and passenger of motorcycle, motorized bicycle, or motor-driven cycle to wear "motorcycle helmet" instead of "crash helmet"; exempts persons 21 years old and older from such requirement. - Amends TCA Section 55-9-302.

04/03/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

*SB 0149* by *Harper (HB 0166 by *Pruitt) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires, when application for nonresidential methadone treatment facility is filed with health facilities commission, that notice of such filing be sent to members of general assembly who represent districts in which such facility is proposed to be located. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-106.

02/22/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 0150* by *Cooper J (HB 1575 by *Rinks) TennCare - Conditions TennCare transportation for unemancipated child for medically covered services to cases where child is accompanied by parent, guardian, or responsible person designated by parent or guardian. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5, Part 1.

02/08/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C.L & A Comm.

*SB 0151* by *Clabough , Cooper J, Crutchfield (HB 0479 by *Harwell) Public Health - Requires hospitals or facilities where child is born to screen or refer child to facility or health department to screen newborns for hearing loss; requires certain insurance plans to cover screening; requires certain referrals if test indicates child may have hearing loss. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 23 and Title 68, Chapter 5.

05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 0152* by *Harper (HB 0932 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Department of environment and conservation, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 3.

07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 417

*SB 0153* by *Cooper J (HB 0679 by *Lewis) Fireworks - Reduces distance from church, hospital, asylum, or public school from 600 feet to 500 feet within which fireworks may be ignited or exploded. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 104.


*SB 0154* by *Cooper J (HB 0692 by *Givens) Taxes - Provides that no provision of franchise or excise tax laws should be construed to prevent tobacco companies from doing business in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 20 and Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 21.

01/31/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0155* by *Cooper J (HB 0403 by *Fraleys) Education - Requires state board of education to set standard spring break time period for all public schools; requires state board of regents and University of Tennessee board of trustees to set standard spring break time for all institutions under their respective jurisdiction and to consult with state board of education to ensure spring break is same for all public educational institutions. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30 and Title 49, Chapter 7, Part 1.

03/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0156* by *McNally (HB 0162 by *Dunn) Collection Agencies - Classifies employment by attorney as debt collector suitable employment which qualifies licensed collection service location manager to maintain license; removes requirement that agencies include address for department of commerce and insurance on correspondence to debtors. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 20, Part 1.

05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 130

*SB 0157* by *Clabough Criminal Offenses - Creates Class E felony offenses of unlawful use of theft detection shielding device and unlawful removal of theft detection device; creates Class A misdemeanor offenses of unlawful possession of theft detection shielding device and unlawful possession of theft detection device remover; makes activation of anti-shoplifting device grounds for detention by owner or employee of establishment. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 1.

01/29/01 S Withdrawn.

*SB 0158* by *Clabough (HB 0208 by *Westmoreland) Criminal Offenses - Creates Class E felony offenses of unlawful use of theft detection shielding device and unlawful removal of theft detection device; creates Class A misdemeanor offenses of unlawful possession of theft detection shielding device and unlawful possession of theft detection device remover; makes activation of anti-shoplifting device grounds for detention by owner or employee of establishment. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 1.

03/14/01 S Failed in S. Jud. Comm.
SB 0159 by *Clabough , Williams (HB 0599 by *McCord , Overby, Montgomery)

Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires hospitals to receive certain abandoned newborn infants under certain circumstances; provides certain criminal and civil immunity to hospital, its employees, and health care professionals. - Amends TCA Section 36-11-103; Title 36; Title 37; Section 63-6-218 and Title 68.

SB 0160 by *Clabough , Williams (HB 0600 by *McCord , Overby, Montgomery)

Children - Authorizes certain medical providers to take possession of certain abandoned infants and creates program to provide community information on alternatives to infant abandonment. - Amends TCA Section 34-11-103; Title 36; Title 37; Section 63-6-218 and Title 68.

SB 0161 by *Clabough (HB 0601 by *McCord , Overby, Montgomery)

Taxes - Sales - Provides $3,000 annual bonus to teachers who have achieved certification by National Board of Professional Teaching Standards. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 9, Part 5.

SB 0162 by *McNally , Williams (HB 0579 by *Winningham)

Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Provides for $3,000 annual bonus to teachers who have achieved certification by National Board of Professional Teaching Standards. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 9, Part 5.

SB 0163 by *McNally , Williams, Crowe, Crutchfield, Burks (HB 1342 by *Head , Rhinehart, Lewis, Winningham, Fraley, Maddox, Fitzhugh)

Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Provides minimum contribution of $50.00 for supplemental medical insurance premiums for state retirees with 30 or more years of service, subject to appropriations. - Amends TCA Section 8-27-702.

SB 0164 by *McNally (HB 1240 by *Caldwell)

Criminal Offenses - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 2, to provide for issuance of new specially earmarked license plates for city of Oak Ridge; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Oak Ridge PTA. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.

SB 0165 by *McNally (HB 1241 by *Caldwell)

Financial Responsibility Law - Requires commissioner of safety to assess civil penalty in certain amounts for failure to file accident reports and failure to have insurance in effect on date accident occurs. - Amends TCA Section 39-16-510.

SB 0166 by *McNally (HB 0191 by *Caldwell)

TennCare - Establishes study committee to examine problems involving uninsurables under TennCare program including option of high-risk pools. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 71.

SB 0167 by *McNally *(HB 0192 by *Caldwell)

TennCare - Establishes joint legislative study committee to make legislative recommendations to second session of 102nd General Assembly to implement proposals from commission on future of TennCare. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 56 and Title 71.

SB 0168 by *McNally , Henry, Williams *(HB 0194 by *Caldwell)

Highway Signs - "American Museum of Science and Energy," I-75, Anderson County - 03/05/01 H Rcdv from S., held on H. desk.

SB 0169 by *McNally *(HB 0193 by *Caldwell)

Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of new specially earmarked license plates for city of Oak Ridge; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Oak Ridge PTA. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.

SB 0170 by *Jackson (HB 1221 by *Scroggs)


SB 0171 by *Clabough , Williams (HB 0234 by *Montgomery , Bunch)

Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Revises procedure for allocation of funds produced from sale of Friends of Great Smoky Mountains specially earmarked license plates. - Amends TCA Section 55-4-271.

SB 0172 by *Atchley (HB 0231 by *Rhinehart)

State Employees - Directs individuals administering or providing services to deferred or tax sheltered compensation plans to respond to subpoenas with required documents and specified affidavit within 14 days of service. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7, Parts 1, 3, and 5.

SB 0173 by *Atchley (HB 0229 by *Rhinehart)

State Employees - Redefines "years of service" for purpose of participation in state's group insurance plan; makes various changes in TCRS; establishes procedure for responding to subpoenas for deferred compensation plan records. - Amends TCA Sections 8-27-205(b)(2), 8-27-302(d)(3), 8-34-101(34), 8-34-206(d), 8-34-302(a)(10), 8-35-403(d)(2), 8-35-404, 8-36-108(b)(5), 8-36-109, 8-36-117, 8-36-604, 8-36-607 and 8-37-220(a); and Title 8, Chapter 25, Parts 1 and 3, and Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 8.

SB 0174 by *Atchley (HB 0230 by *Rhinehart , Whitson)

Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Corrects internal cross-reference to TCA section regarding definition of member of superseded retirement system. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34; Title 8, Chapter 35; Title 8, Chapter 36; Title 8, Chapter 37.

SB 0175 by *Atchley (HB 0834 by *McDaniel)

Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Revises provisions governing minimum annuity values. - Amends TCA Title 56.

SB 0176 by *Fowler (HB 0289 by *Sharp)

Municipal Government - Authorizes special assessments for flood control. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 32.

SB 0177 by *Fowler , Burks (HB 0394 by *Chumney , Turner (Ham))

Domestic Violence - Clarifies that victim does not include person adjudged to be primary aggressor by law enforcement officer; authorizes Shelby County judicial commissioners, magistrates, and other officials authorized to issue arrest warrants in absence of judge to issue order of protection when judge is not available. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 3, Part 6.

SB 0178 by *Fowler , Crutchfield (HB 1577 by *Rinks)

Personal Property - Exempts gift certificates, gift cards, gift checks, and in-store purchase credits from being deemed abandoned or unclaimed property. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 29, Part 1.

SB 0179 by *Fowler , Norris (HB 0291 by *Sharp , Overby, Fitzhugh, McCord, Bone, Curtiss, Davis (Cocke))

Environmental Preservation - Authorizes local governments designated as MS4s by environmental protection agency to develop stormwater management systems. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221.

SB 0180 by *Burchett (HB 0438 by *Dunn)

Education, Higher - Prohibits post-secondary educational institutions from using student, faculty, and staff social security numbers as identification numbers; allows use of social security number for purposes specifically authorized, required, or in compliance with federal law that regulates institutions' collection or use of such numbers and protects privacy. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7.

SB 0181 by *Graves , Burchett, Miller J (HB 1106 by *Odom , Odom, Garrett, Givens, Ferguson)

Funeral Directors and Embalmers - Requires funeral directors utilizing service of crematory to ascertain that such crematory is licensed; establishes other guidelines regarding use of crematory. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 5.
SB 0182 by *Burchett , Williams (HB 0371 by *Hagood, E)
Traffic Safety - Requires truck tractors and semitrailers to operate in right-most lane on interstate or multi-lane divided highway; violation is Class C misdemeanor, punishable only by $50.00 fine. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1.
04/25/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Trans. Comm.

SB 0183 by *Burchett (*HB 0196 by *Bittle) Taxes, Exemption - Removes gasoline and diesel tax from fuel sold at marinas to boats, motorboats, sailboats, and personal watercraft. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 3, Part 15.
02/01/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

SB 0184 by *Burchett (HB 1804 by *Hagood) Bail, Bail Bonds - Requires professional bondsmen to collect 10 percent minimum premium from accused person before posting appearance bond for such person; prohibits bondman from acting as surety or lender on such minimum payment. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11, Part 3.
03/07/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0185 by *Burchett (HB 0433 by *Bunch) Sexual Offenses - Requires judges to impose chemical castration as condition of community supervision for life on certain physically and mentally sound sexual offenders. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 5.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0186 by *Burchett , Atchley (HB 1843 by *Hargrove, Rinks) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Allows transfer of deceased incumbent's campaign account to incumbent's spouse or child if such spouse or child appointed or elected to incumbent's office; establishes guidelines for situations where spouse or child not appointed or elected. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10.
06/19/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 384

SB 0187 by *Burchett , Ramsey, Crowe, Williams, Davis L, Person (*HB 0188 by *Bittle, Curtiss) Liens - Establishes procedures for marinas to enforce lien on vessels or personal watercraft. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 19, Part 2.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 210

SB 0188 by *Haynes (HB 1127 by *Davis (Cooke), Hargett, McKe, Roach) Education, Dept. of - Requires department to provide raw test score data to LEAs as soon as possible, but no later than June 30. - Amends TCA Section 49-1-606.
05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 243

SB 0189 by *Haynes , Williams (HB 0534 by *McDonald , Buck, Davidson, Arriola, Caldwell, Bone, DeBerry J, Givens, Rinks, Jones, S., Ridgeway, Garrett, DeBerry L, Windle, Pinion, Hargrove, Winningham, Cooper B, Odum, Brooks, FitzHugh, Maddox, Tidwell, Curtiss, Fraley, Williams (Wil), Turner (Dav), White, Hood, Sands, Armstrong, Shepard, Shaw, West, Fowikes, Tindell, Towns, Cole (Dyer), Kisber, McMillian, Miller L, Turner (Shelby), Lewis) Alcoholic Offenses - Decreases from .10% to .08% blood alcohol content required to commit offense of DUI; repeals offense of adult DWI, but permits use of prior convictions for certain purposes. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 50.
05/09/01 S Taken off notice for cal. by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0190 by *Haynes (HB 0281 by *Turner (Dav)) Solid Waste Disposal - Prohibits landfill from being permitted or constructed in Davidson County if only access to landfill is off county road which runs through residential neighborhood that is located within two miles of landfill where more than 50 people reside. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211, Part 1.
02/01/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Env., Cons., & Tour. Comm.

SB 0191 by *Haynes (HB 0282 by *Turner (Dav)) Taxes, Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Triples cigarette tax from 6.5 mills per cigarette to 19.5 mills per cigarette or 39 cents per pack of 20. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 10.
02/01/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Env., Cons., & Tour. Comm.

SB 0192 by *Cohen (HB 1849 by *Kernell) Firearms and Ammunition - Requires firearms and ammunition to be marked with permanent markings. - Amends TCA Title 39-17-1305.
06/19/01 - Pub. Ch. 345

SB 0194 by *Cohen (HB 0792 by *Briley) Animal Control - Applies Dog and Cat Humane Death Act to all non-livestock animals; limits methods of euthanizing animals; creates Class A misdemeanor for violations of Act. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 24, Part 1.
02/21/02 - Pub. Ch. 740

SB 0195 by *Cohen (HB 0255 by *Scruggs) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires any entity with eminent domain authority to extend right-of-way of two-lane undivided public road. - Amends TCA Title 54-22-101.
03/14/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 146

SB 0197 by *Crutchfield , Graves, Atchley, Haynes, Clabough, Wilder (HB 0275 by *Davidson , Rinks, McDonald, Arriola, DeBerry L) Redistricting, Legislative - Clarifies that senate offices must comply with applicable federal statutes. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Section 3-1-102.
01/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 466

SB 0198 by *Crutchfield , Graves (HB 0276 by *Davidson , Rinks, McDonald, Arriola, DeBerry L) Redistricting, Congressional - Clarifies that state house districts must comply with all federal statutes and court decisions. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Section 3-1-103.
01/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 276

SB 0199 by *Clabough , Crutchfield (HB 0277 by *Davidson , Rinks, Arriola, DeBerry L) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Allows general assembly member who is candidate for local public office to raise money for such local office during otherwise prohibited periods under certain limited circumstances; revises guidelines for use of unexpended contributions; allows former member of registry of election finance to run for local office during otherwise prohibited period in certain circumstances; makes other various revisions regarding campaign finance laws. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Title 3.
02/21/02 - Pub. Ch. 470

SB 0200 by *Harper , Burks (HB 0284 by *Turner (Dav)) Domestic Violence - Requires all firefighters, law enforcement officers, and emergency medical services personnel to receive domestic violence training. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 24; Title 38, Chapter 8, Part 1 and Title 68, Chapter 140. 03/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 3

SB 0202 by *Harper (*HB 0239 by *Patton) Child Custody and Support - Authorizes court that establishes or enforces child support to require obligee to report to court on disposition of child support payments, including accounting of future expenditures. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 5, Part 1.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0203 by *Harper (*HB 0232 by *Turner (Dav)) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Enacts "Tennessee Prescription Fair Pricing Act." - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71.
04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

SB 0204 by *Harper , Jackson, Burks (*HB 0233 by *Arriola , Turner (Dav), Ferguson, Langster)
Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Enacts "Senior Citizen Prescription Drug Discount Program Act." - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71. 04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

*SB 0205 by *Henry (HB 0222 by *Odom) Game and Fish Laws - Requires permission of owner of dwelling house within 100 yards if hunting big game within municipality or urban services district in Shelby, Davidson, Knox, or Hamilton Counties. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 4, Part 1. 02/01/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Env., Cons., & Tour. Comm.

*SB 0206 by *Dixon (HB 0240 by *Patton) Child Custody and Support - Authorizes court to consider divorcing parent's refusal to attend educational session as evidence of parent's lack of good faith under parenting plan proceedings. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6, Part 1. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 616

*SB 0207 by *Dixon Loan Companies and Short Term Lenders - Requires thumbprint of pledgor to be made part of pawnshop transaction record. - Amends TCA Section 45-6-209. 02/20/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0208 by *Dixon (HB 0286 by *Scroggs) Sewage - Exempts any county having metropolitan form of government and municipalities with sewer bond rating of at least AA or whose cash balance exceeds 50 percent of annual wastewater operating expenses from certain requirements regarding operating deficits. - Amends TCA Section 68-221-1010. 05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. E,C&T Comm.

*SB 0209 by *Dixon (HB 0224 by *McKee, Montgomery, Roach, DeBerry L) Education - Provides for extended-year reading instructional program. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2. 05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0210 by *Dixon (HB 0148 by *Miller L) General Assembly - Gives members of general assembly same annual percentage increase given each fiscal year to state employees as across-the-board or cost-of-living raise, however described; increase to be applied to salary beginning month of November each year. - Amends TCA Section 3-1-107. 05/08/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 0211 by *Dixon (HB 1348 by *Turner (Dav)) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Requires binding arbitration to resolve disputes in teachers professional agreements with LEAs. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-612. 05/16/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0212 by *Dixon , Harper (HB 1226 by *Turner (Shelby), Shaw, Towns, Brooks, Bowers, Cooper B, Miller L) Driver Licenses - Clarifies authority of department of safety in establishing payment plans for reinstatement or restoration of suspended or revoked driver license. - Amends TCA Section 55-12-129. 04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 43

*SB 0213 by *Dixon (HB 1152 by *Armstrong , McKee, McDaniel, Caldwell, DeBerry L) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Provides that funds received in future, as well as fiscal year 2000-2001, will be allocated 50 percent to each health trust fund and agricultural fund. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 18; Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 8; Title 9; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 02/01/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0214 by *Dixon (HB 1153 by *Armstrong , McKee, McDaniel, Caldwell, DeBerry L) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Provides that all funds received from tobacco master settlement in fiscal year 2000-2001, as well as in future, will be allocated 50 percent to each health fund and agricultural fund; any fund balance shall be carried forward. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 18; Title 4, Chapter 3; Part 2; Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 2; Title 9; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71; Chapter 5. 05/31/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/05/01

SB 0215 by *Dixon (HB 0163 by *Pruit , Langster) Local Education Agency - Expands from five schools to five LEAs in each grand division that are required to file report with commissioner of education on conflict resolution intervention programs. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-118. 04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 44

*SB 0216 by *Dixon (HB 0164 by *Pruit, Turner (Dav)) Disabled Persons - Enacts "Tennessee Americans with Disabilities Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 21. 02/01/01 S P2C, ref. to S. St & Local Comm.

SB 0217 by *Dixon (HB 1016 by *Armstrong , DeBerry L, Jones U (Shel), Cooper B, Turner (Shelby), Miller L) Auctions and Auctioneers - Requires auctioneer to disclose if owner of record of property bids at auction of such property and to further disclose to successful bidder that sale of such property is voidable if owner did bid. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 19, Part 1. 03/13/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0218 by *Dixon (HB 1044 by *Armstrong , DeBerry L, Jones U (Shel), Cooper B, Turner (Shelby), Miller L) Education - Provides for grant program, subject to appropriation of funds, to be administered by commissioner of education for purchase of home computers for use of school-aged children. 05/24/01 H Rcdv. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 0219 by *Dixon (HB 1556 by *Jones U (Shel), Miller L) Basic Education Program (BEP) - Provides for funding for at least five computers in each school to be included in BEP. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 3, Part 3. 05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0220 by *Dixon (HB 1553 by *Jones U (Shel), Miller L, DeBerry L) Basic Education Program (BEP) - Provides for funding for at least five computers in each classroom to be included in BEP. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 3, Part 3. 05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0221 by *Dixon (HB 1155 by *Langster , Head, Jones U (Shel)) Bail, Bail Bonds - Requires bondsman to verify accuracy of defendant's address before employing bounty hunter to apprehend defendant; requires bounty hunter to verify address and present certain information to law enforcement. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11, Part 3. 07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 430

*SB 0222 by *Cohen (HB 0720 by *Brooks) Home Improvement Contractors - Requires home improvement contractors to obtain surety bond in amount of contract prior to commencing work. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 37, Part 1. 03/13/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0223 by *Kurita (HB 0189 by *Williams (Wil)) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Allows owner or lessee of antique motor vehicle to display license plates of year within 10 years of manufacture of such vehicle instead of current license plates. - Amends TCA Section 55-4-111. 03/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 4

*SB 0224 by *Kurita , Crowe (HB 0271 by *Williams (Wil)) Managed Care Organizations - Requires managed care organization to be able to provide precertifications and authorizations for medical care for TennCare enrollees to hospitals and other medical care providers on 24-hour per day and 7 day per week basis. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 71. 05/31/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 0225 by *Dixon (HB 0285 by *Turner (Dav)) Employees, Employers - Prohibits employer from charging check cashing fee to its own employee if employee is cashing company's payroll check. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 2, Part 1. 03/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0226 by *Crutchfield , Williams, Harper, Dixon (HB 1103 by *Scroggs , Cooper B, Kent) Education - Requires Tennessee Student Assistance Corporation to administer support personnel loan scholarship program for Tennesseans who aspire to be teachers; establishes criteria for participation and loan repayment and forgiveness. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 4, Part 7. 03/29/01 H Rcdv. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 0227 by *Crutchfield , Burchett (HB 1439 by *Buck , Head, Fowlkes, McCord, Sharp, Newton, Vincent) Advertising - Requires commissioner of transportation to comply with present law notice requirements for failure of owner or lessee of outdoor advertising to timely obtain permits and tags before commissioner can refuse to issue
General Assembly - Requires all votes constituting final action on bill or resolution by subcommittee, or ad hoc, special, or standing committee to be by roll call vote. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 2, Part 1.

03/19/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S&L Govt. Comm

*SB 0237 by *Fowler

Camps and Campaign Finance - Requires registry of election finance to post campaign financial disclosure information online to public by means that are searchable, viewable, and accessible in read-only format through internet. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10.

02/21/01 S Withdrawn.

*SB 0238 by *Fowler (HB 0757 by *Davis (Wash), Rowland, Clem, Pleasant, Dunn, Vincent, Turner (Dav), Beavers, Godsey, Baird, Windle, Mumpower, Harwell, Goins, Wood, Stanley, Scroggs)

General Assembly - Requires LIS for general assembly to develop system to enable all roll-call votes taken by general assembly, or committee or subcommittee of general assembly, to be posted on internet through website maintained by general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 16, Part 1 and Title 3, Chapter 2, Part 1.

03/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S&L Govt. Comm

*SB 0239 by *Jackson , Williams (HB 0344 by *Buck, Nalfeh, Stanley, Turner (Dav), Kent, Cole (Carter), Bittle, Walker, Scroggs, Buttry, Davis (Wash), Vincent, Sharp, Harwell, Mumpower, Godsey, Wood, Hargrove, Maddox, Shepard, Ridgeway, Baird, Bunch, Johnson, Goins, Rowland, Black, Beavers, Todd, Pinion, Hargett, Pleasant, Fitzhugh, Williams (Wil), Bone, Turner (Ham), Whitson, Hagood, Patton, Dunn, Montgomery, Odom, Brown, West, Head, Ford, D.S., McMillian, Kisber, Davidson, Hood, Sands, McDonald, Winningham, Sargent, Roach, Windle, Ferguson, Briley, White, McKee, Lewis, Fraley)

Ethics - Requires persons or entities doing business with state, or subsidiaries or contractors of such persons or entities, who pay consulting fees received. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 9 and TCA Chapter 16 and Title 39.

Ethics - Requires persons or entities doing business with state, or subsidiaries or contractors of such persons or entities, who pay consulting fee to legislative or executive branch official or immediate family of such official, to disclose to registry of election finance certain information relative to such fee; requires members of general assembly to make same disclosure relative to consulting fees received. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10; Title 3 and Title 12.

05/29/01 S Comp. HB subst.


State Government - Makes various changes to improve efficiencies and revenues of various entities of state government. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 8; Title 9; Title 16; Title 17; Title 18; Title 37; Title 38; Title 39; Title 40; Title 41 and Title 67.

02/12/01 S Withdrawn.

*SB 0241 by *Jackson (HB 0329 by *Buck)

Taxes, Sales - Reduces from 90 to 60 days time period in which dealer may deduct taxes paid on items returned upon which refund has been made. - Amends TCA Title 67.

02/01/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0242 by Jackson (HB 0328 by *Buck) Local Government, General - Requires municipalities and counties to act in best interest of all citizens with state and local revenues so services will be provided in most cost-effective manner possible. - Amends TCA Titles 5; 6; 7; 13; 54; 57; 67; 68 and 69.

02/01/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0243 by Jackson , Burks (HB 0361 by *Buck) Criminal Offenses - Creates offense punishable as theft for adult who occupies authority figure role to receive anything of value and to use such role to coerce minor to attend particular institution of higher education without disclosing arrangement to minor and parents. - Amends TCA Title 29; Title 35 and Title 36.

03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Edu. Comm.

*SB 0244 by Jackson (HB 0321 by *Buck) Election Laws - Prohibits use of punch card voting systems in state and federal elections after January 1, 2004. - Amends TCA Title 2, 02/01/01 S P2C, ref. to S. St & Local Comm.

*SB 0245 by Jackson (HB 0323 by *Buck) Victims Rights - Qualifies bar against present claim under victim compensation act that injury occurred while victim was willing passenger in vehicle driven by intoxicated driver to require that victim must know that driver was intoxicated. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 13, Part 1.

04/11/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Trans. Comm.

*SB 0246 by Jackson (HB 0350 by *Buck) Highway Signs - Defines "breakfast" for specific service-sign purposes. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 5, Part 11.

03/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

*SB 0247 by Jackson (HB 0335 by *Buck) Eminent Domain - Requires that posted bond for two times amount of appraisal continue upon taking of appeal. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 16 and Title 54, Chapter 14.

02/01/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0248 by Jackson (HB 0326 by *Buck) Attorney General and Reporter - Restates and clarifies provisions pertaining to office of attorney general and reporter. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 15; Title 8, Chapter 6 and Title 9, Chapter 4.

02/01/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0249 by *Crowe (HB 0475 by *Mumpower) Cemeteries - Subjects to taxation income from charitable cemetery trust for perpetual care for private cemeteries when income exceeds $100,000 instead of $50,000 under present law. -
Amends TCA Section 46-7-102 and Section 67-2-104.
05/14/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 0250 by *Norris, Rochelle, Wilder, Cohen (*HB 0252 by *Scruggs, Sargent, Johnson) Local Government, General - Applies transfer of development rights to all counties and municipalities by removing provision which applies such authority only to counties having metropolitan form of government; expands county and municipal zoning provisions. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 1 and Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 2.
05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 265

*SB 0251 by *Rochelle (HB 1076 by *Sargent, Godsey, Rowland, Davis (Wash), Williams (Will), Westmoreland, Davis (Cocke), Montgomery, Bone) Zoning - Authorizes, under certain circumstances, transfer of development rights to town, city, county, metropolitan county, state, or nonprofit conservation or preservation organization notwithstanding certain zoning regulations that may otherwise restrict such transfers. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-101 and Section 13-7-201.

*SB 0252 by *Dixon (HB 0319 by *Bowers) Economic and Community Development - Requires that at least 5 percent annually of grant funding available for distribution from Tennessee industrial infrastructure program be used solely for restoration and development of brownfields to be used by income-producing business enterprises. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 7 and Title 9, Chapter 4.
05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 0253 by *Dixon (HB 0320 by *Bowers) Nuclear Materials, Transportation and Safety - Imposes certain requirements on shipment of spent nuclear fuel and high level radioactive waste. - Amends TCA Title 54; Title 55; Title 65 and Title 68.
02/01/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Env., Cons., & Tour. Comm.

*SB 0254 by *Dixon (HB 0366 by *Bowers) Taxes, Real Property - Increases full market value of property for elderly low-income homeowner tax relief program on which reimbursement is paid from $18,000 to $25,000. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-702.
02/01/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0255 by *Dixon (HB 0317 by *Bowers) Economic and Community Development - Creates community development tax incentive task force to develop and oversee implementation of low to moderate income housing and community development program. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 7.
02/01/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0256 by *Dixon (HB 0318 by *Bowers) Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Prohibits setting motor vehicle insurance rates by zip code; violating such prohibition is unfair discrimination. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 5, Part 3.
02/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0257 by *Cohen (HB 0370 by *Stanley) Motor Vehicles, Towing and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Memphis Redbirds baseball club new specially earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Memphis Redbirds STRIPES program. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
03/13/02 S Referred to special committee.

04/11/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. E,C&T Comm.

*SB 0259 by *Cohen (HB 0781 by *Briley) Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Clarifies that payments from sources other than insured's uninsured motorist coverage may not be deducted from coverage if such insured's damages have not been fully compensated. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 12.
03/20/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0260 by *Cohen (HB 0780 by *Briley) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Removes requirement that unfair acts have to be committed with frequency by insurance company to be labeled general business practice; removes requirement that commissioner of commerce and insurance has sole authority over unfair claim settlement practices. - Amends TCA Section 56-8-104.
03/13/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0261 by *Cohen (HB 0779 by *Briley, Hargett, Pleasant) Employers, Employers - Creates "False Claims Act." - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 8 and Title 50.
06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 367

*SB 0262 by *Harper, Cohen (HB 0784 by *Briley) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires insurer to provide policyholder a written statement setting forth certain rights each time such policyholder files claim for structural damage valued at $20,000 or more. - Amends TCA Title 56.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 226

*SB 0263 by *Harper (HB 0783 by *Briley) Civil Procedure - Removes provisions stating woman's action in court of law or equity does not abate by her marriage and that woman's husband may become party plaintiff by motion. - Amends TCA Section 20-5-118 and Section 20-5-119.
04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 71

*SB 0264 by *Harper (HB 0782 by *Briley, Arriola, Pruitt, Langster, Shaw, Bowers, Turner (Ham), Brooks, DeBerry J, Cooper B, Towns) Welfare - Allows state, pursuant to federal statute, to exempt individual convicted of felony involving possession, use, or distribution of controlled substances from federal prohibition against eligibility for Families First program and for food stamps if such individual is participating in or enrolled in treatment for substance abuse, has completed treatment, is determined to not need treatment, or has complied with court-imposed obligations. - Amends TCA Title 71.
05/14/02 - Pub. Ch. 715

05/02/01 S Action def. in S. E,C&T Comm. until 2002

*SB 0266 by *Fowler (HB 0454 by *Newton) District Attorneys - Allocates half of all fees and charges designated for deposit in criminal injuries compensation fund to district attorneys general conference to hire additional district attorneys based on findings of Tennessee District Attorneys General Weighted Average Caseload Study. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 13, Part 1 and Section 40-24-107.
02/20/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0267 by *Fowler (HB 0434 by *Bunch) Judges and Chancellors - Requires judicial selection commission to determine whether judicial nominee will adhere to doctrine of separation of powers in interpreting state constitution and statutes. - Amends TCA Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 1 and Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 2.
02/13/01 S Failed in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0268 by *Fowler (HB 0435 by *Bunch) Judges and Chancellors - Adds intent to preserve separation of powers doctrine to purposes of judicial selection and evaluation commissions. - Amends TCA Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 1 and Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 2.
02/13/01 S Failed in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0269 by *Fowler (HB 0439 by *Dunn) Local Education Agency - Authorizes LEAs, under certain circumstances, to contract with accredited, private institutions of learning for provision of certain instruction, equipment, or facilities needed by LEA. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2, Part 1.
02/21/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0270 by *Cohen (HB 0818 by *McMillan) Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Redefines "marital property" for purposes of separation and final divorce. - Amends TCA Section 36-4-121.
05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 274

*SB 0271 by *Cohen (HB 1222 by *Scruggs) Forest and Forest Products - Enacts "Tennessee Forest Boundary Landowner Protection Act of 2001." requires owner of property on which logging will occur or logging operator to mark harvest area 30 days prior to harvest and to notify adjoining land owners in writing 30 days prior to harvest. - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 4 and Title 69.
04/11/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. E,C&T Comm.

*SB 0272 by *Haynes (HB 0451 by *Kent) Alcoholic Beverages - Authorizes certain club in Knox County to sell alcoholic beverages for consumption on premises; revises provisions regarding restrictions on sealed or unsealed packages or gifts of alcoholic beverages. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 3 and Title 57, Chapter 4.
07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 832
**SB 0273** by *Haynes (HB 0771 by *Briley) Workers' Compensation - Requires that person with authority to enter into settlement agreement must attend before settlement conference for both employee and employer or employer's insurer. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6. 05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 244

**SB 0274** by *Haynes , Williams (HB 0785 by *Briley) Contracts - Prohibits use of forms or contracts for goods or services that claim to waive consumer's right to obtain punitive, exemplary or treble damages, or attorney's fees; specifies that such prohibited provisions are unenconscionable and unenforceable. - Amends TCA Title 47 and Title 56. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 116

**SB 0275** by *Haynes (HB 0788 by *Briley) DUI/DWI Offenses - Requires, instead of allows, judge to sentence defendant on second DUI offense to participate in court-approved inpatient alcohol or drug treatment program. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4 and Title 57. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

**SB 0276** by *Haynes (HB 0787 by *Briley) Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Clarifies that taking into consideration accidents not involving negligence of person involved in such accident is prohibited by automobile insurance company in fixing premiums and constitutes unfair and deceptive act. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 56. 03/19/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

**SB 0277** by *Haynes (HB 0786 by *Briley) Workers' Compensation - Revises benefit provisions regarding loss of sight, loss of arms, paralysis, and loss of mental faculties; revises provisions regarding commutation of award to lump sum; makes other various revisions to workers' compensation provisions. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 2. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 833

**SB 0278** by *Haynes (HB 0584 by *Arriola) Sewage - Requires approved effluent filters on certain new subsurface sewage disposal systems and on certain repaired subsurface sewage disposal systems; establishes minimum requirements for approval of such effluent filters. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221, Part 4. 02/01/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Env., Cons., & Tour. Comm.

**SB 0279** by *Kurita (*HB 0300 by *Head , McMillan) Education, Higher - Provides that military personnel who have previously taken courses at Austin Peay State University's Fort Campbell site can continue taking on-line courses from Austin Peay at in-state tuition rates. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 8 and Title 49, Chapter 7. 03/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.


**SB 0281** by *Davis L , Burks, Williams (HB 1267 by *Windle) Forest and Forest Products - Prohibits clear cutting in all state parks except in cases of natural disaster or insect infestation. - Amends TCA Title 11. 04/24/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 608

**SB 0282** by *Davis L (HB 1037 by *Winningham) Gas, Petroleum Products, Volatile Oils - Allows gas customers to purchase propane gas from another municipality, utility district, or gas company if such customer's municipality or utility district depletes its gas supply. - Amends TCA Title 7 and Title 65, Chapter 26. 02/19/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S&L Comm.

**SB 0283** by *Davis L (HB 0509 by *Curtiss , Ferguson) Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Requires motor vehicle insurers to use only replacement parts from manufacturer of motor vehicle; authorizes non-original parts if manufacturer parts are not available within 30 days of submission of claim. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 11. 02/20/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C.L&A Comm.

**SB 0284** by *Davis L (HB 0450 by *Curtiss) Utilities, Utility Districts - Increases board of West Cumberland water utility district from three to five members. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-307. 04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 46

**SB 0285** by *Davis L (HB 1438 by *Winningham) Private Protective Services - Prohibits person performing security guard or patrol service functions from representing either orally or in writing that such guard is active law enforcement officer or member of law enforcement agency. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 35. 05/16/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

**SB 0286** by *Davis L (HB 1164 by *Jones U (Shel)) Holidays and Days of Special Observance - Designates days of statewide elections as state holidays. - Amends TCA Title 15. 04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

**SB 0287** by *Rochelle (HB 1288 by *DeBerry L , Rinks, McDaniel) Checks, Deferred Presentments - Permits deferred presentment licensees to collect handling charge of $20.00 for NSF check or check returned for closed account or stop payment; authorizes licensees to collect court costs for civil actions to collect unpaid checks. - Amends TCA Section 45-17-112. 03/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 5

**SB 0288** by *Rochelle (HB 1034 by *Fitzhugh) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Deletes authority of commissioner of commerce and insurance to allow insurance company to credit certain assets; makes conforming change in law for determining amount allowed as credit against liability in connection with reinsurance liability of domestic insurance company. - Amends TCA Section 56-1-405 and Section 56-3-115. 03/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C.L&A Comm.

**SB 0289** by *Rochelle (*HB 0209 by *Cole (Dyer)) Taxes, Real Property - Authorizes legislative body of county or municipality to adjust calculation of certified tax rate to account for projected increase in cost of services provided by county or municipality using certain method and recognized index. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1701. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

**SB 0290** by *Rochelle , Williams (HB 1776 by *McMillan , Fitzhugh, Davis (Cocke), Cooper B, Sands, Williams (WII), Pinion, Turner (Shelby), Shaw, Shepard, Hood, Towns, Winningham), Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Requires directors of schools to notify teachers of their failure of reelection. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-203(a) and Section 49-2-301(f). 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 211

**SB 0291** by *Rochelle , Trail, Williams, Graves, Burks, Clabough, Cooper J (HB 0540 by *Bone , Phelan, Givens, Montgomery, McCord, McDaniel, McDonald, Fraley, Walker , Davidson, Winningham, Goins, Baird, Curtis) Taxes, Gasoline, Petroleum Products - Revises provisions on retail sales of dyed diesel fuel. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 3, Part 17 and Title 67, Chapter 3, Part 19. 05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 133

**SB 0292** by *Rochelle (*HB 0179 by *Maddock , Kisber, Fitzhugh) Mental Retardation - Revises definition of "home health service" to expand exemption for services provided by community agencies serving persons with developmental disabilities residing in community pursuant to contract with department of mental health and developmental disabilities. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11. 02/21/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. GW,HHR Comm.

**SB 0293** by *Davis L , Burks (*HB 0301 by *McMillian) Victims' Rights - Enacts "Victim Specialist Certification Act." - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 36. 05/24/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

**SB 0294** by *Jackson (*HB 0304 by *McMillian , Todd, Black) Sexual Offenses - Redefines "material" to include any text or image on computer hard drive, computer disks, or other medium designed to store information for later retrieval. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 10. 05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 147

**SB 0295** by *Haynes (*HB 0305 by *McMillian) Victims' Rights - Requires additional victim-witness coordinator positions in certain judicial districts. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 7; Title 9 and Title 67. 05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

**SB 0296** by *Haynes (HB 0712 by *Sands , McMillian, Goins, Baird, Winningham)
Criminal Procedure - Requires judges to determine whether evidence in particular cases is sufficient to support conviction for lesser included offense; establishes procedure for defendant to request jury charge in lesser-included offense. - Amends TCA Section 40-18-110. 06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 338

*SB 0297* by *Haynes* (HB 0709 by *Sands*)

Criminal Procedure - Allows judge or magistrate to issue subpoena for production of documentary evidence to law enforcement officer when pertinent to establishing criminal offense. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 17, Part 1. 05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 0298* by *Haynes* (HB 0372 by *Westmoreland*)

Firearms and Ammunition - Increases penalties for unlawful possession of firearm, possessing firearm during commission of felony, and employing firearm during commission of felony; makes such sentences nonprobateable and served consecutively; creates offense of shooting firearm from vehicle. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13. 06/25/02 S Action def. in S. Jud. Comm. Until next cal.

*SB 0299* by *Kurita* (HB 0307 by *Scroggs, Todd*)

Victims' Rights - Redefines duties of victim-witness coordinators. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 7. 04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 47

*SB 0300* by *Rochelle* (HB 1033 by *Fitzhugh*)

Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Modernizes insurance regulatory law to permit domestic insurance companies that are members of insurance holding company system to maintain books and records at primary executive and administrative offices outside Tennessee subject to certain conditions. - Amends TCA Section 56-2-104. 02/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C&L&A Comm.

*SB 0301* by *Dixon* (HB 1114 by *West*)

Contractors - Requires all home inspectors to be certified; authorizes board of licensing contractors to enforce violations by persons not qualified to conduct home inspections for fee. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 62, Chapter 6. 03/13/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C&L&A Comm.

*SB 0302* by *Dixon* (HB 0364 by *Bowers*, Miller L)

Public Funds and Financing - Requires erection of signage at state capital projects including names and district numbers of members of general assembly who represent physical area in which such project is located. - Amends TCA Title 4. 05/08/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 0303* by *Dixon* (HB 0404 by *Turner (Dav)*)

Employees, Employers - Requires temporary agencies to pay employees or clients fairly; encourages department of labor & workforce development to establish guidelines and wage minimums for job classifications. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 17 and Title 50. 05/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0304* by *Dixon, Crowe, Herron, Burks (HB 0704 by *Cooper B, Towns, Jones U (Shel)*)

Armstrong, DeBerry L, Shaw, Turner (Shelby), Bowers, Brooks, Chumney, Garrett, Pruitt, Jones, S., Miller L, McDonald, Langster, Patton, Turner (Ham))

Education - Encourages public schools, nursery schools, kindergartens, preschools, and childcare facilities to make parents aware of benefits of eye and teeth examinations. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 50. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 212

*SB 0305* by *Fowler (HB 0482 by *Harwell*)

 TennCare - Enacts "Tennessee Managed Care Medicaid Reform, Children's Insurance Program and Tennpooool Act." - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 33; Title 56 and Title 71. 04/17/01 S Failed in C&L&A Comm. - No Motion

*SB 0306* by *Fowler (HB 0455 by *Newton*)

Criminal Offenses - Changes name of "Money Laundering Act of 1996" to "Illegal Use of Criminal Proceeds Act of 1996" and adds new definition of "proceeds" to act. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 6 and Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 9. 05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 0307* by *Fowler (HB 1223 by *Scroggs*)

Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Prohibits discrimination based on genetic information by certain health insurance providers and in certain employment, housing, civil service, and public programs; prohibits unfair discrimination in life, disability, long-term insurance; makes genetic information confidential. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 21; Title 4, Chapter 3; Title 6, Chapter 30, Part 2; Title 8, Chapter 30, Part 3; Section 13-23-103; Section 37-5-116; Section 49-11-106; Section 49-4-301; Section 49-6-3109; Title 56, Chapter 7; Section 62-13-312, Title 68, Chapter 14, Part 6 and Section 68-11-702. 03/26/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C&L&A Comm.


DUI/DWI Offenses - Decreases from .10% to .08% blood alcohol content for DUI presumption of intoxication; deletes offense of adult DWI. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 50. 05/09/01 S Taken off notice for cal. by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0309* by *Dixon (HB 0510 by *Buck*)

Workers' Compensation - Awards three times amount payable upon death of employee if employee's death was result of violation of Tennessee Occupational Safety and Health Act. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6. 03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C&L&A Comm.

*SB 0310* by *Rochelle* (HB 1640 by *Sargent*)

Real Property - Requires transfer or assignment of mortgage, lien, or deed of trust to be recorded within 14 days of date of transfer of assignment or fee for recording such documents are doubled; provides for loss of certain sums if party other than transferee or assignee records documents. - Amends TCA Section 8-21-1001 and Title 66, Chapter 25. 02/20/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C&L&A Comm.

*SB 0311* by *Rochelle* (HB 1091 by *West*)

Criminal Offenses - Specifies penalty for initiating false report of bomb, fire, or other emergency to be Class E felony. - Amends TCA Section 39-16-502. 04/30/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0312* by *Rochelle* (HB 0334 by *Buck*)

Courts - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 3, Part 8. 05/01/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in Jud. Comm.

*SB 0313* by *Rochelle* (HB 0327 by *Buck*)

Courts, Administrative Office of the - Extends TNcIS steering committee from period not to exceed five years from 6/30/99 to period not to exceed five years from 6/30/00. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 3, Part 8. 05/01/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in Jud. Comm.

*SB 0314* by *Dixon* (HB 0378 by *DeBerry L*)

Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Removes requirement that expenditure of funds for pilot program to reimburse licensed residential homes for aged be approved by commissioner of financial and administration; specifically adds homes for aged as part of community residential arrangements for home- and community-based services in Tennessee long-term care services plan. - Amends TCA Title 12; Title 33; Title 67; Title 68 and Title 71. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.


Local Education Agency - Permits local boards of education to satisfy dissemination and availability of information requirements by allowing operating policy pamphlets to be kept in electronic format and available in each school library. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-207. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 181

*SB 0316* by *Crowe* (HB 0536 by *Cole (Carter)*)

County Officers - Permits constable to attend 40-hour post-certified law enforcement training seminar sponsored by any post-certified law
enforcement agency in lieu of in-service sponsored by Tennessee Constable Association; requires law enforcement agency to maintain record of such training for four years. - Amends TCA Section 8-10-120.

02/21/01 S Withdrawn.

SB 0317 by *Crowe (*HB 0114 by *Patton , Ford S, Pinion, DeBerry J, Odom, Jones, S., Windle, Fraley, Cole (Carter), Kent) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of new specially earmarked license plates for Tennessee state guard; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Tennessee state guard. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.

03/13/02 S Referred to special committee.

SB 0318 by *McNally (HB 1249 by *Givens) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Extends from 20 to 30 days time before public benefit corporation may transfer or convey assets as part of dissolution process; provides hospital definition applies regardless of form of ownership of institution. - Amends TCA Title 33; Title 48, Chapter 48, Chapter 68 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2.

03/21/01 S Placed on S.GW,H&HR Comm. cal. for 04/04/01

SB 0319 by *McNally (HB 1609 by *Hargett) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Defines unusual incidents and requires that such incidents be recorded and investigated by hospitals and ambulatory surgical treatment centers. - Amends TCA Section 63-6-219 and Title 68, Chapter 11.

05/17/01 S Action deferred to 2002 in S. GW,H&HR


02/12/01 S Withdrawn.

SB 0321 by *McNally (HB 1250 by *Givens) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Extends from 20 to 30 days time before public benefit corporation may transfer or convey assets as part of dissolution process; provides hospital definition applies regardless of form of ownership of institution. - Amends TCA Section 63-6-219 and Title 68, Chapter 11.

05/17/01 S Action deferred to 2002 in S. GW,H&HR

SB 0322 by *McNally , Trail, Burks, Atchley, Crowe (HB 0981 by *Kent , McMillian, Pinion, Bittle, Maddox, Hood, Rhinehart, Baird, Todd, Cole (Carter)) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows employees in optional retirement programs to withdraw up to 50 percent of accumulated account balances upon retirement or termination of employee. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 35.

06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 305


SB 0324 by *Clabough (HB 1901 by * Sands , Maddox, Odom, Kisber, Hargett, Buck) Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Makes confidentiality provisions concerning entities in receivership or supervision inapplicable to certain insurers that participate in medical assistance program; records to be open to public only if such records reflect financial solvency of insurer. - Amends TCA Title 56.

05/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 660

SB 0325 by *Clabough (HB 1188 by *McMillan) Sunset Laws - Health facilities commission, June 30, 2002: extends, from 70 days to 90 days, commission's period for decision making; reduces quorum for board for licensing health care facilities from 10 to 9. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 68, Chapter 11.


SB 0326 by *Clabough (HB 1234 by *Caldwell) Aged Persons - Includes personal support services agencies under department of mental health services. - Extends period for decision concerning application to obtain clarification of information concerning applications properly before commission if there are no simultaneous review applications being concurrently considered by commission with deferred application. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.

02/21/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 0327 by *Clabough (HB 1187 by *McMillan) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Extends from 70 to 90 days amount of time health facilities commission may defer decisions concerning application to obtain clarification of information concerning applications properly before commission if there are no simultaneous review applications being concurrently considered by commission with deferred application. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.

02/21/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 0328 by *Clabough (HB 0384 by *Montgomery, Walker) Taxes, Business - Clarifies that person placing vacation lodging for rental through property management company is not business for purposes of business tax act. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 7 and Title 67, Chapter 6.

05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 224

SB 0329 by *Clabough (HB 1242 by *Caldwell, DeBerry J, Pleasant) Autopsies - Enacts "Sudden, Unexplained Child Death Act." - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 1, Part 11; Title 68, Chapter 142 and Title 68, Chapter 3, Part 5.

06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 321

SB 0330 by *Clabough , Burks, Clabough (HB 1316 by *Head, Curtiss, Winningham, Fitzhugh, Phillips, Bone) Public Utilities - Requires party responsible for excavation or demolition project to install new underground utility with sufficient clearance to permit maintenance of existing utilities and to avoid damaging existing utilities. - Amends TCA Section 65-31-110.

05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 120

SB 0331 by *Cooper J (HB 1138 by *McMillan) Criminal Offenses - Raises from six or under to eight or under age of child whose abuse or neglect would be punishable as Class D felony, or Class A felony if aggravated; imposes Class D felony, or Class A felony if aggravated, for abuse or neglect of child with developmental disability based upon mental retardation with I.Q. 70 or below. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 15, Part 4.

05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

SB 0332 by *Cooper J (HB 0871 by *Kisber) Taxes, Personal Property - Reduces sales tax for businesses that lease or rent tangible personal property as part of their regular business from 6 percent to 5 percent; authorizes use of manuals comparable to NADA to determine sales tax credit for used car trade-in. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.

02/22/01 S Recalled from Clerk's desk, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

SB 0333 by *Clabough , Graves (HB 0875 by *Kisber, Jones, S.) Insurance, Health - Motor Vehicle Accident - Requires health insurance carriers to make schedule of fees available to health care providers prior to entering into or renewing contract of service. - Amends TCA Title 56.

04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 638

SB 0334 by *Clabough , McNally, Cooper J, Clabough, Dixon, Carter, Crutchfield, Etelea, Graves, Rochelle, Williams, Cohen, Haun, Person, Ramsey, Miller J, Trail, Crowe, Haynes, Burks, Herron, Fowler, Norris, Harper (HB 1576 by *Rinks , Naifeh, Fitzhugh, Pinion, Patton, Phelan, Walker , McKay, Fraley, Ford S, Lewis, Ferguson, Kent, Cole (Carter), Boyer, McDaniel, Davis (Cocke), Whiston, DeBerry L, Johnson, Montgomery, Todd, Sargent, Roach, Shepard, Ridgeway, Turner (Ham), Bittle, Godsey, Bone, West, McDonald, Garrett, Dunn, Pleasant, Hood, Chumney, Scroggs, Baird, Davis (Wash), Buttrry, Wood, Mumpower) Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Requires proof of compliance with financial responsibility law to operate motor vehicle on Tennessee highways; Class C misdemeanor punishable by $100 fine for failure to produce proof; effective 7/1/2003 prohibits renewal of vehicle registration if no proof produced by person convicted of violation. - TCA Title 55 and Title 56.

06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 292

SB 0335 by *Clabough (HB 0481 by *Beavers, Harwell, Overbey) DUI/DWI Offenses - Expands implied consent law so that driver of motor vehicle is implied to consent to multiple tests to determine alcohol or drug content of person's blood rather than just single test. - Amends TCA Section 55-10-406.

05/09/01 S Taken off notice for cal. by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0336 by *Clabough (HB 0888 by *Head) County Officers - Establishes new levels of compensation for county officials. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1, Part 3 and Title 8, Chapter 24.

06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 405

SB 0337 by *Cooper J , Haun (HB 0853 by *Cole (Dyer))
Workers’ Compensation - Exempts medical care, treatment, therapy, or services from definition of home health services in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6 and Section 68-11-201. 05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 148

*SB 0338 by *Cooper J (HB 0872 by *Kisber) Taxes, Motor Vehicle - Requires rental car companies to collect tax and remit 3 percent surcharge tax on rental of all trucks with gross weight rating of 26,000 pounds or less and all trailers when such vehicles are rented for periods of 31 days or less. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4. 06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 325

*SB 0339 by *Cooper J (HB 0491 by *Whitson) Insurance, Health, Accident - Enacts "Patient Access to Eye Care Act." - Amends TCA Title 56, 05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 0340 by *Cooper J (HB 0820 by *McMillan) Workers’ Compensation - Increases limit on average weekly wage benefits for injuries occurring on or after July 1, 1999, to 110 percent of state’s average weekly wage. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-102. 03/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C&L&A

*SB 0341 by *Cooper J (HB 0878 by *Kisber) General Assembly - Authorizes ceremonial meeting of general assembly in Smartt Station. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4 and Title 48. 04/24/01 S Action def. in S. S&L Gov. Comm. until 5/1/01

*SB 0342 by *Cooper J (HB 0881 by *Kisber) Mobile Homes and Manufactured Buildings - Clarifies that set-up required by manufactured home dealer who sells to consumer in this state or manufactured home stabilizing system installer includes anchoring of such home. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 126. 04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 34

*SB 0343 by *Cooper J, Burks (HB 1846 by *Hargrove, Bunch, Fitzhugh, Turner (Ham), Davidson) Students - Requires department of education to develop or revise alternative assessment for students with disabilities to consist of two specific alternative assessment options. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1, Part 6. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 213

*SB 0344 by *Cooper J (HB 1278 by *Kisber, Cooper B, Bowers) Insurance, Health, Accident - Provides for health insurance coverage for non-professional local education employees. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27, Part 3. 05/30/01 S Failed in S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 0345 by *Cooper J (HB 1195 by *Phillips, Curtiss) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Provides for 30-day open enrollment period in which teachers who are not state employees may apply for health insurance coverage. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27, Part 3. 04/25/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0346 by *Cooper J (HB 1679 by *Maddock, Williamson, Towns) Basic Education Program (BEP) - Specifies that BEP funds generated in salary components for non-licensed personnel that are not generated for new or additional positions may be used to increase salaries of currently employed non-licensed personnel in LEAs that meet maximum class size requirements. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-306 and Section 49-3-351. 06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 306

*SB 0347 by *Cooper J (*HB 0244 by *Williams (Will)) Human Rights - Specifies civil penalties under THRA relative to print media engaged in discriminatory practices; current remedies not to apply to print media. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 21, 07/12/01 H Held on desk.

*SB 0348 by *Cooper J, Clabough (HB 1778 by *Rinks, Fitzhugh) Taxes - Increases state sales tax by one-half percent effective July 1, 2001; repeals all state taxes effective July 1, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 11; Title 12; Title 16; Title 18; Title 20; Title 29; Title 30; Title 31; Title 32; Title 35; Title 36; Title 38; Title 39; Title 40; Title 43; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 49; Title 50; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 60; Title 61; Title 62; Title 63; Title 64; Title 65; Title 66; Title 67; Title 68; Title 70 and Title 71. 07/10/01 S Min. conf. comm. report #12 subst., adopted.

*SB 0349 by *Cooper J, Clabough, Miller J (HB 1781 by *Rinks, Fitzhugh, Davidson) Taxes - Increases state sales tax by one-quarter percent effective July 1, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 11; Title 12; Title 16; Title 18; Title 20; Title 29; Title 30; Title 31; Title 32; Title 35; Title 36; Title 38; Title 39; Title 40; Title 43; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 49; Title 50; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 60; Title 61; Title 62; Title 63; Title 64; Title 65; Title 66; Title 67; Title 68; Title 70 and Title 71. 07/03/02 - Taken off notice for cal. in Finance

*SB 0350 by *Cooper J (HB 1571 by *Rinks) Education - Changes date of eligibility to attend kindergarten from being five years old before September 30 to being five years old before July 31. - Amends TCA Title 49-6-201(b). 05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0351 by *Cooper J (HB 1588 by *Rinks) Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Prohibits smoking in nursing home facilities to same extent as prohibited for state health care facilities. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1604. 05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0352 by *Cooper J (HB 1570 by *Rinks, Fitzhugh) Taxes, Sales - Clarifies if contractor or subcontractor installing, fabricating, or processing tangible personal property neither obtains benefit of exemption; clarifies commissioner of revenue must have issued exemption certificate for interstate telecommunication service to obtain exemption for call center. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 2, Part 1 and Title 67, Chapter 6. 04/16/02 S Action def. in S. F,W&M Comm. Behind SB 3136 & SB 2966

*SB 0353 by *Clabough (HB 0478 by *Harwell) Insurance, Health, Accident - Places maximum increase in premiums at 30 percent on small employer group insurance during 12 consecutive month period; does not apply to carrier issuing such insurance during year in which such carrier also contracts with state to provide coverage to TennCare enrollees. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 22 and Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 28. 03/15/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C&L&A Comm.

*SB 0354 by *Cooper J (HB 1083 by *West) Fire Prevention and Investigation - Authorizes privatization of fire protection services in municipality or county upon approval of voters in such municipality or county; would not affect contracts for such services in existence on bill's effective date. 05/01/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. &I Gov. Comm.

*SB 0355 by *Cooper J (HB 1092 by *West) Workers’ Compensation - Entitles injured employee covered by workers’ compensation to select any physician or surgeon participating in TennCare program to provide treatment, provided physician or surgeon agrees to accept same reimbursement for treating employee as received from TennCare. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 03/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C&L&A

*SB 0356 by *Cooper J, Crowe, Harper (HB 0219 by *McDonald, Ridgeway, Fowlkes, Cooper B) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of disabled veteran plates for motor vehicles registered or leased jointly to disabled veteran and spouse. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 04/06/01 - Comm. became Pub. Ch. 30

*SB 0357 by *Cooper J (HB 0228 by *McDonald, Ridgeway, Fowlkes, Cooper B) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Changes expiration date for special purpose plates for dealers from March 31 to May 31 each year. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 98

*SB 0358 by *Cooper J, Cooper J (HB 0273 by *Davidson, Rinks) Education - Provides for consolidation of school systems to one per county by September 1, 2004. - Amends TCA Title 49 04/04/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0359 by *Cooper J (HB 0278 by *Davidson) Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency - Requires agency to reimburse vehicle owners for damages to vehicle caused by elk reintroduced to Tennessee by agency in 2000. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 1. 04/04/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of E,C&T Comm.

*SB 0360 by *Cooper J (HB 0314 by *Bowers)
Agriculture - Creates "Tennessee Biobased Product Education Program" and related information network. - Amends TCA Title 43. 05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 0361* by "Cooper J (HB 0807 by *Davidson, Givens, Bone)" Taxes, Exemption - Exempts trailers used by farmers before, during, or after agriculture production from sales tax. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-102 and Section 67-6-207. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0362* by "Cooper J (HB 1276 by *Kisber, Driver Licenses - Requires decision regarding anatomical gift to be made at time of application for original driver license or renewal driver license and requires department of safety to superimpose "Y" or "N" on reverse side of license to reflect owner's decision. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50 and Title 68, Chapter 30. 04/11/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of Trans. Comm.

*SB 0363* by "Cooper J, Fowler (HB 0484 by *McKee, Pinion, Roach)" Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Revises provisions on comparative evaluation process regarding contracts for correctional services. - Amends TCA Title 41, Chapter 24. 05/04/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 1323

*SB 0364* by "Cooper J (*HB 0293 by *West)" Unemployment Compensation - Bases individual's weekly benefit amount for unemployment insurance on highest quarter in individual's base period in which total wages were highest. - Amends TCA Section 50-7-301. 03/20/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C&L&A Comm.

*SB 0365* by "Cooper J (HB 0485 by *McKee)" Motor Vehicles - Authorizes licensed auctioneers to conduct automobile auctions without obtaining license as motor vehicle dealer. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 17. 02/20/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0366* by "Cooper J (HB 1169 by *McDaniel, Walker)" Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Extends limitation on health facility commission through June 30, 2003, prohibiting issuance of certificates of need for new nursing home beds, including conversion of hospital beds and including conversion to swing beds; deletes refund provision. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-122. 07/16/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 423

*SB 0367* by "Cooper J (HB 1160 by *Black)" Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Creates three-tier career path for nursing home assistants; provides that participants receive $500 upon achieving each career level; specifies course of study for each tier of career path. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11. 05/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of GW, H&HR Comm.

*SB 0368* by "Cooper J (HB 1170 by *McDaniel, Walker)" Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Extends annual nursing home tax until June 30, 2003; reduces tax to $2,225 from $3,250. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2. 07/16/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 431

*SB 0369* by "Cooper J (HB 1189 by *Ferguson)" Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Deletes July 1, 2001, expiration of restrictions on commissioner of health's authority to impose violation, citation, deficiency, or civil penalty on nursing home for conditions found during nursing home survey that relate to medically necessary physician's order. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-210. 05/22/01 Pub. Ch. 214

*SB 0370* by "Cooper J (HB 1191 by *Fowlkes)" Motor Vehicles, Towing and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Tennessee Titans new specialty earmarked license plate; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Tennessee Titans Foundation. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 03/13/02 S Referred to special committee.

*SB 0371* by "Cooper J (HB 1054 by *Cole (Dyer))" Professions and Occupations - Clarifies that general contractors law does not apply to alarm system contractors. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 6. 03/05/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0372* by "Cooper J (HB 1057 by *Cole (Dyer))" Professions and Occupations - Changes annual certification period for alarm contractor licensing from annual to biennial. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 32. 03/05/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0373* by "Cooper J (HB 1192 by *Lewis)" Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Clarifies that determination or review of claims by dentist for dental service corporation is not "practice of dentistry." - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 30, Part 1. 03/05/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0374* by "Cooper J (HB 1190 by *Ferguson)" Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Permits dental service plan corporations to keep required records by electronic means. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 30, Part 1. 03/05/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0375* by "Cooper J (HB 1056 by *Cole (Dyer))" Gas, Petroleum Products, Volatile Oils - Allows electric cooperatives to enter into or remain in retail sale and distribution of liquefied petroleum gas if such is provided by for-profit corporation limited liability company, limited partnership, or limited liability partnership. - Amends TCA Title 6; Title 7; Title 65 and Title 67. 05/15/02 Pub. Ch. 721

*SB 0376* by "Dixon (*HB 0387 by *Fitzhugh)" Uniform Laws - Enacts "Uniform Electronic Transactions Act." - 04/24/01 Pub. Ch. 72

SB 0377 by "Dixon (*HB 0377 by *DeBerry L)" Criminal Offenses - Creates Class C misdemeanor offense of leaving child unattended in motor vehicle; Class E felony offense of aggravated leaving child unattended in motor vehicle; and Class C felony offense of especially aggravated leaving child unattended in motor vehicle. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 15, Part 4. 06/11/01 S Re-refered to S. Cal. Com.

SB 0378 by "Dixon (*HB 0096 by *Odom)" Human Services, Dept. of - Requires department to notify select committee on children and youth when department implements changes in welfare programs as result of federal law changes. - Amends TCA Title 33; Title 37; Title 68 and Title 71. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdts.

SB 0379 by "Dixon (*HB 0097 by *Odom)" Divorce and Annulment - Adds $10.00 fee to other costs and fees for filing petition for divorce, which fee shall be paid to state treasurer and credited to department of children's services account for use in child abuse prevention. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 37 and Title 71. 04/30/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0380 by "Dixon (*HB 0098 by *Odom)" Adoption - Requires signature on petition for adoption to be notarized. - Amends TCA Title 36 and Title 37. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdts.

SB 0381 by "Dixon (*HB 0067 by *Odom)" Private Protective Services - Assigns personal, civil, and criminal liability to private security guard using unauthorized deadly force. - Amends TCA Title 62. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdts.

*SB 0382 by "Dixon (HB 0701 by *Cooper B , Pruitt, Brooks, Towns)" Public Health - Establishes pilot program for dental screening in inner-city, economically disadvantaged elementary schools in Shelby county. - Amends TCA Title 49; Title 63 and Title 68, Chapter 1. 04/25/01 S Action def. in S. GW, H&HR Comm. until 5/2/01

*SB 0383 by "Harper (HB 0703 by *Cooper B , Armstrong, DeBerry L, Shaw, Turner (Shelby), Bowers, Jones U (Shel), Brooks, Fitzhugh, Pruitt, Jones, S.)" Driver Licenses - Requires commissioner of safety to publish pamphlet regarding reinstatement of suspended or revoked driver licenses. - Amends TCA Title 55. 02/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Trans. Comm.

*SB 0384 by "Davis L (HB 0530 by *Winnings)" Criminal Offenses - Establishes specific statutory guidelines to implement defendant's right to speedy trial in criminal case based upon type of offense with which defendant is charged and
whether defendant is in custody or released on bail. - Amends TCA Section 40-14-101.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0385 by *Davis L (HB 1203 by *Buck) Bail, Bail Bonds - Expands power of bail bondsman or surety to arrest defendant on certified copy of undertaking outside state; revises other bail bondsman provisions. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11. 07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 426

*SB 0386 by *Davis L (HB 0575 by *Winningham) Surplus Property - Requires surplus property motor vehicle to be offered to department of human services before disposal; such vehicle to be transferred to department if usable for family violence shelter. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 2, Part 4 and Title 40, Chapter 33, Part 2. 02/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 0387 by *Davis L (HB 0443 by *Windle) Eminent Domain - Allows private right of condemnation for extension of utilities across another's land to land of petitioner even if such land is not surrounded or enclosed and there is ingress and egress to such land. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 14, Part 1. 05/15/01 S Failed in S. Jud. Comm. (Lack of second)

*SB 0388 by *Davis L (HB 0531 by *Winningham) Abortion - Prohibits use of state funds to perform abortions. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 51. 05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&W Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 0389 by *Davis L (HB 0532 by *Williams (Wili)) Traffic Safety - Enacts "Passenger Contract Carrier Safety Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8. 05/31/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 750

*SB 0390 by *Graves (HB 0555 by *McDonald, Bone) Game and Fish Laws - Prohibits knowingly taking, possessing, or destroying albino deer; makes violation Class B misdemeanor, punishable by fine only. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 4, Part 1. 04/06/01 Pub. Ch. 24

*SB 0391 by *Graves , McNally (HB 0557 by *McDonald , Windle) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Shifts commissioned park rangers and park managers from Group I to Group II of consolidated retirement systems; changes benefits, required years of service, and mandatory retirement accordingly. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34 and Title 8, Chapter 36. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0392 by *Graves (HB 0743 by *West , Jones, S.) Workers' Compensation - Requires all proposed workers' compensation claims involving second injuries fund to be approved by commissioner of labor and workforce development or attorney general. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6. 06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 366

*SB 0393 by *Haynes (HB 1284 by *Langster , Jones, S., Pruitt) Alcoholic Beverages - Requires municipalities and counties to conduct criminal background check prior to issuance of local certificate for license for retail sale of alcoholic beverages. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 3, Part 2 and Title 57, Chapter 3, Part 5. 04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 0394 by *Haynes (HB 1150 by *McMillan) Emergency Communications Districts - Removes limitation on emergency telephone service charge being imposed on no more than 100 exchange access facilities per service user per location. - Amends TCA Section 7-86-108. 04/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C, L&A Comm. Until 4-24-01

*SB 0395 by *Haynes (HB 0772 by *Briley) Taxes, Real Property - Defines "low income housing property"; establishes classification and taxing of low income housing property. - Amends TCA Title 13 and Title 67. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0396 by *Haynes (HB 0570 by *Arriola) Water - Authorizes certain billing practices with respect to consumption of water and wastewater service. - 04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C, L&A Comm

*SB 0397 by *Haynes (HB 0526 by *Chumney , Patton, Garrett, Boyer, Pinion, Todd, Kent, Cole (Carter), Bowers) Child Custody and Support - Adds as circumstances requiring hearing in contested grandparent visitation cases fact that parents of child never married and fact that child resided with grandparents for 12 months or more and was subsequently removed by parents; latter circumstance creates rebuttable presumption that denial of visitation would result in irreparable harm to child. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6, Part 3. 08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 440

*SB 0398 by *Haynes (HB 0710 by *Sands, Todd) State Inmates - Extends provisions governing judgment for costs in lawsuit filed by inmate to claims and appeals filed by inmate. - Amends TCA Section 20-12-127 and Title 41, Chapter 21. 04/24/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 607

*SB 0399 by *Haynes (HB 0566 by *Arriola) Water - Regulates certain bill practices for water consumption in certain types of buildings. - 03/19/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C, L&A Comm.

*SB 0400 by *Haynes (HB 1587 by *Rinks) Health Care - Requires that chair, vice-chair, and other officers of health facilities commission be elected from its consumer members. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1. 05/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. GW, HH&HR

*SB 0401 by *Haynes (HB 1584 by *Rinks , Fowlkes) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Provides for issuance of distinctive license plates for retired members of United States military. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 03/21/01 S Action deferred in Transportation Comm.

*SB 0402 by *Haynes (HB 1569 by *Sands , Rinks) Claims Commission, Tennessee - Authorizes commission to award permanent injunction as part of final judgment, where actual damages inadequate because of continuing nature of cause of action; requires proof under Rule 65, Rules of Civil Procedure; requires retroactive application. - Amends TCA Section 9-8-307 and Title 29. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0403 by *Jackson (HB 0517 by *Fowlkes , Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J) Local Government, General - Revises certain provisions of "Adult-Oriented Establishment Registration Act of 1998." - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 51, Part 11. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 183

*SB 0404 by *Jackson (HB 1101 by *West) Handgun Permits - Exempts persons with concealed carry permits from prohibition against carrying weapon outside of applicable hunting season. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 4. 04/04/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of E, C&T Comm.

*SB 0405 by *Jackson , Norris (HB 1094 by West) Firearms and Ammunition - Clarifies that permit to carry handgun is no defense to illegal possession or carrying of firearm under applicable hunting and fishing laws. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13. 05/07/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 0406 by *Jackson (HB 1096 by *West) Firearms and Ammunition - Exempts certain persons from prohibitions on carrying firearms on school property or where alcoholic beverages are sold; clarifies that person carrying weapon pursuant to concealed carry permit not subject to provisions prohibiting carrying weapons for purpose of going armed. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13. 04/05/01 S Withdrawn

*SB 0407 by *Jackson (HB 1097 by *West) Private Protective Services - Revises defense to carrying weapon for purpose of going armed to provide that registered private security officer or guard carrying club/baton has defense if such person has in possession certification card stating that such person has had training by certified trainer/instructor in use of club/baton. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1308. 04/25/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 0408 by *Jackson (HB 1099 by *West) Firearms and Ammunition - Clarifies that prohibition relative to carrying weapons on public parks and playgrounds does not apply to firearms carried pursuant to concealed carry permit. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1311. 03/28/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.
*SB 0409 by *Jackson (HB 1100 by *West)
Handgun Permits - Provides that concealed carry permits apply to firearms rather than handguns. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1351.
04/17/01 S Failed in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0410 by *Jackson (HB 1102 by *West)
Firearms and Ammunition - Prohibits possession of firearms in establishments whose primary or sole product is sale of alcoholic beverages; removes such prohibition for restaurants and related establishments. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1305.
05/01/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in Jud. Comm.

*SB 0411 by *Jackson (HB 0533 by *Williams (Wilt))
Food and Food Products - Revises permit fees for food service establishments and for retail food stores. - Amends TCA Title 53, Chapter 8 and Title 68, Chapter 14.
06/11/02 S Action Def. in S. FW&M Comm. to next cal.

*SB 0412 by *Jackson (HB 0389 by *White)
Education - Requires school boards to adopt written policy on method of processing applications and interviewing candidates for director of schools position. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-203.
05/30/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 269

Unemployment Compensation - Revises weekly benefit amount paid as unemployment compensation. - Amends TCA Section 50-7-301.
08/02/01 Pub. Ch. 441

*SB 0414 by *Jackson (HB 0742 by *Jones, S.)
Medical Occupations - Authorizes licensed physician assistants and certified nurse practitioners to make referrals for physical therapy. - Amends TCA Section 63-13-109 and Section 63-13-303.
05/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,HHR

*SB 0415 by *Jackson (HB 0498 by *Odom)
Taxes, Real Property - Raises amount of recordation tax designated for wetland acquisition fund, local parks land acquisition fund, and state lands acquisition fund by one-fourth cent. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0416 by *Jackson (HB 1336 by *Tidwell)
Firearms and Ammunition - Exempts from criminal background checks redeeming of firearm by pawnbroker by same person who pawned such firearm. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
04/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0417 by *Jackson (HB 1337 by *Tidwell)
Firearms and Ammunition - Exempts from criminal background check persons who have valid concealed carry permit at time they purchase firearm. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
04/12/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0418 by *Kurita (HB 0512 by *Ridgeway)
Highway Signs - Fort Donelson National Battlefield and Cemetery, I-24 at U.S. Highway 79; requires Stewart County to pay for or provide signs.
04/16/01 Pub. Ch. 31

*SB 0419 by *Dixon (HB 0100 by *Odom)
Mental Health and Mental Retardation, Dept. of - Subject to any restrictions in TennCare waiver, authorizes department to license mental health facilities as qualified to serve TennCare patients.
- Amends TCA Title 33; Title 47; Title 48, Title 68 and Title 71.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0420 by *Crutchfield (HB 0011 by *Odom)
Municipal Government - Requires approval of special census after annexation to be given by office of local government rather than state planning office. - Amends TCA Title 6.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0421 by *Crutchfield (HB 0012 by *Odom)
Annexation - Increases time period for effectiveness of annexation by ordinance from 30 to 45 days. - Amends TCA Title 6.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0422 by *Crutchfield (HB 0014 by *Odom)
Civil Procedure - Increases from $125 to $150 civil forfeiture for failure to mark date on which process is issued and date on which such process is received by sheriff or other officer. - Amends TCA Title 20.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0423 by *Trail, Trail (HB 0026 by *Turner (Dav), Odom)
Motor Vehicles - Increases from 200 to 250 feet distance required for clear view of vehicle parked on highway outside business or residential district. - Amends TCA Title 55.
06/13/01 S Ref. to S. Trans. Comm.

*SB 0424 by *Crutchfield (HB 0031 by *Odom)
Sheriffs - Requires sheriff to file plan of access for drug and alcohol treatment organizations with department of mental health and developmental disabilities. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0425 by *Crowe (HB 0041 by *Odom)
Alcoholic Beverages - Increases from 20 to 25 days time period in which manufacturers and wholesale distributors of beer must register with commissioner. - Amends TCA Title 57.
05/08/01 S Ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 0426 by *Crutchfield (HB 0053 by *Odom)
Redistricting, Congressional - Requires senate redistricting plans to comply with federal statutes.
- Amends TCA Title 2 and Title 3, Chapter 1.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0427 by *Crutchfield (HB 0060 by *Odom)
General Assembly - Requires amendment of disclosure statement by members of general assembly within 90 days of change of circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10; Title 3 and Title 8, Chapter 50.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0428 by *Crutchfield (HB 0072 by *Odom)
Education, State Board of - Authorizes board of education to develop model grading policy. - Amends TCA Title 49.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0429 by *Crutchfield (HB 0073 by *Odom)
Taxes, Franchise - Increases from $2,000 to $2,500 amount of job tax credit that may be applied to franchise tax liability. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0430 by *Crutchfield (HB 0074 by *Odom)
Budget Procedures - Clarifies that budget should outline proposals for capital projects. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0431 by *Crutchfield (HB 0086 by *Odom)
Unemployment Compensation - Requires nonprofit organization to make payment of premium no later than 30 business days, instead of 30 calendar days, after date bill is mailed or given to such organization. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 7.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0432 by *Crutchfield (HB 0086 by *Odom)
Metropolitan Government - Changes period of time for election to be held to elect members of charter commission for metropolitan government from 46-60 days to 45-90 days. - Amends TCA Title 7.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0433 by *Crutchfield (HB 0085 by *Odom)
Metropolitan Government - Authorizes employee organizations to represent employees before civil service commissions. - Amends TCA Title 7.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0434 by *Crutchfield (HB 0089 by *Odom)
Civil Procedure - Adds optometrists to list of persons exempt from subpoena for trial and subject to subpoena for deposition. - Amends TCA Title 24.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0435 by *Crutchfield (HB 0093 by *Odom)
Child Custody and Support - Reduces from 45 to 30 days from service of process time in which hearings in child support cases that are not being enforced pursuant to Title IV-D of Social Security Act must be heard. - Amends TCA Title 36.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0436 by *Crutchfield (HB 0101 by *Odom)

Limitation of Actions - Decreases from seven to six years time after decedent's death in which personal representative may be sued. - Amends TCA Title 31.

02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0437 by *Crutchfield (HB 0107 by *Odom)

Escheat - Requires forms to be filed within 60 days rather than "promptly" with treasurer after actual knowledge of facts indicating possibility of escheat of property. - Amends TCA Title 31.

02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0438 by *Crutchfield (HB 0104 by *Odom)

Estates - Increases from five to ten days time period in which to mail copies of filed exceptions on clerk's decisions to personal representative and attorney of record. - Amends TCA Title 30.

02/05/01 S Comp. HB subet.

SB 0440 by *Crutchfield (HB 0103 by *Lewis)

Arbitration - Decreases time of filing from eight to six months when award is not fixed in submission. - Amends TCA Title 29.

02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0441 by *Crutchfield (HB 0104 by *Odom)

Autopisies - Increases from $25.00 to $30.00 maximum amount that can be charged by physician for performing autopsy and giving opinion as to cause of death in criminal proceeding. - Amends TCA Title 38.

05/09/01 S Rec. for pass; ref to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 0442 by *Crutchfield (HB 0778 by *Bryle)


02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S.Env, Cons., & Tour. Comm.

*SB 0443 by *Crutchfield (HB 0892 by *Buck)

Bail, Bail Bonds - Allows bail bondsmen or surety to surrender defendant in their exoneration at any time; adds items to be considered for "good cause" with regard to surrender of defendant by bail bondsmen or surety. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11.

06/14/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0444 by *Crutchfield (HB 0381 by *Rhinehart, *Bryle)

Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Revises certain provisions of TCRS for district attorneys general, public defenders, attorney general and reporter, executive director of district attorneys general conference, and executive director of district public defenders conference. - Amends TCA Section 8-34-603; Section 8-34-622; Section 8-34-623; Section 8-34-716; Section 8-35-105; Section 8-36-204; Section 8-36-702 and Section 8-37-309.

02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0445 by *Crutchfield (HB 0507 by *Newton, *Williams (Wil), *Davidson)

Constitutional Conventions - Submits to people of Tennessee question relating to calling of convention for purpose of revising Constitution of Tennessee with respect to Article XI, Section 5 relative to prohibition of lotteries and sale of lottery tickets. - 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0446 by *Crutchfield (HB 1647 by *Turner (Shelby), *Jones, S., *Langster, West, Turner (Dav), *Newton, *Bryle)

Workers' Compensation - Designates costs of production for medical records in workers' compensation cases as discretionary costs to be approved by court subject to $1000 limit. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.

03/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C, L&A

*SB 0447 by *Crutchfield (HB 1648 by *Turner (Shelby), *Jones, S., *Langster, West, Turner (Dav), *Newton, *Bryle)

Workers' Compensation - Changes total and permanent loss of mental faculties from scheduled member injury to injury to body as whole. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 2.

03/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C, L&A

*SB 0448 by *Crutchfield (HB 1646 by *Turner (Shelby), *Jones, S., *Langster, West, Newton, *Bryle)

Workers' Compensation - Designates costs of production for medical records in workers' compensation cases as discretionary costs to be approved by court. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.

03/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C, L&A


Health, Dept. of - Directs department to develop and implement statewide initiative to increase women's awareness regarding gynecological cancers. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 6, Part 2 and Title 68, Chapter 1, Part 18.

07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 872

*SB 0450 by *Crutchfield (HB 1450 by *Brown)

Election Laws - Provides for restoration of suffrage rights for certain persons convicted of infamous crimes. - Amends TCA Section 40-29-105.

04/18/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0451 by *Crutchfield (HB 1452 by *Brown)

Credit, Consumer - Enacts "Consumer Credit Disclosure Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 45 and Title 47.


*SB 0452 by *Crutchfield (HB 1449 by *Brown, *Bone)

Social Workers - Authorizes state board of education to provide supplemental funding for school social workers under certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-359.

04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 0453 by *Henry, *Crutchfield (HB 0203 by *Artiola)

Health Care - Revises legislative findings for long-term care services plan; makes other changes on time certain reports must be made prior to filing waiver and setting individual expenditure limit within waiver. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5, Part 14.

05/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW, H & HRR

*SB 0454 by *Crutchfield (HB 0715 by *Turner (Ham), *Windle, *Walker, *Cooper B)

Health Care - Requires hospitals to screen newborns for hearing loss or transport child and parent at hospital expense to designated entity for screening; attending health professionals to refer child born outside of hospital to department of health; requires insurance coverage. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 25; Title 68, Chapter 5 and Section 71-5-107.

02/26/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C, L&A Comm.

SB 0455 by *Rochelle (HB 0358 by *Buck)

Criminal Offenses - Provides that displaying or handling poisonous snake or reptile is Class A misdemeanor if such handling causes another to reasonably fear imminent bodily injury. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17.

02/15/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0456 by *Rochelle (HB 0859 by *McKee)

Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Directs comptroller of treasury with assistance of commissioner of correction to develop monitoring and reporting process regarding private prison management contracts for incarcerating out-of-state prisoners and present annual status report to select oversight committee on corrections. - Amends TCA Title 41.

03/19/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S & L Govt. Comm

*SB 0457 by *Rochelle (HB 0492 by *Cole (Dyer))


04/10/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C, L & A

*SB 0458 by *Rochelle (HB 1137 by *McMillian)

Emergency Communications Districts - Requires members of local emergency communications districts to serve until replacement members are appointed; authorizes state emergency communications board to set rate structure sufficient to provide for expenses and maintenance of district; revises composition and appointment of boards of directors. - Amends TCA Title 5, Section 7-66-105 and Section 7-86-304.

06/29/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

*SB 0459 by *Rochelle (HB 0876 by *Kisber)

Industrial Development - Requires industrial development corporations to attach cost and benefit analysis to payment in lieu of taxes agreement and limits such waiver of such payments to 20 years' duration. - Amends TCA Title 5; Title 6 and Section 7-53-305.

06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 339

*SB 0460 by *Rochelle (HB 0877 by *Kisber)
Election Laws - Permits voter to register by mail by using form provided electronically via state's internet web site. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Title 8.

*SB 0461 by *Rochelle , Fowler (HB 1206 by *Maddox , Armstrong, Ferguson, Kibser, Fitzhugh)

Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Requires department to assess in writing fiscal impact on licensees of department caused by change to rule, regulation, policy, or guideline relating to operation of licensee for rendering services pursuant to contract, grant, or agreement with division of developmental disabilities services. - Amends TCA Title 33.

05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 137

*SB 0462 by *Rochelle (HB 0873 by *Kibser) Local Government, General - Creates additional exception to resolution, notice and election requirements for lease, loan agreement, sales contract or operating contract between municipal corporation and public building authority for certain school bonds. - Amends TCA Section 12-10-115.

04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 32

*SB 0463 by *Rochelle (HB 1755 by *Kibser, Boyer, Rinks, Whitson, McDaniel, Lewis, McMillan, Williams (Will), Langster, Turner (Shelby), Cole (Dyer), Sands) Taxes, Soft Drinks - Excludes manufacturers or bottlers of bottled water from bottlers' gross receipts tax. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-402.

06/04/01 H Held on desk.

*SB 0464 by *Rochelle (HB 1845 by *Hargrove) Radio and Television - Includes specific issues for committor to address in preparing report to general assembly by June 30, 2005, evaluating operations of municipal electric systems offering cable television, internet, and related services. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 52.

02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. State & Local Comm.

*SB 0465 by *Rochelle (HB 0539 by *Bone) Regional Authorities and Special Districts - Increases membership of board of directors of Four Lakes Regional Industrial Development Authority by two members, one to be appointed by TVA board of directors and one to be appointed by electric cooperative board of directors. - Amends TCA Title 64-5-203.

05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 150

*SB 0466 by *Kyle (HB 1086 by *West) Courts - Requires all alternative treatment programs operated in conjunction with courts to register with circuit court clerk and to provide information relative to effectiveness of such program. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 21 and Title 40, Chapter 20.

05/02/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0467 by *Kyle , Cooper J, Crutchfield (HB 1913 by *Davidson , Winningham, Williams, Shaw, Towns, Davis (Cocke), Whitson, Sands, Jones, S., Turner (Ham)) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Adds "terms and conditions of service" and "working conditions" to areas of negotiation covered by Education Professional Negotiations Act; specifies that director of schools has ultimate right to transfer professional employees. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-601.

05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 693

*SB 0468 by *Kyle (HB 1811 by *Miller L. , Cole (Dyer), Fitzhugh, Hargett, Kent) Insurance, Health, Accident - Authorizes state insurance committee to review contracts and subcontracts of administrators and insurers participating in state employee insurance program; authorizes committee to require such administrators and insurers to include additional providers in contracts and subcontracts. - Amends TCA Section 8-27-102.

05/15/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of FW&M comm

*SB 0469 by *Kyle Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires named insureds in automobile policy to carry uninsured motorist liability coverage in at least minimum amount established for general automobile liability insurance. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 12, Part 1 and Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 12.

02/14/01 S Withdrawn.

*SB 0470 by *Kyle (HB 1475 by *Maddox) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Extends deadline for notice of cancellation of commercial risk insurance from 60 to 90 days. - Amends TCA Title 56.

02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*SB 0471 by *Kyle (HB 1478 by *Williams (Will)) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires reasonable as well as diligent search for insurance before insured becomes eligible for surplus lines insurance. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 14, Part 1.

03/26/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C,L&A kComm.

*SB 0472 by *Kyle (HB 1479 by *Williams (Will)) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Clarifies that violations of Premium Finance Company Act are Class C misdemeanor, punishable only by fine of $50.00. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 37.

03/26/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C,L&A kComm.

*SB 0473 by *Kyle (HB 1480 by *Williams (Will)) Bail, Bail Bonds - Limits, to $10,000, amount of civil bonds for which professional bondsman may act as surety without qualifying with department of commerce and insurance as insurance company or agent. - Amends TCA Section 40-11-302.

04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0474 by *Kyle (HB 1490 by *McMillan , Walker , Miller L. , Pleasant) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires insurer that fails to return unearned premiums to finance company within 30 days of cancellation of financed insurance contract to be liable for finance charges or interest assessed against policyholder as result of such failure to return unearned premiums. - Amends TCA Section 56-37-111.

05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 184

*SB 0475 by *Kyle (HB 1481 by *Williams (Will)) Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Increases from 10 to 15 days notice required from commissioner prior to hearing on issue of application of rating system. - Amends TCA Section 56-5-309.

03/26/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A kComm.


04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0477 by *Kyle (HB 0269 by *Kernell) Insurance, Health, Accident - Revives and reauthorizes Tennessee comprehensive health insurance pool. - Amends TCA Title 56.

04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0478 by *Kyle (HB 0184 by *Brooks) Safety, Dept. of - Includes members of capitol police within compensation survey and schedule established for other commissioned officers of department. - Amends TCA Section 4-3-2006 and Title 4, Chapter 7, Part 2.

06/04/01 S Rec. for pass; ref to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 0479 by *Kyle (HB 0248 by *Scroggs) Probation and Parole - Establishes statutory duties for private entities providing misdemeanor probation services and requires such entities to have $25,000 performance bond and policy of liability insurance in effect and on file with appropriate clerk. - Amends TCA Section 40-35-302.

06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 359

*SB 0480 by *Haun (*HB 0379 by *Head) Education - Continues "Touching the Lives of Children" pilot programs. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1.

04/25/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0481 by *Haun (*HB 0296 by *Head) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Increases from three to five years period of moratorium for re-issuance of special license plates deemed obsolete and invalid; defines "a plate substantially the same in appearance or content" for purposes of moratorium. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 67.

02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*SB 0482 by *Haun (*HB 0298 by *Head) General Assembly - Authorizes chief clerk of either house to serve subpoenas issued by general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 8; Title 54; Title 55; Title 65 and Title 67.

02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*SB 0483 by *Haun (*HB 0299 by *Head) Railroads - Authorizes conductor to put off non-paying passenger at any regular station. - Amends TCA Title 65 and Title 67.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdt.

*SB 0484 by *Haun (HB 0987 by *Givens, Whitson, Davis (Cocke), Ford S)
District Attorneys - Adds one assistant district attorney general position to third judicial district. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2.
04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 0485 by *Haun (HB 0297 by *Head)
Driver Licenses - Increases from 10 days to 20 days time in which department of safety must notify licensing state and commercial driver license information system that commercial driver has violated traffic law; increases from 10 days to 20 days time in which clerk must notify department of conviction of commercial driver violating traffic law. - Amends TCA Title 54, Title 55 and Title 67.
03/21/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

*SB 0486 by *Haun (HB 0751 by *Davis (Wash))
School Transportation - Requires school bus to stop at all railroad grade crossings whether or not carrying school child instead of only when carrying school child. - Amends TCA Section 55-8-147.
04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 73

SB 0487 by *Haun (HB 0373 by *Whitson, Davis (Wash))
State Employees - Compels employee of department of revenue to honor written power of attorney executed by taxpayer; failure to honor such power of attorney would be basis for depriving employee of immunity afforded to state employees. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 1, Part 1.
03/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of F,W&M Comm.

SB 0488 by *Haun (HB 0382 by *Head)
Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Increases from three to five total number of actuaries that commissioner may employ. - Amends TCA Title 56.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdt.

SB 0489 by *Haun (HB 0383 by *Head)
Taxes, Privilege - Raises occupation tax on lawyers from $200 annually to $2,000. - Amends TCA Title 67.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdt.

*SB 0490 by *Haun (HB 1904 by *Newton)
Civil Procedure - Deletes requirements concerning admissibility of safety belt usage in civil action. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 9.
02/07/02 S Ref. to T. Trans. Comm.

SB 0491 by *Haun, Person (HB 0160 by *Cole (Dyer))
Public Contracts - Incrementally increases present amount of public works contracts in excess of $100,000 for which contractor is required to post 25 percent bond by increasing amount annually based on consumer price index as published by U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. - Amends TCA Title 12.
04/16/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 0492 by *Haun (HB 0159 by *Cole (Dyer))
Transportation, Dept. of - Requires present report of long range and coordinated statewide transportation plan, which is to be submitted to general assembly by commissioner of transportation every two years, to be submitted by February 1st of first year of each new general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 4.
04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 0493 by *Haun (HB 0158 by *Cole (Dyer))
Safety - Increases, from 200 to 300 feet, distances required for clear view of vehicle parked on highway outside business or residential district. - Amends TCA Title 55.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdt.

SB 0494 by *Haun (HB 0157 by *Cole (Dyer))
Transportation, Dept. of - Increases time for filing inventory of county highway machinery, equipment, tools, supplies, and material from 60 to 75 days from date chief administrative officer takes office. - Amends TCA Title 54.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdt.

SB 0495 by *Haun (HB 0161 by *Cole (Dyer))
Water - Authorizes state to exercise authority over effluents if federal government unable to perform duties due to budget shortfalls. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 69.
07/02/01 P2C, ref. to S.Env. Cons., & Tour. Comm.

SB 0496 by *Haun (HB 0369 by *Rhinehart)
Purchasing - Directs governing boards of human resource agencies to submit written procedures for competitive bidding to state board of standards for review rather than approval. - Amends TCA Section 13-26-108.
04/25/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S&L Gov't Comm.

SB 0497 by *Haun (HB 0217 by *Davis (Cocke))
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Permits bulldozer equipment with blade of not more than 14 feet in width to be transported on highways without time of movement restrictions, an escort vehicle, or removing blade. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 7, Part 2.
03/21/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

SB 0498 by *Haun (HB 0216 by *Davis (Cocke))
Advertising - Removes outdoor advertising devices for houses of worship from being required to have permit or fee paid for such devices and removes prohibition on such devices on interstate or primary highway system; both provisions are subject to federal approval. - Amends TCA Section 54-21-104 and Section 54-21-103.
03/21/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

SB 0499 by *Haun (HB 0215 by *Davis (Cocke))
Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Revises provisions on evaluation of certified personnel by local school boards to include directors of schools; excludes evaluation conferences from public meetings requirements. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-203(a)(14).
04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0500 by *Haun (HB 0997 by *Hood)
04/05/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

SB 0501 by *Haun, Henry, Haun (HB 0487 by *Davis (Cocke), Buttry)
Motor Vehicles, Titrering and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Ammadillo Preservation new specially earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to wildlife resources fund. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
03/13/02 S Referred to special committee.

SB 0502 by *Haun (HB 0486 by *Davis (Cocke))
Railroads - Authorizes conductor to put off non-paying passenger at either regular station or location with working telephone. - Amends TCA Title 65 and Title 67.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdt.

*SB 0503 by *Haun (HB 0516 by *Ridgeway)
Highway Signs - Defines "breakfast" for specific service-sign purposes. - Amends TCA Title 54 and Title 55.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdt.

*SB 0504 by *Haun (HB 0515 by *Ridgeway)
Driver Licenses - Increases from 10 days to 15 days time in which department of safety must notify licensing state and commercial driver license information system that commercial driver has violated traffic law; increases from 10 days to 15 days time in which clerk must notify department of conviction of commercial driver violating traffic law. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 8; Title 54; Title 55; Title 65 and Title 67.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdt.

*SB 0505 by *Haun (HB 0808 by *Davidson, Givens, Bone)
Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Prevents sale or distribution in Tennessee of cigarettes that do not comply with all requirements of federal law; provides for seizure of such cigarettes as contraband. - Amends TCA Title 47 and Title 67.
04/10/01 S Ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 0506 by *Haun (HB 0953 by *Whitson)
Nuclear Materials, Transportation and Safety - Authorizes Category I Nuclear Facility to designate peace officers and grants such officers certain powers possessed by peace officers. - Amends TCA Section 38-3-120.
04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 25

SB 0507 by *Haun (HB 0211 by *Ford, S., Fitzhugh, Mumpower, Godsey, Davis (Wash))
Attorney General and Reporter - Removes requirement that to receive credit for services rendered as attorney general must have been employed as attorney general on date that state assumed employee contributions on behalf
Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Reenacts pharmacy and pharmacy access provisions included in Chapter 1033 of Public Acts of 1998; clarifies that such provisions apply to HMOs as well as insurance plans; makes violation unfair or deceptive act or practice under Consumer Protection Act. - Amends TCA Title 56. 04/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C,L&A Comm.

SB 0530 by *Fowler (*HB 0506 by *Jones, S. , Davis (Wash)) Podiatrists - Raises number of continuing education hours required to obtain certificate of registration from fifteen to twenty. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 3. 05/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,H,HR Comm.

*SB 0531 by *Cohen (HB 0621 by *Kisber) District Attorneys - Prevents expenditures from Fraud and Economic Crimes Prosecution Fund except for items related to official duties in prosecuting such crimes. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 3, Part 2. 04/26/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0532 by *Cohen (HB 0675 by *Kisber) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Increases written notice requirement for special meetings of registry of election finance from 7 to 10 days. - Amends TCA Title 2. 02/05/01 S P2C held on desk.

*SB 0533 by *Cohen (HB 0666 by *Kisber) County Government - Prevents county commissioners from voting on any matter in which they have conflict of interest. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 5, Part 1. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. State & Local Comm.

*SB 0534 by *Cohen (HB 0656 by *Kisber) County Government - Prevents counties from entering into cooperative agreements that require expenditure of funds beyond those available by appropriation, gift, or otherwise. - Amends TCA Title 6. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. State & Local Comm.

*SB 0535 by *Cohen (HB 0657 by *Kisber) Municipal Government - Increases municipal purchasing authority. - Amends TCA Title 6. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. State & Local Comm.


*SB 0537 by *Cohen (HB 1168 by *Jones U (Shel), Pleasant) Tort Liability - Defines emergency medical technicians and emergency medical technician paramedics as government employees and not health care practitioners for purposes of Governmental Tort Liability Act so that such technicians and paramedics will be immune from liability. - Amends TCA Section 29-20-102. 03/20/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C.L&A Comm.

SB 0538 by *Cohen (*HB 0493 by *Scruggs, Pleasant) Criminal Procedure - Expands definition of what is not "effective consent" for purpose of criminal law to include consent given by elderly person to fiduciary when fiduciary uses money for someone other than elderly person with intent to deprive elderly person of such money. - Amends TCA Section 39-11-106. 03/08/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 0539 by *Cohen (HB 1136 by *McMillan) Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Creates injunctions to protect marital assets in separation and divorce situations. - Amends TCA Section 36-4-106. 06/01/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 280

SB 0540 by *Cohen (HB 0030 by *Odom) Livestock - Redefines "dairy farm" to include all milk-producing animals. - Amends TCA Title 44. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0541 by *Cohen (HB 0044 by *Odom) Guardianship - Reduces compensation of guardians from 7 to 5 percent of monies received. - Amends TCA Title 54. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0542 by *Cohen (HB 0036 by *Odom) Business Organizations - Increases time from three to four months for claimant to file claim against dissolved limited partnership. - Amends TCA Title 61. 02/11/02 S Intro., P1C.

SB 0543 by *Cohen (HB 0037 by *Odom) Laundries and Dry Cleaners - Increases from 180 to 200 days minimum time required before dry cleaner or launderer may dispose of unclaimed garments. - Amends TCA Title 66. 02/11/02 S Intro., P1C.

SB 0544 by *Cohen (HB 0051 by *Odom) Uniform Commercial Code - Increases from 30 to 45 days time period after notice in which warehouseman may remove stored goods. - Amends TCA Title 47. 02/11/02 S Intro., P1C.

SB 0545 by *Cohen (HB 0077 by *Odom) Financial Disclosure - Increases from three to five number of business days in which registry of election finance must give notice of records inspection. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10 and Title 3. 02/11/02 S Intro., P1C.

SB 0546 by *Cohen (HB 0080 by *Odom) Lobbying, Lobbyists - Changes time period for registration as lobbyist from five days to five business days. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10 and Title 3, Chapter 6. 02/11/02 S Intro., P1C.

SB 0547 by *Cohen (HB 0064 by *Odom) Election Laws - Requires election commissions to verify that documents are properly filed at time of filing; establishes conclusive presumption that requirements met and document timely filed. - Amends TCA Title 2. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0548 by *Cohen (HB 0105 by *Odom) Appeal and Review - Changes time for appeal from recorder's judgment from ten calendar days with Sundays excluded to ten business days. - Amends TCA Title 27. 02/11/02 S Intro., P1C.

SB 0549 by *Williams (*HB 0309 by *Westmoreland) Sentencing - Requires sentence for crime committed while on community corrections program to run cumulatively to offense for which defendant was sentenced to such program. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 20. 04/10/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0550 by *Rochelle , Burks (*HB 0302 by *Briley , Davidson, Kisber, Turner (Ham), DeBerry J) Criminal Offenses - Includes e-mail and internet services as means by which person may commit offense of harassment. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17. 04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 26

*SB 0551 by *Rochelle (HB 0711 by *Sands) Sexual Offenses - Revises offense of solicitation of minor to include solicitation of person solicitor believes to be minor. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 5. 03/15/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 0552 by *Rochelle (HB 0736 by *Buck) District Attorneys - Increases salaries for assistant district attorneys. - Amends TCA Section 8-7-226. 03/08/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 0553 by *Herron (*HB 0311 by *Cole (Dyer)) District Attorneys - Adds one additional assistant district attorney general position in 3rd and 29th judicial districts. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0554 by *Herron (*HB 0310 by *Cole (Dyer)) District Attorneys - Adds additional assistant district attorney general position in 29th judicial district. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2: 06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 361.

SB 0555 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0496 by *Odom) Environment and Conservation, Department of - Requires department to develop timetable for introduction of reformulated gasoline in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapters 201 to 221. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S.Env., Cons., & Tour. Comm.

SB 0556 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0497 by *Odom) Forest and Forest Products - Requires person engaged in logging operations to submit bond to department of environment and conservation; deletes subsection exempting application of this law to include consent given by elderly person to fiduciary when fiduciary uses money for someone other than elderly person with intent to deprive elderly person of such money. - Amends TCA Section 39-11-106. 02/05/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 0557 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0499 by *Odom) Consumer Protection - Requires companies to notify consumer thirty days prior to expiration of wireless telecommunications contract; failure to
notify results in customer receiving free service for six months after contract expiration date. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18.
04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C.L&A Comm

SB 0558 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0505 by *Odom , Sharp)
Fireworks - Authorizes fireworks to be sold within jurisdiction of any county or municipality upon adoption of resolution authorizing sale by majority of members of county or municipality. - Amends TCA Section 68-104-105, 02/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C.L & A. Comm.

SB 0559 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0504 by *Odom) Fireworks - Authorizes Class C common fireworks to be sold at retail in East Ridge; applies all state laws to sale of fireworks in such city. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 104, Part 1. 02/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C.L & A. Comm.

*SB 0560 by *Crutchfield , Harper (HB 1453 by *Brown)
Education - Provides for waiver of school fees for students who receive free or reduced-price lunches. - Amends TCA Title 49. 04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0561 by *Crutchfield (HB 1454 by *Brown)
Election Laws - Specifies that candidates for United States House of Representatives for districts located in more than one county must file their nominating petitions with state election commission, but such candidates for districts located entirely in one county must file their nominating petition with county election commission in candidate's county of residence. - Amends TCA Title 2. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. State & Local Comm.


SB 0563 by *Crutchfield (HB 0078 by *Odom) Employees, Employers - Reduces from 12 to eight number of hours considered reasonable for employee to leave premises after voluntary or involuntary dismissal. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 50. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0564 by *Crutchfield , Trail (*HB 0046 by *Odom) Governor - Requires governor to submit legislation to revise TCA to reflect changes in governmental structure made by executive order. - Amends TCA Title 4. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0565 by *Atchley (*HB 0075 by *Tindell , Odom, Armstrong) Corporations, Not for Profit - Redefines "project" in regard to special purpose corporations and associations to include certain loans from any corporation that receives, from state school bond authority, allocation for issuance of Qualified Zone Academy Bonds, if certain conditions met. - Amends TCA Title 48. 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 373

SB 0566 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0056 by *Odom) Consumer Protection - Authorizes secretary of state to create consumer affairs offices in Memphis, Knoxville, and Nashville. - Amends TCA Titles 4, 8 and 47. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0567 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0052 by *Odom) State Employees - Requires state to provide financial planning seminars for state employees. - Amends TCA Title 8. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0568 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0045 by *Odom) Telecommunications - Include "cellular telephones" within definition of public utility. - Amends TCA Title 65. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0569 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0069 by *Buck , Odom) Mental Illness - Revises provisions governing cooperative agreements entered into by community mental health centers; removes maximum reimbursement amounts for attorneys representing indigent persons who are subjects of committal proceedings. - Amends TCA Title 33. 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 349

SB 0570 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0062 by *Odom) Civil Service - Reduces time for rating civil service tests from four months to 90 days. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 30. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0571 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0092 by *Langster , Odom) Zoning - Increases from 10 to 30 days time for county building commissioner to mail certificate of compliance or copy to permittee after building permit expires. - Amends TCA Title 13. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0572 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0027 by *Odom) Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Removes requirement that abstract of minutes of meeting be included in report to general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 65. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0573 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0023 by *Odom) Redistricting, Congressional - Moves VTD ZZZZ from district 9 to district 8. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 16. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0574 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0019 by *Odom) Jails, Local Lock-ups - Allows county legislative body to appoint no more than five county residents to act as jail inspectors. - Amends TCA Title 41. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0575 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0015 by *Odom) Clerks, Court - Increases from 90 to 120 days time period in which clerks must give notice of destruction of records to state librarian. - Amends TCA Title 18. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0576 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0010 by *Odom) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Deletes authority to pay benefits by direct deposit or electronic transfer. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapters 34 through 38. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0577 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0059 by *Odom) Banks and Financial Institutions - Increases from 30 to 45 calendar days period of time in which application from bank with regulatory rating of 1 or 2 shall be deemed approved for branch facilities. - Amends TCA Title 45. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0578 by *Crutchfield (*HB 0040 by *Odom) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Increases time for filing inventory of county highway machinery, equipment, tools, supplies, and materials from 60 to 75 days from date chief administrative officer takes office. - Amends TCA Title 54. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0579 by *McNally (HB 0868 by *Kisber) Taxes, Exemption - Redefines "industrial machinery" for sales and use tax purposes to include certain research and development machinery; exempts such machinery from sales tax. - Amends TCA Title 67. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0580 by *Atchley (HB 1573 by *Rinks , Walker) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Defines "limited credit life and credit accident and health reinsurance" and establishes regulatory system for such companies. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapters 2 and 11. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 118

*SB 0581 by *Atchley (HB 0840 by *McDaniel) Environment and Conservation, Department of - Encourages commissioner to administer parks in efficient and effective manner. - Amends Chapter 3 of Title 11. 05/31/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/05/01

*SB 0582 by *Haynes , Burks (HB 1287 by *Armstrong , Curtiss, Fitzhugh, Cole (Carter), McDaniel, Tindell) General Assembly, Studies - Extends special committee to study issues relating to natural gas distribution and deregulation of natural gas in Tennessee from February 1, 2001, until February 1, 2003; expands committee's authority; extends pilot project regarding certain intrastate pipeline corporations to 2003. - Amends TCA Section 7- 82-301 and Title 65. 06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 307

*SB 0583 by *Kyle (HB 1311 by *Ariola , Scroggs)
SB 0584 by *Kyle , Burks (*HB 0308 by *Newton)

Criminal Offenses - Creates Class A felony to sell or possess with intent to sell 100 grams or more of any substance containing DMA or MDMA; creates Class B felony to sell or possess with intent to sell 25 grams or more of any substance containing DMA or MDMA; - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17. 06/07/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 0585 by *Kyle (HB 0986 by *Scruggs)

Criminal Procedure - Permits general sessions courts to hear and determine criminal forfeitures up to jurisdictional limits and requires state to give notice in indictment if it intends to seek forfeiture of property as part of criminal prosecution. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 11, Part 7. 06/19/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 381

SB 0586 by *Kyle (HB 0801 by *Fitzhugh)

Consumer Protection - Makes it unfair or deceptive act under Consumer Protection Act for federal Title XIX program. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 33; Title 48; Title 56; Title 63; Title 67 and Title 68. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

SB 0587 by *Kyle (HB 0632 by *Kisber)

Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department to report budget allotments to chairs of house and senate finance, ways and means committees. - Amends TCA Title 9; Title 47; Title 54; Title 55; Title 57; Title 67 and Title 68. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

SB 0588 by *Kyle (HB 0537 by *Turner (Dav) , Kent, Todd)

Local Government, General - Authorizes local governments to enter into enforceable memoranda of understanding with local bargaining units. - Amends TCA Title 8. 05/01/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A comm

SB 0589 by *Miller J (*HB 0376 by *Overtby , Johnson)

Local Government, General - Provides for sharing of proceeds from leases, loan agreements, sales contracts, or other operating contracts with public building authorities among all school districts in county; authorizes counties and metropolitan governments to pledge part of entity's sales tax distributions or portion of BEP funds generated for capital outlay purposes as security in certain circumstances; exempts Shelby County. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 10. 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 457

SB 0590 by *Miller J (*HB 0424 by *Bunch)

Courts, Administrative Office of the - Prohibits administrative office of courts from funding new judgeships from money from vacant judgeships in other judicial districts; prohibits administrative office of courts from removing funding for any judgeship provided for by law. - Amends TCA Title 16. 04/02/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0591 by *Miller J (*HB 0405 by *Bunch)

Criminal Offenses - Adds DVDs containing material harmful to minors to list of media prohibited to display for sale or rental anywhere minors are lawfully admitted. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17 and Title 40. 04/17/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 0592 by *Miller J (*HB 0427 by *Bunch)

Children - Creates pilot program for guardian ad litem services for 10th judicial district. - 04/30/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0593 by *Miller J (HB 0719 by *Johnson)

Madisonville - Subject to local approval, designates Madisonville as "city" instead of "town." - Amends Chapter 663 of the Private Acts of 1911; as amended. 03/12/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 5

SB 0594 by *Cooper J (HB 0646 by *Kisber)

Public Funds and Financing - Authorizes state funding board to establish rules regarding agreements and contracts facilitating issuance and sale of debt by governmental entities established by private act. - Amends TCA Title 9. 07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 818

SB 0595 by *Cooper J (HB 1059 by *Head)

Telecommunications - Changes time for gauging maximum rate for non-basic services from June 6, 1995, to July 1, 2001. - Amends TCA Section 65-5-208. 03/05/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0596 by *Cooper J (HB 0676 by *Kisber)

Judges and Chancellors - Prohibits court from moving session outside of courthouse for purpose of prohibiting public access to proceedings; except as otherwise authorized or required by law. - Amends TCA Title 16. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0597 by *Cooper J (HB 0645 by *Kisber)

Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Increases, from 6 to 12 months, time for filed campaign disclosure statements to be deemed sufficient absent showing of fraud. - Amends TCA Title 2. 04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 0598 by *Cooper J (HB 0677 by *Kisber)

Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Specifies that nursing home tax will be suspended if determined that such tax would result in reduced federal funding under TennCare or any other federal Title XIX program. - Amends TCA Title 68. 05/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 0599 by *Cooper J (HB 0639 by *Kisber)

State Government - Prevents state departments from entering into agreements involving expenditure of funds beyond those available by appropriation or gift. - Amends TCA Title 4. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. State & Local Comm.

SB 0600 by *Cooper J (HB 0643 by *Kisber)

Alcoholic Beverages - Specifies that law requiring retailer's license for sale of packaged liquors applies to limited liability companies and partnerships. - Amends TCA Title 57. 03/07/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. &L Govt. Comm.

SB 0601 by *Cooper J (HB 0640 by *Kisber)

Tobacco Market Settlement Agreement - Re-authorizes and directs agriculture and health committees to present recommendations to general assembly concerning use of tobacco settlement funds. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

SB 0602 by *Haun , Cooper J (HB 0669 by *Kisber)

State Employees - Specifies that governor and governor's surviving spouse and dependent children eligible to participate in state's group health insurance under same provisions applicable to general assembly members and their spouses and dependents. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27. 07/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 853

SB 0603 by *Cooper J (HB 0670 by *Kisber)

Health Care - Lengthens, from 28 to 30 days, period for which adolescent drug and alcohol treatment can be provided without certificate of need; extends period for appeal of approval or denial of certificate of need from 30 to 45 days. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 0604 by *Cooper J (HB 0671 by *Kisber)

TennCare - Allows lien to be imposed on individual's real property if individual fraudulently obtains benefits under medical assistance plan. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 33; Title 48; Title 56; Title 63; Title 68 and Title 71. 04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 0605 by *Cooper J (HB 0672 by *Kisber)

Local Government, General - Clarifies procedure for contracting optional supplemental disability insurance plan to agency of state government. - Amends TCA Title 8. 03/05/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0606 by *Cooper J (HB 0667 by *Kisber)

Mental Illness - Prevents false or misleading advertising by behavioral health organizations. - Amends TCA Title 33; Title 56 and Title 71. 04/03/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 0607 by *Cooper J (HB 0668 by *Kisber)

TennCare - Increases, from $10.00 to $25.00, amount of penalty assessed against contracting hospitals, nursing homes, and vendors that do not comply with prescribed accounting method. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 33; Title 48; Title 56; Title 63; Title 68 and Title 71. 04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 0608 by *Cooper J (HB 0661 by *Kisber)

Banks and Financial Institutions - Clarifies that person affiliated with bank who sells securities but is not registered with broker-dealer must register with department of commerce and insurance and is subject to Tennessee Securities Act of 1980. - Amends TCA Title 45.
**SB 0609** by *Cooper J (HB 0662 by *Kisber) Corporations. For Profit - Authorizes written notice of action asserting dissenters' rights to be given by facsimile transmission but not electronic mail. - Amends TCA Title 48.

02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

**SB 0610** by *Cooper J (HB 0664 by *Kisber) TennCare - Requires claims reviewer to send copy of review decision to commissioner, HMO, and provider; changes prior language requiring that review be sent to HMO and provider only. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 32 and Title 71, Chapter 5.

04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

**SB 0611** by *Cooper J (HB 0665 by *Kisber) TennCare - Requires MCOs and BHOs contracting with TennCare to be reviewed to include detailed justification of need for any funding increases. - Amends TCA Title 49.

04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

**SB 0618** by *Cooper J (HB 0651 by *Kisber) Tennessee Higher Education Commission - Requires Tennessee higher education commission master plan and biennial report to include detailed justification of need for any funding increases. - Amends TCA Title 49.

**SB 0619** by *Cooper J (HB 0644 by *Kisber) Taxes - Clarifies inclusion of property for purposes of computing franchise tax. - Amends TCA Title 67.

02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

**SB 0620** by *Cooper J (HB 0642 by *Kisber) Taxes, Sales - Clarifies applicability of use tax to subcontractors on property produced or severed from the earth. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.

**SB 0621** by *Ford J, Ford J, Cooper J (HB 0648 by *Kisber) Public Buildings - Adds two new members to Memphis public building authority. - Amends TCA Title 7; Title 12; Title 30 and Title 67.

06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 364

**SB 0622** by *Norris, Cooper J (HB 0655 by *Kisber, Todd) Taxes - Revises distribution of state-shared taxes. - Amends TCA Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 16; Title 45; Title 51; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67 and Title 68.

08/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 365

**SB 0623** by *Cooper J (HB 0647 by *Kisber) Business Organizations - Allows notice of withdrawal of registration by foreign limited partnership to be filed by facsimile transmission or other means of electronic communication authorized by secretary of state. - Amends TCA Title 61.

03/05/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

**SB 0624** by *Cooper J (HB 0620 by *Kisber) Education - Requires department of children's services to provide tracking information on location of foster care children to department of education to ensure proper allocation of education funding. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 37 and Title 49.

04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

**SB 0625** by *Cooper J (HB 0650 by *Kisber) Education - Prevents persons convicted of any felony or misdemeanor involving moral turpitude from holding elementary or secondary education teaching license. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5.

04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

**SB 0626** by *Cooper J (HB 0631 by *Kisber) Bond Issues - Authorizes issuance of bonds to fund state projects. - 05/02/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/08/01

**SB 0627** by *Cooper J (HB 0630 by *Kisber) Appropriations - Authorizes appropriations to exceed estimated growth in the state's economy. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 6, Part 2.

05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01


08/07/01 S Re-ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

**SB 0629** by *Cooper J (HB 0654 by *Kisber) Budget Procedures - Requires budget reporting by departments of finance and administration, personnel, and higher education. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 9 and Title 49.

02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

**SB 0630** by *Cooper J (HB 0624 by *Kisber) Taxes - Provides for continuation of Tennessee inheritance, estate, and generation-skipping transfer taxes notwithstanding any change in estate taxation under federal law. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 8.

02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

**SB 0631** by *Cooper J, Person (HB 1055 by *Cole (Dyer)) Motor Vehicles - Clarifies that motor vehicle dealers may charge document, registration fee, processing fee, or servicing fee in addition to sales price and this does not constitute false or misleading practice for purposes of denial or suspension of license if such charges are separately stated and clearly and conspicuously disclosed to buyer. - Amends TCA Section 55-17-114.

06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 406

**SB 0632** by *Clabough (HB 1280 by *Kisber) Taxes, Business - Clarifies that dealers who obtain financing for customers for which they are compensated by lender are exempt from business tax to extent of such compensation. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4.

05/30/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. F,W&M Comm.

**SB 0633** by *Clabough (HB 1281 by *Kisber) Taxes, Business - Clarifies that additional consideration received by motor vehicle dealer from lender for sale or assignment to lender of chattel lease or conditional sales contract is not within definition of "sales price" for purposes of business tax. - Amends TCA Title 67.

06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 386

**SB 0634** by *Clabough (HB 1216 by *Head) Workers' Compensation - Requires that for all injuries occurring on or after 7/1/2001 employer or insurer shall receive credit for payment of temporary total disability in excess of 125 weeks in awards of compensation for permanent total or permanent partial disability. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-207.

03/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

**SB 0635** by *Clabough (HB 1214 by *Head, Curtiss) Workers' Compensation - Authorizes employee who is offered workers' compensation physician panel to have employer-appointed panel
composed of five orthopedic or neurological physicians (with no more than four physicians affiliated in practice) and to receive second opinion from same panel of physicians selected by employer. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-204. 05/30/01  - Pub. Ch. 246

*SB 0636* by *Clabough (HB 1215 by *Head) Workers' Compensation* - Sets calculation of lump sum payment at present value of future compensation payments computed at 10 percent true discount compounded annually. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-229. 03/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A

Taxes, Gasoline, Petroleum Products - Extends period of time from 30 days to 30 business days for county legislative body to act on resolution or ordinance to levy one cent local gasoline tax following filing of petition with county legislative body to levy such tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 3. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0637* by *Haynes (HB 1634 by *Sargent, Davidson, Garrett, McDonald, Ridgeway, McKee, Newton, McDaniel) Municipal Government* - Authorizes board of commissioners of city-manager commission charter, upon adoption of two-thirds vote, to set salaries of mayor and commissioners annually at time of adoption of budget, subject to constitutional provision which prohibits increasing or diminishing salaries prior to end of term for which such officials are elected. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 20. 05/04/01  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 141

Taxes, Inheritance Gift - Increases amount person can give beneficiary for education trust fund, commonly referred to as $529 plan, from $10,000 year to $50,000 in one year to cover five-year period without triggering state gift tax; conforms to changes in federal law. - Amends TCA Section 49-7-808 and Section 67-8-104. 05/15/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A

Alcoholic Beverages - Requires retailers to place identification tag on kegs containing beer; requires purchaser of keg containing beer to sign receipt; requires department of revenue to provide stickers to be affixed to back of license noting certain alcohol-related driving offenses to obtain sticker to be affixed to back of license noting certain details of conviction. - Amends TCA Title 55. 02/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Trans. Comm.

Driver Licenses - Requires persons convicted of certain alcohol-related driving offenses to obtain

SB 0645 by *Davis L. Burchett (HB 0197 by *Bittle, Curtiss) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration* - Authorizes new specialty earmarked license plate for Knox Area Youth Recreation Ministry; earmarks 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof, minus expenses, to benefit such organization. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 03/13/02 S Referred to special committee.

*SB 0646* by *Burchett (HB 0564 by *Black) Health Care* - Requires hospitals or other facilities where child is born to screen or refer child to facility which performs hearing loss test or to department of health to screen newborn infants for hearing loss; requires certain insurance policies or plans to cover screening; requires certain referrals if test indicates child may have hearing loss. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 23 and Title 68, Chapter 5. 02/26/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0647 by *Burchett (HB 0447 by *Windle) Alcoholic Beverages* - Requires retailers to place identification tag on kegs containing beer; requires purchaser of keg containing beer to sign receipt; requires department of revenue to prescribe and supply forms for keg identification. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 5, Part 1. 03/13/01 S Failed in S. S&L Gov Comm. No second

SB 0648 by *Burchett , Henry, Haun, Crowe, Williams, Atchley (HB 0446 by *Windle) Holidays and Days of Special Observance* - "John Sevier Day," every June 23, to honor Tennesse's first governor for his important role in state history. - Amends TCA Title 15, Chapter 2. 04/16/01  - Pub. Ch. 49

SB 0649 by *Burchett (HB 0448 by *Windle) Education, Higher* - Allows children, up to age 24, of retired teachers to receive 25 percent higher education tuition discount. - Amends TCA Section 49-7-119. 04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 0650 by *Burchett (HB 0445 by *Windle) Employees* - Authorizes employers to accept driver licenses and other state-issued documents designated by commissioner of labor and workforce development as proof of age for employment purposes. - Amends TCA Title 50. 03/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0651 by *Burchett (HB 0419 by *Bunch) Adoption* - Creates process for delivery of children by parent to certain professionals without surrender procedure; adds to definition of "abandonment" for termination of parental rights; imposes duties on certain professionals and department of children's services; creates criminal defense. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 1; Title 37; Title 39, Chapter 15 and Title 63, Chapter 1. 04/11/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in GW,H&HR

SB 0652 by *Burchett (HB 0411 by *Bunch) Traffic Safety* - Removes instruction that oncoming traffic proceed normally when meeting funeral procession. - Amends TCA Section 55-8-183. 04/16/01  - Pub. Ch. 50

SB 0653 by *Burchett (HB 0413 by *Bunch) Cemeteries* - Lowers number of persons needed to petition district attorney general to bring action to remedy violation of cemetery company in properly maintaining cemetery or improvement care trust from lesser of 10 percent or 500 lot owners and next of kin of lot owners to lesser of 10 percent or 20 of such owners. - Amends TCA Section 46-2-306. 04/29/02  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 659

SB 0654 by *Burchett (HB 0425 by *Bunch) Criminal Procedure* - Requires district attorney to prosecute domestic type assault cases even if victim does not cooperate or testify unless there is no credible and admissible evidence to support prosecution without victim's cooperation. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13. 03/13/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0655 by *Burchett (HB 0426 by *Bunch) Domestic Violence* - Requires domestic violence state coordinating council to develop system that provides psychological counseling for perpetrators of domestic abuse. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 38, Chapter 12 and Title 71, Chapter 6. 03/13/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0656 by *Burchett (HB 0410 by *Bunch) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration* - Establishes that "Holders of the Purple Heart" license plates are issued upon payment of regular registration fee. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 2 and Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 3. 05/08/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Trans Comm.

SB 0657 by *Burchett (HB 0412 by *Bunch, Overby) Driver Licenses* - Requires persons convicted of certain drug-related driving offenses to obtain

SB 0658 by *Burchett (HB 0432 by *Bunch)
Credit and Debit Cards - Prohibits assessment of late fee or delinquency charge on retail charge agreements (credit cards); also applies to credit card accounts under credit card state bank statute, which includes loans for which no credit card is issued by definition. - Amends TCA Section 45-2-1904 and Section 47-11-104. 02/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0659 by *Cutchifer (HB 1451 by *Brown) Consumer Protection - Requires all financial institutions to comply with consumer protection provision pertaining to debt consolidation loans that result in borrower's owner-occupied residence becoming collateral or security for such loan. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18. 02/26/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0660 by Jackson (HB 0333 by *Buck, McMillan, Briley, Jones, S., Newton, Scroggs) Debtor Creditor Relations - Allows judgment creditor to serve interrogatories limited to issues relative to recovery of assets on third party whom such creditor believes possesses property of judgment debtor. - Amends TCA Title 29. 06/22/01 S Re-ref. to S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0661 by Jackson (HB 0740 by *Jones, S., Arriola, Black, Williams (Wil), Briley, Windle, Brooks, Kiser, Bowers, Ridgeway, West, Shepard, Shaw, Miller L, Head, Ferguson, Armstrong, Pruitt, Odom, Caldwell, Langster, Turner (Ham), Beavers, DeBerry J, Patton, McMillan, Rinks, Bone, Fowikles, Harwell, McDonald, Hagood, Turner (Shelby), Curtiss, Newton, Maddox, Davidson, Rhinehart, Turner (Dav)) Public Health - Requires department of health to establish comprehensive, coordinated program of newborn hearing loss screening; requires certain hospitals and birthing centers to assure infant screenings and referral; creates advice and referral duties for certain health providers. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 5. 05/22/01 S Action def. in FW&M Comm. Until May 29, 2001.

SB 0662 by Jackson (HB 0099 by *Odom) Water Pollution - Increases time to request hearing from water quality order of commissioner of environment and conservation from 30 to 45 days. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 69. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

SB 0663 by Jackson (HB 0050 by *Odom) County Government - Requires county attorneys to advise county officials about state and federal laws applicable to officials' duties. - Amends TCA Title 5. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

SB 0664 by Jackson (HB 0039 by *Odom) Open Meetings - Requires members of boards and commissions to be made aware of Sunshine Law. - Amends TCA Title 8. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

SB 0665 by Jackson (HB 0022 by *Odom) Workers' Compensation - Changes notice requirement for revocation of certificate of compliance from 30 days to 30 calendar days. - Amends TCA Title 50 and Title 56. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt. SB 0666 by Jackson (HB 0116 by *Odom) Insurance, Health, Accident - Enacts "Patient Advocacy Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 63, Chapters 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10, and Title 68, Chapter 11. 03/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0667 by Jackson (HB 0147 by *Odom) Public Health - Authorizes permits to use treated ash aggregate (TAA) under certain circumstances; redefines "solid waste" to remove source, special nuclear, or by-product material as defined by Atomic Energy Act of 1954; extends exemption from restroom equity law to Shelby County. - Amends TCA Title 66. 06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 387

SB 0668 by Jackson (HB 0121 by *Odom) Tort Liability - Creates cause of action for damages against HMO or BHO and medical directors for harm to enrollee related to treatment decisions or access to services, procedures, and facilities; requires designation of licensed physician as medical director; and specifies that nothing in present law that BHOs or HMOs are deemed to not practice healing art is defense. - Amends TCA Title 29. 02/02/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0669 by Jackson (HB 0120 by *Odom) Tort Liability - Permits civil damages against BHOs, MCOs, and their medical directors in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 29. 02/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0670 by Jackson (HB 0119 by *Odom) Tort Liability - Permits civil damages against BHOs, MCOs, and their medical directors in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 29. 02/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0671 by Jackson (HB 0122 by *Odom) Tort Liability - Creates cause of action for damages against HMO or BHO and medical directors for harm to certain enrollees related to treatment decisions or access to services, procedures, and facilities. - Amends TCA Title 29. 04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

SB 0672 by Jackson (HB 0118 by *Odom) Tort Liability - Creates cause of action for damages against HMO or BHO and medical directors for harm to enrollee related to treatment decisions or access to services, procedures, and facilities; requires designation of licensed physician as medical director; and specifies that nothing in present law that BHOs or HMOs are deemed not to practice healing art is defense. - Amends TCA Title 29. 02/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0673 by *Ford J (HB 0844 by *Williams (Wil)) Telecommunications - Applies toll-free phone call section to companies or entities providing telecommunications services. - Amends TCA Section 65-21-114. 03/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0674 by *Ford J (HB 0702 by *Cooper B., Towns, Jones U (Sheph), Armstrong, DeBerry L, Pruitt, Shaw, Turner (Sheb), Bowers, Brooks, Chumney, Garrett) Health Care - Requires hospitals to screen newborns for hearing loss predischarge; attending health providers must refer certain newborns for screening; tests defined; follow-up referred to department of education's early intervention program or primary provider. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 5. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 0675 by *Ford J (HB 1024 by *Brooks, Towns, Shaw, Turner (Sheb), Bowers) Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department to undergo disparity study to determine extent, if any, to which its policies and practices discriminate against racial minorities; study to be performed by independent contractor and to be paid for with existing resources within state highway fund. - Amends TCA Section 4-3-2305 and Title 54, Chapter 1. 03/21/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

SB 0676 by *Ford J (HB 1020 by *Brooks, Towns, Shaw, Langster) Purchasing - Reduces period in which payment is required under prompt pay act. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4, Part 7. 04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. &L Gov. Comm.

SB 0677 by *Ford J (HB 0723 by *Brooks) Labor and Workforce Development, Dept. of - Requires all business enterprises receiving taxpayer funded grants and incentives to post all employment opportunities with employment office of department. - Amends TCA Section 50-7-608. 04/17/01 S Failed in C,L&A Comm.

SB 0678 by *Ford J (HB 1248 by *White) Children - Requires emergency medical services provider to take possession of voluntarily-delivered child in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 37 and Title 68. 04/11/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 0679 by *Ford J (HB 0151 by *Brooks, Miller L, Buck) Firearms and Ammunition - Defines "personalized handgun"; restricts selling, assigning, or otherwise transferring any handgun in this state unless it is personalized handgun; provides for personalized handgun study commission. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13. 04/16/02 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0680 by *Ford J (HB 1332 by *Armstrong) Education - Clarifies that doctor authorized to perform complete medical examination or medical assessment of child entering school for first time includes doctor of medicine or doctor of
osteopathy. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30.
05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0681 by *Ford J, Elsea (HB 1633 by *Bowers, Arriola, Langster, Pruitt) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Establishes AIDS centers of excellence advisory committee, subject to federal funding being provided. - Amends TCA Title 68. 06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 294

*SB 0682 by *Ford J (HB 1551 by *Jones U (Shel), Davis (Cocke), Cooper B, Pinion, Turner (Shelby), Shaw, Shepard, DeBerry J, Miller L) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows full service retirement for teachers at age 60 or with 25 years of creditable service, rather than current 30 years of service. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 36. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0683 by *Ford J (HB 1637 by *Chumney) TennCare - Adds director of bureau of TennCare as non-voting ex-officio member of TennCare pharmaceutical care advisory board. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 71. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdmt.

*SB 0684 by *Ford J (*HB 0256 by *Bowers) TennCare - Changes from quarterly to bi-annual accounting of pharmacy rebate program that bureau of TennCare provides to comptroller. - Amends TCA Title 71. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdmt.

*SB 0685 by *Ford J (*)HB 0186 by *Brooks) Traffic Safety - Prohibits, subject to certain exceptions, person from operating motor vehicle while using mobile telephone. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1. 03/21/01 S Failed in Transportation Comm. Aye 3, No 5

*SB 0686 by *Ford J (*HB 0185 by *Brooks) Business and Commerce - Defines term "Tennessee-based business enterprise." - Amends TCA Section 1-3-105. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 215


*SB 0688 by *Ford J (*HB 0180 by *Maddox, Kieber, Fitzhugh, Ridgeway, Shepard, Pinion) Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Requires department's division of mental retardation services to use UAPA proceedings before imposing sanctions against mental health and developmental disabilities' licensees; exempts actions to recoup unearned monies from providers from definition of sanctions. - Amends TCA Title 33, Chapter 2. 06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 299

*SB 0689 by *Ford J (HB 1213 by *Kent) Firearms and Ammunition - Creates Class E felony of carrying or possessing firearm while committing or escaping from felony; makes such defendant ineligible for probation or parole; makes firearm sentence run consecutively to punishment for any other felony; and requires charge for new offense if firearm used to commit felony. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1307. 04/17/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0690 by *Ford J, Dixon (*HB 0368 by *Bowers, Langster, Pruitt, Hargrove) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires commissioner of health to establish stroke care, education, and outreach collaborative, comprised of hospitals and health care providers providing stroke care, in each grand division of the state. - Amends TCA Title 68. 08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 442

*SB 0691 by *Ford J (HB 1163 by *Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J) Railroads - Requires railroads to maintain rights-of-way within municipal boundaries in accordance with local health and environmental laws and ordinances, in addition to maintaining highway crossings; authorizes municipalities and counties to adopt by reference such provisions and to enforce compliance by payment of fine for violations. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 11, Part 1. 04/11/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Trans. Comm.

*SB 0692 by *Ford J (HB 0707 by *Miller L) Equalization Board - Revises date tax refunds are due when taxpayer prevails on appeal from 60 days after final action by state board of equalization or assessment appeals commission to 60 days after such action is provided to treasurer or trustee by county board of equalization; clarifies no refund is due so long as appeal is pending at state board. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1512. 04/10/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of F,W&M Comm.

*SB 0693 by *Ford J (HB 0706 by *Miller L) Taxes, Sales - Extends to XFL Professional Football League same state sales tax apportionment and distribution of revenue authorized for activities related to National or Canadian Football League. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-103. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0694 by *Ford J (HB 0095 by *Odom) Fiduciaries - Increases, from 10 to 20 days, notice court must give to beneficiaries, unless waived, regarding resignation of trustee. - Amends TCA Title 35. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdmt.

*SB 0695 by *Ford J (HB 0084 by *Odom) Estates - Reduces, from ten to five years, period of time in which will of testator who served as member of armed forces may be admitted to probate after end of hostilities. - Amends TCA Title 32. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdmt.

*SB 0696 by *Ford J (HB 0083 by *Odom) Regional Authorities - Deletes authority for commissioner of environment and conservation to require Ocoee development agency to relinquish control and operation of completed project on Ocoee River plan. - Amends TCA Title 64.

02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdmt.

SB 0697 by *Ford J (*HB 0091 by *Odom) Liens - Reduces from three to two years time for execution upon lien, commencing from time of entry of judgment. - Amends TCA Title 25. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdmt.

*SB 0698 by *Ford J (*HB 0061 by *Odom) Civil Procedure - Increases from 30 to 45 days time in which execution or other process will issue to enforce foreign judgment after service on judgment debtor. - Amends TCA Title 26. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdmt.

*SB 0699 by *Ford J (*HB 0070 by *Jones U (Shel), Odom) Judicial Officers - Revises procedures for appointment of certain judicial commissioners. - Amends TCA Title 40. 06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 316

SB 0700 by *Ford J (*HB 0081 by *Odom) Local Government, General - Requires municipalities and counties to act in best interest of all citizens with state and local revenues so services will be provided in most cost-effective manner possible. - Amends TCA Titles 5; 6; 7; 13; 54; 57; 68 and 69. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdmt.

SB 0701 by *Ford J (*HB 0020 by *Odom) Judges and Chancellors - Changes time from ten days to ten business days within which special joint committee of general assembly shall file report regarding recommendation from court of the judiciary to remove judge. - Amends TCA Title 17. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdmt.

SB 0702 by *Ford J (*HB 0013 by *Odom) Courts, Chancery - Reduces, from three to two years, time in which default judgment becomes absolute. - Amends TCA Title 21. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdmt.

SB 0703 by *Ford J (*HB 0169 by *Odom) Death - Establishes form for appointing persons with power to dispose of remains; establishes priority list of persons who possess that power without designation by decedent; establishes certain duties concerning interments. - Amends TCA Title 62 and Title 68. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.


SB 0705 by *Ford J (*HB 0047 by *Odom) Game and Fish Laws - Increases from one to two number of free sport fishing days. - Amends TCA Title 70. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdmt.
SB 0706 by *Ford J (*HB 0035 by *Odom) 
Gas, Petroleum Products, Volatile Oils - 
Increases from 10 to 20 days time period in 
which supervisor may grant or deny mineral test 
hole permit. - Amends TCA Title 60.  
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - 
pending amdt.

SB 0707 by *Ford J (*HB 0042 by *Odom) 
Mining and Quarrying - Increases from 90 to 100 
days time period in which backfilling, grading, top 
soling and planting of cover crops required. - 
Amends TCA Title 59.  
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - 
pending amdt.

SB 0708 by *Ford J (*HB 0029 by *Odom) 
Agriculture - Deletes requirement for annual 
report for Tennessee agricultural museum. - 
Amends TCA Title 43.  
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - 
pending amdt.

SB 0709 by *Ford J (*HB 0071 by *Odom) 
Employees, Employers - Repeals requirement of 
occupational health and safety report to governor 
and general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 50.  
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - 
pending amdt.

SB 0710 by *Ford J (*HB 0076 by *Odom) 
Cemeteries - Establishes minimum procurement 
costs for infant and infant services under pre-need 
contracts; minimum costs to be increased by 
consumer price index each year beginning 
10/05/02 - Pub. Ch. 685

SB 0711 by *Ford J (*HB 0034 by *Odom) 
Water - Reduces from 30 to 15 days period of 
time in which report of well driller must be filed. - 
Amends TCA Title 69.  
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - 
pending amdt.

*SB 0712 by *Cooper J , Clabough, Atchley (HB 1156 by *Hagood , McDaniel, Cole (Dyer), Lewis, Bittle, Montgomery, Buttry) 
Managed Care Organizations - Revises 
requirements necessary for HMO to obtain 
certificate of authority and information which 
must be included in evidence of coverage; caps 
HMO enrollee's cost share at 20 percent. - 
Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 32.  
05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 151

*SB 0713 by *Cooper J (HB 1806 by *Hagood) 
Managed Care Organizations - Directs 
commissioner of commerce and insurance to 
allow any provider payment methodology for 
HMOS and other managed care plans presently 
allowed for state insurance plans and for 
TennCare. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 1.  
03/05/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S, C,L&A 
Comm.

*SB 0714 by *Cooper J (HB 1807 by *Hagood) 
Employees, Employers - Authorizes employer 
benefit plan not funded through purchase of 
insurance to use any type of provider risk sharing 
mechanism or arrangement utilized by state 
employee health insurance plan or by TennCare 
Bureau. - Amends TCA Title 50.  
03/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S, C,L&A 
Comm.

*SB 0715 by *Fowler (HB 0828 by *Fowlkes) 
Mental Illness - Establishes procedure whereby 
local law enforcement officer and immediate family 
member of person believed to be in need of 
mental health examination can submit affidavit so 
staking to court and court can issue order to take 
person into custody for immediate examination. - 
Amends TCA Title 33, Chapter 6, Part 4.  
05/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,H&HR

SB 0716 by *Fowler (HB 0172 by *DeBerry J) 
Limitation of Actions - Increases period of time to 
prosecute certain criminal homicide offenses. - 
Amends TCA Section 40-2-101.  
04/24/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. 
Comm.

SB 0717 by *Fowler (HB 0176 by *DeBerry J) 
Jails, Local Lock-ups - Authorizes Tennessee 
corrections institute to enforce compliance with 
minimum jail standards through provisional 
certification, decertification, order excluding a 
county from the state subsidy program, or 
initiation of court action; authorizes promulgation 
of rules. - Amends TCA Title 41.  
05/01/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S, S&L 
Gov. Comm.

*SB 0718 by *Fowler (HB 1014 by *DeBerry J) 
Education - Establishes guidelines for children to 
be released from regular classrooms to receive 
religious moral instruction. - Amends TCA Title 
49, Chapter 2, Part 1.  
04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. 
Comm.

*SB 0719 by *Fowler (HB 0999 by *Wood , 
Pleasant, Harwell) 
TennCare - Requires commissioner of commerce 
and insurance to develop standard benefits 
package and two-part system of co-payments; 
revises premiums and imposes seven 
subscription per month limit for enrollees. - 
Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 71, Chapter 5, 
Part 1.  
04/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A 
Comm.

*SB 0720 by *Fowler (HB 1791 by *Wood , 
Pleasant, Harrett, Harwell) 
TennCare - Allows bureau of TennCare to 
perform background checks on all enrollees and 
applicants at cost to bureau. - Amends TCA Title 
71, Chapter 5 and Title 71, Chapter 5, Part 1.  
04/17/01 S Failed in C,L&A Comm. - No Motion

*SB 0721 by *Fowler (HB 1520 by *Wood , 
Pleasant, Harrett, Harwell) 
TennCare - Provides list of information required 
for TennCare application for enrollment; adds to 
list of required information, proof of salary and 
residency and photo identification. - Amends 
TCA Title 68 and Title 71.  
02/27/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S, C,L&A 
Comm.

*SB 0722 by *Fowler (HB 1790 by *Wood , 
Pleasant, Harrett, Harwell) 
TennCare - Requires bureau of TennCare to 
reverify enrollees for Medicaid eligibility and 
discontinue TennCare benefits and evaluate 
enrollee as uninsurable, if enrollee is not eligible 
for Medicaid. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 
71, Chapter 5.

05/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,H&HR

SB 0723 by *Carter (*HB 0136 by *Patton , 
DeBerry J) 
Military - Expands limitation on consecutive years 
of advisory service to Tennessee state guard 
from five to seven years - Amends TCA Title 58, 
Chapter 1, Part 4.  
04/10/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S, S&L 
Gov. Comm.

*SB 0724 by *Carter 
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - 
Authorizes issuance of Sons of Confederate 
Veterans new specialty earmarked license plate; 
allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale 
thereof to Sons of Confederate Veterans. - 
Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 
03/21/01 S Action deferred in Transportation 
Comm.

*SB 0725 by *Carter (HB 0837 by *McDaniel) 
Claims Commission, Tennessee - Authorizes 
claims commission to grant injunctive relief. - 
Amends TCA Title 9 and Title 29. 
03/23/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. 
Comm.

*SB 0726 by *Carter (HB 0836 by *McDaniel) 
Firearms and Ammunition - Authorizes district 
attorneys general and their assistants to carry 
weapons. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1308. 
03/23/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. 
Comm.

SB 0727 by *Jackson (*HB 0341 by *Buck) 
Handgun Permits - Makes annual statistical 
report compiled by department of safety of 
handgun permits issued, denied, revoked, or 
suspended available upon request of each 
member of general assembly rather than 
requiring it be distributed to each member. - 
Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.  
04/11/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. 
Comm.

*SB 0728 by *Graves (HB 0806 by *Davidson) 
Judges and Chancellors - Creates additional 
circuit court judge in 18th judicial district to 
be elected at regular August election in 2002. - 
Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2, Part 5.  
04/19/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in Jud. 
Comm.

*SB 0729 by *Graves (HB 0553 by *McDonald , 
Towns, Cooper B) 
Disabled Persons - Permits persons who are 
permanently and totally physically disabled to 
terminate rental leases without penalty if room in 
public housing facility becomes available and 
exempts such persons from being required to 
pay rent after ceasing to occupy residential 
property due to acceptance to public housing; 
provisions not to apply if landlord made 
significant modifications to residence to address 
issues of handicap accessibility. - 
05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 169

*SB 0730 by *Graves (HB 0554 by *McDonald) 
Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Requires auto 
insurance company to notify insured of possibility 
of higher rates relative to claims paid by such 
company on behalf of insured. - Amends TCA 
Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 56, Chapter 7.
c Custody of child subject to such juvenile court proceedings. - Amends TCA Title 36 and Title 37. 04/10/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0739 by *Fowler (HB 0414 by *Bunch) Child Custody and Support - Requires department of children’s services to develop, with department of human services, process for children’s services staff to notify Title IV-D program that child is placed in agency of state, along with any necessary procedures to initiate, obtain, and maintain Title IV-D child support services. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 37, Chapter 1 and Title 7, Chapter 5. 05/01/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in Jud. Comm.

SB 0740 by *Fowler (HB 0421 by *Bunch) Evidence - Establishes maximum amount licensed physician may charge for testimony by deposition or for preparation of narrative report or affidavit; authorizes petition for compliance with remedies. - Amends TCA Title 24, Chapter 9 and Title 63. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0741 by *Blackburn (HB 0477 by *Harwell) Malpractice, Professional - Prohibits denying recovery to claimant on basis of survival rate or opportunity to achieve better result of less than 50 percent. - Amends TCA Title 29 and Title 63. 03/12/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0742 by *Dixon (HB 0127 by *Kernell) General Assembly - Authorizes members of general assembly and members’ campaign committees to conduct fundraisers in certain counties during time general assembly is in session if solicitations are only made to and contributions accepted from individual contributors in amount not to exceed $100 per individual contributor. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10, Part 3. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 0743 by *Dixon (HB 1007 by *DeBerry J) Tort Liability - Revises minimum limits required under governmental tort liability; creates excess coverage fund. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20. 03/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0744 by *Dixon (HB 1301 by *Turner (Shelby), Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J, Miller L, Brooks, Bowers) Education - Requires TCAP scores to be disaggregated prior to public release. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 14, Part 6; Title 49, Chapter 49, Chapter 6, Part 60 and Section 49-1-211. 05/22/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 202

SB 0745 by *Dixon (HB 1178 by *Jones U (Shel)) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Provides for state sharing in or reimbursement of health insurance premiums for retired teachers. - Amends TCA Section 8-27-302. 02/12/01 S Recalled and ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

SB 0746 by *Dixon (HB 0989 by *DeBerry L) Tennessee Housing Development Agency - Allocates $1,000,000 in 2001-2002 fiscal year from unexpended balance of housing program reserve fund to reactivate homebuyers’ revolving loan fund pilot demonstration program in Shelby County; allocation subject to general appropriations act. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 23. 05/01/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C.L&A Comm.

SB 0747 by *Dixon (HB 1008 by *DeBerry J) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Increases premium tax on certain insurance companies unless such increase causes other states to raise their premium tax on Tennessee insurance companies doing business in their state. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 32, Part 2 and Title 56, Chapter 4, Part 2. 03/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0748 by *Dixon (HB 0992 by *DeBerry L) Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Requires proof of automobile insurance before automobile tags can be issued; establishes process for notifying department of safety if insurance is canceled. - TCA Title 55 and Title 56. 04/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C.L&A Comm.

SB 0749 by *Dixon (HB 1822 by *Miller L) Taxes, Inheritance Gift - Rewrites inheritance transfer tax provisions. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 8. 05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

SB 0750 by *Dixon (HB 1031 by *Miller L, Langston, Armstrong, Cooper B, Arriola) Taxes, Real Property - Increases, from $10,550 to $15,000, annual income for low income, elderly property tax relief; excludes consideration of first $350 of social security or disability benefits; sets future adjustment rates; excludes remainder or reversion interest and nursing home care. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-702. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

SB 0751 by *Dixon (HB 1030 by *Brooks) Taxes, Real Property - Adds counties having 800,000 or more citizens to real and tangible personal property exemption for nonprofit economic or charitable development organization in counties containing or adjacent to counties containing national laboratory facility. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-224. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

SB 0752 by *Dixon (HB 1060 by *Armstrong, Boyer, Bunch, Bittle, Buc, Tindell, Hagood, Overbay) Utilities, Utility Districts - Specifies that municipal power plant or utility district is not required to charge processing fee when customer makes payment with credit or debit card. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 52 and Section 9-1-108. 03/20/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 0753 by *Dixon (HB 0523 by *Turner (Shelby), Jones U (Shel), Miller L, Cooper B) Motor Vehicles - Makes unauthorized obtaining of credit reports and failure to disclose warranties and repair histories disciplinary offense for motor
vehicle dealers and salespersons. - Amends TCA Title 55.

SB 0754 by *Dixon (*HB 0521 by *Turner (Shelby) , Chumney, DeBerry J, Jones U (Shel), Miller L, Brooks)

Motor Vehicles - Requires Shelby County to conduct annual safety inspections of all motor vehicles registered in county; no registration renewal until vehicle passes inspection; inspection to include inspection of wipers, lights, tires, and horn.

03/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

*SB 0755 by *Dixon (HB 1021 by *Jones U (Shel), Miller L, DeBerry L, Cooper B)

Teachers, Principals, and School Personnel - Recognizes, for purposes of Tennessee teaching scholars program, existence of acute shortages with respect to teachers possessing master's level certification in subject areas of math, science, and reading instruction. - Amends TCA Title 49. 
04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 0756 by *Dixon (HB 0511 by *DeBerry L)

Aged Persons - Increases, from $13.00 per day to $75.00 per day, reimbursement rate paid by department of health pursuant to pilot program to reimburse licensed residential homes for aged. - Amends TCA Section 12-4-320. 
05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 0757 by *Dixon (HB 1022 by *Jones U (Shel), Miller L, DeBerry L, Cooper B)

Local Education Agency - Requires each LEA, which has not already done so, to establish alternative school or classroom area for students in grades one through six who have been suspended or expelled from regular school program. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 34. 
05/16/01 S Failed in S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0758 by *Dixon , Harper (HB 1023 by *Armstrong, Miller L, Langster, Towns, Brooks, Bowers, Shaw, Jones U (Shel), Cooper B, Arriola, Pruitt)

Minority Affairs - Directs commissioner of health to appoint Hispanic coordinating council to assist department, office of minority health, and black health department, office of minority health, and black health facilities. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 34. 
05/02/01 S Rec. for pass; ref to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 0759 by *Henry , Dixon, Burks (*HB 0145 by *Arriola, DeBerry L, Brooks, Bowers, Chumney)

Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Creates new class of health care facilities for facilities with less than 25 beds for purposes of assessing health care facility fees based on number of beds. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-216. 
07/30/02 - Pub. Ch. 861

*SB 0760 by *Dixon (HB 1179 by *Jones U (Shel))

Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Increases maximum cost-of-living annual adjustment in TCRS from 3 percent to 5 percent. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 7. 
05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

SB 0761 by *Dixon (*HB 0401 by *Chumney)

Claims Commission, Tennessee - Clarifies that claims commissioner must discontinue private practice of law for any purpose during term as commissioner. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 8, Part 3 and Title 54. 
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 0762 by *Dixon (*HB 0402 by *Chumney)

Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department to condemn entire property containing habitation when partial taking would result in certain adverse consequences to remaining property. - Amends TCA Title 54. 
05/08/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

*SB 0763 by *Dixon (HB 1876 by *Towns)

Crimal Procedure - Grants automatic restoration of citizenship rights to inmates convicted of infamous crimes on or after July 1, 2001, who have completed at least one year of any period of probation, been paroled, or completed sentence. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 29, Part 1. 
04/30/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0764 by *Dixon (*HB 0398 by *DeBerry J , Chumney)

Jails, Local Lock-ups - Authorizes Tennessee corrections institute to enforce compliance with minimum jail standards through provisional certification, decertification, order excluding county from state subsidy program, or initiation of court action. - Amends TCA Title 41. 
05/16/01 S Re-refer. to S. FW&M Comm

SB 0765 by *Dixon (HB 1881 by *Towns)

State Employees - Requires 8 percent annual pay increase for state career service employees. - Amends TCA Title 8. 
05/01/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 0766 by *Dixon

Veterans - Permits any person who has served in governor's cabinet and any person who has been member of general assembly to be buried in Tennessee veterans' cemetery to extent permitted by federal law and requirements of any federal grant received. - Amends TCA Title 46, Chapter 6. 
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 0767 by *Dixon (HB 1602 by *Jones, S., Langster, West, Turner (Dav), Newton, Briley, Jones U (Shel), Pruitt, Miller L, Tindell, Odom, Kent, Todd)

Firefigters - Enacts "Professional Fire Department Employees Negotiation Act." - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 51. 
03/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C&L&A Comm.

*SB 0768 by *Dixon , Davis L, Crutchfield, McNally (HB 1601 by *Jones, S., Langster, West, Turner (Dav), Newton, Briley, Jones U (Shel), Pruitt, Miller L, Tindell, Odom, Kent, Todd, Garrett, Pleasant, Towns, Fraley, Shepard, Turner (Shelby), Kernell, Arriola, Brown, Winningham)

Law Enforcement - Enacts "Professional Fire and Police Departments Employees Negotiations Act." - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 51. 
03/19/02 S Failed In S. C&L&A Comm. Ayes 4, Nays 5 PNV 0

*SB 0769 by *Dixon

Labor and Workforce Development, Dept. of - Requires all business and enterprises receiving taxpayer funded grants and incentives to post all employment opportunities with employment office of department. - 03/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C&L&A Comm.

*SB 0770 by *Dixon

Purchasing - Reduces period in which payment is required under prompt payment act. - 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 0771 by *Harper (*HB 0392 by *Chumney)

Child Custody and Support - Specifies that TennCare or Medicaid shall not be considered to meet need to provide for child's health care in order of support; provides that TennCare or Medicaid shall be payor of last resort. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 5, Part 0. 
05/02/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0772 by *Harper (*HB 0393 by *Chumney)

Foster Care - Adds house children and family affairs committee and select committee on children and youth to those receiving annual department of children's services foster care report; changes deadline of report from January to January 15 of each year. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 2, Part 4. 
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 0773 by *Harper (*HB 0395 by *Chumney)

Child Custody and Support - Allows filing of proposed parenting plan by agreement of parties in proceeding to modify permanent parenting plan. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6, Part 4. 
05/21/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.


Children - Establishes procedure for mother to surrender unwanted infant to hospital, community health clinic or "walk-in" clinic without criminal liability. - Amends TCA Section 34-11-103; Title 36; Title 37; Section 63-6-218 and Title 68. 
06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 358

SB 0775 by *Henry (*HB 0483 by *Harwell)

School Transportation - Requires newly purchased school buses to be equipped with seat belts; allows three years for schools to equip school buses presently in use with seat belts; authorizes department of safety to establish specifications; limits liability of driver. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 21. 
03/21/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

SB 0776 by *Henry (*HB 0501 by *Odom)

Motor Vehicles - Specifies that certain statutory provisions may not be cited to restrict

municipality's authority and ability to regulate parking and towing of motor vehicles located within boundaries of municipality. - Amends TCA Section 55-5-122. 05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 247

SB 0777 by *Henry (HB 0502 by *Garrett) Funeral Directors and Embalmers - Authorizes persons wishing to conduct continuing education for funeral directors and embalmers to submit such courses for approval to board 60 instead of 90 days in advance, approval by board to be given 30 rather than 60 days before course is held. - Amends TCA Section 62-5-605. 03/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0778 by *Henry (HB 0503 by *Garrett) Death - Authorizes registered nurses to certify death of patients in nursing homes and in hospitals if death was anticipated and death certificate will be signed by attending physician or, in case of nursing home, by nursing home medical director. - Amends TCA Section 68-3-511. 03/10/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 0779 by *Ramsey, McNally, Crutchfield, Dixon, Henry, Crowe (HB 1198 by *DeBerry J, Westmoreland, Newton, McKee, Arriola, Jones, S., Cole (Carter), Whitson, Turner (Shelby), Jones U (Shel), Briley, Garrett, Bowers, DeBerry L, Miller L, Chumney) Education - Provides for grants of $30,000 each to 60 instead of 90 federal department of health and human services. - Amends TCA Title 71. 02/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 247

SB 0780 by *Ramsey, Norris, Crowe (HB 1199 by *DeBerry J, Westmoreland, McKee, Jones, S., Arriola, Newton, Cole (Carter), Whitson, Turner (Shelby), Jones U (Shel), Briley, Garrett, DeBerry L, Miller L, Chumney, Bowers) Education - Implements pilot program with $30,000 grants to Boys and Girls Clubs statewide to implement "Project Learn" after-school programs. - 05/16/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 0781 by *Henry (HB 0829 by *Fowlkes) Education - Creates literacy council to promote literacy of elementary students. - Amends TCA Title 3 and Title 4. 02/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Gov. Ops. Comm.

SB 0782 by *Dixon Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department to undergo disparity study to determine extent to which its policies and practices discriminate against racial minorities; study to be performed by independent contractor and to be paid for with existing resources with other state highway fund. - 03/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

SB 0783 by *Fowler (HB 0417 by *Bunch, Hargett) TennCare - Requires general assembly to approve by joint resolution extension of entire TennCare waiver or any part of waiver before such waiver extension request may be submitted to federal department of health and human services. - Amends TCA Title 71. 03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0784 by *Fowler (HB 0730 by *Clem) Taxes, Sales - Requires department of revenue to allocate and distribute state-shared sales tax revenue to incorporated municipalities based on municipal location of dealer and not zip-code designation. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-103 and Section 67-6-504. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

SB 0785 by *Fowler (HB 0416 by *Bunch) Liens - Clarifies registration of contract as notice of lien. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 11. 03/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of F,W&M Comm.

SB 0786 by *Fowler (HB 0423 by *Bunch) State Government - Requires annual renewal of federally-funded programs when federal funding drops below 40 percent of total program cost. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 4, Part 1. 05/22/01 S Action def. in FW&M Comm. Until May 29, 2001


SB 0788 by *Cohen (HB 0522 by *Turner (Shelby), Jones U (Shel), Miller L, Cooper B, Brooks) Election Laws - Revises procedure for restoration of voting rights for convicted felons; authorizes convicted felons to apply to coordinator of election for form to be signed by pardoning authority or agent of supervisor or incarcerating authority. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 29. 04/26/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0789 by *Cohen (HB 0698 by *Kisber) Education, Higher - Requires persons compensated for services as president emeritus of state college or university to reside in Tennessee throughout period of such service and to perform such services only for any college or university for which such person previously served as president. - Amends TCA Section 8-36-714. 04/25/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm

SB 0790 by *Cohen (HB 0626 by *Kent, DeBerry L, Bowers, DeBerry J, Pleasant, Todd, Chumney, Hargett, Towns, Cooper B, Stanley, Brooks, Miller L, Jones U (Shel), Scruggs) Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation - Expands alcohol and drug addiction treatment fund to cover person convicted of DUI who violates probation due to arrest for DUI and indigent person that is eligible to participate in approved drug court program. - Amends TCA Title 39; Title 40 and Title 55. 04/24/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 0791 by *Cohen (HB 0684 by *Hargett) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Requires registry of election finance to develop on-line filing process; beginning with August 2002 election cycle system is to provide full access to public of campaign financial reports over internet; imposes $75.00 annual registration fee on multi-candidate political campaign committees for system. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10. 05/01/01 S Action def. in S. S&L Gov. Comm. until 2002

*SB 0792 by *Cohen (HB 1161 by *Jones U (Shel)) Alcoholic Beverages - Defines "theater" for authorization of sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages; authorizes sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages at Premier Theater Bistro in Memphis. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 4. 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 74


*SB 0795 by *Cohen Criminal Procedure - Removes requirement that TBI provide court with certification that candidate for judicial diversion has not been convicted of disqualifying felony or Class A misdemeanor prior to diversion approval. - Amends TCA Section 40-35-313. 04/26/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0796 by *Cohen (HB 0770 by *Briley, Buck, Brooks, Towns) Criminal Procedure - Enacts "Post-Conviction DNA Analysis Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 26 and Title 40, Chapter 30. 08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 444

*SB 0797 by *Kyle (HB 1274 by *Kisber) TennCare - Establishes permanent essential access fund for reimbursement to hospitals that provide above-average amount of TennCare or charity services. - Amends TCA Title 71. 03/28/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0798 by *Kyle (HB 1271 by *Kisber) Taxes - Clarifies definition of "non-profit" under franchise and excise tax law; increases allowable rent from non-profit entity for property tax exemption purposes from $1.00 to $2.00 per year; expands definition of "hospital" for sales tax exemption purposes to include "hospital system." - Amends TCA Title 67. 06/19/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

*SB 0799 by *Kyle (HB 1477 by *Williams (Wll)) Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Changes period during which commissioner must report to governor from within 60 days after end of each fiscal year to 75 days and increases amount of civil penalty assessed against persons or entity licensed or authorized under insurance code for violation from $1,000 to $1,500. - Amends TCA Title 45 and Title 56.
must remit tax revenues to comptroller. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 2.

*SB 0800 by *Kyle (HB 0846 by *Williams (Wil)) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Extends period of which insurance company must notify department of insurance and insurance that licensed insurance agent or representative has been terminated by company. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 47 and Title 56, Chapter 8.

02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0801 by *Kyle (HB 1491 by *McMillan) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Adds certain workers' compensation insurance activities to list of unfair or deceptive insurance practices. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 47 and Title 56, Chapter 8.

04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

*SB 0802 by *Kyle (HB 1272 by *Kiser) Attorney General and Reporter - Requires that attorney general receive written notice of proceedings brought against state; requires commissioner of revenue to consult with attorney general on tax law issues. - Amends TCA Title 48 and Title 67.

02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

SB 0803 by *Davis L (*HB 0596 by *Maddox) Codes - Directs state fire marshal to study and promulgate rules amending state building code to foster cost-effective housing rehabilitation. - Amends TCA Title 68.

02/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm

SB 0804 by *Harper (*HB 0545 by *Pruitt, Hargett, Langster, Chumney, Overbay) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires notification of state representative and senator who represent district where methadone clinic proposed to be located; requires commissioner of health to study issues relating to need for and location of non-residential methadone clinics and to designate guidelines regarding location of such clinics. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-106.

06/18/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 363

*SB 0805 by *Harper , Blackburn (HB 0968 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Administrative Procedure (UAPA) - Extends certain agency rules scheduled to expire pursuant to UAPA. - 07/16/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 436

SB 0806 by *Harper (*HB 0063 by *Odom) Lobbying, Lobbyists - Increases from five to ten days time period for registration as lobbyist. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10; Title 3, Chapter 6 and Title 6, Chapter 50, Part 5.

02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0807 by *Harper (*HB 0025 by *Odom) Redistricting, Congressional - Requires house redistricting plans to comply with federal statutes and United States Supreme Court rulings. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Section 3-1-103.

02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 0808 by *Harper (*HB 0024 by *Odom) Taxes, Income - Reduces from 30 to 20 days time period in which commissioner of revenue

department of education and children's services; transfers all property and employees into new department, all existing leases and contracts remain valid, new department to be administered by commissioner of education and children's services. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 8; Title 9; Title 10; Title 16; Title 33; Title 36; Title 49; Title 55; Title 68 and Title 71.

02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 0817 by *Davis L (HB 1036 by *Kent , Jones, S., Odom, Pruitt, Langster) Employees, Employers - Authorizes police department employee to request monthly payroll deduction for membership dues in employee association; requires political subdivision to comply with request if 10 percent of all employees belong to association. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 51, Part 2.

07/04/02 H Re-ref. To Calendar & Rules

*SB 0818 by *Davis L (HB 1200 by *Armstrong) Election Laws - Revises certain qualifying deadlines for candidates. - Amends TCA Section 2-5-101.

05/22/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 199

*SB 0819 by *Fowler , Crutchfield, Dixon, Ford J (HB 1792 by *Wood , Armstrong, Brown) Taxes - Establishes procedure for certain non-profit hospitals to make in lieu of tax payments equal to difference between tax-exempt benefits received and uncompensated care delivered. Amends TCA Title 48; Title 67; Title 68 and Title 71.

05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW, H&HR comm.

*SB 0820 by *Fowler (HB 1266 by *Wood) Health Care - Requires fiscal review committee to study need for placement of additional beds at private, community-based, not-for-profit ICF/MR facilities, current rates for payment of costs at such facilities, administrative oversight of such facilities, and role of such facilities in overall system services and supports. - Amends TCA Section 7-5-105.

07/09/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 844

*SB 0821 by *Fowler (HB 0755 by *Davis (Wash) , Cleem, Pleasant, Dunn, Vincent, Turner (Day), Beavers, Godsey, Baird, Mumpower, Harwell, Wood, Goin, Stanley, Scroggs) General Assembly - Makes open meetings act applicable to general assembly or committee, subcommittee, or ad hoc committee of general assembly so long as quorum present. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 44, Part 1.

05/01/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 0822 by *Kyle (HB 1754 by *Sand) Victims' Rights - Raises cap on attorney's fees on claims under Criminal Injuries Compensation Act from $375 to $500 on claims stemming from death of victim and from $500 to $650 on all other claims; raises cap on attorney's fees authorized under act from $750 to $1000 for a previoius attorney's petitioning for increase of initial fee award. - Amends TCA Section 29-13-112(a).

05/08/01 S Taken off notice for cal. by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0823 by *Kyle (*HB 0590 by *Chumney)
SB 0824 by *McNally, Burks (*HB 0559 by *Boyer, Johnson, Baird, Goins, McCord, Todd,ittle, Scruggs, Sharp)
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency - Creates lifetime senior citizen sportsman license with one-time fee of $200; additional fee of $40.00 for annual sportsman license, instead of $100 fee required of non-senior citizens. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 2. 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 376

SB 0825 by *Fowler (HB 0753 by *Davis (Wash), Rowland)
Election laws - Revises appointing authority and composition of state and county election commissions. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 11 and Title 2, Chapter 12. 03/19/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 0826 by *Fowler (HB 0754 by *Davis (Wash), Rowland, Clem, Dunn, Pleasant, Beavers, Godsey, Harwell, Baird, Mumpower, Vincent, Wood, Goins, Stanley, Scruggs)
General Assembly - Enacts "Political Accountability Reform Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10; Title 2, Chapter 11; Title 2, Chapter 12; Title 3, Chapter 16, Part 1; Title 3, Chapter 2, Part 1 and Title 8, Chapter 44, Part 1. 05/08/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. &L Govt. Comm.

SB 0827 by *Burchett (*HB 0663 by *Windle, Bone, Fraley, Curtiss, Rhinehart, Winningham, Wood, Sharp, Dunn, Walker, Goins)
State Symbols - Redesigns state flag to add language "In God We Trust" on blue bar of flag; affects flags manufactured after effective date. - Amends TCA Section 4-1-301. 02/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. &L Govt. Comm.

SB 0828 by *Burchett (*HB 0442 by *Windle)
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Authorizes observance and dissemination of Ten Commandments by state and political subdivisions of state. - 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0829 by *Burchett , Trail (HB 0724 by *Buttry)
TennCare - Enacts "Comprehensive TennCare Reform and Health Insurance Program of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 33; Title 48; Title 56 and Title 71. 04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C&L&A Comm.

SB 0830 by *Burchett (*HB 0571 by *Bunch)
Local Government, General - Authorizes volunteer and special unit enforcement of parking laws; requires adoption by two-thirds vote of legislative body of county, municipality, or metropolitan government. - Amends TCA Title 55. 04/25/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Trans. Comm.

SB 0831 by *Burchett (HB 0988 by *Kent)
Hearing and Hearing Aids - Prohibits hearing aids being sold by mail; requires hearing aids to have year of their manufacture and serial number permanently affixed to such hearing aids; requires recent audiogram for each hearing aid sold be in office of person dispensing hearing aid. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 17, Part 2. 05/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. GW, H&HR

SB 0832 by *Burchett (HB 0725 by *Buttry)

SB 0833 by *Burchett (*HB 0560 by *Boyer)
Civil Procedure - Establishes $25.00 minimum fee for serving any type of civil process in general sessions court and $40.00 minimum fee for serving civil process in circuit and chancery court. - Amends TCA Section 8-21-901. 04/30/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0834 by *Blackburn (*HB 0678 by *Sargent, Williams (Wll))
Consumer Protection - Provides for venue and cancellation of consumer protection warranty extension. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 14. 04/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of CL&A

SB 0835 by *Elsea (*HB 0627 by *McKee)
Alcoholic Beverages - Authorizes county by adoption of resolution by two-thirds vote to impose statutory hours for sale of beer in unincorporated areas of county instead of hours for sale of liquor by drink applied to selling of beer in unincorporated areas where incorporated municipality has authorized sale of liquor by drink. - Amends TCA Section 57-5-301. 03/13/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. &L Govt. Comm.

SB 0836 by *Miller J (*HB 0681 by *Goins)
Education - Allows posting and use in public schools of additional historical documents. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-1011. 04/25/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 0837 by *Ramsey, Williams, Crowe, Burks (*HB 0693 by *Givens, Roach, Walker, Little, Sharp)
Game and Fish Laws - Requires owners or tenants of farmlands claiming exemption from hunting and fishing licensure on such lands to submit signed statement, instead of sworn affidavit, at time of presenting fish or game to wildlife officer or check station or when so requested; deletes requirement that wildlife resources commission promulgate rules specifying form of identification and information to be included in affidavit submitted by persons claiming such exemption. - Amends TCA Section 70-2-204. 04/24/01 Pub. Ch. 75

SB 0838 by *Williams (HB 0694 by *Givens)
Employees, Employers - Authorizes division of consumer affairs to bring action for violations of Tennessee Employment Agency Act in circuit court, in addition to chancery court. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18; Title 56 and Title 62, Chapter 43. 03/16/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C&L&A Comm.

SB 0839 by *Williams (*HB 0688 by *Givens)
Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Provides that all funds received from master settlement agreement in future years, as well as fiscal year 2000-2001, will be allocated 50 percent to agriculture trust fund and 50 percent to health trust fund. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 2; Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55; Title 43 and Title 49. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0840 by *Williams (HB 0689 by *Givens)
Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Provides that all funds received from master settlement agreement in future years, as well as fiscal year 2000-2001, will be allocated 50 percent to agriculture trust fund and 50 percent to health trust fund. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 18; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 2; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 8; Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 9; Title 43; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 05/29/01 S Ref. to S. F&WM Comm.

SB 0841 by *Williams (*HB 0440 by *Boyer)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Exempts "restored display vehicle" from titling and registration provisions. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2, Part 3. 05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 0842 by *Williams (HB 0729 by *Clem)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Requires vehicle identification number to be included on registration certificate - 03/14/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

SB 0843 by *Williams (*HB 0690 by *Givens)
Education - Requires proof of health insurance coverage before children can be admitted to public schools or counted in attendance. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30. 05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 0844 by *Williams (*HB 0152 by *Givens)
Gas, Petroleum Products, Volatile Oils - Allocates all revenue from tax on natural gas and oil, less cost of administration, to county from which natural gas and oil were removed from ground. - Amends TCA Title 60, Chapter 1, Part 3. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&WM Comm.

SB 0845 by *McNally (HB 1004 by *Phelan)
Safety, Dept. of - Permits division of motor vehicles to summon witnesses by subpoena. - Amends TCA Title 55. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0846 by *McNally (HB 1002 by *Phelan)
Workers' Compensation - Requires workers' compensation insurer to file notice with division of workers' compensation whenever amount of medical benefits to be paid to employee exceeds $10,000; upon receiving such notice, division
must notify employer that claim exceeds such amount. - Amends TCA Title 50.

*SB 0847* by *McNally* (HB 1003 by *Phelan*)

Equalization Board - Provides for election of county board of equalization vice chair. - Amends TCA Title 67.

02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0848* by *Williams* (HB 0187 by *Givens*)

Election Laws - Expands number of counties with extended early voting hours by applying provision to counties with population of more than 40,000 instead of to counties with population of more than 150,000; authorizes county election commission to utilize other effective means of communicating office hours in addition to newspaper of general circulation. - Amends TCA Title 2.


*SB 0849* by *Williams* (HB 0687 by *Givens, Godsey, Givens*)

Firearms and Ammunition - Permits person otherwise authorized to carry firearm anywhere alcohol or beer is sold or served except places where alcohol is sold for on-premises consumption. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.

05/01/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in Jud. Comm.

*SB 0850* by *Williams* (HB 1579 by *Rinks*)

Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires 75 percent of additional funds received for state-aid highway program be expended upon qualifying work and 25 percent of additional funds received be expended for maintenance of highways and roads constructed, improved, or rehabilitated under program; requires local agency to maintain highways or roads constructed, improved, or rehabilitated under program to level of construction, improvement or rehabilitation; allocates and appropriates $12 million annually to state-aid highway projects from undesignated funds in state highway fund. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 4, Part 4; Section 67-3-1301 and Section 67-3-2001.

05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 0851* by *Norris* (HB 1225 by *Scroggs*)

Claims Commission, Tennessee - Authorizes attorney general and reporter to approve other counsel to represent state in claims before claims commission or claims removed or transferred to chancery or circuit court. - Amends TCA Section 9-8-406.

04/24/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0852* by *Norris , Blackburn* (HB 0774 by *Birley , Brooks*)

Transportation, Dept. of - Enacts "Transportation Information Planning Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3 and Title 54.

05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 248

*SB 0853* by *Norris* (HB 0456 by *Stanley*)

Energy - Enacts "Guaranteed Energy Cost Savings Act." - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4.

02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S.Env, Cons., & Tour. Comm.

*SB 0854* by *Norris* (HB 0254 by *Fitzhugh*)

Lauderdale County - Subject to local approval, decreases county highway commission from two members to one member. - Amends Chapter 304 of the Private Acts of 1929; as amended.

03/08/01 S S. Placed on cal. for Monday March 12, 2001

*SB 0855* by *Norris* (HB 0250 by *Scroggs*)

Traffic Safety - Requires driver to operate vehicle at safe speed, maintain safe lookout, and use due care to keep vehicle under control. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1.

03/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

*SB 0856* by *Norris* (HB 0251 by *Scroggs*)

Education - Provides for pilot summer reading programs, modeled after West Virginia "Energy Express" program. -

05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 0857* by *Norris* (HB 0573 by *Bunch*)

Courts, General Sessions - Requires party who perfects appeal from general sessions to circuit court to serve written notice on all other parties in cases where comparative fault is issue at trial; served party would have 10 days from notice in which to perfect appeal. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 15 and Title 27, Chapter 5.

05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 707

*SB 0858* by *Cohen* (HB 1015 by *DeBerry J*)

Education - Allows LEAs to conduct schools year-round; adjusts BEP payments accordingly. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30.

04/25/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0859* by *Ford* (HB 0094 by *Odom*)

Aircraft and Airports - Increases from two to three number of members of Tennessee aeronautics commission necessary to constitute quorum. - Amends TCA Title 42.

02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0860* by *Ford* (HB 1800 by *Cole (Dyer) , Kent*)

Taxes, Exemption - Exempts from property tax facilities which are leased by not-for-profit hospitals. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5.

05/16/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/21/02

*SB 0861* by *Ford* (HB 1725 by *DeBerry L*)

Taxes, Real Property - Provides for downward adjustment of appraised value of real estate if it is demonstrated that appraised value is in excess of actual cash value by 33 percent or more; no value to be adjusted downward to less than 133 percent of actual cash value. - Amends TCA Title 67.

02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0862* by *Ford* (HB 1723 by *DeBerry L*)

Equalization Board - Specifies that in counties having one or more cities with population of not less than 10,000 nor more than 60,000, one member of board shall be appointed by city council or governing body of each of four, instead of each of two, largest cities with population in excess of 10,000, within county. - Amends TCA Title 67.

05/15/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of FW&M comm

*SB 0863* by *Ford* (HB 0592 by *Chumney*)

Taxes, Real Property - Exempts from real property taxes housing authority properties; authorizes housing authority to make payments in lieu of paying taxes for facilities or services, but such payments shall not exceed estimated cost to the providing entity of such facilities or services. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5.

02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0864* by *Ford* (HB 0016 by *Odom*)

Libraries - Limits examination and certification of librarians by state board of education to librarians and library assistants employed by schools in grades K-12. - Amends TCA Title 10.

02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 0865* by *Ford* (HB 0608 by *Bowers*)

Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Establishes drug-cost assistance program for certain individuals. - Amends TCA Title 47, Title 53; Title 63 and Title 71.

04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

*SB 0866* by *Ford* (HB 0018 by *Odom*)

Food and Food Products - Requires both hot and cold water in sinks provided for food service employees. - Amends TCA Title 53.

02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 0867* by *Atchley* (HB 0008 by *Odom*)

Foster Care - Adds 90 day due date for individual foster care plans required for children under supervision of contract agency. - Amends TCA Title 71.

05/24/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 0868* by *Ford* (HB 0005 by *Odom*)

Health, Dept. of - Authorizes commissioner to appoint advisory consumer board to review complaints related to operations of health-related boards; membership and terms defined; expenses reimbursed. - Amends TCA Title 63.

05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW, H&HR comm.

*SB 0869* by *Burchett* (HB 1025 by *Buttry*)

Education - Includes school principals as "management" under Education Professional Negotiations Act. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-602.

04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Edu. Comm.

*SB 0870* by *Dixon* (HB 1016 by *DeBerry J , Jones U (Shel)*)

Child Custody and Support - Prohibits banks from charging fee for cashing checks issued for child support or issued to Families First recipients. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4; Title 36, Chapter 5, Part 1 and Title 71, Chapter 3, Part 1.

02/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0871* by *Dixon* (HB 0583 by *Chumney*)
SB 0872 by *Dixon (HB 1166 by *Jones U
Shell) Courts - Provides assessment of court costs if case against defendant is dismissed. - Amends TCA Section 40-25-123 and Title 55. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0873 by *Dixon (HB 1167 by *Jones U
Shell) Professions and Occupations - Deletes grandfather provisions which permitted certain persons to obtain license as limited licensed electrician without examination. - Amends TCA Section 62-6-111. 03/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 0874 by *Burchett, Crowe, Atchley (HB 0574 by *Bunch, Hagood, West, Buttry, Boyer, Walker, Lewis, Cole (Dyer), McDaniel, Pleasant, Baird, Turner (Ham), Givens, Davis (Cocke), Whilton) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Allows veterans with permanent partial disability greater than 20 percent but less than 100 percent to purchase "Disabled Veterans" memorial license plates upon payment of regular fee. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 05/08/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

SB 0875 by *Ford J (*HB 0058 by *Odom) General Assembly - Creates presumption that estimated amount of expenditures in fiscal note of any general bill is amount of first year's funding required under section 24, Art. II of Constitution, if bill is enacted; if bill is amended, fiscal note must be promptly revised for increase or decrease in expenditures. - Amends TCA Title 3. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0876 by *Ford J (*HB 0057 by *Odom) Water - Authorizes state to exercise authority over effluents if federal government unable to perform duties due to budget shortfalls. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 69. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0877 by *Ford J (*HB 0055 by *Odom) Taxes, Sales - Reduces from 90 to 60 days period in which dealer can be reimbursed on refunded item for sales tax collected but not yet remitted to commissioner. - Amends TCA Title 67. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0878 by *Ford J (*HB 0038 by *Odom) Public Records - Requires administrative officials to inform employees about requirements of public records law. - Amends TCA Title 10. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0879 by *Ford J (*HB 0043 by *Odom) Common Carriers - Expands definition of airport limousine radius from 40 to 50 miles of airport. - Amends TCA Titles 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 48, 55, 65, and 67. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0880 by *Ford J (*HB 0028 by *Odom) Appropriations - Appropriates funds to operate state government for fiscal year 2001-2002. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0881 by *Ford J (*HB 0021 by *Odom) Public Property - Requires governor to provide copies of state property inventory to state officials in computer-readable formats. - Amends TCA Title 12. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0882 by *Ford J (*HB 0048 by *Odom) Comptroller, State - Provides for liaison from comptroller's office to taxing entities to inform such entities of audit requirements. - Amends TCA Title 9. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. &L Govt. Comm.

SB 0883 by *Ford J (*HB 0079 by *Odom) Administrative Procedure (UAPA) - Increases from five to ten number of persons required to petition agency for adoption or repeal of regulation. - Amends TCA Title 4. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 0884 by *Ford J (*HB 0090 by *Odom) Holidays and Days of Special Observance - Establishes April 23 of each year to be especially observed as "Secretary's Day" to be proclaimed as such by governor. - Amends TCA Title 15. 02/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. &L Gov. Comm.

SB 0885 by *Cohen, Norris (HB 0735 by *Chumney) Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Requires health insurance companies to continue to offer coverage to divorced spouse of person who maintained coverage; commissioner of commerce and insurance to determine what rates should be paid; eligibility of divorced spouse to receive coverage to end when remarried or when specified by judgment of court. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 4. 04/30/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 0886 by *Ford J (HB 1165 by *Jones U (Shell)) Racing and Motor Sports - Revives Tennessee state racing commission; authorizes counties that have approved pari-mutuel wagering on horse racing to vote on whether to permit simulcast of racing events; specifies fees to be paid to department of revenue from simulcast revenues. - Amends TCA Title 82-308. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. &L Govt. Comm.


SB 0888 by *Atchley, Henry (*HB 0441 by *Boyer) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Kiwanis International new specialty earmarked license plate; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Kiwanis International's Worldwide Service Project. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 03/13/02 S Referred to special committee.

SB 0889 by *Atchley Utilities, Utility Districts - Increases maximum per diem that can be collected by certain utility district commissioners in counties having charter form of government. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-308. 02/22/01 S Withdrawn.

SB 0890 by *Atchley, Herron (HB 0890 by *Armstrong, Tindell, Boyer) Health Care - Requires persons practicing reflexology for compensation to be registered with department of health; imposes sanctions for unauthorized practice of reflexology; prescribes manner to obtain registration and sets fees; requires division of health related boards to oversee registrants. - Amends TCA Title 63. 06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 389

SB 0892 by *Atchley (*HB 0717 by *Rhinehart, Head, Ridgeway) State Employees - Redefine "years of service" for purposes of participation in state's group insurance plan; makes various changes in TCRS; establishes procedure for responding to subpoena for deferred compensation plan records. - Amends TCA Section 8-27-205(b)(2); Section 8-27-302(d)(3); Section 8-34-101(34); Section 8-34-206(d); Section 8-34-302(a)(10); Section 8-35-403(d)(2); Section 8-35-404; Section 8-36-108(b)(5); Section 8-36-109; Section 8-36-117, Section 8-36-123(b); Section 8-36-501(a); Section 8-36-501(c)(1); Section 8-36-502(c); 8-36-604; 8-36-607 and 8-37-220(a); and Title 8, Chapter 25, Parts 1 and 3, and Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 8. 04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 58

SB 0893 by *Atchley (HB 1126 by *Head) Purchasing - Specifies procedures public building authority may be used for construction or improvement contracts, service contracts and lease or lease-purchase agreements; authorizes department of environment and conservation to purchase and develop method for purchasing certain material without approval of any other state agency. - Amends TCA Title 12. 06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 407
SB 0894 by *Atchley (*HB 0569 by *Beavers)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows
members with service in different classifications
to make backpayment with interest to have all
service treated as in same classification as at
time of separation. - Amends TCA Title 8.
01/28/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 0895 by *Burchett (*HB 0625 by *Buttry)
Election Laws - Authorizes counting board official
to begin counting absentee ballots and early
voting ballot votes once polls open; if prior to
time polls close, counting is complete, authorizes
votes to be totaled but prohibits release of vote
totals until after all polls in county close. -
Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 6.

SB 0896 by *Kyle (*HB 0721 by *Brooks)
Human Rights Commission - Creates special
task force on human rights to undertake review
of purposes, activities and operations of
commission. -
02/26/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Gov.
Ops. Comm.

*SB 0897 by *Haynes (*HB 1317 by *Davidson,
Cooper B, Pleasant)
Education, Higher - Amends and clarifies various
provisions of Tennessee Baccalaureate
Education System Trust (BEST) Act. - Amends
TCA Section 49-7-802; Section 49-7-805(13), 49-
7-809(a)(2) and Section 49-7-811.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 203

*SB 0898 by *Haynes (*HB 1318 by *Davidson)
Education, Higher - Reclassifies "individual" as
"person" under Tennessee Baccalaureate
Education System Trust (BEST) Act as one that
purchases tuition units or makes contributions to
account. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7, Part
8.
06/24/01 H Re-ref. To Finance

*SB 0899 by *Harper, Fowler, Haynes, Trail (*HB 1334 by *Buck, Walker, Black, Boyer, Dunn,
Clem, Odom, Kornell, Turner (Dav), Bowers,
Buck, Turner (Ham), Overbye, Arriola, Hood,
Jones, S., Caldwell, Bone, Hagood)
Marriage - Imposes additional fee of $62.50 for
obtaining marriage license; exempts out-of-state
residents and persons who complete preparatory
preparation course from payment of $60.00 of
such fee. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6, Part
4.
07/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 854

SB 0900 by *Person (*HB 0558 by *Boyer)
Children - Establishes educational program to
advise parents of unwanted infants of
alternatives to infant abandonment; alleviates
criminal liability for parents who surrender
unwanted infants pursuant to this act. - Amends
TCA Section 34-11-103; Title 36; Title 37;
Section 63-6-218 and Title 68.
04/11/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in
GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 0901 by *Blackburn (*HB 0567 by *Dunn)
Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Requires insurer
offering rental coverage for insured personal
motor vehicle to provide rental vehicle of similar
size and value; provision would not rescind,
impair, or affect policies in effect on June 30,
2001, and would only apply to policies entered
into, or renewed after, July 1, 2001. - Amends
TCA Title 56, Chapter 7.
01/17/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 0902 by *Blackburn (*HB 0568 by *Dunn)
Appropriations - Enacts general appropriations
act for fiscal year 2001-2002. -
05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for
05/22/01

*SB 0903 by *Blackburn (HB 1078 by *West)
Adoption - Prohibits counseling and legal fees
relating to adoption being charged to parent
giving up child for adoption. - Amends TCA Title
36, Chapter 1, Part 1.
04/30/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud.
Comm.

SB 0904 by *Dixon (*HB 0606 by *DeBerry L)
Taxes, Sales - Exempts from sales tax for
purchase of personal computer between
dates of August 6 and August 13, 2001, and
February 16 and February 25, 2002. - Amends
TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.
05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for
05/22/01

SB 0905 by *Dixon (*HB 0603 by *DeBerry L)
Labor - Enacts "Day Labor Services Act." -
Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 1.
03/13/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A
Comm.

SB 0906 by *Dixon , Graves, Davis L (*HB 0604 by *DeBerry L, L. Mangsten)
Textbooks - Allows electronic textbooks to be
recommended, adopted, and purchased in same
manner as regular textbooks. - Amends TCA
Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 22.
05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 271

SB 0907 by *Dixon (*HB 0605 by *DeBerry L, Armstrong, Ferguson)
Public Health - Enacts "Education and
Prevention Program for Hepatitis C Act." -
05/24/01 H Rcdv. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 0908 by *Dixon (*HB 0602 by *DeBerry L)
Tennessee Student Assistance Corporation -
Enacts "New Economy Technology Scholarship
Act." -
05/16/01 S Rec. for pass. w/ am., ref. to S.
F,W&M Comm. Ayes 7, Nays 1 PNV 0

*SB 0909 by *Dixon (HB 1162 by *Jones U (Shel), Langster, DeBerry J, Pleasant, Arriola)
Taxes, Real Property - Increases, from $10,550
to $15,000, annual income for low income,
elderly property tax relief; excludes consideration
of first $350 of social security or disability
benefits; sets future adjustment rates; excludes
remnant or reversion interest and nursing home
costs. - Amends TCA Title 67.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0910 by *Dixon (HB 0685 by *DeBerry L)
Health Care - Adds planning and needs
assessment to long-term care care program. -
Amends TCA Title 4; Title 56; Title 68 and Title
71.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk
pending amdmt.

SB 0911 by *Cohen (*HB 0117 by *Odom)
Public Transportation - Bans, with exception
of mass transit, transportation of alcohol by
motor vehicle on weekends.

SB 0912 by *Fowler (*HB 0697 by *Hargrett)
Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Requires
candidate or committee for state public office to
list on contribution statement occupation and
employer of each person who made more than
$100 in-kind contributions or contributed more
than $100 during period for which statement is
submitted. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10 and
Title 3, Chapter 6.
04/02/02 S Failed in S. S&L Govt. Comm. Ayes
0, Nays 9 PNV 0

*SB 0913 by *Kyle (*HB 1139 by *McMillan, Buck)
Probation and Parole - Defines "governmental
employee" for purposes of offense of
governmental employee or such employee’s
immediate family having direct or indirect
personal interest in private entity that provides
probation supervisory services. - Amends TCA
Section 40-35-302.
06/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 802

*SB 0914 by *Ford J (HB 0865 by *Kisber)
Taxes, Sales - Exempts from sales and use tax
specialized medical instruments loaned to
medical facilities to perform specialized
procedures (instruments can only be used for
that purpose) and subsequently returned to
lender/taxpayer. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter
6, Part 3.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 0915 by *Ford J (HB 0866 by *Kisber)
Taxes, Sales - Exempts from taxation specialized
medical instruments loaned to medical
facilities to perform specialized procedures if
instruments can only be used for that specific purpose and
are subsequently returned to lender/taxpayer. -
Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 3.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

SB 0916 by *Carter (*HB 0616 by *Kisber, Naifeh, Shaw, McDaniel)
Highway Signs - Suede’s Restaurant and Carl
Perkins Museum, I-40 in Madison County,
requires Madison County to pay for or provide
signs. -
04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 100

SB 0917 by *Burchett , Burks, Williams, Sen. (*HB 0561 by *Boyer)
Criminal Procedure - Requires sex offender
registration to include each higher education
institution at which such offender is enrolled,
employed, or carrying on vocation; requires TBI
to report sexual offender registration information to
law enforcement agencies of higher education
institutions. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 39,
Part 1.
02/21/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 469

SB 0918 by *Carter (*HB 0614 by *Kisber, Shaw)
Madison County - Subject to local approval,
amends monetary limits of purchasing agent’s
authority. - Amends Chapter 102 of the Private
SB 0919 by *Carter (HB 0673 by *Kisber)  
Criminal Offenses - Creates Class E felony of filing lien or other similar document knowing that it is unauthorized, invalid or contains false or forged information. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 16, Part 5.
03/23/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.  

*SB 0920 by *Carter (HB 0833 by *McDaniel)  
Claims Commission, Tennessee - Authorizes claims commission to hear claims for injunctive relief against wildlife resources agency but no other state agency or department. - Amends TCA Title 9 and Title 29.
03/23/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.  

*SB 0921 by *Ford J (HB 1813 by *Maddox , Cole (Dyer), Fitzhugh, Hargett, Armstrong, Kent, Davidson, Rhinehart)  
Insurance, Health, Accident - Places additional requirements on renewal of licenses by certain hospital service corporations; authorizes certain contracting arrangements in counties with public hospital with certain share of discharges. - Amends TCA Section 56-29-108 and Section 56-29-116.

*SB 0922 by *Ford J, Person (HB 1812 by *Buck , Cole (Dyer), Fitzhugh, Hargett, Armstrong, Kent, Davidson, Maddox, Rhinehart)  
Health Care - Clarifies that private act metropolitan hospital authority is not exempted in conduct of its powers from antitrust law, federal or state, otherwise applicable to private hospitals. - Amends TCA Section 7-57-501 and Section 7-57-502.

*SB 0923 by *Ford J (HB 1809 by *Cole (Dyer), Fitzhugh, Hargett, Armstrong, Kornell, Davidson, Maddox, Miller L, Rhinehart)  
Insurance, Health, Accident - Prohibits insurer or HMO from participating in state employees insurance plan unless such entity permits all hospitals that participate in TennCare to participate in state employees network if hospital agrees to terms comparable to other hospitals in network. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27, Part 2.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.  

SB 0924 by *Elsea *(HB 0225 by *Mckee)  
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows surviving spouses of retirees who elected to retain state group insurance to continue such coverage on death of spouse regardless of retirement option chosen by deceased spouse. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27, Part 2 and Title 8, Chapter 27, Part 3.
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee  

SB 0925 by *Elsea , Burks, Crowe *(HB 0226 by *McKee)  
Highway Signs - "Englewood Veterans Memorial Highway," U.S. Highway 411 within corporate limits of Town of Englewood; requires town to pay for or provide such signs. - 03/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 6  

SB 0926 by *Elsea *(HB 0429 by *Bunch)  
Criminal Offenses - Increases from Class A misdemeanor to Class E felony penalty for theft if defendant has two or more prior theft convictions regardless of thief value; grades third or subsequent theft conviction one grade higher than otherwise provided if value of instant theft exceeds $500. - Amends TCA Section 39-14-105.
04/11/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.  

SB 0927 by *Elsea *(HB 0428 by *Bunch , Cooper B)  
State Government - Requires any state agency considering employing person who has been convicted of felony to first notify appropriate district attorney, law enforcement official and victim; such persons have 10 days to file written comments or objections to employment. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 50, Part 1.
04/10/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.  

SB 0928 by *Elsea *(HB 0430 by *Bunch)  
Sentencing - Requires person convicted of misdemeanor theft to serve mandatory 1-month 29-day sentence if person has two or more prior theft convictions and requires person convicted of felony theft to serve mandatory one year minimum sentence if person has two or more prior theft convictions. - Amends TCA Section 39-14-105.
04/11/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.  

SB 0929 by *Elsea *(HB 0431 by *Bunch)  
Probation and Parole - Makes payment of restitution to victim mandatory condition of parole rather than permitted exception and specifies that any payment schedule for restitution cannot extend past expiration of prisoner's sentence absent extreme hardship. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 28.
04/17/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.  

*SB 0930 by *Elsea *(HB 0856 by *Cole (Dyer))  
Election Laws - Prohibits labor organizations from engaging in certain election finance practices currently prohibited to corporations doing business within state. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 19.

04/03/01 S Failed in S. S&L Gov. Comm.  

*SB 0932 by *McNally , Herron, Williams *(HB 0799 by *Fitzhugh , Hod, Maddox)  
06/19/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 380  

*SB 0933 by *McNally *(HB 1238 by *Caldwell)  
Collection Agencies - Requires collection agencies and their employees to disclose certain information when collecting or attempting to collect indebtedness from individuals. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 20, Part 1.
02/14/01 S Withdrawn.  

SB 0934 by *McNally *(HB 0572 by *Bunch , Pleasant)  
Education - Requires assessments of children for special education purposes to be conducted within time frame set by state board of education's rules and regulations; requires department of education to study necessary time frames for assessments during 2001-2002 school year and report by December 31, 2002, to house and senate education committees. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 10.
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 843  

*SB 0935 by *McNally *(HB 1853 by *Winningham)  
Schools, Private and Charter - Provides that non-public schools seeking certification by commissioner of education have to meet only pre-1992 class size limits. - Amends TCA Section 49-1-201 and Section 49-50-801.
05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.  

*SB 0936 by *McNally *(HB 0767 by *Pruitt , Langster)  
Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation - Sets staffing requirements for certain alcohol and drug rehabilitation programs. - Amends TCA Title 68.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.  

*SB 0937 by *McNally  
Annexation - Prohibits annexation by means of ordinance enacted at municipality's own initiative. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 51 and Title 6, Chapter 58.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.  

*SB 0938 by *McNally *(HB 1864 by *McDaniel)  
Taxes, Real Property - Authorizes local option realty transfer tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4.
04/12/01 S Withdrawn.  

*SB 0939 by *McNally *(HB 1182 by *Armstrong)  
Home Improvement Contractors - Authorizes home improvement contractor to receive more than one-third deposit if contractor furnishes performance bond that is at least 1 percent of contractor's annual net sales. - Amends TCA Section 62-37-112.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 230  

*SB 0940 by *McNally *(HB 1865 by *McDaniel)  
Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Establishes Tennessee low-cost drug program - Amends TCA Title 47; Title 53; Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71.
04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm  

*SB 0941 by *McNally *(HB 1183 by *Shepard , Odom, Bowers)  
Consumer Protection - Prohibits deceptive sale or promotion of health-related cash discount cards or other similar items. - 05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 173  

*SB 0942 by *McNally *(HB 0869 by *Kisber)  
Taxes, Excise - Exempts Massachusetts trust from excise tax in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 67.
05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 275  

*SB 0943 by *McNally *(HB 0870 by *Kisber)
Taxes, Franchise - Clarifies method by which net worth is apportioned to state under Franchise Tax Law. - Amends TCA Title 67. 04/19/01 S Ref. to S. F&W&M Comm.

*SB 0944 by *Trail (HB 1224 by *Garrett)
Aged Persons - Specifies that appeals of modifications and cancellations of assistance shall be conducted as contested cases pursuant to Uniform Administrative Procedures Act. - Amends TCA Title 71. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 0945 by *Trail (HB 0827 by *Fowkes)
Civil Procedure - Requires all suits, including land or real property issues, naming as party commissioner or agency head of department or division of state government in such person's division of state government in such person's commissioner or agency head of department or division of state government in such person's official capacity to be filed in court of competent jurisdiction in Davidson County. - Amends TCA Title 29. 02/28/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0946 by *Trail (HB 0826 by *Fowkes)
Civil Procedure - Requires all suits, including land or real property issues, naming as party commissioner or agency head of department or division of state government in such person's official capacity to be filed in court of competent jurisdiction in Davidson County. - Amends TCA Title 20. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0947 by *Williams (HB 1051 by *Cole (Dyer))
Taxes, Franchise - Allows measure of tax levied to be greater than value of exempt industrial machinery and adds definition of exempt industrial machinery. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 21. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 0948 by *Williams (HB 1053 by *Cole (Dyer))
Taxes, Franchise - Allows measure of tax levied to be greater than value of exempt industrial machinery. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 21. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 0949 by *Williams (HB 1052 by *Cole (Dyer))
Taxes, Franchise - Removes value of exempt industrial machinery from minimum tax base and defines "exempt industrial machinery". - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 21. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 0950 by *Burchett (HB 0726 by *Buttry)
Traffic Safety - Sets fines for speeding on state highways at not less than $150 nor more than $300. - Amends TCA Section 55-8-152. 04/30/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0951 by *Burchett (HB 1343 by *Hagood) Human Rights Commission - Exempts investigators of commission from licensing and regulatory requirements of private security guards/officers. - Amends TCA Section 4-21-302. 04/12/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 0952 by *Burchett (HB 0722 by *Brooks)
Minority Affairs - Modifies penalty assessed for offense of fraudulently qualifying for programs for disadvantaged or minority businesses. - 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0953 by *Burchett (HB 0907 by *Hagood) 
Tattoo Parlors and Piercing Establishments - Requires revocation of tattoo artist license for one year for licensee who tattoos person under age of 18. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 15, Part 4 and Title 62, Chapter 38, Part 2. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 0954 by *Burchett (HB 1105 by *Odom, Miller L) Death - Establishes form for appointing persons with power to dispose of remains; establishes priority list of persons who possess that power without designation by decedent; establishes certain duties concerning interments. - Amends TCA Title 62 and Title 68, Chapter 4. 03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 0955 by *Burchett (HB 1290 by *Hagood, Boyer, Dunn, Buttry) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows local government retirees with 25 years of service and one full year of participation in state group insurance plan to retain coverage in such plan after retirement. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 0956 by *Burchett (HB 1346 by *Hagood) County Officers - Removes code sections outlining appointment of and oath of office for project superintendents. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 7, Part 1. 05/08/01 S Action def. in S. S&L Govt. until final calendar

*SB 0957 by *Kyle , Crutchfield (HB 1606 by *Kent, Miller L, Wood, Garrett) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Redirects to hospitals across state over next four fiscal years, based on formula taking into account charity care and TennCare/Medicai diagnoses, funds generated by certified public expenditures of hospitals. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5. 04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0958 by *Ford J (HB 0764 by *Kernell) General Assembly - Requires, on biennial basis, that annual salary of general assembly members be adjusted to equal average salary paid to state employees during prior fiscal year. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 1. 05/02/01 S Placed on S. S&L Govt. Comm. cal. for 05/08/01

*SB 0959 by *Ford J (HB 0763 by *Kernell) General Assembly - Provides, beginning with 103rd General Assembly, for monthly $250 communications expense allowance to defray costs for cellular phones, voice mail, facsimile machines, computers, modems, pagers, and other such items. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 1. 05/02/01 S Placed on S. S&L Govt. Comm. cal. for 05/08/01

*SB 0960 by *Ford J (HB 0765 by *Kernell) General Assembly - Entities member of general assembly traveling more than 50 miles to approved legislative meeting to receive hotel expenses; applies to 103rd General Assembly and subsequent general assemblies. - Amends TCA Section 3-1-106. 05/02/01 S Placed on S. S&L Govt. Comm. cal. for 05/08/01

*SB 0961 by *Ford J (HB 1010 by *DeBerry J) Taxes, Real Property - Exempts from annual income from all sources for elderly low-income homeowners tax relief program, social security income, disability benefits, and retirement benefits of less than $300. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-702. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 0962 by *Ford J (HB 1011 by *DeBerry J) Grand Juries - Requires grand jury of each county to investigate all sudden, unexplained deaths of children aged 12 and under, which occur in county. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 12. 05/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. GW,H&HR

*SB 0963 by *Ford J (HB 1875 by *Towns) Barbers - Imposes civil penalties on barber shops where controlled substances are present or where barber appears under influence of drugs or alcohol; provides exemption where barber is on prescribed medications. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 3, Part 1. 03/13/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A

*SB 0964 by *Ford J (HB 1887 by *Towns) Law Enforcement - Prohibits persons who belong to hate groups from becoming law enforcement officers; makes false denial of membership in hate group in application for position as law enforcement officer punishable as perjury. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 8. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0965 by *Ford J (HB 1885 by *Towns) Hazardous Materials - Broadens unsafe material subject to certain parking restrictions on unsafe material; increases fine; requires suspension of driver license. - Amends TCA Title 55. 06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 308

*SB 0966 by *Ford J (HB 1882 by *Towns) Law Enforcement - Restricts persons who are members of any group that discriminates on basis of race, religion, color, disability, sexual orientation, national origin, or ancestry from being employed as law enforcement officer. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 8. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0967 by *Ford J (HB 1883 by *Towns) District Attorneys - Requires district attorneys general conference to study criminal offenses perpetrated by means of Internet and to report study findings to house and senate judiciary committees by March 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 7, Part 3. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 0968 by *Ford J (HB 1877 by *Towns)
General Assembly - Requires legislative confirmation of appointments to Tennessee higher education commission, board of regents, and University of Tennessee board of trustees. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7; Title 49, Chapter 8 and Title 49, Chapter 9.

*SB 0969 by *Ford J (HB 1890 by *Towns)
Local Education Agency - Allows local education funds to be distributed on same basis as state BEP funding or on weighted averages used in former Tennessee Foundation Program, at option of county commission. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-315.
05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0970 by *Ford J (HB 1886 by *Towns)
Zoning - Authorizes residents in home-rule municipalities, in counties with charter form of government, to block nuisance business from locating in their neighborhood if more than 20 percent of such residents within three miles of such property sign petition and such petition is filed with board of zoning. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 2.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 0971 by *Ford J (HB 1889 by *Towns)
State Employees - Prohibits state departments, agencies, and employees from distributing social security numbers unless authorized by state or federal law; prohibits department of health from releasing information pertaining to person's health to insurance company unless required by state or federal law, pursuant to court order, or patient consents. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 68.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 427

*SB 0972* by *Ford J (HB 1879 by *Towns)
Motor Vehicles - Requires all motor vehicles to comply with federal environmental protection agency emission standards. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 1.
02/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Trans. Comm.

*SB 0973 by *Ford J (HB 1878 by *Towns)
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Prohibits setting rates based upon zip code of applicant. - Amends TCA Title 56.
03/07/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0974 by *Kyle (HB 0760 by *Kernell)
Natural Disaster - Creates west Tennessee seismic safety commission to study ways to mitigate earthquake damage in west Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 55.

*SB 0975 by *Kyle (HB 1782 by *Rinks)
Taxes, Sales - Increases state tax on cable television from 8.25 percent to 12 percent and removes exemption on first $15.00 of monthly service. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.
06/19/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

*SB 0976 by *Kyle (HB 1667 by *Rinks)
Taxes, Privilege - Imposes 6 percent privilege tax on transfer of cable television franchise. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 59, Part 1 and Title 67.
06/19/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

SB 0977 by *Kyle (*HB 0190 by *Rinks , Nafieh)
Radio and Television - Authorizes certain municipalities operating electric plant to provide cable service within county in which municipality is located under certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Section 7-52-601.
06/04/01 S Failed in S. S&L Gov. Comm. (lack of second)

*SB 0978 by *Crutchfield (HB 1524 by *Jones, S., Brooks, Turner (Dave))
Medical Occupations - Repeals statute on dispensing opticians and protects sale of ophthalmic materials in certain retail establishments. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 14 and Chapter 8.
05/16/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 0979 by *Crutchfield (HB 0809 by *Davidson)
Education - Revises provisions on "break-the-mold" schools to facilitate development of charter schools. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-365.
04/16/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Edu. Comm.

SB 0980 by *Crutchfield (HB 0594 by *Maddox)
Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Allows teachers and principals to accrue late deferred retirement benefits with interest while continuing to teach for up to five years after retirement. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34.
04/16/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Edu. Comm.

*SB 0981 by *Crutchfield (HB 1496 by *Rhinheart , Kent, Scroggs)
Architects, Engineers and Designers - Expands definition of registered interior designer as one who, in addition to meeting board criteria, is to affect function, safety, and quality of interior spaces. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 2, Part 9.
03/13/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 0982 by *Crutchfield (HB 1455 by *Brown)
Boards and Commissions - Rewrites Tennessee commission on Indian affairs to change membership on commission from five to seven members, one member from each grand division of state, and four regional members; members are to be selected by speaker of senate and speaker of house; minutes of all commission meetings are to be posted on Internet; commission shall stay attached administratively to department of environment and conservation. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 34.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 0983 by *Haynes , Person, Jackson, Dixon, Burks (HB 0817 by *McMillan , Caldwell, Buttry, Turner (Shelby), Brooks, Towns, Miller L, DeBerry L, Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J, Stanley)
Education, Higher - Provides for joint meetings of University of Tennessee board, board of regents, and THEC to better coordinate programs and also to improve knowledge of BEST program. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 49.
05/14/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 0986 by *Dixon , McNally (HB 1737 by *Chumney)
Education, Higher - Provides for joint meetings of University of Tennessee board, board of regents, and THEC to better coordinate programs and also to improve knowledge of BEST program. - Amends TCA Section 49-8-102.
05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 0987 by *Kurita (HB 1255 by *Head , Newton)
Fiscal Review Committee - Requires staff of fiscal review committee to prepare statement for each general bill that mandates coverage of health insurance benefits; statement to include cost impact to individual policy holder or enrollee in managed health care plan and insurer, stating reasons if no estimate can be given. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 2, Part 1.
05/31/01 H Re-ref. To Finance

SB 0988 by *Crutchfield , Carter, Dixon (*HB 0628 by *Arriola , Chumney)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Increases membership on nursing home and health facilities boards; changes consumer member qualifications on health facilities commission; requires increased health inspection resources; sets surcharge; denies reimbursement for certain trade association expenses. - 05/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. GW,H&HR

SB 0989 by *Henry (*HB 0204 by *Arriola)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Makes registration for freight trailers, semi-trailers, and pole trailers renewable annually, instead of continuing as valid for duration of owner's interest in vehicle, and dedicates revenues from renewals to fund certain long-term care services. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4 and Title 7. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

SB 0990 by *Henry (*HB 0206 by *Arriola)
Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Enacts "Volunteer Prescription Drug Purchasing Group Act." - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71.
02/26/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.
Military - Applies reservists' leave of absence to public employees who are members of Tennessee state guard for annual state guard training. - Amends TCA Section 8-33-109 and Title 58, Chapter 1, Part 4.


SB 0999 by *Crowe (HB 0738 by *Patton , DeBerry J) Building Commission, State - Prohibits department of finance and administration or state building commission from charging state institutions of higher education acquisition fee for handling purchases of real property by such institutions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 7 and Title 4, Chapter 15.

03/07/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 1000 by *Crowe (HB 1525 by *Davis (Wash))
Criminal Procedure - Authorizes lessee of rented, residential property to report to law enforcement personnel vandalism and loss to rented property; law enforcement personnel to record all losses to rented property and to property owned by lessee. - Amends TCA Section 39-14-408. 04/24/01  S  Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1001 by *Crowe
Public Officials - Requires county executive to answer petition filed requesting employment of deputies and assistants within five business days instead of five days. - Amends TCA Section 8-20-101 and Section 8-20-102. 02/05/01  S  P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

SB 1002 by *Crowe (HB 1205 by *Westmoreland , Patton) Mental Illness - Redefines "state employee" for purposes of counsel statute to include medical consultants to department of mental health and developmental disabilities and certain members of community-based screening process or mandatory pre-screening agents. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 9 and Title 33. 06/18/01  - Pub. Ch. 377

SB 1003 by *Williams
Abuse - Expands child abuse and neglect provisions to include conduct by persons who abuse child and are not natural parents or guardians of child, but who are frequent overnight guests in home of child; offense to be Class E felony or, if child is age six or less, Class C felony. - Amends TCA Section 39-15-401 and Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 21. 04/30/01  S  Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1004 by *Davis L (*HB 0363 by *Buck) Education - Allows county commissions by majority vote to re-establish office of county superintendent of public instruction to be Class E felony, if child is age six or less, Class C felony. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-301. 05/01/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 1005 by *Davis L (*HB 0734 by *Buck) Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Requires TBI to present annual written report to judiciary committees relative to effectiveness of narcotics investigation division; clarifies reporting requirements under sex offender registry. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4; Title 6 and Title 40, Chapter 39. 04/30/01  S  Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1006 by *Davis L (*HB 0362 by *Buck , Winningham)
Local Education Agency - Allows counties to continue to have elected school superintendents upon two-thirds vote of county commission. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2. 05/01/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 1007 by *Dixon (HB 1743 by *Armstrong , Boyer, Tindell, Dunn, Clem, Hagood)
Children - Requires departments of health, human services, and education to develop and jointly implement outreach program designed to enhance immunization rates. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 10, Part 4; Title 49; Title 56; Title 62, Chapter 2, Part 1; Title 68 and Title 71. 02/05/01  S  P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 1008 by *Dixon (HB 1880 by *Towns) Correctional Programs - Creates pilot program for reduction of violence in prisons and jails by use of surveillance technology. - Amends TCA Title 41, Chapter 1, Part 1. 04/03/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 1009 by *Dixon (HB 1884 by *Towns) Consumer Protection - Specifies that identity theft includes any person who knowingly uses famous person's or public official's name as website address for purpose of selling such website for profit. - Amends TCA Section 39-14-150 and Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 21. 04/30/01  S  Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1010 by *Dixon (HB 1888 by *Towns) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Expands National Board for Teaching Standards certification program from 25 teachers statewide to all eligible teachers statewide; bonus set at $6,000 per year. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Part 56. 05/09/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.


SB 1012 by *McNally , McNally (*HB 0708 by *Overbay , Black, Caldwell, Ferguson) Business Organizations - Enacts "Nonprofit Limited Liability Company Act of 2001." -
Tort Liability - Defines health care practitioner for purposes of governmental tort liability actions to mean licensed physicians and nurses. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20.

07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 418

*SB 1014 by *Ramsey (HB 0752 by *Davis (Wash))

Employees, Employers - Prohibits local government from requiring private employer to pay its employees any wage level not required by federal or state law. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 2, Part 1.

03/15/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 1015 by *Ramsey (HB 1535 by *Bowers Patton)

Child Custody and Support - Permits court to apply child support guidelines for extended child support beyond age of majority for disabled or handicapped child or to deviate based upon written findings which may include receipt of state, federal, or other assistance on behalf of such person. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 5, Part 1.

04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1016 by *Ramsey (HB 1212 by *White)

Bad Checks - Increases amount payee of check may charge if check had insufficient funds or incorrect signature from $20.00 to $30.00. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 29.

04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

*SB 1017 by *Ramsey (HB 0563 by *Mumpower)

Taxes, Inheritance Gift - Directs department of revenue to devise method to unify estate and gift tax rates and conform such rates to federal tax rates. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 8.

02/07/01 S PZC, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 1018 by *Ramsey (HB 0562 by *Mumpower)

Taxes, Inheritance Gift - Provides mechanism for adjusting state gift tax rates for inflation to conform with federal gift tax provisions. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 8.

02/07/01 S PZC, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 1019 by *Ramsey (HB 1595 by *Bittle, Sargent, Montgomery, Mc Cord, Ridgeway, Kent, Kisber)

Wildlife Resources Commission - Authorizes commission to promulgate rules and regulations to adjust fees for licenses and permits and to establish new licenses and permits together with necessary fees. - Amends TCA Title 70.

05/08/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 1020 by *Ramsey (HB 1597 by *Bittle, Garrett, Sargent, Montgomery, Mc Cord, Ridgeway)

Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency - Clarifies and expands various citation and enforcement powers of agency relative to boating; defines court jurisdiction and procedures relative to boating and addresses issue of vessel numbering in Tennessee.

05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 249

*SB 1021 by *Ramsey (HB 1594 by *Bittle, Sargent, Montgomery, Mc Cord, Ridgeway)

Public Records - Makes wildlife resources agency criminal investigative files confidential records under public records law. - Amends TCA Section 10-7-504.

02/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. E,C&T Comm.

*SB 1022 by *Ramsey (HB 1596 by *Bittle, Garrett, Sargent, Montgomery, Mc Cord, Ridgeway)

Game and Fish Laws - Requires person claiming license exemption to hunt or fish on farmland to carry signed statement containing information demonstrating that such person qualifies for exemption; sets out information to be contained in statement required to be attached to game if game is required to be tagged and checked; submission of false information is Class C misdemeanor. - Amends TCA Section 70-2-204(b).

02/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. E,C&T Comm.

*SB 1023 by *Ramsey (HB 1593 by *Bittle, Garrett, Sargent, Montgomery, Mc Cord, Ridgeway)


03/20/02 S Action Def. in S. E,C&T Comm. to 3/27/02

*SB 1024 by *Ramsey

Education - Clarifies that doctor authorized to perform complete medical examination or medical assessment of child entering school for first time includes doctor of medicine or doctor of osteopathy.

05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 1025 by *Ramsey (HB 0984 by *Ariolla)

Alcoholic Beverages - Authorizes alcoholic beverage commission, upon payment of reasonable copying fee, to issue replacement employee and server permit card to qualified person for permit which is still valid. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 3.

06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 279

*SB 1026 by *Ramsey (HB 0597 by *Fowlkes)

Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Allows return for cancellation of registration for mobile home, house trailer, or other mobile structure after the mobility and future transferrability only as real property. - Amends TCA Title 55.

03/21/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

*SB 1027 by *Ramsey (HB 0195 by *Westmoreland)

Driver Licenses - Permits judge to order that restricted driver license issued following DUI conviction may be used to go to and from health care-related facilities for appointments and treatment in addition to other purposes for restricted license. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 50.


SB 1028 by *Ramsey (HB 0174 by *Westmoreland)

Attorneys at Law - Reduces number of members of board of law examiners from nine to three. - Amends TCA Section 23-1-101.

02/20/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1029 by *Ramsey (HB 0175 by *Westmoreland)

Traffic Safety - Authorizes private entity to conduct court-ordered driver education courses provided course is approved by department of safety and private entity meets requirements for private entities providing misdemeanor probation services; increases fee permitted for such course from $50.00 to between $50.00 and $175. - Amends TCA Section 55-10-301.

05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 186

*SB 1030 by *Ramsey (HB 0407 by *Bunch)

Solid Waste Disposal - Exempts from liability for violation of solid waste disposal requirements person whose interest in solid waste site is limited to security interest. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211.

05/29/01 S Comp. HB subst.

SB 1031 by *Ramsey (HB 0408 by *Bunch)

Eminent Domain - Authorizes municipality to begin condemnation proceedings for unincorporated territory without first notifying county if such property owner is eligible to vote in municipality's local elections. - Amends TCA Section 6-54-122.

04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1032 by *Ramsey (HB 0406 by *Bunch)

Real Estate Agents and Brokers - Requires real estate appraiser commission to act on all applications for licensure that are postmarked 14 days prior to meeting of commission. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 39, Part 3.

03/13/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 1033 by *Ramsey (HB 0789 by *Briley)

Judgments - Clarifies that judgment lien created by registration lasts for time remaining in 10-year period from date of final judgment entry at county clerk's office and that no judgment lien expiring on or before May 17, 2005, may be revived by registration, - Amends TCA Title 25, Chapter 5, Part 1.

05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 170

*SB 1034 by *Ramsey (HB 1186 by *Sands)

Utilities, Utility Districts - Effective July 1, 2001, and every five years thereafter, adjusts present amount of contracts which may be let without approval of supervisory body of municipal electric plant to reflect percentage change in average consumer price index; contract amount presently set at $50,000. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 52.
SB 1035 by *Ramsey , Williams, Sen. (*HB 0565 by *Black , Cole (Dyer), Beavers, Sargent, Rowland, Bowers)
Employees, Employees - Authorizes employer whose employee has suffered violence or credible threat of violence at employee's workplace to seek and obtain temporary restraining order and injunction prohibiting further violence or threat of violence at workplace or while employee is acting within course and scope of employment. - Amends TCA Title 50 and Title 20.
04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 7
SB 1036 by *Ramsey (HB 1509 by *Curtiss) Forest and Forest Products - Increases, from five to seven years, experience qualification for state forester. - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 4 and Title 69, Chapter 3.
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S.Env, Cons., & Tour. Comm.
SB 1037 by *Ramsey , Clabough (HB 1296 by *Kent) Telecommunications - Redefines "cable system" to include open video system with respect to overlapping franchises; prohibits franchising authority from employing terms more favorable or less burdensome on open video system with respect to overlapping franchises; prohibits franchising authority from employing terms more favorable or less burdensome on open video system than those used by open video system with respect to overlapping franchises; prohibits franchising authority from employing terms more favorable or less burdensome on open video system than those used by open video system with respect to overlapping franchises.
04/16/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Govt. Comm.
SB 1038 by *Ramsey (HB 0188 by *Williams (Will)) Attorneys at Law - Requires closing attorney to disburse funds to third-party vendors involved in inspection for mortgage loan requirements within 10 days of loan closing. - Amends TCA Title 23, Chapter 2 and Title 47.
03/15/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C.L.&A Comm.
SB 1039 by *Ramsey (HB 0514 by *Ridgeway McDonald) Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Exempts school bus or van from state park entry fee. - Amends TCA Title 11 and Title 49.
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S.Env, Cons., & Tour. Comm.
SB 1040 by *Ramsey (HB 0585 by *Arriola) Children - Requires testing of newborns within one hour of birth to determine glucose levels. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 5.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.
SB 1041 by *Ramsey (HB 0246 by *Williams (Will)) Landlord and Tenant - Clarifies that counties specifically excluded under Uniform Residential Landlord and Tenant Act shall remain excluded notwithstanding results of 2000 federal census or any subsequent federal census. - Amends TCA Section 66-26-102.
04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 101
SB 1042 by *Ramsey (HB 0218 by *Westmoreland) County Government - Adds Sullivan County to Loudon, Campbell, Anderson, and Blount counties, who by two-thirds vote of county legislative body, may exercise additional powers granted to municipalities regarding nuisances and things detrimental to health, morals, comfort, safety, convenience, or welfare of county residents. - Amends TCA Section 5-1-118.
03/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 7
SB 1043 by *Ramsey (HB 0262 by *Curtiss, Godsey) Hazardous Materials - Creates exception to permit requirements for certain hazardous waste management facilities. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 212.
02/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 102
SB 1044 by *Ramsey (HB 0263 by *Curtiss) Environmental Preservation - Reduces, from "ninety days" to "sixty calendar days", period in which commissioner of environment and conservation must notify complainant regarding commissioner's actions or determinations relative to alleged violation of Petroleum Underground Storage Tank Act. - Amends TCA Title 68.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.
SB 1045 by *Ramsey (HB 0264 by *Curtiss) Water - Deletes statutory authority for creation of water pollution control division's advisory committee on removal of stream debris and stabilization of stream banks. - Amends TCA Title 69.
05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. E,C&T Comm.
SB 1046 by *Ramsey (HB 0265 by *Curtiss) Environmental Preservation - Deletes outdated language concerning 7/1/91 effective date of initial rules establishing fees for Tennessee environmental protection fund. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 203.
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S.Env, Cons., & Tour. Comm.
SB 1047 by *Ramsey (HB 0266 by *Curtiss) Solid Waste Disposal - Deletes statutory authorization for appointment and convening of recycling market advisory council. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211.
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S.Env, Cons., & Tour. Comm.
SB 1048 by *Ramsey (HB 0267 by *Curtiss) Water Pollution - Deletes language declaring violation of Safe Drinking Water Act, or of regulations promulgated by Water Quality Control Board, to be public nuisance that may be abated by any means provided by law. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221.
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S.Env, Cons., & Tour. Comm.
SB 1049 by *Ramsey (HB 0268 by *Curtiss) Air Pollution - Deletes governor's statutory authority for removing appointed members of air pollution control board during their appointed terms of office. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 201.
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S.Env, Cons., & Tour. Comm.
SB 1050 by *Ramsey (HB 0549 by *Westmoreland, Hood, Rowland, Beavers) County Government - Specifies requirements that Class 2 counties have at least nine county legislative body districts and that each office in multi-member districts be separately designated on ballot; only applies to counties having such designation prior to January 1, 1999. - Amends TCA Section 5-5-102 and Section 8-24-101.
04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 86
SB 1051 by *Ramsey (HB 1341 by *Head) Taxes, Sales - Reestablishes tax amount due and owing on aircraft sales to sales tax rate on first $100,000 and 3 percent on amounts in excess of $100,000. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29, Part 2 and Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 2.
02/26/01 SRecalled from C.L&A ref. to FW&M Comm.
SB 1052 by *Ramsey (HB 1118 by *Westmoreland) Taxes, Sales - Reestablishes tax amount due and owing on aircraft sales to sales tax rate on first $100,000 and 3 percent on amounts in excess of $100,000. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29, Part 2 and Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 2.
02/26/01 SRecalled from C.L&A ref. to FW&M Comm.
SB 1053 by *Graves , McNally, Norris (*HB 0214 by *Davis (Cocke)) School Districts, Special - Allows county or municipal school systems to convert to be special school districts. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2, Part 5.
05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.
SB 1054 by *Burks , Williams, Graves (HB 1151 by *McMillan) Sexual Offenses - Redefines "victim" for purpose of sexual offense to include defendant's spouse; prohibits party to divorce or custody proceeding from alleging charge of rape against other party unless there has been conviction; deletes offenses of spousal rape and spousal sexual battery. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 5.
05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01
SB 1055 by *Burks (HB 1147 by *McMillan) Criminal Offenses - Conforms definition of person against whom offense of domestic assault may be committed to definition of "victim" for purposes of domestic abuse law. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 1 and Title 40, Chapter 35.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.
SB 1056 by *Burks (*HB 0741 by *Jones, S.) Boards and Commissions - Requires occupational therapists to complete continuing education requirements adopted by board; board may set continuing education hours for retired occupational therapists; authorizes board to investigate compliance with continuing education requirements. - Amends TCA Section 63-13-202; Section 63-13-204 and Section 63-13-205.
05/04/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,H&HR Comm
SB 1057 by *Burks (HB 1040 by *Winningham , Turner (Harn), Walker)
Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Requires immediate suspension and dismissal of teachers convicted of certain drug offenses. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Part 5. 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 197

*SB 1058* by *Burks (HB 0750 by *DeBerry L)* Insurance, Health, Accident - Requires insurers to provide coverage for CA-125 blood tests for ovarian cancer for women age 30 and older. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 25. 05/07/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.


06/05/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/06/01

*SB 1060* by *Burks (HB 1041 by *Winningham)* Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Directs department to develop programs and make available more services for persons with mental retardation and related developmental disabilities based upon commission on community-based services study. - Amends TCA Title 33. 05/04/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,H&HR

*SB 1061* by *Burks , McNally (HB 1842 by *Hargrove)* Annexation - Prohibits annexation by means of ordinance enacted at municipality's own initiative. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 51, Part 1 and Title 6, Chapter 58, Part 1. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. &L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1062* by *Burks (HB 0995 by *Buck)* DUI/DWI Offenses - Authorizes judge to sentence first-time DUI offenders to remove litter from highways for 48 hours in lieu of 48 hours of incarceration. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4. 04/17/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1063* by *Burks (HB 0527 by *Winningsham)* Tort Liability - Clarifies that government-employed emergency medical technicians are not personally liable for suit based on their actions as employees. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20. 03/20/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A

*SB 1064* by *Burks (HB 0465 by *Lewis)* Local Education Agency - Authorizes counties with metropolitan governments in which principal city is not county seat to adopt consolidation plan for school systems with approval of governing body of metropolitan government and approval by all affected school boards. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2. 05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 131

*SB 1065* by *Burks (HB 0463 by *Lewis)* Metropolitan Government - Authorizes urban services district to be total area of city that is county seat even if such city is not principal city in county and such other area, including principal city, as may be recommended by commission; urban services district only effective for such county if county adopts metropolitan form of government by 9/1/2001. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 2, Part 1. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 115

SB 1066 by *Burks (*HB 0464 by *Lewis)* Metropolitan Government - Authorizes creation of special services district and imposition of ad valorem tax for purposes of public education when urban services district lies within two or more counties; such authorization limited to counties that are in process of creating metropolitan form of government as of 5/31/01 so long as county adopts such form of government by 9/1/01. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 2. 05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 168

SB 1067 by *Burks (HB 0462 by *Lewis)* Local Education Agency - Removes requirement for consolidation of existing school districts under metropolitan charter form of government if largest city is not county seat. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 2, Part 1. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. &L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1068* by *Burks (HB 1731 by *White, Walker, Bone, Goins, Ridgeway, Rinks, Shepard)* Taxes, Agricultural and Open Spaces - Changes land classification applications due date from April 1 to March 1; modifies land value calculation; broadens rollback taxes provision. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1005 and 67-5-1008. 05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 152

SB 1069 by *Burks, Haynes, Norris, Davis L (*HB 0578 by *Winningsham)* Highway Signs - Dale Hollow Lake, Exit 286, 287, 288, 290 on I-40 in Cookeville; requires Pickett County to pay for or provide signs. - 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 216

SB 1070 by *Burks (HB 0576 by *Winningsham)* Trade Regulation - Prohibits sale of soft drinks at cost less than cost to retailer or wholesaler. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 25. 04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

SB 1071 by *Burks (HB 0351 by *Buck)* Highways, Roads and Bridges - Exempts from escort and time restrictions transportation of bulldozer equipment less than 13 feet, 6 inches. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 7, Part 2. 03/21/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1072 by *Burks , Person (*HB 0065 by *Odom, Odom, Maddox, Cole (Carter), Walker, Fitzhugh, White, Turner (Ham), McDaniel, Kent, Whitson, Davis (Cocke), Kisber) Victims' Rights - Creates victims of crime state coordinating council. - Amends TCA Title 38 through Title 41. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 834

SB 1073 by *Burks (HB 0082 by *Odom)* Criminal Procedure - Reduces from 90 to 75 days time period in which record relating to punishment must be certified to court of appeals if no appeal of first degree murder conviction. - Amends TCA Title 39 and Title 40. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1074 by *Burks (*HB 0003 by *Odom)* Juries and Jurors - Increases time for mailing jury summons by sheriff, in counties using mechanical or electronic system, from 10 days to 10 business days before appearance. - Amends TCA Title 22.

02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1075 by *Burks (*HB 0004 by *Odom)* Juvenile Offenders - Deletes "within five-day" notice alternative resulting in requirement that if court orders school attendance and notification by officer or state agency then principal must be notified before delinquent child resumes school. - Amends TCA Title 37.

02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1076 by *Burks (*HB 0049 by *Odom)* Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Gives commissioner of environment and conservation three years instead of two to complete comprehensive plan of development and protection for area acquired for preservation. - Amends TCA Title 11. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1077 by *Burks (*HB 0066 by *Odom)* Criminal Offenses - Defines "loitering on the property of another" as disorderly conduct, which is Class C misdemeanor. - Amends TCA Title 39. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1078 by *Burks (*HB 0113 by *Lewis)* Metropolitan Government - Limits Metro Sheriffs' Restitution Act of 1978 to any county having metropolitan form of government with population in excess of 600,000 according to 1990 federal census or any subsequent federal census instead of any county having metropolitan form of government. - Amends TCA Title 7. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. &L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1079* by *Burks (HB 1087 by *West)* Boards and Commissions - Revises membership of Tennessee commission of Indian affairs to require three members to be of Indian descent and be selected by tribal or Indian community consent. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 34, Part 1. 04/12/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Gov. Ops. Comm.

*SB 1080* by *Burks (HB 1133 by *McMillan , Naifeh)* Domestic Violence - Authorizes administrative office of courts to consult with domestic violence coordinating council and to promulgate forms for orders of protection that are uniform with similar forms promulgated in other states and removes present such forms from statute; requires forms to be developed by October 1, 2001, and to be used exclusively in all courts exercising jurisdiction over orders of protection. - Amends TCA Section 36-3-604. 06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 319

*SB 1081* by *Burks (HB 1134 by *McMillan)* Domestic Violence - Requires any person serving legal papers or process on family violence shelter or person in shelter to first contact shelter and make arrangements for service. - Amends TCA Section 71-6-208. 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 198
SB 1082 by *Burks (HB 1135 by *McMillian)  
Domestic Violence - Creates new statutory forms for petitions for orders of protection, orders of protection, and ex parte orders of protection.  
- Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 3, Part 6.  
04/26/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1083 by *Burks (*HB 0354 by *Buck)  
Cooperatives - Requires rural electric and community services cooperatives to have voting machine that reasonably accommodates voters in any contested election.  
- Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 25, Part 2.  

SB 1084 by *Burks (*HB 0355 by *Buck)  
Cooperatives - Increases certain filing fees to secretary of state from telephone cooperatives.  
- Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 29, Part 1.  
04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

SB 1085 by *Burks (*HB 0352 by *Buck, Fraley, Curtiss)  
Taxes - Sales - Redefines "farm equipment and machinery," for purposes of sales tax exemption, to include flat bed trailers used for over-the-road transportation in nursery business and cattle business.  
- Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.  
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

SB 1086 by *Burks (*HB 0732 by *Buck)  
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Removes requirement that DeKalb County administrative officer of county department that builds and maintains county roads have just high school diploma or GED.  
- Amends TCA Section 54-7-104.  
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 193

SB 1087 by *Burks (HB 1142 by *McMillan)  
Domestic Violence - Conforms statute establishing conditions for release on bond for persons charged with domestic abuse offenses to latest definition of domestic abuse "victim".  
- Amends TCA Section 40-11-150.  
06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 309

SB 1088 by *Burks , Williams (HB 1149 by *McMillan)  
Domestic Violence - Requires notification to victim of domestic assault of release on bail of assault defendant and updates scope of order of protection to conform to present definition of domestic abuse "victim".  
- Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 3, Part 6.  
06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 352

SB 1089 by *Burks (*HB 0731 by *Buck)  
Firearms and Ammunition - Expands Class E felony prohibiting felon convicted of crime involving force, violence, weapon, or drugs from mere possession of handgun to include all firearms.  
- Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.  
04/25/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 1090 by *Burks , Williams, Trail, Dixon (HB 1039 by *Winningham , Turner (Ham), Cooper B)  
Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Revises provisions for teachers' duty-free planning periods to provide for 2.5 hours of planning time per week with no other assigned duties during such period.  
- Amends TCA Section 49-1-302(e).  
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 227

SB 1091 by *Burks (*HB 0444 by *Windle)  
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows retirement system credit for service as contract employee in limited circumstances subject to payment of back contributions plus interest.  
- Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34 and Title 9, Chapter 27.  
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

SB 1092 by *Burks (*HB 0461 by *Beavers)  
Election Laws - Requires voter to show either photo identification or voter registration card to vote.  
- Amends TCA Section 2-7-112.  
04/25/01 S Placed on S. S&L Govt. Comm. cal. for 05/08/01

SB 1093 by *Burks , Crowe (*HB 0577 by *Winningham , Patton, Goins, Baird, Turner (Ham), Miller L, Pleasant)  
Education - Authorizes local education agencies to issue high school diplomas to veterans who failed to receive their diplomas due to military service in World War I.  
- Amends TCA Section 49-2-119.  
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 191

SB 1094 by *Blackburn (HB 1110 by *West)  
Law Enforcement - Authorizes retired law enforcement officers to wear uniforms, and to attend POST training at no expense to officers, to serve as police officers, and to attend active law enforcement officers, and to receive license as security guard/officer without undergoing background check.  
- Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 8 and Title 62, Chapter 35.  
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1095 by *Carter (HB 0747 by *Langster , Kieber, Jones U (Shel), Pruitt, Head, Rinks, DeBerry J, DeBerry L, Armstrong, Jones, S., Kent, Cole (Carter))  
Highways - "Lynn McCarthy Ross Memorial Highway," segment of I-40 in Madison County - 
- Amends TCA Section 49-1-302(e).  
05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 122

SB 1096 by *Haynes (*HB 0769 by *Briley)  
Taxes, Exemption - Revises "family-owned" and "passive investment income" for purposes of state tax exemption.  
- Amends TCA Section 66-28-201(d).  
05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 154

SB 1097 by *Haynes  
Criminal Offenses - Revises offense of carrying weapon for purpose of going armed to include enhancement factors, including prior convictions and use of weapon in commission of another offense; revises penalties upon conviction of carrying weapons.  
- Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.  
03/27/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1098 by *Haynes (HB 0810 by *Arriola)  
Landlord and Tenant - Requires landlord, under Uniform Residential Landlord Tenant Act, to use security deposit and advance rent to reimburse for monetary losses for breach of rental agreement as well as for damages; deletes requirement landlord wait 30 days before using such monies.  
- Amends TCA Section 66-28-104 and Section 66-28-301.  
05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 153

SB 1099 by *Haynes (HB 0816 by *Sands)  
State Inmates - Revises procedure for payment of fees and costs by inmate who files civil action.  
- Amends TCA Section 41-21-807; Section 41-21-808 and Section 41-21-801.  
04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 76

SB 1100 by *Haynes (HB 0768 by *Briley)  
Judges and Chancellors - Creates additional chancery court and criminal court in twelfth judicial district.  
- Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2, Part 5.  
05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

SB 1101 by *Haynes (HB 0811 by *Arriola)  
Landlord and Tenant - Specifies that tenant has five-day grace period between rent due date and date that late fee may be charged, provided late fee cannot be charged until next business day after last day of grace period if such grace period ends on weekend or legal holiday.  
- Amends TCA Section 66-28-201(d).  
05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 154

SB 1102 by *Haynes (HB 1285 by *Langster , Jones, S., Pratt, Harwell)  
Motor Vehicles - Authorizes use of blue lights on motor vehicles of commissioned security officers employed by private universities with enrollment and employment greater than 9,000 when such vehicles are operated within five-mile radius of any property owned or operated by applicable college or university or as may be directed by chief law enforcement officer of county.  
- Amends TCA Title 55.  
05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 138

SB 1103 by *Haynes (HB 0775 by *Briley)  
Transportation, Dept. of - Creates "Transportation Reporting Act of 2001."  
- Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 1.  
06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 298

SB 1104 by *Herron (HB 1649 by *Bone)  
- 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S.Env., Cons., & Tour. Comm.

SB 1105 by *Herron (*HB 0088 by *Odom)  
Attorneys at Law - Increases from two to five years time in which supreme court may revoke law license initially procured by fraud.  
- Amends TCA Title 23.  
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtt.

SB 1106 by *Herron , Miller J (*HB 0087 by *Odom)  
Courts - Requires municipalities to reimburse counties when general sessions judges sit for municipal judge.  
- Amends TCA Title 16.  
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtt.

SB 1107 by *Herron (*HB 0588 by *Chumney)  
Day Care - Defines direct interest and indirect interest for purposes of childcare facilities corporation to have same meaning as terms used in state contract conflict of interest
provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 37, Part 1.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 1108 by *Herron (HB 1474 by *Chumney) Day Care - Requires department of human services to assess impact of new permanent rules affecting day care to certain committees of general assembly before such rules take effect; requires department to assess impact of new permanent rules implementing 2000 Public Chapter 981 by March 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 71
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 1109 by *Herron (HB 0177 by *Maddock) Child Custody and Support - Changes review of child support guidelines from every four to every two years; makes department of human services responsible for review and sending recommendations to supreme court and copy to children and family affairs committee of house of representatives. - Amends TCA Section 36-5-101.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1110 by *Herron (HB 1757 by *Sands , Sands, Ridgeway, Pinion, Cole (Dyer), Bowers) Consumer Protection - Expands consumer actions and definition of "consumer" to include out-of-state consumers if violator located in whole or in part in state; moneys awarded to consumer in state action are set off in any private action. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18.
05/09/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 1111 by *Herron (HB 0236 by *Patton , Ford S) Consumer Protection - Requires credit-reporting agencies to provide free annual reports to consumers and to notify consumers of dissemination of credit information. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18.

05/10/01 S Passed S., Ayes 29, Nays 1

*SB 1113 by *Herron (HB 1759 by *Sands , Sands, Ridgeway, Pinion, Cole (Dyer), Bowers) Consumer Protection - Adds new unfair or deceptive practice of making representations in primary text of solicitation, promotion, advertisement, or other offering that is contradicted in disclosure that is inconspicuous, concealed, or otherwise obscure. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18.
05/10/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1115 by *Herron (HB 1564 by *Briley) Claims Commission, Tennessee - Authorizes claims commission to issue injunctive relief against state in nuisance cases. - Amends TCA Title 9 and Title 29.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1116 by *Herron (HB 1565 by *Briley) Claims Commission, Tennessee - Authorizes commission to award permanent injunction as part of final judgment, where actual damages inadequate because of continuing nature of cause of action; requires proof under Rule 65, Rules of Civil Procedure; requires retroactive application. - Amends TCA Section 9-8-307 and Title 29.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1117 by *Herron (HB 0796 by *Briley) Juvenile Offenders - Establishes time limits within which certain dispositional hearings for juveniles held or detained in secure facility must be scheduled for hearing. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 1, Part 1.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1118 by *Herron (HB 0795 by *Briley) Juvenile Offenders - Broadens offenses for which juvenile charged with delinquent act may be detained; provides for ex parte review of case within 72 hours by judicial officer; and establishes guidelines for juvenile's preliminary hearing. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-114.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1119 by *Herron (HB 0794 by *Briley) Juvenile Offenders - Establishes requirements for juvenile charging instruments formally bringing juvenile within jurisdiction of court and establishes additional requirements if juvenile is charged with delinquent act. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-119.
05/22/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1120 by *Herron (HB 0793 by *Briley) Criminal Offenses - Creates Class A misdemeanor for parent or guardian who knowingly fails to report their child's violation of probation, aftercare, or valid court order. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-156.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1121 by *Herron (HB 1501 by *Maddock) Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Prohibits receiving, housing, or confining within this state out-of-state prisoners convicted of first degree murder, punishable by civil penalty of $100. - Amends TCA Title 41.

SB 1124 by *Herron (HB 0469 by *Maddock) Juvenile Offenders - Removes requirement that juvenile facility constructed or developed after January 1, 1995, may not be located in same building or directly connected to any adult jail or lockup facility complex. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-116.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1125 by *Herron (HB 1504 by *McDonald) Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Prohibits receiving, housing, or confining within this state out-of-state prisoners convicted of aggravated rape, punishable by civil penalty of $100. - Amends TCA Title 41.

*SB 1126 by *Herron (HB 1763 by *Sands) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Expands special workers' compensation fraud investigation unit within criminal investigation division of TBI to include investigation of insurance fraud referred by department of commerce and insurance or at request of district attorney, law enforcement, or insurance department of another state. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6, Part 1 and Title 56.
04/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

*SB 1127 by *Herron (HB 1764 by *Sands) Controlled Substances - Reclassifies, from Schedule IV to Schedule I controlled substance, drug "flunitrazepam," commonly known as rohypnol. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-406, Section 39-17-412 and Section 39-17-417.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1128 by *Herron (HB 0513 by *Ridgeway) Criminal Offenses - Makes misrepresentation of mileage on new motor vehicles an offense; increases penalty for misrepresentation of mileage on vehicles to Class D felony; imposes liability of greater of three times the actual damages or $4,000 and authorizes civil action to enforce. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 1.
04/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

SB 1129 by *Herron (HB 0550 by *Shaw , Towns, Sands, DeBerry L, Rinks, Fitzhugh) Criminal Offenses - Creates Class E felony offense of threatening with harm public official or member of public official's immediate family. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 16.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1130 by *Herron (HB 1760 by *Sands) Alcoholic Offenses - Requires law enforcement officer to conduct test to determine blood alcohol of driver involved in accident resulting in injury or death if officer has probable cause to believe driver committed DUI, vehicular assault,
vehicular homicide, or aggravated vehicular
homicide; provides that test be conducted
whether or not driver consents. - Amends TCA
Title 55. 05/29/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 1131* by *Herron (HB 1756 by *Sands)
DUI/DWI Offenses - Decreases from .10 percent
to .08 percent blood alcohol content for DUI
presumption of intoxication; deletes offense of
adult DWI. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10
and Title 55, Chapter 50. 04/03/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud.
Comm.

*SB 1132* by *Herron (HB 1898 by *Maddox)
State Employees - Waives state's sovereign
immunity for limited purpose of allowing state
employees to bring action for rights granted
under federal law. - Amends TCA Title 8 and Title
29. 05/01/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L
Gov. Comm.

*SB 1133* by *Herron (HB 1197 by "Williams"
(Wil))
Tort Liability - Enacts "Publicly Funded
Professional Liability Coverage for Volunteer
Physicians Act." - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 9;
Title 29, Chapter 26 and Title 63, Chapter 6, Part 9.
04/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C.L&A
Comm.

*SB 1134* by *Herron (HB 1762 by "Sands"
Criminal Offenses - Enacts "Tennessee Criminal
Control Act of 2001." CAVEAT: Text is missing
from this bill. - Amends TCA Title 53, Chapter 11.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud.
Comm.

*SB 1135* by *Herron (*HB 0467 by "Maddox",
Fitzhugh)
Schools, Home - Requires parents whose
children are being educated through satellite
church-related home schools to advise local LEA
when their children are withdrawn from such
program. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-3050.
05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed.
Comm.

*SB 1136* by *Henry, Henry (*HB 0006 by
"Odom")
Solid Waste Disposal - Increases from 30 to 45
days time for filing appeal from final action of
solid waste authority. - Amends TCA Title 68.
05/02/01 S Ref. to S. E,C&T Comm.

*SB 1137* by *Herron (HB 1702 by "Overbey"
Physicians and Surgeons - Requires physicians
to receive informed consent from patient before
using telemedicine; authorizes TennCare
reimbursement for telemedicine procedures. -
Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 6 and Title 71,
Chapter 5. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 1138* by *Herron (HB 1761 by "Sands"
Correctional Programs - Requires certain
persons be sentenced under community
corrections act to complete alcohol or drug
dependency treatment program under court
supervision; creates fund for local community
corrections treatment programs; increases
certain taxes to help fund treatment program. -
Amends TCA Title 40; Title 57 and Title 67.
05/31/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for
06/05/01

SB 1139 by *Herron (*HB 0007 by "Odom"
Fireworks - Increases from 10 to 14 age of
children to whom sale, or offer of sale, of
fireworks is unlawful. - Amends TCA Title 68.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-
pending amdt.

SB 1140 by *Herron , Fowler (*HB 0466 by
"Maddox , Kisber, Fitzhugh")
Administrative Procedure (UAPA) - Establishes
procedures by which operating guidelines of
division of mental retardation services are to be
adopted. - Amends TCA Title 33. 05/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 337

SB 1141 by *Herron (HB 1462 by "Maddox",
Winningsham)
Public Health - Provides for grants of up to
$50,000 to medical or osteopathic physicians
who agree to practice in underserved urban and
rural areas of Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title
49, Chapter 4, Part 7. 05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed.
Comm.

SB 1142 by *Herron (HB 1463 by "Maddox"
Health, Dept. of - Implements scoliosis screening
program for students ages 10-18. - Amends
TCA Title 68, Chapter 1. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 1143 by *Herron (HB 1467 by "Cole (Dyer)"
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Prohibits
public hospital from closing its medical staff to
licensed physician in good standing. - Amends
TCA Title 7, Chapter 5. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 1144 by *Herron (HB 1485 by "Arriola"
Insurance, Health, Accident - Adds certain health
care consumers as required members of boards
of health care service corporations. - Amends
TCA Title 56, Chapter 29. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-
pending amdt.

SB 1145 by *Herron
Insurance, Health, Accident - Adds certain health
care consumers as required members of boards
of hospital and medical service corporations. -
04/11/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C.L&A
Comm.

SB 1146 by *Herron (HB 1483 by "Arriola"
Managed Care Organizations - Enacts "HMO
Accountability Act."
- Amends and repeals portions of TCA Title 56,
Chapter 32, Part 2. 04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C.L&A
Comm.

SB 1147 by *Herron
TennCare - Allows new or increased premium or
privilege taxes on certain insurers, HMOs, or
claims administrators. - Amends TCA Title 56.
04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C.L&A
Comm.

SB 1148 by *Herron (*HB 0009 by "Odom"
TennCare - Makes former state employees who
exhaust COBRA insurance benefits eligible for
TennCare subject to duty to pay deductibles and
premiums. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27;
Title 12, Chapter 8; Title 56; Title 68 and Title 71.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-
pending amdt.

*SB 1149* by *Herron (HB 1486 by *Arriola"
Managed Care Organizations - Provides that
managed care entities that terminate
participation in TennCare program owe duty of
ordinary and reasonable care to terminated
enrollees and are liable for damages to such
enrollee for failure to exercise such duty. -
Amends TCA Title 56. 04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C.L&A
Comm.

SB 1150 by *Herron (*HB 0178 by "Maddox"
Taxes, Alcoholic Beverages - Increases tax on
gallon of spirits from $4.00 to $5.00; earmarks
funds for TennCare. - Amends TCA Title 56; Title
57; Title 67 and Title 71. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-
pending amdt.

*SB 1151* by *Herron (HB 1487 by "Arriola"
State Employees - Prohibits state insurance
committee and local education insurance
committee from contracting with hospital and
medical service corporations, insurance
companies, claims administrators, and other
organizations that have declined to serve as risk
contractors under TennCare program. - Amends
TCA Title 8. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 1152* by *Herron (HB 1717 by "McMillan"
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies -
Raises application fee for agents and limited
representative license from not exceeding $50.00
to not less than $75.00. - Amends TCA Title 56,
Chapter 6. 04/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C.L&A
Comm.

SB 1153 by *Herron (*HB 0054 by "Odom"
Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Increases
from three to five number of actuaries that can
be employed by commissioner. - Amends TCA
Title 56. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-
pending amdt.

SB 1154 by *Herron (*HB 0017 by "Odom"
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies -
Increases from 30 to 45 days time in which
insurer must refund gross unearned premium to
premium finance company upon cancellation;
increases from 30 to 45 days time in which
premium finance company must refund surplus
over amount due from insured to insured upon
return from insurer. - Amends TCA Title 56 and
Title 71. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-
pending amdt.

SB 1155 by *Herron (*HB 0033 by "Odom"
Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Creates
advocacy board to commissioner and governor to
review complaints against regulatory boards
administered by department. - Amends TCA Title
56. 04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C.L&A
Comm.
SB 1156 by *Herron (HB 0548 by *Pinion)
Workers’ Compensation - Specifies that certain unlawful insurance acts are to be punished as theft. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 52, Part 1. 
04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C, L&A Comm.

SB 1157 by *Herron (HB 1516 by *Pinion)
Real Estate Agents and Brokers - Allows brokers to devote part time to real estate profession as long as adequate supervision over licensees maintained. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 13, Part 3. 
05/03/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 1158 by *Herron (HB 1445 by *Cole (Dyer))
Mortgages - Restricts fees, points, and interest on mortgages; imposes restrictions on high cost mortgages; limits unfair practices by mortgage brokers and lenders. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 3, Part 20 and Title 55. 
05/03/01 - Pub. Ch. 237

SB 1160 by *Herron (HB 1498 by *McDonald)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Drink Responsibly new specialty earmarked license plate; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to department of safety to combat drunk driving. - Amends TCA Title 57 and Title 67.

SB 1161 by *Herron (HB 0587 by *Chumney)
03/13/02 S Referred to special committee.

SB 1162 by *Herron (HB 0546 by *Pinion, Arriola)
Taxes, Real Property - Increases amount of time by which notice must be given regarding inspection of property assessment records and changes in classification of assessed valuation; increases amount of time that assessor must retain notice records. - Amends TCA Title 67. 
03/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of F, W&M Comm.

SB 1163 by *Herron (HB 1464 by *Maddox)
Charitable Solicitations - Provides for temporary certificates under certain conditions to authorize receiving of charitable gift annuities until regular certificate is available. 
04/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C, L&A Comm.

SB 1164 by *Herron (HB 0547 by *Pinion)
Taxes, Sales - Clarifies and restates that tax on retail sale of manufactured home does not apply to items on which independent contractor of retail seller owes or has paid sales or use tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6. 
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

SB 1165 by *Herron (HB 0470 by *Maddox)
Taxes, Litigation - Authorizes proceeds from levy of local litigation tax to be used for courthouse renovation as well as for jail or workhouse construction, re-construction, or upgrading. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 6. 
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 225

SB 1167 by *Herron (HB 1032 by *Garrett)
03/13/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. C, L&A Comm.

SB 1172 by *Crutchfield (HB 1494 by *Turner (Ham))
Election Laws - Modifies certain motor voter registration provisions. - Amends TCA Section 2-201. 
05/01/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 1173 by *Crutchfield (HB 0716 by *Turner (Ham))
Education - Provides for detailed report on reading programs in Tennessee by state board of education, state department of education, and THEC. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1, Part 9. 
05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 250

SB 1174 by *Crutchfield (HB 1493 by *Turner (Ham))
Civil Procedure - Enacts "Sunshine in Litigation Act." - Amends TCA Title 54, Title 65 and Title 67. 
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1175 by *Crutchfield (HB 1216 by *Buck)
03/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 1176 by *Crowe , Burchett, Blackburn (HB 1029 by *Patton)
Voters - Authorizes local education agencies to issue high school diploma to eligible deceased veteran, upon request of surviving spouse or immediate family member - Amends TCA Section 49-2-119. 
05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 1177 by *Herron (HB 1228 by *Turner (Ham))
Workers’ Compensation - Specifies that certain unlawful insurance acts are to be punished as theft. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 52, Part 1. 
03/02/01 S Ref. to S. Trans. Comm.

SB 1178 by *Herron (HB 0586 by *Patton , Givens)
03/13/02 S Referred to special committee.

SB 1179 by *Herron (HB 0766 by *Kernell)
Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Revises due date of financial disclosures in regard to financial information from the last day of the prior report through the 45th day after the primary general, special or runoff election or referendum so that such information must be filed not later than "January 31 immediately succeeding the election" instead of "48 hours after the election". - Amends TCA Section 2-10-105. 
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 1180 by *Kyle (HB 1176 by *Cooper B , Turner (Shelby), Armstrong, Jones U (Shel), Langster, DeBerry L, Bowers, Patton)
Education - Establishes program to upgrade certain discarded computers for use in schools by students. - Amends TCA Title 41 and Title 49. 

SB 1181 by *Burchett (HB 0832 by *Tindell , Davis (Cocke), Armstrong, Dunn, Winningham)
Local Education Agency - Allows school board members, who were not in office or who chose not to participate as of July 1, 1998, to now join local group insurance plans and be paid in full for 80% of premium costs; members must apply for participation by July 1, 2001. - Amends TCA Section 8-27-303. 
05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 155

SB 1182 by *Burchett (HB 0848 by *Bittle)
Taxes, Exemption - Exempts gun safes from sales and use tax. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-329.
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 1183* by *Burchett (HB 1329 by *Armstrong*)
Architects, Engineers and Designers - Deletes present requirement of approval of department of commerce and insurance for administrative person and board members of architectural and engineering state board of examiners to attend state, regional, and national registration meetings. - Amends TCA Section 62-2-206.
05/08/01 S Action def. in S. S&L Gov. until final calendar

*SB 1184* by *Burchett (HB 1745 by *Armstrong ,Tindell)*
Children - Subject to funding, expands Healthy Start projects from pilot status to statewide over three-year period. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 3, Part 7.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 1185* by *Burchett (HB 1744 by *Armstrong , Tindell, Dunn, Hagood, Clem)*
Children - Requires hearing screenings for newborns; also requires health insurance coverage of such screenings. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 25 and Chapter 68, Chapter 5.
02/26/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C, L&A Comm.

SB 1186 by *Burchett (HB 0173 by *DeBerry J)*
Criminal Procedure - Increases penalty for offense of identity theft from Class D felony to Class C felony. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 1.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1187 by *Clabough , Williams (HB 0798 by *Fitzhugh)*
Fiduciaries - Enacts certain provisions relative to abuses of fiduciary powers of trustees in making investments under prudent man rule. - Amends TCA Title 35, Chapter 3.
04/16/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 57

SB 1188 by *Clabough , Haynes (HB 0619 by *Kisber)*
Workers' Compensation - Extends special joint committee of general assembly on workers' compensation and advisory loss costs system for workers' compensation insurance until 2007; makes other various changes to workers' compensation provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 50 and Title 56 and Public Chapter 944 of the Acts of 1996.
09/22/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 192

SB 1189 by *Clabough (HB 0518 by *Bittle , Boyer)*
Wildlife Resources Commission - Prevents illegal hunting or possessing of wild elk. - Amends TCA Section 70-4-116 and Section 70-4-403(3)(P).
04/26/01 Pub. Ch. 103

*SB 1190* by *Clabough (HB 0854 by *Cole (Dyer))*
Workers' Compensation - Requires that attorneys submit report to division of workers' compensation summarizing attorney fees and expenses in cases where such fees exceeded $10,000. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.
03/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

*SB 1191* by *Clabough (HB 0855 by *Cole (Dyer))*
Unemployment Compensation - Removes payment of benefits for waiting week when premium table other than lowest premium table is in effect. - Amends TCA Section 50-7-302 and Section 50-7-403.
04/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

*SB 1192* by *Clabough , Dixon (HB 1628 by *Lewis , Rhinehart, McDaniel, Hood, Hagood, Fitzhugh, Sands)*
Banks and Financial Institutions - Allows financial institutions to furnish information or records to extent provided under federal law so long as consumer disclosure requirements and opt-out provisions are fulfilled. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 10.
05/15/01 Pub. Ch. 156

SB 1193 by *Clabough (HB 0598 by *McCord)*
Juvenile Offenders - Encourages counties to expend funds received from state to improve juvenile court services, provide community alternatives, or pay for alternative placement and transportation services. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 1.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1194* by *Clabough (HB 1580 by *Rinks)*
Constitutional Conventions - Proposes amendment to Article II, Sections 28 and 29, relative to taxation; Article II, Section 31, relative to state investments; Article VI, Section 14, relative to fines; Article VII, Section 1, relative to county officers and county government; Article X, Sections 4 and 5, relative to consolidation of counties and creation of new counties; Article XI, Section 5, relative to prohibition of lotteries and sale of lottery tickets; Article XI, Section 9, relative to consolidation of municipal and county functions; and Article XI, Section 12, relative to education. -
05/08/01 S Failed in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1195* by *Cooper J (HB 1120 by *Curtiss)*
Motor Vehicles - Requires persons repossessing motor vehicle to notify local law enforcement authorities of vehicle identification number of such motor vehicle within 48 hours of such repossession. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 9 and Title 55, Chapter 16.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1196* by *Cooper J (HB 1796 by *Arriola)*
Massage - Revises license requirements for massage therapists to accept competency examinations approved by state massage licensure board; deletes grandfather licensure provisions. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 18, Part 2.
05/30/01 Pub. Ch. 251

*SB 1197* by *Cooper J (HB 1657 by *Davidson)*
Capitol - Requires submission to capitol commission of plan to close streets in conjunction with events at capitol, legislative plaza, or war memorial building. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 8, Part 3.
05/01/01 S Action def. in S. S&L Gov. Comm. until 2002

*SB 1198* by *Cooper J (HB 1907 by *McMillan)*
Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Changes title of members of authority from "director" to "commissioner"; authorizes non-fund raising campaign activities by commissioners. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 1, Part 2.
04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 1199* by *Cooper J (HB 1696 by *Davidson , Winningham)*
Education, Higher - Requires higher education master plan to include funding recommendations and detailed explanation of need for any funding increases. - Amends TCA Title 49.
04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 1200* by *Cooper J , Cohen (HB 1767 by *Jones U (Shel) , Jones U (Shel))*
Election Laws - Specifies that price for purchase of voter registration list must be reasonable. - Amends TCA Title 2.
07/04/02 S Conf. comm. report adopted, Ayes 24 Nays 1

*SB 1202* by *Cooper J (HB 1653 by *Davidson)*
Health Care - Requires health facilities commission to give specific factual reasons for decisions in writing in relation to committee's criteria for approval of certificate of need applications. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 50, Part 5 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 1203* by *Cooper J (HB 1654 by *Davidson)*
Health Care - Prohibits participation in action of health facilities commission by member with actual or apparent conflict of interest; requires disclosure of financial interests. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 50, Part 5 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 1204* by *Cooper J (HB 1928 by *Williams (Wil))*
State Employees - Increases salary of governor to $120,000, effective January 18, 2003; prohibits state officials from receiving outside income except passive income or pensions earned prior to their official service. - Amends TCA Title 8.
04/19/01 S Ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 1205* by *Cooper J (HB 1729 by *Bowers)*
Transportation, Dept. of - Prevents department from closing any state garage or maintenance center that was in operation on January 1, 2000.
- Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 23 and Title 54.
  03/21/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

*SB 1206 by *Cooper J (HB 1730 by *Bowers) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires approval of state building commission for all highway projects. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 15; Title 54, Chapter 5 and Title 67.
  03/21/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

*SB 1207 by *Cooper J (HB 1655 by *Davidson) Governor - Increases salary of governor from $85,000 to $175,000 per year effective January 18, 2003, and provides for annual cost-of-living adjustments beginning July 1, 2004. - Amends TCA Section 8-1-102.
  02/05/01  S  P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1208 by *Cooper J (HB 1666 by *Davidson) TennCare - Clarifies circumstances in which lien can be imposed for recovery of benefits improperly paid. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 33; Title 39; Title 48; Title 56; Title 63; Title 68 and Title 71.
  05/04/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,H&HR comm

*SB 1209 by *Cooper J (HB 1773 by *McMillan) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Prohibits member of general assembly from conducting fundraiser or soliciting or accepting contributions for same office held by such member until two years prior to date election for such office is held. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10, Part 3.
  04/06/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 1210 by *Cooper J (HB 1771 by *McMillan) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Regulates contributions on behalf of gubernatorial inauguration events; places limits on contributions and requires disclosure of significant contributions and expenditures. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10.
  08/02/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 458

*SB 1211 by *Cooper J (HB 1728 by *Bowers) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires department of transportation to consult with state building commission on transportation projects. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 15; Title 54, Chapter 5 and Title 67.
  03/21/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

*SB 1212 by *Cooper J (HB 1770 by *McMillan) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Clarifies that window for return of improper contribution is 60 calendar days. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10.
  04/06/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 1213 by *Cooper J (HB 1664 by *Davidson) Safety, Dept. of - Provides additional security for general assembly by requiring commission to assign at least 5 state troopers to senate and at least 5 to house of representatives during sessions of general assembly; gives speakers authority to assign location and hours of duty and to request additional security personnel if circumstances require it. - Amends TCA Title 3 and Title 4.
  04/06/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 1214 by *Cooper J (HB 1625 by *Rhinehart, Armstrong, Hood, Hagood, Fitzhugh, Sands) Banks and Financial Institutions - Authorizes out-of-state banks and savings and loan associations to establish new branches in Tennessee if institution's home state authorizes Tennessee institutions to do likewise. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 2, and Title 45, Chapter 3.
  05/04/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 140

*SB 1215 by *Clabough (HB 0714 by *Montgomery) Motor Vehicles, Titting and Registration - Authorizes issuance of new specialty earmarked license plates for Eagle Foundation; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to such foundation to preserve American bald eagle. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
  03/13/02  S  Referred to special committee.

*SB 1216 by *Clabough (HB 1802 by *Buck, Naifeh, Givens, Ridgeway, Armstrong, Maddox, Sharp, Bittle) Loan Companies and Short Term Lenders - Revises eligibility requirements for obtaining pawnshop license; increases fee to transfer license from $10.00 to $25.00; specifies pawnshop must provide safe place for pawned items for at least 30 days. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, and Title 45, Chapter 6, Part 2.
  05/01/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A comm

*SB 1217 by *Clabough (HB 1751 by *Head) Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Limits amounts that municipally- or cooperatively-owned utility shall request or receive from utility in exchange for permission for pole attachments, and may refuse requests only if access is not technically feasible. - Amends TCA Section 65-21-105.
  04/16/01  S  Ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 1218 by *Clabough (HB 0852 by *Cole (Dyer)) Unemployment Compensation - Expresses intent of general assembly that job-skills program expenditures should be spent equitably in each of general assembly that job-skills program expenditures should be spent equitably in each grant division of state. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 7.
  03/15/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 1219 by *Clabough Telecommunications - Redefines "telephone service" to mean any communication service whereby communication through use of electricity is principal intended use including all telephone lines, facilities, or systems. - Amends TCA Section 65-29-103.
  03/15/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 1220 by *Cooper J (HB 1661 by *Davidson) Fiscal Review Committee - Requires fiscal review committee staff to coordinate with office of legislative budget analysis in performing federal grants monitoring and information management. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 7.
  02/07/01  S  P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 1221 by *Cooper J (HB 1660 by *Davidson) Budget Procedures - Directs office of legislative budget analysis to analyze federal as well as state sources of revenue for state budget. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 14, Part 2.
  02/07/01  S  P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 1222 by *Cooper J (HB 1659 by *Davidson) Capitol - Exempts all tourists, not only those with out-of-state tags, from sanctions imposed for parking violations in Capitol Hill parking area. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 8.
  05/01/01  S  Action def. in S. S&L Gov. Comm. until 2002

*SB 1223 by *Cooper J (HB 1658 by *Davidson) Civil Service - Increases maximum period of temporary appointment from four to six months. - Amends TCA Title 8.
  02/05/01  S  P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1224 by *Cooper J (HB 1769 by *McMillan) State Employees - Prohibits outside employment of state employees that creates actual or apparent impropriety with respect to employee's official duties. - Amends TCA Title 8.
  02/05/01  S  P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1225 by *Cooper J (HB 1693 by *Rinks) Motor Vehicles, Titting and Registration - Increases time in which temporary registration plates are valid from two renewable 14-day periods to one non-renewable 30-day period. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
  03/07/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Trans. Comm.

*SB 1226 by *Cooper J (HB 1823 by *Miller L) Comptroller, State - Requires office of comptroller to provide staff to commission on compensation. - Amends TCA Section 8-23-208.

*SB 1227 by *Cooper J (HB 1787 by *Kent) Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Permits sale of beer and wine on premises of state parks with resort inn or golf course, if consumed on premises of facility or golf course; requires department of environment and conservation or subcontractor for resort inn to procure license from alcoholic beverage commission to sell beer and wine on such state park premises. - Amends TCA Title 57.
  04/23/01  S  Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 1228 by *Cooper J (HB 1309 by *Fowlkes) Personal Property - Revises various provisions regarding unclaimed property; establishes statute of limitations for actions by treasurer against holders of unclaimed property; exempts certain property from being presumed abandoned. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 29.
  05/22/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 231

*SB 1229 by *Cooper J (HB 1578 by *Rinks) Game and Fish Laws - Authorizes creation of commercial paddlefish permit and establishes fees and procedures relative thereto. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 2, Part 2.
  02/07/01  S  P2C, ref. to S.Env, Cons., & Tour. Comm.
*SB 1230 by "Clabough (HB 1112 by "West)
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Specifies that commissioner of commerce and insurance shall set fees for obtaining and renewing insurance agent licenses. - Amends TCA Title 56. 02/04/02 S Withdrawn.

*SB 1231 by "Cooper J (HB 1279 by "Kisber) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Requires state treasurer to study feasibility of securitizing state's future Master Settlement Agreement funds by transferring rights thereto to TCRS in exchange for appropriate consideration. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 18; Title 4, Chapter 3; Part 8; Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 4, Chapter 3; Part 2; Title 9; Title 43; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 05/31/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/05/01

*SB 1232 by "Cooper J (HB 1273 by "Kisber) TennCare - Requires hospitals, home care organizations, and behavioral health service providers to notify patients' MCOs or BHCs of decision to reduce, suspend, or terminate care. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 33; Title 36; Title 37; Title 47; Title 56; Title 63; Title 68 and Title 71. 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 346

*SB 1233 by "Cooper J (HB 1121 by "Curtiss) Plumbers and Plumbing - Creates state plumbing board; requires all persons practicing plumbing to be licensed by January 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 62. 03/05/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C&L&A Comm.

*SB 1234 by "Cooper J ("HB 0541 by "Rhinehart) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Adds criminal investigator employed by district attorney general who has accumulated sick leave to list of those who, for retirement purposes, shall be credited with such accumulated sick leave as creditable service. - Amends TCA Section 8-34-604. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 1235 by "Cooper J ("HB 0295 by "Head , Fitzhugh) Taxes - Authorizes counties to impose local option realty transfer tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 5. 05/31/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/05/01

*SB 1236 by "Cooper J, Graves, Davis L, Kurita, Crowe (HB 1254 by "Cole (Dyer) , McKee, Cole (Carter), Phelps, Chumney, Turner (Ham)) Managed Care Organizations - Includes certified nurse midwives and nurses in advanced practice in class of providers against which managed care organizations cannot discriminate with respect to participation, referral, reimbursement of covered services, or indemnification to provider acting within scope of provider's license or certification. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 32, Part 2 and Title 56, Chapter 7. 04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 88

*SB 1237 by "Cooper J (HB 1652 by "Davidson) General Assembly - Authorizes each house by rule to permit, limit, or control use of audio/video materials produced by or under direction of general assembly; creates cause of action or injunction for unauthorized use; requires media, candidates, and political parties be notified of unauthorized use. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 19, Part 1 and Title 3, Chapter 1, Part 1. 05/17/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 1238 by "Cooper J (HB 1321 by "Davidson) State Government - Requires Security for Public Deposits Task Force to meet whenever state treasurer calls such meetings, instead of at least once every two years. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1239 by "Cooper J (HB 1320 by "Davidson) Tort Liability - Changes requirement that board of claims not hear claim filed over one year from date of incident from permissive to mandatory. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 8. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1240 by "Cooper J (HB 1324 by "Davidson) Treasurer, State - Specifies that treasurer is to keep record of all final reports submitted concerning abandoned property. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 29, Part 1. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1241 by "Cooper J (HB 1302 by "Fitzhugh) Unclaimed Property - Limits time for filing unclaimed property report; requires specific reporting of safe deposit box contents; authorizes specific reporting of securities; defines wages; establishes procedure for handling abandoned U.S. savings bonds. - Amends TCA Section 66-29-113; Section 66-29-115 and Section 66-29-136. 05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 157

*SB 1242 by "Cooper J (HB 1319 by "Davidson) State Employees - Directs individuals administering or providing services to deferred or tax sheltered compensation plans to respond to subpoena with required documents and specified affidavit within 14 days of service. - Amends TCA Title 8; Chapter 25, Parts 1, 3, and 5. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1243 by "Burks , Cooper J, Person (HB 1323 by "Davidson , Davidson) Victims' Rights - Designates Tennessee coalition against domestic and sexual violence as entity to whom grants may be made from excess money in criminal injuries compensation fund. - Amends TCA Section 40-24-107 and Section 67-4-606. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 835

*SB 1244 by "Cooper J (HB 1303 by "White) State Government - Reassigns oversight of state treasurer's procurement of state insurance coverage from general assembly's fiscal review committee, commissioner of general services, and state building commission to board of claims; requires treasurer to report to fiscal review committee and building commission on insurance program. - Amends TCA Section 12-3-901; Section 12-3-902; Section 12-3-906 and Section 12-3-908. 04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 89

*SB 1245 by "Cooper J (HB 1322 by "Davidson) Public Contracts - Removes provision that specifies all state insurance policies purchased after July 1, 1970, are subject to established purchasing procedure. - Amends TCA Section 9-8-108; Section 9-8-110 and Title 12, Chapter 3, Part 9. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 1246 by "Cooper J (HB 1665 by "Davidson) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Increases annual period of time allowed without losing TCRS retirement benefits from 100 to 105 days. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 8. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 1247 by "Cooper J (HB 1663 by "Davidson) General Assembly - Creates division of legislative security to provide security to members, staff, and property of general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 20 and Title 4, Chapter 8, Part 1. 04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 1248 by "Cooper J (HB 1662 by "Davidson) General Assembly - Directs office of legislative administration to assist speakers of both houses of general assembly with analysis, as well as preparation, of budgets. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 13, Part 1. 04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Gov. Comm.


*SB 1251 by "Cooper J, Harper, Ford J, Dixon (HB 0912 by "Phillips , Brooks, Fowlkes, Pruitt, Langster) Historical Commission - Directs Tennessee Historical Commission to place historical marker at Ringo Cemetery, Lincoln County, which was established June 2, 1871, as burial ground for deceased African Americans; requires Lincoln County to pay for signs. - 05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 277

SB 1252 by "Cooper J ("HB 0223 by "Lewis , Davidson, Curtiss, Rhinehart, Ferguson, Jones,
**SB 1277** by *Fowler* (HB 1159 by *Black*) Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Increases minimum age to purchase tobacco from 18 to 21. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 15 and Section 47-18-2004.
03/13/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A

**SB 1278** by *Williams* (HB 1220 by *Williams* (Wii)) Consumer Protection - Makes it unfair or deceptive act under Consumer Protection Act for hotel to charge more for hotel room than maximum rate it charges 30 percent of year. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1.
02/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

**SB 1279** by *Cooper J* (HB 1124 by *Curtiss*) Motor Vehicles - Clarifies regulations governing use of audible and visual signals on emergency vehicles in motion or parked. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8.
04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 60

**SB 1280** by *Burchett* (HB 1026 by *Hagood*) Business and Commerce - Authorizes business to keep fake identification presented to it; business is not liable in any action for retaining identification and is under no obligation to store it unless requested to do so by law enforcement agency. - 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

**SB 1281** by *Williams* (HB 1219 by *Williams* (Wii)) County Officers - Prohibits person convicted of crime against person, property, or family from holding office of constable. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 11.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 27

**SB 1283** by *Dixon* (HB 9095 by *Bowers*) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Establishes pharmaceutical expense assistance program. - Amends TCA Title 53; Title 56; Title 63; Title 68 and Title 71.
04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C.L&A Comm

**SB 1284** by *Cooper J* (HB 1544 by *Curtiss*) Public Defenders - Decreases funding for indigent defense. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2 and Title 40, Chapter 14.
04/17/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

**SB 1285** by *Clabough* (HB 0849 by *Boyer*) Surveyors - Revises terms of surveyors licenses from one year to two years; requires notification of renewal of licenses to be at least 60 days rather than one month; authorizes change of address to be given to board by e-mail; effective January 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 62 and Title 66.
04/20/01 - Pub. Ch. 77

**SB 1286** by *Cohen* (HB 1245 by *Fowlkes*, *Jones U* (Shei), *DeBerry J*) Driver Licenses - Modifies graduated driver licensing. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50, Part 3.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 200

**SB 1287** by *Cooper J* (HB 1277 by *Kisber*) Welfare - Increases daily penalty from $10.00 to $15.00 for hospital, nursing home, or health care vendor under Medicaid program which does not adopt uniform classification of accounts established by department of human services or that does not submit certified statements or cost data when required by department. - Amends TCA Title 71.
02/22/01 S Recalled from Clerk's desk, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

**SB 1288** by *Cooper J* (HB 1282 by *Kisber*) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Permits any mutual insurance company other than life insurance company to become mutual for stock insurance company. - Amends TCA Title 56.
03/05/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

**SB 1289** by *Haun* (HB 1471 by *Ferguson*) Agriculture - Expands membership of tobacco farmers certifying board by giving one additional appointment to each speaker of house and speaker of senate. - Amends TCA Title 43; Title 47 and Title 67.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

**SB 1290** by *Atchley* (HB 1171 by *McDaniel*) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Provides retirement benefits for superseded Class C retirement members (highway patrol officers) shall be computed on member's three highest compensated years of consecutive service. - Amends TCA Section 8-34-101(4).
01/28/02 S Withdrawn.

**SB 1291** by *Cooper J* (HB 1339 by *Shepard*) Medical Occupations - Requires that all documents and materials relating to disciplinary cases before emergency medical services board be confidential until charges filed and limits information to be released when charges filed. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 149, Part 5.
06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 354

**SB 1292** by *Clabough* (HB 1861 by *McCord*) Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency - Clarifies that landowner liability for persons injured while hunting, fishing, trapping, hiking, camping, or caving with permission of landowner on private property is not limited if total year's consideration paid for such privileges is amount in excess of the annual total property tax assessment on such property. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 7, Part 1.
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S.Env., Cons., & Tour. Comm.

**SB 1293** by *Cooper J* (HB 1247 by *Fowlkes*, *Fowlkes*) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes vehicle preparation service or auction service to use special plate when driving vehicle to testing site; present authorization for use of special plates for cleaning, repairing, or preparing vehicles limited to 20-mile radius of location where cleaning, repair, or preparation to take place. - Amends TCA Title 54 and Title 55.
05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 722

**SB 1294** by *Davis L* (HB 1128 by *Windle*) Bail, Bail Bonds - Permits court to allow defendant to pay 10 percent of bail amount with agreement to pay full amount if defendant fails to appear in court. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

**SB 1295** by *Cohen*, *Norris* (HB 1243 by *Chumney*, *DeBerry J*, *Kent*, *DeBerry L*, *Fitzhugh*) Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Requires health insurance companies to continue coverage of divorced spouse of person who maintained coverage; commissioner of commerce and insurance to determine rates; eligibility of divorced spouse to receive coverage to end upon remarriage or as in order. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 4 and Title 56, Chapter 7.
04/30/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud. Comm.

**SB 1296** by *Harper* (HB 1523 by *Odom*) Motor Vehicles - Authorizes Davidson County to set special speed limits for school entrances; reserves authority for department of transportation to set speed limits for access-controlled highways designated as being on state system of highways and roadways designated as being on state system of interstate highways. - Amends TCA Section 55-8-152.
05/5/01 - Pub. Ch. 252

**SB 1297** by *Harper* (HB 1063 by *Kernell*, *Brooks*, *Cooper B*, *Tumer* (Shelby)) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Creates new class of health care facilities for facilities with less than 30 beds for purposes of assessing health care facility fees based on number of beds; revises present fees for other classes of health care facilities. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-216.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

**SB 1298** by *Cooper J* (HB 1246 by *Fowlkes*) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of cultural license plates for Public Transportation. - Amends TCA Title 54 and Title 55.
03/27/02 S S. Reset on cal. For 4/3/02

**SB 1299** by *Davis L* (HB 1447 by *Towns*, *Bowers*, *Shaw*, *Brooks*) Public Health - Authorizes physicians to use experimental or nonconventional medical treatment if medical treatment does not pose unreasonable risk to patient and patient agrees to undergo such medical treatment. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 6.
percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Oak Ridge Public Schools Education Foundation. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. Trans Comm.

SB 1300 by *McNally (HB 1236 by *Caldwell) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires insurance companies issuing homeowners or property or casualty coverage on real property to cover land subsistence due to subsurface natural phenomena and inform current policy holders that land subsistence coverage may be excluded from homeowner's current policy. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 1.
03/20/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C,L&A Comm.


SB 1311 by *McNally (*HB 0813 by *Baird) Election Laws - Prohibits members of state and county election commissions from engaging in political activities during their terms in office. - Amends TCA Section 2-11-102 and Section 2-12-102. 05/01/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S &L Gov. Comm.

SB 1312 by *McNally (*HB 0814 by *Baird) Election Laws - Suspends membership in state or county election commission of any member whose spouse, parent, child, grandchild, or sibling runs for public office in Tennessee; provides for temporary filling of vacancy by state election commission. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 11 and Title 2, Chapter 12. 02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S &L Gov. Comm.

SB 1313 by *Graves (*HB 0551 by *McDonald) Criminal Offenses - Requires all parties to provide written agreement for certain interdepartmental communications to consent before one party can intercept wire, oral, or electronic communication or record cell or cordless telephone conversation. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 6. 04/11/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1314 by *Graves (*HB 0805 by *Davidson) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Expands disclosure requirements to include communications that clearly identify candidates for state public office; includes contributions for such communications within aggregate limits; provides remedy for candidate if such communications are false. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10; Title 2, Chapter 19 and Title 29, Chapter 24. 04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S &L Gov. Comm.


SB 1316 by *Graves (*HB 0804 by *Davidson, Bunch) Courts, Juvenile - Specifies circumstances under which juvenile court jurisdiction terminates prior to child reaching age 18; specifies other jurisdiction guidelines. - Amends TCA Title 36 and Title 37, Chapter 1, Part 1. 06/01/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 297

SB 1317 by *Graves (*HB 0552 by *McDonald) Education, Dept. of - Provides that state board of regents may establish service areas for community colleges, technical institutes, and state technology centers but requires legislative approval of changes occurring after January 1, 2001. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 8. 05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 1318 by *Graves (HB 1719 by *DeBerry L) State Employees - Classifies certain employees of community service organizations as career service employees. - Amends TCA Title 36 and Title 37. 06/23/01 Pub. Ch. 390

SB 1319 by *Graves (HB 1718 by *DeBerry L) Children - Requires department of human services to determine whether there is basis for exception to exclusion of persons from employment in child care agency as promptly as is reasonably practicable. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 33; Title 36; Title 38; Title 39.40; Title 41; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71. 02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1320 by *Graves (HB 1788 by *McDonald) Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Increases length of permit for use of parks for special events from 10 to 15 days. - Amends TCA Title 11. 05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. E,C&T Comm.

SB 1321 by *Graves , Henry, Fowler (HB 1331 by *Armstrong , McDonald, Lewis, DeBerry J, Jones, S., Hargett, Davis (Wash), Patton, Briley, Arross, Ferguson, Overby, Shepard, Odom, Bittle, Hungrove) Psychologists - Revises composition of board of psychology and adds senior psychological examiner and certified psychological assistant as levels of psychological practice. - Amends TCA Title 63. 05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 123

SB 1322 by *Harper (HB 0759 by *Kernell) State Government - Requires all rules relating to administration of state departments to be promulgated in accordance with provisions of Uniform Administrative Procedures Act; requires written agreement for certain interdepartmental payments. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 5, Part 1. 03/20/01 S Ref. to S. Gov. Ops. Comm.

SB 1323 by *Harper (HB 0761 by *Kernell) Administrative Procedure (UAPA) - Requires agency procedures which affect third parties to be promulgated as rules and regulations. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 5, Part 1. 02/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Gov. Ops. Comm.

SB 1324 by *Haynes , Harper, Graves, Williams (*HB 0749 by *Garrett , Davidson, McDonald, Langster, Briley, Pruitt, Jones, S., Fitzhugh)
**SB 1325** by *Harper , Trail, Graves, Haynes, Herron (HB 0748 by *Langster , DeBerry L, Ridgeway, Jones U (Shel), Pruitt, Rinks, DeBerry J, Armstrong, Head, Jones, S.)

Highway Signs - "Trooper John Gregory Mann Memorial Highway," segment of I-24 in Davidson County - 03/08/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

**SB 1326** by *Henry (HB 0635 by *Kisber)

Civil Service - Authorizes commissioner of personnel, when filling entry level civil engineer and professional information system management positions, to use certain modified hiring procedures. - Amends TCA Title 8. 05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 159

**SB 1327** by *Henry (HB 1111 by *West , Briley)

Highway Signs - Father Ryan High School, I-65 in Davidson County; requires Davidson County to pay for or provide signs. - 04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 51

**SB 1328** by *Henry (HB 1531 by *Kisber)

Bonds and Undertakings, Regulation of - Revises various provisions concerning issuance of public bonds and notes. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 7, Chapter 34; Title 7, Chapter 82; Title 9, Chapter 21; Title 12, Chapter 10; Title 13, Chapter 23; and Title 49, Chapter 3. 05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 253

**SB 1329** by *Henry (HB 1530 by *Kisber)

Public Funds and Financing - Appropriates sum sufficient to service debt to funding board on continuing basis; establishes legislative intent that certain entities authorized to issue bonds receive continuing appropriation of earnings, revenues, or other assets. - Amends TCA Title 9. 03/12/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

**SB 1330** by *Henry (HB 1529 by *Kisber)

Liens - Enacts "Perfection, Priority and Enforcement of Public Pledges and Liens Act." - Amends TCA Title 9 and Title 47. 06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 290

**SB 1331** by *Henry (HB 0591 by *Chumney)

Pest Control - Establishes guidelines to be used in accordance with Tennessee Child Care Facilities Pest Management Act. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 5 and Title 62. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S.Env, Cons., & Tour. Comm.

**SB 1332** by *Henry (HB 1532 by *Kisber)

Comptroller, State - Authorizes comptroller to provide services to local governments and charge for such services. - 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 63

**SB 1333** by *Henry (HB 1528 by *Kisber)

Bonds and Undertakings, Regulation of - Deletes requirement that tax-exempt status of state bonds be printed on such bonds. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-105; Section 49-9-103 and Section 67-5-205. 04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 28

**SB 1334** by *Henry (HB 0638 by *Kisber)

State Government - Requires departments to provide monthly reporting of expenditures to general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

**SB 1335** by *Wildor (HB 1934 by *Coley (Dyer))

Taxes, Ad Valorem - Increases rate of interest to be paid by county in event of successful appeal by taxpayer, or by taxpayer in event of unsuccessful appeal, from two percentage points below prime to one percentage point above prime. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5. 03/14/01 S Withdrawn.

**SB 1336** by *Wildor (HB 1585 by *Rinks)

Utilities, Utility Districts - Modifies procedures for filing vacancies on board of commissioners of first utility district Hardin County. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-307. 06/19/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 382

**SB 1337** by *Wildor , Haun (HB 0835 by *McDaniel)

Highway Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "Noah F. Weaver Memorial Highway," State Highway 100 By-Pass in Chester County. - 06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 391

**SB 1338** by *Wildor , Trail, Herron (HB 1933 by *Fitzhugh, Nafieh, Pleasant, Shaw)

Highway Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "National Bird Dog Museum and Field Trial Hall of Fame," I-40 in Fayette County. - 06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 392

**SB 1339** by *Wildor (HB 1568 by *Tidwell, Fowlkes, White)

Highway Signs - "Glidewell-Williams Bridge," S.R. 224 in McNairy County. - 03/08/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

**SB 1340** by *Wildor , Haun (HB 1568 by *Tidwell , Fowlkes, White)

Highway Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "Mae Tom and Judge Russ Davidson Memorial Bridge," U.S. 64 over Hardin Creek in Wayne County. - 06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 393

**SB 1341** by *Wildor , Cohen, Kyle, Herron, Haun, Person (*HB 0181 by *Shaw , Nafieh, Kisber, Chumney)

Highway Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "Frank J. Glankler, Jr. Bridge" on S.R. 57 in Hardeman County. - 06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 394

**SB 1342** by *Wildor , Haun (HB 1586 by *Rinks)

Highway Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "Glidewell-Williams Bridge," S.R. 224 in McNairy County. - 06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 395

**SB 1343** by *Wildor (HB 1980 by *Tidwell)

Highways, Roads and Bridges - "Jake Morris Bridge," Gun Hollow Branch on U.S. 64 in Wayne County - 03/08/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

**SB 1344** by *Wildor , Haun (HB 1567 by *Tidwell , White)

Highway Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "Richard Boyd Bridge," Hardin Creek on U.S. 64 in Wayne County. - 07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 420

**SB 1345** by *McNally (*HB 0480 by *Harwell)

Schools, Home - Permits home-school student to participate, to greatest extent practicable, in extracurricular school activities of public school where student would attend if not being home schooled; requires student to meet certain criteria; requires TSSAA to promulgate rule for athletic participation. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-3050. 04/26/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

**SB 1346** by *Wildor , McNally (*HB 0272 by *Davidson , Rinks)

Statutes - Codifies public acts of 2000. - 04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 52

**SB 1347** by *Haynes (HB 1184 by *Sands , Buck, McMillan, Briley, Newton, Boyer, Scroggs, Jones, S., Towns, Cooper B)

Tort Liability - Increases minimum insurance requirements for governmental tort liability purposes. - Amends TCA Section 29-20-403. 07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 424

**SB 1348** by *Haynes (HB 1581 by *Rinks)

Taxes - Establishes office of tax appeals. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 1. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

**SB 1349** by *Davis L (*HB 0331 by *Buck)

Judges and Chancellors - Updates procedure for electing new judges to include judges elected in 2000, 2002, 2004, and 2006. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2. 05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 268

**SB 1350** by *Fowler (*HB 0170 by *DeBerry J)

Limitation of Actions - Removes period of limitation of prosecution for offense of rape or aggravated rape. - Amends TCA Section 40-2-101. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

**SB 1351** by *Williams (HB 1075 by *Williams (Wil))

State Employees - Requires plans administered by state insurance committee to have benefits no less than those required of private employers under certain state laws; requires studies of costs of benefits of state plan to be compared with those of private plans. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71. 01/22/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

**SB 1352** by *Clabough , Wilder, Cohen, Williams (*HB 0287 by *Montgomery , Roach, Pleasant)

State Symbols - Designates Tennessee Aviation Hall of Fame in Sevier County as official state aviation hall of fame. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 1, Part 3. 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 78

**SB 1353** by *Jackson (*HB 0821 by *White)

Boards and Commissions - Rewrites Tennessee commission on Indian affairs to change
membership on commission from five to seven members; one member from each grand division of state, and four regional members; members are to be selected by speaker of senate and speaker of house; minutes of all commission meetings are to be posted on Internet; commission shall stay attached administratively to department of environment and conservation. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 34.

04/18/01 S Action def. in S. Gov. Ops. Committee until 4/25/01

*SB 1356 by *Jackson (HB 1244 by *White, Garrett)
Bond issues - Authorizes sale of $2,000,000 in bonds to fund cabins and improvements at David Crockett State Park. - 08/02/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 460

*SB 1357 by *Jackson (HB 1752 by *Sands, Williams (Wil), Jones U (Sheel), Caldwell, Shepard, Hood, Towns, Winningham) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Provides for certain benefits for teachers involved in incidents of workplace violence. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-714(a).
06/11/02 S Action Def. in S. FW&M Comm. to next cal.

*SB 1358 by *Haynes (HB 0847 by *Williams (Wil))
Highway Signs - Williamson County Agriculture Center, I-65 at S.R. 96 in Williamson County; requires county to pay for or provide signs. - 06/12/01 Pub. Ch. 332

*SB 1359 by *Jackson , Dixon, Crutcherfield, Haynes, Rochelle (HB 1193 by *Buck, Armstrong, Ferguson, Pruitt)
Mental Retardation - Sets principles for services to Tennesseans with developmental disabilities and sets specific requirements for providing services to individuals with disabilities and their families over next few years. - Amends TCA Title 33.
05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

SB 1360 by *Jackson (HB 0824 by *Ridgeway, Head)
Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Increases length of permit for use of parks for special events from 10 to 15 days. - Amends TCA Title 11.
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Env., Cons., & Tour. Comm.

SB 1361 by *Jackson (*HB 0680 by *Williams (Wil), Garrett) Anatomical Gifts - Redefines requirements for making, amending, revoking and refusing to make anatomical gifts. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 30.
06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 404

*SB 1362 by *Jackson (HB 1235 by *Caldwell) Licenses - Requires persons licensed to practice medicine to complete continuing medical education as required by board of medical examiners. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 6.
06/07/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 320

SB 1363 by *Jackson (HB 0882 by *Hargett) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Adds hospitals regulated under Tennessee medical laboratory statute to entities currently authorized to host screening programs under medical laboratory statute. - Amends TCA Section 68-29-104.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 1364 by *Jackson (HB 0858 by *Turner (Dav))
Boards and Commissions - Enacts "Board Equity Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 69, Chapter 3.
04/18/01 S Failed in E,C&T Comm.

*SB 1365 by *Jackson (HB 1605 by *Jones, S., Langster, West, Turner (Dav), Newton, Jones U (Sheel), Pruitt, Miller L, Tindell, Todd, Briley, Odom, Winningham) Tort Liability - Exempts firefighters and emergency medical personnel from malpractice claims arising out of employment with local governments. - Amends TCA Section 29-20-310.
06/04/01 S Action Def. in S. S&L Gov. Comm. until 2002.

*SB 1366 by *Jackson , Haynes, Davis L (HB 1603 by *Jones, S., Langster, West, Turner (Dav), Newton, Briley, Jones U (Sheel), Pruitt, Miller L, Tindell, Turner (Ham), Pleasant, Cooper B) Firefighters - Requires any municipal corporation or other political subdivision of state which maintains regular fire department with full-time employees, upon written request of any such employee, to make monthly deductions of membership dues for employee association if association's current membership is not less than 10 percent of qualified employees. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 51, Part 2.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 411

*SB 1367 by *Jackson (HB 1077 by *West) Handgun Permits - Exempts retired law enforcement officers and honorably discharged veterans from $115 handgun carry permit application fee and $50.00 handgun carry permit renewal fee. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1351.
05/01/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in Jud. Comm.

SB 1368 by *Jackson (*HB 0337 by *Buck) Alcoholic Beverages - Increases from 20 to 25 days time period in which manufacturers and wholesale distributors of beer must register with commissioner of revenue. - Amends TCA Title 57.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1369 by *Jackson (*HB 0338 by *Buck) Public Records - Requires chief administrative officer of each government entity to inform each employee responsible for public records relative to provisions of public record law and each entity's policy relative to public records. - Amends TCA Title 10.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1370 by *Jackson (*HB 0346 by *Buck) Process, Service of - Increases penalty, from $125 to $150, for failure of sheriff or other officer to execute and make timely and proper return of any process. - Amends TCA Title 25.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1371 by *Jackson (*HB 0356 by *Buck) State Government - Requires state boards, except law examiners, to retain examination papers for two years instead of one year. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 8 and Title 16.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1372 by *Jackson (*HB 0339 by *Buck) Appeal and Review - Revises time for appeal from recorder's judgment from 10 calendar days with Sundays excluded to 10 business days. - Amends TCA Title 27.
02/05/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1373 by *Jackson (*HB 0357 by *Buck) Attorneys at Law - Increases amount of civil penalty for unauthorized practice of law from amount not to exceed $1,000 per violation to amount not to exceed $2,000 per violation; increases civil penalty for violating injunction or order issued to stop unauthorized practice of law from not more than $2,000 to not more than $4,000. - Amends TCA Title 23.
05/22/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 189

SB 1374 by *Jackson (*HB 0359 by *Buck) Children - Removes $10,000 maximum for damages in actions against parent or legal guardian for conduct of minor child and designates action as civil action rather than action in assumpsit. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 10, Part 1.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1375 by *Jackson Criminal Offenses - Creates offense punishable as theft for adult who occupies authority figure role to receive anything of value and to use such role to coerce minor to attend particular institution of higher education without disclosing arrangement to minor and parents. - 04/30/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1376 by *Jackson (*HB 0325 by *Buck) Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Restates and clarifies procedures and policies of TBI. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4; Title 38, Chapter 6 and Title 40, Chapter 39.
03/20/01 S Withdrawn.

SB 1377 by *Jackson (*HB 0324 by *Buck) Public Defenders - Restates and clarifies procedures relating to district public defenders
conference. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 14 and Title 9, Chapter 4.

SB 1378 by *Jackson (HB 0349 by *Buck) 

Clerks, Court - Removes limits on reimbursement for attorneys appointed to represent indigents at parole revocation hearings; cost of act to be paid from indigent defendants' counsel fund. - Amends TCA Title 6; Title 8; Title 16; Title 20; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40 and Title 67.

06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 355

SB 1379 by *Jackson (HB 0336 by *Buck) 

Law Enforcement - Provides that if $15.00 of handgun carry permit fee allocated to TBI is used for three consecutive months for purposes other than for what it was intended, $15.00 part of permit fee is repealed. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 38; Title 39 and Title 41.

04/12/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1380 by *Jackson (HB 0342 by *Buck) 

Law Enforcement - Revises membership of Tennessee peace officer standards and training commission. - Amends TCA Title 38.

05/21/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1381 by *McNally (HB 1295 by *Arriola) 

Psychologists - Creates licensed senior psychological examiner and certified psychological assistant as new levels of psychological practice. - Amends TCA Title 33; Title 40; Title 56; Title 63 and Title 68.

02/14/01 S Withdrawn.

SB 1382 by *Kurita (HB 1108 by *West) 

Criminal Procedure - Requires bounty hunters operating in state to attend annually eight hours of training by department of commerce and insurance, such training shall include nonviolent apprehension of persons. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11, Part 3.

05/03/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 1383 by *Haun (HB 1005 by *Davidson) 

Taxes, Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Increases penalties for contraband cigarettes; authorizes alternative means of tax stamp identification. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 10.

05/22/01 S Action def. in FW&M Comm. Until May 29, 2001

SB 1384 by *Haun (HB 0908 by *Hagood , Bunch) 

Traffic Safety - Authorizes 10 percent reduction of fines for "rules of the road" motor vehicle infractions for truck tractor-trailer combinations and semitrailers equipped with anti-splash side flaps. - Amends TCA Title 40 and Title 55.

04/25/01 S Rec. for pass. w/ am., ref. to Cal. Comm. Ayes 6, Nays 0 PNV 0

SB 1385 by *Haun (HB 0909 by *Hagood , Bunch) 

Traffic Safety - Requires truck-tractor and twin trailer combinations to operate in right-most lane of interstates and other designated federal aid highways with certain exceptions. - Amends TCA Title 55.

04/25/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Trans. Comm.

SB 1386 by *Burchett , Haun (HB 0910 by *Hagood , Bunch) 

Traffic Safety - Requires truck tractor and semitrailers to operate in right-most lane of interstates and multi-lane divided highways having three or more lanes in each direction with certain exceptions. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1.

06/04/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 1387 by *Haun (HB 0911 by *Hagood , Bunch) 

Traffic Safety - Requires truck tractor and semitrailers to operate in right-most lane of interstates and multi-lane divided highways where incline is grade 5 percent or greater with certain exceptions. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1.

04/25/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Trans. Comm.

SB 1388 by *Haun (HB 1012 by *DeBerry J) 

Education - Establishes requirements of proper education for recidivists. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1.

SB 1389 by *Haun (HB 1465 by *Head , Briley, Kisber) 

Clerks, Court - Directs court clerks to submit copy of each issued civil and criminal judgment document, instead of just judgments of felony convictions, to judicial council. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 21.

05/02/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in Jud Comm

SB 1390 by *Haun (HB 0727 by *Givens) 

Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Provides that all funds received by state pursuant to tobacco master settlement agreement, not just funds received during fiscal year 2000-2001, shall be placed in agriculture and health trust funds received during fiscal year 2000-2001, to tobacco master settlement agreement, not just funds received during fiscal year 2000-2001, shall be placed in agriculture and health trust funds; agriculture and health special committees to make annual reports to general assembly on recommended use of funds. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55.

02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

SB 1391 by *Haun (HB 1814 by *Rinks) 

Motor Vehicles - Authorizes, rather than requires, commissioner of transportation to demand surety bond be given before permit is issued to motor vehicle with excess weight or size. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-207.

05/30/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 1392 by *Haun (HB 0886 by *Head , Newton) 

Alcoholic Offenses - Effective September 30, 2003, decreases from .10 percent to .08 percent blood alcohol content required to commit offense of DUI only if enactment of .08 percent DUI law is still federally required; repeals offense of adult DWI, but permits use of prior convictions for certain purposes. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 50.

04/03/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1393 by *Haun (HB 0488 by *Davis (Cocke)) 

Safety - Limits ceiling for liability insurance coverage required for whitewater rafting outfitters/operators who travel 25 miles or less on intrastate roads to amount not less than $1 million. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 15, Part 1.

05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 190

SB 1394 by *Haun (HB 0489 by *Davis (Cocke)) 

Taxes, Real Property - Limits collection of adequate facilities taxes or impact fees until property is sold. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 4.

03/26/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. FW&M Comm.

SB 1395 by *Haun (HB 0490 by *Davis (Cocke)) 

Real Property - Requires residential real property owner, when it is first transfer of property, to disclose amount of transfer fees or adequate facilities taxes paid on such property. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 5.

04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C.L&A Comm

SB 1396 by *Haun (HB 1440 by *Newton) 

Civil Procedure - Allows admission of violations of title 55, chapter 8, and parts 1-5 of chapter 10 for purpose of proving damages in civil action. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8.

03/21/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

SB 1397 by *Haynes , Dixon, Trail (HB 1645 by *Turner (Shelby) , Turner (Dav), Jones, S., Langster, West, Newton, Briley) 

Workers' Compensation - Adds coverage for previous permanent mental disorder or condition resulting in permanent disability, in addition to present coverage for permanent physical disability, through second injury fund if worker becomes permanently and totally disabled through subsequent injury. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-208.

04/25/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 1398 by *Haynes , Dixon (HB 1642 by *Turner (Shelby) , Turner (Dav), Jones, S., Langster, West, Newton, Briley) 

Workers' Compensation - Revises schedule of compensation for certain injuries to be allowed employees. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-207.

04/10/01 S Failed in C.L&A Comm.

SB 1399 by *Haynes (HB 1832 by *West) 

Regional Authorities and Special Districts - Adds two members to regional transportation authority to be appointed by mayor of Nashville; revises terms of appointed members from five to three years. - Amends TCA Title 64, Chapter 8, Part 1.

05/08/01 S Comp. HB subst.

SB 1400 by *Haynes (HB 1093 by *West) 

Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires that fire-safety standards for assisted-care living facilities be as stringent as those for nursing homes; requires fire-safety standards apply to all
persons living at regulated facility. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2.
02/05/01  S  P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 1401 by *Haynes (HB 1117 by *West)
Explosives - Requires blaster, when blasting done in proximity to highway, to post signs requiring motorists to turn off cell phones and transmitting devices using radio-controlled frequencies; requires that such signs be removed within 72 hours of blasting being completed. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 105. 03/21/01  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

*SB 1402 by *Haynes (HB 1115 by *West)
Hotels and Restaurants - Requires that playgrounds attached to restaurant be inspected for health and safety violations when restaurant is inspected; authorizes commissioner of health to charge fee for such playground inspection. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 14, Part 3. 03/19/01  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

*SB 1403 by *Haynes , Burks (HB 1084 by *West , Boyer, Walker , Beavers, Black, Pleasant)
Employees, Employers - Requires, when minor takes drug test as part of job application process, notification to parents or guardians of minor's drug test results if employer under drug-free workplace program; authorizes other employers to inform parents of such results. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 9. 05/15/01  - Pub. Ch. 160

*SB 1404 by *Haynes , Dixon (HB 1644 by Turner (Shelby), Turner (Dav), Jones, S., Langster, West, Newton, Briley, Brooks, Turner (Ham))
Workers' Compensation - Revises time period for notifying employer of injuries which occur as result of gradual or cumulative events or trauma. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-201 and Section 59-6-203. 05/22/01  - Pub. Ch. 219

*SB 1405 by *Haynes , Dixon (HB 1643 by Turner (Shelby), Turner (Dav), Jones, S., Langster, West, Newton, Briley, Brooks, Turner (Ham))
Workers' Compensation - Authorizes employee to petition court of proper jurisdiction to commence payment of temporary total disability benefits or to commence reasonable and necessary medical benefits. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-234. 04/24/01  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

*SB 1406 by *Haynes , Dixon (HB 1641 by Turner (Shelby), Turner (Dav), Jones, S., Langster, West, Newton, Briley)
Workers' Compensation - Deletes specific items from schedule of compensation to be allowed employees. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-207. 04/24/01  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

*SB 1407 by *Haynes (HB 1089 by *West)
Sales - Increases tranitory vendor's fee from $25.00 to $50.00; designates in Davidson County chief of police will have authority to administer laws pertaining to tranitory vendors. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 30, Part 1. 05/22/01  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 228

*SB 1408 by *Haynes (HB 1830 by *West)
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires certification of flaggers in state highway work zones. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 5. 03/21/01  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Transportation Comm.

*SB 1409 by *Haynes (HB 1113 by *West)
Zoning - Authorizes municipal legislative body in any home rule municipality located in county with charter form of government to review and veto decisions by zoning authority. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7. 02/05/01  S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1410 by *Haynes (HB 1831 by *West)
Safety, Dept. - Requires honoraria given to sworn officers of the department with 25 years service be of same nature, design, and value. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 20. 05/08/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

*SB 1411 by *Haynes (HB 1109 by *West)
Tort Liability - Places EMTs and paramedics working for governmental entity under protection of Governmental Tort Liability Act. - Amends TCA Section 29-20-310. 03/19/01  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

*SB 1412 by *Haynes (HB 1082 by *West)
Employees, Employers - Requires background checks of persons working in residential facilities that house persons with developmental disabilities; requires three employees on premises at all times persons with developmental disabilities are present. - Amends TCA Title 33, Chapter 2, Part 4. 02/05/01  S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 1413 by *Haynes (HB 1085 by *West)
Medical Occupations - Requires home medical equipment providers to be licensed by board of licensing; requires health care facilities; imposes penalties for operating without license. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11. 02/05/01  S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 1414 by *Haynes (HB 1098 by *West)
Motor Vehicles, Towing and Registration - Authorizes issuance of new specially earmarked license plates for National Rifle Association. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 03/13/02  S Referred to special committee.

*SB 1415 by *Person (HB 1204 by *Buck)
Motor Vehicles - Requires venue for any action, arbitration, or mediation between parties or manufacturer of vehicle to be state of Tennessee; venue to contrary cannot be waived by contract or other agreement. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 17. 05/30/01  - Pub. Ch. 255

*SB 1416 by *Person (HB 1789 by *McMillan)
Civil Procedure - Authorizes judgment creditor to use interrogatory discovery procedures relative to third party whom judgment creditor has reasonable grounds to believe is in possession of property of judgment debtor. - Amends TCA Title 29. 04/24/01  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1417 by *Person (HB 1217 by *Buck) Limitation of Actions - Adds nonsuit, in addition to reversal and arrest of judgment, as situations when plaintiff may commence new action if other applicable conditions met. - Amends TCA Section 28-1-105. 07/12/01  S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 1418 by *Person (HB 0409 by *Bunch)
Courts, General Sessions - Directs administrative office of courts, in consultation with general sessions judges conference, court clerks' association, trial lawyers association, and sheriffs' association, to devise and promulgate uniform general sessions civil warrant. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 15. 06/18/01  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 362

*SB 1419 by *Person (HB 0525 by *Chumney , Bunch)
Guardianship - Establishes 12 month, six-member study committee to examine issues pertaining to appointment of and functions performed by guardians ad litem. - Amends TCA Title 36 and Title 37. 07/16/01  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 410

*SB 1420 by *Person (HB 0683 by *Hargrett) Utilities, Utility Districts - Authorizes municipalities to utilize revenues derived from public works system to merge two or more such systems, including electric, gas, water and sewer, into combined entity. - Amends TCA Title 7. 02/05/01  S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1421 by *Person (HB 0347 by *Buck , Winningham) Courts, Administrative Office of the - Removes, for purposes of determining salary of general sessions judge, eighth class and places counties from such class into seventh class; removes requirement that money in victims' crime assistance fund be invested for benefit of fund. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Title 16; Title 17 and Title 18. 05/15/02  - Pub. Ch. 723


*SB 1423 by *Person (HB 0348 by *Buck) Criminal Offenses - Clarifies that in criminal case arrest history of defendant or potential witness can be released to attorney of record's employee as well as attorney. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 32. 04/24/01  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1424 by *Person (HB 0332 by *Buck) Process, Service of - Increases penalty for neglect of clerk, general sessions judge, or attorney to mark date process was issued and neglect of sheriff or other officer to mark date process was received from $125 to $150. - Amends TCA Title 20. 04/24/01  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1425 by *Person (HB 0140 by *Scroggs)
Criminal Offenses - Reclassifies violent offense when committed while acting in concert with two or more people. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 12 and Title 39, Chapter 13.

SB 1426 by *Person (*HB 0141 by *Scroggs , Kent)

Sentencing - Establishes as new aggravating factor whether defendant committed murder after having been enjoined by court order from causing or attempting to cause bodily injury or assault against victim. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 2.

03/08/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 1427 by *Person (*HB 0142 by *Scroggs) Guardianship - Allows statement that Tennessee and United States tax returns have been timely filed to replace former requirement that copy of such tax returns be submitted to court; replaces "sworn statement" with "witnessed statement" language. - Amends TCA Title 34.
02/20/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1428 by *Person (*HB 0143 by *Scroggs) Estates - Allows publication of accounting if addresses of heirs or distributees of other interested persons are unknown; specifies, for purposes of computing surviving spouse's elective share, that if parties married, then divorced and remarried, total years of marriage would be considered even though years not consecutive; reverses priority of claims against estate so that reasonable funeral expenses are second priority, instead of third, and taxes are third priority instead of second. - Amends TCA Title 30 and Title 31.
06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 400

04/25/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. E,C&TC Comm.

SB 1430 by *Person (HB 0915 by *Wood) Sunset Laws - Board of dispensing opticians, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 14.
04/25/01 S Action def. in S. Gov. Ops. Comm. until 5/2/01

SB 1431 by *Person (HB 1468 by *Black) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Prohibits pharmacists from administering drugs by means of injection. - Amends TCA Section 63-10-404.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 1432 by *Person (HB 1469 by *Hargett) Health Care - Authorizes midwives to order routine postpartal laboratory analysis; requires that physician consult on all abnormal findings from post-partal or antepartal lab analysis ordered by midwife. - Amends TCA Section 63-25-115.
06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 287

SB 1433 by *Person (*HB 0313 by *Buck) District Attorneys - Creates additional assistant district attorney positions and assistant public defender positions. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 14 and Title 16, Chapter 2.
03/26/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 1434 by *Person (HB 0901 by *Buck)

Courts, Supreme Court of Tennessee - Expands supreme court's authority to assume jurisdiction over undecided case on appeal to intermediate appellate court to include cases in which application for interlocutory or extraordinary appeal is filed with intermediate court. - Amends TCA Section 16-3-201.
05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 256

SB 1435 by *Person (HB 0893 by *Buck)

Courts, Supreme Court of Tennessee - Abolishes supreme court advisory commission on criminal rules of practice and procedure and removes nine person membership restriction on supreme court advisory commission on rules of practice and procedure. - Amends TCA Section 16-3-601.
05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 257

SB 1436 by *Person (HB 0894 by *Buck) Workers' Compensation - Revises composition of special workers' compensation panels to require inclusion of one member of supreme court instead of inclusion of two judges who are either members of supreme court or retired judges. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-225.
04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 117

SB 1437 by *Person (HB 0895 by *Buck) Courts, Juvenile - Increases, for cases involving indigent children, amount of compensation that may be paid for services of guardian ad litem and attorney; costs of bill to be paid from guardian ad litem fund. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-150.
06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 368

SB 1438 by *Person (HB 0896 by *Buck, Briley) Courts, Supreme Court of Tennessee - Allows former justices and judges with eight years creditable service as justice or judge to request senior judge designation. - Amends TCA Title 17, Chapter 2, Part 3.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 639

SB 1439 by *Person (HB 1201 by *Buck) Bonding, Surety and Professional - Clarifies that existing $12.00 fee per bail bond is to be collected by bail bondsman and is to include all charges based on same conduct and arising from same criminal act committed as part of single course of conduct. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11 and Title 67.
05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 775

SB 1440 by *Person (*HB 0312 by *Buck) District Attorneys - Increases assistant district attorneys general positions for certain judicial districts. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 14 and Title 16, Chapter 2.
05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

SB 1441 by *Person (*HB 0494 by *Scroggs) Subrogation - Authorizes municipality to recovery subrogation interest under TennCare. - Amends TCA.
04/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

SB 1442 by *Person (*HB 0288 by *Hargett) Sheriffs - Clarifies that diploma from college that requires high school education as prerequisite to admission is sufficient proof of being high school graduate or its equivalent for purpose of being qualified for office of sheriff. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 7 and Title 38, Chapter 8.
06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 360

SB 1443 by *Person (*HB 0249 by *Scroggs , Kent)

Criminal Offenses - Imposes stronger penalty for and broadens definition of custodial interference. - Amends TCA Section 39-13-306.
06/14/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 1444 by *Person (*HB 0819 by *McMillan) Juries and Jurors - Increases juror per diem compensation from $10.00 per day to $40.00 per day.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1445 by *Person (HB 1638 by *Bowers , Chumney) Mental Illness - Limits admission for court-ordered pretrial evaluation of criminal defendant believed incompetent to stand trial at state facility to 10 days from entry of court's order. - Amends TCA Section 33-7-301.
04/10/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1446 by *Person (*HB 0733 by *Buck) Public Defenders - Increases number of assistant public defender positions. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 14, Part 2.
05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

SB 1447 by *Person (*HB 0340 by *Buck) Sheriffs - Requires person seeking office of sheriff to file affidavit of qualification with POST commission 60 days prior to qualification deadline; requires POST commission to verify POST certification 30 days prior to qualifying deadline. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 8, Part 1.
05/02/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1448 by *Person (*HB 0345 by *Buck) Attorneys at Law - Increases from Class A misdemeanor to Class E felony offense of engaging in unauthorized practice of law, but may be paid for services of guardian ad litem and attorney; costs of bill to be paid from guardian ad litem fund. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 1.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 639

SB 1449 by *Person (HB 1727 by *DeBerry L) Boards and Commissions - Requires all members of boards and commissions, established pursuant to title 62 and title 63, to be Tennessee residents during their tenure of membership on such boards and commissions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Title 62 and Title 63.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 1450 by *Person (HB 1104 by *Scroggs , Kent) Taxes, Amusement - Exempts tickets purchased to event sanctioned under auspices of sports authority and NCAA from amusement tax. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-212.
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee
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“Cooper J (HB 1305 by *Kisber)
Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement -
Authorizes Tennessee consolidated retirement
system board to invest funds received from
tobacco master settlement agreement.
02/07/01  S  P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee
“Consumer Protection - Requires automobile
repair facility to obtain written consent of
consumer prior to charging more than 25 percent
in excess of original estimate for repairs and to
inform consumer of right to request written
estimate of repairs in excess of $250; sets out
other rights. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18;
Chapter 24 and Title 66, Chapter 19
05/22/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 1945
“Public Records - Excludes computer codes and
computer access information and other certain
information of state or political subdivision
from definition of public records.
02/07/01  S  P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee
“Radio and Television - Adds definitions of public
Television station and project; gives public
television stations additional means with which to
operate. - Amends TCA Title 48, Chapter 101.
04/24/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A
Comm
“SB 1468 by *Fowler (HB 1519 by *Wood)
Radio and Television - Adds definitions of public
television station and project; gives public
television stations additional means with which to
operate. - Amends TCA Title 48, Chapter 101.
04/24/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A
Comm
*SB 1475 by Dixon (HB 1283 by Jones, S., Garrett)
Taxes - Authorizes county and municipal legislative bodies to set due date for property tax deferral applications; changes filing deadline for hearings and appeals in property tax deferral cases from August 1 to within 45 days of notice; applies present additional litigation tax of $6.00 to "all criminal charges, upon conviction or by order instead of to "all criminal cases." - Amends TCA Title 7; Title 12; Title 30; Title 57 and Title 67.
08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 454

*SB 1476 by Williams (HB 1196 by Westmoreland)
Tort Liability - Declares that certain governmental tort liability provisions do not apply to physicians.
- Amends TCA Title 29; Chapter 20.
03/16/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 1477 by Rochelle (HB 1207 by Bone)
Alcoholic Beverages - Authorizes Nashville Superspeedway to serve alcoholic beverages for consumption on premises.
- Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 4.
04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 64

*SB 1478 by Davis L (HB 1038 by Winningham)
Tennessee Higher Education Commission - Provides that members of THEC and state board of regents may remain on board until end of their current terms even if congressional redistricting places them outside congressional district from which they were appointed.
- Amends TCA Section 49-8-201; Section 49-9-202 and Section 49-7-204.
04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 369

*SB 1479 by Kyle, Harper (HB 1517 by Pinion, Bone)
Correctional Programs - Directs prison industry program to strive to provide or create other programs as deemed necessary by TRICOR to support inmate's rehabilitation efforts; specifies that "prison industry" inmate program includes placement in state's post-release program and incorporates such program under authority of TRICOR board.
- Amends TCA Title 41, Chapter 22.
06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 289

*SB 1480 by Clabough (HB 1862 by McCord)
Education - Allows posting of student grades at school attended by such student.
- Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 9.
05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 1481 by Haun (HB 1872 by Haed)
Physicians and Surgeons - Requires physicians to bill patients covered by health insurance at rate of insurance network contract.
- Amends TCA Title 63.
04/16/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

*SB 1482 by Davis L (HB 0897 by Buck)
Workers' Compensation - Increases time for commissioner of labor and workforce development to submit approved or rejected workers' compensation settlements to department within five business days of receiving settlement.
- Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.
03/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

*SB 1483 by Henry (HB 0898 by Buck)
Eminent Domain - Allows county tax appraisal, divided by state-approved appraisal ratio, to be admissible into evidence as property's value if owner's property is damaged, owner had no knowledge or notice of damages, and owner does not have reasonably current appraisal preexisting date of damage.
- Amends TCA Title 29.
05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 276

*SB 1484 by Rochelle (HB 0864 by Kisber)
Taxes, Exemption - Increases sales tax on telecommunications services to provide property tax relief to telecommunications companies.
- Amends TCA Section 67-4-2009.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 195

*SB 1485 by Haun (HB 0883 by Head, Newton)
DUI/DWI Offenses - Requires drug and alcohol assessment and treatment and use of ignition interlock device if person is convicted of second offense DUI and first conviction occurred within previous five years.
- Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 33, Part 2 and Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4.
04/03/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1486 by Burchett (HB 1027 by Hagood)
Architects, Engineers and Designers - Provides that engineers in training have completed same educational curriculum as professional engineers.
- Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 2, Part 4.
04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

*SB 1487 by Rochelle, Cooper J (HB 1844 by Hargrove)
Election Laws - Revises various election law provisions including poll requirements and provisions governing poll watchers.
- Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 19, Part 1; Section 2-2-107; Section 2-2-109; Section 2-2-116; Section 2-2-124; Section 2-3-107; Section 2-4-109; Section 2-5-102; Section 2-5-204; Section 2-7-104; Section 2-7-133; Section 6-53-101; Section 8-8-102 and Section 49-2-504.
07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 413

*SB 1488 by Burchett, Williams (HB 1028 by Hagood, Bunch, Beavers, Black)
Alcoholic Beverages - Makes exhibition or use of alcoholic beverages by person less than 21 years punishable by loss of driver license.
- Amends TCA Title 57; Section 4-7-203.
05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 161

*SB 1489 by Crutchfield (HB 1230 by Turner (Ham))
Transportation, Dept. of - Establishes pilot project to measure effectiveness and feasibility of installing protective fencing or enclosures on interstate highway over-passes.
- Amends TCA Title 54 and Title 55.
05/17/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 1490 by Haynes (HB 1132 by McDonald, Buck, Davidson, Rinks, Williams (WII), White, Bone, Garrett, Winningham, Shaw, Ridgeway, Pinion, Jones, S., Pruitt, Hargrove, Windle, Shepheard, Fowlkes, West, Curtiss, Hood, Fraley, Briley, Cooper B, Brooks, Odom, Maddox, Fitzhugh, Arriola, McMillan, Rhinehart)
Alcoholic Offenses - Effective June 30, 2003, decreases from .10 percent to .08 percent blood alcohol content required to commit offense of DUI, repeals offense of adult DWI, but permits use of prior convictions for certain purposes.
- Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 50.
03/21/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1491 by Haun (HB 1700 by Hagood)
Traffic Safety - Increases fines for speeding trucks with GVWR over 34,000 pounds.
- Amends TCA Title 55.
05/15/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of FW&M Comm

*SB 1492 by Graves (HB 1194 by DeBerry L, Bowers, Chumney)
Salaries and Benefits - Requires prevailing wage commission to report to general assembly by January 1, 2003, with recommendations for improvements to current prevailing wage survey process.
- Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4, Part 4.
05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 686

SB 1493 by Rochelle (*HB 0649 by *Kisber)
Courts, Administrative Office of the - Adds civil court clerk and criminal court clerk to judicial council; establishes "automated court system hardware replacement loan fund"; requires that first year's funding for act be from non-state sources; and authorizes funding from non-state sources in subsequent years.
- Amends TCA Title 16.
08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 451

*SB 1494 by Cooper J (*HB 0674 by *Kisber, McMillan)
Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Expresses intent of general assembly that campaign finance system be reformed to promote increased voter confidence and participation; directs registry of election finance to study issue and to provide recommendations to general assembly.
- Amends TCA Title 2; Title 3 and Title 8.
07/04/02 S Conf. comm. appointed. (Sens. Rochelle, Cohen, & Cooper)

*SB 1495 by Rochelle (*HB 0623 by *Kisber, McMillan)
General Assembly - Creates joint select committee on business taxation.
- Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 15.
06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 318

*SB 1496 by Person, Person (HB 1582 by Rinks, McDaniel, Patton)
Taxes - Imposes tax of $12.00 on bail bonds; derived revenue to be used for continuing education for bail bonding agents and to provide legal representative to low-income residents in civil matters, with portion being allocated to nonprofit organization capable of providing continuing legal education and other services to organizations delivering direct assistance to clients with Legal Services Corporation funding.
Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11 and Title 67, Chapter 4.
08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 456

SB 1497 by *Rochelle (HB 1815 by *Fitzhugh) Uniform Commercial Code - Exempts from Article 9 - Secured Transactions assignment of claim or right to receive compensation for workers' compensation injuries described in 26 USC 104(a)(1) or (2) and for right to receive benefits under special needs trust described in 42 USC 1396p(e)(4). - Amends TCA Section 47-9-109. 05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 143

SB 1498 by *Rochelle (HB 1306 by *Fowkes) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Includes guaranteed investment contracts and funding agreements under definitions of "annuities" and "unallocated annuity contracts" for certain purposes. - Amends TCA Section 56-9-330. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 91

SB 1499 by *Rochelle (HB 1326 by *McMillan) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Establishes civil and criminal penalties for insurance fraud. - Amends TCA Section 39-14-133 and Title 56. 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 356

SB 1500 by *Rochelle (HB 1148 by *McMillan) State Employees - Redefines "state employee" to include members of TCRS who work 100 days per year for purpose of provision for defense counsel for state employees on civil action based on employees actions in scope of employment. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 42, Part 1. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

SB 1501 by *Rochelle (HB 1330 by *Armstrong) Architects, Engineers and Designers - Authorizes board of examiners for architects and engineers to promulgate rules to require architect or engineer to provide construction contract administration services on all buildings except for those buildings exempt from oversight by board. - Amends TCA Section 62-2-102. 03/20/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A

SB 1502 by *Rochelle (HB 1572 by *Rinks, Davidson) Managed Care Organizations - Revises grievance system and independent review of health maintenance organizations; establishes cause of action and plan liability. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 26 and Title 56, Chapter 32. 04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

SB 1503 by *Rochelle (HB 1252 by *Head) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Provides that all funds received from tobacco master settlement agreement shall be held 50 percent in agricultural trust fund and 50 percent in health trust fund with income from such funds available for expenditure for agricultural and health purposes respectively. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55. 05/31/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/05/01

SB 1504 by *Rochelle, Haun (*HB 0253 by *Scroggs, Kisber, Kent, Pleasant, Todd, Wood, Bittle, Hargett, Buttry, Montgomery) Budget Procedures - Creates performance-based budget review pilot project. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4 and Title 13, Chapter 5. 06/11/02 S Action Def. in S. FW&M Comm. to next cal.

SB 1505 by *Rochelle (HB 1527 by *Kisber, Briley, Head) Courts, Administrative Office of the - Creates statutory definition of term "case" to be used by court clerks when reporting caseload data to AOC. - Amends TCA Title 16. 06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 408

SB 1506 by *Rochelle (HB 1826 by *Fowkes) Taxes, Real Property - Removes certain limitations for back assessments and reassessments. - Amends TCA Section 67-1-1003. 05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 176

SB 1507 by *Rochelle (HB 1732 by *White) Taxes, Real Property - Declares that lawsuit to collect on delinquent property tax lien for benefit of state, county, municipality, or special district must be brought by county in name of county, instead of state. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-2405. 04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 104

SB 1508 by *Rochelle (HB 1779 by *Rinks) Consumer Protection - Provides that any person licensed to sell motor vehicles in this state is not "credit services business" for purposes of consumer protection act. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 10. 03/08/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 1509 by *Rochelle, Person (HB 1125 by *Curtis, Cole (Carter)) Consumer Protection - Specifies that credit transaction in compliance with Truth in Lending Act is also authorized transaction for any action brought under Tennessee Consumer Protection Act with respect to disclosure or lack of disclosure of information in connection with such transaction. - Amends TCA Section 47-14-125. 05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 162


SB 1512 by *Rochelle (HB 1304 by *Kisber) State Government - Abolishes Security for Public Deposits Task Force; authorizes governor, state treasurer, and commissioner of finance and administration, in interest of state's business, to declare financial institution or trust company as "state depository"; changes membership of collateral pool board. - Amends TCA Section 4-29-223(a)(22); Section 9-4-107; Section 9-4-506 and Section 9-4-521. 04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 33

SB 1513 by *Rochelle (*HB 0538 by *Bone) Water - Deletes requirement that regulations promulgated by waste and waste water treatment authorities be consistent with or more stringent than Water Quality Control Act, but specifies Act would prevail in case of conflict; authorizes such authorities to adopt regulations more stringent than Act so long as such regulations filed with department of environment and conservation. - Amends TCA Section 5-6-120 and Title 68, Chapter 221, Part 6. 06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 402

SB 1514 by *Rochelle (*HB 0582 by *Bone, Sargent, McDonald) Taxes, Agricultural and Open Spaces - Changes calculation for valuation of land classified as agricultural, forest, or open space land from dividing three into sum of two times use value plus land schedule value to dividing ten into sum of nine times use value plus land schedule value. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

SB 1515 by *Rochelle (HB 0874 by *Kisber) Taxes, Exemption - Provides for exemptions from business tax retroactively to January 1, 1991, of certain affiliated persons. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 7. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

SB 1516 by *Rochelle (HB 1521 by *Kisber, Rhinehart, Davidson, McDaniel, Armstrong, Miller L, Hood) Taxes, Excise - Deletes requirement that low income housing must have been participating in program on June 28, 2000, to qualify for tax credit. - Amends TCA Title 13 and Title 67. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

SB 1517 by *Rochelle (*HB 0802 by *Fitzhugh) Uniform Commercial Code - Changes effective date of amendments made by 101st General Assembly to UCC 9 secured transactions provisions from July 1, 2001, to January 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 47; Title 39, Chapter 11, Part 7; Title 40, Chapter 33, Part 2; Title 43; Title 55, Chapter 3; Title 56, Chapter 37; and Sections 8-13-108, 8-21-1001, 8-37-604, 36-5-901; 45-15-104, 45-17-118, 67-1-1403, 67-4-409, and Public Chapter 846 of 2000. 02/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm

SB 1518 by *Rochelle (*HB 0705 by *Garrett, Hargett) Taxes, Privilege - Adds retroactive clause to subsection requiring two-thirds approval; changes two-thirds approval requirement to two-thirds non-affirmative rejection of provisions of subsection. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 7. 05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 273

SB 1519 by *Rochelle (HB 1636 by *Sargent) Eminent Domain - Requires in eminent domain proceeding that notice of petition be given at least seven days before presentation; requires sheriff to give five days for notice of request; requires appeal from finding of jury of view be 60 days from date of entry of court's order. - Amends TCA Title 29 and Title 66. 04/16/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1520 by *Rochelle (HB 1639 by *Sargent)
Civil Procedure - Revises remedies and special proceedings relative to eminent domain proceedings. - Amends TCA Section 29-16-106; Section 29-17-803; Section 29-17-809 and Title 68, Chapter 25.

SB 1521 by *Rochelle , Crowe, Crutchfield, Burks (HB 1460 by *Kisber , Head, Winningham, Fraley, Lewis, Ferguson, Windle, Arriola, Jones, S., Maddox, Fitzhugh)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Provides that decrease in state actuarial liability for TCRS contributions will be used to increase benefits to certain retirees. - Amends TCA Section 8-36-124 and Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 7. 05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

SB 1522 by *Rochelle (HB 1635 by *Sargent) Real Property - Requires transfer or assignment of mortgage, lien, or deed of trust to be recorded within 14 days of date of transfer of assignment or fee for recording such documents are doubled; provides for loss of certain sums if party other than transferee or assignee records documents. - 03/27/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A

SB 1523 by *Kurita , Rochelle (HB 0699 by *Caldwell) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Authorizes resident in home for aged to receive care from appropriate licensed professionals for 14-day period if resident develops temporary illness, injury or disability; authorizes resident to remain in such home after 14-day period if approved by commissioner, or designee, of department of health. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-201. 05/04/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,H&HR comm

SB 1524 by *Kurita (HB 0700 by *Caldwell , Bowers, Hargett) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Revises certain residency and care requirements for residents of assisted-care living facilities. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-201. 05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 272

SB 1525 by *Rochelle (HB 0845 by *Williams (Wili)) Banks and Financial Institutions - Requires industrial loan and thrift companies to provide detailed written statement or copy of loan contract to borrowers; prohibits industrial loan and thrift companies from disseminating false or untrue statements relative to terms upon which money may be loaned; allows commissioner of financial institutions to prepare various repayment schedules. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 5, Part 1 and Title 45, Chapter 5, Part 4. 04/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A

SB 1526 by *Rochelle (HB 1079 by *West) Tourism - Authorizes commissioner of tourism to operate toll-free telephone line to provide tourist information and weather, and receive questions from persons interested in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 22; Title 7, Chapter 88, Part 1 and Title 64, Chapter 7. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S.Env., Cons., & Tour. Comm.

SB 1527 by *Rochelle (HB 0843 by *Williams (Wili)) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Revises provisions regarding surplus lines insurance; excludes certain kinds of insurance from eligibility for surplus lines insurance. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 14. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 220

SB 1528 by *Rochelle (HB 0842 by *Williams (Wili)) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires insurers to return gross unearned premiums due under insurance contract within sixty days; changes time limit on return of unearned premiums from thirty days to sixty days. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 37. 04/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of CLA & Day Care - Reduces, from 36 to 32, number of hours in calendar year substitute staff person used for meeting child care standards may work without submitting to background check. - Amends TCA Title 7; Title 38; Title 39; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71. 05/04/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,H&HR comm

SB 1536 by *Cooper J (HB 1695 by *Winningham) Education - Clarifies number of instructional and optional days which are included in 220 and 240 day school years. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30. 04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.


SB 1538 by *Cooper J (HB 1119 by *Dyer) Claims Commission, Tennessee - Extends term of office for persons serving on commission from six years to eight years. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 8, Part 3. 05/16/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 1539 by *Rochelle (HB 0914 by *Kisber) Securities - Revises Tennessee Securities Act. - Amends TCA Title 48, Chapter 2. 06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 278

SB 1540 by *Dixon (HB 1557 by *Jones U (Shel)) Taxes, Gasoline, Petroleum Products - Increase gas tax 1 cent from 20 cents to 21 cents with proceeds going to higher education. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 3. 02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

SB 1541 by *Dixon (HB 0991 by *DeBerry L) Dentists - Adds courses taught by Shelby County Dental Society to list of approved continuing education courses. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 5, Part 1. 05/21/01 S Comp. HB subst.

SB 1542 by *Dixon (HB 1006 by *DeBerry J) TennCare - Creates managed care division in department of health to administer all managed care related policies and programs; creates managed care transition committee to identify all state resources in managed care programs and make certain recommendations. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 18. 04/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

SB 1543 by *Dixon (HB 1173 by *Cooper B , Turner (Shelby), Shaw, Bowers, Armstrong, Jones U (Shel), Miller L, Langster, DeBerry L) Historical Sites and Preservation - Transfers jurisdiction and control of Chucalissa Indian Village and Museum from University of Memphis to department of environment and conservation. - 07/09/01 H. H. returned to Senate

SB 1544 by *Dixon (HB 1227 by *Turner (Shelby), Shaw, Towns, Brooks, Bowers, Cooper B)
*SB 1545 by *Dixon (HB 0990 by *DeBerry L) Taxes, Sales - Provides for sales tax holiday on all single items or services costing less than $5000 on April 15, 2000; requires report to general assembly on results. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Part 3.
05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 1546 by *Dixon (HB 1174 by *Cooper B., Turner (Shelby), Shaw, Bowers, Armstrong, Jones U (Shel), Miller L, Langster, DeBerry L) Education - Permits commissioner of education to make grants to individual schools to provide for additional resources to compensate for instructional time lost due to weather. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 3, Part 3.
05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 1547 by *Kyle (HB 1512 by *Sargent, Fraley) Gas, Petroleum Products, Volatile Oils - Modifies certain statutory provisions pertaining to petroleum fair trade practices. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 25.
04/03/01 Vetoed by Governor.

*SB 1548 by *Kyle (HB 1560 by *Brely, Pruitt, Langster, West, Turner (Dav), Garrett, Odom, McMillan, Jones, S., Turner (Ham), Chumney) Taxes, Exemption - Provides franchise tax credit for employment of apprentices. - Amends TCA. 06/19/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

*SB 1549 by *Ford J (HB 1632 by *Bowers) Taxes, Real Property - Provides that when assessing value of property developed under Low Income Housing Tax Credit program, no value is to be assigned to low income housing tax credits awarded to property as long as property is set aside for low income use. - Amends TCA Title 13 and Title 67.
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 1550 by *Ford J, Kyle (HB 1630 by *Bowers) Taxes, Excise - Exempts from franchise and excise tax limited partnership providing low-income housing under federal programs. - Amends TCA Title 67.
02/07/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Committee

*SB 1551 by *Rochelle (HB 1589 by *Rinks) Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Authorizes incentive and disincentive in contract for correctional services; requires contractor to provide service at cost less than state's cost; requires contractor to meet standards for renewal. - Amends Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 41, Chapter 24.
05/01/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 1552 by *Rochelle (HB 1208 by *Bone) Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Permits clerk of court, including clerk and master, and subject to court's approval, to conduct parent education seminars required under parenting plan. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6.
03/13/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1553 by *Rochelle (HB 1780 by *Rinks) Local Government, General - Requires local governments to submit annual reports concerning pension plans to comptroller. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 51.
03/19/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S&L Govt. Comm

*SB 1554 by *Ford J (HB 0993 by *DeBerry L) Credit and Debit Cards - Places restrictions on institutions of University of Tennessee or state board of regents system concerning credit or credit card solicitations of students; makes it unlawful for credit card issuer or issuer of credit to solicit or provide promotional incentives to students at such institutions. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7, Part 1.
04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C,L&A Comm

*SB 1555 by *Ford J (HB 0607 by *DeBerry L) Adoption - Creates standby adoption application for which terminally ill parent may consent to change in custody and termination of parental rights upon death of parent; authorize adoption of certain persons available for adoption. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 1.
06/14/01 H Rcdv. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 1556 by *Herron (HB 1484 by *Artiola) Insurance, Health, Accident - Amends certain health care consumer organizations to be considered boards of directors of health care consumer cooperatives. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 29.
04/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm

*SB 1557 by *Burchett , Ford J (HB 1629 by *Bowers) Psychologists - Authorizes certain psychologists to prescribe drugs. - Amends TCA Title 11; Title 39; Title 53 and Title 63.
02/05/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm

*SB 1558 by *Henry (HB 0882 by *Head, Newton) Taxes, Sales - Imposes 2 percent sales tax on gross charge for certain services not otherwise subject to sales tax. - Amends TCA Title 67.
05/31/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/05/01

*SB 1559 by *Carter (HB 0994 by *Rhinehart) Loan Companies and Short Term Lenders - Regulates rate of charges of pawnshops, hours of pawnshops, and records that are required to be maintained. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 6, Part 2.
03/16/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 1560 by *Crowe (HB 0862 by *Patton) Explosives - Requires 72 hours public notice before blasting; creates uniform guidelines for reporting blasting damage; creates program for promptly resolving claims for damages. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 105.
04/11/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. E,C&T Comm.

*SB 1561 by *Crowe (HB 1229 by *Turner (Ham), Bowers) Sexual Offenses - Confirms language of expungement provisions, within sexual offender registration and monitoring law, to language of amendments enacted during 2000 regular session. - Amends TCA Section 40-39-109. 06/30/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 1562 by *Kurita (HB 1185 by *Sand) Tort Liability - Gives directors and officers of workers' compensation self-insurance pooling arrangements same immunity from actions for breach of fiduciary duty that other nonprofit organizations have. - Amends TCA Title 48, Chapter 58, Part 6.
04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 87

*SB 1563 by *McNally (HB 0374 by *Overbey, Hargett, Ferguson) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Amends TCA Title 68.
05/17/01 S Action def. in S. GW,H&HR until 5-23-01

05/17/01 S Action def. in S. GW,H&HR until 5-23-01

*SB 1565 by *Ramsey (HB 1859 by *McCord) Highway Signs - Prohibits erection of new highway sign structure in which two or more displays are stacked one above other; stacked signs existing on or before July 1, 2001, not affected; allows transfer of permit for such signs. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 21.
06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 357

*SB 1566 by *Henry, Dixon, Crowe (HB 1180 by *Chumney, Williams (Wil), Sargent) Education - Requires integrated pest management programs in public schools. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 50.

*SB 1567 by *Atchley (HB 1275 by *Kisber) Taxes, Exemption - Exempts from franchise and excise taxes certain entities engaged in real estate rental business. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4.
02/12/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 1568 by *Miller J (HB 1264 by *McKee, Johnson) Monroe County - Subject to local approval, authorizes county to regulate location and development of mobile home and travel trailer parks. - Amends Chapter.
04/19/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 1569 by *Burchett, Williams, Sen. (HB 1344 by *Hagood) Arrests - Prior to issuance of arrest warrant, requires magistrate, in addition to other statutory factors, to also examine facts that establish informant's basis of knowledge, informant's reliability, and reliability of informant's information. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 6, Part 2.
SB 1570 by *Crowe (HB 1258 by *Patton) Medical Occupations - Requires committee on physician assistants to issue license to person who would have been grandfathered in as physician assistant prior to 7/1/91, but who at time did not continue to represent to be or function as physician assistant. - Amends TCA Section 63-19-105.
02/14/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gen. Welfare Comm.

SB 1571 by *Jackson Lawrenceburg - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 457 of the Acts of 1901; as amended.
02/14/01 S P2C, ref. to S. St & Local Comm.

SB 1572 by *Jackson Lawrenceburg - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 457 of the Acts of 1901; as amended.
02/14/01 S P2C, ref. to S. St & Local Comm.

SB 1573 by *Fowler (HB 1209 by *Wood) Telecommunications - Removes exclusion that permitted certain incumbent local exchange telephone companies with less than 100,000 total access lines to be exempt from requirement of obtaining certificate of convenience and necessity. - Amends TCA Section 65-4-201.
03/19/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

SB 1574 by *Fowler (HB 1298 by *Bunch) Open Meetings - Clarifies that meetings of judicial selection commission are subject to open meetings law. - Amends TCA Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 1 and Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 2.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1575 by *McNally , Trail (HB 1259 by *Shepard) Controlled Substances - Makes gamma hydroxybutyric acid Schedule I controlled substance and gama hydroxbutyric acid contained within FDA approved drug Schedule III; deletes both from Schedule IV; defines and makes criminal analogues of Schedule I or II controlled substance. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 5 and Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4.
05/10/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 1576 by *Davis L (*HB 1035 by *Kent) Grand Juries - Gives law enforcement officer accused of crime alleged to have occurred on duty right to appear before and present sworn statement to grand jury; prohibits prosecution of officer accused of on-duty crime without grand jury indictment. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 12.
04/17/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1577 by *Crowe (HB 1526 by *Davis (Wash)) Taxes, Sales - Exempts Ruritan Clubs from sales tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 3.
05/15/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of FW&M comm

SB 1578 by *Haun , Kurita (*HB 1154 by *Ford S, Sargent, Rhinehart, Walker , Patton, Curtiss, Bowers, Wood, Cole (Carter), Montgomery, Pleasant, Bone, Frady) Insurance, Fire and Casualty - Expands type of coverage county mutual fire insurance companies are authorized to provide. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 22, Part 1.
05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 136

SB 1579 by *Crutchfield (HB 1676 by *Vincent) Criminal Procedure - Requires defendant who is issued citation in lieu of continued custody to appear for booking and processing at time of conviction or within reasonable time thereafter as set by court rather than before disposition of case. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 7, Part 1.
05/08/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1580 by *Kurita (HB 1289 by *Arriola , Jones, S.) Health Care - Requires governor to alternate appointees to board for licensing health care facilities between operator of licensed residential home for aged and representative of assisted care living industry. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-203.
06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 283

SB 1581 by *Cooper J (HB 1291 by *Phillips) Industrial Development - Unless otherwise authorized by local ordinance or resolution, specifies that industrial development board of directors serve without compensation and are reimbursed for actual expenses incurred in performance of duties. - Amends TCA Section 7-53-301.
05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 125

SB 1582 by *Ford J (HB 1721 by *DeBerry L , Arriola, Langster) Physicians and Surgeons - Requires all disciplinary complaints filed against chelation therapist to be judged by standard of medical care in community where complaint originated. - Amends TCA Title 63.
06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 296

SB 1583 by *Jackson (HB 1256 by *White) Lawrenceburg - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 457 of the Acts of 1901; as amended.
02/14/01 S P2C, ref. to S. St & Local Comm.

SB 1584 by *Jackson (HB 1257 by *White) Lawrenceburg - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 457 of the Acts of 1901; as amended.
02/14/01 S P2C, ref. to S. St & Local Comm.

SB 1585 by *Kurita (HB 1299 by *Bowers) Checks, Deferred Presentments - Requires licensees of deferred presentment services to preserve books, accounts, and records for at least three years instead of two years. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 17, Part 1.
03/16/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 105

04/26/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1588 by *Davis L (HB 1473 by *Ferguson) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Establishes that highway entrance greater than 40 feet in width and rebuilt due to new construction, modification, maintenance, or other alteration shall not be required to be rebuilt at less than 85 percent of its original width or 40 feet, whichever is greater. - Amends TCA Title 54.

SB 1589 by *Davis L (HB 1297 by *Ferguson) Insurance, Health, Accident - Establishes policies and procedures to be used in utilization review for mental illness and substance abuse treatment. - Amends TCA Title 56.
02/28/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 1590 by *Davis L (HB 1472 by *Ferguson) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows elected county officials to claim sick leave as creditable service for retirement purposes. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34, Part 6 and Title 8, Chapter 35, Part 2.
02/14/01 S P2C, ref. to S. St & Local Comm.

SB 1591 by *Claibough (*HB 0452 by *Newton , Langster, Bone, Johnson) Alcoholic Beverages - Allows non-profit associations organized to encourage and support grape growing and wine making in this state to hold eight wine festivals per year - festival not to exceed 72 hours; allows any Tennessee-licensed winery to transport, sell, and offer complimentary samples of its wine for tasting at festival; restricts complimentary sample size to one ounce per person for each type of wine. - Amends TCA Section 57-3-207.
05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 163

SB 1592 by *Graves (HB 1261 by *Davidson) Springfield - Subject to local approval, authorizes city to impose fees on developing land within service area of city-owned utility. - Amends Chapter 1 of the Private Acts of 1989; as amended.
03/22/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 11

SB 1593 by *Carter (HB 1269 by *Kisber , Shaw) Jackson - Subject to local approval, revises certain provisions of city charter. - Amends Chapter 101 of the Private Acts of 1993; as amended.
03/22/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 10

SB 1594 by *Henry (HB 1835 by *Kisber , McMillan, Rinks) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Adds one state employee to board of trustees of TCRS,
increases terms of office from two to three years, and provides for staggered terms of such employee members. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34, Part 3. 05/25/01  S Action def. in S. FW&M Comm.

**SB 1595** by *Fowler (HB 1268 by *Wood) Real Estate Agents and Brokers - Permits waiver to escrow account requirements for real estate brokers who do not engage in activities requiring acceptance of other people's money; specifies method for brokers without escrow accounts who accept funds from others to open new escrow account. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 13, Part 3. 04/11/02  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 553

**SB 1596** by *Fowler (HB 1446 by *Clem) Criminal Procedure - Requires booking of defendant issued citation in lieu of arrest at time of conviction or within reasonable time thereafter as set by court. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 7, Part 1. 04/26/01  S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

**SB 1597** by *Burchett (HB 1347 by *Bunch) Firefighters - Imposes 0.32 percent fee on fire insurance premiums to finance health and accident insurance policies for all volunteer firefighters while performing firefighting duties. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 68, Chapter 102. 05/06/01  S Action def. in S. S&L Govt. until final calendar

**SB 1598** by *Crutchfield (HB 1836 by *Head, McMillan, Cole (Dyer), Rinks) State Employees - Adds secretary of state to state insurance committee. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 68, Chapter 102. 03/26/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. &L Govt. Comm.

**SB 1599** by *Burchett (HB 1345 by *Hagood) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Motorcycle Safety new specially earmarked license plate; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to department of safety for motorcycle education and safety initiatives. - Amends TCA Title 55. 03/13/02  S Referred to special committee.

**SB 1600** by *Atchley (HB 1456 by *Kiser) Garnishments and Executions - Clarifies exemption of Roth IRAs from attachment, execution, or garnishment. - Amends TCA Title 26, Chapter 2, Part 1. 05/30/01  - Pub. Ch. 260

**SB 1601** by *Ford J (HB 1724 by *DeBerry L, Shaw) Equalization Board - Creates exceptions to certain regulations governing religious, charitable, and educational institutions filing for property tax exemption; exempts from property taxation property owned by public television station which is affiliate member of public broadcasting network and which holds non-commercial educational broadcast license. - Amends TCA Title 67. 05/10/02  - Pub. Ch. 687

**SB 1602** by *Ford J (HB 1631 by *Bowers) Tennessee Housing Development Agency - Requires Tennessee housing development agency to advertise proposed changes to low income housing qualified application plan and multifamily bond program at least 45 days in advance of consideration by agency board and to make all underwriting criteria part of such plan and program. - Amends TCA Title 13. 05/03/01  S Action def. in S. F.W&M Comm. until first cal. of 2002

**SB 1603** by *Cooper J (HB 1507 by *Curtiss) Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Deletes boxing, sparring, toughman, or badman matches or exhibitions regulated by commissioner from present law requirement that boards, commissions, or entities be self-sustaining or be terminated following second consecutive fiscal year of operating at deficit. - Amends TCA Section 4-29-121; Title 62 and Title 68. 04/24/01  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

**SB 1604** by *Cooper J (HB 1508 by *Curtiss) Banks and Financial Institutions - Authorizes financial institution or officer, employee, or agent of institution to communicate with and disclose customer financial records to department of human services concerning suspected violation of Adult Protection Act; protects institution or person providing information from liability pertaining to release of such records. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 1; Title 45; Title 45, Chapter 10, Part 1; Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1 and Title 71, Chapter 6, Part 1. 05/01/01  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

**SB 1605** by *Harper (HB 1610 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Emergency communications board, June 30, 2009. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 7, Chapter 86. 04/26/01  - Pub. Ch. 108

**SB 1606** by *Kurita (HB 1307 by *Ridgeway) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of distinctive license plates for recipients of Silver Star and recipients of Bronze Star. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, 03/13/02  S Referred to special committee.

**SB 1607** by *Kurita , Burks (HB 1300 by *Bowers) Domestic Violence - Adds commissioner of labor and workforce development, or commissioner's representative, to domestic violence state coordinating council. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 38, Chapter 12 and Title 50. 05/22/01  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 201

**SB 1608** by *Kurita (HB 1608 by *Hargett) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires ambulatory surgical treatment centers to report quarterly all claims data found on HCFA 1500 form on discharges to commissioner of health and to make data available for review and copying by Tennessee Hospital Association; civil penalty to be assessed if report is delinquent. - Amends TCA Title 68. 05/04/01  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,H&HR Comm

**SB 1609** by *McNally (HB 1518 by *Caldwell) Autopsies - increases fee for autopsy from $750 to $1500; requires state, upon approval of commissioner of health, to pay one-half cost of autopsy. - Amends TCA Section 38-1-104 and Title 38, Chapter 7, Part 1. 05/17/01  S Action def. in S. GW,H&HR until 5-23-01

**SB 1610** by *Burchett (*HB 1315 by *Patton) Licenses - Allows disabled former law enforcement officers to obtain hunting and fishing license at discounted rate. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 2. 03/23/01  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Env. Cons. & Tour. Comm.

**SB 1611** by *Burchett (*HB 1314 by *Patton) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Limits pain and suffering award to $350,000 from all defendants in personal injury action against nursing home; personal injury action defined. - Amends TCA Title 25; Title 29 and Title 68. 04/24/01  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

**SB 1612** by *Graves (HB 1499 by *McDonald) Traffic Safety - Authorizes constables in Sumner County to enforce fire lane violations within or without limits of incorporated municipality in such county. - Amends TCA Section 55-8-160. 04/03/01  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. &L Govt. Comm.

**SB 1613** by *Hau (HB 1338 by *Ford S) Morristown - Subject to referendum approval, renames board of electric light and waterworks commissioners of city of Morristown as Morristown Utilities Commission; expands commission and authority; changes terms of office and provides method of appointment and filling vacancies. - Amends Chapter 392 of the Acts of 1901. 03/12/01  - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 7

**SB 1614** by *Burchett (*HB 0420 by *Bunch) Education - Provides for remedial/developmental charter schools to be operated by state community colleges. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9. 05/02/01  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

**SB 1615** by *Cooper J , McNally (HB 1510 by *Curtiss , Windle, Godsey, McDaniel) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows supplemental retirement benefits for commissioned special revenue agents and commissioned bomb and arson investigators. - Amends TCA Section 8-36-205. 04/25/01  H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

**SB 1616** by *Cooper J , Ramsey, McNally (HB 1511 by *Curtiss , Windle, Lewis, Rhinehart, Fraley, Ferguson, Godsey) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Revises provisions on mandatory retirement and supplemental bridge benefits available to certain retirees. - Amends TCA Section 8-36-205 and Section 8-36-211. 02/15/01  S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

**SB 1617** by *Cooper J (*HB 0146 by *Arriola) Criminal Procedure - Changes distribution of revenues derived from seizures, confiscations, or sales by county or municipal law enforcement related to certain drug offenses; 75 percent of revenues after compensating entity for expenses to be transmitted to department of health and placed in alcohol and drug treatment fund. - Amends TCA Section 40-33-211.
exemption to be determined by state board of equalization. -
06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 385

SB 1625 by *Herron (*HB 1442 by *Scroggs, Ridgeway, Pinion, Buck, Kent, Cole (*Carter), Todd, Bowers, Turner (Ham), Montgomery, Roach)
Victims' Rights - Allows compensation for grief counseling, unreimbursable mental health counseling, and health care costs for certain members of victim's family; increases total amount that may be awarded under criminal injuries compensation act from $18,000 to $20,000. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 13. 05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

SB 1626 by *Herron (*HB 1897 by *Maddock) TennCare - Removes dental services from TennCare managed care organizations and requires separate contract for dental services; existing contracts to be amended and to be interpreted to exclude dental services; department of health to seek waiver if needed. - Amends TCA Title 56, Title 63 and Title 71. 04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

SB 1627 by *Burchett , Burks, Williams (*HB 1350 by *Kent, Todd) Alcoholic Offenses - Specifies that prohibition against selling, furnishing, disposing of, or giving beer and malt beverages to minors applies to person with license to sell as well as business' employees. - Amends TCA § 57-4-203. 06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 310

SB 1628 by *Burchett (*HB 1351 by *Odum) Alcoholic Beverage Commission - Authorizes commission to issue replacement permits to servers and employees. - TCA §§ 57-3-708 and 57-3-709. 03/13/01 S Failed in S. S&L Gov. Comm

SB 1629 by *Haun , Burks (*HB 1352 by *Kent) Alcoholic Beverage Commission - Increases maximum civil penalties commission authorized to assess. - 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 79

SB 1630 by *Burchett (*HB 1353 by *Langster) Alcoholic Beverages - Clarifies that employees of alcohol wholesalers must apply for alcohol permit; repeals temporary employee alcohol permits; makes employee or server alcohol permits subject to revocation and suspension for violation; requires employer to notify alcoholic beverage commission within five days of termination of employee; requires employee to surrender permit to commission within five days of ending employment. CAVEAT: This bill amends TCA sections not cited in the caption. - Amends TCA §§ 57-3-203 and 57-3-204. 02/07/02 S Withdrawn

SB 1631 by *Haun (*HB 1354 by *Langster) Alcoholic Beverage Commission - Authorizes commission to investigate and audit winery licensees; authorizes commission to revoke or suspend winery license for noncompliance with commission's regulations. - 04/19/01 S Taken off notice for cal. In Gov. Ops. Comm

SB 1632 by *Burchett (*HB 1355 by *Langster) Alcoholic Beverage Commission - Permits state and local commissions imposing partial suspension for consumption of beverages on premises to include recommendation for complete suspension. - Amends TCA § 57-4-202. 02/21/01 S Withdrawn

SB 1633 by *Clabough , Atchley, Graves (*HB 1356 by *McDaniel , Davidson, Kisber) Fees - Increases permit fees for retail food stores, tattoo parlors, hotels, food service establishments, public swimming pools, bed and breakfasts, and organized camps over three-year period; conveys percentage of fees to state and county departments of health. - Amends TCA Title 53, Chapter 8, Title 62, Chapter 38, and Title 68, Chapters 14 and 110. 06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 311

SB 1634 by *Crowe , Atchley (*HB 1357 by *Stanley , McDaniel) Children's Services, Dept. of - Allows individuals to report suspected child abuse to any office of department. CAVEAT: This bill amends a TCA part that is not included in the caption. - 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1635 by *Cooper J (*HB 1358 by *Lewis) Banks and Financial Institutions - Exempts banks from state requirement to register as broker-dealer to extend bank's activities are excepted under either definition of "broker" or "dealer" under federal law. - TCA Title 48, Chapter 2, Part 1. 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 80

SB 1636 by *Cooper J (*HB 1359 by *Lewis) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Establishes qualifications for non-resident insurance agents; imposes unfair and deceptive acts or practices restrictions on money lenders. - TCA Title 56, Chapter 6, Part 1. 04/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm

SB 1637 by *Clabough, Atchley (*HB 1360 by *McKee) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Classifies release of nonpublic personal information by insurance company in violation of federal law as unfair or deceptive act or practice; establishes guidelines for investigation and punishment of violations. - TCA Title 56, Chapter 8, Part 1. 04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 107


SB 1639 by *Burchett , Clabough (*HB 1362 by *Walker , Ford S) Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Authorizes commissioner or designee to suspend, revoke, or refuse to renew license of health club; allows commissioner or designee to assess civil penalty up to $1000 for violations by health club; grants to commissioner authority to promulgate rules and regulations for health clubs. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 3. 05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 126
SB 1640 by *Burchett , Clabough (HB 1363 by *Johnson , Boyer)
Provisions and Occupations - Makes printing of
annual roster of design professionals, general
contractors, and land surveyors optional. -
Amends TCA Section 62-2-207, 62-6-110, and
62-18-108. 05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 261

SB 1641 by *Cooper J (HB 1364 by *Boyer)
Boards and Commissions - Creates board of
cosmetology and barber examiners; abolishes
separate board of cosmetology and board of
barber examiners. - Amends TCA Title 4.
03/05/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C.L&A
Comm.

SB 1642 by *Atchley , Clabough (HB 1365 by *McDaniel)
Private Investigators - Creates security industries
commission to regulate private investigators,
polygraph examiners, alarm system contractors,
and bodyguards. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter
3; Title 4, Chapter 29; Title 62, Chapter 26; Title
62, Chapter 27; Title 62, Chapter 32, Part 3; and
Title 62, Chapter 35.
02/15/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov't Ops Comm.

SB 1643 by *Atchley , Clabough, Henry (HB 1366 by *Sargent)
Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Increases
business fees paid to department by insurance
companies, insurance agents, HMOs, and
automobile club or associations. - Amends
Tennessee Code Title 55, Chapter 18, Part 1,
and Title 56, Chapters 2, 4, 6, 14, 32, and 35.
06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 333

SB 1644 by *Atchley , Clabough (HB 1367 by *Walker , Ford S)
Real Estate Agents and Brokers - Allows
nonresident properly licensed in another state to
receive temporary real estate appraiser permit.
04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 81

SB 1645 by *Williams , Clabough (HB 1368 by *Boyer , Ford S)
Criminal Offenses - Increases penalty for offense
of law enforcement or corrections official
engaging in sexual contact with prisoner or
of law enforcement or corrections official
regarding release eligibility date for felons with
two-year sentence or less. - Amends TCA Title
40.
04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 53

SB 1648 by *Cooper J (HB 1371 by *Kisber)
Sunset Laws - Department of economic and
community development, June 30, 2007. -
Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29.
01/28/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 1649 by *McNally , Clabough (HB 1372 by *Harwell , McDaniel)
Basic Education Program (BEP) - Replaces
Tennessee foundation funding formula language
with BEP language. - Amends TCA Title 49,
Chapter 3, Part 3.
06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 284

SB 1650 by *Ramsey , Atchley (HB 1373 by *McCORD , Ford S)
Hazardous Materials - Requires commissioner of
environment and conservation to establish
program for lead-based paint hazard education
for owners and occupants of target housing and
child-occupied facilities. - Amends Tennessee
Code Annotated Title 68, Chapter 131, Part 4.
05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 127

SB 1651 by *Elsae , Clabough, Norris, Blackburn (HB 1374 by *Sands , McDaniel)
Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Adds
segment of Duck River to state scenic rivers
system; directs commissioner of environment
and conservation to establish outreach and
education program; requires consent from
citizens who live in the area. - Amends TCA Title
Annotated Title 68, Chapter 131, Part 4.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 232

SB 1652 by *Clabough , Atchley (HB 1375 by *KENT , Boyer, Scruggs)
Garnishments and Executions - Authorizes
garnishment of payments to state contractors
and vendors unless garnishment would interrupt
essential state services; requires service of
judgment on department commissioner and fiscal
officer; voids judgments against state if
garnishment employee or officer not owed wages.
- Amends TCA Title 26, Chapter 2, Part 2.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 412

SB 1653 by *Clabough , Atchley (HB 1376 by *KENT , Boyer)
Public Records - Designates certain information
regarding vendors and contractors doing
communications with state as confidential and
unaccessible by public. - Amends T.C.A. 10-7-504.
02/04/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 1654 by *McNally , Clabough (HB 1377 by *Scruggs , Boyer)
Salaries and Benefits - Creates subrogation
interest for benefits under state and local
government health plans; authorizes state to
recover money paid for ineligible persons' benefits.
- Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27.
02/20/01 S Referred from S. Commerce, ref. to
S. FW&M

SB 1655 by *Elsae , Clabough (HB 1378 by *Ford S , Boyer)
Loan Companies and Short Term Lenders -
Changes some qualifications for industrial loan
and thrift companies; authorizes commissioner of
financial institutions to ban certain individuals
from industry; establishes new recordkeeping
and disclosure requirements. - Amends TCA Title
45, Chapters 5 and 13.
05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 165

SB 1656 by *Elsae , Atchley (HB 1379 by *Ford S , Boyer)
Banks and Financial Institutions - Authorizes
commissioner of financial institutions to define
conflicts of interest for investigators; changes
certain bank accounting requirements and makes
other various changes to banking law. - Amends
TCA Title 45, Chapters 1 and 2 and Section 45-
14-114.
04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 54

SB 1657 by *Miller J , Clabough (HB 1380 by *Montgomery , McDaniel)
Surplus Property - Authorizes disposal of surplus state property by internet auction; requires
notice of internet sale to be posted on internet.
- Amends TCA Sections 12-2-403 and 12-2-406.
04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 90

SB 1658 by *Miller J , Clabough (HB 1381 by *Vincent , Ford S)
General Services, Dept. of - Clarifies
department's authority to assess civil penalties
for traffic or parking violations upon state
employee parking lots on and around Capitol Hill.
- Amends TCA Sections 4-3-1105 and 4-8-203.
04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 109

SB 1659 by *Crowe , Atchley (HB 1382 by *Davis (Cocke) , Ford S)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Defines
"facility" for purposes of health and related facility
regulation. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.
06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 285

SB 1660 by *Rochelle , Atchley (HB 1383 by *Hagood , Boyer, Pleasant)
Boards and Commissions - Authorizes boards of
examiners in psychology, osteopathy, veterinary
medicine, occupational and physical therapy,
and emergency medical services board to use
screening panels to filter complaints. - Amends
TCA Title 63 and Title 68.
06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 322

SB 1661 by *Fowler , Clabough (HB 1384 by *Davis (Cocke) , Ford S)
Health, Dept. of - Raises minimum number of
residents to constitute home for aged; authorizes
department of health to investigate facilities for
licensure compliance. CAVEAT: TCA citation in
the caption is incorrect. - Amends TCA Title
68, Chapter 11, Part 2.
05/17/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 1662 by *Ford J , Atchley (HB 1385 by *Armstrong , McDaniel, Pruitt)
Dialysis Clinics - Authorizes dialysis clinics to
list of health care facilities licensed and regulated by department of health. - Amends
TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.
08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 438

SB 1663 by *Person , Clabough (HB 1386 by *Hargrett , Boyer)
Vital Records - Specifies requirements for
completion and filing of birth certificates.
05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 139

SB 1664 by *Fowler , Clabough (HB 1387 by *Boyer , Ford S)
Physicians and Surgeons - Authorizes licensing boards to discipline chiropractors, dentists, nurses, osteopathic physicians, psychologists, veterinarians, and emergency medical care personnel for offenses in other states that could be disciplined if committed in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Section 63-1-120 and Section 68-140-511.  
06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 286

SB 1665 by *Fowler, Clabough (HB 1388 by *Hagood, McDaniel) - Boards and Commissions - Authorizes division of health related boards and emergency services board to issue investigative subpoenas; exempts subpoenaed information from public records act until charges filed. - 01/29/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 1666 by *Crowe, Atchley (HB 1389 by *Scruggs, Boyer) - Human Services, Dept. of - Authorizes volunteers and contractors with rehabilitation services division of department to use state vehicles; authorizes attorney general to defend contractors for claims of damage caused while transporting clients in state vehicles. - 05/17/01 S Failed in S. GW,H&HR Ayes 3 Nays 5 PNV 1

SB 1667 by *Person, Clabough (HB 1390 by *Harwell, Caldwell, McDaniel, Bittle, Scruggs) - Children - Enacts regulations for operation of child care agencies; establishes procedures for investigation of employees and prospective employees; authorizes implementation of safety plan for certain child care agencies. - 08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 453

SB 1668 by *Person, Clabough (HB 1391 by *Scruggs, Boyer) - Human Services, Dept. of - Mandates department employees access to financial and law enforcement records for adult abuse investigations; establishes procedure to subpoena records; removes department from investigations; establishes procedure to law enforcement records for adult abuse department employees access to financial and health related boards and emergency services board to issue investigative subpoenas; exempts subpoenaed information from public records act until charges filed. - 01/29/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 1669 by *Fowler, Clabough (HB 1392 by *Hargrett, Boyer) - Human Services, Dept. of - Mandates department employees access to financial and law enforcement records for adult abuse investigations; establishes procedure to subpoena records; removes department from claims under department of mental health and developmental disabilities claims. - Amends Titles 45 and 71 of the TCA.  
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 204

SB 1670 by *Crowe, Atchley (HB 1393 by *Hagood, Ford S, Montgomery, Overbey) - Disabled Persons - Redesignates council for hearing impaired as council for deaf and hard of hearing; establishes rehabilitation centers to take place of vocational training centers for developmentally disabled persons. - Amends Titles 4, 24, 49, 62 and 71.  
05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 174

SB 1671 by *Elsea, Atchley (HB 1394 by *Overbey, McDaniel) - Labor and Workforce Development, Dept. of - Designates citation issued for violation of occupational safety and health standard as final order of department 20 days after its receipt by employer. - 04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 62

SB 1672 by *Clabough, Atchley (HB 1395 by *Baird, McDaniel, Walker) - Labor - Classifies child labor law violations in regard to minor under age 14 and youth peddling as Class D felonies; authorizes fines of $1,000 to $10,000 for hiring minor under 14; removes baptismal certificate as proof of age for minor in employment. - 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 378

SB 1673 by *Clabough, Atchley, Williams (HB 1396 by *McDaniel, McDaniel) - Labor and Workforce Development, Dept. of - Reorganizes premium rate tables used in calculating unemployment insurance premium rates paid by employers. - 06/19/01 - Pub. Ch. 379

SB 1674 by *Clabough, Atchley (HB 1397 by *Clem, McDaniel) - Labor and Workforce Development, Dept. of - Authorizes commissioner to designate representative to decide whether to prosecute employer that fails to pay employees on time or that misrepresents wages to new hire. - Amends TCA Sections 50-2-103(b) and 50-2-104.  
05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 128

SB 1675 by *Williams, Clabough (HB 1398 by *Baird, McDaniel) - Unemployment Compensation - Changes premium rate for unemployment insurance to higher of 2.7 percent or reserve ratio matching formula based on NAICS standards. - Amends TCA Section 50-7-403(b)(1)(B).  
01/22/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

SB 1676 by *Elsea, Atchley (HB 1435 by *Whitson, McDaniel) - Unemployment Compensation - Revises back pay award provisions; redefines "wages" to specifically include income from qualified annuity plans and deferred compensation plans of state or local government or tax-exempt organization; modifies certain notice provisions. - Amends TCA Sections 50-7-213(a), 50-7-303(e) and 50-7-404(c).  
04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 82

04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed.

SB 1678 by *Ramsey, Atchley (HB 1401 by *Wood, Boyer) - Correction, Dept. of - Removes antiquated reference regarding Tennessee corrections institute not being fully operative. - Amends TCA Titles 37 and 41.  
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW, H&HR Comm.

SB 1679 by *Ramsey, Atchley (HB 1400 by *Wood, Ford S) - Correction, Dept. of - Removes antiquated reference regarding Tennessee corrections institute not being fully operative. - Amends TCA Titles 8, 37, 38, and 41.  
02/15/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk pending amdmt.

SB 1680 by *Fowler, Clabough (HB 1402 by *Westmoreland, McKee) - Criminal Procedure - Authorizes admissibility of parolee's drug test report at parole revocation hearing without presence of lab technician if report accompanied by technician's affidavit. - Amends TCA Section 40-28-122.  
06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 323

SB 1681 by *Norris, Atchley (HB 1403 by *Todd, McDaniel) - Bail, Bail Bonds - Prohibits magistrates from requiring board of probation and parole to supervise criminal defendants before trial. - Amends TCA Section 40-11-116.  
08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 443

06/21/02 - Pub. Ch. 805

SB 1683 by *Rochelle, Atchley (HB 1405 by *Westmoreland, McKee) - Probation and Parole - Authorizes recipient of community corrections funds to exchange services in kind with board of probation and parole; requires board to develop guidelines for recipient's eligibility for exchange services. - Amends TCA Section 40-36-303.  
01/17/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 1684 by *Elsea, Clabough (HB 1406 by *Boyer, Ford S) - Taxes, Excise - Clarifies entities subject to and exempt from excise and franchise taxes; adjusts apportionment of net earnings and worth used for excise and franchise taxes; establishes one-year time limit for excise or franchise tax refund claim. - Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 67, Chapters 1 and 4.  
05/30/01 S Action def. in S. F,W&M Comm. until first cal. of 2002

SB 1685 by *Haun, Atchley (HB 1407 by *Stanley, McDaniel) - Traffic Safety - Changes procedure for revocation of driver licenses for certain offenses; creates four Class C misdemeanor offenses regarding commercial vehicles and railroad crossings. - TCA Title 55, Chapters 10, 12 and 50.  
04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 110

SB 1686 by *Haun, Atchley (HB 1408 by *Newton, Ford S) - Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Clarifies right of motorized bicycle owners to submit application for registration of vehicle, subject to commissioner of safety's approval. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapters 3 and 4.  
02/15/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Transportation Comm.
SB 1687 by *Miller J , Clabough, Rochelle, Haun, Burks (*HB 1409 by *Newton , Ford S) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Changes recordkeeping requirements for certification of titles to prohibit index cards; authorizes duplication of titles; changes fees and duration for temporary tags; removes notary requirement to obtain police association cultural plates; requires that additional revenue generated from temporary operation fees and permits and temporary plates fees be deposited in alcohol and drug addiction treatment fund. - TCA Title 55, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6. 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 233

SB 1688 by *Burchett , Clabough, Cohen (*HB 1410 by *Davis (Cocke), Ford S) Motor Vehicles - Requires department of safety, instead of revenue, to collect registration taxes, highway user fuel tax, and penalties from overweight certified weighers; requires commissioner of revenue to collect unpaid taxes or fines and retain 2 percent of amount for overhead. - TCA Sections 47-26-813, 55-4-113, 67-3-2301, 67-3-2302, 67-3-2303 and 67-3-2310. 05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 166

SB 1689 by *Atchley , Clabough (*HB 1411 by *Hargett , Boyer, Pleasant) Insurance, Health, Accident - Clarifies that for purposes of laws governing special enrollment periods, health insurance coverage references therein do not include TennCare. - Amends TCA Title 56-7-2803. 05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 262

SB 1690 by *Haun , Atchley (*HB 1412 by *Buck , Curtiss, Ford S, Head, Kisber) Public Contracts - Exempts department of transportation service contracts related to appraisal, relocation, or acquisition of land from commissioner of finance and administration's rules for public contracts, if such contracts entered into by department of transportation pursuant to state highway provisions. - Amends TCA Title 12 Chapter 4. 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 205

SB 1691 by *Haun , Atchley, Cohen, Cooper J (*HB 1413 by *Buttry , Ford S) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Increases speed limit on controlled access highways with four or more lanes from 65 to 70 mph; establishes minimum speed of 55 mph on controlled access highways with four or more lanes. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 221

SB 1692 by *Clabough (*HB 1414 by *Boyer) State Government - Clarifies general provisions and definitions regarding agricultural development, state forests, youth tobacco access, agricultural regulatory fund, animal feed, development, state forests, youth tobacco and definitions regarding agricultural access, agricultural regulatory fund, animal feed, commercial measuring devices, realty recordation taxes, and wildlife. - Amends TCA Title 4, Title 11, Title 39, Title 44, Title 47, Title 67, and Title 70. 02/15/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Env., Cons., & Tour. Comm.

SB 1693 by *Clabough (*HB 1415 by *Ford S) Children's Services, Dept. of - Authorizes retention of on-the-job disabled children's services workers instead of youth services workers; changes due date for report on select caregiver program. - Amends TCA Title 4, Title 33, Title 36, Title 37 and Title 71. 02/15/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gen. Welfare Comm.

SB 1694 by *Clabough , Atchley (*HB 1416 by *Rinks , McDaniel) Professions and Occupations - Establishes reporting and record keeping provisions concerning unemployment tax payments by staff leasing agencies. - Amends TCA Titles 46, 47, 48, 55, 56, 62, 63, and 68. 07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 845


SB 1696 by *Atchley (*HB 1418 by *Boyer) Growth and Development - Lowers from 60 days to 45 days time period, after notice, when county or municipality must reimburse its share of dispute resolution panel costs in resolving growth plan disputes to secretarial add or have costs deducted from allocation of state-shared taxes. - Amends TCA Title 6 and Title 13. 04/25/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S&L Gov't Conn.

SB 1697 by *Clabough (*HB 1419 by *Ford S) Education - Removes requirement for safe school guidelines at schools for deaf and blind due in 2000; adds members to advisory council on teacher education and certification; increases deadline for school to sell surplus property. - TCA Title 49. 05/04/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 1698 by *Clabough (*HB 1420 by *Ford S) Environment and Conservation, Department of - Encourages commissioner to administer department efficiently and effectively. - Amends Titles 4, 7, 11, 59, 60, 62, 64, 67, 68, 69, and 70. 02/15/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1699 by *Atchley (*HB 1421 by *McDaniel) Finance and Administration, Dept. of - Establishes meeting place and record plan disputes to secretary of state or have costs dispute resolution panel costs in resolving growth plan disputes to state or have costs deducted from allocation of state-shared taxes. - Amends TCA Title 6 and Title 13. 04/25/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S&L Gov't Conn.

SB 1700 by *Clabough (*HB 1422 by *Ford S) Banks and Financial Institutions - Reduces time allowed for appealing denial of money transmission license from 30 to 20 days. - Amends TCA Title 45 and Title 56. 04/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of CL&A

SB 1701 by *Clabough (*HB 1423 by *Ford S) Purchasing - Purports to change advisory committee for use of internet; makes no changes. - 03/07/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. S&L Govt. Conn.

SB 1702 by *Atchley (*HB 1424 by *Boyer) Boards and Commissions - Increases number of nominees for directorship of division of health related boards from three to five. - Amends TCA Title 63 and Title 68. 02/15/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1703 by *Clabough (*HB 1425 by *Ford S) Child Custody and Support - Includes holidays and weekend days in 15-day time limit for requesting hearing to contest registration of support order. - 02/15/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.


SB 1705 by *Clabough (*HB 1427 by *Ford S) Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Increases member terms on statewide planning and policy council from three to four years. - 02/15/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gen. Welfare Comm.

SB 1706 by *Clabough (*HB 1428 by *McDaniel) Tennessee Emergency Management Agency (TEMA) - Raises minimum age for state guard from 16 to 18; requires governor's approval of chief local elected official who appoints county emergency management agency director. - 03/06/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 1707 by *Clabough (*HB 1429 by *Boyer) State Employees - Authorizes commissioner of personnel to use procedure other than civil service appointment procedure to fill any job when character or place of work makes it impracticable to supply needs of service; using civil service procedure, such authority is presently limited to unskilled or semiskilled labor or domestic, attendant, or custodial work. - Amends TCA Title 8. 02/15/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1708 by *Clabough (*HB 1430 by *Ford S, Whitson) Taxes, Exemption - Specifies that owner of residential unit, not electric utility, is responsible for tax, penalty, and interest due as result of unit being used for purpose making it subject to taxation, if owner fails to disclose such use to electric utility. - Amends Title 67, TCA. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 836

SB 1709 by *Clabough (*HB 1431 by *Boyer) Motor Vehicles - Redefines airport limousine for purposes of public motor carriers as one confined within 45-mile radius from airport, instead of 40-mile radius. - Amends TCA Titles 4, 39, 40, 49, 55, 57, 65, and 67. 02/15/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 1710 by *Atchley (*HB 1432 by *McDaniel) TennCare - Directs department of finance and administration, instead of department of health,
to administer Medicaid/TennCare program. - Amends TCA Title 71.
04/16/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 1711 by *Clabough (*HB 1433 by *Ford S) Tourist Development, Dept. of - Deletes hotel and restaurant division from department. - Amends the TCA Title 4.
02/15/01  S  P2C, ref. to S. Env., Cons., & Tour. Comm.

SB 1712 by *Clabough (*HB 1434 by *McDaniel , McDaniels, Fowlkes, Jones U (Shell)) Privacy, Confidentiality - Prohibits state entity from publicly disclosing social security number of citizen unless authorized to do so by citizen or state or federal law; prohibition also applies to person or entity receiving social security number from state entity. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 7, Title 9, Title 10, Title 11, Title 12, Title 13, Title 20, Title 29, Title 42, Title 54, Title 55, Title 62, Title 65, Title 66, Title 67, Title 68, and Title 69.
06/21/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 810

SB 1713 by *Burchett (HB 1805 by *Hagood) Election Laws - Allows independent candidates on general election ballots to be listed under political party affiliation other than statewide political party upon certification to state election commission that candidate was nominated by assembly of that political party. - Amends TCA Section 2-5-206.
04/25/01  S  Placed on S. S&L Govt. Comm. cal. for 05/08/01

05/04/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub. of GW,H&HR comm

SB 1715 by *Trail (HB 1753 by *Sands, White) Contractors - Raises general contractor minimum project cost requiring licensure from $25,000 to $30,000. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 37 and Title 62, Chapter 5-208.
05/01/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C,L&A comm

SB 1716 by *McNally , Henry, Cooper J (HB 1598 by *Arriola , McDonnell, Lewis, Shepard, Overby, Odom, Armstrong) Psychologists - Adds senior psychological examiner and certified psychological assistant as new levels of psychological practice. - Amends TCA Title 33; Title 40; Title 56; Title 63 and Title 68.
06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 334

SB 1717 by *McNally , Burks, Herron, Miller J, Williams (HB 1678 by *Maddox , McDaniel, Fitzhugh, Boyer, Ridgeway, Shepard, Pinion, Roach, McKee, Briley, Vincent) Gambling - Redefines criminal offense of gambling to clarify that any form of casino gambling is prohibited. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 5.
08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 439

SB 1718 by *Graves (HB 1687 by *Winningham) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Provides for 40 percent salary increase for professional education positions by 2005-2006 fiscal year; provides for reporting of use of funds by LEAs. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 3, Part 3.
05/16/01  S  Action def. in S. Ed. Comm. subject to call of the chair

SB 1719 by *Graves (*HB 1505 by *McDonald) Purchasing - Revises purchasing law authorizing state, city, and county governments to impose transaction fee for electronic bids. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 14; Title 6, Chapter 19; Title 6, Chapter 35 and Title 12, Chapter 3, Part 7.
04/03/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

02/15/01  S  P2C, ref. to S. St & Local Comm.

SB 1721 by *Cooper J (HB 1847 by *Hargrove) Solid Waste Disposal - Allows certain surcharges on solid waste facilities to offset costs incurred by county. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211, Part 8.
02/15/01  S  P2C, ref. to S. Env., Cons., & Tour. Comm.

SB 1722 by *Cooper J (*HB 1459 by *Kisber) Taxes, Sales - Authorizes state to continue participation in multi-state discussions concerning simplification and simplification of sales and use tax administration. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.
06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 312

SB 1723 by *Henry (*HB 1482 by *Arriola) Audiologists and Speech Pathologists - Deletes requirement that audiologists must demonstrate competency in fitting and selling hearing aids by practical examination prior to licensure. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 17.
06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 288

SB 1724 by *Haynes (*HB 0851 by *Cole (Dyer)) Contractors - Requires board for licensing contractors to meet at least six times each year instead of meeting in specified months; limits number of contractors in each license classification that may be listed on bid envelope to one. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 6.
06/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 222

SB 1725 by *Haynes (HB 1562 by *Briley) Unclaimed Property - Requires operator of establishment to notify treasurer of property found on establishment after holding such property for 180 days; limits authorization for establishment operators to donate found property to charitable organization to situations where the treasurer does not request to take custody within 45 days of receiving notice of property. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 29, Part 1.
06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 291

SB 1726 by *Haynes , Harper (*HB 0292 by *Jones, S. , Turner (Dav), Arriola, West, Langster, Briley, Odom, Pruitt, Garrett) Metropolitan Government - Makes binding in Davidson County memorandum of understanding voluntarily entered into; requires two-thirds vote of county legislative body; requires "no strike" clauses be included in any such memorandum of understanding. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 3, Part 1.
03/19/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C,L&A Comm.

SB 1727 by *Atchley (*HB 1335 by *Buttry , Dunn, Armstrong, Boyer, Bittle, Davidson) Utilities, Utility Districts - Authorizes increase in per diem that may be received by certain utility district commissioners in counties having charter form of government. - Amends TCA Section 7- 82-308.
04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 55

*SB 1728 by *Crowe (HB 1749 by *Turner (Ham)) Firearms and Ammunition - Requires TBI to deny attempted purchase of firearm if purchaser is charged with offense that, if convicted, would prohibit person from purchasing firearm and provides procedure whereby TBI is required to reverse such denial; requires bureau to obtain final disposition information regarding charge. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 396

*SB 1729 by *Crowe , Williams (HB 1607 by *Givens , Westmoreland, Lewis, Ferguson, Caldwell, Cole (Dyer), Patton, Ford S, Fitzhugh, Maddox, McDonald, Newton, Bond, West, Godsey, Davis (Wash)) Veterans - Enacts "Veterans' Educational Benefits Program Administrators' Improvement Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 30; Title 49, Chapter 50 and Title 49, Chapter 7.
06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 293

*SB 1730 by *Ford J (HB 1746 by *Armstrong) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Establishes price setting regulatory mechanism for prescription drugs. - Amends TCA Title 47; Title 53; Title 56, Title 63, Title 65, Title 68 and Title 71.
05/17/01  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Gov. Ops Comm.

08/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 463

SB 1732 by *Miller J (*HB 1489 by *Overby , Johnson, Lewis, Ferguson) Architects, Engineers and Designers - Authorizes companies which solely develop and produce products regulated by FAA for use in aircraft to use term "engineering" in their corporate name if they do not practice architecture, engineering, landscape architecture, or interior design. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 2.
01/29/02  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. CL&A Comm.

*SB 1733 by *Williams (HB 1839 by *Goins) Sexual Offenses - Grants court authority to deny person's petition for expungement of records if person was charged with sex offense and charge was either dismissed or nolle prosequi was entered in case. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 32.
04/24/01  S  Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.
**SB 1734** by *McNally (HB 1819 by *Caldwell)*

Collection Agencies - Requires collection service agencies to notify persons in connection with debt that such persons have 30 days to request verification of amount owed; assumes debt is valid if no request for verification of debt is made within 30 days of receiving notice; imposes penalties upon collection service agencies for violating this act. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 20, Part 1. 04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C,L&A Comm

**SB 1735** by *Ford J (*HB 1546 by *DeBerry L)*

Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires insurer offering coverage for theft, loss, or destruction of cellular telephone to provide new cellular telephone rather than rebuilt or refurbished cellular telephone; provision would not rescind, impair, or affect policies in effect on June 30, 2001, and would only apply to policies entered into, or renewed after, July 1, 2001. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7. 04/10/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C,L&A

**SB 1736** by *Ford J (*HB 1545 by *DeBerry L)*

Telecommunications - Requires companies providing cellular telephone service to make certain billing disclosures on each statement. - Amends TCA Title 65. 04/10/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C,L&A

**SB 1737** by *Harper (*HB 1550 by *Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J, Miller L, Cooper B, Towns)*

Salaries and Benefits - Increases teachers' salary equity pay to Tennessee or Southeastern average, whichever is greater. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-366. 05/16/01 S Action def. in S. Ed. Comm. subject to call of the chair

**SB 1738** by *Cohen , Person, Ford J, Dixon, Norris, Kyle (HB 1710 by *Kernell , Todd, Bowers, DeBerry L)*

Education, Higher - Combines University of Memphis as independent institution with its own board of trustees. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 49. 04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Ed. Comm.

**SB 1739** by *Ford J (*HB 1558 by *Jones U (Shel))*

Education, Higher - Combines University of Tennessee system and state university and community college system to be managed and controlled by new board; renames board of trustees and board of regents as board of higher education; repeals Tennessee higher education commission. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 49; Title 49, Chapter 8 and Title 49, Chapter 9. 05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Ed. Comm.

**SB 1740** by *Jackson (*HB 1292 by *Arriola)*

Accountants - Exempts from peer review requirements financial statements in which practitioner compiles information but does not review supporting evidence for such information; exempts persons 70 years and older from continuing education requirements. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 1. 04/24/01 S Failed in C,L&A Comm

**SB 1741** by *Jackson (HB 1902 by *Sands , McMillan, Cole (Dyer), Rinks)*

State Employees - Entitles state employee to full pay and other benefits for injury resulting from workplace violence; employee to be reimbursed for reasonable out-of-pocket costs associated with incident including fees or costs for filing court action. - Amends TCA Title 8. 02/15/01 S P2C, ref. to S. St & Local Comm.

**SB 1742** by *Jackson (HB 1574 by *Rinks)*

Decaturville - Subject to local approval, beginning with November 2004 election and thereafter changes date of election for mayor and alderman and beginning with November 2008 election and thereafter changes date such officers take office. - Amends Chapter 351 of the Private Acts of 1968. 03/22/01 Comp. became Pr. Ch. 9

**SB 1743** by *Jackson (HB 1672 by *Shepard)*

Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Confers upon TBI jurisdiction to investigate all cases of fraud against Social Security Administration Title II and Title XVI disability programs without request from district attorney general, so long as federal funding for such investigations is available. - Amends TCA Title 48, Chapter 6, Part 12. 06/12/01 Pub. Ch. 335

**SB 1744** by *Jackson , Haynes (HB 1775 by *McMillan)*

Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Clarifies that TBI's authority to issue subpoenas and take sworn statements is applicable in any investigation authorized by law and adds such sworn statements to definition of "official proceeding" for purposes of perjury offenses. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6 and Title 39, Chapter 16, Part 7. 05/01/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in Jud. Comm.

**SB 1745** by *Jackson (HB 1774 by *McMillan)*

Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Clarifies that TBI's authority to issue subpoenas and take sworn statements is applicable in any investigation authorized by law and adds such sworn statements to definition of "official proceeding" for purposes of perjury offenses. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6 and Title 39, Chapter 16, Part 7. 04/25/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of C,L&A Comm.

**SB 1746** by *Jackson (HB 0744 by *West , Jones, S.)*

Unemployment Compensation - Requires all field offices in division of employment security to be under administrator of employment security. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 7. 04/15/01 S Rec. for pass; ref to S. F,W&M Comm.

**SB 1747** by *Davis L , Burks, Burchett (HB 1543 by *Windle , Walker , Boyer, Ferguson, Montgomery, Buttry)*

Firearms and Ammunition - Expands circumstances under which vested correctional officer may carry firearms. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13. 05/01/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 175

**SB 1748** by *Davis L (HB 1542 by *Winningham , Baird, Goin, Bittle)*

Railroads - Enacts "Tennessee Railroad Crossing Protection Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 54; Title 64 and Title 67. 04/11/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Trans. Comm.

**SB 1749** by *Davis L (HB 1497 by *McDonald)*

Medical Occupations - Removes emergency medical technicians from definition of "health care practitioner" for purposes of Governmental Tort Liability Act, thereby granting such technicians immunity under act. - Amends TCA Section 29-20-310. 02/15/01 S P2C, ref. to S. Gen. Welfare Comm.

**SB 1750** by *Davis L , Rochelle, Graves, Burks (HB 1500 by *McDonald , Bone, Windle)*

General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study rural water distribution systems. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221. 07/16/01 Pub. Ch. 421

**SB 1751** by *Davis L (HB 1437 by *Winningham)*

Public Records - Includes under public records law certain records of associations which assist governing bodies in filling personnel positions. - Amends TCA Section 10-7-504. 05/01/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. S&L Gov. Comm.

**SB 1752** by *Kyle (HB 1834 by *McMillan , Jones, S.)*

Salaries and Benefits - Grants cost-of-living salary increase to all state employees annually; such increase to be equal to increase in consumer price index (all items, city average); gives each career service employee annual experience step increase on annual date of employment on equal to 3 1/2 percent of employee's salary. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 23, 06/04/01 S Rec. for pass; ref to S. F,W&M Comm.

**SB 1753** by *Fowler (HB 1461 by *Clem)*

Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Increases pensions for teachers by 15 percent over other Group 1 employees. - Amends TCA Section 8-36-206. 02/15/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

**SB 1754** by *Fowler (HB 1448 by *Clem)*

Taxes, Sales - Requires dealers who must register with department of revenue in certain circumstances to attach copy of municipal business license to monthly sales tax return for use by department to make local sales tax distributions to municipalities where business located. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 7. 02/15/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

**SB 1755** by *Graves (HB 1927 by *Black , McDonald, Bowers)*


**SB 1756** by *Haun (HB 1263 by *Whitson , Davis (Cocke))*

Greene County - Subject to local approval, redirects proceeds of hotel/motel tax. - Amends Chapter 127 of the Private Acts of 1986; as amended. 03/12/01 Comp. became Pr. Ch. 6

**SB 1757** by *Haun (*HB 1514 by *Head)*

TennCare - Prohibits submission or implementation of any federal waiver proposal developed by long-term care services planning council. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 56; Title 68 and Title 71.
enter into agreements to evaluate demand,
71. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 56; Title 68 and Title
08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 461

SB 1758 by *Haun, Burks, Herron, Miller J, Williams (HB 1515 by *Head)
TennCare - Requires that funding formula for
home-based and community-based services for
certain elderly and disabled equitably allocate
funding resources between urban and rural
areas; requires commission on aging and
disability to establish average maximum
statewide unit cost for certain services; limits unit
cost to 20 percent of average statewide unit cost.
- Amends TCA Title 4; Title 56; Title 68 and Title
71.

06/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 813

SB 1766 by *Elsea (HB 0860 by *McKee)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Permits
person who has been resident of home for aged
for at least one year to remain as resident
although otherwise ineligible if certain conditions
met. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-201.
03/10/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,H&HR
Comm.

SB 1767 by *Elsea (HB 1506 by *Curtiss)
Election Laws - Allows persons owning property
in city of Doyle to vote in city elections. - Amends
TCA Section 6-53-102.
04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 111

SB 1768 by *Clabough, Williams (HB 1871 by
*Kieber)
Taxes, Sales - Exempts from sales tax lease of
motor vehicle by franchised motor vehicle dealer
at no charge or cost to such dealer's customer
whose vehicle is undergoing repairs. - Amends
TCA Title 67-6-102.
05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for
05/22/01

SB 1769 by *Kyle (HB 1675 by *Scroggs)
Driver Licenses - Imposes $2.00 supplemental
fee on applications for certain driver licenses
earmarked for construction or operation of
additional driver testing stations; creates
driver testing station reserve within general fund;
requires department of safety to study efficiency
of driver testing stations. - Amends TCA Title 55,
Chapter 50.
04/23/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 1770 by *Kyle (HB 1786 by *Jones U (Shel))
DeBerry L, Bowers, Brooks, DeBerry J, Turner
(Shelby), Miller L, Cooper B, Towns, Chumney
Probation and Parole - Implements rotation
system among all private probation companies
and county probation office supervising
measandmand probation. - Amends TCA Title 40,
Chapter 35, Part 3.
05/01/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in Jud. Comm.

SB 1771 by *Person (HB 1492 by *McMillian,
Todd)
Dentists - Revises board of dentistry to delete
surgeon member and add dentist member
instead; authorizes board to set fees and civil
penalties; authorizes board to assess
punishment of dental practitioners who are
disciplined by another state for violations of
dentistry standards. - Amends TCA Title 63,
Chapter 5.
06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 336

SB 1772 by *Person (HB 1674 by *Caldwell)
Medical Occupations - Adds laboratory testing to
medical procedures minor may consent to for
minor's child in absence or unavailability of
spouse. - Amends TCA Title 63.
02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.
02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 1774 by *Cohen (HB 0221 by *Odom)
Municipal Government - Authorizes municipal
corporations and metropolitan governments to
regulate or prohibit discharge of weapons or
operation of other weapons within corporate
limits. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 54.
02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 1775 by *Cohen (HB 1784 by *Jones U (Shel))
Alcoholic Beverages - Requires bed and
breakfast establishments in Shelby County
seeking licensure to serve alcoholic beverages to
have two rooms for sleeping accommodations,
instead of six rooms for sleeping
accommodations; authorizes certain hotels in
Blount County to serve alcoholic beverages.
- Amends TCA Section 57-4-102(14)(F).
04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 112

SB 1776 by *Burchett (HB 1713 by *Buttry)
Public Property - Provides that all cars owned by
board of regents or University of Tennessee be
sold by department of general services and that
proceeds be used for instructional personnel
salary increases. - Amends TCA Title 49,
Chapter 7.
04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Edu.
Comm.

SB 1777 by *Burchett (HB 1903 by *Newton)
Sentencing - Prohibits defendant from testifying
or speaking in person at defendant's sentencing
hearing. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 35, Part
2.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud.
Comm.

SB 1778 by *Burchett (HB 1698 by *McKee)
Zoning - Authorizes any city or county which has
established regional planning commission, upon
adoption of ordinance or resolution by two-thirds
vote of its legislative body, to provide for
regulation of location and development of mobile
home parks and travel trailer parks within its
jurisdiction. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 3,
Part 4 and Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 1.
02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 1779 by *Burchett (HB 1707 by *Davis
(Cocke))
Motor Vehicles - Increases from one to two
number of dealer special registration trucks that
can be used by nonprofit organization for sole
purpose of distributing food to needy. - Amends
TCA Title 55 and Title 67.
03/21/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of
Transportation Comm.

SB 1780 by *Blackburn (HB 1686 by *Sargent)
Insurance, Life - Increases from $7,500 to $9,500
value of life insurance policy where proof of
death for small policies may be furnished by
submitting photocopy of certificate of death,
accompanied by sworn statement by doctor who
signed certificate or funeral director who
conducted burial services that certificate is
authentic. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7.
03/06/01 S Withdrawn.

SB 1781 by *Norris (HB 1688 by *Stanley)
Funeral Directors and Embalmers - Exempts
disabled funeral directors and embalmers from
licensing fees. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 5, Part 3.

04/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of CL&A

*SB 1782 by *Burchett (HB 1699 by *Mckee , Walker) Agriculture - Establishes mechanism for dealing with southern pine beetle infestations. - Amends TCA Title 43, Chapter 6.

02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. E,C&T Comm.

*SB 1783 by *Burchett (HB 1712 by *Buttry) Medical Occupations - Directs board of medical examiners and committee on physician assistants to establish regulations governing supervision of orthopedic physician assistants; allows orthopedic physician assistants to prescribe categories of drugs under physician supervision. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 19, Part 2.

05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 1784 by *Burchett (HB 0243 by *Patton) Boats, Boating - Requires watercraft over 16 feet and not principally used for fishing to be licensed. - Amends TCA Title 69, Chapter 10.

02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. E,C&T Comm.

SB 1785 by *Burchett (HB 1265 by *Patton) Sewage - Allows municipality without sewage system to lay lines through another municipality with system to gain access to distant system where municipality with system has capacity but refuses access or unreasonably conditions use or access to such system. - Amends TCA Title 7.


*SB 1786 by *Kyle (HB 1740 by *Kiser) State Government - Provides for heating and cooling services for state buildings in downtown Nashville.


*SB 1787 by *Henry (HB 1741 by *Kiser) Taxes - Creates offense for willful failure, refusal, or neglect of person required to collect, truly account for, and pay over taxes to accomplish such collection, accounting, or payment. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 1.

05/22/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of FW&M Comm.

*SB 1788 by *Henry (HB 1742 by *Kiser) Building Commission, State - Authorizes commission to supervise certain projects involving improvement, demolition, acquisition, disposal, or lease of property by foundation created to benefit University of Tennessee or any institution of state university and community college system of Tennessee. - Amends TCA Section 4-15-102.

06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 331

SB 1789 by *Harper , Trail, Burchett, Burks (HB 1624 by *Kernell , Cooper B, Pruitt, Patton, Odom, Davis (Wash), Montgomery, Bowers, Arriola, Walker , Langster) Aged Persons - Revises duties of commission on aging to include services to disabled persons; increases membership of commission to include executive director of Tennessee Developmental Council; directs commission to require its contractors, grantees and subcontractors to conduct background checks on new employees and volunteers providing in-home care. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 2.

06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 397

*SB 1790 by *Ramsey (HB 1709 by *Godsey , Mumpower, Davis (Wash), Westmoreland) Utilities, Utility Districts - Authorizes, subject to local approval by customers of utility district, increased per diem from $100 to $250 per meeting, limited to 12 meetings, for members of utility district boards of commissioners in Sullivan County; permits group medical insurance coverage and life insurance coverage as authorized under present law. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-308.

04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 83

*SB 1791 by *Ramsey (HB 1689 by *Mumpower) Medical Occupations - Redefines emergency medical services to be when patient's health is in serious jeopardy, patient is suffering serious impairment to bodily functions, or serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 68.

02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 1792 by *Ramsey (HB 1157 by *Godsey) Criminal Offenses - Requires persons convicted of vehicular homicide or aggravated vehicular homicide to serve 85 percent of their sentences; increases taxes imposed on gallon of spirits from $4.00 to $4.70 to fund increased costs of incarceration. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 2; Section 40-35-501; Title 57 and Title 67.

04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1793 by *Ramsey, Williams (HB 1158 by *Godsey , Towns, Windle, Mumpower, Givens, Patton, Armstrong, Black, Shepard, Caldwell, Pleasant, Hargrove) Medical Occupations - Exempts certain emergency medical service providers from licensure requirement in limited circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 140.

04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 29

*SB 1794 by *Graves (HB 1911 by *Davidson , McDaniel, Davis (Cocke), Whitson, Montgomery, Phillips, Bone) Tort Liability - Exempts from liability for injuries any person, corporation, organization, or business entity conducting shows, exhibitions, or sales of cattle unless gross negligence or willful or wanton conduct causes injury. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 34.

05/22/01 S Failed in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 1795 by *Burchett (HB 1711 by *Tindell) Education - Education - Provides procedures whereby certain students may be excused from computer instruction. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-351.

06/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 429

SB 1796 by *Burchett (HB 1697 by *McKee Roach, Davis (Wash), Montgomery, Johnson, Overbey, Walker , Hargrett) Election Laws - Clarifies when ballot may be counted; establishes guidelines for counting ballot in counties using punch card type voting system. - Amends TCA Title 2.

02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1797 by *Haynes (HB 1748 by *Arriola) Sewage - Requires installation of approved effluent filter for each new subsurface sewage disposal system that utilizes pump for distribution of effluent to disposal system. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221, Part 4.

04/11/01 S Action def. in S. E,C&T Comm. until first cal. of 2002

*SB 1798 by *Haynes (HB 1736 by *West) Public Health - Clarifies fee to be paid for radiation machine inspection is 18 percent of fee set by commissioner of environment and conservation when registrants hire qualified person to inspect machine and report filled within 60 days of inspection. - Amends TCA Section 68-202-503.

05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 755

SB 1799 by *Crutchfield (HB 1522 by *Odom) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Allows transfer of unexpired registration from owner-registrant to buyer or donee upon payment of $1.00 fee and clerk's fee. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.

04/11/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Trans. Comm.

SB 1800 by *Dixon (HB 1554 by *Jones U (Shel)) Basic Education Program (BEP) - Provides that funds appropriated to BEP prior to 1994-1995 school year shall revert to dedicated education fund if such funds have not been expended by end of 2000-2001 school year. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-351.

05/09/01 S Action def. in S. Ed. Comm. until 2002

SB 1801 by *Dixon (HB 1548 by *Buck , Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J, Miller L, Pent, Cole (Carter)) Loan Companies and Short Term Lenders - Requires thumbprint of pledgor, if pledgor has thumb, to be made part of pawnshop transaction record in Shelby and Knox counties; if thumb amputated, then such other fingerprint as required by pawnbroker shall be taken and described on record; establishes procedures for law enforcement to subpoena print. - Amends TCA Section 45-6-209.

07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 429

SB 1802 by *Dixon (HB 1537 by *DeBerry L) Education - Creates neighborhood school pilot program in up to four schools in Shelby County that requires 25 percent of teachers in participating schools to live within 10-mile radius of school; program goal is to enable teachers to be aware of and respond to learning and living environment of students. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6.

04/24/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 609

SB 1803 by *Dixon (HB 1541 by *Turner (Shelby), Brooks, DeBerry J, Miller L, Cooper B) Education - Creates diversity and sensitivity training program to be developed by department of education; includes disability and gender training. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6.

05/09/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 1804 by *Dixon , Burks (HB 1286 by *Armstrong , Tindell)
Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Directs TRA to develop program to increase access to educational technology by underserved school-age children. - Amends TCA Title 65.
05/31/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 1805 by *Dixon (HB 1566 by *Briley , Turner (Shelby), Brooks, Cooper B, Towns, Miller L)
Capital Punishment - Creates special committee to study death penalty issues; encourages state to issue moratorium on carrying out death penalty. - 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1806 by *Dixon (HB 1547 by *Langster , DeBerry L, Bowers, Pruitt)
Taxes, Sales - Reduce state sales tax on food from 6 percent to zero in 1 percent increments over six years and replace lost revenue with funds from tobacco settlement. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55 and Title 67, Chapter 6.
02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

SB 1807 by *Dixon (HB 1552 by *Jones U (Shel) , Turner (Shelby), Brooks, DeBerry L)
Utilities, Utility Districts - Provides 90-day time limit on municipal electric service or utility district for transformer or temporary electric service placed in front of property of single family residence; requires utility to maintain box in manner to ensure its appearance does not deteriorate; requires utility to reimburse home owner if repairs are made to box which has deteriorated in appearance. - 02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1808 by *Clabough (HB 1873 by *Cole (Dyer) , Head, Walker)
Taxes - Classifies personal property located within residential property, which is used for overnight rentals, as personal property and not commercial property for property tax purposes, so long as property owner owns less than three overnight rental properties; requires $7 million, instead of 2 percent of proceeds, to be earmarked for general fund from gasoline tax. - Amends TCA Title 7; Title 12; Title 30; Title 57 and Title 67.
08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 448

*SB 1809 by *Crowe (HB 1733 by *Davis (Wash))
Education, Higher - Gives employees of human resource agencies tuition waiver on one course per term at state-supported college or university. - Amends TCA Section 8-50-114.
05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 1810 by *Cohen , Crutchfield, Person (HB 1716 by *McMillan)
Animals and Animal Cruelty - Creates offense of aggravated cruelty to animals; first offense is Class A misdemeanor and any subsequent offense is Class E felony. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 2.
07/30/02 - Pub. Ch. 858

*SB 1811 by *Atchley , Burchett (HB 1703 by *Tindell , Bittle, Dunn, Buttry, Hagood, Armstrong)
Planning, Public - Excludes unincorporated areas of Knox County from statutory provision authorizing appeals of decisions of regional planning commission regarding approval or disapproval of plat; in incorporated areas within Knox County appeals are to municipal legislative body if request is filed within 30 days of decision of regional planning commission on plat. - Amends TCA Section 13-3-404(b).
06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 295

*SB 1812 by *Atchley (HB 1714 by *Rhinehart, Whitson, Davis (Cocke))
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows member of general assembly to continue employment in another position covered by TCRS, draw retirement benefits based on general assembly service while employed in other position, and then draw recomputed retirement benefits based on both positions. - Amends TCA Section 8-36-808.
07/30/02 - Pub. Ch. 879

*SB 1813 by *Jackson (HB 1701 by *Tidwell , Bone)
Transportation, Dept. of - Urges department to complete advanced planning report and begin environmental studies on widening US 70 from Waverly to Dickson. - 04/19/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 1814 by *Jackson (HB 1685 by *Sheppard)
Taxes, Hotel Motel - Adds Dickson County to those counties excepted from present law limitations on manner in which cities and counties are authorized to levy and collect privilege tax on occupancy of hotels or motels. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-1425.
06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 324

*SB 1815 by *Jackson (HB 1734 by *Buck)
Medical Occupations - Permits any person licensed to practice healing arts, or any branch thereof, to engage in truthful non-deceptive commercial speech; deletes advertising free professional services or examinations, and offering discounts or coupons as inducements to prospective patients, from acts or offenses for which division of health related boards could suspend or revoke license. - Amends TCA Section 63-1-120.
03/01/01 S Withdrawn.

*SB 1816 by *Jackson (HB 1673 by *Shepard)
Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department to conduct environmental studies on SR 100 project from Centerville to SR 840. - 04/11/01 S Action def. inTrans Comm. until April 25, 2001

*SB 1817 by *Jackson (HB 0500 by *Odom)
Public Health - Requires hospitals predischARGE to screen infants for hearing; attending health professionals to refer certain newborns; tests specified; follow-ups referred to department of health or education; adds insurance coverage; misdemeanor violations. - Amends TCA Section 57-3-703; Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 25 and Title 68, Chapter 5.
04/16/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C, L&A

*SB 1818 by *Clabough (HB 1936 by *Buck)
Municipal Government - Requires joint ventures between municipality operating electric plant and other entity to provide cable, internet, and related services to be approved by referendum; revises certain requirements of business plan municipal electric system files with office of comptroller of treasury. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 52, Part 1 and Title 7, Chapter 52, Part 6.
04/16/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. &L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1819 by *Clabough (HB 1793 by *Overbey , McCord)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Maryville College new specialty earmarked license plates. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
03/13/02 S Referred to special committee.

*SB 1820 by *Dixon (HB 1720 by *DeBerry L)
Criminal Offenses - Creates offense of leaving child under 10 unattended in motor vehicle if conduct results in death of child or another with penalty depending upon culpability and age of child; provides that reckless endangerment committed by leaving child unattended in vehicle is Class E felony. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 1 and Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 2.
06/11/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 1821 by *Harper (HB 1827 by *West)
Employees, Employers - Revises from 100 to 50 number of full-time employees employer must have at job site before maternity leave requirements apply. - Amends TCA Section 4-21-408.
04/26/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1822 by *Crowe (*HB 1536 by *Buttry , Davis (Wash), McDaniel, Hargett, Boyer, Montgomery, Sargent)
Aged Persons - Establishes long-term care trust fund for allocation of certain portion of funds received from master settlement agreement involving tobacco product manufacturers. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55; Title 43; Title 47; Title 68 and Title 71.
02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 1823 by *Cooper J (HB 1794 by *Black)
Nurses, Nursing - Creates practice of advanced practice nursing to be professional nurse who has authority to prescribe, administer, and dispense certain controlled substances. - Amends TCA Section 63-1-132; Section 63-7-106; Section 63-7-123 and Section 63-7-207.
02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 1824 by *Clabough (HB 1670 by *Rinks , Nafie, Todd, Hargett, Fitzhugh)
Motor Vehicles - Requires liability insurance as condition to vehicle registration and licensure. - Amends TCA Title 55, and Title 56.
04/24/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C, L&A Comm

*SB 1825 by *Cooper J (HB 1869 by *Kisber)
Redistricting, Legislative - Clarifies that senate must comply with applicable federal statutes. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Section 3-1-102.
02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 1826 by *Cooper J (HB 1868 by *Kisber)
Redistricting, Legislative - Clarifies that state house districts must comply with all federal
claims within 30 days of receipt from dealer; deems claims approved that are not disapproved within such 30-day period. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 25. 07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 425

*SB 1836* by *Carter, Davis L, Williams (HB 1694 by *Phelan)* Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Harley Owner's Group (HOG) cultural license plates. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, 03/13/02 *S* Referred to special committee.

*SB 1837* by *Haun (HB 1683 by *Whitson)* Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Establishes new election option under TCRS for conversion of retirement benefit. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 6. 02/21/01 *S* P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.


SB 1839 by *Burchett (*HB 1803 by *Bunch)* Adoption - Allows either or both parents to file petition to terminate parental rights. - Amends TCA Title 36 and Title 37. 04/24/01 *S* Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1840 by *Ford J (*HB 1810 by *Cole (Dyer))* Taxes, Exemption - Exempts from property tax facilities which are leased by not-for-profit hospitals. - Amends TCA Title 7 and Title 67. 02/21/01 *S* P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 1841* by *McNally (HB 1891 by *Head)* Tennessee Emergency Management Agency (TEMA) - Permits political subdivisions to enter into certain agreements among themselves relative to emergency situations. - Amends TCA Title 58, Chapter 2. 05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 263

SB 1842 by *McNally (*HB 1682 by *Maddox)* Education - Deletes obsolete provisions requiring implementation of exit examinations for high school students by 1995-1996 school years. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 60. 05/16/01 *S* Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 1843 by *Kyle (*HB 1715 by *Turner (Ham))* Criminal Offenses - Broadens offense of especially aggravate robbery to include robbery occurring in whole or in part inside residence of victim. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13. 05/17/01 *S* Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 1844* by *Rochelle, Crutchfield, Elsea, Haynes, Williams (HB 1837 by *Davidson, McMillian, Rinks)* Salaries and Benefits - Increases state longevity payment from $100 per year of service to $150 per year of service. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 23. 05/17/01 *S* Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

*SB 1845* by *Rochelle, Elsea, Haynes (HB 1833 by *Head, McMillian, Rinks, Cole (Dyer), Jones, S.)* Salaries and Benefits - Increases state match on employee contributions to 401(k) plans from $20.00 to $50.00 per month. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 25. 05/17/01 *S* Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

SB 1846 by *Trail (*HB 1808 by *Hood, Walker, Montgomery, McCord, Buttry, Roach)* Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Creates certain children's rights in divorce or custody action to be enforced by parent during periods when child is not in such parent's custody. - Amends TCA Title 36 and Title 37. 04/30/01 *S* Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1847 by *Elsea, Cooper J, Dixon (*HB 1818 by *Givens, Walker)* Agriculture, Dept. of - Allocates to agricultural regulatory fund fees collected pursuant to regulations governing animal diagnostic laboratories; establishes fees for such laboratories and revises and creates fees for other activities; requires commissioner to evaluate fee schedules associated with department's regulatory services. - Amends TCA Title 43; Title 44; Title 47; Title 53 and Title 62. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 640

SB 1848 by *Elsea (*HB 1692 by *Maddox)* Sports - Changes required meeting date for board of Tennessee Sports Hall of Fame and authorizes appointment of up to five ex officio advisers on marketing and promotion of Hall of Fame. - Amends TCA Section 4-3-5403. 04/10/01 *S* Withdrawn.

SB 1849 by *Elsea (*HB 1705 by *Maddox)* Education - Provides that maximum degree to be required for local director of vocational education is either masters degree in curriculum instruction or masters degree in supervision and administration. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 11. 04/26/01 *S* Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 1850 by *Norris (*HB 1738 by *Chumney)* County Government - Requires legislative body of Shelby County to adopt enforceable financial policy limiting amount and type of debt issued by or on behalf of the county; policy to be adopted within one year of effective date of this act. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1, Part 2. 06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 326

SB 1851 by *Dixon (*HB 1821 by *Miller L)* Death - Specifies persons responsible for disposal of dead human body; requires disposal be in accordance with decedent's wishes if such wishes are economically feasible. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 5. 02/21/01 *S* P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 1852* by *McNally (HB 1848 by *McDaniel)* Taxes - Imposes privilege tax on employers who do not provide health insurance to their employees and provides for certain related deductions and credits. - Amends TCA Title 50; Title 56; Title 67 and Title 71. 02/21/01 *S* P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.
SB 1853 by *Cohen (*HB 0001 by *Kernell) Election Laws - Elects presidential electors from each congressional district and two at large; requires at large electors to cast ballots for presidential and vice presidential candidate receiving largest number of votes in state and those from congressional district to cast ballots for largest number in congressional district. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 15, Part 1. 04/24/01 S Action def. in S. S&L Govt. Comm. until 5/1/01

SB 1854 by *Haynes (*HB 1829 by *West) Utilities, Utility Districts - Prohibits apartment tenants from being charged separately for water unless each tenant has water meter; prohibits additional fees for act of billing customers. - Amends TCA Title 7. 02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 1855 by *Burchett , Williams (*HB 1858 by *Hagood) Taxes, Sales - Exempts from sales and use tax automobiles purchased by any active duty member of uniformed armed service provided automobile is registered in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 3. 02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

SB 1856 by *Ford J (*HB 1857 by *Givens , Whitson) Zoning - Authorizes industrial, commercial, or business establishments that are subject to zoning changes to continue existing operations and to expand such operations if land is already owned and expanded operations will not pose nuisance to adjoining landowners. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7. 02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 1857 by *Haul (*HB 1856 by *Head , Hargett) TennCare - Prohibits any waiver or renewal for TennCare program from being submitted to federal government unless general assembly approves terms of waiver by statute or resolution. - Amends TCA Title 4, Title 33; Title 56; Title 68 and Title 71. 04/16/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

SB 1858 by *Cohen (*HB 1855 by *Kent) Alcoholic Beverages - Authorizes certain paddlewheel steamboat companies to transport alcoholic beverages not taxed in Tennessee into this state subject to same requirements as commercial airlines and passenger trains. - Amends TCA Section 57-4-101; Section 57-4-102 and Section 57-4-301. 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 84

SB 1859 by *Jackson (*HB 1854 by *White) Economic and Community Development - Creates economic development district for middle grand division, to be known as Middle Tennessee Highland Economic Community; requires annual funding for district by state from money received pursuant to tobacco master settlement agreement; funding to be equal to average funding provided to similar economic development districts created pursuant to federal law. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 13, Chapter 14 and Title 67. 02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 1860 by *Burchett (*HB 1874 by *Cole (Dyer)) Election Laws - Requires county election commission to provide central voting location as option for registered voters of county who have changed residence to new address within county of registration but outside such voter's former voting precinct and who originally went to incorrect polling place. - Amends TCA Section 2-7-140. 05/08/01 S Action def. in S. S&L Govt. until final calendar

SB 1861 by *Burks , Williams (*HB 1841 by *Hargrove, Briley) Victims' Rights - Requires notifying victim of rights when law enforcement officer is investigating crime. - Amends TCA Section 40-39-111. 05/15/01 S Failed in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1862 by *Burks , Williams (*HB 1851 by *Bone) Veterinarians - Exempts veterinary mobile facilities, clinics, and offices from inspection requirements to obtain or maintain premises permit. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 12, Part 1. 05/01/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 1863 by *Burks (*HB 1436 by *Winningham) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Allows persons to acquire Career Level I status who had applied for Career Level I status by June 13, 1997, and who successfully completed requirements, but whose documentation was not properly processed by department of education. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-5004. 05/09/01 S Action def. in S. Ed. Comm. until 2002

SB 1864 by *Atchley (*HB 1894 by *Hagood) Public Buildings - Authorizes public building authorities to contract with state to make improvements for operation and maintenance of property not owned by authority. - Amends TCA Sections 12-10-103 and 12-10-109. 05/08/01 S Action def. in S. S&L Govt. until final calendar

SB 1865 by *Atchley, Ramsey, Graves, Davis L (*HB 1840 by *Bittle, Ridgeway, Garrett, Tridwell, Turner (Dav), Dunn, Godsey, McCord, Montgomery, Williams (Wil), Davidson, McDaniel, Sharp, Wood) Wildlife Resources Commission - Extends terms of service of members appointed by speakers of house and senate from two to six years - Amends TCA Section 70-1-201 and Section 70-1-204. 02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. E,C&T Comm.

SB 1866 by *Williams (*HB 1900 by *Givens) Water - Allows records of wastewater financing board to be kept electronically if such records are also available in printed form upon request. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221, Part 10. 05/17/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. GW, H&HR

SB 1867 by *Herron (*HB 1895 by *Maddox, Pinion, Cole (Dyer)) Consumer Protection - Extends from four years to five years statute of repose for private civil actions for damages resulting from consumer protection act violation. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1 and Title 71, Chapter 6, Part 1. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 617

SB 1868 by *Herron (*HB 1739 by *Chumney) Children - Enacts "Early Childhood Learning and Development Fund Act." - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 9; Title 36; Title 37; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71. 05/22/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of FW&M Comm.

SB 1869 by *Herron (*HB 1896 by *Maddox) Physicians and Surgeons - Enacts "Intractable Pain Treatment Act." - Amends TCA Title 39, Title 53, Title 63 and Title 68. 06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 327


SB 1872 by *Herron (*HB 0473 by *Maddox , Fitzhugh) Libraries - Requires public libraries to filter any computer with internet access for use by children under age of 18; prohibits appropriations from general assembly for any public library in noncompliance. - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 3, Part 1. 02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.


SB 1874 by *Miller J (*HB 1908 by *Johnson) Taxes, Litigation - Imposes $30.00 litigation tax upon persons convicted of felonies to be deposited into general fund. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 40 and Title 67. 04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1875 by *Miller J (*HB 1909 by *Johnson) Highway Signs - "William Broady Harrison Memorial Bridge." - S.R. 72 in Loudon County - 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 358

SB 1876 by *Rochelle (*HB 1892 by *Head) Radio and Television - Places one-year moratorium on municipal electric services from providing cable or internet service, two-way video transmission, or video programming, not already being provided, and on cooperatives from establishing cable joint venture, not already established, until report is received from comptroller with recommendation to expand, restrict, or terminate such services. - Amends
SB 1877 by *Rochelle (*HB 1750 by *Head) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Changes basis for computing teachers' salaries from average daily attendance and full-time enrollment to average instructional staff salary for southeast region. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapters 2, 3 and 5. 05/16/01 S Action def. in S. Ed. Comm. subject to call of the chair.

SB 1878 by *Rochelle (*HB 1828 by *West) Private Protective Services - Specifies that licensing and regulatory provisions pertaining to protective services do not apply to one designated unarmed security guard/official (per business location) during non-business hours for business that is not contract security company or proprietary security organization; places limitations of actions of such guard/official. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 35, Part 1. 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 452.

SB 1879 by *Rochelle , Carter, Rochelle (*HB 1458 by *Kiser) Energy - Authorizes energy acquisition corporations to provide engineering services related to acquisition of natural gas or electricity to associated municipalities. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 39, Part 3. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 185.

SB 1880 by *Haun Education - Provides for remedial/developmental charter schools to be operated by state community colleges. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9. 04/18/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 1881 by *Rochelle , Atchley, Cooper J, Clabough, Williams, Dixon, Miller J, Ramsey (*HB 1921 by *Whitson , Winningham, McDaniel, Head, Newton, McKee, Davis (Cocke), Towns, Cooper B) Education - Subject to funding, establishes reading initiative program, establishes funding for preschool, creates mentoring program, creates reading teacher positions, revises teacher national certification reimbursement, creates scholarships for teachers and makes other various changes in education. - TCA Title 49. 06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 343.

SB 1882 by *Dixon , Rochelle (*HB 1922 by *Boyer , Cooper B) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Authorizes department of general services to establish contracts for teachers to purchase computers with personal funds for use outside classroom; authorizes department to make rules for purchases. - Amends TCA Title 12, Section 3. 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 207.

SB 1883 by *Cooper J (*HB 1923 by *McDaniel) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Extends duration of nursing home tax by two years; decreases rate from $3,250 to $2,600 per bed. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2. 01/28/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 1884 by *McNally (*HB 1925 by *Ford S , Boyer) Alcoholic Offenses - Extends open container law to passengers; sets $50.00 fine for violation; requires open container fines go to department of health's alcohol and drug addiction treatment fund. - Amends TCA 55-10-416. 04/23/02 S Failed In S. Trans Comm. Ayes 5 Nays 0 PNV 6

SB 1885 by *McNally (*HB 1924 by *Newton) DUI/DWI Offenses - Lowers DUI blood alcohol limit from .10 percent to .08 percent; repeals offense of adult driving while impaired. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapters 10 and 50. 02/12/02 S Taken Off Notice For cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

SB 1886 by *Person , McNally (*HB 1915 by *Newton) DUI/DWI Offenses - Imposes drug and alcohol treatment probation condition and motor vehicle interlock device for defendant convicted of second DUI within five years; authorizes use of alcohol and drug addiction treatment fund for interlock devices. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4 and Title 40, Chapter 33, Part 2. 04/17/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1887 by *Haun (*HB 1914 by *Newton , Turner (Ham)) Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department approval to open newly constructed or converted railroad crossings to vehicular traffic. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 11. 06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 315

SB 1888 by *Elsea , Cohen (*HB 1308 by *White , Fraley) Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Designates Sequatchie Cave and Langford Branch natural-scientific areas; increases size of four natural-scientific areas; authorizes $10,000 fine for damaging natural area. - Amends part 1 of Chapter 14 of Title 11 of the Tennessee Code. 04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 56.

SB 1889 by *Ramsey , Fowler, Cooper J, Norris, Williams (*HB 1916 by *McCord , Chumney, Godsey, Mumpower, Davis (Wash)) Environment and Conservation, Department of - Establishes voluntary cleanup oversight and assistance program; creates Notice of Land Use Restrictions; authorizes commissioner to make loans. - TCA Title 68, Chapter 212, Part 2. 08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 449

SB 1890 by *Atchley , Clabough (*HB 1917 by *McDaniel) Health Care - Directs health facilities commission to develop statewide health plan for elderly; plan to be submitted to board for licensing health care facilities and health facilities commission by June 30 of each year, beginning June 30, 2002. - TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Parts 1, 2, 8, Title 68, Chapter 140, and Title 33. 05/04/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of GW,H&HR comm

SB 1891 by *Haun (*HB 1918 by *Givens , Walker) Taxes, Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Authorizes commissioner of revenue to compel tobacco distributor or wholesaler to provide information about cigarette units sold in state within 30 days of request; allows license suspension or revocation, civil penalty or other sanction for failure to comply; authorizes commissioner to promulgate appropriate rules. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 10. 04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 113

SB 1892 by *Person (*HB 1919 by *Scruggs) Juvenile Offenders - Establishes observation and assessment centers for delinquent youth; authorizes creation of truancy board; increases parent penalty for violating attendance provisions from Class C to Class B misdemeanor; expands creation and scope of truancy schools. - Amends TCA Title 37, Title 40 and Title 49. 05/17/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/22/01

SB 1893 by *Clabough (*HB 1920 by *Harwell) Health Care - Broadens notice requirement on division of mental retardation in determining if adequate home health care resources are available in certain areas; extends life of present law as to definition and determination of skilled nursing care and other care provided through division. - Amends Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2, TCA and Chapter 985 of the Public Acts of 2000. 02/04/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 1894 by *McNally (*HB 1926 by *McDaniel) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Prohibits health maintenance organizations from advertising or soliciting with information that does not conform to any fact "material" to enrollees, instead of fact "significant" to enrollees; modifies date from March 1 to April 1 when certain persons associated with managed care organizations under TennCare must file disclosure statements with commissioner of health. - Titles 56, 67 and 71 of the TCA. 07/12/01 H Held on desk.

SB 1895 by *Cooper J (*HB 1668 by *Rinks) Fair Trade Laws - Requires that Unfair Retailers Cigarette Sales Law be administered by department of revenue and prohibits use of executive orders to change such administration. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 25. 03/05/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 1896 by *Cooper J (*HB 1651 by *Davidson) Public Records - Exempts general assembly from records management act. - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 7. 06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 328

SB 1897 by *Cooper J (*HB 1650 by *Davidson) General Assembly - Revises duties and removes obsolete references in laws establishing legislative offices. - Amends TCA Section 2-3-102, Section 3-1-103; Title 3; Section 4-15-102; Section 49-9-401 and Section 49-50-603. 07/12/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 1898 by *Cooper J (HB 1935 by *Cole (Dyer) , Walker) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Limits tort liability for negligent acts and omissions of officers, employees, and agents of assisted-care
living facilities, homes for aged, and nursing homes. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 26; Title 56 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2.
05/01/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in Jud. Comm.

SB 1899 by *Cooper J (*HB 0388 by *White) Landlord and Tenant - Authorizes writs of possession to be issued immediately, rather than 10 days, after issuance of judgment of detainer. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 15 and Title 29, Chapter 18
04/16/02 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1900 by *Cooper J (*HB 1690 by *Garrett) Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency - Requires executive director of agency to submit report to commission and governor by September 30 of each year; extends effective date of regulations for cooperative agreements with federal agencies from 30 to 45 days after publication. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 1.
05/02/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. E.C&T Comm

SB 1901 by *Cooper J , Cohen (*HB 1852 by *Givens) Alcoholic Beverages - Authorizes historic inn built in 1824 and located in Hawkins County to serve wine for consumption on premises. - 06/18/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 371


SB 1903 by *Wilder , Davis L (HB 1930 by *Kisber , McDaniel, Goins, Roach, Davidson, Ferguson, Whitson, McDonald, Sargent, Head) Municipal Government - Validates status of certain territories as incorporated, mayor-aldermanic municipalities. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 1, Part 2.
05/04/01 Comp. Ch. 129

SB 1904 by *Wilder (*HB 1772 by *McMillan) Judges and Chancellors - Requires judicial selection commission to meet as soon as practicable but no later than 60 days after judicial vacancy occurs for purpose of considering candidates to fill vacancy. - Amends TCA Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 1.
04/24/01 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1905 by *Wilder , Williams (HB 1932 by *Fitzhugh , Naifeh, Pleasant) Highway Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "Historic LaGrange," Exit 35 on I-40 in Fayette County. - 06/28/01 Pub. Ch. 398

SB 1906 by *Wilder (HB 1931 by *Fitzhugh , Naifeh, Pleasant) Highway Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "Charlie and Laura Edenton Memorial Bridge," S.R. 196 over Short Creek in Fayette County. - 06/28/01 Pub. Ch. 399

SB 1907 by *Wilder (HB 1929 by *Fitzhugh , Naifeh) Growth and Development - Defines, for purposes of comprehensive growth plan law, term "extraordinary circumstances" wherein growth plan may be amended during first three years of its existence. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 58, Part 1.
02/21/01 S P2C, ref. to S. S.L Govt. Comm.

SB 1908 by *Clabough (HB 1937 by *McDaniel) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires that termination or renewal date for contracts for participation in network between hospital or ambulatory treatment center and insurance provider be made available to enrollees no later than 60 days from effective date of such termination or renewal date; applies to any contract with renewal date of December 31, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 56.
04/03/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. CL&A Comm.

SB 1909 by *Burchett (HB 1939 by *Hagood) Environmental Preservation - Encourages efforts to promote environmental programs which protect beauty of state of Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 13; Title 60; Title 62; Title 64; Title 65; Title 67 and 68. 02/21/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

SB 1910 by *Burchett (HB 1940 by *Hagood) Transportation, Dept. of - Encourages commissioner to promote highway safety programs. - 02/21/01 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

SB 1911 by *Davis L (HB 1938 by *Ferguson) Alcoholic Beverages - Requires persons between ages of 21 and 30 to obtain alcoholic beverage identification card in order to purchase alcoholic beverages. - Amends TCA Title 1; Title 55 and Title 57.
03/07/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S.L Govt. Comm.

SB 1912 by *Harper (*HB 1081 by *West) Law Enforcement - Authorizes retired law enforcement officers to wear uniforms, to attend POST training at no expense to officers, to serve with active law enforcement officers, and to receive license as security guard/official without undergoing background check. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 8 and Title 62, Chapter 35.
05/22/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1913 by *Atchley (HB 1941 by *McDaniel) Taxes, Personal Property - Provides for personal property taxation of certain motor vehicles. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 67.
04/10/02 H Am. No. 1 withdrawn.


SB 1916 by *Henry , Atchley (HB 1945 by *McDaniel , Kisber) Appropriations - Authorizes index of appropriations from state tax revenues for fiscal year 2001-2002 to exceed index of estimated growth of state's economy by $637,000,000 or 7.3 percent. - TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 52.
01/17/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 1917 by *Clabough , Cooper J (HB 1946 by *McDaniel) Taxes, Business - Enacts "Service Industry Business Privilege Tax Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Title 13, Chapter 5; Title 49 and Title 67.
05/31/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/05/01

SB 1918 by *Fowler (HB 1942 by *Scroggs) Taxes, Business - Enacts "Service Industry Business Privilege Tax Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Title 13, Chapter 5; Title 49 and Title 67.
05/31/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/05/01

SB 1919 by *Cooper J , Wilder (HB 1947 by *Head) Taxes, Privilege - Enacts "Tennessee Employer Privilege Tax Act." - Amends TCA Section 6-51-115(c); Title 57 and Title 67. Repeals TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 7.
05/15/01 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of FW&M Comm

SB 1920 by *Rochelle , Elsea, Dixon (HB 1948 by *Head) Law Enforcement - Authorizes retired law enforcement officers to wear uniforms, to attend POST training at no expense to officers, to serve with active law enforcement officers, and to receive license as security guard/official without undergoing background check. - Amends TCA Title 33, Chapter 1, Part 2.
05/22/01 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 1921 by *Haun (HB 1953 by *Whitson , Davis (Cocke)) Greeneville - Subject to local approval, authorizes town to fill vacancy in position of assistant recorder, assistant chief of police, or assistant chief of fire department outside of civil service system. - Amends Chapter 179 of the Private Acts of 1953; as amended.
03/22/01 Comp. became Pr. Ch. 8

SB 1922 by *Miller J (HB 1952 by *Newton)
SB 1923 by *Carter (HB 1950 by *Phelan) Humboldt - Subject to local approval, increases mayor's salary to $55,000 per year, with annual 3 percent increase; increase to apply to mayor next elected following effective date of act. - Amends Chapter 77 of the Private Acts of 1913 (First Extraordinary Session); as amended. 04/06/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 13

SB 1924 by *Elsea (HB 1957 by *Newton) Meigs County - Subject to local approval, authorizes county clerk to require evidence of compliance with county zoning ordinances prior to issuing business license. - 04/06/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 14

SB 1925 by *Jackson (HB 1961 by *McDaniel) Henderson County - Subject to local approval, creates civil service commission for sheriff's department. - 03/01/01 S P2C held on desk.

SB 1926 by *Elsea (HB 1960 by *Mckee) Athens - Subject to local approval, clarifies when term of office for board of education members begins and specifies that utilities board expenditures greater than $10,000, instead of greater than $4,000, require competitive bidding process. - Amends Chapter 455 of the Private Acts of 1953; as amended. 04/06/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 15

SB 1927 by *Herron (HB 1959 by *Pinion) Tiptonville - Subject to local approval, provides that salary of mayor and aldermen shall be paid monthly. - Amends Chapter 393 of the Acts of 1907; as amended. 04/16/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 16

SB 1928 by *Trail (HB 1954 by *Phillips) Bedford County - Subject to local approval, increases from greater than $1,000 to greater than $5,000 amount of county purchases requiring sealed competitive bids; requires three quotes for purchases of between $2,500 and $5,000; requires purchase order for purchases less than $2,500. - Amends Chapter 357 of the Private Acts of 1945; as amended. 04/06/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 18

SB 1929 by *Clabough Maryville - Subject to local approval, authorizes establishment of adequate public facilities requirements for approval of new or expanded commercial or residential development. - Amends Chapter 27 of the Private Acts of 1967; as amended. 02/04/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 1930 by *Carter (HB 1967 by *Phelan) Humboldt - Subject to local approval, revises requirements for city court and election of city judge. - Amends Chapter 253 of the Private Acts of 1978. 04/16/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 19

SB 1931 by *Blackburn (HB 1966 by *Sargent) Williams (Wil) Williamson County - Subject to local approval, specifies that upon death of spouse or designated beneficiary receiving benefits under general sessions judge's retirement fund due to death of judge such benefits will be transferred to county general fund. - Amends Chapter 221 of the Private Acts of 1961; as amended. 04/16/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 20

SB 1932 by *Blackburn (HB 1969 by *Fowlkes, Beavers) Marshall County - Subject to local approval, authorizes adequate facilities tax reasonably related to new development. - 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 22

SB 1933 by *Cooper J (HB 1968 by *Fowlkes) Elkin - Subject to local approval, revises date of city election from first Saturday in June to first Thursday in August beginning with 2002 election; conforms tax due dates and collection and delinquency to general law. - Amends Chapter 296 of the Private Acts of 1972. 05/31/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 1934 by *Hau (HB 1970 by *Ford S) Hamblen County - Subject to local approval, creates part-time general sessions court and provides for appointment and election of judge to serve such court and hold such court at least 2.5 days per week. - Amends Chapter 235 of the Private Acts of 1947; as amended. 04/16/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 21

SB 1935 by *Jackson (HB 1972 by *White) Lawrenceburg - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 457 of the Acts of 1910; as amended. 04/16/01 - Pr. Ch. 17

SB 1936 by *Hau (HB 1973 by *Whitson) Erwin - Subject to local approval, revises certain provisions of town charter. - Amends Chapter 297 of the Private Acts of 1947; as amended. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 25

SB 1937 by *McNally (HB 1974 by *Baird) Norris - Subject to local approval, revises time when city council meets. - Amends Chapter 566 of the Private Acts of 1949. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 26

SB 1938 by *Carter, Kyle (HB 1976 by *Maddox, Phelan) Carroll County - Subject to local approval, authorizes county legislative body to provide for nonbinding, advisory referendum on whether state prison should be located in Carroll County. - 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 33

SB 1939 by *Herron (HB 1975 by *Maddox) Martin - Subject to local approval, changes election date for mayor and aldermen to regular November election; increases mayor's term from two years to four years; clarifies that nonresident owning not less than one-half interest in taxable property or designated beneficiary receiving benefits under general sessions judge's retirement fund due to death of judge such benefits will be transferred to county general fund. - Amends Chapter 158 of the Private Acts of 1992; as amended. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 27

SB 1940 by *Crowe (HB 1979 by *Cole (Carter)) Carter County - Subject to local approval, creates and establishes Watauga River Regional Water Authority. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 29

SB 1941 by *Burks (HB 1977 by *Hargrove) Monterey - Subject to local approval, creates civil service plan for Town of Monterey. - Amends Chapter 492 of Acts of 1901. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 28

SB 1942 by *Elsea (HB 1971 by *Newton) Meigs County - Subject to local approval, enacts hotel/motel tax. - 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 23

SB 1943 by *Herron (HB 1982 by *Maddox) Greenfield - Subject to local approval, revises process for election of mayor and certain aldermen. - Amends Chapter 203 of the Private Acts of 1992. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 31

SB 1944 by *Carter (HB 1983 by *Maddox) Bruceton - Subject to local approval, prohibits employees of town from serving as mayor or as alderman of town but not from being elected to other public offices. - Amends Chapter 325 of the Private Acts of 1980. 06/01/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 36

SB 1945 by *Ramsey, Williams (HB 1981 by *Westmoreland) Kingsport - Subject to local approval, revises certain provisions of Charter of City of Kingsport. - Amends Chapter 76 of the Private Acts of 1917; as amended. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 30

SB 1946 by *Miller J (HB 1958 by *Newton) Polk County - Subject to local approval, reenacts and restates amusement tax on passengers participating in ride, excursion, or float trip by canoe, raft, or similar floating device on Ocoee and Hiwassee rivers within county. - Chapter 2 of the Private Acts of 1981. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 32

SB 1947 by *Miller J (HB 1949 by *Bunch) Cleveland - Subject to local approval, authorizes city to require property owners to remove overgrown vegetation and other debris from property. - Amends Chapter 78 of the Private Acts of 1993; as amended. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 24

SB 1948 by *Carter (HB 1990 by *Kisber, Shaw) Madison County - Subject to local approval, includes highway funds within uniform chart of accounts and budgeting of county funds. - Amends Chapter 163 of the Private Acts of 1986, as amended. 06/01/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 39

SB 1949 by *Norris (HB 1998 by *Fitzhugh) Lauderdale County - Subject to local approval, decreases county highway commission from two members to one member. - Amends Chapter 304 of the Private Acts of 1929; as amended. 06/01/01 - Pr. Ch. 34

SB 1950 by *Clabough (HB 1995 by *McCord)
SB 1951 by *Norris, Person (HB 1989 by *Scruggs, Todd, Chunney).

Collierville - Subject to local approval, revises and reenacts charter of Collierville. - Amends Chapter 230 of the Private Acts of 1988, as amended. 06/15/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 44

SB 1952 by *Herron (HB 1994 by *Cole (Dyer)) Dyersburg - Subject to local approval, increases hotel occupancy tax from 4.5 percent to 5 percent. - Amends Chapter 370 of the Private Acts of 1982; as amended. 06/15/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 42

SB 1953 by *Graves (HB 1992 by *Black, McDonald) Gallatin - Subject to local approval, authorizes city to raise salary of mayor and aldermen of City of Gallatin. - Amends Chapter 67 of the Private Acts of 1953. 06/01/00 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 40

SB 1954 by *Wilder (HB 1984 by *Rinks) Selmer - Subject to local approval, rewrites town charter. - Amends Chapter 389 of the Acts of 1901; as amended. 06/01/00 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 37

SB 1955 by *Wilder (HB 1962 by *McDaniel, Shaw) Hickory Valley - Subject to local approval, decreases board of aldermen from seven to five members effective with November 2002 election; establishes four-year term of office for mayor and board; requires one-year residency to run for mayor or board; removes offices of town marshal and justice of peace. - Amends Chapter 261 of the Private Acts of 1951. 06/01/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 35

SB 1956 by *Wilder (HB 1951 by *Rinks) McNairy County - Subject to local approval, repeals Chapter 150 of Private Acts of 2000, which authorized levy of privilege tax on hotel occupancy, - Chapter 150 of the Private Acts of 2000. 06/01/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 41

SB 1957 by *Trail (HB 1964 by *Phillips, Rinks) Naming and Designating - Names Administration Building at new Tennessee Fire Service and Codes Enforcement Academy in Bedford County in honor of former Shelbyville Fire Chief Garland King. - 05/16/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 1958 by *Burchett (*HB 1985 by *Bittle, Shepard, Kent, Pleasant) Safety, Dept. of - Requires department to transfer information contained on driver license applications of men between 18 and 26 years old to federal selective service system if selective service system pays for necessary computer programming fees. - Amends TCA Title 55.

SB 1959 by *Burchett, McNally, Burks, Blackburn, Davis L. Williams (*HB 1993 by *Hagood, McDaniel, Bunch, Boyer) Education - Allows, upon approval of commissioner of education, accumulated or allocated "snow days" to be applied toward closings due to outbreaks of illness, natural disaster, or dangerous structural or environmental conditions. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-3004. 04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 558

SB 1960 by *Henry (*)HB 1991 by *Kisber Appropriations - Creates continuing appropriations to service debt for state funding board, state school bond authority, local development authority, housing development agency, and public higher education entities. - Amends TCA Title 9. 05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 264

SB 1961 by *Clabough (HB 1986 by *Overbey, McCord) Friendsville - Subject to local approval, revises procedures for passage and recordation of ordinances of City of Friendsville. - Amends Chapter 555 of the Private Acts of 1953. 06/04/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 38

SB 1962 by *Clabough (HB 1997 by *Overbey, McCord) Maryville - Subject to local approval, authorizes establishment of adequate public facilities requirements for approval of new or expanded commercial or residential development; requires public hearings and adoption of ordinances for such purposes by two-thirds vote. - Amends Chapter 27 of the Private Acts of 1967; as amended. 08/02/01 - Pr. Ch. 63

SB 1963 by *Carter (HB 2000 by *Phelan, Pinion) Trenton - Subject to local approval, revises charter relative to date of election of Mayor and Board of Aldermen and provides for run-off election. - Amends Chapter 551 of the Acts of 1903; as amended. 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 64

SB 1964 by *Carter (HB 1999 by *Phelan, Pinion) Kenton - Pursuant to local request, authorizes board of Kenton Special School district to levy tax, issue bonds, and construct, equip and operate school in city of Kenton. - Amends TCA Chapter 84 of the Private Acts of 1947. 06/18/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 52

SB 1965 by *Jackson (HB 2011 by *Shepard, Ridgeway) Dickson - Subject to local approval, authorizes legislative body to levy 5 percent occupancy tax. - 06/18/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 59

SB 1966 by *Jackson (HB 2010 by *Shepard, Ridgeway) Dickson County - Subject to local approval, creates Water Authority of Dickson County to replace Dickson County Water Authority; establishes membership of water authority board of commissioners. - Amends Chapter 124 of the Private Acts of 1990.

SB 1967 by *Blackburn (HB 2005 by *Williams (Will), Sargent) Williamson County - Subject to local approval, enacts "Williamson County Budget Act of 2001." - 06/18/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 56

SB 1968 by *Wilder (HB 1955 by *Fitzhugh) Haywood County - Subject to local approval, establishes remedy where owner's property is endangering health, safety and welfare of other citizens. - 06/15/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 45

SB 1969 by *Wilder, Wilder (HB 2001 by *McDaniel) Henderson - Subject to local approval, revises various charter provisions. - Amends Chapter 198 of the Acts of 1901; as amended. 06/07/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 46

SB 1970 by *Blackburn (HB 2007 by *Beavers, Fowlkes) Chapel Hill - Subject to local approval, writes charter. - Amends Chapter 493 of the Private Acts of 1921, as amended. 06/07/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 48

SB 1971 by *Carter (*)HB 2003 by *Maddox Carroll County - Pursuant to local request, revises tax rate of McKenzie Special School District. - Amends TCA Chapter 553 of the Private Acts of 1917. 06/07/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 47

SB 1972 by *Carter (*)HB 2004 by *Maddox Carroll County - Pursuant to local request, revises operating tax rate for Brueton-Hollow Rock Special School District by changing tax amount from amount "not to exceed $2.00" to "$1.62." - Amends Chapter 317 of the Private Acts of 1927. 06/18/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 53

SB 1973 by *Ford J., Dixon, Haun (HB 2006 by *Bowers) Taxes - Authorizes additional 2 percent rental car tax in any county that is building or modifying arena for National Basketball Association team; creates exemptions for certain rentals. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 19. 06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 344

SB 1974 by *Cooper J (HB 2009 by *Fowlkes) Pulaski - Subject to local approval, amends city charter relative to compensation of aldermen. - Amends Chapter 711 of the Private Acts of 1949; as amended. 06/07/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 50

SB 1975 by *Herron (HB 2008 by *Cole (Dyer)) Newbern - Subject to local approval, revises election dates and terms for mayor and aldermen. - Amends Chapter 450 of the Acts of 1901; as amended. 06/07/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 49

SB 1976 by *Carter (*)HB 2012 by *Phelan) Gibson County - Pursuant to local request, revises tax rate and borrowing authority of Bradford Special School District. - Amends TCA Chapter 153 of the Private Acts of 1917. 06/18/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 54
SB 1977 by *Haun (*HB 2002 by *Whitson) 
Unicoi County - Authorizes county legislative body to direct county planning commission to regulate placement, height and appearance of telephone microwave towers within unincorporated areas of county; such regulations must ensure adequate level of communication services while preserving scenic beauty of pre-existing, publicly-owned parks, preserves, forests and natural areas. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 24, Part 3. 
05/16/01 S P2C held on desk. Local Bill 

SB 1978 by *Clabough (*HB 1987 by *Oberby , McCord) 
Zoning - Authorizes any municipality in Blount County to engage in conditional or contract zoning by ordinance enacted by two-thirds vote of municipal legislative body where agreed conditions are designed to ameliorate injuries created by rezoning to surrounding property interests or to municipal interests. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-201. 
06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 409 

SB 1979 by *Ford J , Dixon, Kyle, Cohen, Norris, Person (HB 2014 by *Bowers , Miller L, DeBerry J, Turner (Shelby), Towns, Todd, Cooper B, DeBerry L, Scroggs, Pleasant, Kent, Stanley, Brooks, Hargett, Kerness, Chumney, Jones U (Shel)) 
Shelby County - Subject to local approval, includes as authorized use of funds from hotel/motel tax payment of bonded indebtedness, including expenses from sale of bonds, for construction or modification of sports facility. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 24, Part 3. 
06/28/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 57 

SB 1980 by *Carter (HB 2016 by *Kisber , Shaw) 
Jackson - Subject to local approval, creates Jackson Energy Authority. - Amends Chapter 407 of the Acts of 1909. 
05/21/01 S P2C held on desk. Local Bill 

SB 1981 by *Davis L (HB 2015 by *Windle) 
Livingston - Subject to local approval, provides for aldermen to be elected at-large in local election. - Amends Chapter 130 of the Acts of 1907; as amended. 
06/18/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 58 

SB 1982 by *Carter (HB 2017 by *Kisber , Shaw) 
Jackson - Subject to local approval, creates Jackson Energy Authority. - Amends Chapter 407 of the Acts of 1909. 
06/18/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 55 

SB 1983 by *Cohen , Burchett (*HB 2018 by *Kisber) 
Telecommunications - Redefines "telephone solicitation"; specifies that telephone requests for charitable contributions must be made by bona fide member, volunteer, or direct employee of non-profit organization. - Amends TCA Section 65-4-401. 
07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 422 

SB 1984 by *Carter (*HB 2021 by *Phelan , Pinion) 
08/02/01 - Pr. Ch. 62 

SB 1985 by *Carter (HB 2022 by *Phelan) 
Humboldt - Subject to local approval, rewrites city charter. - Amends Chapter 77 of the Private Acts of 1913. 
08/02/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 61 

SB 1986 by *Davis L (*HB 2020 by *Winningham , Windle) 
Utilities, Utility Districts - Deletes current statutory requirement for customer election to approve increased per diem for commissioners of water and sewer utility district in Scott County. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-308(f). 
05/24/01 S P2C held on desk. Local Bill 

SB 1987 by *Herron (*HB 2019 by *Ridgeway) 
08/02/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 65 

SB 1988 by *Wilder , Wilder (HB 2024 by *Fitzhugh , Naifeh) 
Fayette County - Subject to local approval, authorizes imposition of adequate facilities tax. - 07/25/01 - Returned by Governor without signature. 

SB 1989 by *Wilder , Wilder (HB 2023 by *Fitzhugh , Naifeh) 
Fayette County - Authorizes levy of fire protection fee in lieu of fire tax authorized pursuant to Section 5-17-106. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 17, Part 1. 
05/31/01 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk. 

SB 1990 by *Cooper J (HB 2026 by *Fowlkes) 
Giles County - Subject to local approval, establishes Southern Water Authority. - 08/02/01 - Pr. Ch. 60 

SB 1991 by *Miller J (HB 2025 by *Johnson) 
Loudon - Subject to local approval, authorizes city to establish pilot project for development assistance. - 05/31/01 S P2C held on desk. Local Bill 

SB 1992 by *Miller J (*HB 2013 by *Bunch) 
Housing - Revises number of commissioners on housing authorities in Bradley County from five to seven. - Amends TCA Section 13-20-408. 
04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 542 

SB 1993 by *Haynes , Crutchfield (*HB 2027 by *Rinks) 
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of license plates for Tennessee Democratic Party and Tennessee Republican Party. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 
03/13/02 S Referred to special committee. 

SB 1994 by *Trail (HB 2031 by *Hood , Beavers, Rowland) 
Rutherford County - Subject to local approval, replaces board of humane/rabies control with department of animal services. - Amends Chapter 55 of the Private Acts of 1983; as amended. 
08/02/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 66 

SB 1995 by *Rochelle (HB 2033 by *Bone) 
Lebanon - Subject to local approval, establishes departments of public safety and community service. - Amends Chapter 644 of the Private Acts of 1911; as amended. 
08/02/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 67 

SB 1996 by *Fowler (*HB 2032 by *Sharp) 
Taxes - Increases governmental accountability; enacts tax reform; calls referendum on whether limited constitutional convention should be called to alter Article II, Section 28, relative to taxation. - Amends TCA Titles 9, 13, 29, 56, 57, 67 and 71. 
06/22/01 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm. 

SB 1997 by *Blackburn (HB 2035 by *Sands , White) 
Maury County - Subject to local approval, enacts "Curfew for Maury County Minors Act of 2001." - 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 68 

*SB 1998 by *Henry (HB 2037 by *Kisber) 
Appropriations - Provides continuing appropriations at fiscal year 2000-2001 levels through July 31, 2001. - Amends TCA, 07/10/01 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 07/11/01 

Driver Licenses - Removes provision allowing person without social security number to obtain license. - Amends TCA Section 55-50-321. 
04/23/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. Trans Comm. 

SB 2000 by *Henry , Crutchfield, Atchley, Kyle (*HB 2038 by *Kisber , Kent, Head, Garrett, Jones U (Shel)) 
Appropriations - Appropriates funds for 2001-2002. - 08/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 464 

*SB 2001 by *Crutchfield (HB 2039 by *Davidson) 
Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Allows directors to actively campaign for immediate family members. - Amends TCA Section 65-1-202. 
08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 450 

SB 2002 by *McNally , Crowe, Atchley, Carter, Graves, Burks, Trail, Crutchfield, Williams, Davis L (HB 2040 by *Winningham) 
Appropriations - Removes from appropriations act provisions prohibiting disbursement of BEP funds and reduction in higher education appropriations. - 01/08/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk. 

SB 2003 by *Carter (HB 2042 by *Phelan) 
Medina - Subject to local approval, revises charter. - Amends Chapter 96 of the Private Acts of 1991. 
02/14/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 70 

*SB 2004 by *McNally , Burchett, Burks, Blackburn, Davis L, Graves, Kurita, Miller J, Ramsey, Williams, Carter (HB 2045 by *Hagood , Odom, Windle, Goins) 
Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Prohibits department of environment and conservation from closing state parks unless resolution is adopted by both houses of general assembly
authorizing such closure. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 5 and Title 11, Chapter 3.
01/30/02 S Rec. for pass. w/ am., ref. to S. F&W&M Comm. Ayes 6, Nays 1 FNV 1

**SB 2005** by *Ford J (HB 2232 by *DeBerry L)
Telecommunications - Exempts locally-owned tower companies from assessment of telecommunication tower properties by comptroller of treasury. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-514.
03/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: C &L&A Comm

**SB 2006** by *Herron (*HB 2063 by *Maddox)
Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Adds house and senate general welfare committees to entities receiving notice concerning adoption of operating guidelines. - Amends TCA Title 33.
10/14/02 S P2C, ref. to S. GW, H&HR Comm.

**SB 2007** by *Crowe (HB 2071 by *Westmoreland)
Mental Illness - Deletes requirement that there be certificate of need for admission to hospital of certain publicly funded persons in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 8 and Title 33.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

**SB 2008** by *Carter (*HB 2059 by *Maddox, White)
Highway Signs - "Jimmy Breeden Memorial Bridge," S.R. 424 over Big Sandy River in Carroll County - 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 574

**SB 2009** by *Carter, Herron (*HB 2060 by *Maddox, White)
Highway Signs - "Dennis Brooks, Jr. Memorial Bridge," S.R. 114 over Big Sandy River in Carroll County - 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 575

**SB 2010** by *Person (HB 2156 by *Buck)
Child Custody and Support - Deletes present requirement of permanent parenting plan that obligor must report annually obligor's income to obligee and department of human services. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6.
02/12/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

**SB 2011** by *Person (HB 2157 by *Buck, McMillan)
Court Rules - Deletes statute that incorporates rules of practice of chancery court into code. - Amends TCA Title 21, Chapter 1.
03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 493

**SB 2012** by *Person, Williams, Sen. (HB 2158 by *Buck, McMillan)
Courts - Requires person wishing to become credentialed court interpreter for spoken foreign languages to submit fingerprint sample for purpose of criminal history records check being conducted on such person. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 3.
03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 494

**SB 2013** by *Person (HB 2159 by *Buck, McMillan)
Taxes, Litigation - Provides that collection of litigation tax on civil appeals is to occur at time appeal is docketed; excludes litigation taxes collected by clerks of appellate court from interest and penalties for delinquent taxes. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 21; Title 67, Chapter 4 and Title 67, Chapter 1.
04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 559

**SB 2014** by *Person, Burks (HB 2106 by *Ferguson, Harwell, Lewis, Johnson, Overbey, Ridgeway, Kisber, Caldwell, Davis (Wash), Walker, Turner (Ham), Clem, Sargent, Godsey, Pleasant, Wood, Mumpower, Dunn, Hagood, Montgomery, Kermell)
School Transportation - Prohibits issuance of certificate to drive school bus for public, private, or church-related school in this state if applicant has been convicted of DUI, vehicular assault, vehicular homicide, aggravated vehicular assault, or manufacture, delivery, sale, or possession of controlled substance within five years of application for certificate; for public schools, discretionary with board if five years or more. - Amends TCA Title 49 and Title 55.
07/03/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 820

**SB 2015** by *Person (HB 2160 by *Buck, McMillan)
Criminal Offenses - Removes "reversal on appeal" as ground for which person is entitled to expungeable "public records" and requires court clerks to send copy of all expungement orders to TBI. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6 and Title 40, Chapter 32.
03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 495

**SB 2016** by *Herron (HB 2058 by *Maddox)
Weakley County - Subject to local approval, reduces number of school districts from ten to nine. - Repeals Chapter 128 of the Private Acts of 1994.
02/04/02 S Withdrawn.

**SB 2017** by *Herron (HB 2057 by *Maddox)
Weakley County - Subject to local approval, decreases board of highway commissioners from five to three members. - Amends Chapter 640 of the Private Acts of 1949; as amended.
02/28/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 75

**SB 2018** by *Blackburn (*HB 2047 by *Sandos)
Local Education Agency - Increases maximum size of county school boards from 10 to 11 members. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-201.
03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 496

**SB 2019** by *Blackburn (HB 2056 by *Sandos)
Columbia - Subject to local approval, removes residency requirements for assistant city manager, personnel director, and director of grants and planning. - Amends Chapter 380 of the Private Acts of 1972; as amended.
02/14/02 - Pr. Ch. 72

**SB 2020** by *Burchett
Consumer Protection - Requires persons who engage in home solicitation sales to submit to background check; requires sellers to also obtain home solicitation sales permit from county clerk; creates Class E felony for person previously convicted of felony who participates in home solicitation sales. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18.
02/26/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.C,L&A Comm.

**SB 2021** by *Burchett
County Government - Authorizes Knox County to adopt by two-thirds vote Knoxville's more stringent child curfew. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1 and Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 17.
01/14/02 S P2C, ref. to S. &L Gov. Comm.

**SB 2022** by *Jackson, Davis L, Person (HB 2111 by *Newton, Westmoreland)
Evidence - Makes driver record maintained by department of safety prima facie evidence of defendant's prior conviction in prosecution for subsequent offense of driving on suspended, revoked, or canceled driver license unless allegation of error made in writing. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50.
05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 732

**SB 2023** by *Jackson, Davis L (HB 2112 by *Scroggs, Hargrove, Newton)
Criminal Procedure - Permits evidence of defendant's prior convictions for sex offenses involving victims who were less than 13 years old to be introduced and considered as relevant at any trial in which defendant is charged with specified sex offense in which victim is less than 13 years old. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 17.
04/30/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

**SB 2024** by *Jackson (HB 2832 by *Jones, S., Arriola, Ferguson, Turner (Dav), Langster, Pruitt, Brooks, Armstrong, Phillips, Towns, Briley, Shepard, Buck, Pinion, Maddox, Fitzhugh, Cole (Dyer), Phelan, Fraley, West, Bone, McDonald, Patton, Newton, Curtiss, Windle, Hood, Davidson, Westmoreland, McKee, Whitson, Rowland, Baird) Insurance, Health, Accident - Requires health insurance companies to provide payment schedules to hospitals and health care providers before entering or renewing contracts with such hospitals and health care providers. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 10.
04/02/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.C,L&A Comm.

**SB 2025** by *Crutchfield (HB 2835 by *Armstrong, Jones, S., Arriola, Ferguson, Turner (Dav), Langster, Pruitt, Brooks, Phillips, Towns, Briley, Shepard, Buck, Pinion, Maddox, Fitzhugh, Cole (Dyer), Phelan, Fraley, West, Bone, Curtiss, Hood, Davidson, Westmoreland) Podiatrists - Prohibits discrimination by HMOs against podiatrists solely on basis of their licenses if podiatrists are acting within scope of their licenses. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 32.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 641

**SB 2026** by *Crutchfield
Podiatrists - Authorizes podiatrists to perform surgery and physical examinations on patients. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 3, Part 1.
01/28/02 S Withdrawn.

**SB 2027** by *Henry, Cooper J, Cohen (HB 2277 by *Kisber, Naifeh)
Sunset Laws - Institute for labor-management studies, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 32. 04/24/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 613

**SB 2037** by *Harper (HB 2723 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Information systems council, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 497

**SB 2038** by *Harper (HB 2720 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Home improvement commission, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 62, Chapter 37. 06/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 782

**SB 2039** by *Harper , Trail, Burchett (HB 2721 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Higher education and technical institutions public relations commission, June 30, 2008: deletes commissioner of education as member of committee. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 12, Chapter 7. 05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 758

**SB 2040** by *Harper (HB 2722 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Employee suggestion award board, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 27 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 498

**SB 2041** by *Henry (HB 2224 by *Arriola , Garrett, Odom, Briley, Turner (Day), Pruitt, Jones, S., Langster, Harwell, West)*

Taxes, Hotel Motel - Continues Davidson County 1 percent hotel occupancy tax for tourism promotion by deleting sunset provision which repealed increase effective June 30, 2002. - Amends Chapter 320 of the Public Acts of 1999. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 571

**SB 2042** by *Harper , Burchett (HB 2732 by *Kernell , Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Department of transportation, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 3. 01/17/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov. Ops Comm.

**SB 2043** by *Harper , Burchett (HB 2730 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Department of commerce and insurance, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 3. 01/17/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Gov. Ops Comm.

**SB 2044** by *Harper (HB 2731 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Department of general services, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 3. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 576

**SB 2045** by *Harper , Dixon (HB 2734 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Black health care commission, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 15 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 499

**SB 2046** by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2733 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Board of social worker certification and licensure, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 23. 05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 759

**SB 2047** by *Harper (HB 2728 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Center for earthquake research and information, June 30, 2004. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 49, Chapter 8. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 643

**SB 2048** by *Harper (HB 2729 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Collateral pool board, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 9, Chapter 4. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 500

**SB 2049** by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2178 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - South central Tennessee human resource agency, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 471

**SB 2050** by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2177 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Northwest Tennessee human resource agency, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 472

**SB 2051** by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2176 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Removes Northwest Tennessee economic council from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 473

**SB 2052** by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2175 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Removes Mountain Valley economic opportunity authority from sunset cycle. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 760

**SB 2053** by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2174 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Removes Mid-East community action agency from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 474

**SB 2054** by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2173 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Mid-Cumberland human resource agency, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 475

**SB 2055** by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2172 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Removes Mid-Cumberland community action agency from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 476

**SB 2056** by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2171 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)*

Sunset Laws - Removes Highland Rim economic corporation from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
*SB 2057 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2170 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - First Tennessee human resource agency, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 478

*SB 2058 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2168 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Removes Douglas-Cherokee economic authority from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 479

*SB 2059 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2179 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Southeast Tennessee human resource agency, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 480

SB 2060 by *Jackson (HB 2090 by *Turner (Dav)) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Enacts discount card prescription drug cost assistance program for certain senior citizens. - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 6 and Title 71. 02/04/02 S Withdrew.

SB 2061 by *Clabough (HB 2103 by *Montgomery) Sevier County - Subject to local approval, permits Sevier County to elect general sessions court clerk. - Amends Chapter 104 of the Private Acts of 1998. 02/14/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 71

*SB 2062 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2715 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - South central Tennessee railroad authority, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 64, Chapter 2. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 577

*SB 2063 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2716 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Terminates recycling market advisory council. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 211. 05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 776

*SB 2064 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2717 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Rail service authorities, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 7, Chapter 56. 05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 761

*SB 2065 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2718 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Military affairs commission, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 50 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 762

*SB 2066 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2713 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Sports Festival, Inc., board of directors, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 40. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 578

*SB 2067 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2712 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Sports Festival, Inc., June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 1, Chapter 0. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 579

*SB 2068 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2711 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - State agencies publication committee, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 12, Chapter 7. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 580

*SB 2069 by *Harper (HB 2710 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - State board of accountancy, June 30, 2008. -Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 62, Chapter 0. 05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 763

*SB 2070 by *Harper (HB 2709 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - State family support council, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 33, Chapter 5. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 837

*SB 2071 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2714 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Southern growth policies board, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 2. 05/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 668

*SB 2072 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2770 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Tennessee rehabilitative initiative in correction board, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 41, Chapter 22, Part 4. 06/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 783

*SB 2073 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2739 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Revises provisions regarding membership, confirmation, and terms of directors; sunsets TRA June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 65, Chapter 1. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 826

*SB 2074 by *Harper, Burchett, Dixon (HB 2740 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Tennessee peace officers standards and training commission, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 38, Chapter 8. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 644

*SB 2075 by *Harper (HB 2741 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Tennessee film, entertainment and music commission, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 645

*SB 2076 by *Harper, Burchett (HB 2769 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B, Shaw) Sunset Laws - Tennessee soybean promotion board, June 30, 2008; increases assessment cap on soybeans from one-half cent to one cent per bushel. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 43, Chapter 20. 05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 737

*SB 2077 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2742 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Tennessee Duck River development agency, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 64, Chapter 1. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 581

*SB 2078 by *Harper, Davis L (HB 2743 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Tennessee dairy promotion committee, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 44, Chapter 19. 04/01/02 - Pub. Ch. 529

*SB 2079 by *Harper (HB 2744 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Tennessee council for deaf and hard of hearing, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 4. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 501

*SB 2080 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2745 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Tennessee advisory commission on intergovernmental relations, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 10 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 502

*SB 2081 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail, McNally (HB 2771 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Tellico reservoir development agency, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 64, Chapter 1. 04/01/02 - Pub. Ch. 530

*SB 2082 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2772 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Tennessee waterway development authority, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 9, Chapter 4. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 503

*SB 2083 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2768 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Tennessee duck river railroad authority, June 30, 2004. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 41 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 03/20/02 S Action def. in Govt. Ops. Comm. Until next to last calendar

*SB 2084 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2767 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Tombigbee waterway development authority, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 69, Chapter 9. 04/01/02 - Pub. Ch. 531

*SB 2085 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2766 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Tri-county railroad authority, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 64, Chapter 2. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 582

*SB 2086 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail (HB 2763 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B) Sunset Laws - Advisory committee on women's health, June 30, 2004. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 1. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 583

*SB 2087 by *Harper (HB 2764 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - State board for alarm systems contractors, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 62, Chapter 32. 06/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 784

*SB 2088 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2167 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Delta human resource agency, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 482

*SB 2098 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2163 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Delta human resource agency, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 483

*SB 2099 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2166 by *Kernell)
Sunset Laws - Delays Blount County community action agency from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 484

*SB 2100 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2162 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Delays Cordell Hull economic opportunity corporation from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 485

*SB 2101 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2165 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Delays Anderson County community action agency from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 486

*SB 2102 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2164 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Delays Bradley-Cleveland community action agency from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 487

*SB 2103 by *Harper (HB 2749 by *Kernell)
Sunset Laws - TennCare claims processing panel, June 30, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 56, Chapter 32. 05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 724

*SB 2104 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2750 by *Kernell , Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Human rights commission, June 30, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 21 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 797

*SB 2105 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2751 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Housing development authority, board of directors, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 23. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 566

*SB 2106 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2752 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Department of mental health and developmental disabilities, statewide planning and policy council, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 33, Chapter 1. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 828

*SB 2107 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2753 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Department of human services, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 829

*SB 2108 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2754 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Committee for clinical perfusionists, June 30, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 28. 05/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 670

*SB 2109 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2746 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Committee for developmental disabilities, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 3. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 830

*SB 2110 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2747 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Deletes obsolete references to Tennessee tollway authority. - Amends TCA Section 4-29-221 and Title 54, Chapter 15, Part 1. 06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 796

*SB 2111 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2738 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Board of probation and parole, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29, and Title 40, Chapter 28. 05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 764

*SB 2112 by *Harper (HB 2735 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee code commission, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 1, Chapter 1 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 504

*SB 2113 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2737 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee advisory committee for acupuncture, June 30, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 6. 05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 777

*SB 2114 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2736 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Council of certified professional midwifery, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 10. 04/01/02 - Pub. Ch. 533

*SB 2115 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2182 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Deletes obsolete references to Tennessee tollway authority. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 488

*SB 2116 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2181 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Upper Cumberland human resource agency, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 489

*SB 2117 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail (HB 2180 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B)
Sunset Laws - Southwest Tennessee human resource agency, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26. 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 490
*SB 2118* by *Harper, Burchett, Trail* (HB 2765 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B*)
Sunset Laws - West Tennessee river basin authority, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 64, Chapter 1.
04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 585

*SB 2119* by *McNally* (HB 2382 by * Winningham, Towns, Brown*)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Increases state paid portion of insurance premiums for active and retired teachers. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27.
01/17/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2120* by *McNally, Cohen* (HB 2851 by *Hagood*)
Consumer Protection - Adds, in addition to any other remedy, $50.00 civil penalty for each facsimile or e-mail sent in violation of provisions of law regulating transmission of unsolicited advertising material. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 25.
07/04/02 S S. Reset on cal. For 7/5/02

*SB 2121* by *McNally* (HB 2378 by * Winningham, Brown, Towns*)
Education - Enacts school accountability provisions of "Education Reform Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 49.
01/17/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2122* by *McNally* (HB 2381 by * Winningham, Towns, Brown*)
Education, Dept. of - Requires department of education to develop and maintain Web site for qualified teachers seeking employment in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1, Part 2.
02/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of Edu. Comm

*SB 2123* by *McNally* (HB 2898 by *Scruggs*)
Appropriations - Requires governor's proposed budget to be based on currently available revenues with recurring expenses funded with recurring revenues. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 51.
01/17/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2124* by *McNally* (HB 2379 by * Winningham, Towns, Brown*)
Education - Enacts reading initiative components from "Education Reform Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 49.
01/17/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2125* by *McNally* (HB 2380 by * Winningham, Brown, Towns*)
01/17/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2126* by *McNally* (HB 2849 by *Hagood, Baird*)
04/17/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. E,C&T Comm.

*SB 2127* by *McNally* (HB 2850 by *Hagood, Baird*)
Appropriations - Reallocates funds from state resort parks to open state parks that have been closed.
01/17/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2128* by *McNally* (HB 2333 by *Harwell*)
Local Education Agency - Requires programs by LEAs on pesticide use in schools. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 50.
01/17/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2129* by *McNally, Kurita, Williams, Sen., Ramsey, Burks* (*HB 2061 by *Kent, Hargett, Todd, Hargrove, Winningham, Walker, Turner* (Ham))
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of emergency license plates to full-time police officers and emergency services squad plates to EMTs and paramedics. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 633

*SB 2130* by *Cooper J, Dixon* (HB 2115 by *Cole (Dyer*))
Claims Commission, Tennessee - Extends term of office for persons serving on commission from six years to eight years. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 8, Part 3.
07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 816

*SB 2131* by *Haun* (*HB 2108 by *Whitson, Cole (Carter*))
Naming and Designating - Names National Guard Armory in Erwin in honor of "Erwin Nine"; requires non-state funding or local provision of signs.
04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 560

*SB 2132* by *Haun* (*HB 2107 by *Whitson*)
Nurses, Nursing - Licenses certain medical technicians and revises education and training requirements for diploma nurses. - Amends TCA Title 63.
02/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2133* by *Haun* (*HB 2110 by *Whitson*)
Zoning - Clarifies that right of businesses to continue to operate after zoning change does not include right to increase or enlarge signs or billboards. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-208. 03/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&S Govt. Comm.

*SB 2134* by *Haun, Baird, Bone, Windle, Fraley, Montgomery, Newton, Johnson, Sargent, Pinion, Mumpower, Davis (Wash), Walker, Sands, Curtiss*)

*SB 2135* by *Haun, Crowe, Ramsey, Miller J, McNally, Williams, Sen., Carter, Burks, Jackson, Norris, Davis L* (HB 2351 by *Givens, Baird, Bone, Windle, Fraley, Newton, Montgomery, Johnson, Sargent, Pinion, Walker, Mumpower, Davis (Wash), Sands, Curtiss, Ford S, McKee, Roach, Hagood, Overbey, DeBerry J, White, Boyer, Godsey, Bittle, Davidson, Maddox, McDonald, Kisber, McDaniel, Goins, Cole (Carter), Kent, Tidwell, Turner (Ham), Fitzhugh, Shepard, Ridgway, Vincent, Naifeh*)
Agriculture - Revises provisions regarding rebuttable presumption that farm operation not public or private nuisance and creates similar rebuttable presumption provisions for new type farming operation. - Amends TCA Title 43, Chapter 26, Part 1.
04/24/02 - Pub. Ch. 604

*SB 2136* by *Kurita* (HB 2876 by *Maddox, Fitzhugh, West, Hood, Arriola, Jones U (Shel), Towns, Brown, Jones, S., Brooks, DeBerry J, Caldwell, Dunn, Patton, Wood, Stanley, Black, Shepard, Ridgway, Odom, Newton, Fowlkes, Kernell, Clem, Todd, Overbey*)
Taxes, Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Increases cigarette tax from 6-1/2 mills per cigarette to 21-1/2 mills. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-1004.
06/20/02 S Failed In S. FW&M Comm. Ayes 5, Nays 4 PNV 2

*SB 2137* by *Fowler* (HB 2119 by *Fowlkes*)
Taxes, Inheritance Gift - Specifies that contributions made to or on behalf of beneficiaries under Tennessee estate savings plan (BEST) are exempt from all taxes and that no existing law is to limit gift tax exemption for such contributions. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7, Part 8 and Title 67.
05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 688

*SB 2138* by *Henry* (*HB 2069 by *Odom, Harwell, Turner (Dav), Pruitt, Jones, S., Arriola, Garrett, West, Briley, Langster*)
Education, Higher - Renames "Nashville State Technical Institute" to be "Nashville State Technical Community College"; provides for management control, program offerings, and continuation of existing rights and obligations. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 8.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 618

*SB 2139* by *Henry* (HB 2520 by *Turner (Dav)*, Naifeh*)
Notary Public - Requires certain notices to be posted by notaries public who advertise. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 16.
03/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 665

*SB 2140* by *Kyle* (HB 2314 by *Kisber*)
Appropriations - Reduces appropriations to department of environment and conservation for 2002-2003 fiscal year by amount of estimated savings resulting from re-evaluation of state parks in 2001-2002 fiscal year. - 01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*SB 2141* by *Cohen* (HB 2664 by *Jones U (Shel)*)
Election Laws - Requires placement of state constitutional amendment question on ballot before list of candidates for governor instead of after list of candidates for governor. - Amends TCA Section 2-5-208(1).
05/01/02 H Rcvd from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 2142* by *Cohen* (HB 2354 by *Maddox*)
Motor Vehicles - Requires accident reports to include information regarding cell phone use at time of accident by drivers involved in accident. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 12.
03/11/02 H Rcvd from S., held on H. desk.
reporting agency to block certain information if consumer is victim of identity theft. - Amends TCA Title 39 and Title 47, Chapter 18.; Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 71.

*SB 2167* by *Dixon (HB 2225 by *Arriola)
Aged Persons - Requires commissioner of health to submit waiver to federal department of health and human services that includes personal care services and similar assistive care services rendered in homes for aged as reimbursable activity under waiver. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 71.

02/27/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2168* by *Fowler (HB 2496 by *Sharp)
Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Excludes application of $200 deductible under uninsured motor vehicle coverage in hit and run situations. - Amends TCA Section 56-7-1201.

03/26/02 S Failed In S. C.L&A Comm. Ayes 0, Nays 0 PNV 0

*SB 2169* by *Harper (HB 2336 by *Garrett, Langster)
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Talbot's Corner, I-65, Exit 87 in Davidson County - 05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 689

*SB 2170* by *Henry (HB 2230 by *DeBerry L)
Aged Persons - Provides for certain assistive community care services in private nonmedical institutions to be eligible for Medicaid reimbursement. - Amends TCA Title 12; Title 68 and Title 71.

01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2171* by *Harper (HB 2324 by *Pruit)
Cosmetology - Authorizes establishment of manicure schools offering instruction only in manicure. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 4, Part 1.


*SB 2172* by *Harper (HB 2335 by *Garrett)
Highway Signs - Talbot's Corner, I-65, Exit 87 in Davidson County - 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Trans. Comm.

*SB 2173* by *Ford J (HB 2273 by *Cooper B, Brooks, Turner (Shelby), Montgomery)
Medical Occupations - Enacts "Surgical Technologist Licensure Act." - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 5 and Title 40, Chapter 35. 05/08/02 H Rvcd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 2180* by *Cohen (HB 2516 by *Briley)
Criminal Procedure - Clarifies that TBI's uniform procedures for DNA testing, collection, and preservation must be compatible with FBI procedures and provisions of DNA Identification Act of 1994. - Amends TCA Title 38; Title 39 and Title 40.

04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2181* by *Cohen (HB 2509 by *Briley)
Fines and Penalties - Clarifies that fine imposed for violation of reduced speed limit while construction workers are present is not less than $250 nor more than $500. - Amends TCA Section 55-8-152.

03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 505

*SB 2182* by *Cohen, Dixon (HB 2394 by *Kent)
Arrests - Clarifies that officer may issue citation in lieu of arrest to person charged with misdemeanor traffic offenses or with violating financial responsibility law. - Amends TCA Section 40-7-118.

04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 619

*SB 2183* by *McNally (HB 2283 by *Kisber)
Taxes - Specifies that signals broadcast over airways are not to be considered tangible personal property for sales and use tax purposes. - Amends TCA Title 67.

05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 708

*SB 2184* by *McNally (HB 2877 by *Goins)
Home Improvement Contractors - Increases annual licensing fee from $125 to $150; revises amount of bond required for licensing from $10,000 to amount of contractor's license. - Amends TCA Section 62-37-106 and Section 62-37-108.

04/10/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 2185* by *McNally (HB 2370 by *Garrett)
Appropriations - Allocates portion of funding, provided to department of environment and conservation for current fiscal year, to be used to keep state parks open and operating at level of operation in effect July 1, 1999. - Amends Chapter No. 435 of the Public Acts of 2001, as amended by Chapter No. 464 of the Public Acts of 2001.

01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2186* by *McNally (HB 2369 by *Garrett)

01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2187* by *Harper, Haynes (HB 2513 by *Briley)
Sexual Offenses - Earmarks first $500 of fine imposed for commission of offenses of patronizing prostitution and promoting prostitution to sheriff's department in any county that has established program for rehabilitation and treatment of prostitutes. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 5 and Title 40, Chapter 35. 03/25/02 H Rvcd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 2188* by *Crowe (HB 2346 by *Givens)
Employees, Employers - Prohibits employers from discriminating against employees who apply for employer education assistance program if employee also receiving veteran's education benefits. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 21.

05/08/02 H Rvcd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 2189* by *Crowe (HB 2191 by *Cole (Carter))
Highway Signs - "Blanche Ward Berry Bridge," S.R. 91 in Carter County - 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 506

*SB 2190* by *Crowe, Williams, Sen., Dixon, Haynes (HB 2347 by *Givens)
Education, Higher - Clarifies educational benefits available to veterans and their dependents. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7.

06/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 788

*SB 2191* by *Crowe (HB 2190 by *Cole (Carter))
Carter County - Subject to local approval, decreases school board from eight to seven members; provides for terms and election of such members. - 03/11/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 76

*SB 2192* by *Haynes , Carter (HB 2587 by *West)
Criminal Offenses - Makes assault against law enforcement officer who is on duty and that results in bodily injury to officer Class D felony. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 1. 04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2193* by *Haynes (HB 2589 by *West)
Real Property - Increases from 20 days to 30 days after having received notice, time period in which owner of real property who is carrier engaged in transportation of property or utility transmitting communications, electricity, gas, liquids, steam, or sewerage must remedy condition of real property with overgrown vegetation or accumulated debris, before county remedies such condition and assesses costs thereof against owner. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

SB 2194 by *Haynes (HB 2131 by *Jones, S., Turner (Dav), West, Garrett, Langster, Pruitt, Arriola, Odom, Briley)
Election Laws - Revises dates for early voting to be no more than 15 days before election; early voting continues until day of election. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 6, Part 1. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

SB 2195 by *Haynes (HB 2132 by *Jones, S., Turner (Dav), Garrett, West, Langster, Pruitt, Harwell, Arriola, Odom, Briley)
Election Laws - Requires municipalities to be held on Saturdays unless charter of municipality provides otherwise. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 3. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

SB 2196 by *Haynes (HB 2183 by *Kent)
Alcoholic Beverage Commission - Allows newly hired server to work 61 days after being hired before requiring permit. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 3, Part 7. 05/14/02 - Pub. Ch. 716

*SB 2197 by *Haynes (HB 2278 by *Kisber)
Taxes - Requires department of revenue to disclose to taxpayer overpayments discovered during audit, assessment, collection, or enforcement proceedings and sets 120-day period in which taxpayer may apply for refund or credit. - Amends TCA Section 67-1-1802. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F, W&M Comm.

*SB 2198 by *Haynes (HB 2508 by *Briley)
Workers' Compensation - Adds option of taking no action to options permitted commissioner of commerce and insurance when membership in assigned risk pool reaches market threshold; market threshold is increased from 10 percent to 20 percent. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 5, Part 3. 03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2199 by *Haynes (HB 2081 by *Turner (Dav))
Solid Waste Disposal - Adds $.75 per ton surcharge for municipal solid waste tipping fee to fund state parks. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211. 03/27/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. E,C&T Comm.

SB 2200 by *Haynes (HB 2099 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom)
Environmental Preservation - Requires owner or operator of landfill to use native grasses to cover landfill when it has ceased operation. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 213. 04/03/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. E,C&T Comm.

SB 2201 by *Haynes (HB 2098 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom)
Conservation - Includes ornaments within definition of "burial object" for archaeological purposes. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 11, Chapter 6. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. E,C&T Comm.

SB 2202 by *Haynes (HB 2097 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom)
Environmental Preservation - Adds wetland areas with significant potential for enhancement of water quality to list of wetlands inventory. - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 14. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. E,C&T Comm.

SB 2203 by *Haynes (HB 2094 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom)
Environmental Preservation - Authorizes court to issue temporary restraining order, in addition to temporary or permanent injunction, to enforce landfill regulations. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 213. 03/27/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. E,C&T Comm.

SB 2204 by *Haynes (HB 2095 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom)
Environmental Preservation - Expands agreements requiring prior approval for construction of landfill from contracts to binding agreements of any kind. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 213. 04/03/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. E,C&T Comm.

SB 2205 by *Haynes (HB 2100 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom)
Environmental Preservation - Expands values protected in Class II scenic area to include ecologcal, as well as natural and scientific, values. - Amends TCA Title 11. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. E,C&T Comm.

SB 2206 by *Haynes (HB 2096 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom)
Environmental Preservation - Includes limited liability company within definition of "person" for purposes of landfill regulation. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 213. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. E,C&T Comm.

SB 2207 by *Haynes (HB 2093 by *Turner (Dav))
Solid Waste Disposal - Requires senator and member of house who represent county where landfill or hazardous waste facility is to be located to be notified at least 30 days prior to date department of environment and conservation plans to issue permit for such landfill or facility. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211; Title 68, Chapter 212 and Title 68, Chapter 213. 04/24/02 S Comp. HB subst.

*SB 2208 by *Haynes (HB 2467 by *Turner (Dav))

SB 2209 by *Ford J (HB 2449 by *Hood)
Workers' Compensation - Provides that wind-down provision of governmental entities review statute does not apply to special joint oversight committee on workers' compensation. - Amends TCA Title 50. 01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 2210 by *Ford J (HB 2448 by *Hood)
County Government - Extends time for utilities or carriers engaged in transportation of property to remedy condition of overgrown vegetation or accumulated debris from 20 days to 30 days excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays. - Amends TCA Title 5. 01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*SB 2211 by *Trail (HB 2446 by *Hood)
Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Allows court to appoint court appointed special advocate or guardian ad litem upon action for dissolution of marriage involving minor children. - Amends TCA Title 36. 04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2212 by *Ford J (HB 2447 by *Hood)
Municipal Government - Requires county election commission to publish notice of elections involving abolishing charters for four consecutive weeks in local newspaper instead of two consecutive weeks. - Amends TCA Title 6 and Title 7. 01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 2213 by *Ford J (HB 2153 by *Buck)
Zoning - Clarifies interpretation of statute governing effect of zoning change on existing business as inapplicable to outdoor advertising. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-208. 02/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 2214 by *Trail (HB 2141 by *Buck)
DUI/DWI Offenses - Increases mandatory minimum fine for child endangerment from $1,000 to $1,500. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4. 02/26/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

SB 2215 by *Atchley , McNally, Crowe, Haun, Davis L (*HB 2187 by *McDaniel , Kisber, Ford S, Boyder, Davidson, Whitson, Clem, Davis (Cocke), West, McDonald, Davis (Wash), Garrett, Windle, Bone , Walker , Mumpower, Godsey, Wood, Rinks, Turner (Ham), Brown, Scroggs, Bittle, Vincent, Baird, Goins, Dunn, Hagood, Tindell)
Terrorism Appropriations - Allocates $1,870,800 for homeland security purposes and sum sufficient to fund SB3192/HB3232 (Terrorism Prevention and Response Act of 2002) if such bill becomes law; appropriates amount from state land acquisition fund to re-open certain state parks. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 587

SB 2216 by *Trail (*HB 2154 by *Buck , McMillan)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Establishes reasonable costs of furnishing medical records to patient who is not indigent for purpose of supporting claim or appeal under Social Security Act at not more than $20.00 for records 40 pages
SB 2217 by *Trail (HB 2375 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes owner of antique motor vehicle to display license plate from era of manufacture of such antique motor vehicle if current license plate is kept in vehicle. - Amends TCA Section 55-4-111.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 620

SB 2218 by *Trail
Murfreesboro - Subject to local approval, revises charter with respect to vacancies in city council. - Amends Chapter 429 of the Private Acts of 1931.
01/28/02  S P2C Local Bill held on desk.

SB 2219 by *Trail (HB 2376 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers)
Mental Illness - Excludes certain counties from requirements for transporting mentally or emotionally disturbed persons to treatment facilities. - Amends TCA33-6-406.
03/13/02  S Rec. for pass. w/ am., ref. to S. FW&M Comm. Ayes 8, Nays 1 PNV 0

SB 2220 by *Crowe (HB 2211 by *Davis (Wash))
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires commissioner of commerce and insurance to report to legislative committees concerning NAIC Long-Term Care Insurance Regulation by January 15, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 56.
02/19/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2221 by *Crowe (HB 2213 by *Davis (Wash))
Public Contracts - Requires contracts with state or state entities to be awarded to business which has home office and operates in Tennessee if bid is equal to or better than bid from out-of-state business. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4, Part 1.
03/19/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 2222 by *Crowe (HB 2210 by *Davis (Wash))
Driver Licenses - Requires copy of citation issued to driver under age 18 for moving violation be sent to such driver's parent or legal guardian. - Amends TCA Title 55.
02/27/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

SB 2223 by *Jackson (HB 2147 by *Buck)
Criminal Procedure - Increases maximum rewards for information leading to apprehension, arrest, and conviction of person or persons from $50,000 to $60,000 for Class A or B felony and from $5,000 to $8,000 for Class C, D, or E felony. - Amends TCA Title 38; Title 39 and Title 40.
01/28/02  S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 2224 by *Jackson (HB 2143 by *Buck)
Safety, Dept. of - Requires commissioner to periodically update listing of employees authorized to exercise functions of notary public. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29; Title 4, Chapter 4; Title 4, Chapter 7; Title 49, Chapter 1 and Title 55.
01/28/02  S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 2225 by *Jackson (HB 2161 by *Buck)
Taxes, Motor Vehicle - Increases number of days in which department must notify licensing state and commercial driver license information system that commercial driver has violated traffic law; increases from 10 days to 15 days in which clerk must notify department of violation of commercial driver violating traffic law. - Amends TCA Title 5; Title 6 and Title 55.
01/28/02  S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 2226 by *Jackson (HB 2148 by *Buck)
Safety, Dept. of - Increases from 10 days to 15 days time in which department must notify state and commercial driver license information system that commercial driver has violated traffic law; increases from 10 days to 15 days in which clerk must notify department of violation of commercial driver violating traffic law. - Amends TCA Title 54; Title 55 and Title 67.
01/28/02  S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 2227 by *Jackson (HB 2146 by *Buck)
Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Reduces time for board of claims to act on disability claim for member of bureau who is injured in line of duty from 30 to 20 days. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6.
01/28/02  S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 2228 by *Jackson (HB 2423 by *Shepard)
Local Government, General - Requires municipalities, instead of county, to pay for railroad crossing signs within city limits. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 12, Part 1.
01/28/02  S P2C, ref. to S. &L Comm.

SB 2229 by *Jackson (HB 2421 by *Shepard)
Railroads - Requires railroad company, instead of county, to pay for signs marking public crossings. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 12, Part 1.
02/25/02  S Withdrawn.

SB 2230 by *Jackson
Medical Occupations - Deletes requirement physician assistant write name of supervising physician and physician assistant on prescription; requires physician assistant sign name on prescription with name of supervising physician and physician assistant printed on it and to circle name of primary supervising physician when using preprinted prescription pads containing multiple names. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 19, Part 1.
03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 527

SB 2231 by *Jackson (HB 2212 by *Davis (Wash))
Medical Occupations - Revises disciplinary violations pertaining to respiratory care practitioners; provides that persons have until January 1, 2004, to obtain credential of registered respiratory therapist (RRT) in order to be licensed in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 27.
05/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 662

SB 2232 by *Jackson (HB 2101 by *Shepard, Rhinehart, Turner (Dav))
Health Care - Deletes requirement physician assistant write name of supervising physician and physician assistant on prescription; requires physician assistant to sign name on prescription with name of supervising physician and physician assistant printed on it and to circle name of primary supervising physician when using preprinted prescription pads containing multiple names. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 19, Part 1.

SB 2233 by *Jackson (HB 2128 by *McMillian)
Public Defenders - Requires that $12.50 court cost collected for purpose of defraying cost of legal representation of indigent criminal defendants in multi-county judicial districts be remitted to executive director of public defender conference for use as supplemental funding for public defender in such multi-county district. - Amends TCA Section 40-14-210.
05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 691

SB 2234 by *Jackson (HB 2066 by *Oddom)
TennCare - Requires reporting of health insurance coverage by employers and transmittal of such information to TennCare bureau. - Amends TCA Title 50; Title 56; Title 68 and Title 71.
03/19/02  S Failed in S. C,L&A Comm. Ayes 2, Nays 5 PNV 2

SB 2235 by *Jackson (HB 2068 by *Oddom)
TennCare - Establishes specific criteria for determining uninsurability in TennCare program. - Amends TCA Title 50; Title 56; Title 68 and Title 71.
04/24/02  S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 2236 by *Jackson (HB 2067 by *Oddom, Buck, Davidson, Mckee, Harrett, Rowland, Baird, Johnson, Pleasant, Sargent, Bultby, Dunn, McDonald, Black, Montgomery, Todd, Kent, Cole (Carter), Pinion, Harwell)
TennCare - Requires Bureau of TennCare to contract with private agency to do eligibility determination pursuant to criteria set by state. - Amends TCA Title 71.
03/12/02  S Failed in C,L&A Comm. For lack of second

SB 2237 by *Dixon (HB 2617 by *Towns)
Education, Dept. of - Directs commissioner to expand and periodically update advisory guidelines for safe schools to include appropriate discussion of principles and procedures, as well as statutory and case analyses, to ensure that zero tolerance policies do not produce irrational outcomes. - Amends TCA Section 49-1-214; Section 49-6-3401 and Section 49-6-4216.
04/30/02  S Taken Off Notice For Cal in: S. Jud Comm.

SB 2238 by *Dixon (HB 2629 by *Brown)
Probation and Parole - Revises release eligibility schedules for persons convicted of certain violent crimes. - Amends TCA Sections 30-5-501.
02/13/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Edu. Comm

SB 2239 by *Dixon (HB 2616 by *Towns)
Education - Establishes pilot program to provide reading instruction assistance to certain low
performing elementary schools. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1, Part 2.

04/10/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2240* by *Dixon (HB 2257 by *Bowers) Highway Signs - *Isaac W. Northern, Jr. Bridge*, I-55 overpass bridge on Winchester Road in Memphis - 04/01/02 - Pub. Ch. 534

*SB 2241* by *Dixon (HB 2640 by *Head) Taxes - Enacts "Tax Relief and Reform Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71.

06/19/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

*SB 2242* by *Dixon (HB 2682 by *Towns, Armstrong, Turner (Dav), Jones, S.) Economic and Community Development - Authorizes medical or educational consortium of historically black colleges and universities, subject to appropriation, to be used toward strategic economic development objectives of consortium, state, and participating private industry; authorizes and directs department of economic and community development and THEC to assist consortium in meeting key objectives. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 7 and Title 49, Chapter 7.

05/16/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 05/21/02

*SB 2243* by *Dixon (HB 2317 by *Cooper B, Brooks, Brown) Children - Requires, by rule promulgated by state board of education, vision screening by ophthalmologist or optometrist for children entering public school, public preschool, or head start program. - Amends TCA Title 49.

04/10/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2244* by *Dixon Education - Prohibits passing score on gateway tests as graduation requirement until specifically authorized by general assembly. - Amends TCA Section 49-1-612 and Section 49-6-6001. 02/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Edu. Comm

*SB 2245* by *Dixon (HB 2676 by *Miller L, DeBerry J, Cumney, Turner (Shelby), Bowers, DeBerry L, Jones U (Shelby)) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of "Proud To Be An American" new specially earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to local school systems and schools on probation for failing to attain student performance standards. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.

05/08/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

*SB 2246* by *Dixon (HB 3124 by *Armstrong, Ridgeway, White) Motor Vehicles - Increases fee insurance companies pay to obtain vehicle accident report and earmarks funds raised by increase for highway patrol retirement and for driver testing center improvement. - Amends TCA Title 8 and Title 55.

04/10/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Trans Comm.

*SB 2247* by *Dixon (HB 2932 by *Kent) Criminal Procedure - Clarifies that arresting officer is not required to remain with arrestee throughout booking process once such officer has turned arrestee over to booking officer and signed affidavit verifying arrest, charges, and time of arrest. - Amends TCA Title 8 and Title 40.

04/04/02 Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2248* by *Dixon (HB 2473 by *DeBerry J) Health, Dept. of - Requires department to maintain one Level 3 laboratory in each grand division of state to analyze potential biological agents that could be used in terrorist attack. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 1.

02/27/02 S Rec. For Pass. ref. to: S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 2249* by *Dixon (HB 2667 by *Jones U (Shelby)) Sexual Offenses - Increases mandatory fine for persons engaging in or patronizing prostitution within 1 1/2 miles of school from at least $1,000 to at least $2,000. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 5.

04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2250* by *Dixon (HB 2676 by *Turner (Shelby)) Hotels and Restaurants - Prohibits hourly charges for hotel rooms; requires room fees in increments of one day or more. - Amends TCA Title 62; Title 67 and Title 68.

03/26/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2251* by *Ford J (HB 2228 by *DeBerry L) Aged Persons - Transfers commission on aging and disabilities to department of human services. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 71.

04/10/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2252* by *Ford J (HB 2231 by *DeBerry L) Corporations, Not for Profit - Makes philanthropic individuals who sponsor charitable fundraising events immune from suit arising from personal injuries and other damage to property that occurs at such events, if certain conditions met. - Amends TCA Title 29 and Title 48, Chapter 58.

05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 692

*SB 2253* by *Ford J (HB 2256 by *Bowers) Taxes, Real Property - Adds municipal collector to list of persons to be notified when taxpayer prevails in appeal to local or state board of equalization. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1512. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2254* by *Haynes (HB 2238 by *Odom, Garrett) Funeral Directors and Embalmers - Creates Tennessee comprehensive funeral services pool to compensate persons who do not receive funeral services agreed upon in prepaid funeral contracts. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 5, Part 4.

03/26/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2255* by *Cooper J (HB 2511 by *Briley) Employees, Employers - Requires state and local governments and agencies thereof to provide certain information regarding drug-free workplace program with bid or procurement specifications for construction services. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6 and Title 50, Chapter 9.

05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 693

*SB 2256* by *Cooper J (HB 2862 by *Kisber) Workers’ Compensation - Establishes when drug test is appropriate and insures that results do not adversely affect provider’s payment for emergency and subsequent services. - Amends TCA Title 50.

03/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2257* by *Cooper J (HB 2548 by *Curtiss) Managed Care Organizations - Prohibits MCOs and medical service provider representatives from recharacterizing procedures deemed non-experimental for federal health care programs as experimental procedures to avoid payment to medical service providers. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 71.

04/02/02 S Failed in C,L&A comm, lack of motion

*SB 2258* by *Cooper J, Burks (HB 2547 by *Curtiss) Health Care - Prohibits health maintenance organizations and medical service provider plans from disallowing prior authorized procedures. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 71.

03/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2259* by *Cooper J (HB 2593 by *West) Workers’ Compensation - Requires annual report of employers without workers’ compensation coverage to specify how long such employers were without coverage. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-132.

04/02/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2260* by *Cooper J Election Laws - Prohibits counting of write-in votes for primary election; prohibits person from receiving party nomination through write-in process. - Amends TCA Title 2.

01/28/02 S Withdrawn.

*SB 2261* by *Cooper J Election Laws - Permits independent candidate for county office in which primary is held at May election to withdraw by seventh day following primary. - Amends TCA Section 2-5-204.

02/08/02 S Withdrawn.

*SB 2262* by *Cooper J (HB 2284 by *Kisber) Driver Licenses - Requires criminal background check of persons applying for commercial driver license; prohibits issuance of commercial driver license to persons convicted of felony involving offense against person or controlled substances. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50.

02/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.
SB 2263 by *Fowler (*HB 2246 by *Sharp, Wood)
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires department of transportation to minimize noise impact from highway traffic on certain noise sensitive areas. - Amends TCA Title 54.
04/03/02 H Rcdv. from S., held on H. desk.

03/20/02 S Failed In S. E.C&T Comm. Ayes 3, Nays 4 F NV 0

SB 2265 by *Fowler (HB 2343 by "Wood") Telecommunications - Requires contract for wireless telecommunications service to contain statement informing consumer telephone device will not work with other service provider. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 19.
01/29/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. E.C&T Comm.

SB 2266 by *Fowler (HB 3039 by "Wood, Patton) Education - Provides that institutions offering professional education programs are eligible for department of education certification if accredited by agency recognized by U.S. department of education and Council on Higher Education Accreditation. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1, Parts 2 and 3, and Chapter 5, Part 56.
03/25/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. E. Ed Comm.

SB 2267 by *Fowler (HB 2334 by "Wood) Education - Enacts "Educational Records as Evidence Act." - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 50.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 621

SB 2268 by *Blackburn (HB 2588 by "West) Environment and Conservation, Department of - Authorizes radiation machines to be inspected by qualified individuals; such inspections shall be subject to random surveys by department. - Amends TCA Section 68-202-503.
07/04/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 2269 by *Ford J (*HB 2138 by *Odom) Motor Vehicles - Increases from 200 to 250 feet distance required for clear view of vehicle parked on highway outside business or residential district. - Amends TCA Title 55.
01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

SB 2270 by *Ford J (*HB 2134 by *Odom) Arbitration - Decreases time of filing from eight to six months when award is not fixed in submission. - Amends TCA Title 29.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2271 by *Ford J (*HB 2137 by *Odom) Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Changes time within which notice mailed to next of kin of deceased patient or resident must be mailed from within ten days to within five days of death. - Amends TCA Title 33. 02/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2272 by *Ford J (*HB 2136 by *Odom) Corporations, For Profit - Increases length of validity for appointment of proxy for corporate shareholder voting purposes from 11 months to one year. - Amends TCA Title 48.

SB 2273 by *Ford J (*HB 2135 by *Odom) Zoning - Increases from 10 to 30 days time for county building commissioner to mail certificate of compliance or copy to permittee after building permit expires. - Amends TCA Title 13.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S.L Comm.

SB 2274 by *Ford J., Dixon (HB 2341 by *Bowers) Taxes, Personal Property - Requires monthly disbursement of proceeds from rental car tax imposed to fund bonded indebtedness of county or city for arena in connection with National Basketball Association franchise. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 19.
02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 492

SB 2275 by *McNally (HB 2404 by *Davis (Cocke)) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Specifies conditions under which teachers retain right to remain on preferred list for re-employment. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-511.
04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 535

SB 2276 by *Burchett (HB 2497 by *Hagood, Dunn, Tindell, Boyer, Buttry, Armstrong, Bittle) County Government - Authorizes Knox County to adopt curfew for minors identical to that which municipality located within Knox County has previously adopted by ordinance. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1, Part 1 and Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 17.
03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 507

SB 2277 by *Burchett (HB 2186 by *Buttry) Education, Higher - Requires students who are not U.S. citizens to register with police on monthly basis; requires UT and state board of education to develop plan and procedures for responding to biological or chemical attack. - Amends TCA Section 6-54-127.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed Comm.

SB 2278 by *Burchett (HB 2590 by "West) Municipal Government - Requires municipal governments to pay for graffiti removal on private property if municipal government determines such graffiti is public nuisance. - Amends TCA Section 6-54-127.
03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S.L Gvl. Comm.

SB 2279 by *Burchett (HB 2220 by *Dunn, Buck) Taxes, Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Increases taxes on cigarettes, beer, wine, and liquor; allocates proceeds from tax increase to elementary, secondary, and higher education - Amends TCA Title 49; Title 57 and Title 67.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F.W&M Comm.

SB 2280 by *Burchett (HB 2046 by "Bittle) Handgun Permits - Gives honorably discharged veterans with military handgun training lifetime exemption from requirement of handgun safety course otherwise required for handgun carry permit. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2281 by *Burchett (HB 2485 by "Buttry) Consumer Protection - Requires permit and background check for persons conducting home solicitation sales and imposes criminal penalty for violation of part. - Amends TCA Title 47.

SB 2282 by *Dixon (HB 2672 by *Jones U (Shelby)) Taxes, Real Property - Requires TACIR to perform study of overall effect on local public education when property taxes or in lieu of tax payments earmarked for local public education are abated or reduced; permits local governments (except Davidson County) to delegate to housing authority to negotiate and accept payments in lieu of taxes from housing authority lessees operating low-income tax credit property. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapters 53 through 67, Title 13, Chapters 20 through 23, and Title 67, Chapter 5.
06/21/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 815

SB 2283 by *Dixon (HB 2266 by *Turner (Shelby)) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Order of Eastern Star, Prince Hall Affiliated new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Wolverine Guild Charities of Memphis. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 1, Part 1, Title 68.
05/08/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

SB 2284 by *Dixon (HB 2263 by *Towns) Health, Dept. of - Requires department and Tennessee emergency management agency to develop plan and procedures for responding to biological or chemical attack. - Amends TCA Title 68.
02/27/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

03/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2286 by *Dixon (HB 2669 by *Jones U (Shell)) DUI/DWI Offenses - Clarifies that underage driving while impaired offenses qualify for pre-trial diversion as do underage driving while impaired delinquent acts. - Amends TCA Section 55-10-415.
04/16/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2287 by *Dixon (HB 2670 by *Jones U (Shell)) Students - Withholds student's report card if parent or legal guardian does not attend at least
one parent-teacher meeting during school year. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6.

01/28/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 02/05/02

*SB 2309 by *Fowler (HB 2247 by *Sharp) Employees, Employers - Revises maximum maternity leave under statute from four months to 17 work weeks. - Amends TCA Section 4-21-408. 02/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2310 by *Cohen (HB 2248 by *Stanley) Railroads - Prohibits rail traffic in Shelby and Davidson counties between 6:30-8:30 am and 4:00-6:00 pm; penalty for violation is $1,000 per violation. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 12, Part 1. 02/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. Trans. Comm.

*SB 2311 by *Cohen (HB 2184 by *Kernell) Limitation of Actions - Extends statute of limitations for property tort actions from three years from accruing of cause of action to six years from accruing of cause of action. - Amends TCA Title 28, Chapter 3. 04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2312 by *Cohen (HB 2782 by *Maddox) Criminal Offenses - Mandates that juvenile who commits second violation of prohibited purchase or possession of tobacco and who is assessed penalty or community service by juvenile court and who does not comply shall have person’s driving privileges revoked until juvenile complies with all orders of court. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 15. 02/14/02 S Withdrawn.

*SB 2313 by *Cohen (HB 2366 by *Bowers) Consumer Protection - Prohibits sale of gift certificates containing expiration dates; provides that any certificate sold after July 1, 2002, is redeemable for cash value or subject to replacement; excludes certificates issued as promotional awards and certificates sold below

Criminal Offenses - Prohibits cloning and imposes criminal penalty of Class E felony. - Amends TCA Title 49 and Title 68. 04/11/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2296 by *Dixon (HB 2671 by *Jones U (Shel)) Basic Education Program (BEP) - Changes BEP funding from prior year enrollment to current year enrollment. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-351. 04/24/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2297 by *Dixon (HB 2674 by *Jones U (Shel)) Education - Provides for more consideration of actual classroom experience for teachers in training. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Part 56. 04/24/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2298 by *Haun (HB 2691 by *Head) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires state to seize of untaxed tobacco products set aside for expenses of administration from 10 to 5 percent. - Amends TCA Title 67. 02/07/02 S Ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2300 by *Haun (HB 3024 by *Buck) Revenue, Dept. of - Authorizes commissioner to obtain criminal records information from U.S. department of justice for applicants for employment with department of revenue. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29; Title 4, Chapter 3; Title 4, Chapter 4; Title 57 and Title 67. 02/07/02 S Ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

*SB 2301 by *Haun (HB 2350 by *Givens) Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Specifies that franchise and excise taxes shall not be construed to prohibit tobacco companies from doing business in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 21 and Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 20. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2302 by *Haun (HB 2539 by *Ridgeway) Safety, Dept. of - Authorizes and regulates use of electric personal assistive mobility device. - Amends TCA Title 55. 05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 734

*SB 2303 by *Haun , Cooper J (HB 2925 by *Fowlkes) Taxes, Gasoline, Petroleum Products - Earmarks $9,600,000 from highway user fuel taxes for 1990 Bridge Grant Program. - Amends TCA Section 54-4-505 and Section 67-3-2001. 01/29/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2304 by *Haun (HB 2349 by *Givens) Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Redefines "basic cost of cigarettes" for purposes of "Unfair Retailer's Cigarette Sales Law" to be lesser of invoice cost or replacement cost within 15 days instead of 30 days of date of sale. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 25, Part 3. 03/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2305 by *Fowler (HB 2218 by *Dunn) Education - Includes U.S. Constitution in list of documents which can be freely displayed and used in schools. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6. 01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*SB 2306 by *Fowler (HB 2217 by *Dunn) Education - Allows student report cards to be posted at school. - Amends TCA Title 49. 01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

SB 2307 by *Fowler (HB 2216 by *Dunn) Education - Requires state board of education to develop and disseminate model grading policy. - Amends TCA Title 49. 01/28/02 S P2C, bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

SB 2308 by *Fowler (HB 2245 by *Sharp) Employees, Employers - Reduces length of time female employee is required to provide advance notice of maternity leave from three months to 90 days. - Amends TCA Section 4-21-408. 02/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2309 by *Fowler (HB 2247 by *Sharp) Employees, Employers - Revises maximum maternity leave under statute from four months to 17 work weeks. - Amends TCA Section 4-21-408. 02/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2310 by *Cohen (HB 2248 by *Stanley) Railroads - Prohibits rail traffic in Shelby and Davidson counties between 6:30-8:30 am and 4:00-6:00 pm; penalty for violation is $1,000 per violation. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 12, Part 1. 02/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. Trans. Comm.

*SB 2311 by *Cohen (HB 2184 by *Kernell) Limitation of Actions - Extends statute of limitations for property tort actions from three years from accruing of cause of action to six years from accruing of cause of action. - Amends TCA Title 28, Chapter 3. 04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2312 by *Cohen (HB 2782 by *Maddox) Criminal Offenses - Mandates that juvenile who commits second violation of prohibited purchase or possession of tobacco and who is assessed penalty or community service by juvenile court and who does not comply shall have person’s driving privileges revoked until juvenile complies with all orders of court. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 15. 02/14/02 S Withdrawn.

*SB 2313 by *Cohen (HB 2366 by *Bowers) Consumer Protection - Prohibits sale of gift certificates containing expiration dates; provides that any certificate sold after July 1, 2002, is redeemable for cash value or subject to replacement; excludes certificates issued as promotional awards and certificates sold below

Local Education Agency - Requires LEAs to report annually number of students taking psychotropic drugs for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder to department of education which then reports to education oversight committee and senate and house education committees. - Amends TCA Title 49. 03/18/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm

*SB 2291 by *Dixon (HB 2677 by *Jones U (Shel) , De Berry J, Bowers, Jones U (Shel) ) Election Laws - Increases from $15.00 to $25.00 minimum compensation for officers of elections, judges, machine operators, and inspectors for their services on election day. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 4. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

*SB 2292 by *Dixon (HB 2663 by *Jones U (Shel) ) Driver Licenses - Increases from 10 days to 15 days time in which department of safety must notify licensing state and commercial driver license information system that commercial driver has violated traffic law; increases from 10 days to 15 days time in which clerk must notify department of conviction of commercial driver violating traffic law. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10; Title 55, Chapter 12 and Title 55, Chapter 50. 04/10/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of S. Trans. Comm.

*SB 2293 by *Dixon (HB 2678 by *Miller L , Chumney, Turner (Shelby), Bowers, De Berry L, Brooks, Jones U (Shel) ) Election Laws - Requires state coordinator of elections to adopt rules and regulations governing minimum standards for nonpartisan voter education. - Amends TCA Title 2. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

*SB 2294 by *Dixon Prayer - Allows use of school property for 30 minutes before classes for student-led prayers. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-1004. 04/24/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2295 by *Dixon (HB 2675 by *Jones U (Shel) , De Berry J, Turner (Shelby), Bowers, Jones U (Shel) )
face value to employers and/or to charitable organizations for fundraising.

- 04/10/02 S Failed to pass S., Ayes 13 Nays 17


05/15/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.


04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2316 by *Ford J (HB 2259 by *DeBerry L, DeBerry J, Black, Bowers) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires licensed health care facilities to report certain unusual events. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.

03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 508

*SB 2317 by *Ford J (HB 2269 by *Fitzhugh, Pleasant) Funeral Directors and Embalmers - Authorizes motorcycle escorts of funeral processions to use strobe lights during such processions if sheriff agrees; authorizes funeral procession motorcycle escorts to install green strobe light instead of clear strobe light. - Amends TCA Section 55-8-183.

03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 509

*SB 2318 by *Trail (HB 2526 by *McMillan) Domestic Violence - Establishes venue for all matters relating to orders of protection to be in county where respondent resides or county where domestic abuse occurred. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 3, Part 6.

04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 646

*SB 2319 by *Trail (HB 2660 by *Hood) Motor Vehicles - Increases from two to four number of motor vehicles that producers of motor vehicles can lease to each employee under closed-end leases; increases lease term from 12 to 18 months. - Amends TCA Title 55. 01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 2320 by *Trail (HB 2374 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers) Murfreesboro - Subject to local approval, revises charter with respect to vacancies in city council. - Amends Chapter 429 of the Private Acts of 1931; as amended.

02/28/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 82

*SB 2321 by *Trail (HB 2372 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers, Patton) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Permits for-profit hospitals to hold off-site health screenings if program is under supervision of licensed physician and if medical laboratory board has issued letter of exemption. - Amends TCA Section 68-29-104.

04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 588

SB 2322 by *Trail (HB 2373 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers) Rutherford County - Subject to local approval, increases county purchasing committee from five to seven members. - Amends Chapter 421 of the Private Acts of 1943; as amended.

02/29/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 81

SB 2323 by *Hau, Henry (HB 2262 by *Ridgeway, Newton, Head) Railroads - Reduces annual inspection, control, and supervision fee paid by railroad companies on ton miles from 4 cents per 1,000 ton miles to 2 cents per 1,000 ton miles. - Amends TCA Section 65-3-201.

01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Trans. Comm.

SB 2324 by *Hau (HB 2260 by *Newton, Ridgeway) Railroads - Clarifies that requirement to carry engineer's operator permit while operating locomotive is in compliance with applicable federal requirements. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 12.

01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Trans. Comm.

SB 2325 by *Hau (HB 2261 by *Newton, Ridgeway) Railroads - Requires any entity constructing crossing or converting private crossing to public crossing to pay all associated costs; removes prohibition against department granting approval for construction or conversion on roads not designated as being on state system of highways. - Amends TCA Section 65-11-101. 04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 536

SB 2326 by *Kyle (HB 2504 by *Kernell) Private Protective Services - Requires airport baggage handlers and persons who inspect airline luggage to be registered as private protective guards/officers. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 35.

02/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C, L&A

SB 2327 by *Kyle (HB 3079 by *Miller L) Alcoholic Beverages - Authorizes motor speedway located in Shelby County to serve alcoholic beverages for consumption on premises. - Amends TCA Title 87, Chapter 4.

04/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 647

SB 2328 by *Cohen Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Makes various changes to alimony and spousal support provisions. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 4; Title 36, Chapter 5; Title 36, Chapter 6 and Title 50, Chapter 2.

04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.


05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 725

SB 2330 by *Dixon (HB 2249 by *Stanley) Pest Control - Prohibits pest control companies from spraying outside homes unless specifically requested to do so by homeowner in writing; if pest control company has contract with homeowner and cannot contact homeowner, company may still charge for services if homeowner does not respond within sixty days after date property was to be treated. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 62, Chapter 21, Part 1.

02/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C, L&A

SB 2331 by *Fowler (HB 2244 by *Sharp) Employees, Employers - Reduces length of time female employee is required to provide advance notice of maternity leave from three months to 60 days. - Amends TCA Section 4-21-408.

02/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C, L&A


04/24/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 611

*SB 2333 by *Dixon (HB 2340 by *Bowers) Criminal Procedure - Requires misdemeanor defendants appointed counsel by reason of indigency to be released from custody on recognizance unless state shows in separate hearing that defendant would not appear in court or would pose danger to defendant or others. - Amends TCA Section 40-11-115.

04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2334 by *Dixon, Person (HB 2924 by *DeBerry J) Taxes, Litigation - Imposes penalties on court clerks for failure to collect tax. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-605.

05/15/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2335 by *Kyle (HB 2289 by *Kisber) Budget Procedures - Requires each department and agency of state government to submit annual detailed accounting of source and expenditure of all funds received during preceding 12 months. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4.

06/11/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 2336 by *Kyle (HB 2304 by *Kisber) Appropriations - Authorizes state spending to exceed growth in revenues by specified amount. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 6, Part 2.

06/19/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

*SB 2337 by *Kyle (HB 2307 by *Kisber) Appropriations - Authorizes state spending to exceed growth in revenues by specified amount. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 6, Part 2.

06/19/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

*SB 2338 by *Kyle (HB 2310 by *Kisber) Appropriations - Authorizes state spending to exceed growth in revenue by specified amount. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 6, Part 2.

06/19/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

*SB 2339 by *Kyle (HB 2313 by *Kisber) Appropriations - Authorizes state spending to exceed growth in revenues by specified amount. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 6, Part 2.
06/02/00  S  Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02


SB 2343 by *Kyle (HB 2303 by *Kisber) Bond Issues - Authorizes issuance of bonded indebtedness for state government. - 07/30/02  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 852


SB 2348 by *Ford J (HB 2668 by *Jones U (She1) , Rinks, Kent, Cole (Carter), Pinion, Pleasant) Fees - Increases additional fee from $10.00 to $15.00 for driving with invalid license and driving under influence earmarked for traumatic brain injury fund; adds additional fee of $15.00 for adult driving while impaired to be earmarked for such fund. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 55, Part 3. 06/12/02  S  Failed to receive a majority. Remains in S. FW&M Comm. Ayes 3, Nays 0 PNV 7


SB 2350 by *Fowler (HB 2556 by *Turner (Dav) , Davis (Wash), West) General Assembly - Makes Open Meetings Act applicable to general assembly or committee, subcommittee, or ad hoc committee of general assembly so long as quorum present. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 44, Part 1. 01/28/02  S  P2C, ref. to S. &L Comm.

SB 2351 by *Fowler (HB 2557 by *Turner (Dav) , Davis (Wash), West) General Assembly - Requires LIS for general assembly to develop system to enable all roll-call votes taken by general assembly, or committee or subcommittee of general assembly, to be posted on Internet through Web site maintained by general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 16, Part 1 and Title 3, Chapter 2, Part 1. 01/28/02  S  P2C, ref. to S. &L Comm.

SB 2352 by *Fowler (HB 2441 by *Wood) Aircraft and Airports - Reduces board of metropolitan airport authority established by Chattanooga from 11 to nine; establishes transition procedure by authorizing chief executive to dissolve current board and appoint new board with three-year staggered terms. - Amends TCA Section 42-4-105. 04/11/02  -  Pub. Ch. 562

SB 2353 by *Fowler (HB 2580 by *Fowukes) Probate Law - Authorizes court presiding over trust to remove trustee on court's own initiative in certain circumstances; allows any of decedent's creditors, not just largest one, to apply to administer estate if neither spouse nor next of kin applies; makes other various changes relative to wills, probate, and estates. - Amends TCA Title 26; Title 30; Title 31; Title 32; Title 33; Title 35 and Title 66. 05/15/02  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 735

SB 2354 by *Fowler (HB 2651 by *Turner (Ham)) Nuisances - Expands types of conduct declared to be nuisance; provides for seizure and forfeiture of any vehicle used in commission of second or subsequent offense of patronizing or promoting prostitution once person convicted. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 3, Part 1 and Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 1. 07/09/02  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 847

SB 2355 by *Fowler (HB 2652 by *Turner (Ham)) DUI/DWI Offenses - Authorizes courts in Hamilton County to assess blood alcohol concentration test fee upon conviction of DUI or driving while impaired; county to set fee which may not exceed $50.00; fee to be assessed only if blood sample actually taken from person convicted of DUI or DWI and test actually performed on sample. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4. 06/10/02  -  Pub. Ch. 789

SB 2356 by *Burchett (HB 2852 by *Hagood) Taxes, Real Property - Requires assessment and billing of property taxes to owners of mobile homes. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-802. 03/05/02  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. FW&M Comm.

SB 2357 by *Burchett (HB 2518 by *Bittle) Law Enforcement - Permits law enforcement officers to effectuate arrest for felony offense in any jurisdiction in this state provided employing governmental entity is responsible for any liability incurred in making such arrest. - Amends TCA Title 38 and Title 40. 04/04/02  S  Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2358 by *Burchett (*HB 2848 by *Hagood) Driver Licenses - Increases from 10 days to two weeks time in which department of safety must notify licensing state and commercial driver license information system that commercial driver has violated traffic law; increases from 10 days to two weeks time in which clerk must notify department of conviction of commercial driver violating traffic law. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 54; Title 55 and Title 65. 01/28/02  S  P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtt.

SB 2360 by *Burchett (HB 2517 by *Bittle) Law Enforcement - Permits law enforcement officers in another state to carry firearms at all times in this state if other state also allows Tennessee officers to carry in that state and requirements for carrying in that state are substantially similar to requirements in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13. 04/04/02  S  Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2361 by *Burchett (HB 2626 by *Bittle) Handgun Permits - Permits waiver of completion of department of safety approved handgun safety course and lowers permit processing fee for certain law enforcement officials. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13. 04/04/02  S  Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2362 by *Burchett (HB 2847 by *Hagood) Taxes - Permits excise tax credit not to exceed $100 for money or equipment donated to public schools. - Amends TCA Title 67. 01/28/02  S  P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtt.

SB 2363 by *Burchett (HB 2495 by *Overbey) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Establishes methadone service areas for non-residential methadone treatment facilities. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11. 03/13/02  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2364 by *Williams (HB 3003 by *Roach , Hagood) Utilities, Utility Districts - Specifies that Jefferson County utility district commissions to be nominated by board of commissioners and appointed by county executive; requires TACIR to perform study regarding size, composition, and selection of utility districts' boards of commissioners. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-307. 07/09/02  -  Pub. Ch. 838
**SB 2365** by *Williams (HB 2597 by *West) Clerks, Court - Requires court clerks in four major metro areas that have computerized case information to make such information available to public on Internet without charge; administrative office of courts is to provide technical assistance to clerks. - Amends TCA Title 16 and Title 18. 02/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Jud Comm.

**SB 2366** by *Williams, Burks (*HB 2219 by *Dunn) Administrative Procedure (UAPA) - Permits petition for judicial review of final decision of department of children's services in contested case to be filed in county in which one or more petitioners reside as well as in county of residence of commissioner; permits filing of petitions for review of special education hearing determinations in chancery court of Davidson County or county in which petitioner resides. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 5. 04/24/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 610

**SB 2367** by *Cohen, Kyle (HB 2920 by *DeBerry L., Bowers) Industrial Development - Prohibits industrial development corporations in Shelby County, except joint county/municipal corporations, from negotiating lessee payments in lieu of taxes less than ad valorem taxes without prior county approval; provision applicable to at least five industrial development corporations. - Amends TCA Section 7-53-305. 05/14/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 712

**SB 2368** by *Kyle (HB 2330 by *Head) Budget Procedures - Requires that budget contain information on state-levied taxes and proposed expenditures of state-levied taxes. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 510

**SB 2369** by *Kyle (HB 2793 by *Sargent) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Increases minimum insurance policy premium refund amount for sickness and accident policies from $10.00 to $20.00. - Amends TCA Title 56. 01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending admtd.

**SB 2370** by *Kyle (HB 2315 by *Kent) Criminal Offenses - Requires sentences for assaults on certain public employees be served consecutively with any other sentences imposed or already being served. - Amends TCA Section 39-13-101. 03/05/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

**SB 2371** by *Miller J (HB 2477 by *Patton) Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Redefines "tobacco products" to include beedies and bidis; prohibits sale of beedies or bidis as tobacco products to minors. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 15. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 511


**SB 2373** by *Cohen (HB 2371 by *Jones U (Shel) , Langster, Bowers) Election Laws - Allows coordinator of elections to sell registered voter lists at price determined by secretary of state with proceeds to be deposited in "voting machine loan fund"; lists may only be sold to persons certifying that lists will be used only for political purposes. - Amends TCA Section 2-2-138. 05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 694

**SB 2374** by *Cohen, Dixon (HB 2393 by *Kent, Bowers) Financial Responsibility Law - Authorizes police service technicians in Shelby County to issue citations in lieu of arrest to persons unable to produce proof of financial responsibility for vehicle. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 12, Part 1. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 648

**SB 2375** by *Burchett (HB 2478 by *Patton) Taxes, Ad Valorem - Permits municipalities that collect delinquent property taxes pursuant to municipal ordinance to begin collection proceedings one year after taxes become delinquent. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

**SB 2376** by *Henry (HB 2649 by *Langster, Jones, S., Turner (Dav), West, Pruitt, Kiser, Britley, Odom, DeBerry L, Fowkes, Head, McMillan) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Vanderbilt Children's Hospital new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Vanderbilt Children's Hospital. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 03/13/02 S Referred to special committee.

**SB 2377** by *Henry (HB 2622 by *Odom, Sargent, Turner (Ham)) Criminal Offenses - Authorizes state or local government to post, along state or local roadway rights-of-way near stone or rock walls, signs stating that knowing removal of any portion of such wall without owner's consent is punishable as theft. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 1. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 622

**SB 2378** by *Henry (HB 2834 by *Jones, S., Arriola, West) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Nashville Zoo at Grassmere new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds derived from sale thereof to Nashville Zoo for animal feeding and care, animal acquisitions, exhibit design and construction, and educational programs. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 03/13/02 S Referred to special committee.

**SB 2379** by *Jackson (HB 2332 by *Buck, McMillan) Real Property - Provides that owner of private airstrip not liable for injuries to person or property resulting from aviation-related use of property. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 7. 05/15/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

**SB 2380** by *Graves (HB 3176 by *Davidson) Education - Applies state board of education's standards to programs operated by private schools; requires transfer of funds and personnel currently used in regulation of schools covered by act from department of human services to department of education. - Amends TCA Title 49. 05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 766

**SB 2381** by *Jackson (HB 2524 by *McMillan) Business Organizations - Clarifies, under Revised Uniform Partnership Act, that unless earlier canceled, filed statement of partnership authority is canceled by operation of law on date on which statement or most recent amendment was filed with register of deeds; present statute provides such filing is with county clerk; makes other revisions to Act regarding disassociated partner and winding up partnership. - Amends TCA Title 61. 04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 563

**SB 2382** by *Jackson (*HB 2280 by *Kisber, Maddox, Jones, S., Overbey, Arriola, Ferguson, Clem, DeBerry L, Turner (Ham), Johnson, Bowers, Fitzhugh, White) Welfare - Authorizes deduction from total income available for cost of long-term nursing home care for certain dental services provided to medicaid eligible recipients at dental office, on-site, or through mobile dental service; establishes requirements, notification, deduction, and payment procedures for such services. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11; Title 71, Chapter 1 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 05/14/02 - Pub. Ch. 717

**SB 2383** by *Jackson (HB 2529 by *McMillan) Courts, General Sessions - Increases jurisdictional limits of courts of general sessions from $15,000 or $25,000 to $50,000 in all civil actions involving damage to property. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 15, Part 5. 04/09/02 S Taken Off Notice by action of S. Jud Comm.


**SB 2385** by *Trail (HB 2532 by *Walker) Cooperatives - Permits electric cooperatives to make and accept charitable contributions. - Amends TCA Section 65-25-205. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 512

**SB 2386** by *Trail (HB 2129 by *McMillan) Judges and Chancellors - Extends jurisdiction of court of judiciary to include all persons presiding over courts, such as special judges, and to candidates for judicial office; gives court more flexibility in fashioning appropriate sanction; and defines available sanctions. - Amends TCA Title 17, Chapter 5. 04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 564

**SB 2387** by *Graves , McNally, Norris, Person (HB 2406 by *Davis (Cocke)) School Districts, Special - Allows county or municipal school systems to convert to be special
school districts. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2, Part 5.
04/04/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 2388 by *Graves , Rochelle, Davis L, Burks (HB 2530 by *McMillan, Naifeh, Baird) Criminal Offenses - Imposes additional $200 fine against persons convicted of domestic type assault or aggravated assault who have ability to pay fine and provides that revenue raised from additional fine is to be allocated to general fund for exclusive purpose of funding family violence shelters and shelter services. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 649

Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 1.
shelters and shelter services. - Amends TCA additional fine is to be allocated to general fund to pay fine and provides that revenue raised from 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 649

Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 1.

*SB 2388 by *Dixon (HB 2468 by *Turner (Shelby)) Taxes - Enacts "Tax Reform Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 79; Title 70 and Title 71. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

*SB 2397 by *Dixon (HB 2501 by *Kernell) Medical Occupations - Exempts chiropractors and dentists nationally certified in acupuncture from acupuncture licensing requirements. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 6, Part 10. 03/13/02 S Action Def. in S.GW,H&HR Comm. to 3/20/02

*SB 2388 by *Dixon (HB 2468 by *Turner (Shelby))

*SB 2397 by *Dixon (HB 2501 by *Kernell) Medical Occupations - Exempts chiropractors and dentists nationally certified in acupuncture from acupuncture licensing requirements. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 6, Part 10. 03/13/02 S Action Def. in S.GW,H&HR Comm. to 3/20/02

*SB 2398 by *Dixon (HB 2468 by *Turner (Shelby)) Taxes - Enacts "Tax Reform Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 79; Title 70 and Title 71. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2399 by *Haun (HB 2693 by *Head , Rinks, White, Ridgeway, Newton) Mobile Homes and Manufactured Buildings - Revises various provisions governing time and method of mobile home transports, fees for license for such transports, and required insurance. - Amends TCA Title 55. 06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 803

*SB 2400 by *Haun (HB 2435 by *Davis (Cocke)) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Tennessee Cave Salamander new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to wildlife resources fund. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 54; Title 55; Title 65 and Title 67. 02/07/02 S Ref. to S. Trans. Comm.

*SB 2401 by *Haun (HB 2436 by *Davis (Cocke)) Railroad - Requires acceptance of on-board payment of fare by conductor from passenger; authorizes supplement for on-board payment not to exceed one-fourth price of regular fare. - Amends TCA Title 64 and Title 65. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Transportation Comm.

*SB 2402 by *Haun (HB 2437 by *Davis (Cocke)) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of cultural license plate for Tennessee Musical Heritage. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 54; Title 55 and Title 65. 02/07/02 S Ref. to S. Trans. Comm.

*SB 2403 by *Haun (HB 2438 by *Davis (Cocke)) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Honeybee new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to agricultural development fund. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Transportation Comm.

*SB 2404 by *Wilder (HB 2109 by *Davidson , Buck) Statutes - Codifies public acts of 2001. - 02/28/02 - Pub. Ch. 491

*SB 2405 by *Dixon (HB 2339 by *Bowers) Professions and Occupations - Permits hair braiders to work without supervision of licensed cosmetologists; requires hair braiders to work at licensed establishment. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 4, Part 1. 05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 706

SB 2406 by *Dixon , Ramsey, Miller J (*HB 2338 by *Bowers , DeBerry J, Jones U (Shel), Kernell, Patton, Todd, Bunch, Baird) Child Custody and Support - Allows parents to request alternating primary residential custody of child; child must reside with either parent for not less than six months at time; court may deviate from order if clear convincing evidence child in danger of severe harm. - Amends TCA Section 36-6-101 and Section 36-6-404. 04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2407 by *Ford J (*HB 2365 by *DeBerry L) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires ambulatory surgical treatment centers to report certain information. - Amends TCA Title 68. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 513

SB 2408 by *Norris (HB 2130 by *Fitzhugh) Lauderdale County - Subject to local approval, decreases school board from nine to eight members. - 02/28/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 79

SB 2409 by *Norris (*HB 2390 by *Bunch) Uniform Commercial Code - Revises UCC Article 9 with respect to notice and foreclosure to enforce security interest. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 9. 05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 745

SB 2410 by *Norris (*HB 2127 by *McMillan) Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Allows parties petitioning for divorce or separation to apply to court for injunctive relief against another party, but third party is not bound by injunctions taking effect upon filing of petition. - Amends TCA Section 36-4-106. 04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 565

*SB 2411 by *Norris , Person (HB 2923 by *DeBerry J) Public Records - Clarifies that material maintained on computer or removable computer storage media by Shelby County assessor of property shall be made available for public inspection in office of assessor of property during normal business hours and copies of such records shall be made available within 30 days upon request at reasonable cost. - Amends TCA Section 10-7-121. 03/27/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 2412 by *Norris (HB 2434 by *Todd) Planning, Public - Enacts "Planning Commission and Board of Zoning Appeals Training and Certification Education Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 3; Title 13, Chapter 4 and Title 13, Chapter 7. 07/30/02 - Pub. Ch. 862

*SB 2413 by *Haynes (HB 2570 by *Buck , Sands, Boyer) Courts - Specifies persons authorized to serve process; revises fee schedules for service of process. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 21, Part 9; Title 8, Chapter 8 and Title 16, Chapter 15, Part 9. 06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 794

*SB 2414 by *Haynes (*HB 2276 by *Kisber)
Workers’ Compensation - Requires advisory council on workers’ compensation to report activities and outcomes related to workers’ compensation fund; revises assigned risk pool provisions; makes other various changes to workers’ compensation provisions. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6; Title 50 and Title 56. 05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 695

*SB 2415* by *Haynes (HB 2784 by *Maddox) Taxes, Ad Valorem - Clarifies responsibilities of assessor and trustee as to notification of rollback assessment and specifies that greenbelt rollback taxes are payable when assessor gives written notice of rollback assessment to trustee. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1008. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F, W&M Comm.

*SB 2416* by *Haynes (HB 2632 by *Turner (Dav) , Jones, S.) Motor Vehicles - Redefines “abandoned motor vehicle”; authorizes demolition of certain motor vehicles left on property or in possession of another. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 16. 05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 736

*SB 2417* by *Burks , Haynes (HB 2510 by *Briely, Briley) Eminent Domain - Excludes redevelopment projects and redevelopment plans from prohibition on housing authority to take private property in urban renewal area by eminent domain for purposes of resale. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 20. 05/15/02 S Placed on S. S&L Govt. Comm. cal. for 05/22/02

*SB 2418* by *Haynes (HB 2778 by *Odom Appeal and Review - Requires circuit court to grant writ of certiorari to hear appeal from decision of board or commission revoking, suspending, or denying license or permit that is required prior to engaging in conduct protected by First Amendment; makes effectiveness contingent upon certain action regarding pending court case. - Amends TCA Title 27, Chapter 9. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 615

*SB 2419* by *Haynes (HB 2451 by *Davidson , Naifeh, Bowers, Arriola, Boyer, Pleasant, Kent, Todd, Cole (Carter), Miller L, West, Bone, Kisber) Taxes - Authorizes 90-day extension of deadline for payment of property taxes and Hall income tax for members of armed forces on active duty outside United States during Operation Enduring Freedom. - Amends TCA Title 67. 05/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 664

*SB 2420* by *Atchley (HB 2362 by *Curtiss) Business and Commerce - Requires each vehicle to pass inspection; allows inspection certificate to be renewed for up to three additional years; requires each person to pass basic skills test. - Amends TCA Title 67; Title 50; Title 56. 01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amidt.

*SB 2421* by *Atchley (HB 2419 by *Tindell, Armstrong, Jones U (Shel)) Growth and Development - Places property of airport with regularly scheduled commercial passenger service located in county other than county where creating municipality is located in annexation free zone. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 58, Part 1. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 572

*SB 2422* by *Atchley , Burchett (HB 3109 by *Boyer , Tindell, Armstrong) Municipal Government - Allows home rule municipalities to collect actual administrative expenses incurred as result of false threat or hoax involving biological weapons, destructive devices, or weapons of mass destruction if such municipality has adopted ordinance to prohibit such threat or hoax. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 54, Part 3. 05/23/02 - Pub. Ch. 746

*SB 2423* by *Atchley (HB 3105 by *Tindell, Buttry) Taxes, Ad Valorem - Authorizes Knox County or municipality in county to impose 20 percent penalty for delinquent land taxes upon adoption of resolution by two-thirds vote of appropriate legislative body. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 24. 05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 684

*SB 2424* by *Burchett , Atchley, Burchett, McNally (HB 3107 by *Armstrong , Tindell) Historical Sites and Preservation - Authorizes historic zoning commissions to impose financial penalties for certain violations. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-407. 04/24/02 H Rcdv. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 2425* by *Atchley (HB 2500 by *Rheinhart, Head) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Establishes provisions for forfeiture of service, reemployment after retirement and payment of benefits to minor children; makes other various revisions to retirement system provisions. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1, Part 3; Title 8; Title 23; Title 8, Chapter 25; Title 8, Chapter 37; Title 8, Chapters 34 through 37; and Title 8, Chapter 50. 07/03/02 - Pub. Ch. 863

SB 2426 by *Atchley (*HB 2392 by *Bunch) Notary Public - Revises statute on acknowledgement of instruments by notaries public establishing that form of certificate does not establish validity; provides for presumption and burden of proof for challenges to signature. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 22. 04/30/02 S Rec. For Pass. ref. to: S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 2427* by *Haun , Henry (HB 2476 by *Patton, Fraley, Odom, DeBerry J, Bowers, West, Kernell, Bunch) Child Custody and Support - Requires, when court is considering modification of prior decree pertaining to custody, petition to prove, by preponderance of evidence, material change in circumstance; in each contested case court must make such finding as to reason and facts constituting basis for custody determination. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6, Part 1. 07/03/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 859

*SB 2428* by *Haun (HB 2692 by *Givens) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Requires state treasurer to study feasibility of securitizing state’s future Master Settlement Agreement funds by transferring rights thereto to TCRS in exchange for appropriate consideration. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 18; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 8; Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 2; Title 9; Title 43; Title 49, Title 68 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 05/14/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. FW&M Comm.

*SB 2429* by *Haun (HB 2796 by *Ridgeway) Motor Vehicles - Licenses low speed motor vehicles. - Amends TCA Title 55. 05/23/02 - Pub. Ch. 747

*SB 2430* by *Haun (HB 2488 by *Head) County Government - Makes various changes to funding and responsibilities of county government including requiring state to purchase voting equipment for county election commissions and to compensate county election commission members; increasing percentage of litigation tax court derks receive from 15 percent to 20 percent; increasing percentage of collected revenues county clerks receive from 5 percent to 20 percent; requiring state to compensate and provide benefits for all LEA licensed personnel; removing provision prohibiting county from collecting privilege taxes. - Amends TCA Title 2; Title 8; Title 16; Title 38; Title 41; Title 49 and Title 67. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F, W&M Comm.


*SB 2432* by *Haun (HB 2984 by *Ford S, Patton, Givens, Boyer, McDaniel, Davidson) Education - Provides for employment through RFP process of construction manager for school construction projects; changes way proposals for services are evaluated; makes other various revisions regarding school construction contracts. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-203. 07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 824

*SB 2433* by *Haynes (HB 2418 by *Arriola) Boards and Commissions - Combines real estate and auctioneer commissions. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 62, Chapter 13 and Title 62, Chapter 19. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Govt. Ops. Comm.

*SB 2434* by *Haynes (HB 2417 by *Arriola) Real Estate Agents and Brokers - Changes grace period for reinstatement of real estate license after failure to renew from 60 days after renewal deadline to 30 days after written notice sent by real estate commission return receipt requested. - Amends TCA Title 69, Chapter 13. 02/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. C&L&A Comm.

*SB 2435* by *Miller J (*HB 2386 by *Bunch) Taxes, Business - Authorizes adoption of delinquent tax collection procedures by two-thirds vote of governing body of municipality as well as county. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-719. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 555

SB 2436 by *Miller J (*HB 2389 by *Bunch)
Taxes, Business - Authorize municipal police officers, as well as sheriff, to serve and execute distress warrants for unpaid business taxes. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-215.

05/29/02  S  Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 2437 by *Miller J (*HB 2387 by *Bunch) Licenses - Permits denial of business license application if applicant has delinquent county or municipal taxes. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4.

04/23/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. FW&M Comm.

SB 2438 by *Miller J (*HB 2388 by *Bunch) Education - Directs state board of education to limit parameters of individuals qualifying for special education services by defining special education and requiring standards to be narrowed. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 10.

02/20/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2439 by *Miller J (HB 2802 by *Bunch) Driver Licenses - Specifies that license applicant who presents all required application information and who has social security number may retake any part of examination without delay. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50, Part 3.

03/06/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

SB 2440 by *Miller J (*HB 2391 by *Bunch) Workers' Compensation - Defines community in workers' compensation law to mean area within 15-mile radius of employee's residence. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.

03/05/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2441 by *Miller J (HB 2804 by *Bunch) Child Custody and Support - Allows parents to request alternating primary residential custody of child; child must reside with either parent for not less than six months at time; court may deviate from order if clear convincing evidence child is in danger of severe harm. - Amends TCA Section 36-6-404 and Section 36-6-101.

04/04/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2442 by *Miller J (HB 2803 by *Bunch) Children - Requires facility, facility employee, or member of professional medical community to positively identify person abandoning infant; applies procedure for surrender and termination of parental rights in adoption to infant abandonment. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 1, Part 1; Title 37, Chapter 2, Part 4, and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2.

02/13/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2445 by *Miller J (HB 2801 by *Bunch) Children - Requires facility, facility employee, or member of professional medical community to positively identify person abandoning infant; applies procedure for surrender and termination of parental rights in adoption to infant abandonment. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 1, Part 1; Title 37, Chapter 2, Part 4, and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2.

02/13/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2446 by *Miller J (*HB 2193 by *Bunch, Newton) Highway Signs - Names bridge across Hiwassee River on US 11 (SR 2) "Captain James S. Varnell, Jr. Bridge." -

05/15/02  - Pub. Ch. 726

SB 2447 by *Miller J (*HB 2194 by *Bunch) Landlord and Tenant - Allows landlord to pursue detainer action against tenant who fails to pay rent if rent not paid within five days of receiving notice. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 28, and Title 29, Chapter 18.

03/27/02  S Failed to pass S., Ayes 11 Nays 14

SB 2448 by *Miller J (*HB 2192 by *Bunch) Workers' Compensation - Creates lien in behalf of public hospital for services rendered in workers' compensation case. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 22 and Title 50, Chapter 6.

03/05/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2449 by *Miller J (*HB 2209 by *Bunch) Courts, Juvenile - Clarifies that appeals from juvenile delinquency proceedings must be made to criminal court or court with criminal jurisdiction and appeals from unruly proceedings or dependent and neglect proceedings must be made to circuit court. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 1.

05/29/02  H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.


03/05/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2451 by *Miller J (*HB 2205 by *Bunch) Education - Provides that extended contract supplements can be paid only to classroom teachers. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Part 50.

02/20/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Edu. Comm.

SB 2452 by *Miller J (*HB 2196 by *Bunch) Workers' Compensation - Authorizes parties in workers' compensation actions to execute assignments with respect to medical and hospital expenses incurred at hospital owned and operated by state or local government. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 22; Title 47, Chapter 14 and Title 50, Chapter 6.

03/05/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2453 by *Miller J (*HB 2197 by *Bunch) Local Government, General - Authorizes county clerk to deduct and collect $1.00 from municipal wheel tax if designated by municipality as tax collection official. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1, Part 1 and Title 6, Chapter 54, Part 1.

01/28/02  S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

SB 2454 by *Miller J (*HB 2198 by *Bunch) Courts, General Sessions - Adds general sessions courts to courts having jurisdiction to issue attachment on debt or demand of purely legal nature provided amount in controversy is within jurisdictional limit. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 6, Part 1.

04/11/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2455 by *Miller J (*HB 2199 by *Bunch) County Government - Requires publication in newspaper of general circulation at least one week prior to county legislative body voting to sell county-owned assets of real property or improvements to real property. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 5.

01/28/02  S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

SB 2456 by *Miller J (*HB 2202 by *Bunch) Education - Provides that extended contract supplements can only be paid to employees on less than 12-month contracts. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Parts 50 through 55.

02/20/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2457 by *Miller J (*HB 2200 by *Bunch) Taxes, Real Property - Includes hospital and hospital property owned or leased by private not-for-profit 501(c)(3) corporation in definition of industrial and commercial property for payment of property taxes. - Amends TCA Title 67.

07/30/02  - Pub. Ch. 877

SB 2458 by *Miller J (*HB 2201 by *Bunch) Taxes, Real Property - Includes in definition of industrial and commercial property for payment of property taxes hospital and hospital property owned or leased by private not-for-profit 501(c)(3) corporation in county other than county of incorporation. - Amends TCA Title 67.

06/19/02  S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

SB 2459 by *Miller J (*HB 2195 by *Bunch) Attorneys at Law - Clarifies that filing of lawsuit is not debt collection.

04/11/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2460 by *Miller J (*HB 2203 by *Bunch) Sheriffs - Prohibits any person qualifying for office of sheriff on or after July 1, 2002, from having any ownership or other financial interest in pawnshop and requires written disclosure to county clerk if family member has such interest. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 8.

04/11/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2461 by *Miller J (*HB 2207 by *Bunch)
Child Custody and Support - Prohibits department of human services from initiating child support actions on behalf of persons not eligible for support services; prohibits department from initiating child support actions without prior determination of custody. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 37 and Title 71.

04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2462 by *Miller J (*HB 2206 by *Bunch) Child Custody and Support - Requires administrative orders adding amount to monthly support order to be approved by court within 20 days, unless administrative appeal filed. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 37 and Title 71. 04/11/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2463 by *Miller J (*HB 2204 by *Bunch) Child Custody and Support - Prohibits department of human services from hearing petitions to modify child support order; requires court approval of adjustments to child support order made by department. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 37 and Title 71. 04/11/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2464 by *Miller J (HB 3040 by *Beavers) Taxes - Creates Volunteer Tax Fund as repository for voluntary contributions to support operations of state government. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F&W&M Comm.

SB 2465 by *Miller J (HB 2048 by *Beavers , *Vincent) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of "United We Stand" new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates all funds derived from sale thereof, minus expenses, to TEMAs to mitigate costs of enhanced security procedures. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 05/08/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.


SB 2467 by *Miller J (*HB 2443 by *Johnson) Cosmetology - Allows person to apply to operate either school of cosmetology or school of aesthetics. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 4. 04/02/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.


SB 2469 by *Cohen (*HB 2235 by *Odom) Consumer Protection - Requires wireless communication provider to notify consumer of contract expiration date in writing on every billing statement. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18. 02/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A, &A Comm.

SB 2470 by *Cohen (*HB 2236 by *Odom) Consumer Protection - Requires wireless communication provider to notify consumer of contract expiration date in writing and to notify consumer 30 days prior to contract expiration; notification may be made on consumer's monthly statement or by separate mailing; failure to notify consumer shall result in provider furnishing free services for six months. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18. 02/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2471 by *Clabough (HB 2550 by *Kisber) Mental Retardation - Requires commissioner of mental health and developmental disabilities to report by January 1, 2003, to house health and human resources committee and senate general welfare committee on adequacy of number of ICF/MR beds. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 71. 02/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.


SB 2473 by *Blackburn (*HB 2337 by *Sargent, *Casada) Emergency Communications Districts - Authorizes board of directors of district created after July 1, 2002, to be legislative body of municipality creating district; provides for appointment of private citizens if board or board member removed. - Amends TCA Section 7-86-105(b) and Section 7-86-314. 04/11/02 Pub. Ch. 567

SB 2474 by *Ford J (HB 3042 by *Bowers) Psychologists - Authorizes certain psychologists to prescribe drugs. - Amends TCA Title 11; Title 39; Title 53 and Title 63. 04/10/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2475 by *Rail , *Trail (HB 2797 by *Briley) Criminal Offenses - Deletes, effective July 1, 2002, person's criminal responsibility for facilitation of felony. - Amends TCA Title 39 and Title 40. 07/01/02 S Ref. to S. F, W & M Comm. pursuant to Rule 31

SB 2476 by *Haun , *Williams, *Sen. (*HB 2405 by *Davis (Cocke), *Roach, *Ford S) Water - Prohibits lowering of lakes 30 feet of full pool except in state or national declared disaster or emergency. - Amends TCA Title 7; Title 40 and Title 69. 06/28/02 Vetoed by Governor.

SB 2477 by *Cohen (HB 2933 by *Briley , *McMillan) Criminal Procedure - Provides that post-conviction defender is authorized to represent death-sentenced inmate in clemency proceedings and in proceedings to determine whether death-sentenced inmate is competent to be executed. - Amends TCA Section 40-30-306. 05/14/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 713

SB 2478 by *Graves (HB 2620 by *White , *Sargent) Liens - Expands methods of delivering notice of nonpayment for mechanics and materialmen's liens to owner and contractor contracting with owner from only registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, to include hand delivery and other commercial delivery service, all with confirmation of delivery. - Amends TCA Section 66-11-145. 04/11/02 Pub. Ch. 568

SB 2479 by *Kyle (HB 2440 by *Tindell) State Employees - Authorizes board of claims to present to claims commission recommendation for reimbursement to officer or employee for damages, even if compensatory damages awarded against officer or employee in court of law, if officer or employee was acting in good faith in performing duties. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 8. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.


SB 2481 by *Harper (*HB 2089 by *Turner (Dav)) Health Care - Establishes "Tennessee RX Program" and regulates pricing of prescription drugs. - Amends TCA Title 47; Title 53; Title 65; Title 63 and Title 71. 03/13/02 S Failed In S.GW.H&HR Comm. Ayes 0, Nays 0 PNV 0

SB 2482 by *Harper (*HB 2072 by *Turner (Dav)) Taxes, Sales - Removes sales tax from food groceries purchased by senior citizens who are at least 65 years of age and whose income from all sources is $30,000 or less for single person and $60,000 or less for married couple. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 3. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F. W& M Comm.

SB 2483 by *Harper (*HB 2076 by *Turner (Dav)) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Enacts "Tennessee Prescription Fair Pricing Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71. 03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2484 by *Harper (*HB 2078 by *Turner (Dav)) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Enacts "Senior Citizen Prescription Drug Discount Program Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71. 03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.
SB 2485 by *Harper (*HB 2091 by *Turner (Dav))
Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Prohibits new contracts for sale of prescription drugs by certain entities in this state for higher price than is offered in another state. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 53.
03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.G,WH,H&HR Comm.

SB 2486 by *Harper (*HB 2073 by *Turner (Dav))
Taxes, Real Property - Authorizes speakers of house and senate to appoint seven member advisory commission, to include comptroller, ex officio, to assist legislature in determining eligibility and amount of reimbursement of property taxes to elderly low-income taxpayers on owner-occupied residential property. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 7.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Govt. Ops. Comm.

*SB 2487 by *Harper (HB 2505 by *Turner (Dav), Langster)
Health Care - Authorizes persons rendering emergency care as good samaritans who reasonably believe they may have been exposed to potentially life-threatening airborne or bloodborne diseases to be evaluated for such exposure and to request evaluation of person from whom exposure to disease is believed to have occurred. - Amends TCA Section 68-10-117.
04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 589

SB 2488 by *Cooper J., Harper, Crutchfield, Wilder (*HB 2429 by *Odom, Black, Bowers, Cole (Dyer), Harwell, Jones, S.)
Nurses, Nursing - Establishes classification of advance practice nurse. - Amends TCA Section 63-1-132; Section 63-7-106; Section 63-7-123 and Section 63-7-207.
05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 768

*SB 2489 by *Harper (HB 2586 by *West)
Medical Occupations - Prohibits health care professional facility licensed by board for licensing health care facilities from permitting employee to give shot or penetrate skin of patient with needle unless employee is certified or licensed in Tennessee as health care professional whose scope of practice lawfully permits such procedure. - Amends TCA Section 63 and Title 68.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2490 by *Harper (*HB 2323 by *Pruitt)

SB 2491 by *Kyle (*HB 2410 by *McKee)
Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Allows general assembly to define duties, responsibilities, and requirements for entities to house out-of-state prisoners or detainees; requires commissioner of correction to comply with Private Prison Contracting Act if local entity commissioner selects contracts with private contractor. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 41.
04/16/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 2492 by *Harper (HB 2585 by *West)
Criminal Offenses - Creates offense of distributing or delivering, as act of terrorism or as hoax, biological warfare agent, chemical warfare agent, or nuclear or radiological agent, without regard to whether such substance is in fact genuine. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2493 by *Henry , Williams, Sen. (HB 3016 by *Kiefer)
Public Funds and Financing - Requires, in regard to local government investment pool, that state generally, instead of state treasurer, keep separate accounts of, and report monthly to, each participant; provides that administrative charge collected by treasurer is to be deposited in revolving account; specifies that funds in pool are to be consolidated with funds in pooled investment fund; removes requirement that interest be credited to local government investment pool. - Amends TCA sections 9-4-704 and 9-4-603.
03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 514

SB 2494 by *Herron (*HB 2353 by *Maddox)
Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Requires approval by general assembly before commissioner of environment and conservation can limit hours, close, or lease operations of any state park. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 5.
02/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. E.C&T Comm.

SB 2495 by *Herron (HB 2358 by *Maddox)
Weakley County - Subject to local approval, reduces number of school districts from ten to nine. - 02/28/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 80

SB 2496 by *Herron (*HB 2368 by *Pinion , Cole (Carter))
Purchasing - Increases amount for transactions requiring formal sealed bids from $2,500 to $10,000 for cities with modified manager-council charter. - Amends TCA Section 6-35-209.
04/11/02 - Comp. became pub. Ch. 543

SB 2497 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2463 by *Head)
Codes - Establishes requirements for statewide code and standards for built environment, fire prevention and life safety; authorizes modifications by local amendments which must be more stringent than statewide code and standards. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 120, Part 1.
02/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 2498 by *Crutchfield (HB 2689 by *Cole (Dyer))
Contractors - Authorizes board for licensing contractors to establish continuing education requirements for commercial contractors with classification of BC-B and/or C and contractors with classification of BC-A with licenses originally issued on or after January 1, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 6, Part 1.
03/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

SB 2499 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2155 by *Buck)
Civil Procedure - Increases from $5.00 to $10.00 amount of nominal damages plaintiff must recover in certain civil actions to be entitled to recover full costs; applicable civil actions are actions founded upon assault, battery, malicious prosecution, false imprisonment, or recovery of damages for overflowing of water by building of gristmill or other waterworks. - Amends TCA Title 20 and Title 29.
01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 2500 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2152 by *Buck)
Workers' Compensation - Requires Advisory Council on Workers' Compensation to comment on revisions to certain standards governing settlement of workers' compensation claims within 45 days instead of 60 days. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.
01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 2501 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2139 by *Odom)
Consumer Protection - Prohibits price gouging for goods or services during period of abnormal market disruption. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1.
02/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2502 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2412 by *Arriola , Pruitt)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Increases oversight of nursing homes in certain areas. - Amends TCA Title 68.
03/20/02 S Action Def. in S.GW,HR&HR Comm. to 3/27/02

SB 2503 by *Crutchfield , Burks, Crowe, Fowler, Person (*HB 2234 by *Odom , Pinion, Todd, Garrett, Kent, Cole (Carter), Hagood, Towns, Pleasant, Cooper B)
Consumer Protection - Prohibits price-gouging resulting from terrorist act, war, strike, or natural disaster. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 58, Chapter 2.
06/21/02 - Pub. Ch. 807

SB 2504 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2233 by *Odom)
Consumer Protection - Prohibits price-gouging resulting from terrorist act, war, strike, or natural disaster. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 58, Chapter 2.
02/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2505 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2453 by *Davidson)
Traffic Safety - Provides for departments of safety and transportation to jointly develop and maintain Web site providing traffic and highway conditions to motorists. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Title 4, Chapter 7 and Title 54.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

SB 2506 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2455 by *Davidson , Buck)
Taxes - Provides for relaxation of penalties on quarterly franchise and excise tax payments if adequate amount is paid due to changes in law by 2002 general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.
SB 2507 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2454 by *Davidson) 
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Revises provisions of retirement law. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapters 34 through 38. 
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 2508 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2328 by *Davidson) 
Redistricting, Legislative - Clarifies transition period from old to new districts; clarifies effect of county reapportionment on new districts. - Amends TCA Section 3-1-103. 
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2509 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2325 by *Davidson) 
Redistricting, Legislative - Clarifies that state house districts must comply with all federal statutes and court decisions. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Section 3-1-103. 
01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 2510 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2326 by *Davidson) 
Redistricting, Legislative - Requires congressional districts to be redistricted within one year after receiving PL 94-171 data from federal enumeration of population. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 16, Part 1. 
01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 2511 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2327 by *Davidson) 
Redistricting, Legislative - Clarifies that senate must comply with applicable federal statutes. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Section 3-1-102. 
01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

SB 2512 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2150 by *Buck) 
Tort Liability - Extends period governmental entities are required to file report on tort liability activities with state treasurer from three to five years. - Amends TCA Title 29. 
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2513 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2149 by *Buck) 
Tort Liability - Clarifies that immunity for LEA employees relating to management of asbestos applies to buildings or other structures leased, owned, or controlled by LEA. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20 and Title 62. 
01/28/02 S Withdrawn.

*SB 2514 by *Crutchfield (HB 2506 by *Brown) 
Taxes, Hotel Motel - Removes limitation prohibiting multiple taxation of same privilege with respect to occupancy tax and limitation on city or county to levy tax in circumstances where county and/or city has levied occupancy tax where city has constructed qualifying project under Convention Center and Tourism Development Financing Act of 1998. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-503. 
05/14/02 Pub. Ch. 718

*SB 2515 by *Crutchfield (HB 2541 by *Wood, Sharp, Vincent) 
Courts, General Sessions - Revises census figures applicable to Knox County by 1980 census to eliminate application to Hamilton County of law giving sole and exclusive jurisdiction to general sessions court over municipal courts in county for motor vehicle and DUI fines, forfeitures, and penalties. - Amends TCA Section 40-4-121. 
03/27/02 Pub. Ch. 515

*SB 2516 by *Crutchfield (HB 2819 by *Lewis) 

SB 2517 by *Crutchfield (HB 2432 by *Brown) 
Education - Increases from eight to 16 number of authorized alternative education programs; increases from $50,000 to $75,000 amount of grants to individual school systems for such programs. - Amends TCA Title 49. 
03/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2518 by *Crutchfield (HB 2431 by *Brown) 
Tort Liability - Prohibits bringing of claim against employee of local government acting in good faith and within scope of employment for such person's negligence in attempting to control another person's disorderly or violent behavior that disrupts courtroom proceedings or threatens safety of anyone in courtroom. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20. 
07/08/02 Pub. Ch. 839

*SB 2519 by *Crutchfield (HB 2690 by *Cole (Dyer)) 
Contractors - Authorizes board of licensing contractors to promulgate rules for establishment and conducting of course, courses of study, or instruction designated to satisfy requirements of obtaining contractor's licenses; creates Class C misdemeanor for person offering such courses or instruction to represent that students are assured of passing examination. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 6, Part 1. 
03/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2520 by *Ramsey 
Taxes, Franchise - Changes in-state activities apportionment formula from double- to single-weighting on receipts factor. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, 01/31/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 2521 by *Ramsey (HB 2479 by *Patton) 
Medical Occupations - Provides for suspension or revocation of licenses of health care professionals who fail to repay student loans or meet loan-related service requirements. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 4, 02/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2522 by *Ramsey (HB 2643 by *Bittle) 
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency - Creates deer management assistance program administered by TWRA; permits persons controlling hunting access on contiguous land to achieve management goals and to exceed normal season harvest; acreage must exceed 1,000 acres and permit must be purchased. - Amends TCA Section 70-1-302. 
04/11/02 Pub. Ch. 566

*SB 2523 by *Ramsey (HB 2240 by *Godsey, Davis (Wash), Mumpower) 
Food and Food Products - Revises fees and requirements which apply to food service establishments operating at certain farmers' markets. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 14, Part 3. 
03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2524 by *Ramsey (HB 2642 by *Bittle, Curtiss) 
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency - Authorizes TWRA to purchase upland hardwood forests known as International Paper Company properties in Anderson and Campbell counties. - Amends TCA Section 11-14-401. 
07/30/02 Pub. Ch. 864

SB 2525 by *Ramsey, Cohen, Cooper J, Haun, McNally, Burks (HB 2105 by *Black)
Health Care - Provides for emergency administration of glucagon to students by school nurse, if available, or by qualified school personnel. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5 and Title 68, Chapter 140, Part 5. 
06/21/02 Pub. Ch. 808

SB 2526 by *Ramsey (*HB 2239 by *Godsey, Mumpower, Caldwell, Bowers) 
Health Care - Authorizes persons not licensed in Tennessee to provide, in certain circumstances, emergency medical care at large public events of limited duration. - Amends TCA Section 68-140-516 and Section 68-140-506. 
03/27/02 Pub. Ch. 516

SB 2527 by *Ramsey, Haun (HB 2241 by *Godsey, Davis (Wash), Mumpower) 
Private Investigators - Exempts special police officers appointed by chief of police or sheriff in Sullivan County from private protective services licensing requirement; such officers must have same or greater qualifications than those required for law enforcement officers by POST commission. - Amends TCA Section 62-35-103. 
04/16/02 Pub. Ch. 590

*SB 2528 by *Ramsey (HB 2978 by *Westmoreland) 
03/14/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 2529 by *Ramsey (HB 2976 by *Godsey, Mumpower) 
Alcoholic Beverages - Requires persons applying for beer permit to submit to criminal history records check by Tennessee bureau of investigation. - Amends TCA Section 57-5-103. 

*SB 2530 by *Ramsey (HB 2977 by *Godsey, Mumpower) 
Alcoholic Beverages - Requires person applying for wholesaler's or retailer's license to submit to criminal history records check to be conducted by Tennessee bureau of investigation. - Amends TCA Section 57-3-210.
SB 2531 by *Ramsey (HB 3062 by *Curtiss) Environmental Preservation - Eliminates requirements for public hearings in each grand division relative to expenditures from hazardous waste remedial action fund, toll-free telephone number to receive citizens' calls relative to such fund, and yearly written reports from commissioner to general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 212.

SB 2532 by *McNally (HB 2612 by *West) Zoning - Prohibits county legislative bodies from regulating appearance of buildings unless such appearance adversely affects health and safety of others. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 2, 05/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 2533 by *McNally (HB 3044 by *Odom) Professions and Occupations - Adds licensed senior psychological examiners and certified psychological assistants to list of persons allowed to advertise services and persons bound to keep client communications confidential; prohibits employee assistance professionals from applying for licenses to dispense or prescribe controlled substance. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 02/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 2534 by *McNally, Crowe, Henry, Rochelle, Carter, Burks, Herron (HB 2450 by *Shepard, Tidewell, Black, Caldwell, Hagood, Pinion, Buck, Kent, Cole (Carter)) Controlled Substances - Enacts "Controlled Substance Monitoring Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 53, Chapter 10, 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 840

SB 2535 by *McNally (HB 2185 by *Overbay) Evidence - Provides that benevolent gestures of sympathy made to family involved in accident or party's family are inadmissible in civil action as evidence of admission of declarant's liability but admission of fault which is part of or in addition to such gesture is not inadmissible. - Amends TCA Title 24, Chapter 7, Part 1, 04/02/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

SB 2536 by *McNally, Davis L, Burks, Cohen, Burchett (HB 2573 by *Buck) Criminal Offenses - Creates Class D felony offense of possessing ephedrine or pseudoephedrine with intent to manufacture amphetamine or methamphetamine. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 19, 03/11/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 2537 by *McNally (HB 2574 by *Buck) Criminal Offenses - Creates Class D felony of criminal exposure to drug trafficking which is manufacture, delivery, or sale of Schedule I or II controlled substance while accompanied by child under 13. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4, 02/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Jud Comm.

SB 2538 by *McNally (HB 2575 by *Buck) Criminal Offenses - Creates Class D felony offense of using two or more objects that constitute drug paraphernalia in combination to make amphetamine or methamphetamine and Class C felony if offense occurs on property open for public lodging. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4, 03/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Jud Comm.

SB 2539 by *Bucks , McNally, Davis L (HB 2576 by *Buck) Criminal Offenses - Creates Class E felony offense of possession of substance with intent to use it to manufacture controlled substance or convey it to another for such use but does not apply to persons licensed to dispense or prescribe controlled substance. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4, 04/03/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 2540 by *McNally (HB 2577 by *Buck) Evidence - Makes possession of more than five grams of ephedrine or more than nine grams of pseudoephedrine in combination with two or more objects of drug paraphernalia prima facie evidence person was manufacturing amphetamine or methamphetamine. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4, 04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2541 by *Kyle (HB 2950 by *Rinks) Health Care - Prohibits members of health facilities commission from having ex parte contacts with persons concerning commission business and requires disclosure of any attempted contact with commission member. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 11, 02/27/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW, H&HR Comm.

SB 2542 by *Kyle (HB 2943 by *Dye) Education, Higher - Requires local education agency to reimburse state college and university for costs of providing remedial courses to students who enroll within 12 months of their graduation from high school with that LEA. - Amends TCA Title 49, 02/27/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2543 by *Kyle (HB 2954 by *Rinks) Radio and Television - Authorizes certain municipalities operating electric plant to provide cable service within county in which municipality is located under certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Section 7-52-601, 05/15/02 S Placed on S. S&L Govt. Comm. cal. for 05/22/02

SB 2544 by *Burchett (*HB 2482 by *Patton) Child Custody and Support - Reduces from 6 months to 4 months time period within which parent may violate visitation order before other parent may petition court for relief; reduces from 20 to 15 number of days within which parent in violation must request hearing. - Amends TCA Title 34; Title 35; Title 36; Title 37; Title 49 and Title 71, 01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdlt.

SB 2545 by *Burchett (*HB 2481 by *Patton) Child Custody and Support - Includes in report to general assembly and governor number of obligors who have been in arrears two or more times since January 31, 1998. - Amends TCA Title 34; Title 35; Title 36; Title 37; Title 49 and Title 71, 04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2546 by *Burchett (*HB 2480 by *Patton) Abuse - Raises penalty for false reporting of child sexual abuse from Class E felony to Class D felony. - Amends TCA Title 34; Title 35; Title 36; Title 37; Title 49 and Title 71, 04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2547 by *Haynes (HB 3165 by *Davidson) Education, Higher - Removes documentation requirement for payment of benefits to BEST tuition contract beneficiary; removes penalty amount from refund due to scholarship award; permits transfer of benefits to another qualified tuition plan. - Amends TCA Section 49-7-809 and Section 49-7-811, 04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 547

SB 2548 by *Ford J (HB 2981 by *Odom, Jones, S., Armstrong) Medical Occupations - Authorizes chiropractic physicians to submit written request to medical laboratory for tests appropriate to professional's practice and to have result of test reported directly to chiropractic physician. - Amends TCA Section 68-29-121, 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 623

SB 2549 by *Jackson, Ford J (HB 2980 by *Odom, Jones, S.) Chiropractors - Revises scope of practice. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 4, Part 1, 04/03/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW.H&HR Comm.

SB 2550 by *Ford J (HB 2983 by *Mckee, Walker) TennCare - Requires state to make full payment to health care providers not fully compensated for care provided to TennCare enrollees by insolvent health insurer, HMO, PPO, or other entity under contract with state to provide such care. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5, 03/05/02 S Rec. for pass. w/ am., ref. to S. FW&M Comm. Ayes 8, Nays 0 PNV 0

SB 2551 by *Wilder Judges and Chancellors - Creates new position of administrative law judge for 26th judicial district. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2, 04/01/02 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2552 by *Clabough (HB 2702 by *Fitzhugh) Securities - Exempts offer or sale of charitable gift annuity from registration; exempts persons from registration who limit activity as broker-dealer, investment adviser, or agent to charitable gift annuities. - Amends TCA Title 48, Chapter 2, Part 1, 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 517

SB 2553 by *Rochelle (HB 3182 by *Bone) Tennessee Valley Authority - Revises allocation provisions regarding in lieu of tax payment monies from TVA that are apportioned between state and local governments to provide for
SB 2554 by *Carter (HB 2783 by *Maddock)
Zoning - Makes nonconforming use inapplicable to signs when zoning is changed. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-208.
02/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 2555 by *Clabough
02/27/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2556 by *Clabough (HB 2959 by *Rinks)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Limits evidence against nursing homes in tort suits to evidence only from facility where injury occurred. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 5.
03/05/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

SB 2557 by *Fowler (HB 3065 by *Buck)
Criminal Procedure - Allows any court of record that has found defendant to be indigent to hold hearing in open court to determine that investigative or expert services are necessary to ensure constitutional rights of defendant are protected. - Amends TCA Title 40.
04/05/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2558 by *Fowler (HB 2777 by *Odom)
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Authorizes counties to draw down funds distributed to metropolitan planning organizations for designing roads and bridges; applies only to metropolitan planning organizations with counties with more than 300,000 persons. - Amends TCA Title 54.
04/10/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Trans. Comm.

SB 2559 by *Cohen (HB 2523 by *McMillan)
Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Makes various changes to alimony and spousal support provisions. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 4; Title 36, Chapter 5, Title 36, Chapter 6 and Title 50, Chapter 2.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 651

SB 2560 by *Clabough (HB 2490 by *Head)
Workers' Compensation - Establishes independent medical examiner mechanism for use in disputes regarding medical impairment ratings. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 2.
03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2561 by *Clabough (HB 3088 by *Caldwell)
Law Enforcement - Deletes requisite that as part of their continuing training requirements law enforcement officers receive training on investigation and handling of cases of sudden unexplained child death; requires department of health to notify law enforcement agencies whenever changes occur in policies pertaining to SIDS investigations. - Amends TCA Section 68-1-1102.
04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 591

SB 2562 by *Clabough (HB 2546 by *Kisber)
Mobile Homes and Manufactured Buildings - Revises various provisions governing sale, rental, and installation of manufactured homes. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 126.
06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 793

SB 2563 by *Clabough (HB 2659 by *Kisber)
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires health insurance carriers to provide payment or fee schedules or information to physicians and hospitals prior to final execution of contract. - Amends TCA Title 56.
03/19/02 S Rec. For Pass. ref. to: S. Cal. Comm.

SB 2564 by *Clabough (HB 2958 by *Rinks)
Financial Responsibility Law - Pre-empts any governmental subdivision or agency from enacting or enforcing law, ordinance, or resolution that regulates or makes any conduct concerning compliance with financial responsibility law offense, violation, or subject of criminal prosecution of any kind. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 56.
03/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

SB 2565 by *Clabough (HB 2809 by *Cole (Dyer))
Workers' Compensation - Requires department of labor and workforce development to report to general assembly each January on its fraud investigations from prior year. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 1.
03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2566 by *Clabough (HB 2812 by *Cole (Dyer))
Workers' Compensation - Subjects scheduled members injuries to permanent partial disability multiplier. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 2.
03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2567 by *Clabough (HB 2807 by *Cole (Dyer))
Workers' Compensation - Adds additional limits to attorney fees in workers' compensation cases. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-226.
03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2568 by *Clabough (HB 2808 by *Cole (Dyer) , Bowers)
Workers' Compensation - Defines mental injury for workers' compensation law. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.
04/17/02 H Rcdv. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 2569 by *Clabough (HB 2811 by *Cole (Dyer))
Workers' Compensation - Requires department of labor and workforce development to develop medical care schedule for use in workers' compensation cases. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 2; Title 63 and Title 68.
03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2570 by *Clabough (HB 2810 by *Cole (Dyer))
Workers' Compensation - Establishes American Medical Association guides as sole authoritative resource for impairment determinations. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 2.
03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2571 by *Clabough , Ford J (*HB 2331 by *Newton)
Consumer Protection - Provides that certain activities relative to prizes, advertising, and unsolicited negotiable instruments that comply with Consumer Protection Act are considered lawful business transactions for purposes of gambling law. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1.
04/30/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

SB 2572 by *Clabough (*HB 2413 by *McDaniel)
Taxes, Sales - Clarifies that local option sales tax also terminates if specific termination date is enacted by general assembly for such local option sales tax or for local option sales tax and state sales tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 7.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 2573 by *Clabough (HB 2854 by *Sands)
Workers' Compensation - Authorizes commissioner of commerce and insurance to establish voluntary risk sharing plan for workers' compensation insurance comparable to plan available for property and casualty insurance. - Amends TCA Title 56.
03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2574 by *Clabough (HB 2545 by *Kisber , Newton)
Criminal Offenses - Makes act of terrorism and possession of biological or chemical warfare agents crime; makes act of terrorism aggravating factor for purposes of imposing death penalty; enhances criminal penalties for other activities relating to terrorism or hoaxes. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 10; Title 11; Title 12; Title 13; Title 16; Title 17; Title 18; Title 19; Title 20; Title 21; Title 22; Title 23; Title 24; Title 28; Title 29; Title 33; Title 37; Title 38; Title 39; Title 40; Title 41; Title 42; Title 43; Title 45; Title 50; Title 53; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 58; Title 59; Title 60; Title 63; Title 64; Title 65; Title 66; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69 and Title 71.
04/09/02 S Taken Off Notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2575 by *Clabough (*HB 2226 by *Overbey , Sargent)
Taxes, Real Property - Removes requirement that veteran's permanent total disability be combat-related in order to obtain property tax relief; changes period of service as POW from at least five months to at least 30 days for receipt of property tax relief by veterans who are 100 percent permanently disabled. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-704.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.
sent to and received by state treasurer before it becomes effective. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 41.
04/09/02  S  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in:  S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2585 by *Burks (HB 2684 by *Buck)

Criminal Offenses - Punishes violation of §39-17-417 involving methamphetamine one classification higher if certain conditions are met. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4.
04/02/02  S  Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2586 by *Burks (HB 2414 by *Arriola)

Public Health - Makes reporting of birth defects perinatal centers permanent and statewide rather than pilot project. - Amends TCA Section 68-5-506.
02/27/02  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2587 by *Burks (HB 2785 by *Johnson)

Bail, Bail Bonds - Prohibits supervisor of defendant released on bail from being part of any governmental entity or public funds from being used for such purposes. - Amends TCA Section 40-11-116.
04/04/02  S  Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2588 by *Burks (HB 3189 by *Hargrove)

Alcoholic Offenses - Requires court to order drug and alcohol assessment of person convicted of driving under influence who has prior conviction of driving under influence within past five years. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4.
01/28/02  S  P2C, ref. to S. &L Comm.

*SB 2589 by *Burks (HB 3190 by *Hargrove)

Public Records - Makes personal information of firefighters, law enforcement officers, and emergency medical technicians confidential in job-related investigations. - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 7.
01/28/02  S  P2C, ref. to S. &L Comm.

*SB 2590 by *Burks (HB 2685 by *Buck)

Criminal Offenses - Establishes limitations on sale of products containing ephedrine, pseudoephedrine, or phenylpropanolamine; creates Class A misdemeanor for violation of such restrictions. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4.
04/02/02  S  Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2591 by *Burks (HB 2658 by *Winningham)

Loan Companies and Short Term Lenders - Requires commissioner of financial institutions to approve licenses of title pledge companies upon filing application for license with county clerk and to regulate such businesses. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 15, Part 1.
06/19/02  S  Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 2592 by *Burks (HB 3063 by *Curtiss)

Motor Vehicles - Specifies that consumers will not have to pay warranty work that is repeated before warranty expires but is completed subsequent to expiration of warranty. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 55, Chapter 24.
04/10/02  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Trans. Comm

*SB 2593 by *Burks (HB 2659 by *Winningham)

Criminal Offenses - Provides that person committing offense of theft with regard to rental or leased property is subject to criminal prosecution notwithstanding that owner of such property may also have civil remedy. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 1.
04/02/02  S  Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2594 by *Burks (*HB 2322 by *Windle)

Internet and e-Commerce - Enacts "Tennessee Rural Internet Access Authority Act." - Amends TCA.

*SB 2595 by *Burks (HB 2140 by *Buck)

Smithville - Subject to local approval, establishes city court with city judge to be appointed upon expiration of current city judge's term. - Amends Chapter 486 of the Private Acts of 1941; as amended.
02/28/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. [chapter]

*SB 2596 by *Burks , Davis L (HB 2377 by *Winningham , White)

Highway Signs - "James U.L. Scott Memorial Bridge", Roaring River on S.R. 53 in Jackson County -
07/09/02  -  Pub. Ch. 817

*SB 2597 by *Burks (HB 2117 by *Lewis)

Coffee County - Subject to local approval, decreases highway commission from six to five members. - Amends Chapter 8 of the Private Acts of 1971; as amended.
02/28/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. [chapter]

*SB 2598 by *Burchett (HB 3094 by *McCorrd)

Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Removes TCRS board of trustees members elected by members of Tennessee Education Association; replaces them with members appointed by senate education committee. - Amends TCA Section 8-34-302(a)(g),(A).
03/13/02  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2599 by *Crowe , McNally, Burks, Graves, Carter, Trail, Dixon, Atchley, Crutchfield, Burchett, Norris, Blackburn, Person, Davis L, Jackson (HB 2549 by *Davis (Wash) , Godsey, Mumpower, Goins, Beavers, Kernell, Dunn, Rowland, Todd, Baird, Hargett, Buttry, Montgomery, Black, Pleasant)

Flags - Requires recitation of pledge of allegiance daily in public schools if flag displayed in classroom; exempts from recitation requirement students, teachers, and other staff who object to participation based on religious, philosophical, or other grounds. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6.
07/09/02  -  Pub. Ch. 841

*SB 2600 by *Burchett (HB 3087 by *McCorrd)

Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Allows any education professionals' organization, not just representatives of organization which represents them, access to education professionals during working hours. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-609(a)(4).
03/04/02  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2601 by *Cooper J (*HB 2407 by *Curtiss)
Cemeteries - Limits certain authority of owner of cemetery in connection with sale or installation of merchandise to be installed or set on grave site. - Amends TCA Title 46, Chapter 3.

03/12/02  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2602 by *Cooper J (HB 3018 by *Davidson) Safety, Dept. of - Requires commissioner to update periodically listing of employees authorized to exercise functions of notary public. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29; Title 4, Chapter 3; Title 4, Chapter 4; Title 4, Chapter 7; Title 49, Chapter 1 and Title 55.
03/06/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. Trans Comm.

*SB 2603 by *Cooper J (HB 3168 by *McMillan) Governor - Changes date governor is sworn into office from first Saturday after January 14th following election to first Saturday after January 15th. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10, Part 4 and Title 8, Chapter 1.
01/28/02  S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

*SB 2604 by *Cooper J (HB 3170 by *McMillan) Public Records - Provides citizen 14 days to inspect requested public records from date such records are available. - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 7.
04/16/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 2605 by *Cooper J (HB 3171 by *McMillan) Public Records - Requires public records commission to establish system of fees to cover reasonable and necessary costs incurred in producing records under public records act. - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 7.
04/16/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 2606 by *Cooper J (HB 2464 by *Head) Sales - Authorizes recovery of attorney fees in suit on open accounts. - Amends TCA Title 29 and Title 47.
05/01/02  S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 2607 by *Cooper J (HB 2489 by *Head) Public Contracts - Establishes surety bond demand procedure; requires bonding company to pay disputed liability into escrow account. - 02/05/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 2608 by *Cooper J, Cohen (HB 2401 by *Rinks) Consumer Protection - Prevents expiration in less than 12 months of gift certificates with value of more than $100. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18.
04/02/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2609 by *Cooper J (HB 2385 by *Buck, Curtiss) Domestic Violence - Authorizes court to require petitioner for order of protection to pay costs incurred by respondent to defend petition if court finds that petition was frivolous, filed for purpose of harassment, or had no basis in law or in fact. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 3, Part 6.
05/15/02  S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 2610 by *Cooper J (HB 2402 by *Fowlkes) Juries and Jurors - Increases compensation of jurors from at least $10.00 to at least $20.00. - Amends TCA Section 22-4-101.
04/16/02  S Rec. for pass; ref. to F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2611 by *Cooper J (HB 2399 by *Rinks) Aged Persons - Clarifies report by officer or employee of financial institution is permissible act under financial records privacy act. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 10, Part 1 and Title 71, Chapter 6, Part 1.
03/13/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2612 by *Cooper J (HB 2398 by *Rinks) State Employees - Authorizes commissioned employee of department of environment and conservation, bureau of state parks, having at least 25 years of honorable service to retain service weapon after retiring; also applies if officer retires on disability retirement. - Amends TCA Section 11-3-107.
04/11/02  - Pub. Ch. 548

*SB 2613 by *Cooper J (HB 2397 by *Rinks) Fees - Increases electrical inspection fees. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 102, Part 1.
04/02/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2614 by *Cooper J (HB 2396 by *Rinks) Abuse - Makes various changes to Tennessee Adult Protection Act. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 6, Part 1.
03/13/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2615 by *Cooper J (HB 2396 by *Rinks) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Establishes lower registration taxes for trucks and truck tractors owned and operated by nonprofit relief organizations. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 1.
01/28/02  S P2C, ref. to S. Transportation Comm.

02/19/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2617 by *Cooper J (HB 2635 by *McDaniel) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires department of human services to forward allegations of nursing home resident abuse and neglect to department of health, division of health care facilities; authorizes board of regents to develop certified nursing assistant career development curriculum in coordination with Tennessee Health Care Association; requires department to develop plan for recruitment and improvement of facility inspectors. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 8, Part 2; Title 68, Chapter 11 and Title 71.
02/27/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S.GW,H&HR Comm.

03/06/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2619 by *Cooper J (HB 2439 by *Tindell) State Employees - Authorizes board of claims to reimburse officer or employee for adjudicated damages and costs awarded against officer or employee by court of law even though officer or employee was acting in good faith in performance of duties. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 8.
01/28/02  S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

*SB 2620 by *Cooper J (HB 2363 by *Curtiss, Walker, Bone, Newton, Lewis) Agriculture, Dept. of - Reallocation for three years, $0.05 from each of wetlands acquisition, state lands acquisition, and agricultural resources conservation funds to be expended by department of agriculture, division of forestry, for maintenance, repair, and purchase of fire fighting equipment. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-405.
02/19/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2621 by *Cooper J (HB 2364 by *Curtiss) Arrests - Authorizes magistrate to call upon appropriate law enforcement agency for further investigation before deciding if arrest warrant should issue unless delay would put safety of complainant or public at risk. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 39 and Title 40.
04/04/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2622 by *Cooper J (HB 2544 by *Kisber) Taxes, Franchise - Authorizes taxpayer as successor of non-taxpaying entity to claim jobs tax credit if certain conditions are met. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 20 and Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 21.
01/28/02  S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2623 by *Cooper J (HB 2287 by *Kisber) TennCare - Delays authority for state, to extent permitted by federal law, to set lesser amounts, scope and duration of medical services for medically needy population. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5.
03/05/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2624 by *Cooper J, Haun, Miller J (HB 2286 by *Kisber, Maddox, Bone, Buck, White, McMillan, Sands, Lewis, Naifeh, Fitzhugh, Winningham, Hood, Bowers, Armstrong, Caldwell, Vincent, Sharp, Bittle, Turner (Ham), Ridgeway, Shepard, Pinion, Montgomery, Wood, Buttry, Hagood, Sargent, McDonald, Newton, Shaw, Curtiss, Phelan, Fowlkes, Tindell, Fraley, Patton, Ford S) TennCare - Requires comptroller's annual actuarial study to address provider reimbursement rates issues. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5.
07/30/02  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 880

*SB 2625 by *Cooper J, Clabough, Crutchfield, Graves, Dixon (HB 2499 by *Hagood, Sargent, Cole (Dyer), Lewis)
Managed Care Organizations - Caps HMO enrollee's portion of co-insurance for basic health care services through participative network providers at 20 percent, instead of applying such cap to enrollee's cost-sharing requirements such as co-payments, deductibles or co-insurance. - Amends TCA Section 56-32-204.

SB 2626 by *Cooper J (HB 2543 by *Kiser) TennCare - Revises procedures for provider appeals of denials of claims by managed care organizations. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 56.

SB 2627 by *Cooper J , Cohen (*HB 2285 by *Kiser) Telecommunications - Extends telephone solicitation "Do Not Call" register to facsimile communications. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 4, Part 4.

SB 2628 by *Cooper J (*HB 2301 by *Kiser) Education - Authorizes commissioner of education to administer contract between department and Miss Tennessee regarding safe and drug-free schools, subject to available federal funding. - Amends TCA Title 49.

SB 2630 by *Cooper J (*HB 2298 by *Kiser) Basic Education Program (BEP) - Increases amount in Tennessee basic education program from $200 to $300 for every teacher in kindergarten through grade twelve for purchase of supplies. - Amends TCA Title 49.

SB 2631 by *Cooper J (HB 2296 by *Kiser) Education - Adds requirement that commissioner of education report annually to governor on deficiencies in public school system. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1.

SB 2632 by *Cooper J (*HB 2295 by *Davis (Cocke)) Education - Requires LEAs to adopt policies on employment of substitute teachers and provides certain minimum standards; specifies that county in which K-12 students are eligible to be served by city and special school systems is not required to operate or elect separate county school system. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2.

SB 2633 by *Cooper J (*HB 2294 by *Kiser) Education - Adds terrorism and state of war to justifiable reasons for not suspending payments to local education agencies during period when schools are not operating. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 3.

SB 2634 by *Cooper J (*HB 2293 by *Kiser) Education - Adds training for working with special needs children to program of Tennessee principal-administrator academy. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5.

SB 2635 by *Cooper J (*HB 2292 by *Kiser) Education - Reduces period for state board of education review of driver's education curriculum from every three years to every two years. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6.

SB 2636 by *Cooper J (*HB 2291 by *Kiser) Education - Requires Directory of Educational Programs for Preschool Children with Disabilities to be updated as necessary to reflect programs currently being offered. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 10.

SB 2637 by *Cooper J (*HB 2290 by *Kiser) Education - Includes knowing or intentional furnishing of misleading statistical data to list of prohibited actions with respect to operation of local education agencies. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 50.

SB 2638 by *Cooper J (*HB 2288 by *Kiser) Tennessee Higher Education Commission - Requires THEC to review alternatives to formula for funding higher education and to report to general assembly no later than December 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 49, Chapter 7, Part 2.


SB 2640 by *Cooper J (*HB 2281 by *Kiser) Taxes, Real Property - Prohibits assessment of property tax delinquency against seller of owner-occupied property who establishes payment of seller's pro rata share of property taxes during assessed period under certain circumstances; makes purchaser liable for nonpayment of taxes after sale. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5.

SB 2641 by *Cooper J (HB 2636 by *McDaniel) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Prohibits acute care facilities or hospitals from sending patients to out-of-county nursing homes and later refusing to readmit such patients when they prove unsuitable for nursing facility care. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.


SB 2643 by *Cooper J (*HB 2118 by *Lewis) Alcoholic Beverages - Redefines "convention center" for purposes of authorization of sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages to include Manchester convention center. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 4, Part 1.

SB 2644 by *Cooper J (*HB 2321 by *Bone) Agriculture - Adds nursery stock to definitions of "farm" and "farm operation" for purposes of Tennessee Right to Farm Act. - Amends TCA Title 43, Chapter 26, Part 1.

SB 2646 by *Cooper J (HB 2957 by *Rinks , Whitson, Naifeh, DeBerry L, Rinks, Briley, Givens, Phelan, Armstrong) Taxes - Puts into place sales tax rate of 7 percent until July 1, 2002; places tax on services, with revenues from medical services earmarked for TennCare; changes sales tax rate to 4.25 percent until July 1, 2002; eliminates all state taxes July 1, 2003; - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 8; Title 9; Title 11; Title 16; Title 18; Title 20; Title 29; Title 30; Title 31; Title 35; Title 36; Title 38; Title 39; Title 40; Title 43; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 49; Title 50, Title 54, Title 55, Title 56; Title 60; Title 61; Title 62; Title 63; Title 64; Title 65; Title 66; Title 67; Title 70 and Title 71.

SB 2647 by *Dixon (HB 3058 by *Jones, S. , Turner (Dav), Pleasant, Miller L, Jones U (Shel)) Firefighters - Imposes premium surcharges on certain insurance policies to fund pay supplements for firefighters and to fund firefighting facilities. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 24 and Title 56.

SB 2648 by *Dixon (HB 2628 by *Brown , Miller L) Children - Creates toll-free telephone line for reporting violence in schools or potential violence in schools. - Amends TCATitle 36, chapter 6.

SB 2649 by *Dixon (HB 2630 by *Langster , Miller L) Juvenile Offenders - Authorizes expungement of certain judicial and law enforcement records pertaining to juvenile delinquency adjudications. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-153; Section 37-1-154 and Section 37-1-155.
Child Custody and Support - Allows parents to request alternating primary residential custody of child; child must reside with either parent for not less than six months at time; court may deviate from order if clear convincing evidence child in danger of severe harm. - Amends TCA Section 36-6-404 and Section 36-6-101.

04/04/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2665 by *Dixon (HB 2494 by *Bowers)

Privacy, Confidentiality - Increases criminal penalty for unauthorized use of individual's name, photograph, or likeness under Personal Privacy Act of 2002. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 1 and Section 67-3-136.

07/09/02  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 822

SB 2655 by *Dixon (HB 2919 by *Kernell)

Taxes, Ad Valorem - Authorizes counties to levy either ad valorem tax on motor vehicles used for personal use or wheel tax. - Amends TCA Title 5 and Title 6.

01/28/02  S P2C, ref. to S. F&W&M Comm.

SB 2656 by *Dixon (HB 2491 by *DeBerry J)

Children - Requires facility, facility employee, or member of professional medical community to positively identify person abandoning infant; applies procedure for surrender and termination of parental rights in adoption to infant abandonment. - Amends TCA Section 36-1-102; Section 36-1-142; Section 37-2-402 and Section 68-11-255.

01/28/02  S P2C, ref. to S. GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2657 by *Dixon (HB 2494 by *Bowers)
custody of its arrestees to sheriff of county in which such municipality is located shall not be required to pay fee for taking or transmitting of fingerprints by sheriff. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 38 and Title 39.
03/26/02  S  Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2674 by *Burchett (HB 3106 by *Armstrong)
Historical Sites and Preservation - Authorizes historic zoning commissions to impose fine up to $10,000 for certain violations. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-407.
01/28/02  S  P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

*SB 2675 by *Blackburn (HB 2540 by *Sargent)
Insurance, Life - Changes time interest begins to run on claim for benefits under life insurance policy or annuity based on death from 10th working day following date death certificate received to 15th day following date of death; interest to compound annually for period not to exceed three years from such date. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7.
05/02/02  -  Pub. Ch. 681

*SB 2676 by *Person, Norris (HB 2536 by *Kent)
Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Authorizes director of TBI to commission TBI uniformed officers to protect TBI employees and facilities; authorizes such officers to carry firearms and make arrests; requires such officers to complete prescribed basic law enforcement course of instruction at state law enforcement training academy or its equivalent. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6.
03/27/02  -  Pub. Ch. 519

*SB 2677 by *Cooper J
Contractors - Directs that fees, penalties, and interest accruing to board for licensing contractors will go to establish educational trust fund. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 6.
01/28/02  S  Withdrawn.

*SB 2678 by *Crowe (HB 2654 by *Turner (Ham))
Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Changes from January 1 to April 30 of each year date by which TBI is required to report to governor and general assembly statistics for crimes occurring on campuses of Tennessee colleges and universities. - Amends TCA Section 49-7-2205.
05/23/02  -  Pub. Ch. 748

*SB 2679 by *Williams (HB 2558 by *Boyer)
Criminal Offenses - Requires judge to permanently revoke driver license of person convicted of aggravated vehicular homicide; creates Class C felony offense of person operating motor vehicle while license revoked for aggravated vehicular homicide; and requires person convicted of aggravated vehicular homicide to serve at least 85 percent of sentence imposed. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 2 and Title 40, Chapter 35, Part 5.
04/02/02  S  Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2680 by *Burchett (HB 3095 by *McCord)
Textbooks - Revises provisions on professional teacher organizations to whom notice of state textbook commission meetings are given. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-2201(1)(S).
03/13/02  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2681 by *Williams (HB 2994 by *Roach, McKee)
Zoning - Clarifies that right of businesses to continue to operate after zoning change does not include right to increase or enlarge signs or billboards. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 2.
02/05/02  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 2682 by *Clabough (HB 2956 by *Rinks, McDaniel, Fowlkes, Phelan)
Financial Responsibility Law - Allows commissioner of safety to issue certificate of self-insurance to recognized religious sect or division. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 12, Part 1.
04/11/02  -  Pub. Ch. 549

*SB 2683 by *Kyle (HB 2687 by *Garrett)
Solid Waste Disposal - Relieves holder of security interest in solid waste facility or site from liability for cleanup or remediation of such site if security interest holder does not participate in management of such facility or site. - Amends TCA Section 68-211-106.
04/11/02  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 556

*SB 2684 by *Dixon (HB 2836 by *Jones, S.)
Labor and Workforce Development, Dept. of - Limits administrator positions in department to those in existence on July 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 50.
03/07/02  S  Withdrawn.

*SB 2685 by *Graves (HB 3163 by *Davidson)
Water - Authorizes department of environment and conservation and TBI to develop and implement new rules, regulations, and standards to preserve limestone rock bed streams from contamination. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221 and Title 69.
01/28/02  S  P2C, ref. to S. E,C&T Comm.

*SB 2686 by *Graves (HB 2462 by *Davidson)
Education, Higher - Alters composition of committee on post secondary educational institutions. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7.

*SB 2687 by *Graves (HB 2461 by *Davidson)
Tennessee Higher Education Commission - Requires Tennessee higher education commission master plan and biennial report to include detailed justification of need for any funding increases. - Amends TCA Title 49.

*SB 2688 by *Graves (HB 2460 by *Davidson)
Education - Prevents parent whose status as parent has been terminated by operation of law from obtaining child's record card. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6.

*SB 2689 by *Graves (HB 2457 by *Davidson, McDonald)
Municipal Government - Allows municipalities to operate schools even if such municipalities did not operate schools before 1998. - Amends TCA Section 6-58-112(b).
04/03/02  S  Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 2690 by *Graves (HB 2458 by *Davidson, McDonald)
School Districts, Special - Lifts prohibition on creation of additional special school districts. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-501.

SB 2691 by *Graves (HB 2456 by *Davidson, McDonald)

*SB 2692 by *McNally (HB 2633 by *Calwell)
Tennessee Emergency Management Agency (TEMA) - Authorizes local emergency planning committees to assess and collect dues in such manner as authorized by each such LEPC from member industries required to submit tier II hazardous and toxic waste reports. - Amends TCA Title 58, Chapter 2, Part 1.
02/05/02  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 2693 by *Crutchfield University of Tennessee - Allows Georgia students from Murray, Whitfield, Catootsa, Walker, and Dade counties to attend UTC and pay in-state tuition rates charged to Tennessee residents. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-901.
01/28/02  S  Withdrawn.

*SB 2694 by *Crutchfield (HB 2553 by *Clem, Overby, Bunch)
Open Meetings - Authorizes notice of public meetings via Internet Web site maintained by governmental bodies. - Amends TCA Section 8-44-103.
05/15/02  S  Placed on S. S&L Govt. Comm. cal. for 05/22/02

*SB 2695 by *Crutchfield (HB 2452 by *Davidson)
Libraries - Defines "publications of records" and requires state agencies and departments to send two printed copies of all publications of record to libraries designated as depositories of state documents. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 6, Part 1.
04/10/02  H  Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 2696 by *Norris, Person (HB 2427 by *Todd)
Children - Adds requirement that four-month period prior to filing termination of parental rights proceeding for willful failure to visit or support child by parent be period "with willful intent". - Amends TCA Section 36-1-102.
03/13/02  S  Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2697 by *Norris, Person (HB 2426 by *Todd)
Children - Requires facility, facility employee, or member of professional medical community to positively identify person abandoning infant; applies procedure for surrender and termination of parental rights in adoption to infant abandonment. - Amends TCA Section 36-1-102; Section 36-1-142; Section 37-2-402 and Section 68-11-255.
SB 2698 by *Person (HB 2065 by *Todd)
Property Assessors - Requires real property appraisals in Shelby County to be accomplished by continuous six-year cycle comprised of on-site review of each parcel of property over five-year period. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 16.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 2699 by *Jackson, Burchett (HB 2484 by *Bittle, Bone, Shepard, Miller L)
Highway Signs - "Trooper John Robert Davis Memorial Highway", segment of I-40 in Dickson County - Amends TCA Title 54.
06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 792

SB 2700 by *Davis L (HB 2408 by *Ferguson)
County Officers - Requires 40 hours of in-service training that is mandatory for constables to be offered on nights and weekends. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 10.
04/02/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2701 by *Davis L (HB 2605 by *West)
Private Protective Services - Requires proprietary security organizations to pay same fees as contract security companies; requires employees of proprietary security companies to be trained by certified trainers. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 35.
04/23/02 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2702 by *Davis L (HB 2409 by *Ferguson)
General Assembly, Directed Studies - Requires department of transportation to conduct feasibility study relative to construction of bridge to span Tennessee River on U.S. 27 in Roane County.
02/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

*SB 2703 by *Davis L (HB 2592 by *West)
Private Protective Services - Requires trainers and managers of proprietary protective services companies to have six hours of continuing education annually. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 35.
05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 710

*SB 2704 by *Davis L (HB 2606 by *West)
Private Protective Services - Changes administration of private protective services from commissioner of commerce and insurance to private protective services commission. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 62, Chapter 35.
04/23/02 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2705 by *Davis L (HB 2189 by *Windle)
Safety, Dept. of - Provides commercial vehicle enforcement officer with pay equivalent to commissioned member of highway patrol with equivalent service. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 7; Title 8, Chapter 30; Title 55 and Title 65, Chapter 15.
04/23/02 S Taken off notice for cal. in Trans. Comm.

SB 2706 by *Davis L (HB 2188 by *Windle)
Financial Responsibility Law - Allows commissioner of safety to issue certificate of self-insurance to recognized religious sect or division. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 12.
03/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2707 by *Davis L (HB 2055 by *Windle, Turner (Dav), Ferguson)
Firearms and Ammunition - Authorizes secretary of state, in consultation with commissioner of correction, to issue identification cards to vested correctional officers employed by department who are authorized to carry firearms at all times - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 682

SB 2708 by *Davis L (HB 2052 by *Windle)
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires police presence at interstate and major four-lane construction sites with lane closures or when deemed necessary by departmental engineer. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 54.
04/23/02 S Taken Off Notice For cal. in: S. Trans Comm.

SB 2709 by *Davis L (HB 2383 by *Winningham)
Oneida - Pursuant to local request, provides for issuance of $350,000 in bonds by Oneida Special School District. - 03/05/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 94

SB 2710 by *Davis L (HB 2050 by *Windle)
State Employees - Permits commissioner of personnel to buy out sick leave days accumulated by state employees. - Amends TCA Section 8-50-802.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

*SB 2711 by *Graves (HB 3167 by *Davidson)
Zoning - Clarifies that right of businesses to continue to operate after zoning change does not include right to increase or enlarge signs or billboards. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-208.
03/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 2712 by *Davis L (HB 2537 by *Windle)
Driver Licenses - Authorizes driver with intermediate license to operate motor vehicle with more than one passenger if additional passenger is grandparent or great-grandparent. - Amends TCA Title 55.
04/23/02 S Taken Off Notice For cal. in: S. Trans Comm.

*SB 2713 by *Davis L (HB 2531 by *Walker, Curtiss, Windle)
Courts, General Sessions - Provides that if county moves into higher population classification based upon subsequent census, salary of general sessions judge of county shall be determined by salary of higher classification for remainder of term but shall be no less than present salary. - Amends TCA Section 16-15-5001(d)(2).
04/02/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2714 by *Davis L (HB 2080 by *Turner (Dav))
Game and Fish Laws - Permits Tennessee residents between 13 and 18 years of age, instead of 13 and 16, to purchase junior hunting, sport fishing and trapping licenses and to fish one week per year, commencing with Free Fishing Day. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 2.
02/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. E,C&T Comm.

SB 2715 by *Davis L (HB 2054 by *Windle)
State Symbols - Designates salute created and used by Daughters of American Revolution as official salute to Tennessee flag. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 1, Part 3.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

SB 2716 by *Davis L (HB 2120 by *Windle)
Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Prohibits closure of state parks that receive federal money unless general assembly approves such closure by resolution. - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 3, Part 1.
02/20/02 S Action Def. in S. E,C&T Comm. to 3/20/02

SB 2717 by *Davis L (HB 2051 by *Windle)
Military - Requires local school districts to pay teachers their full compensation during all periods of active military service. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 33; Title 49, Chapter 5 and Title 58, Chapter 1.
03/18/02 S S. Reset on cal. For final calendar

SB 2718 by *Davis L (HB 2430 by *Windle)
Correction, Dept. of - Requires disclosure of inmate's test results for bloodborne pathogens to exposed correctional employee or law enforcement officer within 24 hours after such test results become known by proper correctional officials. - Amends TCA Section 41-51-102.
05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 709

*SB 2719 by *Davis L (HB 2565 by *Winningham)
Local Education Agency - Requires LEAs to make their operating policies available and accessible on their Web sites if such LEA's policies are kept in electronic format and if LEA maintains Web site. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-207.
04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 537

*SB 2720 by *Davis L (HB 2657 by *Winningham)
Public Records - Provides certain records held by associations of elected governmental officials shall be deemed to constitute public records if such records pertain to assistance rendered to governing body in filling vacancy. - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 7.
03/12/02 S Failed In S. S&L Govt. Comm. Ayes 1, Nays 5 PNV 3

*SB 2721 by *Davis L (HB 2521 by *Turner (Dav))
Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Revises percentage distribution between health and agricultural reserve accounts for money received from tobacco settlement; revises composition and duties of committees for each account; makes appropriations to such reserve accounts. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 4, Part 55.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2722 by *Kyle State Government - Abolishes department of economic and community development.
SB 2725 by *Fowler (HB 2498 by *Bunch) Banks and Financial Institutions - Creates presumption that debtor is acting in bad faith when debtor obtains loan or any other advance of money or other property within 90 days prior to filing proceeding pursuant to Title 11 of United States Code. - Amends TCA Title 47.
03/25/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 2724 by *Fowler (HB 3126 by *Clem) Open Meetings - Authorizes electronic posting of public notice concerning certain meetings of governmental bodies. - Amends TCA.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

SB 2725 by *Person (HB 2255 by *Bowers) DUI/DWI Offenses - Establishes alcohol and drug abuse treatment pilot program in Shelby County for certain DUI probation violators. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 33 and Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4.
04/02/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2726 by *Person , McCrory, Herron (HB 3203 by *McMillan, Odom, Jones, S.) Professions and Occupations - Makes certain changes and additions to practice of dentistry provisions, including provisions affecting licensure, continuing education, areas of practice, disability of practitioners, and scope of practice. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 5, Part 1.
05/31/02 Pub. Ch. 771

SB 2727 by *Person (HB 3056 by *Aniola) Medical Occupations - Requires licenses to notify their boards of changes in business address within 14 days or be subject to disciplinary action. - Amends TCA Title 63.
03/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2728 by *Person (HB 2697 by *McMillan) Managed Care Organizations - Enacts "Managed Care Accountability Act." - Amends TCA Title 29 and Title 56.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 2729 by *Person , Norris (HB 3060 by *Jones, S., Turner (Dav), Pleasant, Miller, L., Jones U (She) Juries and Jurors - Exempts full-time firefighters and law enforcement officers from jury duty. - Amends TCA Section 22-1-103.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

05/08/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

04/11/02 Pub. Ch. 538

SB 2732 by *Person (HB 2572 by *Buck) Civil Procedure - Clarifies that deposition cannot be taken before attorney but that attorney can still take deposition provided attorney is acting in official capacity when doing so. - Amends TCA Section 24-9-136.
04/24/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 612

SB 2733 by *Person (HB 2790 by *White) Bad Checks - Includes mailing supported by affidavit of service, in addition to certified mailing, as valid notice for collection of bad checks; such notice is deemed conclusive upon signing certified mail receipt or three days following date affidavit of service is executed. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 29, Part 1.
03/19/02 S Taken off notice for cal. in Jud. Comm.

SB 2734 by *Person , Norris (HB 2424 by *Buck) Civil Procedure - Clarifies that in civil action in general sessions court, any claim defendant has against plaintiff is not barred by statute of limitations if it was not barred at time plaintiff commenced suit. - Amends TCA Section 28-1-114.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2735 by *Person , Norris (HB 2425 by *Scruggs) Child Custody and Support - Removes requirement that Shelby County juvenile court review actions of department of human services relative to Title IV-D child support services; specifies that certain new requests for appeals in Shelby County will be under jurisdiction of department, but those brought prior to this act's effective date will continue under juvenile court jurisdiction. - Amends TCA Section 36-5-1001. 
07/30/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 873

SB 2736 by *Person (HB 2918 by *Brooks) Juries and Jurors - Allows judge sole discretion to sequester jurors in criminal cases. - Amends TCA Section 40-18-116.
05/15/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 741

SB 2737 by *Person (HB 2699 by *Scruggs) Courts - Excludes from definition of person for civil cause of action for malicious harassment governments, governmental agencies, or public authorities. - Amends TCA Section 4-21-701.
04/23/02 S Taken Off Notice For cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

SB 2738 by *Person , Norris (HB 2342 by *Scruggs) Taxes, Real Property - Increases income level for property tax relief for elderly and disabled homeowners from $10,500 to $15,000 of income from all sources. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 64 and Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 7.
06/19/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

SB 2739 by *Person (HB 2522 by *McMillan) Radio and Television - Increases civil penalties to aggrieved cable television company for theft of cable service from $1,000 to $5,000 for first violation and from $2,000 to $10,000 for second or subsequent violations. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 59.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

SB 2740 by *Person (HB 3112 by *Fowlkes, Fitzhugh, Sands, Scruggs, Davidson, McDaniel, Tindell, Langston) Real Property - Deletes fraudulent conveyances and devises provisions in their entirety and adopts Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. - Amends TCA Title 66.
01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdlt.

SB 2741 by *Person (HB 2433 by *Whitson) Health Care - Increases revenues earmarked and paid into traumatic brain injury fund administered by department of health. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 55, Part 3.
05/08/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. FW&M Comm.

03/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2743 by *Cohen, Burchett (HB 2503 by *Kernell, Tindell) Redistricting, Legislative - Moves unpopulated census block in Shelby County from District 83 to District 93. - Amends TCA Section 3-1-103.
03/26/02 S Rec. For Pass. ref. to: S. Cal. Comm.

SB 2744 by *Haynes (HB 2618 by *Briley, Jones, S., Turner (Dav), Langster, Pruitt) Courts, General Sessions - Outlines authority of general sessions division four judge in Davidson County (environmental court) with respect to appointment of referees. - Amends Chapter 212 of the Public Acts of 1993.
05/02/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 667

SB 2745 by *Haynes (HB 2514 by *Briley) Education - Provides that procedure on challenging student school assignments does not apply to request for school transfer based on situations of individual hardship. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 31 and Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 32.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2746 by *Haynes (HB 2515 by *Briley) Education - Allows use of public school property by for-profit private entities. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-203(b)(4) and Section 49-2-405.
03/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2747 by *Haynes (HB 2512 by *Briley) Education - Updates reference to superintendent or director of schools as person to whom teacher licenses are presented in each local education agency by new teachers. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-101.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.
SB 2748 by *Haynes (HB 2830 by *Jones, S.) Zoning - Removes certain restrictions currently placed upon zoning enforcement within urban counties having metropolitan government. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-208.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

SB 2749 by *Haynes (HB 3064 by *Jones, S., Turner (Dav), Pleasant, Miller L, Jones U (Shell)) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Requires TCRS to report annually to council on pensions and insurance number of firefighters and police officers who retired as result of reaching mandatory age for retirement. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapters 34 through 39.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 2750 by *Haynes (HB 3057 by *Jones, S., Turner (Dav), Pleasant, Miller L, Jones U (Shell)) Health, Dept. of - Requires Tennessee EMS board to report to commissioner as to need to create separate fire-based EMS board. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 140.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2751 by *Haynes (HB 3059 by *Jones, S., Turner (Dav), Pleasant, Miller L, Jones U (Shell)) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Requires TCRS to report annually to council on pensions and insurance number of firefighters and police officers who were members of retirement system and who died in line of duty. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapters 34 through 39.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 2752 by *Haynes (HB 2604 by *West) Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Requires department to enter into lease for property adjacent to Cloverbottom Development Center.
03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2753 by *Haynes, Henry (HB 2613 by *West, Jones, S., Turner (Dav), Langster) Law Enforcement - Requires law enforcement officers working security in Davidson County or Rutherford County, if such county is not their primary county, to notify chief law enforcement officer; requires such law enforcement officer to wear insignia or lettering designating such officer as private duty law enforcement officer.

Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 8 and Title 62, Chapter 35, Part 1. 07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 846

SB 2754 by *Haynes, Dixon (HB 3050 by *Bowers, Briley) Taxes, Exemption - Exempts entities providing affordable housing through federal low-income housing tax-credit programs from payment of franchise and excise taxes. - Amends TCA Title 67.
06/19/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

SB 2755 by *Haynes, Dixon (HB 3049 by *Bowers, Briley) Taxes, Real Property - Defines "low income housing property"; establishes classification and taxing of low income housing property.
06/19/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

SB 2756 by *Blackburn, Harper, Burks, Graves, Kurita (HB 2533 by *Black, Casada) Children - Sets adult/child ratios for infants at 1:4; restores ratios for all other group sizes to ratio in effect prior to February 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 3, Part 5.
03/18/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 2758 by *Trail (*HB 2126 by *McMillan) Courts, Supreme Court of Tennessee - Clarifies that supreme court has general supervisory control over all boards and commissions created by court as well as all inferior state courts.
- Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 3, Part 5.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2759 by *Dixon (HB 2583 by *DeBerry J) Child Custody and Support - Clarifies and reorganizes alimony and child support statute without making any substantive changes. - Amends TCA Title 36.
04/11/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2760 by *McNally (HB 2707 by *Shepard) Insurance, Health, Accident - Establishes procedures governing recoupment between health insurance entity and health care provider.
- Amends TCA Title 56.
03/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of CL&A Comm.

SB 2761 by *Crowe (HB 2786 by *Armstrong) Bail, Bail Bonds - Revises various procedures on bonds.
- Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2762 by *Fowler (HB 2645 by *Wood) Planning, Public - Allows secretary of planning commission, rather than full commission, to approve certain plats under certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 4, Part 3.
04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 593

SB 2763 by *McNally (HB 3055 by *Hargett) Managed Care Organizations - Establishes procedures and requirements for MCOs to use with health care providers for downcoding and bundling. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 10.
03/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Cl&A Comm.

SB 2764 by *Trail (HB 2615 by *Rowland) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Specifies that payment of fee equal to cost of actual designating and manufacturing military cultural plates only applicable upon initial issuance or reissuance of plates, and not applicable at renewal. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 2.
07/30/02 - Pub. Ch. 866

SB 2765 by *Haynes (HB 2696 by *Garrett, Phelan) Fire Prevention and Investigation - Authorizes owners of property on which fire protection sprinkler systems are installed to perform simple maintenance on such sprinkler systems. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 32, Part 1.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 624

SB 2766 by *Haynes, Haynes Aged Persons - Redesignates partner for community-based long-term care pilot program as Tennessee Edenizing Foundation; removes specification that project must be in urban and suburban counties.
- Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5, Part 1.
02/14/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 2767 by *Crowe, Williams, Sen. (HB 2653 by *Turner (Ham)) Sexual Offenses - Adds offense of solicitation of minor to definition of "sexual offense" for purposes of "Sexual Offender Registration and Monitoring Act". - Amends TCA Section 40-39-102.
05/23/02 - Pub. Ch. 749

SB 2768 by *Burchett (HB 3093 by *McCord) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Deletes disregarding TEA code of ethics as reason for disciplining teachers under tenure law.
- Amends TCA Section 49-5-501.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2769 by *Burchett (HB 3108 by *Boyer) Damages - Authorizes collection of municipality's actual costs resulting from hoax or threat involving biological weapon, destructive device, or weapon of mass destruction.
- Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 64, Part 3.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2770 by *Haun (HB 3007 by *Head) Insurance, Health, Accident - Clarifies power of HMO to contract marketing, enrollment, and administrative functions.
- Amends TCA Title 56.
01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

SB 2771 by *Haun (HB 3006 by *Head) Welfare - Clarifies hold harmless provision in medical assistance law.
- Amends TCA Title 71.
01/28/02 S P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

SB 2772 by *Wilder (HB 2251 by *McDaniel) Taxes, Real Property - Increases from $140,000 to $175,000 full market value amount for which certain disabled veterans may receive reimbursement for all or part of local property taxes paid on such veteran's residence.
- Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 7.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 2773 by *Haun, Wilder (HB 2250 by *McDaniel) Environmental Preservation - Extends provisions for assistance regarding owners and operators of petroleum tanks to include petroleum site owners.
- Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 215, Part 1.
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 821
*SB 2774 by "Wilder (HB 3078 by "Fitzhugh)
Highway Signs - "Doctor M.B. Feemster Memorial Bridge", bridge spanning Wolf River on S.R. 57 in Fayette County -
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 625

*SB 2775 by "Cooper J (HB 3035 by "Jones U (Shel))
Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Increases multicandidate political campaign committee aggregate contribution limit for any local office and any state office not elected by statewide election; amount of increase to be 5 percent each year since amount was last increased; requires registry of election finance to publish increased amount on its Web site. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10.

*SB 2776 by "Cooper J (HB 3034 by "Jones U (Shel))
Election Laws - Requires write-in candidate in primary election to receive total number of votes equal to at least 5 percent of registered voters in district to receive party nomination; requires person trying to receive party nomination by write-in ballots to complete notice requesting such person's ballots be counted no later than 30 days before primary election. - Amends TCA Title 2.
04/24/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 2777 by "Cooper J
TennCare - Makes court system financially responsible for losses incurred by health care providers from Access MedPlus during time that state had declared Access MedPlus insolvent but courts prevented state from placing Access MedPlus in receivership. -
03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2778 by "Cooper J (*HB 2465 by "Head , Fraley)
Contractors - Removes Franklin County from exemption to contractor registration for persons undertaking in one's county of residence solely to contract residences or dwellings on private property for purposes of resale. - Amends TCA Section 49-7-826 and Title 62, Chapter 6, Part 1.
05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 772

*SB 2779 by "Cooper J (*HB 2275 by "Kisber)
TennCare - Makes court system financially responsible for losses incurred by health care providers from Access MedPlus during time that state had declared Access MedPlus insolvent but courts prevented state from placing Access MedPlus in receivership. -
04/02/02 S Action def. in C,L&A Comm

*SB 2780 by "Harper , Haynes, Henry (HB 2519 by "Pruit , Langster)
Highway Signs - "Robert E. Lillard Memorial Highway", segment of S.R. 1 (Lafayette Street) in Davidson County -
05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 728

*SB 2781 by "Harper (HB 2584 by "Chumney , Maddox)
Day Care - Sets state reimbursement rate for day care for low-income families at 75 percent of average market day care costs. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 1, Part 1.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2782 by "Harper ("HB 2318 by "Cooper B , Brooks)
Day Care - Increases training requirements for caregivers to require at least 180 hours of standardized in-service early childhood education training and 40 hours of annual continuing education; such requirements are in addition to present requirements for two hours orientation and six hours of additional training within first six months of employment. - Amends TCA Title 71.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2783 by "Haynes (HB 2602 by "West)
Education - Requires curriculum in public schools to have firearms safety component. - Amends TCA Title 49.
03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2784 by "Jackson (HB 2591 by "West)
Private Protective Services - Assigns personal civil, and criminal liability to private security guard using unauthorized deadly force. - Amends TCA Title 62.
04/10/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2785 by "Crutchfield , Cohen (HB 2562 by "Pinion , Maddox, Kent, Ridgway, Hargett, Todd)
University of Tennessee - Authorizes UTC and UT Martin to enroll certain out-of-state students without charging out-of-state tuition rates. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 9.
03/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2786 by "Rochelle (HB 2856 by "Kisber)
Taxes, Franchise - Includes as deduction from franchise taxes value of interest held by taxpayer in certain insurance companies paying gross premiums tax. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-2107.
05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 725

*SB 2787 by "Rochelle (HB 2857 by "Kisber)
Taxes - Establishes for tax years beginning on or after December 15, 2002, that remaining liability of franchise and excise tax of insurance companies after application of premium tax credit shall be reduced by 100 percent. - Amends TCA Section 56-4-217.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2788 by "Rochelle (HB 2555 by "Jones , S.)
Taxes, Excise - Revises scope of medical supplies allowed hospital companies as credit against franchise/excise tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2789 by "Rochelle (HB 2554 by "Jones , S.)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Includes limited liability company among entities that must be licensed before operating health care facilities licensed by board for licensing health care facilities. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2790 by "Rochelle (HB 2873 by "Kisber)
Public Contracts - Authorizes department of general services to issue request for information in lieu of or in addition to request for proposal or invitation to bid. - Amends TCA Title 12.
05/15/02 S Placed on S. S&L Govt. Comm. cal. for 05/22/02

SB 2791 by "Rochelle ("HB 2121 by "Bone , Baird, Walker)
Food and Food Products - Establishes regulations regarding sale of catfish; grants department of agriculture enforcement powers with authority to impose civil penalties. - Amends TCA Title 53.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 634

SB 2792 by "Rochelle ("HB 2124 by "Bone)
Domestic Violence - Transfers administration of family violence shelter services from department of human services to department of finance and administration; transfers administration of child abuse prevention services from human services to department of children's services; creates advisory committees. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 3, Part 6; Title 39, Chapter 11, Part 1 and Title 71, Chapter 6, Part 2.
05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 697

SB 2793 by "Rochelle ("HB 2329 by "Shaw , Ridgway, Shepard)
Advertising - Excludes radio and television advertising time from any telecommunications related taxation. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 2794 by "Rochelle
Alcoholic Beverages - Allows retailers to store open or damaged bottles or products for purpose of return to wholesaler or for conducting sales demonstration; allows wholesaler or their representative to conduct sales demonstration for retail licensees and their employees. - Amends TCA Section 57-3-406(f) and Section 57-3-404(h).
01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

*SB 2795 by "Rochelle (HB 2564 by "Turner (Shelby) , McDaniel, Rinks)
Growth and Development - Requires TACIR to monitor, on continuing basis, implementation of growth planning law and to periodically report its findings and recommendations to general assembly. - Amends TCA Section 6-58-113.
04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 594

*SB 2796 by "Rochelle (HB 2787 by "Armstrong)
Architects, Engineers and Designers - Requires entity that is required by law to have design professional prepare plans and specifications to also retain design professional for construction contract administration to assure building or structure is constructed to such plans and specifications. - Amends TCA Section 62-2-102.

*SB 2797 by "Rochelle (HB 2662 by "Cole (Dyer))
Codes - Revises applicable official electric safety code from August 1, 1996, code to August 1, 2001, code. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 101.
03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 520


SB 2799 by *Rochelle Workers' Compensation - Establishes confidentiality of certain information possessed by department of commerce and insurance concerning self-insured workers' compensation employers. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 4 . 01/28/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 2800 by *Rochelle (HB 2661 by *Cole (Dyer)) Privacy, Confidentiality - Provides that contingency plans prepared by governmental entities as well as law enforcement agencies to respond to or prevent terrorist incidents, bomb threats, or other acts of violence or threats involving weapons of mass destruction are confidential and not open for public inspection. - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 7, Part 5. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Comm.

SB 2801 by *Rochelle (HB 3193 by *Hargrove) Election Laws - Creates Class A misdemeanor for person who is not employee of election commission to give unsolicited request for application for absentee ballot; increases ratio for registered voters per voting machine from 650 to 750; makes other revisions to election laws. - Amends TCA Title 2-2-109; Section 2-2-116; Section 2-3-104 and Section 2-6-202. 05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 698

SB 2802 by *Rochelle , Burks (HB 2928 by *Bone) Agriculture - Adds "appearance" and use of certain litter and manure additives to conditions that do not constitute grounds for nuisance action or proceeding against feedlot, dairy farm, or poultry production business. - Amends TCA Title 44, Chapter 18. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 635


SB 2804 by *Rochelle (*HB 2300 by *Kisber) Education, Higher - Prevents state colleges and universities from offering online courses until university tract program is fully implemented. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7. 03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2805 by *Rochelle (HB 2820 by *Fitzhugh) Uniform Laws - Corrects technical drafting error in revised Uniform Commercial Code article IX by deleting unnecessary brackets and bracketed language. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 9. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 521

SB 2806 by *Rochelle (HB 2821 by *Fitzhugh) Uniform Commercial Code - Clarifies definition of "security interest" to distinguish between true leases and security interests. - Amends TCA Section 47-1-201(38). 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 522

SB 2807 by *Rochelle (HB 2952 by *Rinks) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Reduces number of ambulances that terminates member of health facilities commission from three to two consecutive absences. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29, Part 2 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1. 03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2808 by *Rochelle (*HB 2355 by *Bone) Agriculture - Revises labeling requirements for calcium carbonate equivalent contained in agricultural liming materials sold in this state; revises licensing and reporting requirements for manufacturers and distributors of agricultural liming materials. - Amends TCA Title 43, Chapter 11. 02/28/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm

SB 2809 by *Rochelle , Person (*HB 2064 by *Maddox , Oberby, Britley, Bowers, Fitzhugh, Turner (Ham)) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Extends from 2002 to 2003 expiration of exception to definition of home health services for nursing care and therapy services rendered by community agencies for developmentally disabled; establishes certain guidelines regarding professional support services. - Amends TCA Title 33 and Title 68, Chapter 985 of the Public Acts of 2000, and Chapter 282 of the Public Acts of 2001. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 652

SB 2810 by *Rochelle (*HB 2466 by *Cole (Dyer)) Taxes, Real Property - Allows governing body of county of municipality to adjust tax rate on taxable property for local government cost inflation determined by board of equalization since last reappraised. - Amends Section 67-5-1701. 01/28/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,WM&M Comm.

SB 2811 by *Rochelle (*HB 2384 by *Buck, Winningham) County Government - Allows precincts in county commission districts to be split upon written certification by coordinator of elections upon considering, among other things, type of voting equipment, racial makeup, and cost savings to county. - Amends TCA Section 5-1-111. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 653

SB 2812 by *Rochelle (HB 3013 by *Kisber) Taxes, Sales - Imposes sales tax on charges for mobile telecommunication services subject to federal sourcing rules if customer's place of primary use is located in Tennessee; establishes 2.5 percent local tax with respect to certain intrastate telecommunications services and establishes distribution of proceeds from such tax. - Amends TCA Section 7-86-108 and Title 67, Chapter 6. 05/14/02 - Pub. Ch. 719

SB 2813 by *Miller J (HB 2595 by *West) Handgun Permits - Relaxes prohibitions on carrying handguns in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13 and Title 70, Chapter 4. 04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.


SB 2815 by *Jackson (HB 2568 by *Buck) Taxes, Income - Requires affirmative vote of three-fifths of members of senate and house to increase rate of Hall income tax or any other tax measured by income. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71 relative to taxation. 06/27/02 S Action def. in S. F,WM&M Comm. until 6/28/02

SB 2816 by *Jackson (*HB 2144 by *Buck) Firearms and Ammunition - Extends time sale of concealed weapon shall be advertised daily or weekly newspaper from not less than three editions and not less than 30 days to not less than four editions and not less than 40 days. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13. 04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2817 by *Jackson , Davis L (*HB 2214 by *Scroggs) Criminal Procedure - Permits evidence of defendant's prior convictions for sex offenses involving victims who were less than 10 years old to be introduced and considered as relevant at any trial in which defendant is charged with specified sex offenses in which victim is less than 10 years old. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 17. 04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2818 by *Jackson , Davis L (*HB 2215 by *Scroggs) Criminal Procedure - Permits evidence of defendant's prior convictions for sex offenses involving victims who were less than seven years old to be introduced and considered as relevant at any trial in which defendant is charged with specified sex offense in which victim is less than
seven years old. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 17.

*SB 2819* by *Jackson (HB 2603 by *West)*
Firearms and Ammunition - Removes $10.00 fee charged to gun dealers by TBI for background checks. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1316.

04/04/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2820* by *Jackson (HB 2599 by *West)*
Handgun Permits - Liberalizes reciprocity requirements for handgun permits. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.

04/02/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2821* by *Jackson (*HB 2252 by *McDaniel)*
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Allocates proceeds from sale of all environmental specialty earmarked motor vehicle license plates to division of state parks within department of conservation and environment to be used solely for operation and maintenance of state parks. - Amends TCA Title 35, Chapter 5, Part 2.

03/13/02  S Referred to special committee.

*SB 2822* by *Jackson (HB 2581 by *Fowlkes)*
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Exempts certain subsidiaries of insurers from requirement that principal place of business, primary executive, administrative, and home office, and all original books and records be located in this state. - Amends TCA Section 56-2-104.

03/19/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2823* by *Jackson (HB 2596 by *West)*
Handgun Permits - Deletes Tennessee residency requirement to obtain handgun carry permit. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.

04/04/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2824* by *Jackson (HB 2608 by *West)*
Law Enforcement - Requires law enforcement firing ranges be open to public when such ranges are not being used by law enforcement personnel. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 8, Part 2.

02/19/02  S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in:  S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2825* by *Jackson (HB 2956 by *West)*
Firearms and Ammunition - Prohibits local units of government from utilizing zoning provisions relative to health and safety that were enacted subsequent to sport shooting range beginning operation to restrict or prohibit use or operation of such range, provided range was in compliance with applicable standards at time operation began. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 3.

04/05/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2826* by *Jackson (HB 2600 by *West)*
Firearms and Ammunition - Extends time sale of confiscated weapon shall be advertised in daily or weekly newspaper from not less than three editions and not less than 30 days to not less than four editions and not less than 40 days. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.

04/04/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2827* by *Jackson (HB 2610 by *West)*
Firearms and Ammunition - Requires persons teaching firearm courses to be certified by commissioner of commerce and insurance. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 39, Chapter 17; Title 62 and Title 70.

04/04/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2829* by *Jackson (HB 2833 by *Jones, S., Arniola, Ferguson, Turner (Dav), Langster, Pruitt, Phillips, Towns, Briley, Shepard, Buck, Pinion, Maddox, Fitzhugh, Cole (Dyer), Phelan, Fraley, West, Bone, Hood, Davidson, Westmoreland, McKeen)*
Podiatrists - Authorizes podiatrists to perform pre-surgery health and physical examinations on patients. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 3, Part 1.

03/20/02  S Action Def. in S.GW,H&HR Comm. to 3/27/02

*SB 2830* by *Jackson (HB 2569 by *Buck, McDonald, Sargent, Davidson, Bunch, Hagoed, Tidwell, Bittle, Hargrett, Stanley, Fraley, Pleasant, Sharp, Baird, Garrett, Jones, S., Odum, Wood, Hood, Shepard, Black, Turner (Dav), Pinion, Montgomery, Winningham, Patton, Clemen)*
Taxes, Sales - Requires affirmative vote of three-fifths of members of senate and house to increase rate of sales tax. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 70 and Title 71 relative to taxation.

07/03/02  S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 2831* by *Henry, Haynes, Graves (HB 2624 by *Arriola)*
Aged Persons - Establishes pilot project with Tennessee Edening Foundation, Inc., to provide services to elderly in community settings in order to avoid nursing home care for such elderly; deletes existing pilot project. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5, Part 1.

04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 636

*SB 2832* by *Jackson (HB 2611 by *West)*
Firearms and Ammunition - Requires buildings owned or managed by state or local governmental entities in which weapons are prohibited to provide secure area for visitors to building to leave their weapons. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1359.

04/04/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2833* by *Blackburn (HB 2794 by *Casada)*
Education - Establishes nutrition guidelines for food sold to students at school during breaks and

*SB 2834* by *Jackson (HB 2578 by *Fowlkes)*
Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Increases split-limit policy amounts required for proof of financial responsibility. - Amends TCA Title 55.

02/19/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2836* by *Haynes (HB 2791 by *Briley)*
Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Increases split-limit policy amounts required for proof of financial responsibility. - Amends TCA Title 55.

02/19/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2837* by *Person (HB 3053 by *Westmoreland)*
Physicians and Surgeons - Creates Class B misdemeanor for person or business to falsely advertise that person is licensed physician; authorizes board of medical examiners to investigate false advertising, impose fine up to $1,000 and seek injunctive relief. - Amends TCA Title 63.

03/20/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2838* by *Dixon (HB 2627 by *Bowers)*
Boards and Commissions - Creates commission for efficient government to review fees charged by governmental entities. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29.

01/28/02  S P2C, ref. to S. Govt. Ops. Comm.

*SB 2839* by *Davis L (HB 2700 by *Windle)*
Correction, Dept. of - Provides Correctional Officer 1 with pay equal to other state employees with equivalent service. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 7, Part 2 and Title 8.

03/26/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 2840* by *Rochelle (HB 3028 by *Kiser)*
Taxes, Sales - Authorizes telecommunications service provider to implement revenue distribution to customers in lieu of adjusting prices when such provider receives net tax savings from equity payment. - Amends TCA Section 7-86-108 and Title 67, Chapter 6.

05/14/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 714

*SB 2841* by *Kurita (HB 3054 by *Fitzhugh)*
Managed Care Organizations - Establishes uniform referral and preauthorization form requirements for MCOs. - Amends TCA Title 56.

02/19/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. C,L&A Comm.

*SB 2842* by *Jackson (HB 2578 by *Fowlkes)*
Education - Establishes nutrition guidelines for food sold to students at school during breaks and
from vending machines. - Amends TCA Title 49 and Title 71.
03/13/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of Edu. Comm.

SB 2843 by *Carter (*HB 2279 by *Kisber) Alcoholic Beverages - Repeals grandfather clause for establishments selling beer near schools and churches and allows local governments to prohibit beer sales at such establishments. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 5, Part 1.

SB 2844 by *Cooper J (*HB 2361 by *Curtiss) County Government - Authorizes county, by two-thirds vote of its legislative body, to exercise certain additional powers granted to municipalities relative to nuisances and uses of property detrimental to health, morals, comfort, safety, convenience, or welfare of inhabitants of unincorporated areas of county. - Amends TCA Section 5-1-118.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 627

*SB 2845 by *Trail (HB 2594 by *West) State Government - Requires state to notify Immigration and Naturalization Service of identity of any person who does not have social security number and applies to state for any benefit or service. - Amends TCA.

SB 2846 by *Davis L (*HB 2356 by *Maddox) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Provides for state assumption of 5 percent employee contribution for retirement of teachers. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34, Part 2 and Title 8, Chapter 37; Part 2.
01/31/02  S P2C, ref. to S. F, W&M Comm.

SB 2847 by *Burchett (*HB 2542 by *Patton) DUI/DWI Offenses - Increases fine payable to impaired drivers trust fund upon DUI conviction from $5.00 to $10.00. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4.
04/11/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2848 by *Burchett , Crowe (HB 2623 by *Patton) Law Enforcement - Requires peace officer standards and training commission to issue certificate of compliance to university or college security officer who meets qualifications for employment as police officer and who satisfactorily completes approved recruit training program. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 8, Part 1.
06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 795

SB 2849 by *Harper (*HB 2582 by *DeBerry J) Education - Re-enacts TCA Section 49-7-2207 on reporting of student offenses. - Amends TCA Title 49.
03/13/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2850 by *Cooper J (HB 2817 by *Lewis) Grundy County - Subject to local approval, divides Grundy County into three school districts instead of six and increases number of school board members from six to nine by providing for three members to be elected from each district to staggered four-year terms. -
02/28/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 88

*SB 2851 by *Cooper J (HB 2858 by *Kisber) Telecommunications - Requires telephone company, telephone cooperative, or other service supplier of telephone services to inform lease/purchaser of cost of telephone or system and monthly/year in which such telephone or system will be paid for under lease contract; requires company to notify lease/purchaser in writing that telephone may now be purchased. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 65.

SB 2852 by *Jackson (*HB 2571 by *Buck) Law Enforcement - Revises membership of Tennessee peace officer standards and training commission. - Amends TCA Title 38.
04/16/02  S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2853 by *Graves (*HB 2579 by *Fowlkes) Children - Bans compensation for teen court participants but permits youth to receive tokens of appreciation and to be reimbursed for travel expenses. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 1, Part 7.
04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 539

SB 2854 by *Henry (*HB 2619 by *Briley, Armiola) Correctional Programs - Provides that judge of circuit or criminal court as well as general sessions court can order misdemeanor sentenced to county jail or workhouse be placed on work release. - Amends TCA Title 41, Chapter 2, Part 1.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 628

*SB 2855 by *Blackburn Driver Licenses - Revises requirements for obtaining driver license. - Amends TCA Section 55-50-321.
01/28/02  S Withdrawn.

*SB 2856 by *Cooper J (HB 2686 by *Kisber) Taxes, Personal Property - Revises procedures and penalties for filing tangible personal property schedules. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-903.
01/31/02  S P2C, ref. to S. F, W&M Comm.

SB 2864 by *Burchett (*HB 2125 by *Bunch) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Removes authority for board of education to deny access to facilities to certain professional employees’ organizations. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-609.
03/13/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2865 by *Kurita (*HB 2639 by *Head, McMillan, Davidson) Education, Higher - Allows non-resident of county contiguous to Tennessee in another state to enroll in college or university despite residence of teacher college or normal school in other state of equal distance from residence of non-resident. - Amends TCA Section 49-8-102.
04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 595

*SB 2866 by *Ford J (HB 3080 by *Miller L) Taxes, Real Property - Permits owner who purchases property after county board of equalization convenes but prior to December 31 to appeal its assessment directly to state board of equalization by March 1 of year following tax year in question. - Amends TCA Title 67.
05/01/02  H Rcdv. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 2867 by *Ford J (HB 3045 by *DeBerry L) Taxes, Ad Valorem - Prohibits agent registered with state board of equalization from performing services related to property tax appeals for clients of agent’s employer unless employer or employer’s principal officer or partner is also agent registered with state board of equalization. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1514.
01/31/02  S P2C, ref. to S. F, W&M Comm.
members of health facilities commission and requires statement of reasons for commission decision. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 8, Chapter 50 and Title 68, Chapter 11.

04/03/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2877 by *Clabough (HB 2979 by *Westmoreland) Damages - Clarifies procedure for awarding of punitive damages in tort cases; limits punitive damages in tort cases to no more than two times amount of economic damages plus noneconomic damages and in no case amount not to exceed $750,000. - 04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2878 by *Cooper J (HB 2776 by *Odom) Solid Waste Disposal - Eliminates $0.75 state surcharge imposed on municipal solid waste at transfer station not operated in conjunction with convenience center. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211, Part 8.

05/14/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 720

SB 2879 by *Cooper J (HB 2688 by *Fralay) Libraries - Limits to $50.00 cost of late fees and unreturned materials of public library that are checked out to user without such user's authorization. - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 3, Part 1.

03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2880 by *Crowe (HB 2703 by *Phelan) Motor Vehicle Commission - Authorizes commission to deny application for automobile auction license or to revoke or suspend such license of automobile auction or agent thereof if agent or auction conducts business without posting bond or without acquiring proper license as required by law. - Amends TCA Title 55.

03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

SB 2881 by *Elsea (HB 2563 by *McKee) Athens - Subject to local approval, revises residency requirement for voting in city elections, bid requirements for purchases by school board, and other charter provisions regarding civil penalties. - Amends Chapter 455 of the Private Acts of 1953; as amended.

03/05/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 95

SB 2882 by *Elsea (HB 2552 by *Rhinehart) Sequatchie County - Subject to local approval, decreases school board from nine to eight members; provides for terms and election of such members. - 02/28/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 83

*SB 2883 by *Elsea , Cooper J, Haun, Davis L (*HB 2551 by *Rhinehart) Highway Signs - "Veterans Memorial Bridge," S.R. 30 in Bledsoe County - 05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 773

*SB 2884 by *Burks (HB 3194 by *Hargrove) Land, Agricultural and Open Spaces - Extends time carrier engaged in transportation of property or utility transmitting communications is allowed to remedy condition of vegetation overgrowth from 20 days to 30 days. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1, Part 1 and Title 6, Chapter 54, Part 1.

02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 2885 by *Burks (HB 2567 by *Buck) Lafayette - Subject to local approval, revises election provisions for council members. - 03/11/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 77

*SB 2886 by *Burks (HB 3188 by *Hargrove) Criminal Offenses - Adds knowing killing of another committed while under influence of intoxicant, marijuana, narcotic drug, or other drug producing stimulating effects on central nervous system to definition of first degree murder. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 2.

04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 2887 by *Burchett (HB 3110 by *Buttry) Municipal Government - Permits municipality to lease or sublease property owned or leased by municipality to nonprofit organizations for term not to exceed 10 years if such property is not needed for municipal purposes; any lease or sublease entered into shall require approval of municipal legislative body; comptroller of treasury may establish guidelines for such leases or subleases. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 54. 03/26/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

*SB 2888 by *Train (HB 2386 by *Buck, *McMillan, Sands, Fowlkes, Briley, Boyer, Newton, Scroggs, Westmoreland, Brooks) Courts, Administrative Office of the - Prohibits administrative office of courts in conjunction with district attorneys to prepare report to general assembly at least every eight years on how many judges, chancellors, assistant district attorney, and criminal investigator positions are authorized and filled in each judicial district. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 16; Title 17, Title 18 and Title 37, 02/19/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

SB 2889 by *Cohen (*HB 2694 by *Bowers) Consumer Protection - Makes it unfair or deceptive act under Consumer Protection Act to impose more than $5.00 charge per automatic debit from person's bank account. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1.

04/02/02 S Failed In S. CL&A Comm. Ayes 3, Nays 4 PNV 1

*SB 2890 by *Cohen (HB 2843 by *Cooper B) Education - Deletes obsolete definition of state certification commission. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Parts 50. 03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

*SB 2891 by *Fowler (HB 2795 by *Sharp) Highway Signs - Authorizes use of request for proposals for specific service sign administration and construction contracts. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4, Part 1 and Title 54, Chapter 5. 05/01/02 S Placed on S. Trans Comm. cal. for 05/08/02

*SB 2892 by *Crowe (HB 2814 by *Patton) Education, Higher - Requires board of regents and University of Tennessee board of trustees to include 25 percent of value of employee's sick leave at time of retirement in funding for annuities. - Amends TCA Section 49-8-203 and Section 49-9-106. 03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.
SB 2893 by *Henry (HB 3131 by *Ridgeway, Shepard, Turner (Ham), Patton, Ford S, Amiola, Goins, Sargent, Williams, Fraley, Hood, Rowland) - Utilities, Utility Districts - Redefines "financially distressed utility districts" and clarifies language pertaining to audited financial statements and reports of such utility districts. - Amends TCA Sections 7-82-401 and 7-82-703.
03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 2894 by *Henry (HB 2864 by *Kisber) - Utilities, Utility Districts - Redefines "financially distressed utility districts" and clarifies language pertaining to audited financial statements and reports of such utility districts. - Amends TCA Sections 7-82-401 and 7-82-703.
03/05/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A

SB 2895 by *Henry (HB 2665 by *Kisber) - Water - Deletes and clarifies certain provisions relating to water and wastewater facilities that have retained earnings deficits. - Amends TCA Section 68-221-1010.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. E, C & T Comm.

SB 2896 by *Ford J (HB 2922 by *Stanley, Brooks) - Juries and Jurors - Authorizes use of less than unanimous jury verdicts in civil cases and establishes required number necessary for verdict. - Amends TCA Title 20, Chapter 9, Part 5.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2897 by *Graves (HB 2936 by *McDonald) - Criminal Offenses - Increases from Class A misdemeanor to Class E felony offense of failing to stop when involved in motor vehicle accident resulting in injury or death and from Class E felony to Class D felony if driver who failed to stop knew accident resulted in death. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 1.
04/05/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2898 by *Trail (HB 2822 by * Sands) - Workers' Compensation - Prohibits physicians and hospitals from making separate charge for providing medical or anatomical impairment rating when medical records are requested in workers' compensation cases. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6; Title 63, Chapter 2 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 3.
03/27/02 S Pub. Ch. 523

SB 2899 by *Haun (HB 2816 by *Whitson) - Motor Vehicles - Requires motor vehicles carrying more than 15 passengers for hire less than two miles to major public scheduled events to have $1,000,000 in liability insurance. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 15, Part 1.
05/22/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

03/26/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2901 by *Jackson (HB 2705 by *Shepard, Tidwell) - Hickman County - Pursuant to local request, increases Hickman County Board of Education from five members to seven members. - Repeals Chapter 234 of the Private Acts of 1992.
02/04/02 S P2C held on desk. Local Bill

SB 2902 by *Jackson (HB 2704 by *Shepard, Tidwell) - Hickman County - Pursuant to local request, restructures Hickman County Highway Commission districts to be coterminous with county commission districts. - Amends Chapter 38 of the Private Acts of 1947.
02/28/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 85

SB 2903 by *Jackson (HB 2842 by * Tidwell, Shepard) - Redistricting, Legislative - Moves census blocks in Hickman County from District 74 to District 69.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2904 by *Burchett (HB 2815 by *Casada) - Notary Public - Requires notary public to be citizen of United States. - Amends TCA Section 8-16-101.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2905 by *Fowler, Williams, Sen., Crutchfield (HB 3086 by *Clem) - Highways, Roads and Bridges - Designates certain segments of roadway in Hamilton County as scenic highways, including portions of state routes 58 and 148. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 17, Part 1.
03/27/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 2906 by *Cooper J (HB 2881 by *Fraley) - Education, Higher - Creates higher education tuition discount for children of retired public school teachers. - Amends TCA Section 49-7-119.
03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2907 by *Cooper J (HB 3114 by *Kisber) - State Employees - Alters state contribution rate for supplemental medical insurance for retired state employees and teachers. - Amends TCA Section 8-27-702.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 2908 by *Cooper J (HB 2935 by *McDonald) - Education - Provides that state board of education shall address quantifiable maximums on number of students with disabilities or special education students in each classroom when setting class size limits. - Amends TCA Section 49-1-104.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2909 by *Cooper J (HB 3099 by *McCord) - Human Rights - Establishes discrimination against individuals for wearing insignia, patches, specialized clothing, tattoos, earrings, beards or jewelry as discriminatory practice under human rights law. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 21.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2910 by *Cooper J (HB 3098 by *McCord) - Criminal Offenses - Creates Class E felony for knowing and willful commission of any discriminatory conduct prohibited by Human Rights Act, if committed on second or subsequent occasion. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-309.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2911 by *Cooper J (HB 2870 by *Kisber) - Telecommunications - Requires telephone company, telephone cooperative, or other service supplier of telephone services to inform lease/purchaser of cost of telephone or system and month/year in which such telephone or system will be paid for under lease contract; requires company to notify lease/purchaser in writing that telephone may now be purchased. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 65.
05/14/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of C,L&A Comm.

SB 2912 by *Cooper J (HB 3009 by *Ridgeway, White, Fraley, Hood, Rowland) - Motor Vehicles - Authorizes closed circuit video monitors designed to operate in conjunction with dedicated video cameras to be used in motor vehicles. - Amends TCA Section 55-9-105.
03/27/02 S Pub. Ch. 524

SB 2913 by *Cohen (HB 3037 by *Jones U (Shel)) - Alcoholic Beverages - Redefines "premier type tourist resort" for purposes of authorization of sales and consumption of alcoholic beverages. - Amends TCA Section 57-4-102(17).
05/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 679

SB 2914 by *Cohen (HB 2871 by *Kisber) - Ethics - Increases amount of investment in corporation or other business organization that requires disclosure statement by certain public officials from in excess of $5,000 to in excess of $10,000. - Amends TCA Section 8-50-502.
04/16/02 S Pub. Ch. 596

SB 2915 by *Atchley, Burchett (HB 2823 by *Tindell) - Taxes, Sales - Gives Knoxville all powers of commissioner of revenue in collecting local option sales and use tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 2916 by *Atchley (HB 2949 by *Rinks) - Accountants - Specifies that board of accountancy members requiring professional qualifications to serve at board's pleasure; deletes term of office of executive director of board; requires that board expenditures comply with board's annual budget. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 1, Part 1.
04/29/02 S Pub. Ch. 654

SB 2917 by *Atchley (HB 2948 by *Rinks) - Accountants - Revises appropriation provisions on board of accountancy and administratively transfers board from division of regulatory boards to department of finance and administration. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 62.
03/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.
SB 2918 by *Clabough (*HB 2840 by *Cole (Dyer), Montgomery)
Real Estate Agents and Brokers - Exempts vacation lodging services from requirement of placing funds derived from rental of their properties in escrow or trustee accounts and amends other provisions related to vacation lodging. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 13; Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 7; Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 9 and Title 67, Chapter 6.
06/30/02 S S adopted am.(Amendment 11 - SA1245)

07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 875

SB 2920 by *Clabough (HB 2955 by *Rinks) TennCare - Establishes methodology for making essential access payments to hospitals participating in TennCare program. - Amends TCA Title 71.
03/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

03/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2922 by *Burchett (HB 2930 by *Lewis) Business and Commerce - Increases from $1,000 to $1,500 minimum civil penalty that may be imposed upon alarm systems contractor who engages in contracting without certification or who violates conditions of certification. - Amends TCA Title 62.
03/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2923 by *Burchett (HB 2644 by *Bittle, Curtiss) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Re-allocates funds produced from sale of Sportsman new specialty earmarked license plate to Sportsmen's Wildlife Foundation, 90 percent, and highway fund, 10 percent. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
03/13/02 S Referred to special committee.

SB 2924 by *Ford J (*HB 2844 by *Chumney) Metropolitan Government - Increases allowable appropriation for government consolidation commissions from $50,000 to $75,000; increases number of members of school consolidation commissions from five to seven. - Amends TCA Title 7 and Title 49.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. E, C & T Comm.

SB 2926 by *Miller J (*HB 2829 by *Bunch) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires voter referendum for sale, lease, or transfer of hospitals and clinical facilities owned by county or municipal governments. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 57, Part 6.
03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

*SB 2927 by *Trail (HB 2941 by *Odum, McDaniel, Armstrong) Corporations, For Profit - Authorizes certain health care providers to be co-investors in professional corporation or professional limited liability company. - Amends TCA Title 48, Chapter 101, Part 6 and Title 48, Chapter 248. 05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 742

SB 2928 by *Kyle (*HB 2502 by *Kernell) Fire Prevention and Investigation - Urges commissioner of agriculture to study alternative cost recovery methodologies relative to providing forest protection services on privately-owned forest lands. - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 4.
07/30/02 - Pub. Ch. 867

SB 2929 by *Person, Cohen (HB 2882 by *McMillan, Pinion, Kent, Cole (Carter)) Animals and Animal Cruelty - Increases fees for dog or cat dealer licenses; authorizes stop of vehicles transporting dogs or cats to check for licensure compliance and confiscation of endangered animals; utilizes animal friendly specially licensed plate proceeds to defray costs. - Title 44, Chapter 17, Part 1; and Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 2.
03/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 774

SB 2930 by *Person (*HB 2883 by *Patton) Foster Care - Restates purpose of permanency hearings and available goals under permanency plans for children in custody of department of children's services to include planned permanent living arrangement instead of permanent foster care and emancipation. - TCA Titles 37-2-403, 37-2-409, 37-2-411.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 629

SB 2931 by *Person (*HB 2884 by *Scroggs) Children's Services, Dept. of - Allows department to disclose information about child abuse or neglect where child died or almost died. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-409.
04/03/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2932 by *McNally, Cooper J, Burchett, Cohen, Person, Trail, Henry, Burks, Davis L, Williams, Sen. (*HB 2885 by *Ford S, Lewis, Newton, Briley, Bone, Patton) Abuse - Redefines "severe child abuse" to include knowingly allowing child to be present within structure where act of creating methamphetamine is occurring. - Amends TCA Title 37-1-102.
07/30/02 - Pub. Ch. 868

SB 2933 by *Henry, Williams, Sen. (*HB 2886 by *Scroggs) Adoption - Redefines "related" for purpose of adoption provisions to include siblings of whole or half degree. - Amends TCA Title 36-1-102.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 630

SB 2934 by *Fowler (HB 2887 by *Scroggs) Juvenile Offenders - Adds adjudication for rape of child as situation under which juvenile may be committed to department of children's services for definite, instead of indefinite, period of time. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-137.
05/08/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 2935 by *Norris Sexual Offenses - Rewrites mandatory child abuse reporting provisions and child sexual abuse provisions. - 03/08/02 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

05/22/02 S Comp. HB subst.

04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 550

SB 2938 by *Cooper J (*HB 2891 by *McKee) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Revises circumstances under which company without certificate of authority may transact insurance business in this state. - Amends TCA Section 56-2-105 and Section 56-7-1010.
03/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2939 by *Clabough (*HB 2892 by *McKee) Fees - Increases firework permit fee for wholesaler from $250 to $500; for seasonal retailer from $25.00 to $100; for display from $10.00 to $50.00. - Amends TCA Section 68-104-102(d).
06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 778

05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 700

SB 2941 by *Clabough (*HB 2894 by *Kisber) TennCare - Revises HMO prompt payment requirements as they relate to TennCare. - Amends TCA Section 56-32-226.
04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 597

SB 2942 by *Clabough (*HB 2895 by *McDaniel, Boyer) TennCare - Authorizes department of commerce and insurance to survey persons disenrolled by TennCare program between July 1, 2002, and December 31, 2002, to determine such persons' ability to obtain other health insurance. - Amends TCA Section 56-32-231.
07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 874
SB 2943 by *Williams, Sen. (*HB 2986 by *Westmoreland , Roach, Montgomery) Correction, Dept. of - Authorizes director of internal affairs and internal affairs investigators within department to carry weapons when performing job duties if such persons complete firearms qualification training. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 6. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 525

SB 2944 by *Mcnally (*HB 2987 by *Davis (Cocke) , Maddox, Kent, Westmoreland, Rinks, Montgomery, Roach) Education - Makes exit exam prior to high school graduation optional instead of mandatory; requires results be shared with legislative oversight committee on education. - Amends Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 60. 05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 738

SB 2945 by *Atchley (*HB 2989 by *Hagood , Bunch) Education - Empowers commissioner of education to allow excess daily instruction time to be used to defray missed days of schools due to natural disaster, damage to school building, or epidemic. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30. 03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2946 by *McNally (*HB 2899 by *Montgomery) Textbooks - Extends length of initial contract textbook commission may make with textbook publishers from present three-year minimum and six-year maximum to at least 36 months but no more than 73 months. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 22. 05/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 673

SB 2947 by *Mcnally (*HB 2900 by *Boyer) Education - Changes grades of mandated comprehensive writing assessment from grades 4, 7, and 11 to one grade in elementary, middle, and high school as selected by state board of education. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 60. 05/14/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 711

SB 2948 by *Atchley , Mcnally (*HB 2901 by *Scroggs) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Revises supplement pay provisions under career ladder program; rewrites provisions regarding additional duties of career level teachers; empowers department of education to allow LEA to develop plans for use of extended contract money on enrichment and remediation for students performing below proficiency. - TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Parts 50 and 52. 05/08/02 S Action def. in Edu. Comm

SB 2949 by *Ramsey (*HB 2902 by *McCord) Air Pollution - Authorizes technical secretary of air pollution control board to issue permits containing all provisions applicable to sources that are necessary under federal Clean Air Act, state law, and rules; requires board to monitor proposed EPA regulations under Act. - 05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 701

SB 2950 by *Ramsey (*HB 2903 by *Montgomery) Water Pollution - Requires public water supplier to notify department of environment and conservation within 24, instead of 48, hours of learning public water system is noncompliant with current primary drinking water regulations; prohibits heavy water pumping or withdrawal from public water system that would threaten health of existing customers; prohibits certain discharges. - 04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 602

SB 2951 by *Ramsey (*HB 2904 by *McCord) Laundries and Dry Cleaners - Sets annual registration and surcharge fees for dry cleaning facilities based on amount of solvent purchased; establishes deductible amounts under dry cleaner environmental response program; specifies that permit not required under certain circumstances. - 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 598

SB 2952 by *Haun (*HB 2905 by *Ford S) Boards and Commissions - Clarifies that products made by inmates or disabled persons for sale to state agencies are certified pursuant to procedures approved by board of standards, not by board itself. - Amends TCA Title 41, Chapter 22. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 526

SB 2953 by *Clabough (*HB 2906 by *McDaniel) Food and Food Products - Requires school food establishments to pay permit fee of $80.00 to operate such establishment. - Amends Title 68, Chapter 14, Part 3. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 557

SB 2954 by *Person (*HB 2907 by *Scroggs , Kent) Child Custody and Support - Specifies monthly notice requirement and child support payment information department of human services must provide to custodial parent or caretaker of child receiving such payments from central collections and disbursement unit. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 7 and Title 71. 05/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 674

SB 2955 by *Dixon (*HB 2908 by *Pleasant) Labor and Workforce Development, Dept. of - Clarifies that OSHA Form 300 reports, instead of Form 200 reports, are unaffected by state law provisions regarding work injury reports maintained by department. - Amends TCA Section 50-3-702(b). 04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 540

SB 2956 by *Clabough (*HB 2909 by *Rinks) Professions and Occupations - Requires applicant for staff leasing company license to obtain corporate surety bond; orders submission of quarterly workers' compensation premium and wage reports; establishes formula for premiums. CAVEAT: This bill amends a TCA section that is not cited in the caption. - Amends TCA Sections 62-43-108 and 63-43-113. 02/28/02 S Withdrawn

SB 2957 by *Person (HB 3134 by *Stanley) Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Expands patient confidentiality and reporting provisions; clarifies criteria for patient decision-making capacity; broadens custody provisions for residential patients; makes other various revisions to mental health and developmental disabilities provisions. - Amends TCA Titles 10 and 33. 05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 730

SB 2958 by *Person (*HB 2911 by *Overbay) Health Care - Extends from 2002 to 2004 expiration of exception to definition of home health services for services provided for developmentally disabled. - 03/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 2959 by *Norris (*HB 2912 by *Kent) Taxes - Permits disclosure of tax returns or tax information in response to subpoena that is duly authorized and properly served under federal or state rules of criminal procedure. - 04/24/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 614

SB 2960 by *Atchley (*HB 2913 by *Whitson) Revenue, Dept. of - Requires all persons subject to any tax administered by commissioner to keep adequate records to determine tax liability and to make such records available to commissioner upon request; noncompliance results in department's assessing tax plus applicable penalty and interest based on best information available to department. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 1. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 599

SB 2961 by *Fowler (*HB 2888 by *Scroggs , Hargett) TennCare - Authorizes office of health services to issue subpoenas and compel attendance of witnesses and production of documents as part of TennCare enrollee investigation; materials ordered to be produced must relate to investigation. - TCA Title 71-5-118. 05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 702

SB 2962 by *Haun , Rochelle (*HB 2914 by *Newton) Transportation, Dept. of - Authorizes commissioner to seek criminal background checks and require applicants to submit fingerprint samples to TBI and FBI for entry and intermediate level highway response operators and supervisors. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 1, Part 1. 05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 739

SB 2963 by *Haun (*HB 2915 by *Stanley) Transportation, Dept. of - Rewrites notice provisions regarding department removing personal property encroachments on highway right-of-ways. - 06/21/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 811

SB 2964 by *Norris (*HB 2916 by *Newton) Motor Vehicles - Broadens exemption from traffic rules to apply to persons, vehicles, and equipment engaged in work on right-of-way adjacent to highway in addition to work on actual highway. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8 05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 740

SB 2965 by *Haun (*HB 2917 by *Ford S) Utilities, Utility Districts - Requires owner installing, relocating, or adjusting its utility facilities to furnish TDOT and other owners with monthly progress reports on its status of project instead of TDOT furnishing such reports. - 05/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 675
SB 2966 by *Trail (HB 2910 by *Walker)
Mobile Homes and Manufactured Buildings - Creates Class A misdemeanor for owner or operator failing to equip manufactured home with NOAA weather radio or for anyone tampering with such radio; requires manufactured home dealers to furnish radio to purchaser. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 102 and Section 68-126-205.
03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 2967 by *Graves (HB 3166 by *Davidson)
Robertson County - Subject to local approval, revisions salary for highway commissioners and chairman. - Amends Chapter 380 of the Private Acts of 1947; as amended.
03/27/02 - Pr. Ch. 96

SB 2968 by *McNally (HB 2828 by *Winningsham)
Education, Dept. of - Specifies that only department, instead of department and office of education accountability, will study school or system placed on probation. - 03/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2969 by *McNally (HB 2827 by *Winningsham)
Education, Dept. of - Requires commissioner to promulgate rules regarding timely release of education data for research purposes and to appoint task force regarding such rules. - 06/21/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 814

SB 2970 by *McNally (HB 3002 by *Scroggs)
TennCare - Assesses insurance companies and HMOs for certain costs related to uninsurables; adds Medicaid specific conflict of interest statute; raises taxes on tobacco and alcoholic beverages and dedicates revenue to TennCare; and requires TennCare bureau to contract with another state agency to do eligibility determinations for expansion population. - Amends TCA Title 12; Title 56; Title 57; Title 67 and Title 71.
04/02/02 S Failed in C,L&A Comm., lack of motion

SB 2971 by *McNally (HB 2875 by *Johnson, McKee)
Insurance, Fire and Casualty - Doubles maximum permissible risk of county mutual fire insurance company in Monroe County from $75,000 to $150,000; doubles single risk for other county mutual fire insurance companies maintaining $50,000 in surplus funds for each $1,000,000 of insurance from $50,000 to $100,000. - Amends TCA Section 56-22-106.
03/25/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 2972 by *McNally (HB 2963 by *Caldwell, Cole (Dyer))
Taxes, Real Property - Permits counties and municipalities for purposes of property taxation to defer increases in assessed value due to renovation of older residential properties. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 2973 by *McNally (HB 2708 by *Winningsham)
Education, State Board of - Directs state board of education to develop and maintain teacher recruitment and retention program and to utilize all funds available for that purpose. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1 and Title 49, Chapter 5.
06/12/02 S Rec. For Pass. ref. to: S. FW&M Comm.

SB 2974 by *McNally (HB 2962 by *Caldwell)
Zoning - Clarifies that right of businesses to continue to operate after zoning change does not include right to increase or enlarge signs. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 2.
03/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 2975 by *McNally (HB 2964 by *Dunn)
Banks and Financial Institutions - Increases penalty for unauthorized money transmitter business from Class E felony to Class D felony with, in addition to term of imprisonment, mandatory fine not to exceed $10,000. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 7, Part 2.
03/11/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 2976 by *Ramsey (HB 3100 by *McCord)
04/23/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

SB 2977 by *Ramsey (HB 3089 by *Garrett)
Environment and Conservation, Department of - Abolishes Tennessee Environmental Protection Fund. - Amends TCA Title 68.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to: S. E, C & T Comm.

SB 2978 by *Ramsey (HB 2648 by *Godsey, Westmoreland, Mumpower)
Criminal Procedure - Limits liability, except for negligence, gross negligence, willful misconduct, or unlawful conduct of physicians and nurses who conduct body cavity searches pursuant to warrant, written waiver, or consent to search. - Amends TCA Section 40-7-121.
04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 569

SB 2979 by *Ramsey (HB 2975 by *Godsey, Mumpower)
Bristol - Subject to local approval, makes all council seats at-large. - Amends Chapter 84 of the Private Acts of 1991; as amended.
04/11/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 103

SB 2980 by *Ramsey (HB 2647 by *Godsey, Westmoreland, Mumpower, Davis (Wash))
Alcoholic Beverages - Requires criminal background check to be performed by TBI upon persons selling beer or alcoholic beverages. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 3 and Title 57, Chapter 5.
04/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 2981 by *Ramsey (HB 2799 by *Bunch)
Local Government, General - Authorizes county to contract with another state agency to do eligibility determinations for expansion population. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1 and Title 49, Chapter 5.
05/01/02 - Pub. Ch. 703
SB 2991 by *Davis L (HB 2773 by *Winnihm)
Scott County - Pursuant to local request, restructures Scott County board of education to seven members to conform with county legislative districts. - Repeals Chapter 257 of the Private Acts of 1923.
02/28/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 86

SB 2992 by *Davis L (HB 2826 by *Winnihm)
Education - Allows excessive instructional time to be used for epidemics, outbreaks of illness, or dangerous structural or environmental conditions in schools, as well as instances of severe weather conditions. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-3004.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2993 by *Davis L (HB 3085 by *Winnihm)
County Officers - Revises duties of county trustees to include depositing into county general school fund all interest income earned on investments of county school funds. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-103.

SB 2994 by *Davis L (HB 3084 by *Winnihm)
Unemployment Compensation - Denies unemployment compensation benefits to retired teachers employed by LEAs under 100-day contracts. - Amends TCA Section 50-7-303.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2995 by *Davis L (HB 3083 by *Winnihm)
Education - Provides that only amendments to LEA budget which employ additional personnel have to be submitted to both state department of education and local funding body for approval. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-316.
04/10/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 2996 by *Davis L (HB 3082 by *Winnihm)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows Group 1 TCRS members to retire on basis of five highest years of compensation rather than five consecutive years of highest compensation; allows recomputation of current retiree's benefits. - Amends TCA Section 8-34-101.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 2997 by *Davis L (HB 3022 by *Buck)
Bail, Bail Bonds - Requires new bail be posted upon appeal of conviction for criminal offense. - Amends TCA Section 40-11-130.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2998 by *Davis L (HB 3021 by *Buck)
Bail, Bail Bonds - Requires defendant appealing criminal sentence, placed on diversion, probation, community correction or fined to execute new bond or recognize even if original bond has not yet terminated. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11, Part 1.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 2999 by *Davis L (HB 3130 by *Ridgeway)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Extends re-issuance moratorium on specialty license plates deemed obsolete and invalid after July 1, 2002, from three to five years. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. Trans. Comm.

*SB 3000 by *Davis L (HB 3180 by *Curtiss, Windly)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Permits retirement credit for military service for members or retired members of TCRS. - Amends TCA Title 8.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 3001 by *Davis L (HB 3179 by *Curtiss)
Alcoholic Beverages - Removes requirement that alcoholic beverages transported or imported into this state be consigned to licensed wholesaler or manufacturer. - Amends TCA Section 57-3-401 and Section 57-3-402.

SB 3002 by *Carter (HB 3181 by *DeBerry J)
Military - Prohibits member of national guard from driving military vehicle while under influence of alcohol or drugs; authorizes commander in chief to set amount patrons must donate to national guard for recognition as friend of national guard. - Amends TCA Title 58, Chapter 1.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 3003 by *Clabough (HB 2947 by *Rinks)
Business and Commerce - Enacts "Electronic Governance Services Act." - Amends TCA.
03/26/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 3004 by *Cooper J (HB 2942 by *McKee, Newton, Ford S, Patton, Roach, Boyer)
Taxes, Sales - Deletes all exemptions and special rates except for isolated sales between persons not regularly engaged in business and medical exemptions; taxes all services, except medical services, for state purposes only not to be taxed under local option act; sets state rate at 3.7 percent. - Amends TCA Title 67.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 3005 by *Clabough (HB 2939 by *Montgomery)
Cosmetology - Exempts persons performing hair wrapping from cosmetology licensure requirements; specifies training for person performing hair wrapping. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 4, Part 1.
06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 804

SB 3006 by *Clabough (HB 3104 by *Rinks)
Constitutional Conventions - Requires referendum on question of calling constitutional convention in 2004 on issues of taxation, state investments, county officers and county government, consolidation of counties and creation of new counties, consolidation of municipal and county functions, and education. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 4, Part 1.
03/12/02 S Failed In S. Jud Comm. Ayes 2, Nays 6 PNV 0

SB 3007 by *Elsea (HB 2792 by *Boyer)
Utilities, Utility Districts - Establishes formula for determining compensation to be paid by municipality that annexes all or portion of service area of utility district, such formula to be used when municipality and utility district cannot otherwise mutually agree on amount of such state assessment. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-301(a).
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 3008 by *Elsea (*HB 3048 by *Jones U (Shel) , Langster, DeBerry J, Turner (Shelby), Chumney, Bowers)
State Employees - Grants one day per month administrative leave to state employees to perform duties as directors of employee associations that have qualified for deductions for association dues; limits leave to no more than 20 board members. - Amends TCA Section 8-50-109.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 3009 by *Burchett (*HB 3096 by *McCord)
Municipal Government - Increases time in which county election commission must call election to choose municipal officials from not less than 40 days nor more than 50 days to not less than 45 days nor more than 60 days following election for surrender of charter. - Amends TCA Title 6.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 3010 by *Burchett (*HB 3020 by *Buck)
Firearms and Ammunition - Adds state or county magistrates to list of officials who may carry handgun pursuant to written directive and adds such magistrates to list of officials whose title provides them with defense to offense of unlawful carrying or possession of weapon. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
05/01/02 S Comp. HB subst.

SB 3011 by *Burchett (*HB 2971 by *Buttry)
Motor Vehicles - Specifies color of headlights and taillights; prohibits use of lights of non-authorized colors in certain locations. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 9.
02/27/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

SB 3012 by *Jackson (*HB 3030 by *Shepard, Sidwell)
Education - Allows president, or designee, of local education association to attend school board meetings as advisory, non-voting member. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-202.
03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Trans Comm.

SB 3013 by *Fowler (*HB 2937 by *Sharp, Clem)
State Government - Implements various changes pertaining to governmental fiscal affairs; provides for constitutional referendum and, if approved, limited constitutional convention. - Amends TCA Title 9; Title 13; Title 29; Title 56; Title 67 and Title 71.
06/25/02 S Failed in S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 3014 by *Fowler (*HB 2985 by *Wood)
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Revises requirements for commissioner of transportation to reimburse utilities owned by certain business organizations, utility districts, or by local governments for reasonable costs associated with utility relocations necessitated by construction on state highways in certain
circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 5, Part 8.

SB 3016 by *Dixon , Burks ("HB 3038 by *Jones U (Shell)"
AIDS, HIV and STDs - Requires person convicted of patronizing prostitution to submit to and pay for HIV test; applies same requirements which presently apply to person convicted of prostitution. - Amends TCA Section 39-13-521.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 655

SB 3017 by *Dixon ("HB 2921 by *Jones U (Shell)"
Taxes, Sales - Increase cap on local option sales tax to $10,000 for counties having population in excess of 800,000. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-702.
06/19/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

SB 3018 by *Dixon ("HB 3026 by *Miller L ,
Lottery - Enables "Tennessee Lottery For the Support of Education Act of 2002". - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 5.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 3019 by *Wilder ("HB 2970 by "Tidwell ,
Highway Signs - "Louish B. Thompson Bridge" spanning Eagle Creek on S.R. 114 in Wayne County -
05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 731

SB 3020 by *Wilder ("HB 2960 by "Fitzugh"
Sewage - Extends from two to four years department of environment and conservation pilot project study of advanced treatment systems (ATS); classifies as Class C misdemeanor each failure of ATS manufacturer to comply with operation and maintenance check requirements. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221, Part 4.
07/30/02 - Pub. Ch. 878

SB 3021 by *Burchett ("HB 3097 by "McCord"
Game and Fish Laws - Raises value amount for protected wildlife from $500 to $750 for possession and trafficking felony penalty. - Amends TCA Title 70.
03/06/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. E,C&T Comm.

SB 3022 by *Norris ("HB 3069 by "Stanley"
Taxes - Gives credit against excise and franchise tax liability equal to 15 percent of amount taxpayer spent during any income year directly on research and experimental expenditures. - Amends Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 67, Chapter 4.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 3023 by *Trail ("HB 3081 by "Phillips"
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Removes provision requiring that all moneys on hand in fire prevention division at end of each fiscal year be turned in to general fund. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 102.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 3024 by *Blackburn (HB 3205 by "Black"
Lobbying, Lobbyists - Prohibits member of general assembly, constitutional officers, or executive service employee at assistant commissioner level or above from lobbying any state agency or branch of state government for period of two years from cessation of service from office or state government. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 6, Part 1.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 3025 by *Hau ("HB 3125 by "Armstrong"
Gambling - Exempts pinball machines manufactured before 1980 from prohibition against gambling. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17.
06/30/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 3026 by *Hau ("HB 3070 by "Tindell"
Municipal Government - Deletes requirement that municipalities publish proposed operating budget and budgetary comparison of proposed budget and prior and current year's budgets. - Amends TCA Title 6; Title 7; Title 12; Title 13; Title 29; Title 30; Title 54; Title 67 and Title 68.
04/16/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 3027 by *Hau ("HB 3071 by "Tindell"
Law Enforcement - Requires local law enforcement agencies to be reimbursed by state for cost of submitting uniform crime reports, in-service training and for enforcing certain moving violations and motor vehicle accidents within municipalities. - Amends TCA Title 38; Title 55 and Title 58.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 3028 by *Clabough Game and Fish Laws - Increases penalties from Class A misdemeanor for second and subsequent violation of hunting without permission on lands posted for "hunting by written permission only"; requires revocation of hunting and fishing license for such violations. - Amends TCA Section 70-4-106.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. E, C & T Comm.

SB 3029 by *Kyle ("HB 3174 by "Chumney ,
Metropolitan Government - Waives, within any county having special school district of 100,000 or more students, current requirement that proposed metropolitan charter must propose public school consolidation within such county. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 2, Part 1.
05/01/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 3030 by *Kyle ("HB 3175 by "Chumney ,
Metropolitan Government - Waives, within any county having special school district of 100,000 or more students, current requirement that proposed metropolitan charter must propose public school consolidation within such county. - Amends TCA Section 7-2-108(a)(18).
04/17/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 3031 by *Henry ("HB 3036 by "Jones U (Shell)"
Probation and Parole - Authorizes judge to utilize services of private entity providing misdemeanor probation services, if probation is appropriate and defendant was convicted of Class D or E felony. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 35.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 3032 by *Henry ("HB 2986 by "Ford S"
Taxes - Provides that taxpayer confidentiality requirements and disclosure limitations apply to electronically filed returns. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 67.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 3033 by *Henry ("HB 2988 by "McDaniel"
Taxes - Provides that taxpayer confidentiality requirements and disclosure limitations apply to electronically filed returns. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 67.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 3034 by *Henry ("HB 3164 by "Davidson"
Taxes - Provides that taxpayer confidentiality requirements and disclosure limitations apply to electronically filed returns. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 67.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 3035 by *Henry
Civil Service - Revises provisions governing civil service employees during reduction in force. - Amends TCA Section 8-30-320.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 3036 by *Harper ("HB 3101 by "Pruitt"
Alcoholic Beverages - Clarifies definition of phrase "on the same location as of January 1, 1993," for purpose of previously existing beer permits. - Amends TCA Section 57-5-109.
05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 744

SB 3037 by *Harper ("HB 2748 by "Kernell ,
Administrative Procedure (UAPA) - Extends certain agency rules scheduled to expire pursuant to provisions of UAPA.
07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 831

SB 3038 by *Harper ("HB 3010 by "Arriola"
Taxes, Real Property - Broadens exemption from ad valorem taxation for housing for low-income elderly or handicapped to include properties financed under McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act and HOME Investment Partnerships Program. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-207.
05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 704

SB 3039 by *Haynes ("HB 3014 by "Kisber"
Taxes, Privilege - Revises procedure for calculating recordation tax due on security interest in property located partially in and partially outside Tennessee. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-409.
05/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 678

SB 3040 by *Haynes ("HB 3075 by "Arriola"
Sewage - Increases pilot project study on advanced treatment systems (ATS) from two-year study to four-year study; requires routine operation and maintenance on ATS at least every three months instead of three-month intervals; designates failure of manufacturer to perform contractual obligations regarding operation and maintenance of ATS as Class C
SB 3041 by *Haynes (*HB 2993 by *Turner (Day))

Solid Waste Disposal - Prohibits, in metropolitan counties, location of solid waste disposal facilities or sites in areas in which only means of access is by county roadway through residential neighborhood that is located within two miles of disposal facility or site and has 50 or more persons residing along such roadway. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211, Part 1.

02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. E,C & T Comm.

03/20/02

SB 3042 by *Cooper J , Kyle (*HB 3072 by *Kisber)

State Government - Provides for elimination of state departments, transfer of reserve funds to general fund, freezing of state shared taxes at 2001-2002 level, reversion of medical assistance eligibility to Medicaid standards, and other budget balancing measures. - 07/01/02 S Re-ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

03/25/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 3043 by *Kyle (*HB 2969 by *Hargett)

Taxes, Ad Valorem - Revises requirements for qualifying as tax agent. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1514.

05/31/02 S Action Def. in S. E,C&T Comm. to 3/20/02

SB 3044 by *Williams, Sen. (*HB 3005 by *Roach)

Juvenile Offenders - Requires juvenile judge to suspend driving privileges of juvenile who violates tobacco product possession prohibition second or subsequent time until juvenile has paid fine in full and completed required community service work. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 15.

04/02/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 3045 by *Burchett (*HB 2938 by *Ferguson)

Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Increases minimum civil penalty from not less than $100 to not less than $200 for insurance companies transacting business without certificate of authority. - Amends TCA Title 50 and Title 56.

03/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 3046 by *Ramsey (*HB 2566 by *Dunn)

Abortion - Adds ambulatory surgical treatment centers performing abortions to those health care facilities that are to be subject only to those inspections necessary to carry out state or federal law. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.

03/15/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 3047 by *Ramsey , Burks (*HB 3142 by *Fowlkes)

Public Records - Clarifies that proposals and sealed bids for purchase of goods and services are only available for public inspection after completion of evaluation by county or municipal government receiving such proposal or bid. - Amends TCA Section 10-7-504(a)(7).

03/25/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 3048 by *Norris (*HB 2968 by *Bunch)

Child Custody and Support - Exempts parties divorced before parenting plan legislation was enacted from compliance with parenting plan law, if agreed order as to custody, support, and maintenance of children entered. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6, Part 4.

05/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 677

SB 3049 by *Norris (*HB 3000 by *Todd)

Planning, Public - Requires municipal planning commission appointments made by mayor to be made with concurrence of legislative body. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 4, Part 1.

02/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 3050 by *McNally (*HB 2940 by *McKee)

Alcoholic Beverages - Redefines 'premier type tourist resort' for purposes of authorizing sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages on premises of Telliquah Resort in Tellico Plains, Monroe County. - Amends TCA Section 57-4-102.

05/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 676

SB 3051 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2995 by *Brown, Buck)

Taxes, Privilege - Creates 1 percent privilege tax on enumerated occupations, capped at $300. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4.

06/27/02 S Action Def. in S. F.W&M Comm. until 6/28/02

SB 3052 by *Crutchfield (*HB 3061 by *McMillan)

District Attorneys - Allows state treasurer to award grant from criminal injuries compensation fund to district attorneys general conference for operation of any program instead of solely domestic violence and drug enforcement program operations. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 13, Title 40 and Title 67.

04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 3053 by *Crutchfield (*HB 2655 by *Turner (Ham))

Courts, General Sessions - Places bailiffs or court officers, required to be provided by sheriff to serve general sessions courts, under exclusive supervision of general sessions court. - Amends TCA Section 16-15-715.

04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 3054 by *McNally (*HB 2982 by *Davis (Cocke))

Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Allows mergers of 85 percent owned subsidiaries of insurance companies with owner company without shareholder approval; old law required 90 percent ownership.

03/19/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 3055 by *Miller J (*HB 2965 by *Hargett , Bunch)

County Government - Requires county attorneys to advise county officials about state and federal law, if agreed order as to custody, support, and maintenance of children entered. - Amends TCA Title 5.

03/26/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 3056 by *Miller J (*HB 2972 by *Newton)

Tort Liability - Clarifies that landowner owes no duty of care to keep such land or premises safe for entry or use by others for recreational activities whether or not such participant paid maintenance of children entered. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 7, Part 1.

04/02/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 3057 by *Miller J (*HB 2967 by *Bunch)

Deeds - Clarifies definition of value of property for recordation of deed and payment of tax on transfer of property; requires register of deed to record deed based on certain documentation. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 24, Part 1 and Section 67-4-409.

05/22/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

SB 3058 by *Miller J (*HB 2973 by *Newton , Lewis)

Radio and Television - Requires local regulations that involve placement, screening, or height of radio antennas based on health, safety, or aesthetic considerations to be crafted to reasonably accommodate amateur communications and to represent minimum practicable regulation to accomplish local authority's legitimate purpose. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 7, Title 6, Chapter 54 and Title 13.


SB 3059 by *Harper (*HB 3091 by *West)

Metropolitan Government - Prohibits metropolitan governments from reducing pay of disabled employees based upon earnings and benefits derived from sources other than metropolitan government. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 3 and Title 7, Chapter 51.

02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 3060 by *Ramsey (*HB 2974 by *Godsey)

Medical Occupations - Revives and reenacts exemption from licensure requirements granted to by Chapter 29, Public Acts of 2001, to emergency medical service providers at major scheduled public events at request of Bristol or Sullivan County. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 140, Part 5.

03/26/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. C,L&A Comm.

SB 3061 by *Fowler , Kyle (*HB 3119 by *Buck , Sands)

Wills - Modifies current statutory language to ensure that circuit courts actually exercise concurrent jurisdiction, with courts of record having probate jurisdiction, to conduct trials upon validity of wills. - Amends TCA Title 32, Chapter 1, Part 1.


SB 3062 by *Fowler (*HB 3144 by *Fowlkes)

Courts, Probate - Establishes appropriate court to hear appeals from probate court. - Amends TCA Title 30; Title 31 and Title 32.

05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 754

SB 3063 by *Fowler (*HB 2966 by *Bunch , Hargett)

County Government - Extends time for utilities or carriers engaged in transportation of property to remedy condition of overgrown vegetation or...
accumulated debris from 20 days to 25 days excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays. - 04/09/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 3064 by *Carter (*HB 3067 by *Patton) Military - Authorizes commander in chief to set amount patrons must donate to national guard for recognition as friend of national guard and must report amount set pursuant to act to comptroller. - Amends TCA Title 58, 02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 3065 by *Crowe (*HB 3102 by *Patton) Education, Higher - Requires board of regents and University of Tennessee board of trustees to include 25 percent of value of employee's sick leave at time of retirement in funding for annuities. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34, Part 6; Title 8, Chapter 36; Title 49, Chapter 9, Part 1; Title 49, Chapter 8, Part 1 and Title 49, Chapter 8, Part 2. 03/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 3066 by *Cohen (*HB 3103 by *Kisber) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Allows candidate to provide for allocation of unexpended balance of contributions in campaign account through such candidate's will. - Amends TCA Section 2-10-114. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 600


*SB 3068 by *Burks (*HB 3192 by *Hargrove) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Requires any adjustment in retirement benefits for members of general assembly shall be effective in 30 days instead of at beginning of following month. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 8. 02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F&W&M Comm.

*SB 3069 by *Burks (*HB 3191 by *Hargrove) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Requires registry of election finance members to receive 10 days' written notice of special meeting instead of seven days. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10, Part 2. 02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 3070 by *Burks (*HB 3102 by *Windle) Education, Dept. of - Revises obsolete language on teacher in-service training requirements. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2. 04/03/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 3071 by *Elsea (*HB 3135 by *Whitson) Taxes - Increases certain taxes on manufacture, sale, or distribution of alcoholic beverages; makes various changes to excise and franchise tax provisions. - Amends TCA, 02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F&W&M Comm.


SB 3074 by *Burks, Norris (*HB 3138 by *Sands, Scroggs) Environment and Conservation, Department of - Revises department to maintain registry of riparian lands along designated scenic rivers; classifies state forests in certain counties as natural areas; adjusts acreage of certain natural areas. - Amends Chapters 13 and 14 of Title 11. 06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 779

SB 3075 by *Atchley (*HB 3139 by *McDaniel) Environment and Conservation, Department of - Empowers commissioner to enter agreements with nonprofit corporations authorized to do business in Tennessee, as well as those chartered in this state, for using, planning, maintaining, or administering privately-owned land for educational uses. - CAVEAT: This bill would amend TCA Title 11, Chapter 1, but the caption opens only Title 11, Chapter 3. - 02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. E, C & T Comm.

SB 3076 by *Ramsey (*HB 3148 by *McCord) Water - Enacts "Tennessee Water Resources Information Act." - Chapters 8 and 11 of Title 69 and Section 66-11-210 of the TCA. 06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 800

SB 3077 by *Clabough (*HB 3149 by *Givens) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Authorizes commissioner of revenue, upon request, to disclose to attorney general, or attorney working under attorney's general supervision, information relevant to enforcement of Tobacco Manufacturers' Escrow Fund Act; authorizes attorney general to disclose otherwise confidential information in order to enforce Act. - TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 10. 04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 551

SB 3078 by *Norris (*HB 3151 by *Cole (Dyer)) Traffic Safety - Enacts "Tennessee Standard Safety Belt Use Act." - CAVEAT: This bill purports to amend TCA 38-6-603 which does not exist, and caption is limited to Title 55, Chapter 9. 06/11/02 S Action Def. in S. FW&M Comm. to 6/18/02

SB 3079 by *McNally (*HB 3152 by *McDaniel) Appropriations - Specifies that for net increase in state's share of cost of Medicaid or TennCare medical assistance resulting from any law enacted after effective date of this bill, estimated state share of operating costs of such law will be appropriated from recurring revenues. - Amends Tennessee Code Annotated Title 9. 02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F&W&M Comm.

SB 3080 by *Clabough (*HB 3153 by *Stanley) Banks and Financial Institutions - Authorizes out of state trust institution to engage in fiduciary related activities in this state in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 2. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 656

SB 3081 by *Henry (*HB 3154 by *Kisber) Victims' Rights - Allows board of claims to request commissioner of correction or appropriate county official to report on expected date of final payment of offender's obligation under criminal injuries compensation fund provisions. - TCA Title 40, Chapter 24. 03/13/02 S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

SB 3082 by *Henry (*HB 3155 by *Kisber) Tennessee Housing Development Agency - Authorizes agency to distribute annual report electronically. - Amends TCA, Title 13, Chapter 23. 02/12/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 3083 by *Atchley (*HB 3156 by *DeBerry L) Education, Dept. of - Requires that any reports prepared by commissioner be provided in electronic format, where practicable; authorizes commissioner to distribute school laws electronically. - Amends TCA Section 49-1-201. 03/13/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of: S. Ed. Comm.

SB 3084 by *Clabough (*HB 3157 by *McDaniel) Taxes - Increases from 10 to 15 number of days in which manufacturer or importer of new brand of beer must submit affidavit related to geographical territory where product sold; increases from 15 to 30 number of days corporations have to register with department of revenue related to franchise tax. - 03/25/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 3085 by *Clabough (*HB 3158 by *McDaniel) Taxes - Increases time in which beer manufacturers and wholesale beer distributors must register with commissioner of revenue from within 20 days to within 25 days of entering business; requires taxpayer with combined franchise and excise tax liability of $4,000 or more for current tax year, instead of only those with $5,000 or more combined liability, to make equal quarterly payments. - Amends Tennessee Code Annotated Titles 57 and 67. 03/25/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 3086 by *Atchley (*HB 3159 by *Montgomery) Education, Dept. of - Revises procedure in regard to placing and reviewing schools on probation. - Amends TCA, Title 49. 07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 860

SB 3087 by *Williams, Sen. (*HB 3160 by *Bunch)
Consumer Protection - Enacts certain procedural modifications and safeguards with respect to consumer protection investigations conducted by office of attorney general and reporter. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 2, Part 4 and Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1.

SB 3088 by *Clabough (*HB 3172 by *Rinks) Election Laws - Allows registry of election finance member who resigns to qualify for elective office after such resignation. - Amends TCA Section 2-10-203().

02/28/02  S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 3089 by *Harper, Atchley, Blackburn, Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen, Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon, Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun, Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle, McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey, Rochelle, Trail, Wilder, Williams, Sen. (*HB 3161 by *Prutt, Langster) Highway Signs - *Candace Ripp Memorial Parkway, segment of U.S. 31A (S.R. 6 or Ellington Parkway) in Davidson County: requires that costs related to signage for memorial highways honoring member of military, law enforcement, or fire department killed in line of duty be paid from resources in highway fund. - 06/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 790

SB 3090 by *Crutchfield (*HB 3162 by *Turner (Ham)) County Government - Authorizes county legislative body to establish minimum period of residency within district as condition of person seeking election to office as member of county legislative body. - Amends TCA Section 5-5-102. 02/04/02  S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 3091 by *Wilderm (*HB 3169 by *Cole (Dyer)) State Government - Changes length of lease of property by state required by approval through attorney general and state building commission from five years to 10 years and permits letting of term contracts for lease of real property by state for periods not to exceed 120 months. - Amends TCA Title 12.

02/04/02  S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 3092 by *Henry (*HB 3073 by *Kisber) Public Funds and Financing - Establishes procedure for investigating bond proceeds in guaranteed investment contracts. - Amends TCA Titles 5, 6, 9, and 12.

04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 545

SB 3093 by *Henry (*HB 3140 by *White) Water - Authorizes local government to assign its rights and obligations under wastewater facility revolving loan; revises provisions regarding wastewater facilities; requires all regional authorities to file annual financial audit with comptroller; authorizes local governments under jurisdiction of utility management review board to elect to come under jurisdiction of water and wastewater financing board. - Titles 4, 7, 64 and 68 of the TCA.

04/24/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 603

SB 3094 by *Henry (*HB 2863 by *Kisber) Public Funds and Financing - Authorizes issuance and sale of state's interest-bearing revenue anticipation notes at not less than par and accrued interest; establishes other guidelines for such sale. - Amends Title 9, Chapter 9.

04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 552

SB 3095 by *McNally (*HB 3147 by *Fowlkes) Land, Agricultural and Open Spaces - Specifies that noncontiguous tracts must be in same county in order to be classified as agricultural land; establishes procedures for rollback assessments and taxes. - TCA Sections 67-5-1003 through 67-5-1008.

05/21/02 - Pub. Ch. 632

SB 3096 by *Henry (*HB 2872 by *Kisber) Taxes - Provides that tax returns filed electronically with commissioner of revenue are confidential even though such returns may have been transmitted through third-party service provider. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 67.

02/04/02  S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 3097 by *Rochelle, Elsea (*HB 3173 by *Head) Taxes, Income - Enacts "Revenue Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 3, Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 49; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71.

02/04/02  S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 3098 by *Wilder (*HB 3118 by *Buck) Zoning - Clarifies that right of businesses to continue to operate after zoning change does not include right to increase or enlarge signs or billboards. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-208.

03/19/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. S&L Govt. Comm.

SB 3099 by *Wilder (*HB 3023 by *Buck) Taxes, Sales - Authorizes local option increase from 2.75 percent to 3.5 percent. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-702.

02/04/02  S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.


06/21/2012 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 812

SB 3101 by *Wilder (*HB 3117 by *Buck) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Exempts beds within inactive nursing homes from nursing home tax; provides for prorata taxation of such beds based on length of time that such nursing home was inactive. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2.

10/31/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 3102 by *Haynes (*HB 3029 by *Buck , Shepard) Attorney General and Reporter - Authorizes attorney general and reporter to conduct investigations proceeding of criminal justice system upon receipt of credible evidence of improbity or irregularity in proceeding or that it is being conducted in contravention of laws or constitution. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 38; Title 39; Title 40 and Title 41.

03/21/02  S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.

*SB 3103 by *Kurita (*HB 3198 by *Maddox) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Requires registry of election finance to post contribution information from campaign financial disclosure records on-line to public by means that are searchable, viewable, and accessible in read-only format through Internet on Web site maintained by registry of election finance. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10.

03/25/02  H Rcdv. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 3104 by *Kurita (*HB 2846 by *Chumney , McDonald) Child Custody and Support - Removes requirement that custodial parent prove support in excess of $10,000 is reasonably necessary to provide for needs of children when obligor's net income exceeds $10,000 per month. - Amends TCA Section 36-5-101.

04/02/02  S Taken off notice for cal. in S. Jud. Comm.


04/17/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. E,C&T Comm.


05/15/02 -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 743

SB 3107 by *McNally (*HB 2931 by *Goins) Taxes, Privilege - Requires grantor or grantor's agent to sign instrument transferring interest in real estate in addition to signature of grantee, grantor's agent, or trustee acting for grantee and state under oath actual consideration or value of transfer for purpose of calculating transfer tax. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 67.

02/04/02  S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 3108 by *McNally (*HB 3011 by *Winningham) Education, Higher - Provides for annual joint meetings of Tennessee higher education commission, state board of regents, and University of Tennessee board of trustees; also provides for publicizing BEST Act. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7; Title 49, Chapter 8, Part 1; Title 49, Chapter 8, Part 2; Title 49, Chapter 9, Part 1 and Title 49, Chapter 9, Part 2.

02/04/02  S P2C, ref. to S. Ed. Comm.

SB 3109 by *McNally (*HB 3128 by *McCord, Overbey) Game and Fish Laws - Allows any person applying for hunting and fishing license as disabled veteran to have exemption from license fee whether application was entered before or after May 24, 2000. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 2.

03/06/02  S Assigned to Gen. Sub of:  S. E,C&T Comm.
SB 3110 by *Ford J., Clabough (*HB 3046 by *Armstrong, Newton, Fraley, Overbay, Johnson, Walker, Ferguson)
Taxes - Increases state sales tax from 6 to 7 percent, except on groceries; imposes additional state sales tax of 2.75 percent on single article purchases greater than $1,600 but less than $3,200; increases excise tax from 6 to 6.5 percent; increases taxes on tobacco products and alcoholic beverages; establishes new tax provisions for coin-operated amusement devices; increases professional privilege tax from $200 to $400; enacts other revenue raising measures; creates tax study commission. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 67.

SB 3111 by *Graves (*HB 2997 by *McDonald, Davidson)
Taxes, Sales - Changes from 90 to 60 days period of time in which dealer may adjust current sales tax report for taxes refunded to customers. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F, W&M Comm.

SB 3112 by *Graves (*HB 2996 by *McDonald, Newton, Bone, Fowkes, Casada)
Water - Establishes membership for board of Castillianspring-Bethpage water utility district; requires TACIR to study size, composition, and selection of utility districts' boards of commissioners. - Amends TCA Title 7; Title 64 and Title 67.
07/09/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 848

SB 3113 by *Graves (HB 2999 by *McDonald, Black)
Sumner County - Subject to local approval, creates county Financial Management System. - 03/18/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 3114 by *Graves (HB 2998 by *McDonald, Black)
Sumner County - Subject to local approval, creates county Financial Management System. - 02/14/02 S Withdrawn.

SB 3115 by *Person (*HB 3187 by *Ferguson, Kisber, Caldwell)
Medical Occupations - Authorizes dentist to practice anesthesiology in licensed health care facility if such dentist completed residency program in anesthesiology at accredited medical school from 1963 to 1977. - Amends TCA Section 63-6-204.
06/10/02 Pub. Ch. 801

SB 3116 by *Person (*HB 2944 by *Cole (Dyer))
Public Contracts - Establishes prescribed policies, procedures, and penalties restricting use of project labor agreements on public construction projects. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4.
04/02/02 S Action def. in S. C, L&A Comm. until next meeting

SB 3117 by *Person (*HB 3052 by *Black)
Nurses, Nursing - Establishes advanced practice nurses as nurses with master's degree or higher in nursing specialty and national specialty certification. - Amends TCA Section 63-1-132; Section 63-7-106; Section 63-7-123 and Section 63-7-207.
03/20/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub. of: S.GW,H&HR Comm.

SB 3118 by *Person (*HB 2825 by *Scroggs, Kent)
Taxes, Real Property - Creates senior citizen assessment status for certain elderly taxpayers under which taxpayer may transfer domicile to state board of equalization and lease back property for $1.00 per year plus payments in lieu of taxes of full amount of property taxes due in year immediately prior to transfer. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5.
06/19/02 S Placed on S. FW&M Comm. cal. for 06/19/02

SB 3119 by *Person (*HB 2824 by *Scroggs, Kent)
Taxes, Real Property - Requires board of equalization to develop appraisal ratios for each property subclass in each county and allows taxpayer to appeal property valuation if actual cash value has not been equalized by appropriate subclass ratio. - Amends TCA Title 67, 02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F, W&M Comm.

SB 3120 by *Person (*HB 3068 by *Buck, Newton, Boyer, Scroggs, McDonald)
Cr iminal Procedure - Specifies that petitioner seeking post-conviction relief as result of plea agreement is deemed to have waived all issues known to petitioner at time of plea unless reserved by petitioner. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 30.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 3121 by *Atchley
State Government - Requires commissioner of each executive department to annually report to governor regarding cost-saving measures calculated to improve efficient operation of such departments; items to be considered include personnel, equipment, and travel. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3 and Title 37, Chapter 5 of TCA.

SB 3122 by *Miller J (*HB 3127 by *Clem)
Newspapers and Publications - Authorizes, under certain circumstances, publication of certain legal notices by means of electronically published newspapers. - Amends TCA Title 30, Chapter 2 and Title 67, Chapter 5.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 3123 by *Dixon (*HB 3123 by *Armstrong)
Eminent Domain - Limits landowner remedy in suit by landowner against condemnor to just compensation only and explicitly excludes tort damages. - Amends TCA Section 29-16-123.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 3124 by *Dixon (*HB 3177 by *Towns)
Barbers - Authorizes practice of barbering to be conducted at sites involving photographic sessions and television, video, or theatrical productions. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 3, Part 1.
03/11/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 3125 by *Rochelle (*HB 2320 by *Bone)
Alcoholic Beverages - Redefines "motor speedway" for authorization of sales and consumption of alcoholic beverages. - Amends TCA Section 57-4-102.
05/10/02 Pub. Ch. 705

SB 3126 by *Rochelle (*HB 2992 by *Head, Langster, Davidson, Jones, S., Pruitt, Arriola, Briley, Turner (Dav), Brown)
State Employees - Changes minimum state contribution to state employees' health insurance from 60 percent of premiums to 80 percent. - Amends TCA Section 8-27-201.
07/30/02 Pub. Ch. 870

SB 3127 by *Rochelle (*HB 2853 by *Jones U (Shel), Hargrove)
Alcoholic Beverages - Allows retailers to store open or damaged bottles or products for purpose of return to wholesaler or for conducting sales demonstration; allows wholesaler or such wholesale representative to conduct sales demonstration for retail licensees and their employees; allows retail licensee to conduct sales demonstration for such licensee's employees. - Amends TCA Section 57-3-404(h) and Section 57-3-406(f).
05/02/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 672

SB 3128 by *Rochelle (*HB 2874 by *Kisber)
Workers' Compensation - Requires self-insured workers' compensation groups to submit statement of financial condition to commissioner of commerce and insurance; revises other provisions governing such groups filing financial statements with commissioner; makes certain information confidential. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 4.
04/11/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 544

SB 3129 by *Rochelle (*HB 3132 by *White, Kisber)
Courts, Administrative Office of the - Revises methods for AOC to count criminal case for purpose of tracking caseload statistics; requires that revenue from clerk's data entry fee for newly filed cases be allocated by county clerk's for certain purposes. - TCA Title 16.
06/10/02 Pub. Ch. 791

SB 3130 by *Rochelle (*HB 3146 by *Fowkes)
Taxes, Ad Valorem - Requires that repayment suits for wrongful collection be tried in county where taxes are collected. - TCA Section 67-1-904.
05/02/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 680

SB 3131 by *Rochelle (*HB 3143 by *Fowkes)
Taxes, Real Property - Establishes limit on amount of land eligible for property tax exemption by religious, charitable, scientific, or nonprofit educational institutions, - 02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F, W&M Comm.

SB 3132 by *Rochelle (*HB 2867 by *Kisber)
Taxes, Exemption - Adjusts penalty industrial development corporations must pay for late filing of annual report, with board of equalization; penalty adjusted from $100 for each day late to $50.00 for each day late with $500 maximum penalty and interest of 1.5 percent plus cost of collection. - Amends TCA Sections 7-53-305 and 48-101-312.
04/24/02 Pub. Ch. 605
SB 3133 by "Rochelle (HB 3141 by "Fowikes) Equalization Board - Permits board to assess actual costs of hearing or processing appeal of property taxes against non-indigent party, to extent party does not prevail on its claims. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1501.
03/12/02 S Taken off notice for cal. in Jud. Comm.

SB 3134 by "Rochelle (HB 2927 by "Bone) Wilson County - Pursuant to local request, authorizes $500,000 in borrowing by Tenth Special School District in Wilson County. - Amends Chapter 330 of the Acts of 1901.
03/27/02 - Pr. Ch. 97

SB 3135 by "Rochelle , Rochelle (HB 3116 by "Head , Kiser) Budget Procedures - Authorizes general assembly to transfer funds from various reserve funds for use for other purposes. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 13; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 49; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71.
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 825

SB 3136 by "Rochelle , Elsea (HB 3115 by "Head) Taxes, Income - Enacts "Revenue Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 49; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71. 
07/03/02 S Rec. for pass; ref to S. Cal. Comm.

*SB 3137 by "Henry , Wilder, Cooper J, Clabough (HB 3197 by "Buck) Taxes - Creates independent study commission to examine Tennessee's tax structure; requires referendum on issue of whether limited constitutional convention should be held on subject of state, county, and municipal taxation and expenditures. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 9; Title 13; Title 29; Title 56; Title 67 and Title 71.
07/03/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 3138 by "Herron (HB 3032 by "Maddox DUI/DWI Offenses - Deletes provision requiring that portion of DUI fines be returned to sherriff or chief administrative officer of county jail for purpose of reimbursing such sherriff or officer for cost of incarcerating defendant. - Amends TCA Section 55-10-403.
03/26/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

SB 3139 by "Herron , Trail (HB 3186 by "Maddox , Odom, Shepard, Turner (Dav), Jones, S., Cole (Dyer), Harwell, Hood, Bowers) Safety, Dept. of - Requires department to review driver license application and examination provisions in view of increased homeland security and report findings and recommendations to transportation committees. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50, Part 3.
07/01/02 H Held on desk.

SB 3140 by "Herron (HB 3185 by "Maddox) Taxes, Exemption - Provides that property tax exemption for fraternal organizations applies to property of social fraternities and sororities affiliated with colleges and universities that is used for organization's purposes. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 2.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 3141 by "Herron , Burks (HB 3184 by "Maddox , Cole (Dyer), Fitzhugh) Drugs - Requires director of TBI, board of pharmacy, and board of medical examiners to report on and make recommendations concerning problem of oxycotin abuse with particular attention to issue in rural areas. - Amends TCA Title 39; Title 53 and Title 63.
04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 657

SB 3142 by "Herron (HB 3145 by "Fowikes) Local Government, General - Requires state to pay all costs of relocating municipally owned and operated utility when such relocation is caused by state highway requirements. - Amends TCA Title 54.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 3143 by "Herron , Cooper J (HB 3178 by "Fitzhugh) Mortgages - Creates special joint committee to perform analysis of predatory lending in this state. - Amends TCA Title 45 and Title 47.
07/03/02 - Pub. Ch. 871

SB 3144 by "Herron (HB 2934 by "Maddox) Education - Removes intellectually gifted from definition of "child with disabilities" in special education law; transfers funds related to intellectually gifted to special account; and requires commissioner of education to develop plan for intellectually gifted. - Amends TCA Section 49-10-102(1)(B). 03/08/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Ed. Comm.

SB 3145 by "Herron (HB 2775 by "Tidwell) Benton County - Pursuant to local request, allows Benton County to retain twelve school board members to be elected from county commission districts. - Repeals Chapter 171 of the Private Acts of 1953.
02/28/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. [chapter]

SB 3146 by "Herron (HB 3077 by "Fitzhugh) Budget Procedures - Changes deadline for governor's submission of budget to general assembly from February 1 to February 8 each year. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 17; Title 19; Title 20; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 49; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

SB 3147 by "Cooper J (HB 3092 by "West) Fire Prevention and Investigation - Requires director of fire investigations to be certified by state to conduct fire safety inspections or to enforce building codes within local government's jurisdiction; requires annual report by fire marshal to governor, speaker of house, and speaker of senate. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 102.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. S&L Gov. Comm.

SB 3148 by "Cooper J , Clabough (HB 2953 by "Rinks) Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Staggers six-year terms of directors on two-year cycles. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 1, Part 2.
05/15/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 3149 by "Person (HB 2929 by "Lewis) Real Property - Requires notice prior to sale of land due to foreclosure by posting notice at courthouse and on Internet, in addition to newspaper publication. - Amends TCA Section 35-5-101.
04/18/02 S Taken Off Notice by action of S. Jud Comm.

SB 3150 by "Person (HB 2818 by "Lewis) Civil Procedure - Removes prohibition on recovery of no more costs than damages unless recovery exceeds $5.00 in civil actions founded upon assaults, assaults and battery, malicious prosecution, false imprisonment or for the recovery of damages for overflowing water by erection of waterworks of utility. - Amends TCA Title 20 and Title 23.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 3151 by "Person (HB 2990 by "Scruggs) Courts, Juvenile - Provides that juvenile court retains jurisdiction over placement of child including, but not limited to, foster care, residential, treatment, or program placements of child. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 1.
04/04/02 S Taken off notice by action of S. Jud. Comm.

SB 3152 by "Person , Burks (HB 2989 by "Scruggs) Child Custody and Support - Extends offense of custodial interference to address situations in which child is born out of wedlock and mother possesses custody of child pursuant to Section 36-2-303. - Amends TCA Section 39-13-306.
05/08/02 H Rcdv. from S., held on H. desk.

*SB 3153 by "Cooper J , Clabough (HB 3196 by "Fitzhugh, Hargett) Consumer Protection - Requires providers of cellular communication services to publish and furnish to its customers, prospective consumers, and to consumer division of office of attorney general accurate map of its service areas, including areas within such service area where there is no service or inadequate signals to support viable communication services. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 65.
04/10/02 S Comp. HB subst.

SB 3154 by "Jackson (HB 3031 by "Shepard , Ridgeway) Dickson County - Subject to local approval, decreases county highway commission from 12 to six members. - Amends Chapter 32 of the Private Acts of 1969; as amended. 04/01/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 99

SB 3155 by "Norris (HB 3004 by "Todd) Taxes, Sales - Broadens motor vehicle exemption for purchase by member of armed forces assigned, or stationed, to location within, or partially within, state. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-303.
02/04/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F,W&M Comm.

*SB 3156 by "Norris , Person, Miller J, Crowe, McNally, Blackburn (HB 3202 by "Bunch ,
Harwell, Cole (Carter), Stanley, Givens, McDaniel, Godsey, White, Maddox, Fitzhugh, McMillan, Winningham, Sargent, McKee, Wood, Boyer, Hargrett, Bone, Newton, Turner (Dav), Hood, West, Buttry, Overby, Davidson) Constitutional Conventions - Submits to voters question of whether limited constitutional convention should be held to consider changes to Article II, Sections 24, 28, 29, and 30 with respect to state, county, and municipal taxation and expenditures. - 07/04/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

SB 3157 by *Harper (*HB 3199 by *Towns , Langster) Public Records - Authorizes county clerk to have designee attend meetings of county public records commission. - Amends TCA Section 10-7-401. 04/24/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 606

SB 3158 by *Burchett (*HB 3200 by *Buttry) Safety - Prohibits motor vehicle operators from using certain mobile telephones under certain circumstances; creates rebuttable presumption of negligence under certain circumstances. Creates Class C misdemeanor offense, punishable by fine only. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 13, Part 1. 04/10/02 S Assigned to Gen. Sub of S. Trans. Comm.

SB 3159 by *Graves (HB 3201 by *McDonald , Black) Sumner County - Subject to local approval, creates additional general sessions court to be designated as Division III with judge thereof to be elected in August of 2004. - Amends Chapter 236 of the Private Acts of 1982. 04/24/02 - Pr. Ch. 111

SB 3160 by *Norris (HB 3206 by *Nafeh) Tipton County - Subject to local approval, requires that election of constable be governed by general law; repeals private act provisions regarding election for constable. - 03/05/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 93

SB 3161 by *Williams, Sen. (HB 3207 by *Givens) Hawkins County - Subject to local approval, increases board of education from five to seven, one to be elected from each of seven county commission districts. - Amends Chapter 129 of the Private Acts of 1939. 02/28/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 89

SB 3162 by *Burks (HB 3208 by *Winningham) Byrdstown - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 815 of the Private Acts of 1917; as amended. 02/02/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 90

SB 3163 by *Cooper J (HB 3209 by *Phillips) Fayetteville - Subject to local approval, conforms City of Fayetteville charter provision concerning property voting rights of nonresident municipal property owners to general law. - Amends Chapter 294 of the Acts of 1903; as amended. 04/01/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 100

SB 3164 by *Norris (HB 3210 by *Nafeh) Tipton County - Subject to local approval, restructures Tipton County board of education from seven to nine members coterminal with county legislative districts. - Repeals Chapter 378 of the Private Acts of 1947. 02/28/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 92

SB 3165 by *Henry , Atchley (HB 3212 by *McDaniel , Kisber) Appropriations - Makes appropriations for fiscal years beginning July 1, 2001 and July 1, 2002. - 07/01/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.


SB 3167 by *Henry , Atchley (HB 3214 by *McDaniel , Kisber) Appropriations - Authorizes index of appropriations from state tax revenues for fiscal year 2002-2003 to exceed index of estimated growth of state's economy by $771,000,000 or 9.27 percent. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 52. 07/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 857


SB 3169 by *Rochelle (HB 2683 by *Butch) Smith County - Pursuant to local request, restructures Smith County board of education from seven to eight members to conform to county legislative districts. - 02/28/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 84

SB 3170 by *Graves (HB 3226 by *Black , McDonald) Sumner County - Subject to local approval, creates county Financial Management System. - 02/14/02 S P2C held on desk. Local Bill

SB 3171 by *Herron (HB 3228 by *Ridgeway) Henry County - Subject to local approval, changes number of Henry County road commissioners from seven to six. - Amends Chapter 326 of the Private Acts of 1972; as amended. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 107

SB 3172 by *Herron (HB 3218 by *Pinion) Lake County - Subject to local approval, restructures Lake County highway commission to be composed of six members, with three elected from each of two highway commission districts. - Amends Chapter 262 of the Private Acts of 1980. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 105

SB 3173 by *Herron (HB 3227 by *Ridgeway) Henry County - Subject to local approval, reduces Henry County board of education from six to five members. - Repeals Chapter 56 of the Private Acts of 1995. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 106

SB 3174 by *Herron (HB 3219 by *Pinion) Lake County - Subject to local approval, restructures Lake County board of education from five members to eight members, with two to be elected from each county commission district. - Repeals Chapter 182 of the Private Acts of 1992. 04/24/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 119

SB 3175 by *Burks (HB 3234 by *Hargrove) Putnam County - Subject to local approval, increases purchasing amount that triggers requirement for competitive bidding; requires that certain purchases for less than such dollar amount must be made only after obtaining written quotes from at least three vendors. - Amends Chapter 63 of the Private Acts of 1981. 04/24/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 112

SB 3176 by *Elsea (HB 3217 by *Walker) Rhea County - Subject to local approval, restructures Rhea County board of education from seven to nine districts, coterminal with county legislative districts. - Repeals Chapters 167 and 581 of the Private Acts of 1953. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 104

SB 3177 by *Elsea (HB 3231 by *Rhinehart) Marion County - Subject to local approval, restructures Marion County board of education. - Repeals Chapter 4 of the Private Acts of 1975. 05/02/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 129

SB 3178 by *Herron (HB 3233 by *Pinion) Ridgely - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 297 of the Acts of 1909; as amended. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 109

SB 3179 by *Jackson (HB 3229 by *Shepard) Hickman County - Subject to local approval, increases board of education from five members to seven members; provides for four-year staggered terms. - Repeals Chapter 234 of the Private Acts of 1992. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 108

SB 3180 by *Carter (HB 3230 by *Phelan) Trezevant - Subject to local approval, revises powers of mayor and alderman and revises method for appointing vice-mayor. - Amends Chapter 29 of the Private Acts of 1965; as amended. 05/10/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 134

SB 3181 by *Atchley (*HB 2841 by *Odom) Medical Occupations - Clarifies that provisions relative to practice of reflexology do not apply to licensed massage therapists who use reflexology techniques or advertise reflexology as service offered to massage therapy clients. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 30, Part 1. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 637

SB 3182 by *Elsea (HB 3236 by *Mckee) Bledsoe County - Subject to local approval, repeals superseded private acts relative to office of county judge. - Amends Chapter 367 of the Acts of 1907; as amended. 03/04/02 S P2C held on desk. Local Bill

SB 3183 by *Elsea (HB 3236 by *McKee) Athens - Subject to local approval, revises residency requirement for voting in city elections, bid requirements for purchases by school board, and other charter provisions regarding civil penalties. - Amends Chapter 455 of the Private Acts of 1953; as amended. 04/24/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 114
SB 3184 by *Crowe (HB 3242 by *Mumpower) 
Johnson County - Subject to local approval, restructures board of educational commissioners. - Amends Chapter 183 of the Private Acts of 1949. 
04/24/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 115

SB 3185 by *Herron (HB 3244 by *Maddox) 
Weakley County - Subject to local approval, increases compensation of Weakley County highway commissioners from not less than $200 per month to not less than $300 per month, effective September 1, 2002. - Amends Chapter 640 of the Private Acts of 1949; as amended. 
04/24/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 117

SB 3186 by *Kurita (HB 3243 by *Head, McMillan) 
Clarksville - Subject to local approval, deletes language from charter which conflicts with Tennessee Open Meetings Act. - Amends Chapter 292 of the Private Acts of 1957. 
04/24/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 116

SB 3187 by *McNally (HB 3239 by *Caldwell, Baird) 
Anderson County - Subject to local approval, restructures board of education. - Repeals Chapter 209 of the Private Acts of 1988. 
04/01/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 101

SB 3188 by *Ramsey (HB 3240 by *Mumpower, Gosey) 
Bristol - Subject to local approval, eliminates city's civil service system; replaces civil service system with personnel policies and procedures adopted by city council. - Amends Chapter 84 of the Private Acts of 1991. 
05/02/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 130

SB 3189 by *Elsea (HB 3238 by *Rhinehart) 
Van Buren County - Subject to local approval, increases hotel/motel tax from 5 percent to 7 percent and allocates proceeds. - Amends Chapter 168 of the Private Acts of 1984. 
04/24/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 120

SB 3190 by *Kurita (HB 3249 by *Ridgeway) 
Erin - Subject to local approval, provides for four-year term of office of mayor and aldermen instead of two-year term. - Amends Chapter 403 of the Private Acts of 1951, as amended. 
04/11/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 110

SB 3191 by *Graves (HB 3235 by *Black, McDonald) 
Sumner County - Subject to local approval, creates county Financial Management System. - 04/24/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 113

SB 3192 by *Clabough, Crowe, Haun, Miller J, Person (HB 3232 by *Kibler, Newton, Cole (Carter), Kent, Naifeh, Hargett, Todd, Pinion, Westmoreland, Bowers, DeBerry) 
Crime Offenses - Enacts "Terrorism Prevention and Response Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 9; Title 10; Title 11; Title 12; Title 13; Title 16; Title 17; Title 18; Title 19; Title 20; Title 21; Title 22; Title 23; Title 24; Title 28; Title 29; Title 33; Title 37; Title 38; Title 39; Title 40; Title 41; Title 42; Title 43; Title 45; Title 50; Title 53; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 58; Title 59; Title 60; Title 63; Title 64; Title 65; Title 66; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69 and Title 71.

07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 849

SB 3193 by *Miller J (HB 3248 by *Newton) 
Foil County - Subject to local approval, revises school bond law. - Repeals Chapter 190 of the Private Acts of 1975. 
04/24/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 118

SB 3194 by *Blackburn (*HB 3250 by *Casada) 
Williamson County - Pursuant to local request, authorizes refunding bonds for prior bonded indebtedness of Franklin Special School District. - Amends Chapter 563 of the Private Acts of 1949. 
03/27/02 S P2C held on desk. Local Bill

SB 3195 by *Herron (HB 3251 by *Tidwell) 
Perry County - Subject to local approval, authorizes legislative body to impose 5 percent hotel occupancy tax. 
05/10/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 133

SB 3196 by *Miller J 
Loudon County - Subject to local approval, revises school board. - Repeals Chapter 172 of the Private Acts of 1979. 
03/27/02 S P2C held on desk. Local Bill

SB 3197 by *McNally (HB 3253 by *Johnson) 
Loudon County - Subject to local approval, increases school board to 10 members. - Repeals Chapter 172 of the Private Acts of 1979. 
05/02/02 - Pr. Ch. 122

SB 3198 by *Elsea (HB 3254 by *Newton) 
Meigs County - Subject to local approval, reconstitutes board of education. - 05/10/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 135

SB 3199 by *Bucks (HB 3255 by *Buck) 
Lafayette - Subject to local approval, increases salary of council members from $45.00 to $100 per council meeting attended and from $25.00 to $50.00 per committee meeting attended, as approved by mayor. - Amends Chapter 325 of the Private Acts of 1945; as amended. 
05/10/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 136

SB 3200 by *Williams, Sen. (HB 3245 by *Givens) 
Hawkins County - Subject to local approval, increases board of education from five to seven, one to be elected from each of seven county commission districts. - Amends Chapter 129 of the Private Acts of 1939, 
04/24/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 121

SB 3201 by *Jackson (*HB 2422 by *Shepard, Ridgeway, Tidwell) 
Highway Signs - "Edward Franklin Burnett Memorial Bridge", State Route 48 in Dickson - 05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 733

SB 3202 by *Clabough (HB 3258 by *McCord) 
Alcoa - Subject to local approval, authorizes nonresident property owners to vote in municipal elections if they own at least 50 percent fee simple interest in real property that is located in the city limits and has total appraised value of at least $250,000. - Amends Chapter 510 of the Private Acts of 1919; as amended. 
06/10/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 142

SB 3203 by *Trail (HB 3252 by *Phillips) 
Normandy - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter of Town of Normandy. - Amends Chapter 675 of the Private Acts of 1921. 
06/21/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 151

SB 3204 by *Carter (HB 3257 by *Phelan) 
Gibson County - Pursuant to local request, revises tax rate of Trenton Special School District. - 
05/10/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 137

SB 3205 by *Wildor (HB 2043 by *Rinks) 
Adamsville - Subject to local approval, authorizes levy of hotel/motel tax. - 05/10/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 132

SB 3206 by *Wildor (HB 3220 by *McDaniel) 
Chester County - Subject to local approval, revises various provisions concerning selection and responsibilities of county attorney. - 04/17/02 S Comp. HB subst.

SB 3207 by *Wildor (HB 3223 by *McDaniel) 
Chester County - Subject to local approval, repeals local act restricting operation of pool and billiard rooms in incorporated cities and towns located within Chester County. - 
05/02/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 126

SB 3208 by *Wildor (HB 3222 by *McDaniel) 
Chester County - Subject to local approval, makes various changes in order to update local laws pertaining to county road supervisor and county highway system. - 
05/02/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 125

SB 3209 by *Wildor (HB 3221 by *McDaniel) 
Chester County - Subject to local approval, repeals act establishing county budget committee and budget procedures. - 
05/02/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 124

SB 3210 by *Wildor (HB 3225 by *McDaniel) 
Chester County - Subject to local approval, repeals certain local requirements for registration of conveyances of real property. - 
05/02/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 128

SB 3211 by *Wildor (*HB 3237 by *Rinks) 
Hardin County - Subject to local approval, deletes provision that county clerk is clerk responsible for probate and administration of estate matters rather than clerk and master and directs county clerk to transfer all probate related files to clerk and master by August 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Section 16-16-201. 
06/25/02 H Rcdv. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 3212 by *Wildor (HB 3224 by *McDaniel) 
Chester County - Subject to local approval, repeals local law requiring election of county superintendent of education. - 
05/02/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 127

SB 3213 by *Graves (HB 3267 by *Davidson) 
Robertson County - Subject to local approval, authorizes county commission to establish and maintain six highway commission zones of substantially equal population. - Amends Chapter 380 of the Private Acts of 1947; as amended. 
06/10/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 147

SB 3214 by *Norris (HB 3260 by *Naifeh) 
Tipton County - Subject to local approval, restructures board of education from seven to

SB 3215 by *Crowe (HB 3241 by *Mumpower) Mountain City - Subject to local approval, specifies that alderman may run for office of mayor and that aldermen and mayor may run for reelection. - Amends Chapter 193 of the Private Acts of 1955; as amended.

05/02/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 131

"SB 3216 by *Kurila (HB 3264 by *Casada) Sewage - Exempts cities of Pegram, by population, from requirement that water and wastewater facilities of municipality must be self-supporting; exemption applies until growth in city is sufficient for project to be and remain self-supporting and self-sufficient. - Amends TCA Section 7-34-114; Section 7-35-414; Section 9-21-308 and Section 68-221-1008.

05/01/02  H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 3217 by *Blackburn (HB 3266 by *Casada) Williamson County - Pursuant to local request, authorizes Franklin Special School District to issue bonds or notes up to $3,000,000 to provide for construction and equipping of school buildings and facilities. - Amends Chapter 563 of the Private Acts of 1949.

06/10/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 144

SB 3218 by *Blackburn (HB 3265 by *Casada) Williamson County - Pursuant to local request, authorizes refunding bonds for prior bonded indebtedness of Franklin Special School District. - Amends Chapter 563 of the Private Acts of 1949, as amended.

06/10/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 149

SB 3219 by *Carter (HB 3261 by *Phelan) Gibson County - Subject to local approval, provides number of, and procedures for electing, members of board of commissioners for Gibson County Utility District. - Amends Chapter 192 of the Private Acts of 1953; as amended.

05/15/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 141


06/10/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 143


05/10/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 138

SB 3222 by *Herron (HB 3259 by *Pinion) Obion County - Subject to local approval, reapports school districts to be coextensive with seven county legislative body districts and provides for transition to staggered four-year terms for school board members. -

05/15/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 139

SB 3223 by *Cohen (HB 3271 by *Bowers) Shelby County - Subject to local approval, repeals act creating Shelby County Agri-Center Commission. - Repeals Chapter 141 of the Private Acts of 1981.

04/17/02  S P2C held on desk. Local Bill

SB 3224 by *Williams, Sen. (HB 3270 by *Givens) Rogersville - Subject to local approval, restructures board of education. -

06/10/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 145

SB 3225 by *Graves (HB 3274 by *McDonald , Black) Gallatin - Subject to local approval, amends charter concerning residency of director of finance, police chief, and superintendent of public utilities and public works; exempts city attorney from acting full-time as city attorney. - Amends Article III, Section 2 of Chapter 67 of the Private Acts of 1953.

06/21/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 153


06/21/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 157

SB 3227 by *Cooper J (HB 3273 by *Rhinemart) Viola - Subject to local approval, decreases term of mayor and aldermen from four-year terms to two-year terms. - Amends Chapter 320 of the Acts of 1901; as amended.

06/21/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 152

SB 3228 by *Haun (HB 3272 by *Davis (Cocke)) Newport - Subject to local approval, revises civil service system. - Amends Chapter 104 of the Acts of 1903; as amended.

06/21/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 154

SB 3229 by *Cooper J (HB 3275 by *Rhinemart) Morrison - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 244 of the Acts of 1905; as amended.

06/21/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 154


06/10/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 148

SB 3231 by *Haun (HB 3277 by *Ford S) Morristown - Subject to local approval, increases hotel motel tax from 3 percent to 5 percent. - Amends Chapter 354 of the Private Acts of 1982.

06/10/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 150

SB 3232 by *Miller J (HB 3278 by *Newton) Bradley County - Subject to local approval, repeals acts relative to board of education which are inconsistent with each other and with general law; enacts act which conforms with present practice of election of school board in compliance with general law. - Repeals Chapter 324 of the Private Acts of 1959.

07/09/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 163

SB 3233 by *Elsea (HB 3280 by *Rhinelart) Bledsoe County - Repeals provisions pertaining to county judge in Bledsoe County.

06/21/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 156

SB 3234 by *Haun (HB 3279 by *Ford S) Hamblen County - Subject to local approval, enacts hotel motel tax. - Amends Chapter.

06/21/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 155

SB 3235 by *Blackburn (HB 3281 by *Casada) Williamson County - Pursuant to local request, authorizes Franklin Special School District to levy annual property tax through year 2019 for purpose of paying principal, interest, and redemption premiums on bonds and other indebtedness of district. - Amends Chapter 11 of the Private Acts of 1999.

07/04/02  S Withdrawn.

SB 3236 by *Graves (HB 3282 by *Davidson) Greenbrier - Subject to local approval, revises charter. - Amends Chapter 207 of the Private Acts of 1996.

07/09/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 158


07/09/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 159


07/09/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 164

SB 3239 by *Carter (HB 3285 by *Kisber , Shaw) Jackson - Subject to local approval, compounds cost of living allowance by applying it to current retirement benefit instead of base retirement benefit for members of certain City of Jackson retirement plans. - Amends Chapter 150 of the Private Acts of 1943, as amended.

07/09/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 165

SB 3240 by *Ford J (HB 3298 by *DeBerry L , Bowers) Tort Liability - Revises definition of governmental entity with respect to any county having population in excess of 800,000 according to 2000 federal census or any subsequent federal census under Governmental Tort Liability Act to include certain non-profit public benefit corporation operating hospital. -

06/28/02  H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 3241 by *Wilder (HB 3286 by *Rinks) Savannah - Subject to local approval, authorizes city commission to exercise current powers by means of either resolution or ordinance. - Amends Chapter 683 of the Private Acts of 1951; as amended.

07/09/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 166

SB 3242 by *Wilder (HB 3295 by *Fitzhugh) Rossville - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 78 of the Private Acts of 1991; as amended.

07/09/02  -  Pr. Ch. 161

SB 3243 by *Wilder (HB 3296 by *Fitzhugh) Haywood County - Subject to local approval, effective September 1, 2006, makes position of general sessions judge full-time position; requires such judge to be attorney and possess all other qualifications of inferior judges; and sets salary at same amount provided by law for circuit judges and chancellors. -
SB 3244 by *Clabough (HB 3287 by *McCord, Montgomery)
Gatlinburg - Subject to local approval, authorizes hotel motel tax to be increased from 3 percent to up to 5 percent of consideration charged to transients. - Amends Chapter 200 of the Private Acts of 1978.
06/25/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 3245 by *Clabough (HB 3288 by *McCord, Montgomery)
Pigeon Forge - Subject to local approval, increases gross receipts tax from 1 percent to 2 percent. - Amends Chapter 808 of the Public Acts of 1976.
06/25/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 3246 by *Trail (HB 3291 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers)
Rutherford County - Subject to local approval, authorizes county highway commission and superintendent to work on public drainage easements. - Amends Chapter 55 of the Private Acts of 1931; as amended.
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 160

SB 3247 by *McNally (HB 3289 by * Baird, Goins)
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 167

SB 3248 by *Rochelle (HB 3293 by *Bone)
Lebanon - Subject to local approval, revises charter. - Amends Chapter 644 of the Private Acts of 1911; as amended.
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 169

SB 3249 by *Norris (HB 3290 by *Naifeh, Fitzhugh)
Tipton County - Subject to local approval, abolishes Tipton County Public Works Committee and creates Department of Public Works for Tipton County, subject to requirements of Tennessee County Uniform Highway Law. - Repeals Chapter 114 of the Private Acts of 1973, as amended.
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 168

SB 3250 by *Burks (HB 3292 by *Buck, Winningham)
Macon County - Subject to local approval, authorizes levy of privilege tax on new land development. -
07/30/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 172

SB 3251 by *Carter (HB 3294 by *Kisber, Shaw)
Madison County - Subject to local approval, transfers clerk duties for probate cases from juvenile court clerk to clerk and master. - Amends Chapter 212 of the Private Acts of 1990 and Chapter 50 of the Private Acts of 1941, as amended.
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 170

SB 3252 by *Jackson (HB 3276 by *Shepard)
Dickson County - Subject to local approval, revises procedures for collection of Dickson County adequate facilities tax in municipalities not issuing building permits - Amends Chapter 158 of the Private Acts of 2000.
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 162

SB 3253 by *Cohen (HB 3297 by *Bowers)
Shelby County - Subject to local approval, repeals act creating Shelby County Agri-Center Commission. - Repeals Chapter 141 of the Private Acts of 1981.
06/27/02 H Rcvd. from S., held on H. desk.

SB 3254 by *Clabough (HB 3299 by *Kisber, McDaniel, Davidson, Rinks, Boyer)
Appropriations - Enacts "Essential Government Services Act of 2002." -
06/27/02 S P2C, ref. to S. F, W & M Comm.

SB 3255 by *Cooper J (HB 3300 by *Sands, Walker, Newton, Fowlkes, McDaniel, Naifeh, Ford S, Maddox, Fitzhugh, Boyer, McMillan, Rinks, Brooks, Scroggs, Overbey, Johnson)
Constitutional Conventions - Submits to people of Tennessee question relating to calling of convention for purpose of revising Constitution of Tennessee with respect to Article II, Section 3, relative to terms of members of general assembly; Article II, 28, relative to taxation; Article VI, Section 5, relative to attorney general and reporter; Article VI, Section 13, relative to clerks of courts and clerks and masters; Article XI, Section 5, relative to lotteries; and Article XI, Section 9, relative to consolidation of municipal and county functions. -
07/03/02 S Rejected in S. FW&M Comm.

SB 3256 by *Clabough (HB 3301 by *Kisber, McDaniel, Boyer, Davidson, Rinks)
Appropriations - Enacts "Essential Government Services Act of 2002." -
07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 827

HOUSE RESOLUTIONS
HR 0001 by *Rinks
Memorials, Recognition - Mrs. Kelly Wheeler, Mrs. Tennessee America -
01/10/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0002 by *Goins, Baird
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Arlis and Helen Chapman, 50th Wedding Anniversary -
01/11/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

*HR 0003 by *Kernell, Newton, Langster, Williams (WJ), Kent, Cole (Dyer), Davidson
Constitutional Amendments - Empowers general assembly to authorize state lottery; net proceeds to be allocated to provide financial assistance to enable Tennessee citizens to attend in-state post-secondary educational institutions; excess to be appropriated to K-12 capital outlay projects and early learning and after-school programs. -
02/06/01 - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Calendar & Rules Committee

HR 0004 by *Black
Memorials, Personal Achievement - David C. Roberts, Eagle Scout -
01/31/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0005 by *Boyer, Kisber
Memorials, Death - Coach Hoyt Lewis Carroll. -
02/01/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0006 by *Buck
Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Appellate Procedure promulgated by supreme court. -
03/20/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0007 by *Buck
Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Evidence promulgated by supreme court. -
03/20/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0008 by *Buck
Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Civil Procedure promulgated by supreme court. -
03/20/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0009 by *Buck
Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Criminal Procedure. -
03/20/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0010 by *Kent
Memorials, Congratulations - Ms. Jean M. Dixon, University of Memphis -
02/01/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0011 by *Armstrong
Memorials, Personal Occasion - David Douglas Eugene Armstrong, 57th birthday -
02/05/01 H Withdrawn.

HR 0012 by *Roach, Whilton, Montgomery
Memorials, Sports - Josh Ward, world record for bench press -
02/05/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0013 by *DeBerry J
Memorials, Recognition - Memphis Police Department and Housing Authority, Flag Football League Championship Team -
02/05/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0014 by *Fitzhugh, Cole (Dyer)
General Assembly, Studies - Continues special house committee to study bankruptcy. -
06/24/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

*HR 0015 by *DeBerry L
General Assembly, Studies - Creates special house committee to study bankruptcy; creates special house committee to study fireworks safety. -
03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HR 0016 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Congratulations - William and Louise Hall, 50th Wedding Anniversary -
02/08/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0017 by *Davis (Wash), Patton
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. John William Squibb, 50th wedding anniversary -
02/08/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0018 by *Rowland, Beavers, Hood
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Justin Porter, league championship team -
02/05/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0019 by *Rowland, Beavers, Hood
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Steven Adam Herod, Eagle Scout -
Memorials, Recognition - Reverend Marlin Jaynes -
04/26/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0064 by "Godsey Memorials, Professional Achievement - Joe W. Byrd -
04/26/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0065 by "Brooks Memorials, Professional Achievement - Barbara Stanbridge, President and Owner of CHANGE-HRD -
04/26/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0066 by "Hood Memorials, Recognition - Exchange Club of Murfreesboro, 50th Anniversary -
04/26/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0067 by "Shaw, Maddox, Cooper B, Shepard Memorials, Death - Mrs. Nola Walker Bond -
04/26/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0068 by "Pruitt Memorials, Congratulations - Maria Gomez, 3rd place in Humanities Tennessee Letters About Literature Contest -
04/30/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0069 by "Windle Memorials, Recognition - Joseph Allen Wood -
05/03/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0070 by "Stanley Memorials, Personal Achievement - Walker FYnt, Eagle Scout -
05/07/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0071 by "Todd Memorials, Professional Achievement - Joel Wilhite -
05/07/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0072 by "Mumpower Memorials, Academic Achievement - Nicka Dawn Brewer, 2001 All-American Scholar -
05/07/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0073 by "Mumpower Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sarah Wright, United States National Award Winner in History and Government -
05/07/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0074 by "Pruitt Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mrs. Ann B. Doel, 80th birthday celebration -
05/03/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0075 by "Mumpower Memorials, Academic Achievement - Nikki Davidson, United States Achievement Academy All-American Scholar -
05/07/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0076 by "Mumpower Memorials, Academic Achievement - Keith Wright, United States Achievement Academy National Award Winner in English -
05/07/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0077 by "Dunn, Buttry Memorials, Sports - Chris Vittletoe, State Record Saugeye -
05/07/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0078 by "Davidson Memorials, Retirement - Billy Ross Ballard -
05/07/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0079 by "Godsey, Mumpower Memorials, Recognition - Anderson Street United Methodist Church of Bristol -
05/09/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0080 by "Brown, Winningham, Towns Memorials, Interns - Memorie Kristina White -
05/09/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0081 by "Rowland Memorials, Recognition - Bettie Irene Fields -
05/10/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0082 by "Stanley Memorials, Recognition - Richland Elementary School, "Buds to Blossoms" -
05/10/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0083 by "Winningham, Arriola, Brown Basic Education Program (BEP) - Confirms proposed changes in the basic education program dealing with funding for English as a Second Language (ESL) program -
05/30/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0084 by "Kent, Scroggs Memorials, Interns - Mark Andrew Bush -
05/16/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0085 by "Hood, Rowland, Beavers Naming and Designating - May 15, 2001, National Peace Officers' Memorial Day in Murfreesboro -
05/15/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0086 by "Jones U (Shel) Memorials, Recognition - Overseer Alice C. Catron -
05/16/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0087 by "Jones U (Shel) Memorials, Recognition - Bishop Donald H. Jennings, Jr. -
05/16/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0088 by "Jones U (Shel) Memorials, Recognition - Dean Relando Greene Lee -
05/16/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0089 by "Kent Memorials, Recognition - Donna Akin Morgan, General Assembly Intern Coordinator -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0090 by "Overbey, Johnson Memorials, Academic Achievement - Aaron Stewart, Salutatorian, Lenoir City High School -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0091 by "Johnson, Overbey Memorials, Academic Achievement - JoeyKimbrell, Salutatorian, Greenback High School -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0092 by "Johnson, Overbey Memorials, Academic Achievement - Casey Poe, Salutatorian, Greenback High School -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0093 by "Overbey, Johnson Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tiffany Dunn, Valedictorian, Lenoir City High School -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0094 by "Johnson, Overbey Memorials, Academic Achievement - JustinHudgens, Valedictorian, Greenback High School -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0095 by "Johnson Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ivy Griffin, Salutatorian, Sweetwater High School -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0096 by "Johnson Memorials, Academic Achievement - Darrell Allen Benton, Valedictorian, Sequoyah High School -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0097 by "Johnson Memorials, Academic Achievement - MaryCavender Witt, Salutatorian, Sequoyah High School -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0098 by "Johnson Memorials, Academic Achievement - Emily Cleveland, Valedictorian, Sweetwater High School -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0099 by "Johnson Memorials, Academic Achievement - Randall K. Thomason, Valedictorian, Louden High School -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0100 by "Johnson Memorials, Academic Achievement - Urmi Kanu Patel, Salutatorian, Louden High School -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0101 by "Rinks, Naifeh, DeBerry L, Davidson, Hargrove Memorials, Recognition - Memphis City Schools' Center for Safe and Drug-Free Schools, "Exemplary School Safety Project" -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0102 by "Rinks, Naifeh, DeBerry L, Davidson, Hargrove Memorials, Congratulations - Weakley County School system's winning of Exemplary School Safety Award for Small Counties for their implementation of Safe Schools Act of 1998 -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0103 by "Rinks, Naifeh, DeBerry L, Davidson, Hargrove Memorials, Recognition - Elizabethton City School System Safety First! Program, "Exemplary School Safety Project" -
05/17/01  H  Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0104 by "Rinks, Naifeh, DeBerry L, Davidson, Hargrove Memorials, Recognition - Hamilton County Schools' Safe Schools Initiative, "Exemplary School Safety Project" for large counties -
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sequoyah Elementary School, highest TCAP reading scores - 05/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0105** by *Hagood

Memorials, Recognition - Harold Smith - 05/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0106** by *Phillips

Memorials, Retirement - Judith Turner - 05/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0107** by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland

Memorials, Retirement - Mary Elizabeth Vinson - 05/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0108** by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland

Memorials, Interns - John Pastor - 05/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0121** by *Sargent, Williams (Wl)

Memorials, Retirement - Janice M. Shelby - 05/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0122** by *Sargent

Memorials, Sports - Battle Ground Academy girls' soccer team, TSSAA state champions - 05/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0123** by *Head, McMillan

Memorials, Death - William Ponder Adkins - 05/24/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0124** by *Fowlkes, Hood

Memorials, Personal Occasion - Parmenas Cox, 90th birthday - 05/24/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0125** by *Kernell

Memorials, Interns - Bharath Subramanian - 05/24/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0126** by *Kernell, Towns

Memorials, Interns - Michelle Zisson - 05/24/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0127** by *Shaw

Memorials, Interns - Chris Davis - 05/24/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0128** by *Langster, Jones, S., West

Memorials, Retirement - Jim Travis, Political Correspondent, WSMV-TV - 05/24/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0129** by *Rinks, Naifeh, DeBerry L, Davidson

Memorials, Public Service - Sheriff Tim Hutchison and Knox County Sheriff's Office - 05/24/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0130** by *Rinks, Naifeh, DeBerry L, Davidson

Memorials, Public Service - Chattanooga Police Department, recipient of Safe Neighborhood Act funding - 05/24/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0131** by *Godsey, Davis (Wash), Mumpower

Memorials, Professional Achievement - Mike Forrester, Child Advocacy Award - 05/30/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0132** by *Boyer, Buttry

Memorials, Retirement - Sam Bratton - 05/30/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0133** by *Head, McMillan

Memorials, Personal Achievement - Maurice Sanders - 05/30/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0134** by *Johnson

Memorials, Death - Raymond D. Bradshaw - 05/30/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0135** by *Roach

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kimberly Grace Manning, Salutatorian, Tennessee School for the Blind - 05/30/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0136** by *Fitzhugh

Memorials, Public Service - Mayor Fred Montgomery - 05/30/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0137** by *Ferguson

Memorials, Academic Achievement - David Alvin Norman, Outstanding Student, Rockwood High School - 05/30/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0138** by *Ferguson

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lonnie Hinkle, Outstanding Student, Roane Career and Technical Center - 05/30/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0139** by *Ferguson

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brandi Nichole Elliott, Outstanding Student, Roane Career and Technical Center - 05/30/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0140** by *Patton, Davis (Wash)

Memorials, Personal Occasion - A.E."Bill" and Betty Jean Johnson, 50th wedding anniversary - 06/04/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0141** by *Patton, Davis (Wash)

Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. C. Reece Teague, 50th wedding anniversary - 06/04/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0142** by *Todd

Memorials, Sports - Andrea Kulman, Lambuth University signee - 06/07/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0143** by *Stanley, Bowers, DeBerry L, Turner (Dav), Chumney, DeBerry J, Jones U (Shel), Miller L, Pleasant, Hargett

General Assembly, Studies - Creates special house committee to study administration of Senior Community Service Employment Program for Older Americans. - 06/22/01 - Assigned to s/c Budget of FW&M

**HR 0144** by *Cooper B., DeBerry J, Jones U (Shel), Towns, Brooks

General Assembly, Directed Studies - Directs study relative to development of educational center focused on international trade. - 06/24/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0145** by *Phillips

Memorials, Professional Achievement - Rodney D. Simmons - 06/07/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0146** by *Boyer

Memorials, Retirement - Dr. Samuel E. Bratton, Jr. - 06/07/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0147** by *McKee

Memorials, Professional Achievement - Terry Hayes, Tennessee Forestry Association 2001 Logger of the Year - 06/07/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0148** by *Tidwell

Memorials, Professional Achievement - Pat Estes, 2001 Tree Farm of the Year - 06/12/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0149** by *Windle
Memorials, Recognition - Clarkrange High School Chess Team - 06/14/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0150 by *Windle Memorials, Death - James Neal Markwood - 06/14/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0151 by *Phillips Memorials, Death - Hart Hastings - 06/14/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0152 by *Pruitt Memorials, Recognition - Annual Men's Day Celebration - 06/14/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0153 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers Memorials, Personal Occasion - Lee Mos, 50th birthday - 06/18/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0154 by *Phillips Memorials, Recognition - Fran Crosslin and others from Wartrace area attempting to secure city water service - 06/18/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0155 by *Pruitt Memorials, Personal Occasion - Emma Eugene Davis, 75th birthday - 06/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0156 by *Johnson Memorials, Death - Richard Frank Robbins - 06/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0157 by *Davidson Memorials, Interns - Kevin Charles Krushenski - 06/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0158 by *Patton Memorials, Personal Occasion - James D. and Ama Sanders, 50th wedding anniversary - 06/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0159 by *Patton Memorials, Personal Occasion - Donald and Zelda Frederick, 50th wedding anniversary - 06/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0160 by *Ferguson Memorials, Heroism - J. D. Williams - 06/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0161 by *Windle Memorials, Retirement - Tim M. Allen - 06/21/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0162 by *Mumpower Memorials, Personal Occasion - Trula Crosswhite, 100th birthday - 06/22/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0163 by *Phelan, Johnson, McKee Memorials, Death - Charles Andrew Yount - 06/22/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0164 by *Windle Memorials, Death - James Neal Markwood - 06/22/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0165 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland Memorials, Retirement - Reverend George Gerald "Jerry" Neely, Jr. - 06/24/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0166 by *Ferguson Memorials, Recognition - South Harriman Baptist Church - 06/26/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0167 by *Pruitt, Garrett, Turner (Dav), Odom, Jones, S., Arriola, West, Langston, Harwell Memorials, Recognition - Robert Sweat Jr., John Westley United Methodist Church Fellowship Hall - 06/27/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0168 by *Hood Memorials, Retirement - Bobbie Jean Coursey Davis - 06/28/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0169 by *Boyer Memorials, Retirement - Robert "Bob" Martin - 06/28/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0170 by *Hood, Pruitt, Brooks, Langster, DeBerry L, Cooper B Memorials, Professional Achievement - Dora Rucker, 50 years of service to Avon - 06/28/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0171 by *Phillips Memorials, Retirement - Kitty Steede - 06/28/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0172 by *Brooks Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tamara Young - 06/29/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0173 by *Montgomery, Naiheh Memorials, Death - Cliff Davis - 06/29/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0174 by *Langster, Jones U (Shel), Armstrong, Brown, DeBerry L, Cooper B, Miller L, Brooks Memorials, Recognition - Mound Bayou, Mississippi - 06/29/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0175 by *Hagood Memorials, Congratulations - Barbara Riggs, nominee for 2001 Tennesse Mother of the Year - 06/29/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0176 by *Patton Memorials, Personal Occasion - David Earl and Emma Lee Ferguson, 50th wedding anniversary - 07/09/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0177 by *Patton Memorials, Personal Occasion - Dr. and Mrs. Charles W. Edwards, 50th wedding anniversary - 07/09/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0178 by *Patton Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Curtis, 60th wedding anniversary - 07/09/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0179 by *Rinks Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mrs. Dora Emmons Wardlow, 100th birthday - 07/12/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0180 by *Rinks Memorials, Recognition - Terra Murrell Day - 07/12/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0181 by *Patton Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lowe, 50th Wedding Anniversary - 07/12/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0182 by *Cooper B Memorials, Recognition - Mrs. Johnnie Mae Peters - 08/08/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0183 by *Brooks Memorials, Recognition - Tuskegee Airmen Inc., Organization of Black Airline Pilots National Convention - 08/08/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0184 by *Patton Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. Ralph D. Bagaley, 50th Wedding Anniversary - 08/08/01 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0185 by *Brooks Memorials, Personal Occasion - Elder James Molen, Sr. and Mrs. Viola Molen, 50th wedding anniversary - 01/17/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0186 by *Patton, Davis (Wash) Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Tittle, Sr., 50th Wedding Anniversary - 01/28/02 H Adopted, Ayes 96, Nays 0

HR 0187 by *Patton, Davis (Wash) Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. And Mrs. Ralph Hill, 50th Wedding Anniversary - 01/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0188 by *Patton, Davis (Wash) Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. Bailey, 50th Wedding Anniversary - 01/28/02 H Adopted, Ayes 96, Nays 0

HR 0189 by *Patton, Davis (Wash) Memorials, Personal Occasion - Reverend and Mrs. Roy J. Cooper, 50th wedding anniversary - 01/28/02 H Adopted, Ayes 96, Nays 0

HR 0190 by *Davis (Cocke) Memorials, Recognition - Lea Cavender - 01/28/02 H Adopted, Ayes 96, Nays 0

HR 0191 by *Phillips Memorials, Congratulations - Clifford Anderson - 01/28/02 H Adopted, Ayes 96, Nays 0

HR 0192 by *Patton, Davis (Wash) Memorials, Personal Occasion - Calvin B. and Kathleen Davis Garland, 50th wedding anniversary - 01/31/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0193 by *Godsey Memorials, Recognition - By-Pass Day Care Center - 01/31/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0194 by *Godsey Memorials, Recognition - Littlest Angel Child Care Center -
HR 0195 by *Godsey
Memorials, Congratulations - Ted E. Bear Academy -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0196 by *Odom
Memorials, Heroism - Joseph Gower Mills -
02/04/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0197 by *Patton, Davis (Wash)
Memorials, Death - Ruth R. Broyles -
02/04/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0198 by *Jones U (Shel), DeBerry L
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Kana Barker-Mabon, winner of 2001 Milken Family Foundation National Educator Award -
02/04/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

*HR 0199 by *Brown
General Assembly, Studies - Creates special house committee to examine usage and effects of drug ritalin and other amphetamines. - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 4. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Human Services and Mental Health of HHR

HR 0200 by *Brooks
Memorials, Recognition - Rear Admiral Barry C. Black -
02/07/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0201 by *Brooks
Memorials, Recognition - Lieutenant General John D. Hopper, Jr. -
02/07/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0202 by *Brooks
Memorials, Recognition - Lee A. "Buddy" Archer, Jr. -
02/07/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0203 by *Brooks
Memorials, Recognition - Greater Imani Church and Christian Center Celebration of African American History Month -
02/07/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0204 by *Stanley
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Camille Casey, Miss Tennessee Teen All-American 2002 -
02/07/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0205 by *Overbye, McCard
Memorials, Recognition - "Wild Bill" Robinson, Maryville High School orchestra director -
02/07/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0206 by *Towns
Naming and Designating - Designates February 7, 2002, as "National Black HIV/AIDS Awareness Day." -
02/07/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0207 by *Buck, Briley, Scroggs, Sands
Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Evidence promulgated by supreme court. -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0208 by *Buck, Briley, Scroggs, Sands
Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Criminal Procedure promulgated by supreme court. -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0209 by *Buck, Briley, Scroggs, Sands
Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Civil Procedure promulgated by supreme court. -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0210 by *Godsey, Mumppower
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jonmichael Dearmond, National Young Leaders Conference participant -
02/11/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0211 by *Rowland
Memorials, Recognition - Reverend Kevin L. Barrett -
02/11/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0212 by *Buck, McMillan, Sands
Court Rules - Approves amendments and revisions to Tennessee Rules of Appellate Procedure promulgated by supreme court. -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

*HR 0213 by *Cole (Dyer)
General Assembly, Directed Studies - Creates special house committee to study courses available to applicants for general contractor's license. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 6, Part 1.
02/20/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HR 0214 by *Armstrong
Memorials, Death - Jimmy F. Clark -
02/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0215 by *Armstrong
Memorials, Sports - Austin East Magnet High School, TSSAA Class 3A football champions -
03/11/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0216 by * Fitzhugh, Cole (Dyer)
Memorials, Public Service - James Milton Bryant -
03/11/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0217 by *Phillips
Memorials, Recognition - Katherine Elizabeth Farrar -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0218 by *Godsey
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Rosemary Widener and Herbert A. Barker, 40th wedding anniversary -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0219 by *Scroggs
Memorials, Sports - Germantown Middle School Pompon Squad, National Dance Team Championships, Junior High Pom Division Champions -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0220 by *Scroggs
Memorials, Sports - Cheilling Farms Middle School Cheerleading Team -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0221 by *Godsey
Memorials, Recognition - USS Tennessee, adoption of Sullivan North High School Naval Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

*HR 0222 by *Kisber
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Endorses participation of Republic of China in World Health Organization. -
04/10/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0223 by *Newton
Memorials, Retirement - Ray Melton -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0224 by *Hood
Memorials, Death - Susye Mack Rucker -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0225 by *Hood
Memorials, Recognition - Florence Wilson Smith -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0226 by *Patton
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jenkins, 50th Wedding Anniversary -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0227 by *Hood
Memorials, Public Service - Rosemary Wade Owens -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0228 by *Pruitt
Memorials, Recognition - Metropolitan Nashville Chapter of National Coalition of 100 Black Women, Inc., host of 5th Annual Sister for Sister Conference -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0229 by *Hood
Memorials, Recognition - Rickey O'Neal Field -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0230 by *Hood
Memorials, Public Service - Andy Womack -
03/14/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0231 by *Phillips, Garrett, Pinion
Memorials, Public Service - Tyson Foods, Inc. -
03/19/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

*HR 0232 by *Patton
General Assembly, Studies - Directs house committee on consumer and employee affairs to study issues relating to consumer credit reports and to report its findings and recommendations to house no later than January 15, 2003. -
04/09/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HR 0233 by *Langster, Jones, S.
Memorials, Recognition - Les Douze Amies Social and Civic Club -
03/26/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0234 by *Armstrong, DeBerry L
Memorials, Recognition - Projected TennCare Schizophrenia Center of Excellence -
03/26/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0235 by *Langster, DeBerry L
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Pearline B. Green, 96th birthday -
03/26/02 H Signed by H. Speaker
HR 0236 by *Godsey , Westmoreland
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessany Patton Dunn, Outstanding Student - 03/26/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0237 by *Phillips
Memorials, Public Service - Clara Kay Crowell - 04/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0238 by *Stanley
Memorials, Sports - Briarcrest Christian School Girls' Basketball Team, TSSAA Division II State Champions - 04/18/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0239 by *Patton , Davis (Wash)
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. Johnie Widner of Johnson City, 60th wedding anniversary - 04/11/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0240 by *Stanley , Scroggs
Memorials, Retirement - Delores Mitchell - 04/11/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0241 by *Stanley , Todd, Hargett
Memorials, Sports - Cordova High School Wolves - 04/11/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0242 by *Stanley , Hargett
Memorials, Sports - Evangelical Christian School Eagles - 04/11/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

*HR 0244 by *Givens
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Declares spring and summer months as important time to provide pets with control products to protect them and their owners against diseases caused by fleas, ticks and mosquitoes; urges pet owners to visit their veterinarians during April 2002 to learn how to protect pets against potential spring and summer diseases and illnesses. - 04/11/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0245 by *Phillips , Sands, White
Memorials, Recognition - Pamela Moore-Morrow - 04/18/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0246 by *Walker
Memorials, Recognition - Reginald and Virginia Rowell - 04/18/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0247 by *Walker
Memorials, Recognition - The Marlin Haston Family, "Friends of Farming 2002" - 04/18/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0248 by *Patton , Davis (Wash)
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. J.N. Buckles, 50th wedding anniversary - 04/18/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0249 by *Overbey , McCord
Memorials, Public Service - Bud Allison - 04/18/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0250 by *Sargent
Memorials, Death - Retired Colonel Hensley Williams - 04/18/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0251 by *Briley
Memorials, Academic Achievement - T.E. Sweeney Scholarship Program members - 04/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0252 by *Brooks , Cooper B
Memorials, Interns - Stephanie Dalton Bechard - 04/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0253 by *Shaw, Ridgeway
Memorials, Recognition - Matthew McBride - 04/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0254 by *Patton
Memorials, Interns - Kevin Keeton - 04/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0255 by *Davis (Cooke) , Whitson
Memorials, Heroism - Rededication of World War II Memorial at Midway in Greene County - 04/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0256 by *Pruitt
Naming and Designating - Mount Nebo Baptist Church Day in Davidson County, April 28, 2002 - 04/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0257 by *Towns , Kermell
Memorials, Interns - Jeffrey David Kitzner - 04/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0258 by *Caldwell
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Patrick Nathaniel Edwards, Eagle Scout - 04/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0259 by *Lewis
Memorials, Recognition - Virginia "Jenny" Yount - 04/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0260 by *Lewis
Memorials, Recognition - Mike Evans - 04/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0261 by *Lewis
Memorials, Recognition - Carolyn Damron, Provider Appreciation Day on May 10th - 04/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0262 by *Hagood
Memorials, Recognition - University of Tennessee at Knoxville Chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi Women's Fraternity, 100th anniversary - 04/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0263 by *Jones U (Shel) , Miller L
Memorials, Recognition - Chester Anderson Fire Training Academy - 05/01/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0264 by *Jones U (Shel) , Miller L
Memorials, Public Service - Chester Anderson - 05/01/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0265 by *Ford S
Memorials, Interns - Faith Martin - 05/01/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0266 by *Cole (Dyer)
Memorials, Recognition - May 6-10, 2002, Nurses Recognition Week, Methodist Health Care System - 05/01/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0267 by *Towns
Memorials, Recognition - Ms. Ena Chantal Frye - 05/01/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0268 by *Hood , Shaw
Memorials, Interns - Rachel D. Sharp, Intern - 05/01/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0269 by *Cooper B , Brooks
Memorials, Recognition - Brandy Anderson - 05/01/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

*HR 0270 by *Cooper B , Brooks, Jones U (Shel), Shaw, Turner (Shelby)
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Encourages local education agencies to establish blue ribbon commissions to provide for participatory forums to improve public education - 05/01/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0271 by *Bowers
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Angela Diane Price, Valedictorian, Bishop Byrne High School - 05/01/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0272 by *Bowers
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Shelia Gathoni Njoroge, Salutatorian, Bishop Byrne High School - 05/01/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0273 by *Jones U (Shel)
Memorials, Interns - Kyle Everton Dodd - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0274 by *Naifeh
Memorials, Recognition - Vicki Louellen - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0275 by *Newton
Memorials, Recognition - Arch Chemicals, Inc. - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0276 by *Sargent
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mrs. Hallie Pylant Maxwell, 100th birthday - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0277 by *Brooks , Cooper B, Armstrong, Bowers, Brown, DeBerry J, DeBerry L, Jones U (Shel), Langster, Miller L, Shaw, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Pruitt
Memorials, Recognition - Malcolm X, 77th birthday - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0278 by *Lewis
Memorials, Recognition - Mrs. Pat Black - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0279 by *Lewis
Memorials, Recognition - Earlene Evans - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0280 by *Pruitt
Memorials, Public Service - Reverend Marilyn J. Ramsey - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0281** by *Ferguson*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Erica Renee Cade, Salutatorian, Midway High School - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0282** by *Ferguson*, Windle, Johnson
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Cheryl Matney Sanders, First Woman Lieutenant in Tennessee Highway Patrol - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0283** by *Ferguson*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Chadwick Houston Brannham, Valedictorian, Midway High School - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0284** by *Ferguson*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Richard Allen Smith, Salutatorian, Roane County High School - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0285** by *Ferguson*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brent Alan Dooley, Valedictorian, Roane County High School - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0286** by *Rowland*, Hood
Memorials, Sports - Andy McCollum, Tennessee Sports Writers Association 2001 Football Coach of the Year - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0287** by *Rowland*, Hood
Memorials, Interns - Ginilia Lowman - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0288** by *Mumpower*, Davis (Wash), Godsey
Memorials, Interns - Candice Noel DeGuira - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0289** by *Bowers*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Janitha Khalana Robinson, Valedictorian, Wooddale High School - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0290** by *Bowers*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Phuong Hue Quach, Salutatorian, Wooddale High School - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0291** by *Rhinehart*, Phelan, Curtiss
Memorials, Interns - Emily A. Menke - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0292** by *Godsey*, Westmoreland, Davis (Wash), Mumpower
Memorials, Public Service - Kingsport Police Department - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0293** by *Hood*, Rowland, Beavers
Naming and Designating - May 15, 2002, National Peace Officers' Memorial Day in Murfreesboro - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0294** by *Hood*, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Recognition - Fred D. and Anathia G. Beneby - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0295** by *Kisber*, Head
Memorials, Interns - Jeremy Logan Erold - 05/08/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0296** by *Cole (Dyer)*
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Dane Lebron McCoy, 40th birthday - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0297** by *Phillips*
Memorials, Interns - David Haley - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0298** by *Phillips*
Memorials, Interns - Robert James Carter - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0299** by *Pleasant*, Hargett
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Morgan Boak, Salutatorian, Millington Central High School - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0300** by *Pleasant*, Hargett
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Natalie Sorensen, Valedictorian, Millington Central High School - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0301** by *Shaw*
Naming and Designating - May 15, 2002, National Peace Officers' Memorial Day in Madison County - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0302** by *DeBerry L*
Memorials, Death - Robert Cleave Hurd - 05/15/02 H Withdrawn.

**HR 0303** by *Pinion*, Shepard
Memorials, Interns - Doug Davenport - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0304** by *Maddox*
Memorials, Recognition - Dr. Carl Huff - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0305** by *Godsey*, Davis (Wash), Mumpower
Memorials, Recognition - Tri-Cities Christian Schools Students - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0306** by *DeBerry L*
Memorials, Retirement - F.C. Richardson - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0307** by *Ferguson*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kristel Katherine Fuller, Salutatorian, Harriman High School - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0308** by *Ferguson*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kristel Katherine Fuller, Salutatorian, Harriman High School - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0309** by *Armstrong*, Tindell, Buttry, Dunn, Hagood, Boyer
Memorials, Recognition - Vine Middle School Choir - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0310** by *Hood*, Rowland, Beavers
Naming and Designating - May 15, 2002, National Peace Officers' Memorial Day in Murfreesboro - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0311** by *Ferguson*
Memorials, Recognition - Rockwood Civilian Club - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0312** by *Ferguson*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Matthew William Chandler, Salutatorian, Rockwood High School - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0313** by *Ferguson*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Phillip Samuel Kirkham, Jr., Valedictorian, Rockwood High School - 05/16/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0314** by *Cooper B*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Fu'Jetta D. Green, Valedictorian, Mitchell High School - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0315** by *Johnson*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Gregory R. Channell, Valedictorian, Loudon High School - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0316** by *Johnson*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Christopher William Sherman, Salutatorian, Loudon High School - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0317** by *Chumney*, Maddox, DeBerry J
Memorials, Interns - Tonetria Crossfield - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0318** by *Chumney*, Maddox, DeBerry J
Memorials, Interns - Dorothy Camille Harris - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0319** by *Armstrong*, Tindell
Memorials, Interns - Joshua C. Powell - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0320** by *Bowers*
Memorials, Recognition - Sarah Naomi Dawson - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0321** by *Bowers*
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Leah Cortni Spellen - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0322** by *Naifeh*
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Clara Hill McMillin, 80th birthday - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0323** by *Johnson*, McKee
Memorials, Academic Achievement - David Kyle Parks, Valedictorian, Sequoyah High School - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

**HR 0324** by *Johnson*, McKee
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lucas
Boring, Salutatorian, Sequoyah High School - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0325 by *Johnson, Overbey
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Andrea
Lauren Beard, Salutatorian, Greenback High School - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0326 by *Johnson, Overbey
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Russell
Tipton, Valedictorian, Greenback High School - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0327 by *Maddox, Chamney, DeBerry J
Memorials, Interns - Jocelyn Jeanne Adkins - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0328 by *Armstrong, Tindell
Memorials, Recognition - Jaquetta Brooks - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0329 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Dr. Nolan Barham - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0330 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Rachel Morton - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0331 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Gloria Field - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0332 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Carolyn Reeves - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0333 by *Hood, Rowland, Hood
Memorials, Retirement - Jerry Bishop - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0334 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Dorothy Smith - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0335 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Pollyanna Jones - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0336 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Elizabeth "Betty" Hord - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0337 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Dale Patterson - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0338 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Mary Rossman - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0339 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Henry Jones - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0340 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Melvin Hatcher - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0341 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Susan Summers - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0342 by *Hood
Memorials, Retirement - Wanda Bryant - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0343 by *Hood, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Barbara Denton - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0344 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Carolyn Maples - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0345 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Christine Faulk - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0346 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Esther Victory - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0347 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Penny Hooper - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0348 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - David Raitson - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0349 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Ed Shirley - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0350 by *Rinks
Memorials, Retirement - Rosalind "Carrol" Smith - 05/23/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0351 by *Brown
Memorials, Interns - Edward Means Baylor, IV - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0352 by *Brown
Memorials, Interns - Scott Bouslog - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0353 by *Phillips
Memorials, Public Service - Robert A. Brown, Chairman of Board of Shelbyville Power, Water, and Sewerage System - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0354 by *Phillips
Memorials, Retirement - Harold M. Arnold - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0355 by *Newton
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Carolyn Smith, Distinguished Teacher of the Year - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0356 by *Rinks
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Jane Latimer, Tennessee Teacher's Hall of Fame - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0357 by *Lewis, Fraley
Memorials, Recognition - City of Tullahoma Sesquicentennial Celebration - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0358 by *Lewis, Fraley, Fowlkes
Memorials, Retirement - Dr. A. Frank Glass - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0359 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Sandra Phillips - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0360 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland, Memorials, Retirement - Crystal Brandon - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0361 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Paula Kilgour - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0362 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Faye Jones - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0363 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Mary Woodard - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0364 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Elaine Shirley - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0365 by *Hood
Memorials, Retirement - Marge Snowden - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0366 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Nancy Walden - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0367 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Anne Underhill - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0368 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Nedra Wissinger - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0369 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Betty Jones - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0370 by *Hood
Memorials, Retirement - Jim Wright - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0371 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Mary Veals - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0372 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Randall Chaudoin - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0373 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Larry Pearson - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0374 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Jerry Earp - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0375 by *Odom
Memorials, Heroism - Lieutenant Charles Rollins, Ware and crew of USS Charles R. Ware (DD-865) - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0376 by *Naifeh
Memorials, Interns - Patrick LaRocco - 05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

*HR 0377 by *Odom
Memorials, Congress - Urges passage of legislation requiring Medicare program to cover all oral anti-cancer drugs.

HR 0378 by *Miller
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Alex Coleman
05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0379 by *Hargrett
Memorials, Recognition - Glenda O'Connor
05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0380 by *Dunn
Memorials, Interns - Christie Carringer
05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0381 by *Brown
Memorials, Recognition - Impact Family Center
05/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0382 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Carla Wright
06/19/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0383 by *Johnson, Overbey
Memorials, Retirement - Jim Atkins
06/19/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0384 by *Stanley
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Rachel Barrett, Youth Excellence Award for March
06/19/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0385 by *Johnson
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tiffany Marie Kelley
06/19/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0386 by *Stanley, Hargrett, Johnson
Memorials, Interns - Stephen Clements
06/19/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0387 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Ernestine Scott Short, 85th birthday
06/19/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0388 by *Ferguson
Memorials, Heroism - J. D. Williams
06/19/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0389 by *Hagood, Roach
Memorials, Recognition - Martha Dandridge Garden Club, 75th anniversary
06/19/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0390 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland
Memorials, Retirement - Charlene Norris
06/19/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0391 by *Ferguson, Overbey, Johnson
Memorials, Recognition - Brian Graves, Tennessee Press Association Award
06/19/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0392 by *Ridgeway
Memorials, Public Service - Debbie Denning
06/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0393 by *Stanley
Memorials, Recognition - Sheila Mitchell
06/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0394 by *McDaniel, Ford S
Memorials, Retirement - Representative Jim Boyer
07/04/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0395 by *McDaniel, Boyer, Ford S
Memorials, Retirement - Representative Mae Beavers
07/04/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0396 by *McDaniel, Boyer, Ford S
Memorials, Retirement - Representative Larry Scruggs
07/04/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0397 by *McDaniel, Boyer, Ford S
Memorials, Retirement - Representative Mark Goins
07/04/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0398 by *Godsey, Mumpower
Memorials, Recognition - Deputy Fire Chief Gary A. Maiden, My Boss is a Patriot Award
06/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0399 by *Windle
Memorials, Death - Mary Lou Winningham
06/24/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0400 by *Montgomery
Memorials, Congratulations - Erin Elizabeth Shubert, Sevier County Junior Miss
06/26/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0401 by *Godsey, Mumpower, Davis (Wash)
Memorials, Retirement - John M. Gregory
06/26/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0402 by *McKee
Memorials, Recognition - Plastic Industries, Inc., 50th Anniversary
06/27/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0403 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers, DeBerry L, Bowers, Pruitt, Langster
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Elizabeth Willis, 80th birthday
06/27/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0404 by *Hagood, Sargent
Memorials, Recognition - Middle Tennessee Pony Club Horse Trials, 50th Anniversary
06/28/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HR 0405 by *Pinion, Phelan, Shepard
Memorials, Sports - John Wade Tucker
06/29/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

*HR 0406 by *Winningham, Winningham
General Assembly, Studies - Creates special committee to study adequacy of funding for BEP.
07/04/02 H Held on desk.

*HR 0407 by *Brown, Winningham
General Assembly, Studies - Creates special committee to study adequacy of funding for BEP. 06/30/02 H Filed for intro.

HR 0408 by *Hood, Sargent, Casada
Memorials, Death - Frank R. Merhoff
07/04/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

*HR 0409 by *Brooks

General Assembly, Studies - Creates special house committee to study feasibility of creating residential school and training center for youth in T.O. Fuller State Park.
07/04/02 H Filed for intro.

HR 0410 by *Davidson, Naifeh, Fowlkes, Hood, Shepard, Sands, McMillian, Fitzhugh, Maddox, White
Memorials, Retirement - Representative Mike Williams
07/04/02 H Signed by H. Speaker

HOUSE JOINT RESOLUTIONS

HJR 0001 by *Davidson
General Assembly, Joint Conventions - Calls joint convention on January 10, 2001, to elect Secretary of State, Comptroller of Treasury, and State Treasurer.
01/29/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0002 by *Bowers
Memorials, Public Service - Joyce Hassell, former state representative
01/29/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0003 by *Bowers
Memorials, Public Service - Sen. Tom Leatherwood
01/29/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0004 by *Goins, Baird
Memorials, Death - Robert Wayne "Bob" Malicote of Campbell County
02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0005 by *McDonald, Garrett
Memorials, Recognition - White House General Baptist Church
02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0006 by *Caldwell
Memorials, Retirement - Jeannie Bertram
02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0007 by *Lewis, Fraley
Memorials, Congratulations - Mary English Furlong, Outstanding Democrat of Coffee County
02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0008 by *Lewis, Fraley
Memorials, Congratulations - James C. Murray, Outstanding Democrat of Coffee County
02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0009 by *Patton, Davis (Wash)
Memorials, Death - Delos Poe Culp
02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0010 by *Davidson, McDaniel
01/29/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0011 by *Davidson, McDaniel
General Assembly, Joint Conventions - State of the State address, January 29, 2001
01/11/01 S Rvd. from H., held on S. desk, pending Comm. Appt.
HJR 0012 by *McDonald, Black, Curtiss, Fowikes, Williams (Wii), Garrett, West, Bone, Hood, Rinks
Memorials, Sports - Portland High School football team, first Blue Cross Bowl champion - 02/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0013 by *Miller L
Memorials, Sports - Tennessee Titans, AFC Central Champions - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0014 by *Davis (Cocke)
Memorials, Death - Clyde Emory Driskill, Jr. - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0015 by *Hargrove
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Andy Boswell, Cancer Research - 01/31/02 S Concurred, Ayes Ayes 32, Nays 0

HJR 0016 by *Head
Memorials, Retirement - Lawrence D. Boyd - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0017 by *Miller L
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Vice President Al Gore - 02/12/01 H Held on desk.

HJR 0018 by *Turner (Shelby)
Memorials, Public Service - The Sarcoïdosis Research Institute - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0019 by *Turner (Shelby)
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mrs. Alversa Williams Lee, 90th birthday - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0020 by *Kernell, Newton, Langster, Williams (Wii), Kent, Cole (Dyer), Davidson
Constitutional Amendments - Empowers general assembly to authorize state lottery; net proceeds to be allocated to provide financial assistance to enable Tennessee citizens to attend in-state post-secondary educational institutions; excess to be appropriated to K-12 capital outlay projects and early learning and after-school programs. - 02/08/01 - Taken off notice for cal. in Calendar & Rules

*HJR 0021 by *Newton, Kernell, Langster, Davidson, Kent, Cole (Carter), Miller L, McDonald
Constitutional Amendments - Empowers general assembly to authorize state lottery; net proceeds to be allocated to provide financial assistance to enable Tennessee citizens to attend in-state post-secondary educational institutions; excess to be appropriated to K-12 capital outlay projects and early learning and after-school programs. - 02/08/01 H R/S H. subst. SJR 1

HJR 0022 by *Caldwell
Memorials, Death - James Freeman Vines of Oak Ridge - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0023 by *Fraley
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Pearl Weaver, 100th Birthday - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0024 by *Scroggs, Kent, Stanley
Memorials, Retirement - Lt. Jay Johnson, Germantown Police Department - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0025 by *Walker
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Cyndie Swofford, National Multiple Sclerosis Mother of the Year - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0026 by *Scroggs, Kent, Stanley
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Tracy S. Speake Germantown Lion's Club Citizen of the Year, 2000 - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0027 by *Scroggs
General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study solid waste management and planning in areas of rapid urban growth. - 04/18/01 - Action def. in s/c State Government of S&LG to 8th meeting in 2003

*HJR 0028 by *McDonald, Miller L, Turner (Shelby), Brooks, Bowers, Fowikes, Williams (Wii), West, Langster
Memorials, Congress - Urges finding of peaceful, permanent solution to conflict in Sudan. - 05/31/01 - Returned by Governor without signature.

HJR 0029 by *Patton
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Dr. and Mrs. Floyd H. Edwards, 50th Wedding Anniversary - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0030 by *Overby, Johnson
Memorials, Sports - Greenback High School Cheerleaders - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0031 by *Bunch
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Beth Hood, Miss Tennessee 2000 - 02/07/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

HJR 0032 by *Bone, Beavers
Memorials, Death - Mr. Wiley T. Bernard of Lebanon - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0033 by *Bone, Beavers
Memorials, Death - Lebanon Fire Chief Henry Wiley Preston - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0034 by *Rinks, Armstrong, Head, Jones U (Shel), Cooper B, Windle, Winstead, Williams (Wii), Whitson, Patton, McDaniel
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Expresses sense of general assembly that state should honor commitment to compensate federally qualified health centers and FQHC look-aikes at minimum of 90 percent of costs related to providing health care to TennCare enrollees for fiscal year 2000-2001. - 06/19/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0035 by *Armstrong
Memorials, Personal Occasion - David Douglas Eugene Armstrong, 57th birthday - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0036 by *Goins
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Rev. and Mrs. Ted Kitts, 50th Wedding Anniversary - 02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0037 by *Goins
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Ralph and Bonnie Keck, 50th Anniversary - 02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0038 by *Cooper B, Turner (Ham), Brooks, Towns
General Assembly, Studies - Urges department of human services to study issues relative to development of additional standards to improve child care. - 02/20/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Human Services and Mental Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HJR 0039 by *Cooper B, Jones U (Shel), Brooks, Towns
General Assembly, Directed Studies - Urges department of education to study issues relative to funding, curriculum, facilities, and health care in K-12 schools. - 02/21/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c/K-12 of ED of Education Committee

*HJR 0040 by *Cooper B, Brooks
Memorials, Government Officials - Requests commissioners of environment and conservation and transportation to work with city of Memphis to reduce speed limits on roads within T.O. Fuller State Park. - 07/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0041 by *Cooper B, Brooks
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Urges commissioner of department of environment and conservation, chairman of board of regents, and president of University of Memphis to formulate plan for University of Memphis and department to jointly share administrative responsibilities for Chucalissa Indian Village and Museum. - 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Parks & Tourism of CON of Conservation Committee

*HJR 0042 by *Cooper B, Pruitt, Brooks
General Assembly, Studies - Creates joint committee to study need to require seatbelts on all vehicles used to transport school children. - 02/21/01 - Failed for Lack of Motion in: Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

*HJR 0043 by *Cooper B, Pruitt, Brooks
General Assembly, Directed Studies - Requests department of children's services to conduct feasibility study relative to expansion of Healthy Start pilot project. - 04/04/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HJR 0044 by *Cooper B, Brooks
General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study feasibility of merging University of Tennessee system into State Board of Regents system to create unitary state system of higher education. - 02/21/01 - Failed for Lack of Second in: Higher Education of ED
*HJR 0045 by *Cooper B . Jones U (Shel), Towns, Pruitt, Brooks
General Assembly, Directed Studies - Urges Department of Education to study issues relative to school safety, escalating dropout rates, and academic achievement gap among minorities. - 03/07/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee


*HJR 0047 by *Cooper B , Brooks General Assembly, Directed Studies - Requests department of education to study transitional difficulties occurring in change of requirements for special education K-12 (code 105) teaching endorsements. - 04/04/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee

HJR 0048 by "Bone Memorials, Death - Ramon Davis - 02/16/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0049 by "Mumpower , Godsey, Davis (Wash), Westmoreland Memorials, Death - Charles Dwight Mason - 02/16/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0050 by "Mumpower Memorials, Death - Charles B. Hux III - 02/16/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0051 by "Mumpower Memorials, Sports - Bob Helton, Tennessee Tennis Hall of Fame - 02/16/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0052 by *Odom General Assembly, Directed Studies - Directs department of environment and conservation to conduct study relative to public safety and health risks associated with gasoline additive, methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE). - 05/23/01 S Rcvd. from H., ref. to S. E,C&T Comm.

*HJR 0053 by *Odom General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study various public safety and health risks associated with gasoline additive, methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE). - 03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Environment of CON

*HJR 0054 by *Odom General Assembly, Directed Studies - Directs University of Tennessee to conduct study relative to public safety and health risks associated with gasoline additive, methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE). - 03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Environment of CON


HJR 0056 by "Hood , Rowland, Beavers Memorials, Public Service - Joe B. Jackson 2001 Heart Ball Honoree - 02/16/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0057 by "Windle Memorials, Personal Occasion - Estie Holman Newberry, 100th birthday - 02/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0058 by "West Memorials, Heroism - Cory Cothren and Kenneth Randolph of Boy Scout Troop 263 - 02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0059 by "West , Garrett, Briley Memorials, Congratulations - 2001 Donelson Station Senior Center's Star-Spangled Salute Honorees, Leighton Bush, Sr. and family - 02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0060 by "Hargrove Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. John H. Hendley, 75th birthday - 02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0061 by "Bone Memorials, Personal Occasion - T.K. and Effie Watkins' 50th Wedding Anniversary - 02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0062 by "Fowlkes , Phillips Memorials, Professional Achievement - Aubrey Brooks, TCJFC/TJCSA Outstanding Juvenile Court Supervisor/Manager - 02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0063 by "Fowlkes , Beavers Highway Signs - "David Blackwell Bridge," U.S. 31A at Big Rock Creek in Marshall County - 04/25/01 - Signed by Governor.


HJR 0065 by "Maddox Memorials, Congratulations - Martin Middle School Cheerleaders - 02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0066 by "Ridgeway Memorials, Heroism - Dylan Ray Burnette of Henry - 02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0067 by "Head Constitutional Amendments - Amends Constitution of Tennessee to allow school boards to impose taxes for school purposes, as provided by general law. - 02/12/01 H Intro., ref. to Education

HJR 0068 by "Windle Memorials, Personal Occasion - Grace Copeland Bilbrey, 102nd birthday - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0069 by "Overby , McCord Memorials, Sports - 2000 Maryville High School football team, Tennessee Secondary School Athletic Association Class 4A state champions - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0070 by "Shepard Memorials, Personal Occasion - Miss Sudie Weatherspoon Pruett, 90th birthday - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0071 by "West Memorials, Death - Raymond Jeffrey Council - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0072 by *Odom , Turner (Dav) Memorials, Government Officials - Urges Long Term Care Services Planning Council to amend proposed Home and Community Based Services waiver to increase individual spending average to $15,000 and to expand range of services funded by waiver. - 04/05/01 S Rcvd. from H., ref. to S. to G.W,H&HR

HJR 0073 by "Newton , McKee Memorials, Congratulations - Phi Theta Kappa All-Tennessee Academic Team - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0074 by "Hargrett Memorials, Congratulations - Bartlett Garden Club - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0075 by "DeBerry L , Naifeh, Jones U (Shel), Langster, Kibey, Davidson, Armstrong, Miller L, Pruitt, Bowers, DeBerry J, Rinks, Kent, Cole (Carter) Memorials, Congratulations - Marlene Sanders, upon accepting position with Eli Lilly Pharmaceuticals - 02/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0076 by "Brooks , Turner (Shelby), DeBerry J, Miller L, Cooper B. Towns Memorials, Death - Elmer Marshall - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0077 by "Hargrove Memorials, Retirement - Barbara Mott - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0078 by "Stanley Memorials, Personal Achievement - Caitlin Steiger, Prudential Spirit of Community Award - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0079 by "Stanley Memorials, Congratulations - Caitlin Robinson, 2001 Prudential Spirit of Community Award winner - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0080 by "Bone , Beavers, Shepard Memorials, Public Service - Glenda Booker - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0081 by "Caldwell Memorials, Recognition - Kimberly Roush, 2001 Prudential Spirit of Community Award - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0082 by "Montgomery Memorials, Heroism - First Lieutenant Brian S. McCord - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0083 by "Montgomery Memorials, Congratulations - Earlene Teaster, City Manager of the Year - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.
*HJR 0084* by *Winningham*, Davidson, Towns, Hood, Caldwell, Cooper B, Turner (Shelby), Patton, Pinion, Maddox, Ridgeway, Fitzhugh, White, Shaw, Harwell, Scroggs, McCord, Hagood, Sands, Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J, Shepard, Whitson, Montgomery, Overbey, West, Pleasant, Bone

General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Endorses "Read Across America" program. - 03/28/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0085* by *Maddox*

Constitutional Amendments - Proposes amendment to Article XI, Section 5 of Constitution of Tennessee to prohibit casinos and casino games of chance. - 02/28/01 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

HJR 0086 by *Briley*, Bone

General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Jeanette Rudy, Wildlife Resources Commission - 04/12/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0087* by *Ridgeway*

General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study potential funding sources for rail-related projects. - 07/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0088 by *Givens*, Bone


HJR 0089 by *Fowlkes*

Memorials, Congratulations - Lavorn "Sonny" Moore, Hamilton County Juvenile Court, winner of Outstanding Juvenile Court Worker Award - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0090 by *Fowlkes*

Memorials, Professional Achievement - Charlie Ray Smith, TCJFC/TJTCSA Meritorious Service Award - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0091 by *Mumpower*, Godsey, Davis (Wash), Westmoreland Memorials, Congratulations - WCBY-TV5, Bristol, Virginia - Tennessee - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0092 by *Fowlkes*

Memorials, Professional Achievement - Carol Ann Roberts, Tennessee Juvenile Court Services Association's Humanitarian Service Award - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0093 by *Fowlkes*, Briley, Sargent Memorials, Public Service - Tim Adgent, Court Administrator, Davidson County Juvenile Court, President's Award - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0094 by *Vincent*

Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. & Mrs. Charles Irwin, 40th wedding anniversary - 03/01/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0095 by *Kisber*, McDaniel, Shaw Memorials, Recognition - Freeman and Geneva Odell - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0096* by *Sands*, Langster, Rinks, Brooks, Turner (Ham), Towns, Fitzhugh, Maddox, Brown

General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study workplace wage discrimination. - 07/12/01 S Ref. to S. FW&M Comm.

HJR 0097 by *Maddox*, Fitzhugh, Ridgeway Memorials, Professional Achievement - Bank of Gleason, 100th year anniversary - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0098 by *Curtiss*, Hood, Rhinehart Memorials, Recognition - Exchange Club of McMinnville, seventy-fifth anniversary - 03/08/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0099 by *Mumpower*, Godsey, Davis (Wash), Westmoreland Memorials, Sports - Dale Earnhardt, for his accomplishments at Bristol Motor Speedway - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0100 by *Pinion*

Memorials, Congratulations - Thomas Bruff - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0101 by *Pruitt*, Jones, S., Caldwell, Fowlkes, Briley, Cooper B, Ferguson, Arriola, Givens, Lewis, Odom, Miller L, Pleasant, Brooks, Turner (Shelby), Chumney, DeBerry J, Jones U (Shel), Bowers, DeBerry L, Turner (Ham), Patton, Langster Naming and Designating - Tennessee Osteoporosis Prevention Month, May 2001 - 04/12/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0102 by *Rhinehart*, Ridgeway Memorials, Naming and Designating - General Federation of Women's Clubs of Tennessee Day, March 14, 2001 - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0103 by *Overbey*, McCord Memorials, Sports - Alcoa High School Tomatoes, 2000 TSSAA Class 2A Football State Champions - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0104 by *Johnson*, Overbey Memorials, Personal Achievement - Andrew Lee, Nicholas Pate, Conner Corwin, and Dana Davidson, Eagle Scouts, Troop #354 - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0105 by *Beavers*

Memorials, Recognition - Williamson Chapel Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, 115th Anniversary - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0106* by *Beavers* Memorials, Congress - Urges support of SB 291 and HR 322, to restore deductibility of state sales tax from federal income tax. - 03/01/01 H Intro., ref. to Finance

HJR 0107 by *Patton*

Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. Blaine A. Whittimore, 50th Anniversary - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0108 by *Patton*

Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. Luther Mason Cantrell, 50th Anniversary - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0109 by *Shepard*

Memorials, Recognition - William Chessor, 2001 Prudential Spirit of Community Award - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0110* by *Langster*, Jones U (Shel), Pruitt, DeBerry L. Bowers, Armstrong, Kent, Cole (Dyer), Todd, Kernell, Miller L

General Assembly, Studies - Creates committee to study increased remedies for violation of civil rights. - 06/13/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in sc Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HJR 0111 by *Hargrove*

Memorials, Retirement - Billy Frank Hendley - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0112 by *Sands*

Memorials, Death - Hugh Harris - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0113 by *Davidson*, Naifeh, Rinks, White, Maddox Memorials, Death - Colleen Marie Brick, State Comptroller's Office - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0114 by *Overbey*

Memorials, Death - Raymond Tuck, Daily Times Advertising Director - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0115 by *Scroggs*, Todd Memorials, Congratulations - Tom Brooks, Collierville Chamber of Commerce Person of the Year - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0116 by *Mumpower*, Godsey, Davis (Wash), Westmoreland Memorials, Recognition - Wellmont Bristol Regional Medical Center - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0117 by *Mumpower*

Memorials, Recognition - Johnson County Future Farmers of America - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.


HJR 0119 by *Fitzhugh*

Memorials, Recognition - Boy Scouts of America - 03/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0120 by *Black*, McDonald Memorials, Professional Achievement - Jennifer Dye, Presidential Award for Excellence in Science and Math Teaching - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0121 by *Phillips*, Hood, Fowlkes Memorials, Naming and Designating - Names Administration Building at new Tennessee Fire Service and Codes Enforcement Academy in Bedford County
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in honor of former Shelbyville Fire Chief Garland King.

- 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0122** by *Turner (Ham)* Memorials, Recognition - Ms. Dziech's Eighth Grade Class at Fairfield Middle School - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0123** by *Bittle, Dunn, Hagood, Boyer, Westmoreland, Baird, Montgomery, Newton, Buttry* Memorials, Recognition - Knox County Young Republican Club - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0124** by *Harwell, Kisber* Memorials, Recognition - Junior League of Tennessee, 100th Anniversary - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0125** by *Turner (Dav)*, Ridgeway, Buck, Fowlkes, Arriola, Briley, Jones, S., Pruitt, Garrett, Langster, Odom, West, Harwell Highway Signs - "Robb Robinson Parkway," Old Hickory Blvd. (S.R. 45) from I-65 to Lebanon Road (U.S. 70) in Davidson County - 03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0126** by *Bone* Memorials, Retirement - Reverend Carl N. Price - 03/28/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0127** by *Shepard, Pinion, Rowland, West, Odom, Turner (Dav)*, Pleasant, Ridgeway, Davis (Wash), Sharp, Newton Memorials, Congratulations - Ronny L. Greer, Al Menah Shriners Potentate 2001 - 03/28/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0128** by *Cole (Carter)* Memorials, Recognition - National Association of Letter Carriers and Rural Letter Carriers of Elizabethton Post Office - 03/28/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0129** by *Odom* Memorials, Academic Achievement - Eve Bilbrey's second grade class, Charlotte Park School, Read Across America campaign - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0130** by *Odom* Memorials, Academic Achievement - Charlotte Park School students, participants in Read Across America campaign - 03/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0131** by *Rinks, Naifeh, Shepard* Memorials, Death - Bill "Razz" Rasbach - 03/28/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0132** by *Beavers, Bone* Memorials, Recognition - Lakeview Elementary School - 03/28/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0133** by *Overbey, McCord, Mumpower* Memorials, Professional Achievement - Ronnie Pryor, Officer of the Year - 03/28/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0134** by *McDaniel* Naming and Designating - Emu Awareness Week, April 7-15, 2001 - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0135** by *Winningham* Memorials, Personal Occasion - Crawford and Gereda Phillips, 50th wedding anniversary - 03/29/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0136** by *West* Memorials, Recognition - Johnny Russell, country music entertainer - 03/28/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0137** by *Bowers, Jones U (Sheil), Kernell, Jones, S., DeBerry L* Memorials, Congress - Urges establishment of prescription drug benefit as component of Medicare program. - 03/25/02 - Returned by Governor without signature.

**HJR 0138** by *Phelan, Pinion* Memorials, Retirement - Lt. Harold Crews - 03/28/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0139** by *Naifeh* Memorials, Congratulations - Shirley Downing, Ms. Tennessee Senior America - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0140** by *Bone, Beavers* Memorials, Personal Achievement - Collin Floyd and Carmen Oakley, 2001 Wilson County Spelling Bee Winners - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0141** by *White, Sands, Fowlkes* Memorials, Death - Judge William Earl Boston - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0142** by *Kisber* Memorials, Recognition - Great Casey Jones Balloon Classic - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0143** by *Godsey* Memorials, Academic Achievement - Katie Elizabeth Young, high school student - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0144** by *Rinks* Highway Signs - "Joseph W. Blount Memorial Highway." U.S. Highway 64 in Hardin County - 07/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0145** by *Phillips, Fowlkes* Naming and Designating - Names fire station at new Fire Service and Codes Enforcement Academy in Bedford County in honor of Fayetteville Fire Chief Robert Strope. - 03/25/02 - Returned by Governor without signature.

**HJR 0146** by *Davis (Wash), Patton* Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sarah Elizabeth Hutton - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0147** by *Stanley* Memorials, Congratulations - Caitlin Robinson of Memphis, finalist for 2001 Prudential Spirit of Community Award - 03/29/01 - H Withdrawn.

**HJR 0148** by *Stanley* Memorials, Personal Achievement - Caitlin Steiger, Prudential Spirit of Community Award - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.


**HJR 0151** by *Winningham, Davis (Wash)*, Brown, Scruggs, Harwell, Montgomery, Patton, Shaw, Maddox, Hagood, Pinion, Whiston, Johnson, Bunch, Cooper B, Caldwell, Hood, Davis (Cocke), Boyer Memorials, Congress - Urges appropriation of federal funds for special education. - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0152** by *Beavers* Memorials, Recognition - Jimmy Stevenson, founder of Richie Stevenson Scholarship Fund - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0153** by *Stanley* Memorials, Congratulations - Caitlin Robinson of Memphis, Distinguished Finalist for 2001 Prudential Spirit of Community Award - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0154** by *DeBerry J* Memorials, Congratulations - Lauren Anderson, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Oratorical Contest - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0155** by *DeBerry J* Memorials, Academic Achievement - Cherrelle Reed, for her perfect writing assessment - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0156** by *Goins* Memorials, Personal Occasion - Reverend Jobby and Mrs. Edith Byrge, 55th wedding anniversary - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0157** by *Goins* Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Irick of Maynardville, 60th wedding anniversary - 04/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0158** by *Phillips, Fowlkes* Historical Sites and Preservation - Historical marker at site of Old Stone Bridge in Fayetteville - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0159** by *Odom* Memorials, Recognition - Robert Dall’Alba - 04/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0160** by *Odom* Memorials, Recognition - Emergency Support Unit of Metro Nashville - 04/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0161** by *Davis (Wash), Patton* Memorials, Recognition - East Tennessee State University College of Business - 04/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

**HJR 0162** by *Godsey, Mumpower, Westmoreland*
Highway Signs - "Joseph Julian Henry Memorial Bridge," S.R. 75 over Holston River in Sullivan County - 06/13/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0163 by "Philips Memorials, Sports - 2000-01 Shelbyville Central High School girls' basketball team, TSSAA Class AAA state champions - 04/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0164 by "Dunn, Bittle, Buttry Memorials, Professional Achievement - Clare Crawford, 2000 Powell Business and Professional Association Woman of the Year - 04/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0165 by "Dunn, Bittle, Buttry Memorials, Congratulations - Lillian Williams, Powell Business and Professional Association's 2000 Businessperson of the Year - 04/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0166 by "Dunn, Bittle, Buttry Memorials, Personal Achievement - Gary Morris, 2000 Powell Business and Professional Association Man of the Year - 04/11/01 - Signed by Governor.


HJR 0168 by "Ferguson Memorials, Sports - James S. Williams, retirement from 39 years of volunteerism with Dixie Youth Baseball - 04/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0169 by "Armstrong, Tindell, Boyer, Hagood, Dunn, Buttry, Bittle Memorials, Professional Achievement - Lois Jean White, National PTA President - 04/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0170 by "Armstrong, Hagood, Dunn, Bittle, Buttry, Tindell, Boyer Memorials, Death - Danny Mayfield - 04/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0171 by "Hargett, Pleasant Memorials, Sports - Bartlett High School, 2000-01 TSSAA Class AAA Boys' Basketball State Champions - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0172 by "White, Tidewell Memorials, Sports - Wayne County Lady Wildcats, 2000-01 TSSAA Class A State Champions - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0173 by "Beavers, Fowlkes Memorials, Retirement - Clarence Powell - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0174 by "Oberley, McCord Memorials, Public Service - Chilhowee Club of Maryville, 2001 "Women Who Make a Difference" - 04/06/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0175 by "Westmoreland Memorials, Public Service - TVA Award, H. E. Bittle and Steve Lewis - 04/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0176 by "Mumpower, Godsey Memorials, Sports - Sullivan North-East High School Special Olympics team, first place in state competition - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0177 by "Mumpower Memorials, Congratulations - Jody Barker, Tennessee's representative in nationwide Crayola Arts Contest - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0178 by "Mumpower Memorials, Death - Dr. Edwin Ross Norris - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0179 by "Clem Memorials, Sports - Chattanooga Christian School Chargers, 2000-2001 TSSAA Class A boys' basketball state championship - 04/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0180 by "Ford S Highway Signs - "Eugene W. Greene Highway," segment of S.R. 160 in Hamblen County - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0181 by "Black Memorials, Personal Achievement - Michelle Fortner, Tennessee's Junior Miss 2001 - 07/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0182 by "Black Memorials, Personal Achievement - Michelle Fortner, Tennessee's Junior Miss 2001 - 07/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0183 by "Turner (Ham) Memorials, Retirement - Carolyn Sivley Minnich - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0184 by "White, Naifeh, Cole (Dyer), Fitzhugh, Maddox, Tidewell, Shaw, Pinion, Ridgeway, Kisber, Phelan, Odom Memorials, Death - Enoch Jackson Rinks - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.


HJR 0186 by "Hood Memorials, Personal Occasion - William Roger Wilson, II, birth - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0187 by "DeBerry J Memorials, Recognition - John David Thomas - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0188 by "Sands Memorials, Recognition - Stephanie Lott, Mule Day Queen 2001 - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0189 by "Sands Memorials, Recognition - Lodge No. 686 of Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks, 100th Anniversary - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0190 by "Turner (Ham), Shepard Memorials, Personal Achievement - Ray Sinos - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0191 by "Turner (Shelby), Ridgeway Memorials, Recognition - National Association for Advancement of Colored People and its April 6, 2001, Southeast Region V Conference in Nashville - 04/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0192 by "Goins Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tracy A. England, Valedictorian, Claiborne County High School - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0193 by "Goins Memorials, Academic Achievement - Carrie Surber, Salutatorian, Forge Ridge High School - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0194 by "Goins Memorials, Academic Achievement - Melissa Brandon, Salutatorian, Claiborne County High School - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0195 by "Goins Memorials, Academic Achievement - Dustin Brown, Valedictorian, Forge Ridge High School - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0196 by "Tidwell, White Highway Signs - "Jake Morris Bridge," U.S. Highway 64 in Wayne County - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0197 by "Sands Memorials, Retirement - James B. Boyd - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0198 by "McCord, Overby Memorials, Death - Howard Loveday - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0199 by "Rinks Memorials, Recognition - Coleman Smith - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0200 by "Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tamara Ward, Salutatorian, Stony Fork High School - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0201 by "Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Louis David Carroll, Valedictorian, Stony Fork High School - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0202 by "Bittle Memorials, Retirement - Miss Virginia J. Ballard - 04/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0203 by "Kisber, McDaniel Naming and Designating - Rockabilly Music Month, June 2001 - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0204 by "Ridgeway, Garrett, Maddox
HJR 0246 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Katie Robinson, Co-Valedictorian, Eagleville High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0247 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Monica Braun, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0248 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Eugene DePrince, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0249 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sarah N. Cunningham, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0250 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sarah Kumpf, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0251 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Bethany Leigh Gailbreath, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0252 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ruth Elizabeth Martin, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0253 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Erin Macbeth, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0254 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Owens, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0255 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ryan S. Peters, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0256 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - David Sims, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0257 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Marcus James Jackson, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0258 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tabbetha Lynese Martin, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0259 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Blake Tankersley, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0260 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Susan Hunt, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0261 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Andrew Macemon, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0262 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Adam W. Nicholson, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0263 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Caleb Barrett, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0264 by *Buttry Memorials, Recognition - Knox County Sheriff’s Race for Victim’s Rights - 04/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0265 by *Fitzhugh Memorials, Sports - Joe Bridges, Ripley High School Baseball Coach, 500th Victory - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0266 by *Fitzhugh Memorials, Personal Achievement - Rachel Smalley - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0268 by *Fitzhugh Memorials, Professional Achievement - Gloria Scott-Richmond, Nominee for 2002 Tennessee Teacher of the Year - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0269 by *Montgomery Memorials, Recognition - Mary C. Queen - 05/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0270 by *Overbye, McCord West Memorials, Recognition - Elmer Mize, Blount County Citizen of the Year - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0271 by *Overbye, McCord West Memorials, Recognition - Ruby Tuesday, Blount County Corporate Citizen of the Year - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0272 by *Beavers , Hood, Rowland Memorials, Academic Achievement - Michelle Boyd, Valedictorian, Smyrna High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0273 by *Beavers , Hood, Rowland Memorials, Academic Achievement - Heather Lee Jones, Salutatorian, Smyrna High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0274 by *Beavers , Hood, Rowland Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amy Parker, Valedictorian, Smyrna High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0275 by *Beavers , Hood, Rowland Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kathryn Michelle Garland, Valedictorian, Smyrna High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0276 by *Beavers , Hood, Rowland Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amy Michaelson, Valedictorian, Smyrna High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0277 by *Beavers , Hood, Rowland Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kyle Lewis Hancock, Valedictorian, Smyrna High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0278 by *Beavers , Hood, Rowland Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tara Ann Barrier, Valedictorian, Smyrna High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0279 by *Goin Memorials, Academic Achievement - Stephanie Davidson, Salutatorian, Union County High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0280 by *Goin Memorials, Academic Achievement - Candice Maynard, Valedictorian, Union County High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0281 by *Goin Memorials, Academic Achievement - Dustin Callahan, Valedictorian, Union County High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0282 by *Goin Memorials, Academic Achievement - Dustin Callahan, Valedictorian, Union County High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0283 by *Briley Memorials, Sports - Marcus Horton, TSSAA Heavyweight Wrestling State Champion - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0284 by *Naifeh Memorials, Professional Achievement - Turner Holdings, LLC, Quality Chek'd Dairies' Halie F. Zimmerman Award - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0285 by *Frale Memorials, Retirement - Joseph Donald Earle - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0286 by *Williams (Wll) , Sergeant Highway Signs - "Historic Downtown Franklin Shopping District," State Route 96 in Williamson County - 01/15/02 - Assigned to s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR

HJR 0287 by *Williams (Wll) Memorials, Sports - 2000-2001 Centennial High School hockey team, state champions - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0288 by *Beavers , Rowland, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Elizabeth Clare Luttrell, Valedictorian, Blackman High School -
HJR 0304 by *West 
Memorials, Recognition - Jimmy Edwards - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0306 by *Bone , Beavers 
Memorials, Personal Occasion - John and Nedra Stephens, 50th wedding anniversary - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0308 by *Kiser , DeBerry L 
General Assembly, Directed Studies - Requires inter-departmental study of autism and creates special joint committee to recommend any necessary legislation. - 02/25/02 - Returned by Governor without signature.

"HJR 0309 by *McCord , Overbey, Montgomery, Boyer General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Expresses support for development of sister-state program between Kaluga Region of Russia and Tennessee. - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0310 by *Shepard 
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Glenda Lee Sullivan, Tennessee Humanities Council Award of Recognition for Outstanding Teaching - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0311 by *Dunn , Armstrong, Tindell, Hagood, Boyer, Bittle, Butter 
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Dr. Judith Neff, Tennessee Humanities Council Award of Recognition for Outstanding Teaching - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0312 by *Bunch , Newton 
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lena Roberta Williams, Valedictorian, Meigs County High School - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0314 by *Todd 
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Joshua J. Robbins (Hills), Eagle Scout - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0316 by *Bone , Beavers 
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Lynne Harrison, Wilson County Teacher of the Year - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0317 by *West 
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Trang (Janice) Thi Tran, Valedictorian, McGavock High School - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0318 by *West 
Memorials, Recognition - St. Philip's Episcopal Church - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0319 by *White 
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Ann Frazier, eightieth birthday - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0320 by *Bunch , Newton 
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Susan Michelle Bunch, Salutatorian, Meigs County High School - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0321 by *McDonald , Newton 
Naming and Designating - Designates August as "Lifelong Learning Month" in Tennessee. - 05/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0322 by *Vincent , Wood, Clem, Turner (Ham), Brown, Sharp 
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Judith Mims, Tennessee Humanities Council Award of Recognition for Outstanding Teaching - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0323 by *Beavers , Bone 
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Bryan Jackson, Eagle Scout - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0324 by *Bowers , Pruitt, Shaw, Turner (Shelby), Brooks, Miller L, Jones U (Shel), Williams (Bill), Not - Naming and Designating - Stroke Awareness Month, May 2001 - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0325 by *Fowlkes , Phillips 
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lincoln County High School Robotics Team - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0326 by *Winningham , Brown, Davis (Wash), McKee 
Memorials, Interns - Taffey Hall - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

"HJR 0327 by *Patton , Davis (Wash) 
Highway Signs - Adelphia Centre and Carroll Reece Museum at ETSU, I-81 at Exit 57 and I-181 at Exit 31A in Washington County - 07/09/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0328 by *Mumpower 
Memorials, Death - Ralph Erwin, Jr. - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0329 by *McKee 
Memorials, Recognition - Friendship Baptist Church, 175th anniversary - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0330 by *Dunn
Memorials, Recognition - Brandy McCarley - 05/24/01 - Returned by Governor without signature.

HJR 0331 by "Ford S
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Eva Bales Allen, 90th birthday - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0332 by "Turner (Shelby), Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J, Bowers, Miller L, Brooks Memorial, Professional Achievement - Athan Gibbs, Sr., designer of Tru-Vote - 05/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0333 by "Wood, Sharp, Clem, Vincent, Brown Naming and Designating - National Drinking Water Week, May 6-12, 2001 - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0334 by "Harwell, McDaniel Memorials, Personal Achievement - Shauya Chanana, Safest Kid in America - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0335 by "McDonald, Arriola, Williams (Wil), Bone, West, Newton Memorials, Public Service - Public power systems providing electric power service to residents of Tennessee - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0336 by "McDonald, Arriola, Williams (Wil), Bone, West, Newton, Garrett Memorials, Recognition - Purity Dairies, 75th anniversary - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0337 by "Kisber, Cole (Carter), Garrett, Armstrong, Kent General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study impact upon public TV in Tennessee of conversion of television broadcasting from analog to digital mode. - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0338 by "Ridgeway Memorials, Sports - William B. Caldwell, Parikh-Henry County Sports Hall of Fame Distinguished Service Award - 05/17/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0339 by "Cole (Carter) Memorials, Professional Achievement - Maggie Greene, Award of Recognition for Outstanding Teaching - 05/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0340 by "McMahan, Head Memorials, Professional Achievement - Kaye Phillips Warren, Award of Recognition for Outstanding Teaching - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0341 by "West Memorials, Death - James Larry "Doby" Sullivan - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0342 by "West Memorials, Academic Achievement - Michelle Ziegler, Valedictorian, Antioch High School - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0343 by "Overbey, Cole (Dyer) Memorials, Sports - Alecia Ingram, Big 12 Conference's Newcomer of the Year and Gymnast of the Year - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0344 by "Fowlkes, Beavers Memorials, Personal Occasion - Thelma Limbaugh, 100th birthday - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0345 by "Hargrove Naming and Designating - May, 2001, Stroke Awareness Month - 05/10/01 H Reset on reg. cal. For 5/14/01

HJR 0346 by "Overbey, McCord Memorials, Academic Achievement - Benjamin B. Taylor, Salutatorian, William Blount High School - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0347 by "Overbey, McCord Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jason Burton Johnson, Valedictorian, William Blount High School - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0348 by "Overbey, McCord Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brian Matthew Hitchcock, Salutatorian, Alcoa High School - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0349 by "Walker, Curtiss, Rhinehart Memorials, Death - Senator Raymond Shadden and his wife, Evelyn Shadden - 05/21/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0350 by "Sands Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kristen Richardson, Valedictorian, Culleoka High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0351 by "Sands Memorials, Academic Achievement - John Curtis Boyer, Valedictorian, Spring Hill High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0352 by "Sands, White Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rebekah Ellen Ruppel, Valedictorian, Zion Christian Academy - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0353 by "Sands, White Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rebecca Beth Kincade, Valedictorian, Hampshire Unit School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0354 by "Sands Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rebecca Leigh Riddle, Valedictorian, Columbia Academy - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0355 by "Sands Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kaleb Monroe Kersey, Valedictorian, Mt. Pleasant High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0356 by "Sands Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jason Colt Beard, Valedictorian, Santa Fe High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0357 by "Sands Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sharon Thackston, Valedictorian, Columbia Central High School - 05/10/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0358 by "DeBerry L Memorials, Retirement - Susie M. Davis-Jefferson - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.


HJR 0360 by "Hood Memorials, Professional Achievement - Carl P. Mayfield, 2001 Academy of Country Music Air Personality of the Year - 05/22/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0361 by "Hood Memorials, Death - James E. "Droopy" Edwards - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0362 by "Hargrett, Pleasant Memorials, Academic Achievement - Meredith McFarland, Salutatorian, Bartlett High School - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0363 by "Hargrett, Pleasant Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jennifer Elia, Valedictorian, Bartlett High School - 02/07/02 - Signed by S. Speaker

HJR 0364 by "McCord, Overbey Memorials, Personal Achievement - Christopher Rankin, Eagle Scout - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0365 by "Overbey, McCord Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Garrett, Salutatorian, Heritage High School - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0366 by "McKee Memorials, Academic Achievement - Anna Marie Ruckgaber, 3rd place in Humanities Tennessee Letters about Literature Contest - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0367 by "Kisber, McMahan, Naifeh Memorials, Personal Occasion - James L. Exum, 60th birthday - 02/07/02 - Signed by S. Speaker

HJR 0368 by "Sands Memorials, Death - Horace Oliver Porter of Columbia - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0369 by "Ridgeway, Fowlkes, White Memorials, Congratulations - Mia Evans, Miss TSU 2001-2002 - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0370 by "Ridgeway Memorials, Retirement - Reed Brewer - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0371 by "Ridgeway
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jason Thomas Goodrum, Valedictorian, Gateway Christian School - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0372 by *Williams (Wil)
Memorials, Retirement - Doug Langston - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0373 by *Bowers
Memorials, Interns - Bairthina Denise Wilson - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0374 by *Kisber
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Andrea Lynn Crouse, Salutatorian, Gateway Christian School - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0375 by *Kisber
Naming and Designating - Rockabilly Music Month, June 2001 - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0376 by *Rheingart
Memorials, Retirement - Susan Burns Greer - 05/23/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0377 by *Bone , Boyer
Memorials, Recognition - William A. *Toopie* Cammuse - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0378 by *West
Memorials, Retirement - Betty Uhles - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0379 by *Ridgeway

HJR 0380 by *Odom
Memorials, Interns - Kimaley F. Clark - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0381 by *DeBerry L
Memorials, Interns - Mandy Eoff - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0382 by *Fowlkes , Beavers
Memorials, Congratulations - Town of Cornersville on opening of new McDonald's - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0383 by *Overbye , McCord
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Scott Feather, Salutatorian, Maryville High School - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0384 by *Overbye , McCord
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Julie Ferguson, Valedictorian, Maryville High School - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0385 by *McCord , Overbye
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Adam Mobe, Salutatorian, Heritage High School - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0386 by *McCord , Overbye
Memorials, Academic Achievement - David Douglas Redwine, Valedictorian, Alcoa High School - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0387 by *McCord , Overbye
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Shannon Wrobleski, Valedictorian, Heritage High School - 05/25/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0388 by *Mumpower , Godsey, Davis
(Wash) Memorials, Interns - Patrick Joseph Boggs - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0389 by *Godsey , Mumpower, Davis (Wash)
Highway Signs - "Great Stage Road," S.R. 126 in Blountville, Sullivan County - 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HJR 0390 by *Wood , Sharp
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Sandra Hughes, Award of Recognition for Outstanding Teaching - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0391 by *Rheingart , Phelan, Curtiss
Memorials, Interns - Brandy Martin - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0392 by *Maddox
Memorials, Death - Dwayne D. Maddox, Jr. of Huntingdon, former member of Tennessee General Assembly - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0393 by *Langster , Naifeh, DeBerry L, Pruitt, Garrett, Briley, Phillips, Arriola, Jones, S., Odom
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Lauren Elise Briggsant Simpson - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0394 by *Bone
Memorials, Death - J. W. Clemonsmons - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0395 by *Naifeh
Memorials, Interns - Jamie Marie Webb - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0396 by *Naifeh
Memorials, Interns - Thomas Cale Harris - 06/01/01 - Returned by Governor without signature.

*HJR 0397 by *Walker , Kieber, Head, Davidson, McDaniel, Boyer, Newton, Curtiss, Wood, Scroggs, Ford S, McKee, McCord, Kent, Buck, Cole (Carter), Rinks, Turner (Ham), Bone, Bitte, Sargent, Maddox, Fitzhugh, Patton, Ridgeway, White, Pinion, Shepard
Constitutional Amendments - Limits appropriations for general expenditures from state tax revenues to 6 percent of state's annual economy; revenues received in excess of such limitation to be rebated to taxpayers or used to fund reserve for revenue fluctuations. - 07/06/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

HJR 0398 by *Pleasant , Hargett
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ardis Strong, Valedictorian, Bolton High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0399 by *Pleasant , Hargett
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Anderson P. Heston, Salutatorian, Bolton High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0400 by *Kisber , Head, Naifeh
Memorials, Public Service - Joanne Yeager Dull, Legislative Budget Analysis Specialist - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0401 by *Buttry
Memorials, Interns - Fred Agee - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0402 by *Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amy Robinson, Salutatorian, Campbell County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0403 by *Baird , Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Terra E. Clotfelter, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0404 by *Baird , Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Courtney Day, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0405 by *Baird , Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Heath Stockbury, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0406 by *Baird , Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Abbi Beth Kincaid, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School - 06/05/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0407 by *Baird , Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Fowlen N. Bailey, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School - 06/05/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0408 by *Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jennifer K. Wilson, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0409 by *Goins , Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Longmire, Salutatorian, Campbell County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0410 by *Goins , Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kristy Louise Goins, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0411 by *Goins , Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Richard Todd Evans, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0412 by *Goins , Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Angel Chadwell, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.
HJR 0413 by *Goins , Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Carrie Elizabeth Harris, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0414 by *Goins , Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rebekah Meredith, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0415 by *Goins , Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rebecca Mongar, Salutatorian, Campbell County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0416 by *Goins , Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kenneth Goins, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0417 by *Ridgeway Memorials, Recognition - Walter Barton Herbisone - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0418 by *Shepard Memorials, Recognition - Keith Family Reunion - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0419 by *Beavers Memorials, Interns - Christopher Whittaker - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0420 by *Walker Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sara G. Young, Salutatorian, Rhea County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0421 by *Walker Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brent Reed, Valedictorian, Rhea County High School - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0422 by *Brooks , Cooper B Memorials, Interns - Alyssa Brandon - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0423 by *Brooks , Cooper B Memorials, Interns - Bintou Njie - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0424 by *Brooks , Cooper B Memorials, Interns - Bharath Subramanian - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

"HJR 0425 by *Mumpower , Godsey Highway Signs - PFC Dave C. Hinkle Memorial Bridge," State Route 44 in Sullivan County - 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HJR 0426 by *Mumpower Memorials, Death - E. Magdalene Rohr - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0427 by *Baird Memorials, Recognition - Esco L. Owens - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0428 by *Hagood , Garrett Memorials, Recognition - David H. Levy - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0429 by *Westmoreland , Sargent, Patton, Whilton Memorials, Interns - Elizabeth Tramel - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0430 by *Buck , McMillian, Sands Memorials, Interns - Tracy Tipton - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0431 by *Sargent Memorials, Personal Achievement - John "Jack" Freed Dean, Jr., Eagle Scout - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0432 by *West Memorials, Recognition - Bill Anderson - 05/30/01 - Signed by Governor.


HJR 0435 by *Mcllivan, Buck, Sands Memorials, Interns - Marta Anderson - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0436 by *Bowers Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lashandra Johnson, Salutatorian, Oakhaven High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0437 by *Bowers Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rory Green, Valedictorian, Oakhaven High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0438 by *Bowers Memorials, Academic Achievement - Barbara Lynn Paxson, Valedictorian, Wooddale High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0439 by *Bowers Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lisa Michelle Hagan, Salutatorian, Wooddale High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0440 by *Givens, Bowers, Bone Memorials, Interns - Amber Hope Moore - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0441 by *Chumney, Turner (Ham) Memorials, Professional Achievement - Marion Griffin, first female admitted to practice law in Tennessee and first woman to serve in Tennessee General Assembly. - 05/23/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0442 by *Phillips , Miller L, Fitzhugh Memorials, Interns - Angela Brooke Hocker - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0443 by *Phillips, Fitzhugh, Miller L Memorials, Interns - Thomas Allen Archer - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0444 by *Head, Cole (Dyer) Memorials, Interns - Michael Wall - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0445 by *Langster, Jones U (Shel), Tindell Memorials, Interns - Nikita Nicole Lamar - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0446 by *Ridgeway, White, Fowlkes Memorials, Interns - Mia Evans - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0447 by *Chumney, DeBerry J, Maddox Memorials, Interns - David Austin Fair - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0448 by *Maddox, DeBerry J, Chumney Memorials, Interns - Christie Elizabeth Johnston - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0449 by *Chumney, DeBerry J, Maddox Memorials, Interns - David Austin Fair - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0450 by *Rowland Memorials, Interns - Kevin S. Latta - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0451 by *Bittle, Hagood Memorials, Interns - Bryn Frances Laiolo - 06/07/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0452 by *Winningham Memorials, Personal Occasion - Howard and Louise Young, 50th anniversary - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0453 by *Bone, Beavers Memorials, Academic Achievement - Christian Eddie, Valedictorian, Mt. Juliet Christian Academy - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0454 by *Bone, Beavers Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rachel Walker, Salutatorian, Mt. Juliet Christian Academy - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0455 by *Bone, Beavers Memorials, Academic Achievement - Clint Shiffer, Salutatorian, Watertown High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0456 by *Bone, Beavers Memorials, Academic Achievement - Mary Jo Kilzer, Valedictorian, Watertown High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0457 by *Bone, Beavers Memorials, Academic Achievement - Derek Scott Rabe, Valedictorian, Lebanon High School - 06/04/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0458 by *Bone, Beavers Memorials, Academic Achievement - Cynthia Lynn Davidson, Salutatorian, Lebanon High School -
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Leah Simpson, Valedictorian, Halls High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0503 by *Fitzhugh Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jami Nolen, Salutatorian, Halls High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0504 by *DeBerry L Memorials, Recognition - New Monumental Baptist Church - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0505 by *Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Caroline Collins, Valedictorian, Anderson County High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0506 by *Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sara Lindsay Jones, Valedictorian, Anderson County High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0507 by *Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Josie Hahn, Valedictorian, Anderson County High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0508 by *Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amanda Crawford, Valedictorian, Anderson County High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0509 by *Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Rebecca Lowe, Valedictorian, Anderson County High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0510 by *Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Alina Mullikin, Valedictorian, Anderson County High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0512 by *Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kacy Slone, Valedictorian, Anderson County High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0513 by *Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Marleah Thompson, Valedictorian, Anderson County High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0514 by *Bone Memorials, Recognition - John Lee Hawkes - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0515 by *Turner (Ham) Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lindy Brooke Turner, graduation from Bay High School - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0516 by *West, Phillips Memorials, Recognition - Whitland Area Neighborhood - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0517 by *Kisber Memorials, Recognition - Charles L. Harrison - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0518 by *Westmoreland Memorials, Recognition - Kingsport Board of Mayor and Alderman and Sullivan County Board of County Commissioners - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0519 by *Overby, Johnson Memorials, Recognition - Mrs. Betty Carey, Loudon County First Lady 2001 - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0520 by *Overby, McCord Memorials, Professional Achievement - Mr. James Ratledge, Tennessee's 2001 National Distinguished Principal - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0521 by *Turner (Shelby) Memorials, Recognition - Charles A. Leach III - 06/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0522 by *Boyer Memorials, Personal Occasion - Joseph Smelser, 90th birthday - 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0523 by *Clem Memorials, Sports - 2001 Chattanooga Christian School Soccer Team, TSSAA State Champions - 06/15/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0524 by *Clem Memorials, Sports - 2001 Chattanooga Christian School girls' tennis team, TSSA A Class A-AA state champions - 06/19/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0525 by *Baird, Goin Memorials, Death - Larry Dilbeck - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0526 by *Hood Memorials, Professional Achievement - Dr. R. Eugene Smith, Interim President of MTSU and former Vice President for Business and Finance at University of Memphis - 06/14/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0527 by *Bone, Lewis Memorials, Retirement - John Bryan Freeman - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0528 by *Bone, Beavers Memorials, Recognition - Wilson Central High School - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0529 by *Buttry, Hagood Memorials, Sports - Bearden High School Boys' Tennis Team, 2001 TSSAA Division 1 Class AAA State Champions - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0530 by *Buttry, Hagood Memorials, Sports - Bearden High School boys' soccer team, 2001 Class AAA state soccer champions - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0531 by *McMillan Memorials, Recognition - Natalie Baggett Walker - 06/13/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0532 by *Fowlkes Memorials, Sports - Giles County High School Lady Bobcats, TSSAA Class AA State Girls' Softball Champions - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0533 by *Cooper B, Brooks, Towns, Bowers, DeBerry L, DeBerry J, Jones U (Shel), Kernell Memorials, Death - Richard E. Lacey - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0534 by *DeBerry J, Jones U (Shel) Memorials, Recognition - Harding Academy, history of excellence - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0535 by *Chumney, Brooks, Miller L, Cooper B, Towns, Bowers, DeBerry L Memorials, Retirement - Patricia Ann Garrett - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0536 by *Goin Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brooke Longmire, perfect attendance - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0537 by *Cooper B, DeBerry J, Jones U (Shel), Towns, Brooks General Assembly, Directed Studies - Directs study relative to development of educational center focused on international trade. - 06/22/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HJR 0538 by *Davis (Wash), Mumpower, Godsey, Patton Memorials, Recognition - Crumley House, day treatment rehabilitation program for brain injury survivors - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0539 by *DeBerry J Memorials, Public Service - Urania Latto Alissandratos - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0540 by *DeBerry J Memorials, Public Service - A.D. Alissandratos - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0541 by *Jones U (Shel) Memorials, Interns - Douglas M. Pearce - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0542 by *Mumpower, Godsey, Westmoreland, Davis (Wash) Memorials, Personal Occasion - Jonathan William Wagner, birth - 06/19/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0543 by *McDaniel Memorials, Retirement - Lester Dale Crews - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.
HJR 0544 by *Scroggs, Kent, Stanley Memorials, Sports - Germantown High School Baseball Team, 2001 TSSAA Class AAA State Champions - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0545 by *Stanley Memorials, Personal Achievement - Christopher David Pickler, Tennessee Eagle Scout of the Year - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0546 by *Stanley Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sarah Elizabeth Taylor, Valedictorian, Cordova High School - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0547 by *Chumney, DeBerry J, Maddox, Fitzhugh, White, Patton, Bowers, Brown, Scroggs, Rowland, Black, Williams (Wil), Fowlkes Memorials, Retirement - Jennifer Helton Hann, Senior Legislative Attorney, Office of Legal Services - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0548 by *Stanley Memorials, Academic Achievement - Matt Marston, Salutatorian, Cordova High School - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0549 by *Hargett, Pleasant Memorials, Personal Occasion - Joseph and Patricia Orsak, 50th wedding anniversary - 06/18/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0550 by *Goins, Baird Memorials, Personal Achievement - Mary Gillum, NAPIL Fellowship for Equal Justice Award Recipient - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0551 by *Buck, Winningham Highway Signs - `Fred Clark Memorial Highway," S.R. 141 in Macon County - 06/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0552 by *Hood, Curtiss, Rhinehart Memorials, Recognition - McKenzie C. Roberts - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0553 by *Maddox, Pinion, Ridgeway Memorials, Retirement - Mary Burchard - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0554 by *McDonald, Bone, West, Williams (Wll), Newton, Black Memorials, Recognition - St. Luke African Methodist Episcopal Church - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0555 by *McDonald, Black, Williams (Wll), Newton Memorials, Sports - Beech High School Softball Team, 2001 TSSAA Class AAA State Champions - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0556 by *Hargett Memorials, Sports - Kristin Furman, Belmont University Athletic Scholarship Recipient - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0557 by *Head General Assembly, Directed Studies - Creates special joint committee to study election laws and effect of automation on electoral process. - 06/18/01 S Rcvd. from H., ref. to S. $&L Gov. Comm.

HJR 0558 by *Turner (Ham) Memorials, Personal Achievement - Gabriel Sewell, Eagle Scout - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0559 by *Bone, Givens, McDaniel, Walker, Bowers, Windle, Baird, Goins Memorials, Death - "Millie the Calf" - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0560 by *Montgomery Naming and Designating - Designates August, 2001, as Celebrate Freedom Month. - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0561 by *Hargrove, Ridgeway, Sheppard Memorials, Retirement - Jackie Donaldson - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0562 by *Bunch Memorials, Professional Achievement - Helen Lee, Cleveland City School System 2002 Teacher of the Year Nominee - 06/18/01 H Withdrawn.

HJR 0563 by *Bunch Memorials, Professional Achievement - Helen Lee, Cleveland City School System 2002 Teacher of the Year Nominee - 07/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0564 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland Memorials, Retirement - Lewis Baker - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0565 by *Brooks Memorials, Recognition - Wiley Henry - 07/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0566 by *DeBerry L Memorials, Recognition - Selmon-Blakely Family Reunion - 07/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0567 by *Fitzhugh Memorials, Sports - University of Tennessee baseball team, 2001 College World Series participant - 07/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0568 by *Hargrove, Windle Memorials, Retirement - Chaplain Charles W. McCaskey - 06/27/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0569 by *Curtiss, Rhinehart Highway Signs - "John Steele Cooper Bridge," U.S. Highway 70S at Van Buren-White county boundary - 06/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0570 by *Sargent Memorials, Retirement - General William G. Moore, Jr., President of Metropolitan Nashville Airport Authority - 07/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0571 by *Mumpower, Godsey, Davis (Wash), Westmoreland Memorials, Congratulations - R. Michael Browder, Chairman, American Public Power Association - 07/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0572 by *Ridgeway Memorials, Professional Achievement - Sam Tharpe, President of Tennessee Municipal League - 07/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0573 by *DeBerry L Memorials, Recognition - Eric Jerome Dickey - 07/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0574 by *Turner (Shelby) Memorials, Recognition - Mae D. Houston - 07/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0575 by *West Memorials, Retirement - John M. Stone, Sr. - 07/02/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0576 by *Buck, Walker, Head, Newton, Naifeh, Ridgeway, Fitzhugh, Maddox, White, Rinks, Turner (Ham), Kent, Cole (Carler), Pinion, Shepard Constitutional Amendments - Proposes amendment to Article II, Section 24, to limit state tax revenues to 6 percent of state's economy unless governor declares emergency and declaration is ratified by three-fifths of each house. - 07/06/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

HJR 0577 by *Chumney, DeBerry J, Jones U (Shel), Bowers, Hargett Memorials, Recognition - Greek Festival - 06/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0578 by *Langster, Pruitt, Jones, S., Bowers, DeBerry L, Curtiss, Odom, Turner (Dav), Brown, Armstrong, Tindell Memorials, Death - Lizzie Mai Ridley Morton - 06/30/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0579 by *Caldwell Memorials, Recognition - Caldwell Family Reunion - 06/29/01 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0580 by *Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Josie Hahn, Valedictorian, Anderson County High School - 07/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0581 by *McDaniel General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to determine if economic/market benefits exist in Tennessee's health insurance market for persons or entities that have not participated in TennCare. - 07/07/01 S Re-ref. to S. Delayed Bills

HJR 0582 by *Goins, Caldwell Memorials, Public Service - Stephanie Barger Conner - 07/11/01 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0583 by *Chumney, DeBerry L, Jones U (Shel), Kernell Constitutional Amendments - Declares that general assembly shall have no authority to impose tax upon sale of food and food ingredients for human consumption. - 06/28/01 H Intro., ref. to Finance
HJR 0584 by *Winningham, Roach, Whitson, Davis (Cookce), Givens. Memorials, Public Service - Dr. Vernon Coffey - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0585 by *McKee Memorials, Public Service - Mayor Margaret Mahery - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0586 by *Head, McMillan Memorials, Sports - Trenton Lavar Hassell, Chicago Bulls signee - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0587 by *Winningham, Rinks, Sands, White, Shepard, Davis (Cookce), Whiton Memorials, Recognition - Boy Scouts of America - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0588 by *Goins, Stanley, Boyer Memorials, Death - Chet Atkins - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0589 by *Mumpower Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan S. Morrell, married May 19, 2001 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0590 by *Overbey, Bittle, Armstrong, Boyer, Dunn, Hagood, Bufny Memorials, Death - Bob J. Jones - Signed by Governor.


HJR 0592 by *Phillips Naming and Designating - Names Tennessee Technology Center at Shelbyville "James L. Bomar, Jr. Technology Center." - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0593 by *Shepard Memorials, Sports - Leo McClellan inducted into Wyoming Athletic Hall of Fame - Returned by Governor.

HJR 0594 by *Overbey, Ferguson, Johnson Memorials, Professional Achievement - Melinda K. Day, Teacher of the Year - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0595 by *Overbey Memorials, Recognition - Mrs. Alma Davis of Blount County - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0596 by *Windle Memorials, Retirement - Fayne Nelson - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0597 by *McDonald, Black Memorials, Public Service - George Randolph Offitt, Legionnaire of the Year - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0598 by *Turner (Dav) General Assembly, Studies - Creates joint committee to study feasibility of consolidating state boards and commissions. - 03/15/02 - Signed by Governor.


HJR 0600 by *Davidson, Garrett Memorials, Death - Drue H. Smith - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0601 by *Rhinehart Memorials, Death - William Ealon Martin - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0602 by *Fraley Memorials, Recognition - William "Clyde" Stephens, Jr., Emergency Medical Technician Gold Medal Award - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0603 by *West, Kisber, Garrett Memorials, Public Service - Teddy Bart and Karlen Evins for their work in "Teddy Bart's Round Table" and its extension through "The Public Forum," a not-for-profit educational broadcast foundation - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0604 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers Memorials, Sports - Riverdale High School football team, TSSAA Class 5A champions - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0605 by *White Memorials, Recognition - Lawrenceburg Kiwanis Club, a Tennessee State Championship Barbecue Cook-Off - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0606 by *White Memorials, Heroism - Commander John Anthony Feldhaus, U.S. Navy - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0607 by *Lewis Memorials, Congratulations - Charles Michael Layne - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0608 by *Lewis, Fraley Memorials, Congratulations - Alice D. Bailey - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0609 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers Memorials, Sports - John L. Beaty, TSSAA Class 5A "Mr. Football" - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0610 by *Hargrove Memorials, Sports - Kennedy Cooper - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0611 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers Memorials, Sports - Ralph King, TSSAA Class 5A "Mr. Football" - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0612 by *Hargrove Memorials, Recognition - Hendley Family Association, Inc. - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0613 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers Memorials, Sports - Kendall Newson, All-American candidate, Middle Tennessee State University wide receiver - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0614 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers Memorials, Sports - Dwone Hicks, MTSU Running Back - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0615 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers Memorials, Sports - Wes Counts, MTSU Quarterback - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0616 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers, Fowlkes, Sands, Fraley Memorials, Sports - Middle Tennessee State University football team, Sun Belt Conference champions - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0617 by *Miller L, Langster, Todd, Pleasant, Turner (Dav), Jones U (Shel), Westmoreland, Kent, Rinks, Davidson Memorials, Heroism - Personnel of New York City Fire and Police Departments, Port Authority Police Department, and emergency medical personnel and other responders who died or were injured during events of September 11, 2001 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0618 by *Phillips Memorials, Professional Achievement - Marily Humphreys Gaines, Bartlett High School English Teacher - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0620 by *Scroggs Memorials, Sports - Germantown Lady Red Devils 2001 Class AAA State Soccer Champions - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0621 by *Casada Memorials, Retirement - Roland Maddox - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0622 by *DeBerry L Memorials, Recognition - Gwendolyn Elizabeth Boyd - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0623 by *Cooper B, Brooks, Turner (Shelby), Bowers, Brown, Kornell General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study feasibility of residential school or summer camp for disadvantaged youth at T.O. Fuller state park - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0624 by *Davidson, McDaniel
General Assembly, Recess & Reconvene -
Recesses general assembly from close of business on Thursday, January 17, 2002, to
Monday, January 28, 2002, at 5:00 p.m. (CST).
- 01/28/02 H Intro, held on desk.

HJR 0625 by *McDonald, Black
Memorials, Public Service - John R. Phillips, Sr.,
Stellar Tribute Award -
02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0626 by *McDonald, Black
Memorials, Death - Thomas Anthony (Tony) Utley -
02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0627 by *Mumpower, Godsey, Davis
(Wash), Westmoreland
Memorials, Death - Former State Representative
gwen Fleming -
02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0628 by *Rinks
Memorials, Sports - McNairy Central High School Bobcats, TSSAA Region 6-AAA Football Champions -
02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0629 by *Maddox, Phelan
Memorials, Sports - Adrian Jamison, TSSAA Class A Mr. Football -
02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0630 by *Maddox
Memorials, Death - George Broussard -
02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0631 by *Maddox
Memorials, Sports - Justin Harrell, 2001 TSSAA Division 1 Class 2A Mr. Football -
02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0632 by *Langster, Naifeh, Pruitt, Jones,
S., West, Arriola, Harwell, Garrett, DeBerry L,
Briley, Jones U (Shel), Davidson, Kisber, Kent,
Head, Hood, Bone, Ferguson
Memorials, Retirement - Gerald F. Nicely -
02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0633 by *Casada
Naming and Designating - Designates February 1, 2002, as Black History Celebration in Franklin.-
02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0634 by *Pinion
Memorials, Retirement - Bill Harrison -
02/06/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0635 by *Davis (Wash), Godsey,
Mumpower
Memorials, Congress - Memorializes Congress to pass school prayer amendment to U.S.
Constitution or call constitutional convention to do so.-
02/14/02 H Withdrawn.

HJR 0636 by *Givens, Overbey
Memorials, Death - George Tunnell -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0637 by *Bunch
Memorials, Sports - Schack Van Deusen, 2001 Wrestling USA Magazine National Assistant Coach of the Year -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0638 by *Hargett
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Margie Holmes, Tennessee Recreation Parks Association's Lifetime Member Award -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0639 by *Pleasant, Bowers, Cooper B,
Brooks, Jones U (Shel), DeBerry L, Hargett, Kent
Memorials, Retirement - Dr. James Byron Mitchell, Jr. -
01/31/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0640 by *Cole (Dyer)
Memorials, Personal Occasion - William Thomas and Ruth Lynn Bradley Norman, 50th Wedding Anniversary -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0641 by *Sharp, McDaniel
Naming and Designating - Designates February 6, 2002, as "Ronald Reagan Day." -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0642 by *Langster, Turner (Dav), West,
Davidson
Memorials, Death - Dr. Philip Arnold Nicholas -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0643 by *Mumpower
Memorials, Death - Angela Adams Estes -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0644 by *DeBerry L
General Assembly, Directed Studies - Directs education oversight committee to study feasibility of offering classes to help teachers working with dyslexic students. -
04/02/02 - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Calendar & Rules Committee

*HJR 0645 by *DeBerry L
General Assembly, Directed Studies - Directs corrections oversight committee to study provision of amenities in prisons. -
02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

*HJR 0646 by *Bowers, Givens, Turner (Ham),
DeBerry J, Brooks
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Urges primary and secondary schools to offer more calcium-rich foods and beverages in school lunch and snack programs. -
06/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0647 by *Winningham, , Towns, Brown,
Hood, Shaw, Sands, Bunch, Caldwell, Shepard,
Casada, Pinion, McCord, Montgomery, Pleasant,
Cooper B, Maddox, Bone
Naming and Designating - "National Teacher’s Day" in Tennessee, May 7, 2002. -
04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0648 by *Winningham, , Towns, Brown,
Hood, Shaw, Sands, Bunch, Caldwell, Pinion,
McCord, Montgomery, Pleasant, Cooper B,
Maddox, Rinks, Davidson, Bone
Memorials, Recognition - "Read Across America" -
04/09/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0649 by *Davis (Cocke)
Memorials, Personal Achievement - James B. Clark, Scottish Rite of Freemasonry, 33rd Degree -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0650 by *Davis (Cocke)
Memorials, Heroism - Herman Victor Hall -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0651 by *Davis (Cocke)
Memorials, Heroism - Orville V. Calfee -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0652 by *Davis (Cocke)
Memorials, Personal Achievement - James Joey Hicks, Eagle Scout -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0653 by *Davis (Cocke)
Memorials, Public Service - Newell "Hop" Byrd, 40 years of service to Newport Rescue Squad -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0654 by *Davis (Cocke)
Memorials, Recognition - Solomon C. Black -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0655 by *Davis (Cocke)
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Domenick J. Allen, Eagle Scout -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0656 by *Davis (Cocke)
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Shawn Ray Hendrickson, Eagle Scout -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0657 by *Davis (Cocke)
Memorials, Heroism - Oll C. "Hoppy" Hopkins -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0658 by *Scruggs, Kent, Stanley
Memorials, Recognition - Jim O’Brien, 2001 Citizen of the Year -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0659 by *Kisber
General Assembly, Directed Studies - Continues joint study committee on electric utility industry deregulation until February 28, 2004. -
06/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0660 by *Sands
Naming and Designating - Designates Columbia Breakfast Rotary Club’s annual horseshoe pitching contest as "Tennessee Horseshoe Pitching State Championship." -
02/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0661 by *Rinks
Constitutional Amendments - Requires three-fifths vote of general assembly to raise rate of sales tax or tax measured by income, and requires offsetting rate reduction. -
04/10/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HJR 0662 by *Maddox
Memorials, Retirement - James H. Westbrook, Jr. -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0663 by *Overbey, McCord
Memorials, Retirement - Sue A. Dawson -
02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0664 by *Mumpower
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. Philip R. Poling, 50th wedding anniversary - 02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0665 by *Mumpower, Godsey, Davis (Wash)
Memorials, Recognition - Birthplace of Country Music Alliance - 02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0666 by *Windle
Memorials, Recognition - Jessica Dawn Smith - 02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0667 by *Givens, Baird, Goins, Dunn, Bowers, Bone, McDaniel, Windle General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Expresses support for Division of Forestry's commitment to sustainable forest management in state forest system, and FSC and SFI forest sustainability certification programs in general; commends Division for attaining certification from FSC; urges Division and Forestry Commission to demonstrate and interpret progress in achieving certification in sustainable forest management as means to promote such practices on private forest land. - 02/12/02 - Assigned to s/c Environment of CON

HJR 0668 by *Whitson, Mumpower, Davis (Wash), Godsey, Montgomery, Westmoreland, Ford S, McCord, Hagood, Givens, Roach, Patton, Cole (Carter), Davis (Cocke), Buttry, Overbey
Memorials, Death - Cecile Cox Quillen - 02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0669 by *Buck, Winningham, Bone
Memorials, Death - Carl Baker - 02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0670 by *Jones U (Shel)
General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study coordination and standardization of homework assignments in grades 1-8 of Tennessee's public school systems and establishes a standard of standards relative to uniform accessibility to Homework Hotlines. - 02/04/02 H Intro., ref. to Education

*HJR 0671 by *Beavers, Black, Rowland
Constitutional Amendments - Requires legislature to conduct formation of public policy and decisions in open meetings. - 03/15/02 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

*HJR 0672 by *Bowers
General Assembly, Studies - Creates interagency coordinating council to study prevention of hepatitis in prisons, provision of health services to persons with hepatitis in prison, and other related issues. - 06/11/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0673 by *Davidson
Highway Signs - Coopertown, I-24 at Exit 24 - 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR

HJR 0674 by *Davidson
Memorials, Heroism - Pleasant View Volunteer Fire Department - 05/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0675 by *Sands
Memorials, Retirement - Charles Thacker, Jr. - 02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0676 by *Sands
Memorials, Sports - Coach Jim Cartwright - 02/12/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0677 by *McCord, Bone, Overbey
Memorials, Personal Occasion - James Ollie and Lydia Mae Hatcher, 60th wedding anniversary - 02/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0678 by *Turner (Ham)
Memorials, Death - Leon "Lee" Crawford Balch - 02/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0679 by *Walker, Curtiss
Memorials, Recognition - Debra Kay Wyatt Hall Kokes - 02/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0680 by *Hagood, Buttry, Dunn, Tindell, Bittle, Armstrong, Boyer
Naming and Designating - William Edward Hooper, Bard Laureate of State of Tennessee - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0681 by *Langster, DeBerry L, Naifeh, Turner (Shelby), Bowers, Ridgeway, Davidson, Armstrong, Jones, S., Miller L, Jones U (Shel), Phelan, Brooks, Garrett, Brown, Arriola, Lewis, Cooper B, Towns, Harwell, Vincent, Todd, Kent, Rhinehart, Turner (Ham), Pruitt
Memorials, Public Service - Commissioner Dorothy B. Shell - 02/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Congress - Memorializes Congress to pass voluntary school prayer amendment to U.S. Constitution. - 05/22/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: S. Jud Comm.

*HJR 0683 by *Bone

HJR 0684 by *Bone
Memorials, Recognition - Arthur "Art" Beesley - 03/05/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0685 by *Garrett, Turner (Dev), Pleasant, Miller L, Jones U (Shel)
Naming and Designating - "Emergency Medical Services Week" May 19-25, 2002 - 04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0686 by *White

HJR 0687 by *Overbey, McCord
Memorials, Sports - 2001 Maryville High School football team, TSSAA Class 4A State Championship - 03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0688 by *Black
Memorials, Death - Montie Davis - 03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0689 by *Mumpower, Godsey, Westmoreland, Davis (Wash)
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Don Hill, 2002 Time Magazine Quality Dealer Award - 03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0690 by *Davis (Wash), Patton
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Amy Colley, Tennessee's Fairest of the Fair 2002 - 03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0691 by *Kisber
Memorials, Recognition - Laurice Lanier - 02/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0692 by *Davidson, McDaniel
General Assembly, Recess & Reconcile - Recesses House of Representatives from close of business on February 14, 2002 until March 11, 2002 at 4:00 p.m.; recesses Senate from February 14, 2002 until February 25, 2002 at 5:00 p.m. - 02/20/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0693 by *Sands
Constitutional Amendments - Proposes amendment to Constitution of Tennessee, Article VI, Section 14, to require general assembly to prescribe maximum fine that, absent waiver, may be assessed without jury. - 04/10/02 H SJR 555 substituted.

HJR 0694 by *Stanley
Memorials, Sports - David Gossett, Tennessee Sports Hall of Fame - 03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0695 by *Johnson, Overbey, Ferguson
Memorials, Congratulations - Ashley Newcomb of Lenoir City, Prudential Spirit of Community Award nominee - 03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0696 by *Hargrett
Memorials, Sports - Shadowlawn Middle School Girls Basketball, 2002 Shelby County Tournament Champions - 03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0697 by *Clem
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Justin King, Soddy-Daisy High School Senior, perfect comprehensive score of 36 on ACT - 03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0698 by *Kernell
Constitutional Amendments - Requires two-thirds approval of house and senate, or majority of house and senate in two consecutive general assemblies, to increase rate of state sales tax. - 03/31/02 H Intro.

HJR 0699 by *McDonald, Garrett
Memorials, Public Service - Miles Ezell, Jr. - 03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0700 by *McDonald
Memorials, Recognition - Ruth "Babe" Carter - 03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.
HJR 0701 by *White
Memorials, Congratulations - Jennifer Jeansonne, Prudential Spirit of Community Awards -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0702 by *Sargent
Memorials, Retirement - Richard A. Buerger -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0703 by *Caldwell
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Harold G. Woods, 2001 Jayne Thomas Grassroots Volunteer Recognition Award -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0704 by *Ridgeway
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Expresses appreciation to Tennessee Congressional Delegation for securing Section 5309 public bus and rail funding; urges Delegation to assist in securing funding for fiscal year 2002-2003. -
05/31/02 - Returned by Governor without signature.

HJR 0705 by *Jones, S.
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Douglas Edward Hunter, II, Eagle Scout -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0706 by *Ford S
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Vernon and Dorothy Vandiver, 69th Wedding Anniversary -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0707 by *Ford S
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Allen and Mable French, 65th wedding anniversary -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0708 by *Ford S
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Mark Workman, Hamblen County 9-12 Teacher of the Year -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0709 by *Ford S
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brandi McClanahan, Hamblen County Spelling Bee Champion -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0710 by *Scroggs
Memorials, Congratulations - Taylor Stamps -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0711 by *Montgomery
Memorials, Congratulations - Patricia Ellingwood, 2002 Prudential Spirit of Community Award Distinguished Finalist -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0712 by *Ford S
Memorials, Recognition - JoAnn Burchfield, Hamblen County pre-K-4 Teacher of the Year -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0713 by *Baird
Memorials, Death - Leon "Buster" Braden -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0714 by *Beavers , Bone
Memorials, Sports - Mt. Juliet High School Lady Bears, 2001-2002 TSSAA District 9-AAA Champions -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0715 by *Shepard , Naifeh, Givens, Bone Memorials, Recognition - 200th anniversary of founding of United States Military Academy at West Point -
03/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0716 by *Hargrove
Memorials, Recognition - Anne Brown -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0717 by *Caldwell
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Harold G. Woods, 2001 Jayne Thomas Grassroots Volunteer Recognition Award -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0718 by *Givens
Memorials, Government Officials - Expresses support for division of forestry's management of sustainable forest management in state forest system; commends division for attaining certification from Forest Stewardship Council and meeting preliminary requirements to proceed with certification process under Sustainable Forestry Initiative. -
03/19/02 - Assigned to s/c Environment of CON

HJR 0719 by *Armstrong
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Rose Mary Ballard, 2001 Ms. Senior Tennessee -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0720 by *Davis (Wash) , Patton, Mumpower Memorials, Death - Dr. Charles Jones -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0721 by *West
Memorials, Recognition - Robert Jackson (Bobby) Joslin, Jr. -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0722 by *Ford S
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Jim Claborn, Hamblen County Teacher of the Year -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0723 by *Pinion
Highway Signs - "Lester Hailey Parkway", U.S. 51 within Town of Troy, Obion County -
05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0724 by *Baird
Memorials, Congratulations - Jacksboro Elementary Cheerleaders -
03/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0725 by *McKee
Memorials, Congratulations - Marilyn and Jerry Rowden, 2002 recipients of Joy Dirksen Baker Award -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0726 by *Bone , Buck
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Ms. Annie Cox, 79th birthday -
05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0727 by *Beavers
Memorials, Recognition - Williamson Chapel Christian Methodist Episcopal Church, 116th Anniversary -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0728 by *McDonald
Memorials, Retirement - Jon Allen Collins -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0729 by *McDaniel , Naifeh Memorials, Public Service - George W. Hattaway, Commissioner of Department of Children's Services -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0730 by *Ferguson , Johnson, Overbey Memorials, Recognition - Deborah Newcomb, Prudential Spirit of Community Award winner -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0731 by *Black , Beavers Memorials, Congratulations - Hendersonville Christian Academy -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0732 by *Harwell
Memorials, Professional Achievement - David L. Solomon, named to AICPA Hall of Fame -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0733 by *Dunn , Buttry, Caldwell, Black, Brooks, Armstrong, Towns Memorials, Congratulations - Amy Bullard of Knoxville, Prudential Spirit of Community Award Distinguished Finalist -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0734 by *Windle
Memorials, Death - Randall Shane Cooper -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0735 by *Phelan
Highway Signs - Designates U.S. Highway 45W in Gibson County as "Blue Star Memorial Highway". -
05/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0736 by *Hood
Memorials, Recognition - American Automobile Association, 100th anniversary -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0737 by *Phelan , Maddox, Pinion Memorials, Death - Richard Binkley -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0738 by *Ford S
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Alice Buitler, 100th birthday -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0739 by *Maddox , Phelan Memorials, Death - Otis Green "Cokie" Neely -
03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0740 by *Davis (Wash) , Mumpower, Godsey, Westmoreland Naming and Designating - National Child Abuse Prevention and Awareness Month, April 2002 -
04/17/02 S Rcvd. from H., ref. to S. GW, H&HR

HJR 0741 by *Naifeh , Rinks General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Confirms appointment of Sara Kyle as director of TRA. -
06/30/02 - Action def. in Calendar & Rules to next calendar
*HJR 0742 by *Briley , Jones, S. General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Confirms appointment of Pat Miller as director of TRA. 06/30/02 - Action def. in Calendar & Rules to next calendar

*HJR 0743 by *McDaniel , Boyer General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Confirms appointment of Deborah Taylor Tate as director of TRA. 06/30/02 - Action def. in Calendar & Rules to next calendar

HJR 0744 by *DeBerry L , Bowers Memorials, Death - Reverend Sylvester Williams - 03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.


HJR 0746 by *Rink s , Buck, Newton, Walker , Stanley, Cole (Carter), Patton, Ford S, White, Sands, Maddox, Fitzhugh, Bone, Ridgeway, Shepard, Kisber, Naifeh Constitutional Amendments - Requires three-fifths majority of each house of general assembly to raise rate of sales tax or any tax measured by income. - 06/19/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

HJR 0747 by *Overbey , McCord Memorials, Death - Judson Boyton Murphy - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0748 by *Bone Memorials, Death - James Masco Meadows, Sr. - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0749 by *Bone, McDonald, Black Memorials, Death - Mary Elizabeth Enoch - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0750 by *McDonald Memorials, Recognition - Willie Leduc, Westmoreland Citizen of the Year - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0751 by *Hargett , Pleasant Memorials, Personal Achievement - Patrick Ford, Eagle Scout - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0752 by *Buck General Assembly, Directed Studies - Directs Tennessee Law Enforcement Advisory Council to study electronic recording of custodial interrogations of defendants in criminal cases. - 03/20/02 H Ref. To Judiciary

HJR 0753 by *Davidson General Assembly, Recess & Reconvene - Provides for recesses of senate and house of representatives beginning at close of business in both houses on Monday, March 18, 2002: with senate to return for one day, on Wednesday, March 27, 2002; house to return for one day, on Monday, March 25, 2002; and with both houses to recess again until Wednesday, April 3, 2002. - 03/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0754 by *Phelan Memorials, Public Service - Robert J. Eddiephon - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0755 by *Brooks Memorials, Public Service - Brenda L. Cleaver - 04/02/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0756 by *Ford S , Davis (Wash) Memorials, Professional Achievement - Priscilla Mills, First Female CEO of Lakeway Hospital - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0757 by *Bone Highway Signs - "Superspeedway Exit" I-65, I-24, I-40 at SR 840 - 03/25/02 H Intro., Held on Desk.

*HJR 0758 by *Bone Highway Signs - Reconfigures "Ward Agricultural Center" signs on I-40 in Wilson County to include "Fiddler's Grove"; directs department to erect "Fiddler's Grove" signs on US 231 in Wilson County. - 03/25/02 H Intro., Held on Desk.

HJR 0759 by *Pleasant Memorials, Retirement - William Martin Woods - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0760 by *Hood Memorials, Retirement - Larry Haynes - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0761 by *Brooks Memorials, Recognition - Dr. Bobby Jones - 04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0762 by *Arriola , Pruitt, Jones, S., West, Garrett, Odom, Briley, Langster, Harwell, Turner (Dav) Memorials, Recognition - Nashville's Table - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0763 by *Ferguson , Roach Memorials, Recognition - James Russell "Russ" Farrar - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0764 by *Scroggs , Stanley Memorials, Retirement - Ernest Chism - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0765 by *Pinion Memorials, Recognition - James Harris - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0766 by *Bone Memorials, Recognition - Carleton College Habitat for Humanity Team - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0767 by *Bone Memorials, Retirement - Harold Ray Patton - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0768 by *Hood Memorials, Retirement - Arthur W. Hastings - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0769 by *Davis (Wash) Memorials, Academic Achievement - Anna Martzin, Outstanding Student - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.


HJR 0771 by *Mumper , Westmoreland, Godsey, Davis (Wash) Memorials, Death - Dr. Winston Pannell - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0772 by *Brooks Memorials, Recognition - Reverend J. D. Jamerson, 32 Years as Pastor of Mount Gilliam Baptist Church - 04/02/02 - Signed by Governor.


HJR 0774 by *Naifeh , Rinks Memorials, Death - William Andrew Cannon - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0775 by *Dunn , Armstrong, Hagood, Boyer, Bittle, Tindell, Buttry Memorials, Recognition - Rick Carnes, Powell Business and Professional Association's Man of the Year - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0776 by *Dunn , Armstrong, Hagood, Boyer, Bittle, Tindell, Buttry Memorials, Professional Achievement - Danny Cunningham, Powell Business and Professional Association's Man of the Year - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0777 by *Turner (Ham) Memorials, Recognition - Ruth Brinkley - 04/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0778 by *Fowlkes Memorials, Recognition - Boss Hill - 04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0779 by *Maddox Highway Signs - "George Broussard Memorial Bridge," bridge spanning Middle Fork of Obion River on State Route 43/U. Highway 45E between Sharon and Greenfield in Weakley County - 04/17/02 Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HJR 0780 by *Sands Memorials, Recognition - 2002 Mule Day celebration - 04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0781 by *DeBerry J Memorials, Sports - Garrett Hines, Silver Medal, 2002 Winter Olympic Games - 04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0782 by *Caldwell
Memorials, Sports - Cellina High School Girls' Basketball Team -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0784 by *Winningham
Memorials, Sports - Coach Jim Brown -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0785 by *Winningham
Memorials, Death - Hairold Junior Strode -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0786 by *Winningham
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Tonja Crabtree, Burchfield Elementary Teacher of the Year -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0787 by *Winningham
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Anne Bates, Scott High School's Teacher of the Year -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0788 by *Phean
Memorials, Sports - Walter Kilzer, Class of 2002 TSSAA Hall of Fame -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

"HJR 0789 by *Newton
Highway Signs - "Sheriff Israel Smith Memorial Highway", U.S. Highway 11 in Bradley County -
05/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0790 by *Hargott, Pleasant
Memorials, Sports - Garrett Hines, Silver Medal, 2002 Winter Olympic Games -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0791 by *Montgomery, McCord
Memorials, Sports - Coach Gene Huskey and Sevier County High School Bearettes, 2001-2002 Division 1, Class AAA Basketball Champions -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0792 by *Winningham
Memorials, Sports - Joe Sims, Tri-Lakes Conference Coach of the Year -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0793 by *Winningham
Memorials, Sports - Jackson County High School Lady Blue Devils, 2002 TSSAA Class AA Basketball Champions -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0794 by *Phean, Hargott
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Murrell Elizabeth Lane Phean, 80th birthday -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0795 by *Bone, Beavers
Memorials, Recognition - Mary T. Bunish -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0796 by *Bone, Beavers
Memorials, Sports - Friendship Christian School Girls' Basketball Team -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0797 by *Bone, Beavers
Memorials, Sports - Jim Bowie Adcock, Rodeo Champion -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0798 by *Shepard
Memorials, Recognition - 2002 Dickson County Old Timers' Day Parade Grand Marshalls -
04/17/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0799 by *Walker
Memorials, Public Service - Representative Shirley Powell Duer -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0800 by *White
Memorials, Recognition - Dr. Virgil Crowder, Jr., 2001-2002 District Governor of Lawrenceburg Rotary Club -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0801 by *Cooper B
Memorials, Recognition - William (Bill) Lucy -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0802 by *Goins, Baird, Ferguson
Memorials, Recognition - The Isacs -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0803 by *Goins, Roach
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Medley, Salutatorian, Powell Valley High School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0804 by *Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Eric Sharpe, Valedictorian, Powell Valley High School -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0805 by *Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Natasha Reed Yeary, Salutatorian, Forge Ridge High School -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0806 by *Goins, Roach
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Dean, Valedictorian, Forge Ridge School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0807 by *Goins, Roach
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kerri Crawford, Salutatorian, Claiborne County High School -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0808 by *Goins, Roach
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Alisha Coffey, Valedictorian, Claiborne County High School -
04/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0809 by *Davidson, McDaniel
General Assembly, Recess & Reconcile - Recesses General Assembly at close of business on Wednesday, April 3, 2002, and reconvenes both houses on Wednesday, April 10, 2002 at 1:00 p.m. (CDT); recesses General Assembly at close of business on Wednesday, April 10, 2002, and reconvenes both houses on Wednesday, April 17, 2002 at 1:00 p.m. (CDT). -
04/09/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0810 by *Sands
Memorials, Death - Herbert L. Lewis, Jr. -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0811 by *Dunn, Buttle, Buttry, Tindell, Hagood, Boyer
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Laura Gill Bailey, 2001 Powell Business and Professional Association Woman of the Year -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0812 by *Winningham
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Carol Reed of Scott County, Fairview Elementary Teacher of the Year -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0813 by *DeBerry J
Memorials, Recognition - Cupboard Restaurant -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0814 by *Turner (Shelby)
Memorials, Sports - Garrett Hines, Silver Medal, 2002 Winter Olympic Games -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0815 by *Baird, Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Channing Donald, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0816 by *Baird, Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ana Nichole Vinsant, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0817 by *Baird, Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Heatherly, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0818 by *Baird, Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Katie Arnold, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0819 by *Baird, Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jennifer Lynn Clair, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0820 by *Baird, Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kelli French, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0821 by *Baird, Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jennifer Salveson, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0822 by *Baird, Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brandon Martin, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0823 by *Baird, Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amber Williams, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.
72x133 by *Brooks

HJR 0824 by *Baird, Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Megan McCullough, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0825 by *Baird, Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Angela Jeanette Phillips, Valedictorian, Stony Fork High School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0826 by *Baird, Goins
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Rose Bullock, Salutatorian, Stony Fork High School -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0827 by *Mumpower, Godsey
Memorials, Recognition - Tennessee High School Mighty Viking Band -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0828 by *Pinion
Memorials, Retirement - Emerson "El" Fly -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0829 by *Langster, Arriola, Naifeh, Maddox, Shaw, West, Jones, S., Pruitt, Odom, Jones U (Shel), Davidson, McDaniel, Briley, DeBerry J, DeBerry L
Memorials, Recognition - Joey McClendon -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0830 by *Phelan
Highway Signs - "Harriett Moore Memorial Road", S.R. 420 in Gibson County -
05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0831 by *Bittle, Fowkes, Lewis
Naming and Designating - "Wild Turkey Week," April 5-11, 2002 -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0832 by *DeBerry L, Naifeh
Memorials, Government Officials - Encourages Governor to recognize April 16, 2002, as "Equal Pay Day" in Tennessee. -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0833 by *Maddock, Ridgeway, Pinion, Shepard
Memorials, Recognition - Community Development Services, Inc. -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0834 by *Buck, Sands
General Assembly, Directed Studies - Directs Tennessee Law Enforcement Advisory Council to study electronic recording of custodial interrogations of defendants in criminal cases. -
04/24/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HJR 0835 by *Brooks
Memorials, Recognition - Reverend W.A. Sesley -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0836 by *Rhinehart
Highway Signs - Replaces signs for "S. Sgt. Raymond E. Cooley - Medal of Honor Recipient" and "S. Sgt. Ray E. Duke - Medal of Honor Recipient" on State Route 26 in Marion County. -
05/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0837 by *Rowland, Beavers, Hood
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Amy Miller, Pre-K-4th grade Teacher of the Year, Murfreesboro City School System -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0838 by *Rowland, Beavers, Hood
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Valerie Rains, 5th and 6th grade Teacher of the Year, Murfreesboro City School System -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0839 by *Fowlkes
Memorials, Congratulations - Ardmore Public Library -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0840 by *Overby, McCord
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Ed Mitchell, 2002 Blount County Citizenship Award -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0841 by *Overby, McCord
Memorials, Recognition - Union Planters Corporation, Blount County Corporate Citizen of the Year -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0842 by *Head, McMillan, Patton, Davidson, McDonald
Memorials, Recognition - Honors faculty and staff of Austin Peay State University on 75th anniversary. -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0843 by *Sands, White
Memorials, Death - Larry Earl Lockamy -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0844 by *Sands
Memorials, Death - Ernest B. Lovell -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0845 by *Hargrove
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Cookeville High School Varsity Cavalier Academic Bowl Team, Tennessee High School State Academic Bowl Champions -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0846 by *DeBerry L
Memorials, Death - Reverend D.G. Gray, Sr. -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0847 by *Johnson, Ferguson
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Dr. Gail W. Disney, 2002 First Lady of Loudon County -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0848 by *Rhinehart, Givens
General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Michael W. Black, Tennessee State Forestry Commission -
07/04/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0849 by *McCord, Overby, Kisber, Hood
General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Richard Ray, State Board of Education -
06/24/02 S Rcvd. from H., held on S. desk.

HJR 0850 by *Rhinehart, Davidson, Sands, Fraley, Hood
General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Flavious A. Barker, State Board of Education -
06/24/02 S Rcvd. from H., held on S. desk.

HJR 0851 by *Harwell, Bunch, Caldwell, Hood
General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Carolyn D. Pearre, State Board of Education -
06/24/02 S Rcvd. from H., held on S. desk.

HJR 0852 by *Bone, Beavers
Memorials, Death - Joseph Glenn Walker -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0853 by *Bone, Beavers
Memorials, Retirement - Jackie C. Hays -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0854 by *West
Memorials, Recognition - The Ladies' Hermitage Association, First Hermitage Restoration -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0855 by *West
Naming and Designating - "Let Love Ring!" Day, September 11, 2002 -
05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0856 by *Davidson
General Assembly, Recess & Reconvene - Recesses 102nd General Assembly from close of business on Wednesday, April 24, 2002, and reconvenes on Wednesday, April 24, 2002, at 1:00 p.m.; recesses General Assembly at close of business on Wednesday, April 24, 2002, and reconvenes on Wednesday, May 1, 2002 at 1:00 p.m. -
04/23/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0857 by *Goins, Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Leslie Claiborne, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0858 by *Goins, Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Garren Michael Petree, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0859 by *Goins, Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amber Nichole Reynolds, Salutatorian, Campbell County High School -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0860 by *Goins, Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Tyler Young, Valedictorian, Campbell County High School -
04/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0861 by *Turner (Dav)
Memorials, Recognition - Nikki Bailey, Chattanooga Youth of the Year -
04/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0862 by *Buck, Briley
General Assembly, Directed Studies - Directs Tennessee Law Enforcement Advisory Council to study electronic recording of custodial interrogations of defendants in criminal cases. -
06/11/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0863 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Ms. Caroline S. Brock, Rutherford County School System Teacher of the Year for Secondary Level - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0864 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland Memorials, Professional Achievement - Ms. Glenda R. High, Rutherford County School System Teacher of the Year for Elementary Level - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0865 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers Memorials, Professional Achievement - Mr. Jeff Duke, Rutherford County School System Teacher of the Year for Middle Level - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0866 by *McDaniel Memorials, Recognition - Jennie Ellen Harper - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0867 by *McDaniel Memorials, Recognition - Mary Lauren Anderson - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0868 by *Overbey, McCord Memorials, Death - D.K. Thomas - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0869 by *Odum, Garrett Memorials, Personal Achievement - Bryan Joseph Lavender, Eagle Scout - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0870 by *Baird, Goins Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jeremy Robert Buckner, Valedictorian, Jellico High School - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0871 by *Baird, Goins Memorials, Academic Achievement - Dustin Anderson, Salutatorian, Jellico High School - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0872 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers Memorials, Congratulations - Middle Tennessee Medical Center - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0873 by *Winningham Highway Signs - Names segment of State Highway 111 in Pickett County "James (Jim) South Memorial Drive" - 04/24/02 H Intro., ref. to Finance

HJR 0874 by *Fraley Memorials, Public Service - Joe Yokley - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0875 by *Davis (Wash), Patton Memorials, Recognition - Fall Branch Volunteer Fire Department, 50th Anniversary - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0876 by *Beavers, Bone Memorials, Academic Achievement - Houston Heath Hunt, Salutatorian, Watertown High School - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0877 by *Beavers, Bone Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kelly Cross, Valedictorian, Mt. Juliet High School - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0878 by *Beavers, Bone Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brad Austin Donnell, Salutatorian, Lebanon High School - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0879 by *Beavers, Bone Memorials, Academic Achievement - Beth Ellis, Valedictorian, Lebanon High School - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0880 by *Beavers, Bone Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amanda Elizabeth Tutt, Valedictorian, Watertown High School - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0881 by *Beavers, Bone Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brittnie Marie Dye, Salutatorian, Friendship Christian School - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0882 by *Brooks, Cooper B Memorials, Interns - Terica Nicole Smith - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0883 by *Walker Memorials, Personal Achievement - Corinne Gould, All-American Quarter Horse Congress Queen - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0884 by *Walker, Curtiss, Sargent, Harwell, Mckee, McDaniel, Fowlkes, Turner (Ham) Memorials, Recognition - Eddy Arnold, Top Country Recording Artist of All Time - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0885 by *Hagood, Roach Memorials, Death - T. Shane Murray - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0886 by *Buck, Hood Memorials, Death - Gordon Oldham - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0887 by *Bowers Memorials, Recognition - Angela N. Staples - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0888 by *Baird Memorials, Recognition - Omicon Chapter of Alpha Omicron Pi - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0889 by *Arriola, Pruitt Memorials, Recognition - Glenciff High School Business Professionals of America contest participants - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0890 by *Kernell, Bowers, Naifeh, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - 1st Tennessee Bank and First Tennessee Foundation, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0891 by *Kernell, Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Morton W. Buckman, supporter of New Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0892 by *Kernell, Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - William W. Dunavant, Jr., supporter of New Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0893 by *Kernell, Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Assisi Foundation of Memphis, Inc., supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0894 by *Kernell, Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Staff of Memphis and Shelby County Public Library and Information Center, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0895 by *Kernell, Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - LHS, Inc., supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0896 by *Kernell, Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Barnstable Broadcasting, Inc., supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0897 by *Kernell, Bowers, Naifeh, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - First Tennessee Bank and First Tennessee Foundation, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0898 by *Kernell, Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Sossaman and Associates, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.
HJR 0899 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Friends of Memphis-Shelby County Public Library, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0900 by *Kernell , Bowers, Nalfeh, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Mr. and Mrs. Allen Morgan, Jr., supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0901 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - H. W. Durham Foundation, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0902 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Dr. and Mrs. E. Charles Leonard, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0903 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - FedEx Corporation, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0904 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - John W. Stokes, Jr., supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0905 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Kristi and Dean Jerminig, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0906 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Jabie and Helen Hardin, supporters of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0907 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Dunavant Enterprises, Inc., supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/14/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0908 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - The Junior League of Memphis, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0909 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - AutoZone, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0910 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Time Warner Communications, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0911 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0912 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Microsoft, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0913 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - Plough Foundation, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0914 by *Kernell , Bowers, Towns, Turner (Shelby), Cooper B, DeBerry J, Miller L, Chumney, Jones U (Shel), Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Hargett, DeBerry L, Kent, Brooks, Todd Memorials, Recognition - James R. Humphreys, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/08/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0915 by *Odom Memorials, Personal Occasion - Samuel Earl and Linda May Shields Hunt, 50th Wedding Anniversary - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0916 by *Beavers , Bone Memorials, Academic Achievement - Stephanie Stafford, Valedictorian, Friendship Christian School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0917 by *Beavers , Bone Memorials, Academic Achievement - Mandy Ham, Salutatorian, Wilson Central High School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0918 by *Mumpower Memorials, Academic Achievement - Angela Hart, Perfect Attendance, Bristol Tennessee High School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 0919 by *Armstrong , DeBerry L General Assembly, Studies - Creates interagency task force to study issues relative to intermediate care facilities for persons with mental retardation (ICFS/MR). - 05/01/02 H Intro., ref. to Finance

*HJR 0920 by *Shaw Highway Signs - "Viscen Charles Morrow Bridge", U.S. Highway 64 in Hardeman County - 05/30/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0921 by *Godsey Memorials, Recognition - Cadet Petty Officer First Class Atasha L. Jackson - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0922 by *Hargett , Pleasant Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ryan James Sells, Valedictorian, Bolton High School - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0923 by *Hargett , Pleasant Memorials, Academic Achievement - Leslie Michelle O'Neal, Salutatorian, Bolton High School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0924 by *Hargett , Pleasant Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ryan Eugene DeBoard, Valedictorian, Bartlett High School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0925 by *Goins , Baird Memorials, Professional Achievement - General Carl Stiner, contributor to best-selling book, Shadow Warriors - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0926 by *Hargett , Pleasant Memorials, Academic Achievement - Michael Thomas Finnerin, Jr., Salutatorian, Bartlett High School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0927 by *Beavers , Bone Memorials, Academic Achievement - Christina Haines, Salutatorian, Mt. Juliet High School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0928 by *Beavers , Winningham Memorials, Academic Achievement - Charles Deryl Smith III, Salutatorian, Hermitage Springs High School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.
HJR 0929 by *Beavers , Winningham
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kelley Leann Cherry, Valedictorian, Hermitage Springs High School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0930 by *Bone , Beavers
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Diane Bates Bennett, Lebanon/Wilson County Chamber of Commerce Teacher of the Year - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0931 by *Bone
Memorials, Death - Ernest Johnson - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0932 by *Davidson , McDaniel
General Assembly, Recess & Reconvene - Recesses general assembly from close of business on Wednesday, May 1, 2002, to Wednesday, May 8, 2002, at 1:00 p.m. (CDT). - 05/01/02 H Held on desk.

HJR 0933 by *Walker , Curtiss
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Mr. and Mrs. Clabome Wilson, Jr., 50th wedding anniversary - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0934 by *McDonald , Black
Memorials, Recognition - Lakeshore Estates, 50th Anniversary - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0935 by *McDonald , Black, Hargrove, Foukwes, Naifeh
Memorials, Public Service - Walter Durham, Tennessee State Historian - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0936 by *Goins , Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lauren Ellen Maness, Valedictorian, Union County High School - 05/13/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0937 by *Goins , Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kayla Brummitte, Valedictorian, Union County High School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0938 by *Goins , Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Ian Slayton, Valedictorian, Union County High School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0939 by *Goins , Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Justin Chance Smith, Valedictorian, Union County High School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0940 by *Goins , Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jennifer Shea Cooke, Valedictorian, Union County High School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0941 by *Goins , Baird
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Stacy McCoy, Valedictorian, Union County High School - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0942 by *Dunn , Buttry, Bittle, Tindell, Armstrong, Hagood, Boyer
Memorials, Death - Martha Lee Ellis Stanley - 05/07/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0943 by *Turner (Ham) , Wood, Walker , Hagood, Maddox, Kisber, Hargrove, Harwell
General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study issues relative to intermediate care facilities for persons with mental retardation (ICFs/MR). - 05/08/02 H Intro., ref. to Finance

HJR 0944 by *Cole (Dyer)
Memorials, Congress - Urges Congress and President to adopt policy against further over-valuing of U.S. dollar against other currencies. - 05/08/02 H Intro., ref. to Finance

HJR 0945 by *Hargrett , Pleasant
Memorials, Public Service - Lieutenant Glen Williamson, Bartlett Police Department - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0946 by *Pleasant , Hargrett
Memorials, Recognition - Brandon Eggers - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0947 by *Stanley
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Holly Garrison, Salutatorian, Cordova High School - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0948 by *Stanley
Memorials, Academic Achievement - James Patrick Denton, Salutatorian, Evangelical Christian School - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0949 by *Stanley
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Erin Marie Moseley, Valedictorian, Evangelical Christian School - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0950 by *Stanley
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amanda Carpenter, Valedictorian, Cordova High School - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0951 by *Kennell
Memorials, Interns - Steve Collier - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0952 by *Montgomery
Memorials, Recognition - Al Cardiel, Athletic Director of the Year - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0953 by *Ridgeway
Memorials, Recognition - Northwest Tennessee Economic Council - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0954 by *White , Hargrett
Memorials, Public Service - Ruth Reeves - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0955 by *Fowkes , White, Sands
Memorials, Death - Richard "Skippy" Stockman, Sr. - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0956 by *DeBerry J
Memorials, Recognition - Le Bonheur Children's Medical Center - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0957 by *Kennell , Bowers, Brooks, Chumney, Cooper B, DeBerry J, DeBerry L, Hargrett, Jones U (Shel), Kent, Miller L, Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Todd, Towns, Turner (Shelby)
Memorials, Recognition - Dunavant Enterprises, Inc., supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0958 by *Kennell , Bowers, Brooks, Chumney, Cooper B, DeBerry J, DeBerry L, Hargrett, Jones U (Shel), Kent, Miller L, Pleasant, Scroggs, Stanley, Todd, Towns, Turner (Shelby)
Memorials, Recognition - Tim Warner Cable, supporter of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0959 by *Kennell , Bowers, Brooks, Chumney, Cooper B, DeBerry J, DeBerry L, Hargrett, Jones U (Shel), Kent, Miller L, Pleasant, Scroggs, Todd, Towns, Turner (Shelby)
Memorials, Recognition - Kristi and Dean Jernigan and Storage USA, supporters of new Memphis-Shelby County Public Library and Information Center - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0960 by *Casada , Kisber, Pleasant
Memorials, Congress - Urges support of State of Israel - 07/04/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0961 by *Beavers , Bone
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Julie R. Steele, Teacher of the Year, Mt. Juliet Christian Academy - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0962 by *Beavers , Bone
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amy Castrovitti, Salutatorian, Mount Juliet Christian Academy - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0963 by *Ridgeway
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Byron Gallimore - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0964 by *West
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amanda Mitchell, Valedictorian, Antioch High School - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0965 by *West
Memorials, Recognition - Brian E. Kinner - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0966 by *West
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Russell Dale Goss, Salutatorian, Antioch High School - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0967 by *Pleasant , Wood
Memorials, Recognition - Jada Lynn Brisentine - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0968 by *Beavers
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Katrina Virtz, Valedictorian, Mount Juliet Christian Academy - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.
HJR 0969 by *Newton Memorials, Professional Achievement - Kay Jenkins Cowan of Cleveland, Mel Bedwell Small Businessperson of the Year - 05/21/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0970 by *Turner (Dav) Naming and Designating - Names new Tennessee Fire Service and Codes Enforcement Academy in Bedford County in honor of Representative Clarence "Pete" Phillips. - 06/19/02 S Rcmd from H., ref. to S. & L Gov. Comm.

HJR 0971 by *DeBerry L , Bowers Memorials, Academic Achievement - April Rich - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0972 by *Stanley Memorials, Academic Achievement - Crisitin Leigh Cox, Salutatorian, St. Benedict at Auburndale - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0973 by *White Memorials, Sports - Lawrence County High School Girls' Basketball Team - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0974 by *McDaniel , Pinion Memorials, Interns - Tyson James Saltwell - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0975 by *Buttry , McCord, Montgomery, Clem, Vincent Memorials, Interns - Anthony Kirk Swor - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0976 by *Maddox , Pinion, Phelan, Ridgeway, Rinks, Cole (Dyer) Memorials, Sports - Bethel College Men's Basketball, NAIA Division II National Championship Tournament - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0977 by *Turner (Shelby) Memorials, Recognition - Alicia Collins, 2002 Shakespeare Competition Winner - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0978 by *Turner (Ham) Memorials, Academic Achievement - Curtis Jerome Jordan, Valedictorian, Brainerd High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0979 by *Goins , Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Emily Yarberry, Valedictorian, Union County High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0980 by *Goins , Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amanda Jane Skeen, Salutatorian, Union County High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0981 by *Goins , Baird Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sara Chrzanowski, Valedictorian, Union County High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0982 by *Buttry , Dunn, Bittle, Tindell, Hagood, Boyer, Armstrong Memorials, Professional Achievement - Clifford Davis, Milken National Educator Award Winner - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0983 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jaclyn Cradduck, Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0984 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Julie Drumm, Co-Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0985 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - John Franklin Cheesewb II, Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0986 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kathryn "Katie" Nan Parker, Valedictorian, Smyrna High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0987 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Adam Mark Strength, Co-Valedictorian, Smyrna High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0988 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brett Stephen White, Salutatorian, Smyrna High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0989 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jenna Burnworth, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0990 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Wallace, Co-Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0991 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Megan Rene Parker, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0992 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Adam M. Bowen, Co-Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0993 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Megan Elizabeth Riddle, Co-Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0994 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Dinkins, Salutatorian, Riverdale High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0995 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Elizabeth Watts, Valedictorian, Oakad High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0996 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Katharine Nobes, Valedictorian, Oakad High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0997 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lauren Esther Sutterfield, Valedictorian, Oakad High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0998 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Geoffrey Paul Todd, Co-Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/22/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 0999 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Emily Carroll, Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1000 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brandi Renee Unklesby, Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1001 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Shannon Woods, Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1002 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Christopher L. Smith, Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1003 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Lyne Napatalung, Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1004 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Sarah Catherine Lynch, Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1005 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Cynthia Keegan, Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1006 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Elisabeth Anne Glenn, Co-Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1007 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Mitzi Gurgaus, Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1008 by *Rowland , Beavers, Hood Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kurtis Winston Tucker, Salutatorian, Eagleville High School -
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kyle Slogle, Valedictorian, LaVergne High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - George Leathers, Valedictorian, Eagleville High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Patrick Haydel, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Stacey Deason, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jenna Hicklen, Salutatorian, Blackman High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Russ Clendenin, Valedictorian, LaVergne High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brian Beaird, Valedictorian, LaVergne High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Amy Hicklen, Salutatorian, Blackman High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Terri Rene Beckman, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Emily Kay Beckman, Valedictorian, Oakland High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Jessica Layne, Valedictorian, Blackman High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Stephanie Irene Davis, Valedictorian, Smyrna High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Brandi Nicole Fleck, Valedictorian, Smyrna High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Adrienne Leigh Dubois, Valedictorian, Riverdale High School - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Professional Achievement - Reverend Willie Hardy, Sr. - 05/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

Memorials, Academic Achievement - Michele French, Valedictorian, Tyner Academy - 05/30/02 - Signed by Governor.
Memorials, Academic Achievement - Natalie Ann Cothron, Valedictorian, Maryville Christian School - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1093 by *Overbey , McCord Memorials, Academic Achievement - Natalie Ann Cothron, Valedictorian, Maryville Christian School - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1094 by *Lewis , Fraley, Hood Memorials, Death - John Alan Greeter - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1095 by *Turner (Shelby) Memorials, Personal Occasion - Florence Simons Currin, 100th birthday - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1096 by *Davis (Wash) , Patton Memorials, Recognition - Gray School - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1097 by *DeBerry L Memorials, Personal Occasion - Florence Simons Currin, 100th birthday - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1098 by *Casada , Sargent Memorials, Retirement - Jerry Ferrell - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1099 by *Turner (Ham) Memorials, Academic Achievement - Erin Lemon, Salutatorian, Chattanooga Central High School - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1100 by *Turner (Ham) Memorials, Academic Achievement - Charity J. Lewis, Salutatorian, Chattanooga Central High School - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.


HJR 1102 by *Davidson Memorials, Recognition - Richard Clark - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1103 by *McDonald Memorials, Public Service - Thomas Marlin - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1104 by *McDonald Memorials, Recognition - Ola Roberson, 2002 Mary Catherine Strobel Volunteer of the Year Award - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1105 by *McDaniel General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Karen Dunavant, Registry of Election Finance - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1106 by *McDaniel General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Michael McCroskey, Registry of Election Finance - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1107 by *Pinion Memorials, Retirement - Jim H. Rose - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1108 by *Head , Kisber, Cole (Dyer) Memorials, Interns - Christopher Allen Holt - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1109 by *Boyer Memorials, Recognition - Bill Lee - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1110 by *Boyer, Armstrong Memorials, Retirement - Sonja G. Armstrong - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1111 by *Hood , Rowland, Beavers Memorials, Recognition - Standard Register Company in Murfreesboro - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1112 by *Sands Memorials, Recognition - Janey Walters, Mary Catherine Strobel Award for Direct Service Volunteer of the Year - 06/10/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1113 by *Caldwell Memorials, Retirement - Gordon Worley - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1114 by *Buck , McMillan, Sands Memorials, Interns - Brian Christopher Winfrey - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1115 by *Frale Memorials, Recognition - F. Michael Holmes - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1116 by *Cole (Dyer) , Sargent, Casada Memorials, Recognition - J. Charles Wilson, Sr. - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1117 by *Davidson Memorials, Interns - Allison Joy Barry - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1118 by *Todd , Scroggs Memorials, Interns - Joshua David Rawlinson - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 1119 by *Rinks Highway Signs - “Governor Ray Blanton Memorial Highway”, S.R. 22 in City of Adamsville, McNairy County - 06/26/02 H Bills transmitted to Governor for his action.

HJR 1120 by *McMillan Memorials, Interns - Cynthia Rector - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1121 by *McMillan Memorials, Academic Achievement - Kelly Frances Slate - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1122 by *Patton Memorials, Retirement - Ralph Moreno - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1123 by *Mumpower Memorials, Retirement - James Leffer - 06/11/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1124 by *Turner (Ham) Memorials, Academic Achievement - William C. Dixon, Valedictorian, Chattanooga Central High School - 06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1125 by *Hargrove Memorials, Interns - Cheyenne Autumn Jennings - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1126 by *West , Turner (Shelby) Memorials, Interns - Melissa Skidmore - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1127 by *Sands Memorials, Recognition - Reverend Al Anderson - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1128 by *Cole (Dyer) Memorials, Congratulations - Regina A. Bell - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1129 by *Overbey , McCord Memorials, Recognition - Lucille Hardiman - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1130 by *Dunn Memorials, Personal Achievement - Irene McCrary, Residential Beautification Award - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.


HJR 1133 by *DeBerry J Memorials, Recognition - Harding Academy of Memphis, Inc. - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1134 by *Curtiss Memorials, Recognition - Mary Beth Gribble - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1135 by *Hagood , Buttry Memorials, Recognition - Unite Our Cities - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1136 by *Frale , Lewis, Hood Memorials, Retirement - Colonel Patrick Eagan - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1137 by *Overbey , Whitson Memorials, Death - Margaret Jewel Russell Padgett - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 1138 by *Davidson , Armstrong, Bowers, Pruitt, Langster, DeBerry L, Jones U (Shel), Miller L, Brown, Shaw, Caldwell General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Wilbert D. Minter, Registry of Election Finance - 06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 1139 by *Davis (Cocke) General Assembly, Confirmation of Appointment - Bill G. Williams, Tennessee State Forestry Commission -
HJR 1140 by *Bone
Memorials, Recognition - Members of 100% Owen -
06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1141 by *Naifeh , DeBerry L
Memorials, Retirement - Minnie Bommer -
06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1142 by *West
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Bill and Billie Bodaford, 50th wedding anniversary -
06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1143 by *Mumpower , Godsey, Davis (Wash), Westmoreland
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Jerry Cameron and Etta Louise Teague, 50th wedding anniversary -
06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1144 by *Mumpower
Memorials, Retirement - J.H. Muse -
06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1145 by *Mumpower , Davis (Wash)
Memorials, Recognition - Beth Smith, 2002 Disaster Services Volunteer of the Year Award -
06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1146 by *Mumpower
Memorials, Recognition - Farmers State Bank, 100th Anniversary -
06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 1147 by *Walker
Highway Signs - Veterans Memorial Highway," U.S. Highway 127 in Cumberland County -
06/24/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HJR 1148 by *Fowkes
Memorials, Death - William Dorsey Johns, Jr. -
06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1149 by *Buck
Memorials, Death - Buddy Parker -
06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1150 by *Black , McDonald
Memorials, Recognition - John Benjamin Briley -
06/25/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1151 by *Kisber
Memorials, Retirement - James Ronald Gambill -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1152 by *Phelan
Memorials, Recognition - Mrs. Jerlene Moore-Doaks and Mrs. Ammie Coplin-Agnew -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1153 by *Phelan
Memorials, Recognition - Trenton Historical Rosenwald School Alumni Association's Honor Awards -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1154 by *White , Naifeh
Naming and Designating - World Children's Day, Ronald McDonald House -
06/25/02 S Rcvd. from H., ref. to S. S&L Gov.

HJR 1155 by *Armstrong , Tindell, Dunn
Memorials, Sports - Austin-East Magnet High School, 2001 TSSAA Class 2A Football Champions -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1156 by *McCord , Montgomery, Davis (Cocke)
Memorials, Professional Achievement - Cindy Cameron Ogle, City Manager of the Year, Tennessee City Management Association -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1157 by *Langster , Jones U (Shel), Rinks, Head, Armstrong, Pruitt, Briley, Garrett, Arriola
Memorials, Recognition - Demetrius Greer, Director of Graduate and Professional Opportunities, Tennessee State University -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1158 by *Langster , Jones U (Shel), Rinks, Head, Armstrong, Pruitt, Briley, Garrett, Jones, S., Arriola
Memorials, Recognition - Lamar Advertising Company -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1159 by *Turner (Ham)
Memorials, Death - Theodore Wheeler, Jr. -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1160 by *Turner (Ham)
Memorials, Public Service - William Ventress, Moccasin Bend Mental Health Institute Superintendent -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1161 by *Turner (Ham)
Memorials, Public Service - Dr. Terry Holmes, Moccasin Bend Mental Health Institute Clinical Director -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1162 by *Chumney , Scroggs, DeBerry L, Bowers, Hagood, Jones U (Shel), Kent, Brooks, Stanley, Miller L, Pleasant
Memorials, Retirement - Angus McEachran -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1163 by *McMillan , Head
Memorials, Death - Clarksville Police Officer David J. Scott -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1164 by *Curtiss , Walker
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Elizabeth Wood, Miss Tennessee Teenager -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1165 by *Bowers
Memorials, Government Officials - Urges state departments and agencies to give preference to entities bidding for or seeking to enter contracts with state, if such entities provide retirement benefits and health insurance coverage or group health plan to their employees. -
06/27/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1166 by *McMillan , Head
Memorials, Death - Yamil Baez-Santiago -
06/26/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1167 by *Hargrove
Memorials, Death - Robert Edward (Bob) McMillan -
07/01/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1168 by *McKee , Whitson
Memorials, Interns - Sarah Anne Flanigan -
07/01/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1169 by *Bone
Memorials, Personal Occasion - Allen and L.V. Hudson, 60th wedding anniversary -
07/02/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1170 by *Black
Memorials, Personal Achievement - Taylor Lee Hale, Eagle Scout -
07/01/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1171 by *Hargrove
Memorials, Recognition - Eddie Davidson -
07/01/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1172 by *Phelan
Memorials, Recognition - John Wade Tucker -
07/02/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1173 by *Buck
Memorials, Retirement - Ruth "Tootsie" Young -
07/01/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1174 by *Ridgeway
Memorials, Death - John Tilman Ridgeway -
07/04/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1175 by *Bone , West
Memorials, Death - Danny Ray Gass -
07/04/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1176 by *West , Bone
Memorials, Public Service - Nathan Burton -
07/04/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1177 by *Beavers , Bone
Memorials, Recognition - Chief Charles McCrarry -
07/04/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1178 by *Chumney , Harwell
Memorials, Public Service - Heather P. Stein, Research Analyst Intern for Economic Council on Women -
07/04/02 - Signed by Governor.

HJR 1179 by *Armstrong
Memorials, Recognition - Wiley-Francis Family Reunion -
07/04/02 - Signed by Governor.

*HJR 1180 by *Goins , Baird, Godsey, Mumpower, Dunn, Davis (Wash)
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Condemns 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals' decision finding recitation of Pledge of Allegiance in public schools to be unconstitutional, and urges U.S. Supreme Court to overturn such decision. -
06/27/02 H Filed for intro.

*HJR 1181 by *Fitzhugh
General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study state government's procurement system for information technology commodity items and services. -
07/04/02 H Held on desk.
HOUSE BILLS

*HB 0001 by *Kernell (SB 1853 by *Cohen) Election Laws - Elects presidential electors from each congressional district and two at large; requires at least five electors to cast ballots for presidential and vice presidential candidate receiving largest number of votes in state and those from congressional district to cast ballots for largest number in congressional district. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 15, Part 1. 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Elections of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0002 by *Boyer (SB 0002 by *McNally) Criminal Offenses - Elevates assault committed by throwing of bodily fluid on certain public employees during discharge of employee's official duty to Class E felony aggravated assault. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 1. 04/17/01 - Failed for Lack of Second in: Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD

*HB 0003 by *Odom (SB 1074 by *Burks) Juries and Jurors - Increases time for mailing jury summons by sheriff, in counties using all mechanical or electronic system, from 10 days to 10 business days before appearance. - Amends TCA Title 22. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0004 by *Odom (SB 1075 by *Burks) Juvenile Offenders - Deletes "within five-day" notice alternative resulting in requirement that if court orders school attendance and notification by officer or state agency then principal must be notified before delinquent child resumes school. - Amends TCA Title 37. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0005 by *Odom (SB 0868 by *Ford J) Health, Dept. of - Authorizes commissioner to appoint advisory consumer board to review complaints related to operations of health-related boards; membership and terms defined; expenses reimbursed. - Amends TCA Title 63. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0006 by *Odom (SB 1136 by *Henry, Henry) Solid Waste Disposal - Increases from 30 to 45 days time for filing appeal from final action of solid waste authority. - Amends TCA Title 68. 04/17/01 - Failed for Lack of Motion in: Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 0007 by *Odom (SB 1139 by *Herron) Fireworks - Increases from 10 to 14 age of children to whom sale, or offer of sale, of fireworks is unlawful. - Amends TCA Title 68. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0008 by *Odom (SB 0867 by *Atchley) Foster Care - Adds 90 day due date for individual foster care plans required for children under supervision of contract agency. - Amends TCA Title 71. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0009 by *Odom (SB 1148 by *Herron) TennCare - Makes former state employees who exhaust COBRA insurance benefits eligible for TennCare subject to duty to pay deductibles and premiums. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27; Title 12, Chapter 8; Title 56; Title 68 and Title 71. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0010 by *Odom (SB 0576 by *Crutchfield) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Deletes authority to pay benefits by direct deposit or electronic transfer. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapters 34 through 38. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0011 by *Odom (SB 0420 by *Crutchfield) Municipal Government - Requires approval of special census after annexation to be given by office of local government rather than state planning office. - Amends TCA Title 6. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0012 by *Odom (SB 0421 by *Crutchfield) Annexation - Increases time period for effectiveness of annexation by ordinance from 30 to 45 days. - Amends TCA Title 6. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0013 by *Odom (SB 0702 by *Ford J) Courts, Chancery - Reduces, from three to two years, time in which default judgment becomes absolute. - Amends TCA Title 21. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0014 by *Odom (SB 0422 by *Crutchfield) Civil Procedure - Increases from $125 to $150 civil forfeiture for failure to mark date on which process is issued and date on which such process is received by sheriff or other officer. - Amends TCA Title 20. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0015 by *Odom (SB 0575 by *Crutchfield) Clerks, Court - Increases from 90 to 120 days time period in which clerks must give notice of destruction of records to state librarian. - Amends TCA Title 18. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0016 by *Odom (SB 0864 by *Ford J) Libraries - Limits examination and certification of librarians by state board of education to librarians and library assistants employed by schools in grades K-12. - Amends TCA Title 10. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0017 by *Odom (SB 1154 by *Herron)
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Increases from 30 to 45 days time in which insurer must refund gross unearned premium to premium finance company upon cancellation; increases from 30 to 45 days time in which premium finance company must refund surplus over amount due from insured to insured upon return from insurer. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 71. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0018 by *Odom (SB 0866 by *Ford J) Food and Food Products - Requires both hot and cold water in sinks provided for food service employees. - Amends TCA Title 53. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0026 by *Turner (Dav) , Odom (SB 0423 by *Trail , Trail) Motor Vehicles - Increases from 200 to 250 feet distance for required for clear view of vehicle parked on highway outside business or residential district. - Amends TCA Title 55. 06/29/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

*HB 0027 by *Odom (SB 0572 by *Crutchfield) Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Removes requirement that abstract of minutes of meeting be included in report to general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 65. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0028 by *Odom (SB 0880 by *Ford J) Appropriations - Appropriates funds to operate state government for fiscal year 2001-2002. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0029 by *Odom (SB 0708 by *Ford J) Agriculture - Deletes requirement for annual report for Tennessee agricultural museum. - Amends TCA Title 43. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0030 by *Odom (SB 0540 by *Cohen) Livestock - Redefines "dairy farm" to include all milk-producing animals. - Amends TCA Title 44. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0031 by *Odom (SB 0424 by *Crutchfield) Sheriffs - Requires sheriff to file plan of access for drug and alcohol treatment organizations with department of mental health and developmental disabilities. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0032 by *Odom Natural Disaster - Redefines "natural emergency" to specifically include forest fires, hurricanes and tornados. - Amends TCA Title 58. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0033 by *Odom (SB 1155 by *Herron) Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Creates advisory board to commissioner and governor to review complaints against regulatory boards administered by department. - Amends TCA Title 56. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0034 by *Odom (SB 0711 by *Ford J) Water - Reduces from 30 to 15 days period of time in which report of well driller must be filed. - Amends TCA Title 69. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0035 by *Odom (SB 0706 by *Ford J) Gas, Petroleum Products, Volatile Oils - Increases from 10 to 20 days time period in which supervisor may grant or deny mineral test hole permit. - Amends TCA Title 60. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0036 by *Odom (SB 0542 by *Cohen) Business Organizations - Increases time from three to four months for claimant to file claim against dissolved limited partnership. - Amends TCA Title 81. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0037 by *Odom (SB 0543 by *Cohen) Laundries and Dry Cleaners - Increases from 180 to 200 days minimum time required before dry cleaner or launderer may dispose of unclaimed garments. - Amends TCA Title 66. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0038 by *Odom (SB 0878 by *Ford J) Public Records - Requires administrative officials to inform employees about requirements of public records law. - Amends TCA Title 10. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0039 by *Odom (SB 0664 by *Jackson) Open Meetings - Requires members of boards and commissions to be made aware of Sunshine Law. - Amends TCA Title 8. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0040 by *Odom (SB 0578 by *Crutchfield) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Increases time for filing inventory of county highway machinery, equipment, tools, supplies, and materials from 60 to 75 days from date chief administrative officer takes office. - Amends TCA Title 54. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0041 by *Odom (SB 0425 by *Crowe) Alcoholic Beverages - Increases from 20 to 25 days time period in which manufacturers and wholesale distributors of beer must register with commissioner. - Amends TCA Title 57. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0042 by *Odom (SB 0707 by *Ford J) Mining and Quarrying - Increases from 90 to 100 days time period in which backfilling, grading, top soiling and planting of cover crops required. - Amends TCA Title 59. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0043 by *Odom (SB 0879 by *Ford J) Common Carriers - Expands definition of airport limousine radius from 40 to 50 miles of airport. - Amends TCA Titles 2, 3, 7, 8, 39, 48, 55, 65, and 67. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0044 by *Odom (SB 0541 by *Cohen) Guardianship - Reduces compensation of guardians from 7 to 5 percent of monies received. - Amends TCA Title 34. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0045 by *Odom (SB 0568 by *Crutchfield) Telecommunications - Include "cellular telephones" within definition of public utility. - Amends TCA Title 65.
HB 0046 by *Odom (SB 0564 by *Crutchfield, Trail)
Governor - Requires governor to submit legislation to revise TCA to reflect changes in governmental structure made by executive order. - Amends TCA Title 4.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0047 by *Odom (SB 0705 by *Ford J)
Game and Fish Laws - Increases from one to two number of free sport fishing days. - Amends TCA Title 70.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0048 by *Odom (SB 0882 by *Ford J)
Comptroller, State - Provides for liaison from comptroller's office to taxing entities to inform such entities of audit requirements. - Amends TCA Title 9.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0049 by *Odom (SB 1076 by *Burks)
Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Gives commissioner of environment and conservation three years instead of two to complete comprehensive plan of development and protection for area acquired for preservation. - Amends TCA Title 11.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0050 by *Odom (SB 0663 by *Jackson)
County Government - Requires county attorneys to advise county officials about state and federal laws applicable to officials' duties. - Amends TCA Title 5.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0051 by *Odom (SB 0544 by *Cohen)
Uniform Commercial Code - Increases from 30 to 45 days time period after notice in which warehouseman may remove stored goods. - Amends TCA Title 47.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0052 by *Odom (SB 0567 by *Crutchfield)
State Employees - Requires state to provide financial planning seminars for state employees. - Amends TCA Title 8.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0053 by *Odom (SB 0426 by *Crutchfield)
Redistricting, Congressional - Requires senate redistricting plans to comply with federal statutes. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Title 3, Chapter 1.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0054 by *Odom (SB 1153 by *Herron)
Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Increases from three to five number of actuaries that can be employed by commissioner. - Amends TCA Title 56.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0055 by *Odom (SB 0877 by *Ford J)
Taxes, Sales - Reduces from 90 to 60 days period in which dealer can be reimbursed on refunded item for sales tax collected but not yet remitted to commissioner. - Amends TCA Title 67.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0056 by *Odom (SB 0566 by *Crutchfield)
Consumer Protection - Authorizes secretary of state to create consumer affairs offices in Memphis, Knoxville, and Nashville. - Amends TCA Titles 4, 8 and 47.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0057 by *Odom (SB 0876 by *Ford J)
Water - Authorizes state to exercise authority over effluents if federal government unable to perform duties due to budget shortfalls. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 69.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0058 by *Odom (SB 0875 by *Ford J)
General Assembly - Creates presumption that estimated amount of expenditures in fiscal note of any general bill is amount of first year's funding required under section 24, Art. II of Constitution, if bill is enacted; if bill is amended, fiscal note must be promptly revised for increase or decrease in expenditures. - Amends TCA Title 3.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0059 by *Odom (SB 0577 by *Crutchfield)
Banks and Financial Institutions - Increases from 30 to 45 calendar days period of time in which application from bank with regulatory rating of 1 or 2 shall be deemed approved for branch facilities. - Amends TCA Title 45.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0060 by *Odom (SB 0427 by *Crutchfield)
General Assembly - Requires amendment of disclosure statement by members of general assembly within 90 days of change of circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10; Title 3 and Title 8, Chapter 50.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0061 by *Odom (SB 0698 by *Ford J)
Civil Procedure - Increases from 30 to 45 days time in which execution or other process will issue to enforce foreign judgment after service on judgment debtor. - Amends TCA Title 26.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0062 by *Odom (SB 0570 by *Crutchfield)
Civil Service - Reduces time for rating civil service tests from four months to 90 days. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 30.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0063 by *Odom (SB 0806 by *Harper)
Lobbying, Lobbyists - Increases from five to ten days time period for registration as lobbyist. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10; Title 3, Chapter 6 and Title 8, Chapter 50, Part 5.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0064 by *Odom (SB 0547 by *Cohen)
-Election Laws - Requires election commissions to verify that documents are properly filed at time of filing; establishes conclusive presumption that requirements met and document timely filed. - Amends TCA Title 2.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0065 by *Odom, Odom, Todd, Maddox, Cole (Carter), Walker, Fitzhugh, White, Turner (Ham), McDaniel, Kent, Whitson, Davis (Cocke), Kisber (SB 1072 by *Burks, Person)
Victims' Rights - Creates victims of crime state coordinating council. - Amends TCA Title 38 through Title 41.
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 834

HB 0066 by *Odom (SB 1077 by *Burks)
Criminal Offenses - Defines "loitering on the property of another" as disorderly conduct, which is Class C misdemeanor. - Amends TCA Title 39.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0067 by *Odom (SB 0381 by *Dixon)
Private Protective Services - Assigns personal, civil, and criminal liability to private security guard using unauthorized deadly force. - Amends TCA Title 62.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0068 by *Odom (SB 0431 by *Crutchfield)
Unemployment Compensation - Requires nonprofit organization to make payment of premium no later than 30 business days, instead of 30 calendar days, after date bill is mailed or given to such organization. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 7.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0069 by *Buck, Odom (SB 0569 by *Crutchfield)
Mental Illness - Revises provisions governing cooperative agreements entered into by community mental health centers; removes maximum reimbursement amounts for attorneys representing indigent persons who are subjects of commital proceedings. - Amends TCA Title 33.
06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 349

HB 0070 by *Jones U (Sheil), Odom (SB 0699 by *Ford J)
Judicial Officers - Revises procedures for appointment of certain judicial commissioners. - Amends TCA Title 40.
06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 316

HB 0071 by *Odom (SB 0709 by *Ford J)
-Employees, Employers - Repeals requirement of occupational health and safety report to governor and general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 50.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0072 by *Odom (SB 0428 by *Crutchfield)
-Education, State Board of - Authorizes board of education to develop model grading policy. - Amends TCA Title 49.
01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

HB 0073 by *Odom (SB 0429 by *Crutchfield)
Taxes, Franchise - Increases from $2,000 to $2,500 amount of job tax credit that may be applied to franchise tax liability. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0074 by *Odom (SB 0430 by *Crutchfield) Budget Procedures - Clarifies that budget should outline proposals for capital projects. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0075 by *Tindell, Odom, Armstrong (SB 0565 by *Atchley) Corporations, Not for Profit - Redefines "project" in regard to special purpose corporations and associations to include certain loans from any corporation that receives, from state school bond authority, allocation for issuance of Qualified Zone Academy Bonds, if certain conditions met. - Amends TCA Title 48.

06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 373

*HB 0076 by *Odom (SB 0710 by *Ford J) Cemeteries - Establishes minimum procurement costs for interment services under pre-need contracts; minimum costs to be increased by consumer price index each year beginning January 1, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 46.

05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 685

*HB 0077 by *Odom (SB 0545 by *Cohen) Financial Disclosure - Increases from three to five number of business days in which registry of election finance must give notice of records inspection. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10 and Title 3.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0078 by *Odom (SB 0563 by *Crutchfield) Employees, Employers - Reduces from 12 to eight number of hours considered reasonable for employee to leave premises after voluntary or involuntary dismissal. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 50.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0079 by *Odom (SB 0883 by *Ford J) Administrative Procedure (UAPA) - Increases from five to ten number of persons required to petition agency for adoption or repeal of regulation. - Amends TCA Title 4.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0080 by *Odom (SB 0546 by *Cohen) Lobbying, Lobbyists - Changes time period for registration as lobbyist from five days to five business days. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10 and Title 3, Chapter 6.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0081 by *Odom (SB 0700 by *Ford J) Local Government, General - Requires municipalities and counties to act in best interest of all citizens with state and local revenues so services will be provided in most cost-effective manner possible. - Amends TCA Titles 5; 6; 7; 13; 54; 57; 67; 68 and 69.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0082 by *Odom (SB 1073 by *Burks) Criminal Procedure - Reduces from 90 to 75 days time period in which record relating to punishment must be certified to court of appeals if no appeal of first degree murder conviction. - Amends TCA Title 39 and Title 40.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0083 by *Odom (SB 0696 by *Ford J) Regional Authorities - Deletes authority for commissioner of environment and conservation to require Ocoee development agency to relinquish control and operation of completed project on Ocoee River plan. - Amends TCA Title 64.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0084 by *Odom (SB 0695 by *Ford J) Estates - Reduces, from ten to five years, period of time in which will of testator who served as member of armed forces may be admitted to probate after end of hostilities. - Amends TCA Title 32.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0085 by *Odom (SB 0433 by *Crutchfield) Metropolitan Government - Authorizes employee organizations to represent employees before civil service commissions. - Amends TCA Title 7.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0086 by *Odom (SB 0432 by *Crutchfield) Metropolitan Government - Changes period of time for election to be held to elect members of charter commission for metropolitan government from 46-60 days to 45-90 days. - Amends TCA Title 7.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0087 by *Odom (SB 1106 by *Herron, Miller J) Courts - Requires municipalities to reimburse counties when general sessions judges sit for municipal judge. - Amends TCA Title 16.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0088 by *Odom (SB 1105 by *Herron) Attorneys at Law - Increases from two to five years time in which supreme court may revoke law license initially procured by fraud. - Amends TCA Title 23.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0089 by *Odom (SB 0434 by *Crutchfield) Civil Procedure - Adds optometrists to list of persons exempt from subpoena for trial and subject to subpoena for deposition. - Amends TCA Title 24.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0090 by *Odom (SB 0884 by *Ford J) Holidays and Days of Special Observance - Establishes April 23 of each year to be especially observed as "Secretaries Day" to be proclaimed as such by governor. - Amends TCA Title 15.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0091 by *Odom (SB 0697 by *Ford J) Liens - Reduces from three to two years time for execution upon lien, commencing from time of entry of judgment. - Amends TCA Title 25.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0092 by *Langster, Odom (SB 0571 by *Crutchfield) Zoning - Increases from 10 to 30 days time for county building commissioner to mail certificate of compliance or copy to permitee after building permit expires. - Amends TCA Title 13.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0093 by *Odom (SB 0435 by *Crutchfield) Child Custody and Support - Reduces from 45 to 30 days service of process time in which hearings in child support cases that are not being enforced pursuant to Title IV-D of Social Security Act must be heard. - Amends TCA Title 36.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0094 by *Odom (SB 0859 by *Ford J) Aircraft and Airports - Increases from two to three number of members of Tennessee aeronautics commission necessary to constitute quorum. - Amends TCA Title 42.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0095 by *Odom (SB 0694 by *Ford J) Fiduciaries - Increases, from 10 to 20 days, notice court must give to beneficiaries, unless waived, regarding resignation of trustee. - Amends TCA Title 35.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0096 by *Odom (SB 0378 by *Dixon) Human Services, Dept. of - Requires department to notify select committee on children and youth when department implements changes in welfare programs as result of federal law changes. - Amends TCA Title 33; Title 37; Title 68 and Title 71.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0097 by *Odom (SB 0379 by *Dixon) Divorce and Annulment - Adds $10.00 fee to other costs and fees for filing petition for divorce, which fee shall be paid to state treasurer and credited to department of children's services account for use in child abuse prevention. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 37 and Title 71.

04/24/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Children and Family Affairs Committee

*HB 0098 by *Odom (SB 0380 by *Dixon) Adoption - Requires signature on petition for adoption to be notarized. - Amends TCA Title 36 and Title 37.

01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0099 by *Odom (SB 0662 by *Jackson)
HB 0100 by *Odum (SB 0419 by *Dixon) Mental Health and Mental Retardation, Dept. of - Subject to any restrictions in TennCare waiver, authorizes department to license mental health facilities as qualified to serve TennCare patients. - Amends TCA Title 33; Title 47; Title 48, Title 68 and Title 71. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0101 by *Odum (SB 0438 by *Crutchfield) Escheat - Requires forms to be filed within 60 days rather than "promptly" with treasurer after actual knowledge of facts indicating possibility of escheat of property. - Amends TCA Title 31. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0102 by *Odum, Odom, Buck, McMillan, Winningham, Turner (Dav) (SB 0439 by *Haynes) Estates - Increases from five to ten days time period in which to mail copies of filed exceptions on clerk's decisions to personal representative and attorney of record. - Amends TCA Title 30. 06/26/02 - Action Def. in Judiciary Committee to summer study

HB 0103 by *Lewis (SB 0440 by *Crutchfield) Arbitration - Decreases time of filing from eight to six months when award is not fixed in submission. - Amends TCA Title 29. 04/17/01 - Failed In s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0104 by *Odum (SB 0441 by *Crutchfield) Autopsies - Increases from $25.00 to $30.00 maximum amount that can be charged by physician for performing autopsy and giving opinion as to cause of death in criminal proceeding. - Amends TCA Title 38. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0105 by *Odum (SB 0548 by *Cohen) Appeal and Review - Changes time for appeal from recorder's judgment from ten calendar days with Sundays excluded to ten business days. - Amends TCA Title 27. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0106 by *Odum (SB 0436 by *Crutchfield) Statutes - Creates method to fill vacancy on Tennessee Code Commission if member incapacitated. - Amends TCA Title 1. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0107 by *Odum (SB 0437 by *Crutchfield) Limitation of Actions - Decreases from seven to six years time after decedent's death in which personal representative may be sued. - Amends TCA Title 28. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0108 by *Montgomery (*SB 0005 by *Clabough) Municipal Government - Clarifies that person authorized to vote in municipal election or referendum held in Pigeon Forge as non-resident real property owner is not qualified to run for elective office of commissioner. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 20, Part 1. 03/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 1

HB 0109 by *Fitzhugh (SB 0013 by *Jackson) Open Meetings - Enacts "Tennessee Right of Access to Government Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 44, Part 1. 03/14/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&L and Local Government Committee

HB 0110 by *McDonald, Bone (*SB 0006 by *Graves) Dams - Requires certain sharing of information regarding inventory of dams and dams that may be adversely affected between commissioner of environment and conservation, local government executives, building permit agencies, building permit applicants and land owners. - Amends TCA Title 69, Chapter 12, Part 1. 06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 317. 01/11/01 H Caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0111 by *Bone, McDaniel, Patton, Langster, Westbrook, Shaw, DeBerry L. West, Maddox, Sands, Shepard, Fowlkes, Williams (WII), Hood, Windle, Davidson, Lewis, McDonald, Arriola, Newton, Pleasant, Fraley, Odom, Miller L, McComb, Davis (Cocke) (SB 0017 by *Rochelle, Carter, Crowe, McNally) Scholarships and Financial Aid - Enacts "Tennessee National Guard Tuition Assistance Act." - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 4 and Title 58, Chapter 1. 07/11/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 0112 by *Bone, Fraley, Hood, Cooper B. West, Davidson, Williams (WII), McDonald (*SB 0001 by *Rochelle) State Employees - Permits certain dependents of retired state employees and retired local education agency employees to continue to carry coverage under basic medical plan under respective group insurance plans for certain period of time. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27, Part 2 and Part 3. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 0113 by *Lewis (SB 1078 by *Burks) Metropolitan Government - Limits Metro Sheriff's Restitution Act of 1978 to any county having metropolitan form of government with population in excess of 600,000 according to 1990 federal census or any subsequent federal census instead of any county having metropolitan form of government. - Amends TCA Title 7. 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0114 by *Patton, Ford S, Pinion, DeBerry J. Odom, Jones, S., Windle, Fraley, Cole (Carter) Kent (SB 0317 by *Crowe) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of new specialty earmarked license plates for Tennessee state guard. allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Tennessee state guard. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.

03/07/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to License Plate Calendar

HB 0115 by *McCord, Overbey (SB 0018 by *Clabough) Maryville - Subject to local approval, revises city general election schedule and provisions governing offices of council members, mayor and board of education. - Amends Chapter 27 of the Private Acts of 1967; as amended. 03/12/01 - Pr. Ch. 1

HB 0116 by *Odum (SB 0666 by *Jackson) Insurance, Health, Accident - Enacts "Patient Advocacy Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 63, Chapters 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10, and Title 68, Chapter 11. 04/04/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 0117 by *Odum (SB 0911 by *Cohen) Massage - Exempts from licensure as massage establishments places of business that offer massage but have less than two licensed massage therapists practicing massage. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 16, Part 2. 05/02/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 0118 by *Odum (SB 0672 by *Jackson) Tort Liability - Creates cause of action for damages against HMO or BHO and medical directors for harm to enrolee related to treatment decisions or access to services, procedures, and facilities; requires designation of licensed physician as medical director; and specifies nothing in present law that BHOs or HMOs are deemed not to practice healing art is defense. - Amends TCA Title 29. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0119 by *Odum (SB 0670 by *Jackson) Tort Liability - Permits civil damages against BHOs, MCOs, and their medical directors in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 29. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0120 by *Odum (SB 0669 by *Jackson) Tort Liability - Permits civil damages against BHOs, MCOs, and their medical directors in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 29. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0121 by *Odum (SB 0668 by *Jackson) Tort Liability - Creates cause of action for damages against HMO or BHO and medical directors for harm to enrolee related to treatment decisions or access to services, procedures, and facilities; requires designation of licensed physician as medical director; and specifies that nothing in present law that BHOs or HMOs are deemed not to practice healing art is defense. - Amends TCA Title 29. 01/29/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0122 by *Odum (SB 0671 by *Jackson) Tort Liability - Creates cause of action for damages against HMO or BHO and medical directors for harm to certain enrollees related to
HB 0123 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 0019 by *Harper)
Health Care - Establishes "Tennessee Rx program"; provides authority to set prices for maximum retail prices for prescription drugs in Tennessee, penalties for prescription drug profiteering, and program to provide low-cost prescription drugs to elderly and disabled. - Amends TCA Title 47; Title 53; Title 63 and Title 71.
04/17/01 - Action Def. in Government Operations Committee to 2002

HB 0124 by *Phillips (SB 0031 by *Trail)
Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department to rebuild ornamental brick posts formerly located at entrance of Farming Acres subdivision in Bedford County, which posts were demolished due to construction on U.S. 231. - 04/18/01 - Action Def. in Transportation Committee to 1/02

HB 0125 by *Phillips (SB 0016 by *Trail)
Shelbyville - Subject to local approval, increases salary of mayor from $7,200 to $10,200 per annum and salary of councilman from $4,800 to $7,800 per annum. - Amends Chapter 754 of the Private Acts of 1947: as amended.
03/12/01 - Pr. Ch. 3

HB 0126 by *Rhinehart, Wood, Cole (Carter), Curtiss (*SB 0003 by *Atchley, Rochelle, Burchett, Henry)
Traffic Safety - Permits computer or other electronic displays in utility motor vehicles to be used by utility employee only while vehicle is stopped, standing or parked. - Amends TCA Section 55-9-105.
03/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 2

HB 0127 by *Kernell (SB 0742 by *Dixon)
General Assembly - Authorizes members of general assembly and members' campaign committees to conduct fundraisers in certain counties during time general assembly is in session if solicitations are only made to and contributions accepted from individual contributors in amount not to exceed $100 per individual contributor. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10, Part 3.
03/13/01 - Rec. for Pass. if Am. ref. to: Calendar & Rules Committee

HB 0128 by *Shepard (SB 0134 by *Jackson)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of cultural license plate for technology. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
03/14/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to special license plate calendar

HB 0129 by *Lewis, Hagood, Wood, Curtiss, Ferguson, Rhinehart, Bone (SB 0137 by *Cooper J)
Fireworks - Conforms present designation of Class C and Class B fireworks to current U.S. Department of Transportation designation as Fireworks 1.4G and 1.3G, accordingly. - Amends TCA Title 67 and Title 68, Chapter 104.
04/09/01 H Comp. SB substa.

HB 0130 by *Odom, Jones, S., Turner (Shelby), Briley, West, Armstrong (SB 0138 by *Cooper J, Jackson)
Workers' Compensation - Extends termination date from December 31, 2001, to July 1, 2003, of provision to allow employee whose back is injured to be able to choose health care provider from three physicians or surgeons designated by employer or chiropractor designated by employer; changes due date from September 1, 2001, to December 15, 2002, for reports from treasurer and workers' compensation advisory panel regarding effect of such provision. - Amends Public Chapter 990 of the Public Acts of 2000.
04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 114

HB 0131 by *Fowlkes, Beavers (SB 0025 by "Blackburn"
Naming and Designating - "McCormick-Hardison National Guard Armory" in Lewisburg; requires Marshall County to pay for signs. - 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 208

HB 0132 by *Fowlkes ("SB 0015 by "Fowler"
Taxes, Excise - Revises type of trust of family-owned non-corporate entity which is exempt from paying excise taxes. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-2008.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 0133 by *Turner (Shelby), DeBerry J, Jones U (Shel), Miller L, Cooper B, Chumney, Brooks, Bowers, Pleasant, Armstrong, Towns (*SB 0007 by *Cohen)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to National Civil Rights Museum for educational purposes. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
03/21/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to Special License Plate calendar

HB 0134 by *Langster, DeBerry L, Buck, Pruitt, Todd, Jones U (Shel), Pinion, Kent, Cole (Carter), Jones, S., Naifeh, Westmoreland, Boyer, Windle, McDonald, Godsey, Pleasant, Maddox, Miller L, Fitzhugh (SB 139 by *Cooper J)
Bail, Bail Bonds - Requires magistrate to consider in determining bail that defendant's criminal conduct resulted in death of law enforcement officer engaged in performance of official duties. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11, Part 1.
04/02/01 S. Rcvd. from H., P1C.

06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 342

HB 0136 by *Patton, DeBerry J (SB 0723 by *Carter)
Military - Expands limitation on consecutive years of advisory service to Tennessee state guard from five to seven years - Amends TCA Title 58, Chapter 1, Part 4.
02/05/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 0137 by *Black, Kisber, Cole (Dyer), Hargrove, Miller L, DeBerry J, Vincent, Tidwell, Garrett, Roach, Phelan, McKei, Shepard, Sands, Langston, Shaw, Cooper B, Johnson, Fraley, Rowland, Brown, Jones, S., McMillan, Dunn, Hargett, Beavers, Bunch, Haged, Walker, West, Pruitt, Turner (Shelby), Caldwell, Arriola, Turner (Ham), Tindell, Curtiss, Armstrong, Scroggs, Chumney, Buck, Kernell, Clem, Pinion, Montgomery, Jones U (Shel), Towns, Stanley, Hood, Wood, Briley, Brooks, Harwell, Turner (Dav), Fowlkes, McDowell (*SB 0023 by "Kurita, Blackburn, Rochelle, Cohen, Cooper J, Burchett, Trail, Dixon, Jackson, Herron) General Assembly - Prohibits smoking in restrooms and hallways of War Memorial Building and Legislative Plaza. - 03/13/01 - Action Def. in s/c Agriculture Resource & Industry of AG to 7/2/02

HB 0138 by *Overbey (SB 0035 by *Clabough)
Alcoholic Offenses - Decreases from .10% to .08% blood alcohol content necessary to constitute offense of DUI per se; repeals offense of adult DWI but permits use of prior convictions for certain purposes. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 50.
01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 0139 by *Scroggs
Budget Procedures - Creates performance-based budget review pilot project. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4 and Title 13, Chapter 5.
01/31/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 0140 by *Scroggs (SB 1425 by *Person)
Criminal Offenses - Reclassifies violent offense when committed while acting in concert with two or more people. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 12 and Title 39, Chapter 13.
05/08/01 H Ref. To Finance

HB 0141 by *Scroggs, Kent (SB 1426 by *Person)
Sentencing - Establishes as new aggravating factor whether defendant committed murder after having been enjoined by court order from causing or attempting to cause bodily injury or assault against victim. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 2.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 0142 by *Scroggs (SB 1427 by *Person)
Guardianship - Allows statement that Tennessee and United States tax returns have been timely filed to replace former requirement that copy of such tax returns be submitted to court; replaces "sworn statement" with "witnessed statement" language. - Amends TCA Title 34.
02/27/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0143 by *Scroggs (SB 1428 by *Person)
Estates - Allows publication of accounting if addresses of heirs or distributees of other interested persons are unknown; specifies, for purposes of computing surviving spouse's elective share, that if parties married, then
divorced and remarried, total years of marriage would be considered even though years not consecutive; reverses priority of claims against estate so that reasonable funeral expenses are second priority, instead of third, and taxes are third priority instead of second. - Amends TCA Title 30 and Title 31.

06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 400

**HB 0144** by *Maddox (SB 0147 by *Carter)* School Districts, Special - At request of school district board, authorizes South Carroll County Special School District to levy an additional tax of $1.00 per $100 for construction and maintenance of school property. - Amends Chapter 278 of the Private Acts of 1955.

03/12/01 - Pr. Ch. 2

"HB 0145" by *Aniola , DeBerry L, Brooks, Bowers, Chunney (SB 0759 by *Henry , Dixon, Burks)* Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Creates new class of health care facility for facilities with less than 25 beds for purposes of assessing health care facility fees based on number of beds. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-216.

07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 861

"HB 0146" by *Aniola (SB 1617 by *Cooper J)* Criminal Procedure - Changes distribution of revenues derived from seizures, confiscations, or sales by county or municipal law enforcement related to certain drug offenses; 75 percent of revenues after compensating entity for expenses to be transmitted to department of health and placed in alcohol and drug treatment fund. - Amends TCA Section 40-33-211.

03/28/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

"HB 0147" by *Odom (SB 0667 by *Jackson)* Public Health - Authorizes permits to use treated ash aggregate (TAA) under certain circumstances; redefines "solid waste" to remove source, special nuclear, or by-product material as defined by Atomic Energy Act of 1954; extends exemption from restroom equity law to Shelby County. - Amends TCA Title 68.

06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 387

"HB 0148" by *Miller L (SB 0210 by *Dixon)* General Assembly - Gives members of general assembly same annual percentage increase given each fiscal year to state employees as across-the-board or cost-of-living raise, however given each fiscal year to state employees as across-the-board or cost-of-living raise, however described; increase to be applied to salary as published by U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. - Amends TCA Section 3-1-107.

05/30/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

"HB 0149" by *Davis (Cocke) , Whitson (SB 0027 by *Haun , Henry, Crowe, Williams)* Highway Signs - "Bewley's Bridge," spanning Nolichucky River on S.R. 340 at Cocke County-Greene County boundary - 04/02/01 H Comp. SB subst.

"HB 0150" by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 0026 by *Haun)* Cocke County - Subject to local approval, declares shipment, possession, use, or sale of fireworks to be illegal act other than for public display by holders of permit for public display. - 07/04/02 H Withdrawn.

"HB 0151" by *Brooks , Miller L, Buck (SB 0679 by "Ford J)* Firearms and Ammunition - Defines "personalized handgun"; restricts selling, assigning, or otherwise transferring any handgun in this state unless it is personalized handgun; provides for personalized handgun study commission. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.

04/16/02 - Action Def. in Judiciary Committee to summer study

"HB 0152" by *Givens (SB 0844 by "Williams)* Gas, Petroleum Products, Volatile Oils - Allocates all revenue from tax on natural gas and oil, less cost of administration, to county from which natural gas and oil were removed from ground. - Amends TCA Title 60, Chapter 1, Part 3.

07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

"HB 0153" by *Caldwell (SB 0004 by "McNally)* TennCare - Requires bureau of TennCare to accept pre-admission evaluations submitted by transmission via facsimile machine regardless of length of transmission. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 71.

01/31/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

"HB 0154" by *Caldwell , Armstrong, Bunch, Hargett, Pleasant (SB 0092 by McNally , Davis L)* Local Government, General - Allows, instead of requires, local governments to set and collect processing fee in amount that is equal to amount paid third-party processor for processing credit card or debit card payment. - Amends TCA Section 9-1-108.

06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 348


07/11/01 H Comp. SB subst.

"HB 0156" by *Coy (Dyer) (SB 0637 by "Cooper J)* Taxes, Gasoline, Petroleum Products - Extends period of time from 30 days to 30 business days for county legislative body to act on resolution or ordinance to levy one cent local gasoline tax following filing of petition with county legislative body to levy such tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 3.

01/31/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

"HB 0157" by *Coy (Dyer) (SB 0494 by "Haun)* Transportation, Dept. of - Increases time for filing inventory of county highway machinery, equipment, tools, supplies, and material from 60 to 75 days from date chief administrative officer takes office. - Amends TCA Title 54.

01/31/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

"HB 0158" by *Coy (Dyer) (SB 0493 by "Haun)* Safety - Increases, from 200 to 300 feet, distances required for clear view of vehicle parked on highway outside business or residential district. - Amends TCA Title 55.

01/31/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

"HB 0159" by *Coy (Dyer) (SB 0492 by "Haun, Person)* Transportation, Dept. of - Requires present report of long range and coordinated statewide transportation plan, which is to be submitted to general assembly by commissioner of transportation every two years, to be submitted by February 1st of first year of each new general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 4.

01/31/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

"HB 0160" by *Coy (Dyer) (SB 0491 by "Haun , Person)* Public Contracts - Incrementally increases present amount of public works contracts in excess of $100,000 for which contractor is required to post 25 percent bond by increasing amount annually based on consumer price index as published by U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. - Amends TCA Title 12.

01/31/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

"HB 0161" by *Coy (Dyer) (SB 0495 by "Haun)* Water - Authorizes state to exercise authority over effluents if federal government unable to perform duties due to budget shortfalls. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 69.

01/31/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

"HB 0162" by *Pruit (SB 0135 by "Henry)* Local Government, General - Prohibits person from standing for election to public office requiring posting of surety bond if such person is unable to obtain such surety bond. - Amends TCA Title 6.

01/15/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

"HB 0163" by *Pruit, Langster (SB 0215 by *Dixon)* Local Education Agency - Expands from five schools to five LEAs in each grand division that are required to file report with commissioner of education on conflict resolution intervention programs. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-118.

04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 44


01/31/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--State & Local

"HB 0165" by *Pruit (SB 0217 by *Dixon)* Auctions and Auctioneers - Requires auctioneer to disclose if owner of record of property bids at auction of such property and to further disclose to successful bidder that sale of such property is voidable if owner did not bid. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 19, Part 1.

02/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Small Business of COM

"HB 0166" by *Pruit (SB 0149 by "Harper)* Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires, when application for nonresidential methadone
treatment facility is filed with health facilities commission, that notice of such filing be sent to members of general assembly who represent districts in which such facility is proposed to be located. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-106.
03/13/01 - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Calendar & Rules Committee

*HB 0167 by *Odom (SB 0704 by *Ford J) Criminal Offenses - Creates offense of failing to cover deer or other wildlife carcasses while being transported on public highways; offense to be Class B misdemeanor; multiple offenses punishable by loss of hunting privileges; hunting during license suspension period is Class B misdemeanor. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 1 and Title 70, Chapter 4, Part 1.
02/07/01 - Assigned to s/c Conservation & Wildlife of CON

04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Government Operations Committee

*HB 0169 by *Odom (SB 0703 by *Ford J) Death - Establishes form for appointing persons with power to dispose of remains; establishes priority list of persons who possess that power without designation by decedent; establishes certain duties concerning interments. - Amends TCA Title 62 and Title 68.
01/31/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0170 by *DeBerry J (SB 1350 by *Fowler) Limitation of Actions - Removes period of limitation of prosecution for offense of rape or aggravated rape. - Amends TCA Section 40-2-101.
01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

*HB 0171 by *DeBerry J Alcoholic Offenses - Requires law enforcement officer to conduct test to determine blood alcohol of driver involved in accident resulting in injury or death if officer has probable cause to believe driver committed DUI, vehicular assault, vehicular homicide, or aggravated vehicular homicide. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4.
02/21/01 - Assigned to s/c DUI of JUD

*HB 0172 by *DeBerry J (SB 0716 by *Fowler) Limitation of Actions - Increases period of time to prosecute certain criminal homicide offenses. - Amends TCA Section 40-2-101.
01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

*HB 0173 by *DeBerry J (SB 1186 by *Burchett) Criminal Procedure - Increases penalty for offense of identity theft from Class D felony to Class C felony. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 1.
03/26/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0174 by *Westmoreland (SB 1028 by *Ramsey) Attorneys at Law - Reduces number of members of board of law examiners from nine to three. - Amends TCA Section 23-1-101.
05/22/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 0175 by *Maddox (SB 0577 by *Fowler) Jails, Local Lock-ups - Authorizes Tennessean corrections institute to enforce compliance with minimum jail standards through provisional certification, decertification, order excluding a county from the state subsidy program, or initiation of court action; authorizes promulgation of rules. - Amends TCA Title 41.
01/31/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations Committee for review--State & Local

*HB 0176 by *DeBerry J (SB 0717 by *Fowler) Traffic Safety - Authorizes private entity to conduct court-ordered driver education courses provided course is approved by department of safety and private entity meets requirements for private entities providing misdemeanor probation services; increases fee permitted for such course from $50.00 to between $50.00 and $175. - Amends TCA Section 55-10-301.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 186

*HB 0177 by *Maddox (SB 1109 by *Herron) Child Custody and Support - Changes review of child support guidelines from every four to every two years; makes department of human services responsible for review and sending recommendations to supreme court and copy to children and family affairs committee of house of representatives. - Amends TCA Section 36-5-101.
03/20/01 - Action Def. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA to 4/17/01

*HB 0178 by *Maddox (SB 1150 by *Herron) Taxes, Alcoholic Beverages - Increases tax on gallon of spirits from $4.00 to $5.00; earmarks funds for TennCare. - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 57, Title 67 and Title 71.
01/31/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0179 by *Maddox, *Kisber, Fitzhugh (SB 0292 by *Rochelle) Mental Retardation - Revises definition of "home health service" to expand exemption for services provided by community agencies serving persons with developmental disabilities residing in community pursuant to contract with department of mental health and developmental disabilities. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.
05/07/01 H Re-ref. To Calendar & Rules

*HB 0180 by *Maddox, *Kisber, Fitzhugh, Ridgeway, Shepard, Pinion (SB 0688 by *Ford J) Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Requires department's division of mental retardation services to use UAPA proceedings before imposing sanctions against mental health and developmental disabilities' licensees; exempts actions to recoup unearned monies from providers from definition of sanctions. - Amends TCA Title 33, Chapter 2.
06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 299


*HB 0182 by *Dunn (SB 0156 by *McNally) Collection Agencies - Classifies employment by attorney as debt collector suitable employment which qualifies licensed collection service's location manager to maintain license; removes requirement that agencies include address for department of commerce and insurance on correspondence to debtors. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 20, Part 1.
05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 130

*HB 0183 by *Shepard (SB 0133 by *Jackson) Police - Provides that for one year from April 4, 2001, high school equivalency degree obtained from accredited correspondence school that is recognized as such by any institution of higher education in this state is sufficient to satisfy qualifications necessary to become police officer; after this provision expires, diploma or GED required. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 8, Part 1.
04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 42

*HB 0184 by *Brooks (SB 0478 by *Kyle) Safety, Dept. of - Includes members of capitol police within compensation survey and schedule established for other commissioned officers of department. - Amends TCA Section 4-3-2006 and Title 4, Chapter 7, Part 2.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 215

*HB 0186 by *Brooks (SB 0685 by *Ford J) Traffic Safety - Prohibits, subject to certain exceptions, person from operating motor vehicle while using mobile telephone. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1.
01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

*HB 0187 by *Givens (SB 0184 by *Williams) Election Laws - Expands number of counties with extended early voting hours by applying provision to counties with population of more than 40,000 instead of to counties with population of more than 150,000; authorizes county election commission to utilize other effective means of communicating office hours in addition to newspaper of general circulation. - Amends TCA Title 2.
04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0188 by *Williams (SB 1038 by *Ramsey) Attorneys at Law - Requires closing attorney to disburse funds to third-party vendors involved in inspection for mortgage loan requirements within
10 days of loan closing. - Amends TCA Title 23, Chapter 2 and Title 47.
01/31/01  H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0189* by *Williams (Will) (SB 0223 by *Kurita)*
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Allows owner or lessee of antique motor vehicle to display license plates of year within 10 years of manufacture of such vehicle instead of current license plates. - Amends TCA Section 55-4-111, 03/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 4

*HB 0190* by *Rinks , Naifeh (SB 0977 by *Kyle)*
Radio and Television - Authorizes certain municipalities operating electric plant to provide cable service within county in which municipality is located under certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Section 7-52-601, 04/09/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

*HB 0191* by *Caldwell (SB 0166 by *McNally)*
TennCare - Establishes study committee to examine problems involving uninsurables under TennCare program including option of high-risk pools. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 71, 03/13/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee

*HB 0192* by *Caldwell (SB 0167 by *McNally)*
TennCare - Establishes joint legislative study committee to make legislative recommendations to second session of 102nd General Assembly to implement proposals from commission on future of TennCare. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 56 and Title 71, 02/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 0193* by *Caldwell (SB 0169 by *McNally)*
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of new specialty earmarked license plates for city of Oak Ridge; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Oak Ridge PTA. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

*HB 0194* by *Caldwell (SB 0168 by *McNally, Henry, Williams)*
Highway Signs - "American Museum of Science and Energy," *L-75, Anderson County - 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR of Transportation Committee

*HB 0195* by *Westmoreland (SB 1027 by *Ramsey)*
Driver Licenses - Permits judge to order that restricted driver license issued following DUI conviction may be used to go to and from health care-related facilities for appointments and treatment in addition to other purposes for restricted license. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 50, 04/11/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

*HB 0196* by *Bittle (SB 0183 by *Burchett)*
Taxes, Exemption - Removes gasoline and diesel tax from fuel sold at marinas to boats, motorboats, sailboats, and personal watercraft. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 3, Part 15.

02/01/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 0197* by *Bittle, Curtiss (SB 0645 by *Davis, L. Burchett)*
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes new specially earmarked license plate for Knox Area Youth Recreation Ministry; earmarks 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof, minus expenses, to benefit such organization. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, 03/21/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to Special License Plate calendar.

*HB 0198* by *Bittle, Curtiss (SB 0187 by *Burchett, Ramsey, Crowe, Williams, Davis L., Person)*
Liens - Establishes procedures for marinas to enforce lien on vessels or personal watercraft. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 19, Part 2, 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 210

*HB 0199* by *Arriola*
State Government - Designates official state fossil to be named by general assembly with assistance from elementary students. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 1, 02/01/01 H P2C, ref. to Conservation & Environment

*HB 0200* by *Arriola*
Physicians and Surgeons - Authorizes physicians to use chelation therapy until February 1, 2002, and requires board of medical examiners to report on study of chelation therapy before it may promulgate rules; authorizes board to issue certain rules after February 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 6, 02/28/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 0201* by *Arriola*
Tort Liability - Increases local governmental tort liability limits to make such limits consistent with those currently established for state government. - Amends TCA Section 29-20-202; Section 29-20-311; Section 29-20-403; Section 29-20-404 and Section 55-8-108, 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0202* by *Arriola*
Tort Liability - Increases certain governmental tort liability limits. - Amends TCA Section 9-8-307; Section 29-20-311; Section 29-20-403; Section 29-20-404; Section 29-20-202 and Section 55-8-108, 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0203* by *Arriola (SB 0453 by *Henry, Crutchfield)*
Health Care - Revises legislative findings for long-term care services plan; makes other changes on time certain reports must be made prior to filing waiver and setting individual expenditure limit within waiver. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5, Part 14, 04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 0204* by *Arriola (SB 0989 by *Henry)*
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Makes registration for freight trailers, semi-trailers, and pole trailers renewable annually, instead of continuing as valid for duration of owner’s interest in vehicle, and deducts revenues from renewals to fund certain long-term care services. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4 and Title 71, 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

*HB 0205* by *Arriola, Hargett (SB 0518 by *Henry)*
Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Requires proof of financial responsibility upon being charged with certain motor vehicle offenses; not having proof of financial responsibility available is Class C misdemeanor, punishable by fine only. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 56, 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

*HB 0206* by *Arriola (SB 0990 by *Henry)*
Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Enacts "Volunteer Prescription Drug Purchasing Group Act." - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71, 02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 0207* by *Fraley*
Highway Signs - Specifies dimensions of service signs whose message pertains to religious organization. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 21, Part 1, 04/16/01 H Withdrawn.

*HB 0208* by *Westmoreland (SB 0158 by *Clabough)*
Criminal Offenses - Creates Class E felony offenses of unlawful use of theft detection shielding device and unlawful removal of theft detection device; creates Class A misdemeanor offenses of unlawful possession of theft detection shielding device and unlawful possession of theft detection device remover; makes activation of anti-shoplifting device grounds for detention by owner or employee of establishment. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 1, 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/02

*HB 0209* by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 0289 by *Rochelle)*
Taxes, Real Property - Authorizes legislative body of county or municipality to adjust calculation of certified tax rate to account for projected increase in cost of services provided by county or municipality using certain method and recognized index. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1701, 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0210* by *Ford S (SB 0510 by *Haun)*
Morristown - Subject to local approval, revises requirements for registering district on council member from qualifying as candidate for office of mayor. - Amends Chapter 103 of the Acts of 1903, as amended, 03/12/01 - Pr. Ch. 4

*HB 0211* by *Ford S., Fitzhugh, Mumpower, Godsey, Davis (Wash) (SB 0507 by *Haun)*
Attorney General and Reporter - Removes requirement that to receive credit for services rendered as attorney general member must have been employed as attorney general on date that state assumed employee contributions on behalf of such attorney general. - Amends TCA Section 8-34-627.

07/10/01 - Action Del. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/02

*HB 0212 by *Ford S (SB 0508 by *Haun) Barbers - Revises certain provisions for barbers, including reducing continuing education requirements and revising license expiration dates. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 3, Part 1. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 99

*HB 0213 by *Ford S , Davis (Cocke) (SB 0509 by *Haun) Cosmetology - Reduces number of continuing education hours every two years to maintain cosmetology instructor's license from 24 hours to 16 hours. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 4, Part 1. 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 85

*HB 0214 by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 1053 by *Graves , McNally, Norris) School Districts, Special - Allows county or municipal school systems to convert to be special school districts. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2, Part 5 04/18/01 - Failed In s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee

*HB 0215 by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 0499 by *Haun) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Revises provisions on evaluation of certified personnel by local school boards to include directors of schools; excludes evaluation conferences from public meetings requirements. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-203(a)(14). 03/06/01 - Failed In s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0216 by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 0498 by *Haun) Advertising - Removes outdoor advertising devices for houses of worship from being required to have permit or fee paid for such devices and removes prohibition on such devices as places of worship or on interstate or primary highway system; both provisions are subject to federal approval. - Amends TCA Section 54-21-104 and Section 54-21-103. 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR of Transportation Committee

*HB 0217 by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 0497 by *Haun) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Permits bulldozer equipment with blade of not more than 14 feet in width to be transported on highways without time of movement restrictions, an escort vehicle, or removing blade. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 7, Part 2. 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR of Transportation Committee

*HB 0218 by *Westmoreland (SB 1042 by *Ramsey) County Government - Adds Sullivan County to Loudon, Campbell, Anderson, and Blount counties, who by two-thirds vote of county legislative body, may exercise additional powers granted to municipalities regarding nuisances and things detrimental to health, morals, comfort, safety, convenience, or welfare of county residents. - Amends TCA Section 5-1-118. 03/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 7

*HB 0219 by *McDonald , Ridgeway, Fowlkes, Cooper B (SB 0356 by *Cooper J , Crowe, Harper) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of disabled veteran plates for motor vehicles registered or leased jointly to disabled veteran and spouse. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 04/06/01 - Pub. Ch. 30

*HB 0220 by *Windle , Godsey State Symbols - Adds words "In God We Trust" to state flag. - Amends TCA Section 4-1-301. 03/28/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0221 by *Odom (SB 1774 by *Cohen) Municipal Government - Authorizes municipal corporations and metropolitan governments to regulate or prohibit discharge of weapons or operation of other weapons within corporate limits. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 5. 04/17/01 - Action Del. in State & Local Government to 2002

*HB 0222 by *Odom (SB 2025 by *Henry) Game and Fish Laws - Requires permission of owner of dwelling house within 100 yards if hunting big game within municipality or urban services district in Shelby, Davidson, Knox, or Hamilton Counties. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 4, Part 1. 03/14/01 - Failed In s/c Conservation & Wildlife of CON of Conservation Committee

*HB 0223 by *Lewis , Davidson, Curtiss, Rhinehart, Ferguson, Jones, S., Frailey, Windle, Hargrove, Ridgeway, Hood, Arriola, Caldwell (SB 1252 by *Cooper J) DUI/DWI Offenses - Decreases from .10% to .08% blood alcohol content for DUI presumption of intoxication; deletes offense of adult DWI. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 50. 03/20/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c DUI of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0224 by *McKee , Montgomery, Roach, DeBerry L (SB 2009 by *Dixon) Education - Provides for extended-year reading instruction program. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2. 05/01/01 - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 0225 by *McKee (SB 0924 by *Elsea) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows surviving spouses of retirees who elected to retain state group insurance to continue such coverage on death of spouse regardless of retirement option chosen by deceased spouse. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27, Part 2 and Title 8, Chapter 27, Part 3. 04/04/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 0226 by *McKee (SB 0925 by *Elsea , Burks, Crowe) Highway Signs - "Englewood Veterans Memorial Highway," U.S. Highway 411 within corporate limits of Town of Englewood; requires town to pay for or provide such signs. - 03/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 6

*HB 0227 by *Buck , Godsey, Todd, Pleasant, McCord, Johnson, Davis (Wash), Baird, Buttry, Montgomery, Goins, Clem (*SB 0193 by *Cohen , Ramsey, Miller J, Carter, Williams) Firearms and Ammunition - Redefines offense of possessing firearm where alcohol served or sold to exclude from prohibition possession of firearm while within confines of building where liquor, wine, or other alcoholic beverages are sold for off-premises consumption; possession on premises where such beverages sold for on-premises consumption still prohibited. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1305. 06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 98

*HB 0228 by *McDonald, Ridgeway, Fowlkes (SB 0357 by *Cooper J) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Changes expiration date for special purpose plates for dealers from March 31 to May 31 each year. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 1. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 98

*HB 0229 by *Rhinehart (*SB 0173 by *Atchley) State Employees - Redefines "years of service" for purpose of participation in state's group insurance plan; makes various changes in TCRS; establishes procedure for responding to subpoena for deferred compensation plan records. - Amends TCA Sections 8-27-205(b)(2), 8-27-302(d)(3), 8-34-101(34), 8-34-206(d), 8-34-302(a)(10), 8-35-403(d)(2), 8-35-404, 8-36-108(b)(5), 8-36-109, 8-36-117, 8-36-604, 8-36-607 and 8-37-220(a); and Title 8, Chapter 25, Parts 1 and 3, and Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 8. 02/01/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 0230 by *Rhinehart , Whitson (*SB 0174 by *Atchley) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Corrects internal cross-reference to TCA section regarding definition of member of superseded retirement system. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34; Title 8, Chapter 35; Title 8, Chapter 36; Title 8, Chapter 37. 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 0231 by *Rhinehart (*SB 0172 by *Atchley) State Employees - Directs individuals administering or providing services to deferred or tax sheltered compensation plans to respond to subpoena with required documents and specified affidavit within 14 days of service. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 25, Parts 1, 3, and 5. 02/01/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 0232 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 0203 by *Harper) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Enacts "Tennessee Prescription Fair Pricing Act." - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71.
06/13/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

**HB 0233** by *Ariola , Turner (Dav), Ferguson, Langster (SB 0204 by *Harper , Jackson, Burks) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Enacts "Senior Citizen Prescription Drug Discount Program Act." - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71. 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee

**HB 0234** by *Montgomery , Bunch (SB 0171 by *Clabough , Williams) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Revises procedure for allocation of funds produced from sale of Friends of Great Smoky Mountains specially earmarked license plates. - Amends TCA Section 55-4-271. 05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 145

**HB 0235** by *Rhinehart Taxes - Grants counties local option to levy real estate transfer tax in amount not to exceed rate of state transfer tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4. 02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdgt.

**HB 0236** by *Patton , Ford S (SB 1111 by *Herron) Consumer Protection - Requires credit-reporting agencies to provide free annual reports to consumers and to notify consumers of dissemination of credit information. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18. 03/05/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

**HB 0237** by *Patton (SB 0562 by *Crutchfield) Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Enacts "Tennessee Motor Vehicle Insurance Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 56. 02/14/01 H Withdrawn.

**HB 0238** by *Patton Education - Allows public school students to be excused from classes for off-campus weekday religious instruction for not more than two hours per week for elementary students and not more than five hours per week for secondary school students. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30. 02/21/01 H Withdrawn.

**HB 0239** by *Patton (SB 0202 by *Harper) Child Custody and Support - Authorizes court that establishes or enforces child support to require obligee to report to court on disposition of child support payments, including accounting of future expenditures. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 5, Part 1. 03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

**HB 0240** by *Patton (SB 0206 by *Dixon) Child Custody and Support - Authorizes court to consider divorcing parent's refusal to attend educational session as evidence of parent's lack of good faith under parenting plan proceedings. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6, Part 1. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 616

**HB 0241** by *Patton , Ford S, Hargrett, Pleasant (SB 1511 by *Rochelle , Person) Computers and Electronic Processing - Enacts "Tennessee Personal and Commercial Computer Protection Act." - 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

**HB 0242** by *Patton Naming and Designating - Names new National Guard armory in Johnson City in honor of Colonel Clarence W. Taylor. - 02/08/01 H Withdrawn.

**HB 0243** by *Patton (SB 1784 by *Burchett) Boats, Boating - Requires watercraft over 16 feet and not principally used for fishing to be licensed. - Amends TCA Title 69, Chapter 10. 03/15/01 H Withdrawn.

**HB 0244** by *Williams (Wil) (SB 0347 by *Cooper J) Human Rights - Specifies civil penalties under THRA relative to print media engaged in discriminatory practices; current remedies not to apply to print media. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 21. 05/24/01 H Comp. SB subst.

**HB 0245** by *Williams (Wil) (SB 0090 by *Kurta) Dentists - Authorizes board of dentistry to utilize one or more screening panels in its investigative and disciplinary process. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 5, Part 1. 02/01/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Health & Human Resources

**HB 0246** by *Williams (Wil) (SB 1041 by *Ramsey) Landlord and Tenant - Clarifies that counties specifically excluded under Uniform Residential Landlord and Tenant Act shall remain excluded notwithstanding results of 2000 federal census or any subsequent federal census. - Amends TCA Section 66-28-102. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 101

**HB 0247** by *Williams (Wil) , Montgomery, Ferguson (SB 0734 by *Graves) School Transportation - Specifies requirements for transporting special-needs or medically-fragile school students. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 21. 05/29/02 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

**HB 0248** by *Scruggs (SB 0479 by *Kyle) Probation and Parole - Establishes statutory duties for private entities providing misdemeanor probation services and requires such entities to have $25,000 performance bond and policy of liability insurance in effect and on file with appropriate clerk. - Amends TCA Section 40-35-302. 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 359

**HB 0249** by *Scruggs , Kent (SB 1443 by *Person) Criminal Offenses - Imposes stronger penalty for and broadens definition of custodial interference. - Amends TCA Section 39-13-306. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/02

**HB 0250** by *Scruggs (SB 0855 by *Norris) Traffic Safety - Requires driver to operate vehicle at safe speed, maintain safe lookout, and use due care to keep vehicle under control. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1.

**HB 0251** by *Scruggs (SB 0856 by *Norris) Education - Provides for pilot summer reading programs, modeled after West Virginia "Energy Express" program. - 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/02

**HB 0252** by *Scruggs , Sargent, Johnson (SB 0250 by *Norris , Rochelle, Wilder, Cohen) Local Government, General - Applies transfer of development rights to all counties and municipalities by removing provision which applies such authority only to counties having metropolitan form of government; expands county and municipal zoning provisions. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 1 and Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 2. 05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 265

**HB 0253** by *Scruggs , Kilser, Kent, Pleasant, Todd, Wood, Bittle, Hargrett, Buttry, Montgomery (SB 1504 by *Rochelle , Haun) Budget Procedures - Creates performance-based budget review pilot project. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4 and Title 13, Chapter 5. 05/29/02 H Re-ref. To Calendar & Rules

**HB 0254** by *Fitzhugh (SB 0854 by *Norris) Lauderdale County - Subject to local approval, decreases county highway commission from two members to one member. - Amends Chapter 304 of the Private Acts of 1929; as amended. 04/05/01 S Ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

**HB 0255** by *Scruggs (SB 0195 by *Cohen) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Authorizes any entity with eminent domain authority to extend right-of-way of two-lane undivided public road. - Amends TCA Section 54-22-101. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 0256** by *Bowers (SB 0684 by *Ford J) TennCare - Changes from quarterly to bi-annual accounting of pharmacy rebate program that bureau of TennCare provides to comptroller. - Amends TCA Title 71. 02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdgt.

**HB 0257** by *Garrett (SB 0521 by *Henry) Death - Authorizes registered nurse in nursing home to certify death if death was expected and physician or nursing home medical director signs death certificate; authorizes registered nurse at home care organization to certify death if death expected and physician signs death certificate. - Amends TCA Section 68-3-511. 05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 266

**HB 0258** by *Garrett (SB 0520 by *Henry) Funeral Directors and Embalmers - Requires proposed continuing education courses be submitted to board 60 days in advance; authorizes amendments to courses to be submitted 30 days in advance; requires board to give its approval or nonapproval of courses 30
days before event; requires board to give its approval or nonapproval of amendment to course 10 days before event. - Amends TCA Section 62-5-605.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 187

*HB 0259 by *Garrett (SB 0519 by *Henry) Funeral Directors and Embalmers - Reduces, from 60 to 30 days, time by which application for continuing education seminar must be approved. - Amends TCA Section 62-5-605.
02/20/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal, in s/c Small Business of COM of Commerce Committee

04/17/01 - Action Def. in s/c Environment of CON to 1/02

DUI/DWI Offenses - Decreases from .10% to .08% blood alcohol content for DUI presumption of intoxication; deletes offense of adult DWI. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 50.
02/06/02 - Failed for Lack of Second in: Judiciary Committee

*HB 0262 by *Curtiss , Godsey (SB 1043 by *Ramsey) Hazardous Materials - Creates exception to permit requirements for certain hazardous waste management facilities. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 212.
04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 102

*HB 0263 by *Curtiss (SB 1044 by *Ramsey) Environmental Preservation - Deletes outdated language concerning 7/1/91 effective date of initial rules establishing fees for Tennessee environmental protection fund. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 203.
02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0266 by *Curtiss (SB 1047 by *Ramsey) Solid Waste Disposal - Deletes statutory authorization for appointment and convening of recycling market advisory council. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211.
02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0267 by *Curtiss (SB 1048 by *Ramsey) Water Pollution - Deletes language declaring violation of Safe Drinking Water Act, or of regulations promulgated by Water Quality Control Board, to be public nuisance that may be abated by any means provided by law. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221.
02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0268 by *Curtiss (SB 1049 by *Ramsey) Air Pollution - Deletes governor's statutory authority for removing appointed members of air pollution control board during their appointed terms of office. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 241.
02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0269 by *Kerntell (SB 0477 by *Kyle) Insurance, Health, Accident - Revives and reauthorizes Tennessee comprehensive health insurance pool. - Amends TCA Title 56.
02/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 0270 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 0136 by *Kurita , Crowe, Davis L) Managed Care Organizations - Requires commissioner of commerce and insurance in consultation with commissioner of health to promulgate by rule uniform claims process for TennCare MCOs and providers. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 71.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 209

*HB 0271 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 0224 by *Kurita , Crowe) Managed Care Organizations - Requires managed care organization to be able to provide precertifications and authorizations for medical care for TennCare enrollees to hospitals and other medical care providers on 24-hour per day and 7 day per week basis. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 71.
05/22/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 0272 by *Davidson , Rinks (SB 1346 by *Wildier , McNally)
Statutes - Codifies public acts of 2000. - 04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 52

*HB 0273 by *Davidson , Rinks (SB 0358 by *Cooper J , *Cooper J) Education - Provides for consolidation of school systems to one per county by September 1, 2004. - Amends TCA Title 49.
03/26/01 - Taken off notice for cal. in Education Committee

*HB 0274 by *Davidson , Rinks, McDonald, Arriola, DeBerry L (SB 0200 by *Chrtuchfield , Graves) Redistricting, Congressional - Requires congressional districts to be redistricted within one year after receiving PL 94-171 data from federal enumeration of population. - Amends TCA Title 2. 01/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 467

*HB 0275 by *Davidson , Rinks, McDonald, Arriola, DeBerry L (*SB 0197 by *Chrtuchfield , Graves, Atchley, Haynes, Claibough, Wilder) Redistricting, Legislative - Clarifies that senate must comply with applicable federal statutes. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Section 3-1-102. 01/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 466

*HB 0276 by *Davidson , Rinks, McDonald, Arriola, DeBerry L (*SB 0198 by *Chrtuchfield , Graves) Redistricting, Legislative - Clarifies that state house districts must comply with all federal statutes and court decisions. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Section 3-1-103. 01/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 468

*HB 0277 by *Davidson , Rinks, Arriola, DeBerry L (*SB 0199 by *Claibough , Chrtuchfield) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Allows general assembly member who is candidate for local public office to raise money for such local office during otherwise prohibited periods under certain limited circumstances; revises guidelines for use of unexpended contributions; allows former member of registry of election finance to run for local office during otherwise prohibited period in certain circumstances; makes other various revisions regarding campaign finance laws. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Title 3. 02/21/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 470

*HB 0278 by *Davidson (SB 0359 by *Cooper J) Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency - Requires agency to reimburse vehicle owners for damages to vehicle caused by elk reintroduced to Tennessee by agency in 2000. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 1.
04/18/01 - Action def. in s/c Conservation & Wildlife of CON to 1st calendar 2002

*HB 0279 by *Davidson (SB 0229 by *Chrtuchfield) Charitable Solicitations - Revises annual report requirements for certain charitable organizations; assesses late fees for certain reports and applications filed with secretary of state. - Amends TCA Title 48, Chapter 101, Part 5. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 97

*HB 0280 by *Davidson (SB 0228 by *Chrtuchfield , Blackburn) Administrative Procedure (UAPA) - Revises from 10 days to 15 days when initial order issued in contested case under UAPA becomes final. - Amends TCA Section 4-5-318.
06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 304

*HB 0281 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 0190 by *Haynes) Solid Waste Disposal - Prohibits landfill from being permitted or constructed in Davidson County if only access to landfill is off county road
which runs through residential neighborhood that is located within two miles of landfill where more than 50 people reside. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221, Part 1. 03/01/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 0282** by *Turner (Dav.)*, West, Jones, S., Pruitt, Odom, Langster, Arnilla, Garrett (*SB 0191 by *Haynes*), Solid Waste Disposal - Prohibits landfill from being permitted or constructed in Davidson County if landfill is located within two miles of park or other government recreation facility. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211, Part 1. 01/29/02 - Failed In s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 0283** by *Turner (Dav.)* Handgun Permits - Requires department of safety to study feasibility of combining handgun carry permit and driver license for Tennesseans who have both; results of study to be reported to general assembly no later than 2/1/2002 with recommendations and suggested legislation. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1351. 01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 0284** by *Turner (Dav.)* (*SB 2001 by *Harper. Burks*) Domestic Violence - Requires all firefighters, law enforcement officers, and emergency medical services personnel to receive domestic violence training. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 24; Title 38, Chapter 8, Part 1 and Title 68, Chapter 140. 03/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 3

**HB 0285** by *Turner (Dav.)* (*SB 0225 by *Dixon*) Employees, Employers - Prohibits employer from charging checking cashing fee to its own employee if employee is checking company's payroll check. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 2, Part 1. 03/26/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

**HB 0286** by *Scruggs* (*SB 2008 by *Dixon*) Sewage - Exempts any county having metropolitan form of government and municipalities with sewer bond rating of at least AA or whose cash balance exceeds 50 percent of annual wastewater operating expenses from certain requirements regarding operating deficits. - Amends TCA Section 68-221-1010. 01/15/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 0287** by *Montgomery. Roach, Pleasant* (SB 1352 by *Clabough, Wilder, Cohen, Williams*) State Symbols - Designates Tennessee Aviation Hall of Fame in Sevier County as official state aviation hall of fame. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 1, Part 3. 04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 78

**HB 0288** by *Hargett (SB 1442 by *Person*) Sheriffs - Clarifies that diploma from college that requires high school education as prerequisite to admission is sufficient proof of being high school graduate or its equivalent for purpose of being qualified for office of sheriff. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 8 and Title 38, Chapter 8. 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 360

**HB 0289** by *Sharp* (*SB 0176 by *Fowler*) Municipal Government - Authorizes special assessments for flood control. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 32. 05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 267

**HB 0290** by *Sharp* (*SB 0014 by *Fowler*) Taxes, Ad Valorem - Deletes extension of due date of property taxes for member of armed forces serving in war. - Amends TCA Title 67. 05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 167

**HB 0291** by *Sharp , Overbey, Fitzhugh, McCord, Bone, Curtiss, Davis (Cocke)* (*SB 1726 by *Haynes , Harper*) Metropolitan Government - Makes binding in Davidson County memoranda of understanding voluntarily entered into; requires two-thirds vote of county legislative body; requires "no strike" clauses be included in any such memoranda of understanding. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 3. Part 1. 03/27/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 0292** by *Jones, S. , Turner (Dav.)*, Arnilla, West, Langster, Briley, Odom, Pruitt, Garrett (SB 1726 by *Haynes , Harper*) Environmental Preservation - Authorizes local governments designated as MS4s by environmental protection agency to develop stormwater management systems. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221. 05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 119

**HB 0293** by *West (SB 0364 by *Cooper J*) Unemployment Compensation - Bases individual's weekly benefit amount for unemployment insurance on highest quarter in individual's base period in which total wages were highest. - Amends TCA Section 50-7-301. 02/05/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

**HB 0294** by *Garrett , Maddox, Turner (Ham)* (SB 0517 by *Henry*) Funeral Directors and Embalmers - Authorizes examination for funeral directors to be given more than twice per year; extends registration from one year to two years; deletes requirement that all members of funeral board sign funeral director's license. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 5. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 188

**HB 0295** by *Head , Fitzhugh (SB 1235 by *Cooper J*) Taxes - Authorizes counties to impose local option realty transfer tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 5. 07/12/01 H Held on desk.

**HB 0296** by *Head (SB 0481 by *Haun*) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Increases from three to five years period of moratorium for re-issuance of special license plates deemed obsolete and invalid; defines "a plate substantially the same in appearance or content" for purposes of moratorium. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 67. 02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 0297** by *Head (SB 0485 by *Haun*) Driver Licenses - Increases from 10 days to 20 days time in which department of safety must notify licensing state and commercial driver license information system that commercial driver has violated traffic law; increases from 10 days to 20 days time in which clerk must notify department of conviction of commercial driver violating traffic law. - Amends TCA Title 54; Title 55 and Title 67. 02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 0298** by *Head (SB 0482 by *Haun*) General Assembly - Authorizes chief clerk of either house to serve subpoenas issued by general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 8; Title 54; Title 55; Title 65 and Title 67. 02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 0299** by *Head (SB 0483 by *Haun*) Railroads - Authorizes conductor to put off non-paying passenger at any regular station. - Amends TCA Title 65 and Title 67. 02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 0300** by *Head , McMillan (SB 0279 by *Kurlita*) Education, Higher - Provides that military personnel who have previously taken courses at Austin Peay State University's Fort Campbell site can continue taking on-line courses from Austin Peay at in-state tuition rates. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 8 and Title 49, Chapter 7. 02/01/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 0301** by *McMillan (SB 0293 by *Davis L , Burks*) Victims' Rights - Enacts "Victim Specialist Certification Act." - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 38. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

**HB 0302** by *Briley , Davidson, Kisber, Turner (Ham)*, DeBerry J (SB 0550 by *Rochelle , Burks*) Criminal Offenses - Includes e-mail and internet services as means by which person may commit offense of harassment. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17. 04/06/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 26

**HB 0303** by *McMillan* (*SB 0232 by *Jackson*) Sexual Offenses - Clarifies that offenses of sexual exploitation of minor and aggravated sexual exploitation of minor include possession of material with what is represented to be minor engaged in sexual activity. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 10. 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 0304** by *McMillan , Todd, Black (SB 0294 by *Jackson*) Sexual Offenses - Redefines "material" to include any text or image on computer hard drive, computer disks, or other medium designed to store information for later retrieval. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 10.
05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 147

*HB 0305 by *McMillan (SB 0295 by *Haynes) Victims' Rights - Requires additional victim-witness coordinator positions in certain judicial districts. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 7; Title 9 and Title 67.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0306 by *Scroggs, Pleasant (SB 0233 by *Jackson) Criminal Procedure - Permits evidence of defendant's prior convictions for sex offenses to be introduced and considered as relevant at any trial in which defendant is charged with specified sex offense. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 17.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0307 by *Scroggs, Todd (SB 0299 by *Kurita) Victims' Rights - Redefines duties of victim-witness coordinators. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 7.
04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 47

*HB 0308 by *Newton (SB 0584 by *Kyle, Burks) Criminal Offenses - Creates Class B felony to sell or possess with intent to sell 100 grams or more of any substance containing DMA or MDMA; creates Class B felony to sell or possess with intent to sell 25 grams or more of any substance containing DMA or MDMA. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0309 by *Westmoreland (SB 0549 by *Williams) Sentencing - Requires sentence for crime committed while on community corrections program to run cumulatively to offense for which defendant was sentenced to such program. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 20.
03/14/01 - Rec. for pass; held in Judiciary

*HB 0310 by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 0554 by *Herron) District Attorneys - Adds additional assistant district attorney general position in 29th judicial district. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2.
06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 361

*HB 0311 by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 0553 by *Herron) District Attorneys - Adds one additional assistant district attorney general position in 3rd and 29th judicial districts. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2.
02/21/01 H Withdrawn.

*HB 0312 by *Buck (SB 1440 by *Person) District Attorneys - Increases assistant district attorneys general positions for certain judicial districts. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 14 and Title 16, Chapter 2.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0313 by *Buck (SB 1433 by *Person) District Attorneys - Creates additional assistant district attorney positions and assistant public defender positions. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 14 and Title 16, Chapter 2.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0314 by *Bowers (SB 0360 by *Cooper J) Agriculture - Creates "Tennessee Biobased Product Education Program" and related information network. - Amends TCA Title 43.
04/03/01 - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 0315 by *Bowers Employees, Employers - Requires employers to grant certain leave from work to employees who are victims of crime. - Amends TCA Title 50.
03/15/01 H Withdrawn.

*HB 0316 by *Bowers Motor Vehicles - Prohibits motor vehicle dealer from selling pre-owned motor vehicle in municipalities or counties that require emissions or safety inspection as condition to issuance of certificate of registration unless vehicle has received valid inspection certificate within 180 days prior to sale. - Amends TCA Section 54-128.
03/15/01 H Withdrawn.

*HB 0317 by *Bowers (SB 0255 by *Dixon) Economic and Community Development - Creates community development tax incentive task force to develop and oversee implementation of low to moderate income housing and community development program. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 7.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0318 by *Bowers (SB 0256 by *Dixon) Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Prohibits setting motor vehicle insurance rates by zip code; violating such prohibition is unfair discrimination. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 5, Part 3.
02/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 0319 by *Bowers (SB 0252 by *Dixon) Economic and Community Development - Requires that at least 5 percent annually of grant funding available for distribution from Tennessee industrial infrastructure program be used solely for restoration and development of brownfields to be used by income-producing business enterprises. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 7 and Title 9, Chapter 4.
04/04/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 0320 by *Bowers (SB 0253 by *Dixon) Nuclear Materials, Transportation and Safety - Imposes certain requirements on shipment of spent nuclear fuel and high level radioactive waste. - Amends TCA Title 54; Title 55; Title 65 and Title 68.
04/17/01 - Action Def. in s/c Environment of CON to 1/02

03/14/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Administrative Office of the Judiciary Committee

*HB 0323 by *Buck (SB 0245 by *Jackson) Victims' Rights - Qualifies bar against present claim under victim compensation act that injury occurred while victim was willing passenger in vehicle driven by intoxicated driver to require that victim must know that driver was intoxicated. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 13, Part 1.
03/06/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0324 by *Buck (SB 1377 by *Jackson) Public Defenders - Restates and clarifies procedures relating to district public defenders conference. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 14 and Title 9, Chapter 4.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0325 by *Buck (SB 1376 by *Jackson) Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Restates and clarifies procedures and policies of TBI. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4; Title 38, Chapter 6 and Title 40, Chapter 39.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0326 by *Buck (SB 0248 by *Jackson) Attorney General and Reporter - Restates and clarifies provisions pertaining to office of attorney general and reporter. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 15; Title 8, Chapter 6 and Title 9, Chapter 4.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0327 by *Buck (SB 0313 by *Rochelle) Courts, Administrative Office of the - Extends TnCIS steering committee from period not to exceed five years from 6/30/99 to period not to exceed five years from 6/30/00. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 3, Part 8.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0328 by *Buck (SB 0242 by *Jackson) Local Government, General - Requires municipalities and counties to act in best interest of all citizens with state and local revenues so services will be provided in most cost-effective manner possible. - Amends TCA Titles 5; 6; 7; 13; 54; 57; 67; 68 and 69.
01/15/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0329 by *Buck (SB 0241 by *Jackson) Taxes, Sales - Reduces from 90 to 60 days time period in which dealer may deduct taxes paid on items returned upon which refund has been made. - Amends TCA Title 67.
02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amendment.
HB 0330 by *Buck (*SB 0240 by *Jackson , Atchley, Blackburn, Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen, Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon, Elisea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun, Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurita, Kyle, McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey, Rochelle, Trail, Wilder, Williams) State Government - Makes various changes to improve efficiencies and revenues of various entities of state government. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 8; Title 9; Title 16; Title 17; Title 18; Title 37; Title 38; Title 40; Title 41 and Title 67.
02/07/01 H Withdrawn.

05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 268

*HB 0332 by *Buck (SB 1424 by *Person) Process, Service of - Increases penalty for neglect of processions judge or attorney to mark date process was issued and neglect of sheriff or other officer to mark date process was received from $125 to $150. - Amends TCA Title 20.
03/06/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0333 by *Buck, McMillan, Briley, Jones, S., Newton, Scroggs (SB 0660 by *Jackson) Debtor Creditor Relations - Allows judgment creditor to serve interrogatories limited to issues relative to recovery of assets on third party whom such creditor believes possesses property of judgment debtor. - Amends TCA Title 29.
06/23/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 0334 by *Buck (SB 0312 by *Rochelle) Courts - Adds member of fiscal review committee to be jointly appointed by speakers, to TnCIS. - Amends TCA Title 16; Title 18; Title 38 and Title 40.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0335 by *Buck (*SB 0247 by *Jackson) Eminent Domain - Requires that posted bond for two times amount of appraisal continue upon taking of appeal. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 16 and Title 54, Chapter 14.
03/26/01 S Rcdv. from H., P1C.

*HB 0336 by *Buck (SB 1370 by *Jackson) Law Enforcement - Provides that if $15.00 of handgun carry permit fee allocated to TBI is used for three consecutive months for purposes other than for what it was intended, $15.00 part of permit fee is repealed. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 38; Title 39 and Title 41.
02/06/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

*HB 0337 by *Buck (SB 1368 by *Jackson) Alcoholic Beverages - Increases from 20 to 25 days time period in which manufacturers and wholesale distributors of beer must register with commissioner of revenue. - Amends TCA Title 57.
01/15/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0338 by *Buck (SB 1369 by *Jackson) Public Records - Requires sheriff to inform each employee responsible for public records relative to provisions of public record law and each employee's policy relative to public records. - Amends TCA Title 10.
02/05/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0339 by *Buck (SB 1372 by *Jackson) Appeal and Review - Revises time for appeal from recorder's judgment from 10 calendar days with Sundays excluded to 10 business days. - Amends TCA Title 27.
02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0340 by *Buck (SB 1447 by *Person) Sheriffs - Requires person seeking office of sheriff to file affidavit of qualification with POST commission 60 days prior to qualification deadline; requires POST commission to verify POST certification 30 days prior to qualifying deadline. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 8, Part 1.
05/01/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0341 by *Buck (SB 0727 by *Jackson) Handgun Permits - Makes annual statistical report compiled by department of safety of handgun permits issued, denied, revoked, or suspended available upon request of each member of general assembly rather than requiring it be distributed to each member. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
02/05/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0342 by *Buck (SB 1380 by *Jackson) Law Enforcement - Revises membership of Tennessee peace officer standards and training commission. - Amends TCA Title 38.
04/25/01 - Taken off notice for cal. in State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0343 by *Buck Public Defenders - Authorizes creation of one assistant district public defender position for 13th, 15th, 21st, 22nd and 26th judicial districts. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 14, Part 2.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0344 by *Buck, Naifeh, Stanley, Turner (Dav), Kent, Cole (Carter), Bittle, Walker, Scroggs, Buttry, Davis (Wash), Vincent, Sharp, Harwell, Mumpower, Godsey, Wood, Hargrove, Maddox, Shepard, Ridgeway, Baird, Bunch, Johnson, Goin, Rowland, Black, Beavers, Todd, Pinion, Harpeth, Pleasant, Fitch (Will), Bone, Turner (Ham), Whitson, Hagood, Patton, Dunn, Montgomery, Odom, Brown, West, Head, Ford S, McMillan, Kisber, Davidson, Hood, Sands, McDonald, Winningham, Sargent, Roach, Windle, Ferguson, Briley, White, McKee, Lewis, Fraley (SB 0239 by *Jackson , Williams)

Ethics - Requires persons or entities doing business with state, or subsidiaries or contractors of such persons or entities, who pay consulting fee to legislative or executive branch official or immediate family of such official, to disclose to registry of election finance certain information relative to such fee; requires members of general assembly to make same disclosure relative to consulting fees received. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10; Title 3 and Title 12.
05/29/01 S Reset to first calendar of 2002

*HB 0345 by *Buck (SB 1448 by *Person) Attorneys at Law - Increases from Class A misdemeanor to Class E felony offense of engaging in unauthorized practice of law, but makes possible punishment fine only. - Amends TCA Title 23, Chapter 3.
04/02/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

*HB 0346 by *Buck (SB 1370 by *Jackson) Process, Service of - Increases penalty, from $125 to $150, for failure of sheriff or other officer to execute and make timely and proper return of any process. - Amends TCA Title 25.
02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0347 by *Buck , Winningham (SB 1421 by *Person) Courts, Administrative Office of the - Removes, for purposes of determining salary of general sessions judge, eighth class and places counties from such class into seventh class; removes requirement that money in victims' crime assistance fund be invested "for benefit of fund." - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4; Title 16; Title 17 and Title 18.
05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 723

*HB 0348 by *Buck (SB 1423 by *Person) Criminal Offenses - Clarifies that in criminal case arrest history of defendant or potential witness can be released to attorney of record's employee as well as attorney. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 32.
02/01/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0349 by *Buck (SB 1378 by *Jackson) Clerks, Court - Removes limits on reimbursement for attorneys appointed to represent indigents at parole revocation hearings; cost of act to be paid from indigent defendants' counsel fund. - Amends TCA Title 6; Title 8; Title 16; Title 20; Title 36; Title 39 and Title 67.
06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 355

HB 0350 by *Buck (*SB 0246 by *Jackson) Highway Signs - Defines "breakfast" for specific service-sign purposes. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 5, Part 11.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR of Transportation Committee

*HB 0351 by *Buck (SB 1071 by *Burks) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Exempts from escort and time restrictions transportation of bulldozer equipment less than 13 feet, 6 inches. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 7, Part 2.
03/06/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR of Transportation Committee
**HB 0352** by *Buck, Fraley, Curtiss* (SB 1085 by *Burks*)

Taxes, Sales - Redefines "farm equipment and machinery:" for purposes of sales tax exemption, to include flat bed trailers used for over-the-road transportation in nursery business and cattle business. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

**HB 0353** by *Buck (SB 0516 by *Henry*)

Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Prohibits person violating antique motor vehicle registration provisions from applying for such registration for ten years rather than five years. - Amends TCA Title 55. 04/16/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

**HB 0354** by *Buck (SB 1083 by *Burks*)

Cooperatives - Requires rural electric and community services cooperatives to have voting machine that reasonably accommodates voters in any contested election. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 25, Part 2. 01/15/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 0355** by *Buck (SB 1084 by *Burks*)

Cooperatives - Increases certain filing fees to secretary of state from telephone cooperatives. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 29, Part 1. 04/30/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

**HB 0356** by *Buck (SB 1371 by *Jackson*)

State Government - Requires state boards, except law examiners, to retain examination papers for two years instead of one year. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 8 and Title 16. 02/01/01 H P2C, ref. to Education Committee

**HB 0357** by *Buck (SB 1373 by *Jackson*)

Attorneys at Law - Increases amount of civil penalty for unauthorized practice of law from amount not to exceed $1,000 per violation to amount not to exceed $2,000 per violation; increases civil penalty for violating injunction or order issued to stop unauthorized practice of law from not more than $2,000 to not more than $4,000. - Amends TCA Title 23. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 189

**HB 0358** by *Buck (SB 0455 by *Rochelle*)

Criminal Offenses - Excludes licensed attorneys from sports agent permit requirement. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7, Part 21. 02/01/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 0361** by *Buck (*SB 0243 by *Jackson, Burks*)

Criminal Offenses - Creates offense punishable as theft for adult who occupies authority figure role to receive anything of value and to use such role to coerce minor to attend particular institution of higher education without disclosing arrangement to minor and parents. - Amends TCA Title 29; Title 35 and Title 39. 03/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

**HB 0362** by *Buck, Winningham (SB 1006 by *Davis L*)

Local Education Agency - Allows counties to continue to have elected school superintendents upon two-thirds vote of county commission. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2. 04/25/01 - Placed on Cal. Education Committee

**HB 0363** by *Buck (SB 1004 by *Davis L*)

Education - Allows county commissions by majority vote to re-establish office of county superintendent of public instruction to be popularly elected. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-301. 04/25/01 - Placed on Cal. Education Committee for 05/01/01

**HB 0364** by *Buck, Dixon (SB 203 by *Dixon)*

Public Funds and Financing - Requires erection of signage at state capital projects including names and district numbers of members of general assembly who represent physical area in which such project is located. - Amends TCA Title 4. 04/04/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M, Ways & Means Committee

**HB 0365** by *Bowers, Miller L (SB 3020 by *Dixon*)

Crime - Child Custody and Support - Extends child support duty to parent or parents of minor noncustodial parent; court to apply support guidelines to income of minor noncustodial parent but not to his or her parents; parents' share continues until noncustodial parent reaches 18 or class graduates. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 5, Part 1. 03/13/01 Taken Off Notice For Cal. in Domestic Relations of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

**HB 0366** by *Bowers (*SB 1054 by *Dixon*)

Taxes, Real Property - Increases full market value of property for elderly low-income homeowner tax relief program on which reimbursement is paid from $18,000 to $25,000. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-702. 02/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 0367** by *Bowers (SB 0687 by *Ford J*)

Public Health - Enacts "Obesity Study and Prevention Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 1. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 658

**HB 0368** by *Bowers, Langster, Pruitt, Hargrove (SB 1090 by *Ford J, Dixon*)

Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires commissioner of health to establish stroke care, education, and outreach collaborative, composed of hospitals and health care providers providing stroke care, in each grand division of the state. - Amends TCA Title 68. 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 442

**HB 0369** by *Rhinehart (SB 0496 by *Haugen*)

Purchasing - Directs governing boards of human resource agencies to submit written procedures for competitive bidding to state board of standards for review rather than approval. - Amends TCA Section 13-26-106. 02/02/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

**HB 0370** by *Stanley (SB 0257 by *Cohen*)

Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Memphis Redbirds baseball club new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale hereof to Memphis Redbirds STRIPES program. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 5. 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR of Transportation Committee

**HB 0371** by *Hagood, Bunch (SB 0182 by *Burchett, Williams*)

Traffic Safety - Requires truck tractors and semitrailers to operate in right-most lane on interstate or multi-lane divided highway; violation is Class C misdemeanor, punishable only by $50.00 fine. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1. 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR of Transportation Committee

**HB 0372** by *Westmoreland (SB 0298 by *Haynes*)

Firearms and Ammunition - Increases penalties for unlawful possession of firearm, possessing firearm during commission of felony, and employing firearm during commission of felony; makes such sentences nonprobateable and served consecutively; creates offense of shooting firearm from vehicle. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13. 04/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

**HB 0373** by *Whitson, Davis (Wash) (SB 0487 by *Haugen*)

State Employees - Compels employee of department of revenue to honor written power of attorney executed by taxpayer; failure to honor such power of attorney would be basis for depriving employee of immunity afforded to state employees. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 1, Part 1. 01/29/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 0374** by *Overbey, Hargett, Ferguson (SB 1564 by *McNally*)

Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Enacts moratorium on new methadone clinics. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02
general conference, and executive director of district public defenders conference. - Amends TCA Section 8-34-603; Section 8-34-622; Section 8-34-623; Section 8-34-716; Section 8-35-105; Section 8-36-204; Section 8-36-702 and Section 8-37-309, 05/08/01 H Ref. To Finance

*HB 0382* by *Head* (SB 0488 by *Hau)* Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Increases from three to five total number of actuaries that commissioner may employ. - Amends TCA Title 56, 02/05/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0383* by *Head* (SB 0489 by *Hau)* Taxes, Privilege - Raises occupation tax on lawyers from $200 annually to $2,000. - Amends TCA Title 67, 02/05/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0384* by *Montgomery , Walker* (SB 0328 by *Clabough)* Taxes, Business - Clarifies that person placing vacation lodging for rental through property management company is not business for purposes of business tax act. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 7 and Title 67, Chapter 6, 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 224

*HB 0385* by *Bowers* Employees, Employers - Enacts "Victims' Employment Rights Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 21, 01/29/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0386* by *Bowers* Unemployment Compensation - Prohibits denying victims of domestic violence unemployment compensation benefits due to circumstances relating to individual's being victim of domestic violence. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 7, 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

*HB 0387* by *Fitzhugh* (SB 0376 by *Dixon)* Uniform Laws - Enacts "Uniform Electronic Transactions Act." - 04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 72

*HB 0388* by *White* (SB 1899 by *Cooper J)* Landlord and Tenant - Authorizes writs of possession to be issued immediately, rather than 10 days, after issuance of judgment of detainer. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 15 and Title 29, Chapter 18, 04/17/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

*HB 0389* by *White* (SB 0412 by *Jackson)* Education - Requires school boards to adopt written policy on method of processing applications and interviewing candidates for director of schools position. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-203, 05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 269

*HB 0390* by *White* (SB 0231 by *Jackson , Williams)* Highway Signs - "Wait Watters Memorial Bridge," US Highway 43 in Lawrence County; requires Lawrenceburg to pay for or provide signs. - 04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 45

*HB 0391* by *White* (SB 0230 by *Jackson)* Game and Fish Laws - Exempts from hunting and fishing licenses grandchildren who are hunting and fishing on their grandparents' land; removes requirement that children be residents of this state to hunt and fish on parents' property without license. - Amends TCA Section 70-2-204, 03/28/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Conservation & Wildlife of CON of Conservation Committee

*HB 0392* by *Chumney* (SB 0771 by *Harper)* Child Custody and Support - Specifies that TennCare or Medicaid shall be payor of last resort. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 5, Part 0, 05/01/01 - Action def. in Children & Family Affairs to Summer Study

*HB 0393* by *Chumney* (SB 0772 by *Harper)* Foster Care - Adds house children and family affairs committee and select committee on children and youth to those receiving annual department of children's services foster care report; changes deadline of report from January to January 15 of each year. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 2, Part 4, 02/05/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0394* by *Chumney , Turner* (Ham) (*SB 0177 by *Fowler , Burks)* Domestic Violence - Clarifies that victim does not include person adjudged to be primary aggressor by law enforcement officer; authorizes Shelby County judicial commissioners, magistrates, and other officials authorized to issue arrest warrants in absence of judge to issue order of protection when judge is not available. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 3, Part 6, 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 96

*HB 0395* by *Chumney* (SB 0773 by *Harper)* Child Custody and Support - Permits filing of proposed parenting plan by agreement of parties in proceeding to modify permanent parenting plan; - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6, Part 4, 03/26/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Children and Family Affairs Committee

*HB 0396* by *Chumney* (SB 0513 by *Henry)* Motor Vehicles, Tithing and Registration - Authorizes issuance of cultural license plate for Share The Road. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, 03/21/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to Special License Plate calendar

*HB 0397* by *Chumney* Motor Vehicles, Tithing and Registration - Authorizes issuance of new specialty earmarked license plates for Share The Road; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Harpeth Bicycle Club for statewide use. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee
*HB 0398 by *DeBerry J, Chumney (SB 0764 by *Dixon) Jails, Local Lock-ups - Authorizes Tennessee corrections institute to enforce compliance with minimum jail standards through provisional certification, decertification, or excluding county from state subsidy program, or initiation of court action. - Amends TCA Title 41. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0399 by *Chumney (*SB 0008 by *Cohen) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Memphis Zoo new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Memphis Zoological Society for acquisition of giant pandas and other zoological purposes. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 03/21/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to Special License Plate calendar


*HB 0401 by *Chumney (SB 0761 by *Dixon) Claims Commission, Tennessee - Clarifies that claims commissioner must discontinue private practice of claims for any purpose during term as commissioner. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 3, Part 4, and Title 49. 04/06/01 - To Special License Plate calendar

*HB 0402 by *Chumney (SB 0762 by *Dixon) Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department to condemn entire property containing habitation when partial taking would result in certain adverse consequences to remaining property. - Amends TCA Title 54. 04/24/02 - Action Def. in Judiciary Committee to 2003

*HB 0403 by *Fraley (*SB 0155 by *Cooper J) Education - Requires state board of education to set standard spring break time for all public schools; requires state board of regents and University of Tennessee board of trustees to set standard spring break time for all institutions under their respective jurisdiction and to consult with state board of education to ensure spring break is same for all public educational institutions. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30 and Title 49, Chapter 7, Part 1. 03/29/01 H Withdrawn.

*HB 0404 by *Turner (Dav) (*SB 0303 by *Dixon) Employees, Employers - Requires temporary agencies to pay employees or clients fairly; encourages department of labor & workforce development to establish guidelines and wage minimums for job classifications. - Amends TCA Title 4, Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 17 and Title 50. 03/26/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&FA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

*HB 0405 by *Bunch (SB 0591 by *Miller J) Criminal Offenses - Adds DVDs containing material harmful to minors to list of media prohibited to display for sale or rental anywhere minors are lawfully admitted. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17 and Title 40. 03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0406 by *Bunch (SB 1032 by *Ramsey) Real Estate Agents and Brokers - Requires real estate appraiser commission to act on all applications for licensure that are postmarked 14 days prior to meeting of commission. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 39, Part 3. 04/03/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Small Business of COM of Commerce Committee

*HB 0407 by *Bunch (SB 1030 by *Ramsey) Solid Waste Disposal - Exempts from liability for violation of solid waste disposal requirements person whose interest in solid waste site is limited to security interest. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211. 05/29/01 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

*HB 0408 by *Bunch (SB 1031 by *Ramsey) Eminent Domain - Authorizes municipality to begin condemnation proceedings for unincorporated territory without first notifying county if such property owner is eligible to vote in municipality's local elections. - Amends TCA Section 6-54-122. 03/20/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0409 by *Bunch (SB 1418 by *Person) Courts, General Sessions - Directs administrative office of courts, in consultation with general sessions judges conference, court clerks' association, trial lawyers association, and sheriffs' association, to devise and promulgate uniform general sessions civil warrant. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 15. 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 362

*HB 0410 by *Bunch (SB 0656 by *Burchett) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Establishes that "Holders of the Purple Heart" license plates are issued upon payment of regular registration fee. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 2 and Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 3. 03/26/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

*HB 0411 by *Bunch (SB 0652 by *Burchett) Traffic Safety - Removes instruction that oncoming traffic proceed normally when meeting funeral procession. - Amends TCA Section 55-8-183. 04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 50

*HB 0412 by *Bunch , Overbey (SB 0657 by *Burchett) Driver Licenses - Requires persons convicted of certain alcohol-related driving offenses to obtain sticker to be affixed to back of license noting certain details of conviction. - Amends TCA Title 55. 04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c DUI of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0413 by *Bunch (SB 0653 by *Burchett) Cemeteries - Lowers number of persons needed to petition district attorney general to bring action to remedy violation of cemetery company in properly maintaining cemetery or improvement care trust from lesser of 10 percent or 500 lot owners and next of kin of lot owners to lesser of 10 percent or 20 of such owners. - Amends TCA Section 46-2-306. 04/29/02 - Pub. Ch. 659

*HB 0414 by *Bunch (SB 0739 by *Fowler) Child Custody and Support - Requires department of children's services to develop, with department of human services, process for children's services staff to notify Title IV-D program that child is placed in agency of state, along with any necessary procedures to initiate, obtain, and maintain Title IV child support services. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 37, Chapter 1 and Title 37, Chapter 5. 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

*HB 0415 by *Bunch Limitation of Actions - Authorizes cause of action by decedent's spouse or representative for any action with one-year statute of limitations or less, whose decedent injured by wrongful act or omission and no action initiated prior to decedent's death even if death unrelated to injuries. - Amends TCA Title 20, Chapter 5, Part 1. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0416 by *Bunch (SB 0785 by *Fowler) Liens - Clarifies registration of contract as notice of lien. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 11. 04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0417 by *Bunch , Hargett (SB 0783 by *Fowler) TennCare - Requires general assembly to approve by joint resolution extension of TennCare waiver or any part of waiver before such waiver extension request may be submitted to federal department of health and human services. - Amends TCA Title 71. 04/17/01 - Failed for Lack of Motion in: Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 0418 by *Bunch (SB 0737 by *Fowler , Dixon) Child Custody and Support - Assesses penalty of $100 per day against department of human services for each day from 10 days after lien for failure to pay child support under centralized collection and disbursement system has been satisfied and department has failed to release lien. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 5. 05/22/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 2002

*HB 0419 by *Bunch (SB 0651 by *Burchett) Adoption - Creates process for delivery of children by parent to certain professionals without surrender procedure; adds definition of "abandonment" for termination of parental rights; imposes duties on certain professionals and department of children's services; creates criminal defense. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 1; Title 37; Title 39, Chapter 15 and Title 63, Chapter 1.
Children - Creates pilot program for guardian ad litem services for 10th judicial district.

07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/102

HB 0428 by *Bunch, Cooper B (SB 0927 by *Elsea)
State Government - Requires any state agency considering employing person who has been convicted of felony to first notify appropriate district attorney, law enforcement official and victim; such persons have 10 days to file written comments or objections to employment. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 50, Part 1.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 0429 by *Bunch (SB 0926 by *Elsea)
Criminal Offenses - Increases from Class A misdemeanor to Class E felony penalty for theft if defendant has two or more prior theft convictions regardless of theft value; grades third or subsequent theft conviction one grade higher than otherwise provided if value of instant theft exceeds $500. - Amends TCA Section 39-14-105.
04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0430 by *Bunch (SB 0928 by *Elsea)
Sentencing - Requires person convicted of misdemeanor theft to serve mandatory 11-month 29-day sentence if person has two or more prior theft convictions and requires person convicted of felony theft to serve mandatory one year minimum sentence if person has two or more prior theft convictions. - Amends TCA Section 39-14-105.
04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0431 by *Bunch (SB 0929 by *Elsea)
Probation and Parole - Makes payment of restitution to victim mandatory condition of parole rather than permissible one and specifies that any payment schedule for restitution cannot extend past expiration of prisoner's sentence absent extreme hardship. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 28.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0432 by *Bunch (SB 0658 by *Burchett)
Credit and Debit Cards - Prohibits assessment of late fee or delinquency charge on retail charge agreements (credit cards); also applies to credit card accounts under credit card state bank statute, which includes loans for which no credit card is issued by definition. - Amends TCA Section 45-2-1904 and Section 47-11-104.
02/05/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employee Committee

HB 0433 by *Bunch (SB 0185 by *Burchett)
Sexual Offenses - Requires judges to impose chemical castration as condition of community supervision for life on certain physically and mentally sound sexual offenders. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13 , Part 5.
04/17/01 - Failed for Lack of Second in: Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD

HB 0434 by *Bunch (SB 0267 by *Fowler)
Judges and Chancellors - Requires judicial selection commission to determine whether judicial nominee will adhere to doctrine of separation of powers in interpreting state constitution and statutes. - Amends TCA Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 1 and Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 2.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0435 by *Bunch (SB 0268 by *Fowler)
Judges and Chancellors - Adds intent to preserve separation of powers doctrine to purposes of judicial selection and evaluation commissions. - Amends TCA Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 1 and Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 2.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0436 by *Ferguson (SB 0280 by *Davis L)
Corporations, For Profit - Enacts "Professional Corporation Act of 2001." - 02/05/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdlt.

HB 0437 by *Dunn (SB 0235 by *Blackburn)
Insurance, Health, Accident - Requires health insurance policies to cover maternity care. - Amends TCA Title 56.
02/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 0438 by *Dunn (SB 0180 by *Burchett)
Education, Higher - Prohibits post-secondary educational institutions from using student, faculty, and staff social security numbers as identification numbers; allows use of social security number for purposes specifically authorized, required, or in compliance with federal law that regulates institutions' collection or use of such numbers and protects privacy. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7.
02/05/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 0439 by *Dunn (SB 0269 by *Fowler)
Local Education Agency - Authorizes LEAs, under certain circumstances, to contract with accredited, private institutions of learning for provision of certain instruction, equipment, or facilities needed by LEA. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2, Part 1.
03/14/01 - Action def. in s/c K-12 of ED indefinitely

HB 0440 by *Boyer (SB 0841 by *Williams)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Kiwanis International new specialty earmarked license plate; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Kiwanis International's Worldwide Service Project. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
04/04/01 - Action def. in s/c Budget to Special License Plate calendar

HB 0441 by *Boyer (SB 0889 by *Atchley, Henry)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Kiwanis International new specialty earmarked license plate; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Kiwanis International's Worldwide Service Project. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
04/04/01 - Action def. in s/c Budget to Special License Plate calendar
Utilities, Utility Districts - Increases board of West Cumberland water utility district from three to five members. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-307.
04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 46

*HB 0451 by *Kent ("SB 0272 by *Haynes")
Alcoholic Beverages - Authorizes certain club in Knox County to sell alcoholic beverages for consumption on premises; revises provisions regarding restrictions on sealed or unsealed packages or gifts of alcoholic beverages. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 3 and Title 57, Chapter 4.
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 832

*HB 0452 by *Newton , *Langster, *Bone, Johnson (SB 1591 by *Clabough)
Alcoholic Beverages - Allows non-profit associations organized to encourage and support grape growing and wine making in this state to hold eight wine festivals per year - festival not to exceed 72 hours; allows any Tennessee-licensed winery to transport, sell, and offer complimentary samples of its wine for tasting at festival; revises complimentary sample size to one ounce per person for each type of wine. - Amends TCA Section 57-3-207.
05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 163

*HB 0453 by *Newton (SB 0642 by *Burchett)
Dentists - Requires vacancies on board not filled within 90 days to be filled by speaker of house; requires board minutes and annual reports to be posted on Internet; increases penalty from $500 to $1,000 against dentists who permit unauthorized practice by dental hygienist or registered dental assistant; increases compensation of board members from $100 to $150 per day; increases maximum civil penalty to be imposed against dentists, dental hygienists and dental assistants from $500 per violation to $1,000 per violation. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 5.
04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 0454 by *Newton (SB 0266 by *Fowler)
District Attorneys - Allocates half of all fees and fines collected by district attorneys general conference to hire additional district attorneys; requires board of directors to review and consider on an annual basis the attorneys based on findings of Tennessee District Attorneys General Weighted Average Caseload Study. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 13, Part 1 and Section 40-24-107.
01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0455 by *Newton ("SB 0306 by *Fowler")
02/21/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0456 by *Stanley ("SB 0853 by *Norris")
Energy - Enacts "Guaranteed Energy Cost Savings Act." - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4.
03/26/01 H Withdrawn.
HB 0465 by "Lewis (SB 1064 by "Burks
Local Education Agency - Authorizes counties with metropolitan governments in which principal city is not county seat to adopt consolidation plan for school systems with approval of governing body of metropolitan government and approval by all affected school boards. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2.
05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 131

HB 0466 by "Maddox, Kisber, Fitzhugh (SB 1140 by "Herron, Fowler)  Administrative Procedure (UAPA) - Establishes procedures by which operating guidelines of division of mental retardation services are to be adopted. - Amends TCA Title 33.
06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 337

HB 0467 by "Maddox, Fitzhugh (SB 1135 by "Herron)  Schools, Home - Requires parents whose children are being educated through satellite church-related home schools to advise local LEA when their children are withdrawn from such program. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-3050.
05/03/01 H Taken off notice for cal. in Calendar and Rules

HB 0468 by "Maddox  Charitable Solicitations - Prohibits charitable organization to use more than 10 percent of donated funds for administration; requires yearly reporting of administrative expenditures to secretary of state. - Amends TCA Title 48, Chapter 101, Part 5.
02/22/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 0469 by "Maddox (SB 1124 by "Herron)  Juvenile Offenders - Removes requirement that juvenile facility constructed or developed after January 1, 1995, may not be located in same building or directly connected to any adult jail or lockup facility complex. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-116.
04/05/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 0470 by "Maddox (SB 1166 by "Herron, Carter)  Taxes, Litigation - Authorizes proceeds from levy of local litigation tax to be used for courthouse renovation as well as for jail or courthouse construction, re-construction, or upgrading. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 6.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 225

HB 0471 by "Maddox (SB 1169 by "Herron)  Victims' Rights - Adds right to collect court-ordered restitution in same manner as civil judgment to statutory rights to which victims of crime are entitled. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 38, Part 1.
02/05/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0472 by "Maddox  Education - Authorizes use of dogs or other animal trained to detect presence of drugs or dangerous weapons by odor to search persons of students and other visitors. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 42.
02/22/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 0473 by "Maddox, Fitzhugh (SB 1872 by "Herron)  Libraries - Requires public libraries to filter any computer with internet access for use by children under age of 18; prohibits appropriations from general assembly for any public library in noncompliance. - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 3, Part 1.
03/05/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0474 by "Maddox, Boyer, McCord, Bunch, Overbey, Jones, S., Pruitt, Black, Langster, Brooks (SB 0774 by "Harper, Kyle, Clabough, Williams)  Crime Offenders - Establishes procedure for mother to surrender unwanted infant to hospital, community health clinic or "walk-in" clinic without criminal liability. - Amends TCA Section 34-11-103; Title 36; Title 37; Section 63-6-218 and Title 68.
06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 388

HB 0475 by "Mumpower ("SB 0249 by "Crowe)  Cemeteries - Subjects to taxation income from charitable trust for perpetual care for private cemeteries when income exceeds $100,000 instead of $50,000 under present law. - Amends TCA Section 46-7-102 and Section 67-2-104.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 0476 by "Walker ("SB 0034 by "Davis L., Dixon, Miller J, Cooper J)  Taxes, Real Property - Extends present tax relief to disabled veterans from assessed value on first $140,000 of full market value of owner-occupied residence to 100 percent reimbursement on such property. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-704.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 0477 by "Harwell (SB 0741 by "Blackburn)  Malpractice, Professional - Prohibits denying recovery to claimant on basis of survival rate or opportunity to achieve better result of less than 50 percent. - Amends TCA Title 29 and Title 63.
01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0478 by "Harwell (SB 0363 by "Clabough)  Insurance, Health, Accident - Places maximum increase in premiums at 30 percent on small employer group insurance during 12 consecutive month period; does not apply to carrier issuing such insurance during year in which such carrier also contracts with state to provide coverage to TennCare enrollees. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 22 and Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 28.
02/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 0479 by "Harwell (SB 0151 by "Clabough, Cooper J, Crutchfield)  Public Health - Requires hospitals or facilities where child is born to screen or refer child to facility or health department to screen newborns for hearing loss; requires certain insurance plans to cover screening; requires certain referrals if test indicates child may have hearing loss. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 23 and Title 68, Chapter 5.
02/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 0480 by "Harwell (SB 1345 by "McNally)  Schools, Home - Permits home-school student to participate, to greatest extent practicable, in extracurricular school activities of public school where student would attend if not being home schooled; requires student to meet certain criteria; requires TSSAA to promulgate rule for athletic participation. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-3050.
02/05/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 0481 by "Beavers, Harwell, Overbey ("SB 0335 by "Clabough)  DUI/DWI Offenses - Expands implied consent law so that driver of motor vehicle is implied to consent to multiple tests to determine alcohol or drug content of person's blood rather than just single test. - Amends TCA Section 55-10-406.
02/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 0482 by "Harwell ("SB 0305 by "Fowler)  TennCare - Enacts "Tennessee Managed Care Medicaid Reform, Children's Insurance Program and Tennpool Act." - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 33; Title 48; Title 56 and Title 71.
02/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 0483 by "Harwell (SB 0775 by "Henry)  School Transportation - Requires newly purchased school buses to be equipped with seat belts; allows three years for schools to equip school buses presently in use with seat belts; authorizes department of safety to establish specifications; limits liability of driver. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 21.
02/05/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 0484 by "McKee, Pinion, Roach ("SB 0363 by "Cooper J, Fowler)  Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Revises provisions on comparative evaluation process regarding contracts for correctional services. - Amends TCA Title 41, Chapter 24, 05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 132

HB 0485 by "McKee ("SB 0365 by "Cooper J)  Motor Vehicles - Authorizes licensed auctioneers to conduct automobile auctions without obtaining license as motor vehicle dealer. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 17.
02/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Small Business of COM

HB 0486 by "Davis (Cocke) (SB 0502 by "Haun)  Railroads - Authorizes conductor to put off non-paying passenger at either regular station or location with working telephone. - Amends TCA Title 65 and Title 67.
02/05/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtt.

HB 0487 by "Davis (Cocke), Buttry (SB 0501 by "Haun, Henry, Haun)  Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Armadillo Preservation new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to wildlife resources fund. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
05/09/01 - Action def. in s/c Budget to special calendar

*HB 0488* by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 1393 by *Haug)*
Safety - Limits ceiling for liability insurance coverage required for white-water rafting outfitters/operators who travel 25 miles or less on intrastate roads to amount not less than $1 million. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 15, Part 1.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 190

*HB 0489* by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 1394 by *Haug)*
Taxes, Real Property - Limits collection of adequate facilities taxes or impact fees until property is sold. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 4.
04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0490* by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 1395 by *Haug)*
Real Property - Requires residential real property owner, when it is first transfer of property, to disclose amount of transfer fees or adequate facilities taxes paid on such property. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 5.
04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee

*HB 0491 by *Whitson (SB 0339 by *Cooper J)*
Insurance, Health, Accident - Enacts "Patient Access to Eye Care Act." - Amends TCA Title 56. 03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 0492 by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 0457 by *Rochelle)*
Contractors - Enacts "Home Builders Licensing Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 6. 02/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Utilities & Banking of COM

*HB 0493 by *Scroggs, Pleasant (SB 0538 by *Cohen)*
Criminal Procedure - Expands definition of what is not "effective consent" for purpose of criminal law to include consent given by elderly person to fiduciary when fiduciary uses money for someone other than elderly person with intent to deprive elderly person of such money. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 11-106.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0494 by *Scroggs (SB 1414 by *Person)*
Subrogation - Authorizes municipality to recover subrogation interest under TennCare. - Amends TCA.
04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0495 by *Scroggs (*SB 0232 by *McNally)*
03/20/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee

*HB 0496 by *Odom (SB 0555 by *Crutchfield)*
Environment and Conservation, Department of - Requires department to develop timetable for removal of methyl tertiary-butyl ether (MTBE) from gasoline and requires commissioner to propose regulations and procedures for introduction of reformulated gasoline in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapters 201 to 221.
03/20/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Environment of COM of Conservation Committee

*HB 0497 by *Odom (SB 0556 by *Crutchfield)*
Forest and Forest Products - Requires person engaged in logging operations to submit bond to department of environment and conservation; deletes subsection exempting application of this part to agricultural or forestry activity. - Amends TCA Title 69, Chapter 3, Part 1.
04/17/01 - Action Def. in s/c Environment of COM to 1/02

*HB 0498 by *Odom (*SB 0415 by *Jackson)*
Taxes, Real Property - Raises amount of recordation tax on deeds to acquisition fund, local parks land acquisition fund, and state lands acquisition fund by one-fourth cent. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4.
03/23/01 - Assigned to s/c Parks & Tourism of COM

*HB 0499 by *Odom (SB 0557 by *Crutchfield)*
Consumer Protection - Requires companies to notify consumer thirty days prior to expiration of wireless telecommunications contract; failure to notify results in customer receiving free service for six months after contract expiration date. - Amends TCA Title 47. Chapter 18.
01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

*HB 0500 by *Odom (SB 1817 by *Jackson)*
Public Health - Requires hospitals predischarge to screen infants for hearing; authorizes health professionals to refer certain newborns to tests specified; follow-ups referred to department of health or education; adds insurance coverage; misdemeanor violations. - Amends TCA Section 37-3-703; Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 25 and Title 68, Chapter 5.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee

*HB 0501 by *Odom (SB 0776 by *Henry)*
Motor Vehicles - Specifies that certain statutory provisions may not be cited to restrict municipality's authority and ability to regulate parking and towing of motor vehicles located within boundaries of municipality. - Amends TCA Section 55-5-122.
05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 247

*HB 0502 by *Garrett (SB 0777 by *Henry)*
Funeral Directors and Embalmers - Authorizes persons wishing to continue continuing education for funeral directors and embalmers to submit such courses for approval to board to be given 30 rather than 60 days before course is held. - Amends TCA Section 62-5-605.
02/22/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Small Business of COM of Commerce Committee

*HB 0503 by *Garrett (SB 0778 by *Henry)*
Death - Authorizes registered nurses to certify death of patients in nursing homes and in hospitals if death was anticipated and death certificate will be signed by attending physician or, in case of nursing home, by nursing home medical director. - Amends TCA Section 68-3-511.
03/14/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 0504 by *Odom (SB 0559 by *Crutchfield)*
Fireworks - Authorizes Class C common fireworks to be sold at retail in East Ridge; applies all state laws to sale of fireworks in such city. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 104, Part 1.
02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 0505 by *Odom , Sharp (SB 0558 by *Crutchfield)*
Fireworks - Authorizes fireworks to be sold within jurisdiction of any county or municipality upon adoption of resolution authorizing sale by majority of members of county or municipality. - Amends TCA Section 68-104-105.
02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 0506 by *Jones, S. , Davis (Wash) (SB 0530 by *Fowler)*
Podiatrists - Raises number of continuing education hours required to obtain certificate of registration from fifteen to twenty. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 3.
03/28/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 0507 by *Newton , Williams (Wii), Davidson (SB 0445 by *Crutchfield)*
Constitutional Conventions - Submits to people of Tennessee question relating to calling of convention for purpose of revising Constitution of Tennessee with respect to Article XI, Section 5 relative to prohibition of lotteries and sale of lottery tickets. - 01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0508 by *McDonald , Bone, Curtiss, Davidson (SB 0731 by *Graves)*
Taxes, Gasoline, Petroleum Products - Allows independent retailers to sell dyed diesel fuel for farming and other agricultural purposes. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 3, Part 19.
02/05/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 0509 by *Curtiss , Ferguson (*SB 0283 by *Davis L)*
Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Requires motor vehicle insurers to use only replacement parts from manufacturer of motor vehicle; authorizes non-original parts if manufacturer parts are not available within 30 days of submission of claim. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 7, Part 11.
02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM
HB 0533 by *Williams (Will) (*SB 0411 by *Jackson)
Food and Food Products - Revises permit fees for food service establishments and for retail food stores. - Amends TCA Title 53, Chapter 8 and Title 68, Chapter 14.
03/28/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 0534 by *McDonald , Buck, Davidson, Arriola, Caldwell, Bone, DeBerry J, Givens, Rinks, Jones, S., Ridgeway, Garrett, DeBerry L, Windle, Pinion, Hargrove, Winningham, Cooper B, Odom, Brooks, Fitzhugh, Maddox, Tidwell, Curtiss, Fraley, Williams (Will), Turner (Dav), White, Hood, Sands, Armstrong, Shepard, Shaw, West, Fowkes, Tindell, Towns, Cole (Dyer), Kissler, McMillan, Miller L, Turner (Shelby), Lewis (*SB 0189 by *Haynes , Williams)
Alcoholic Offenses - Decreases from .10% to .08% blood alcohol content required to commit offense of DUI; repeals offense of adult DWI, but permits use of prior convictions for certain purposes. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 50.
01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

*HB 0535 by *DeBerry L
Insurance, Health, Accident - Requires insurers to provide coverage for CA-125 blood tests for ovarian cancer, for women age 40 and older. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 25.
02/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 0536 by *Cole (Carter) (*SB 0316 by *Crowe)
County Officers - Permits constable to attend 40-hour post-certified law enforcement training seminar sponsored by any post-certified law enforcement agency in lieu of in-service sponsored by Tennessee Constable Association; requires law enforcement agency to maintain record of such training for four years. - Amends TCA Section 8-10-120.
02/26/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 0537 by *Turner (Dav) , Kent, Todd (*SB 0588 by *Kyle)
Local Government, General - Authorizes local governments to enter into enforceable memoranda of understanding with local bargaining units. - Amends TCA Title 8.
04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0538 by *Bone (SB 1513 by *Rochelle)
Water - Deletes requirement that regulations promulgated by waste and water waste treatment authorities be consistent with or more stringent than Water Quality Control Act, but specifies Act would prevail in case of conflict; authorizes such authorities to adopt regulations more stringent than Act so long as such regulations filed with department of environment and conservation. - Amends TCA Section 5-6-120 and Title 68, Chapter 221, Part 6.
06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 402

HB 0539 by *Bone (*SB 0465 by *Rochelle)
Regional Authorities and Special Districts - Increases membership of board of directors of Four Lakes Regional Industrial Development Authority by two members, one to be appointed by TVA board of directors and one to be appointed by electric cooperative board of directors. - Amends TCA Section 64-5-203. 05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 150

*HB 0540 by *Bone , Phelan, Givens, Montgomery, McCord, McDaniel, McDonald, Fraley, Walker , Davidson, Winningham, Goins, Baird, Curtiss (*SB 0291 by *Rochelle , Trail, Williams, Graves, Burks, Clabough, Cooper J)
05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 133

*HB 0541 by *Rhinehart (SB 1234 by *Cooper J)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Adds criminal investigator employed by district attorney general who has accumulated sick leave to list of those who, for retirement purposes, shall be credited with such accumulated sick leave as creditable service. - Amends TCA Section 8-34-604.
02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 0542 by *Rhinehart , Shepard, Godsey, Mumpower, Sargent, Roach (*SB 0527 by *McNally , Jackson)
Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Provides for recoupment of payments made by health insurers and HMOs, including those participating in TennCare Program, to pharmacy services providers for care delivered to covered beneficiaries, insureds, or enrollees. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 71.
06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 340

HB 0543 by *Rhinehart , Shepard (*SB 0526 by *McNally , Jackson)
Taxes, Sales - Codifies present practice of exempting drug, medical equipment or device, or medical supply item purchased or rented with funds derived from capitalization or supplemental payments provided to MCOs participating in TennCare; applies retroactively to 1/1/94. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 3.
07/01/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0544 by *Sharp
Environmental Preservation - Authorizes local governments designated as MS4s by environmental protection agency to develop stormwater management systems. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0545 by *Pruit , Hargett, Langster, Chumney, Overby (*SB 0804 by *Harper)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires notification of state representative and senator who represent district where methadone clinic proposed to be located; requires commissioner of health to study issues relating to need for and location of non-residential methadone clinics and to design guidelines regarding location of such clinics. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-106.
06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 363

*HB 0546 by *Pinion , Arriola (SB 1162 by *Herron)
Taxes, Real Property - Increases amount of time by which notice must be given regarding inspection of property assessment records and changes in classification of assessed valuation; increases amount of time that assessor must retain notice records. - Amends TCA Title 67. 02/05/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0547 by *Pinion (SB 1164 by *Herron)
Taxes, Sales - Clarifies and restates that tax on retail sale of manufactured home does not apply to items on which independent contractor of retail seller owes or has paid sales or use tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.
02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 0548 by *Pinion (SB 1165 by *Herron)
Taxes, Exemption - Exempts grain trailers from sales tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0549 by *Westmoreland , Hood, Rowland, Beavers (SB 1050 by *Ramsay)
County Government - Specifies requirements that Class 2 counties have at least nine county legislative body districts and that each office in multi-member districts be separately designated on ballot; only applies to counties having such designation prior to January 1, 1999. - Amends TCA Section 5-5-102 and Section 8-24-101.
04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 86

*HB 0550 by *Shaw , Towns, Sands, DeBerry L, Rinks, Fitzhugh (SB 1129 by *Herron)
Criminal Offenses - Creates Class E felony offense of threatening with harm public official or member of public official's immediate family. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 16.
01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0551 by *McDonald (SB 1313 by *Graves)
Criminal Offenses - Requires all parties to communication to consent before one party can intercept wire, oral, or electronic communication or record cell or cordless telephone conversation. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 6. 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0552 by *McDonald (SB 1317 by *Graves)
Education, Dept. of - Provides that state board of regents may establish service areas for community colleges, technical institutes, and state technology centers but requires legislative approval of changes occurring after January 1, 2001. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 8.
02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 0553 by *McDonald , Towns, Cooper B (*SB 0729 by *Graves)
Disabled Persons - Permits persons who are permanently and totally physically disabled to terminate rental leases without penalty if room in public housing facility becomes available and exempts such persons from being required to pay rent after ceasing to occupy residential property due to acceptance to public housing;
provisions not to apply if landlord made significant modifications to residence to address issues of handicap accessibility. - 05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 169

HB 0554 by *McDonald (*SB 0730 by *Graves) Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Requires auto insurance company to notify insured of possibility of higher rates relative to claims paid by such company on behalf of insured. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 56, Chapter 7. 02/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Small Business of COM

HB 0555 by *McDonald , Bone (*SB 0390 by *Graves) Game and Fish Laws - Prohibits knowingly taking, possessing, or destroying albino deer; makes violation Class B misdemeanor, punishable by fine only. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 4, Part 1. 04/06/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 24

HB 0556 by *McDonald , West, Odom, Turner (Day) (*SB 0735 by *Graves) Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Enacts "State Parks Management and Preservation Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 3. 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 0557 by *McDonald , Windle (*SB 0391 by *Graves , McNally) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Shifts commissioned park rangers and park managers from Group I to Group II of consolidated retirement systems; changes benefits, required years of service, and mandatory retirement according. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34 and Title 8, Chapter 36. 02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 0558 by *Boyer (SB 0900 by *Person) Children - Establishes educational program to advise parents of unwanted infants of alternatives to infant abandonment; alleviates criminal liability for parents who surrender unwanted infants pursuant to this act. - Amends TCA Section 34-11-103; Title 36; Title 37; Section 63-6-218 and Title 68. 04/18/01 - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA

*HB 0559 by *Boyer , Johnson, Baird, Goins, McCord, Todd, Bittle, Scroggs, Sharp (SB 0824 by *McNally , Burks) Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency - Creates lifetime senior citizen sportsman license with one-time fee of $200; additional fee of $40.00 for annual sportsman license, instead of $100 fee required of non-senior citizens. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 2. 06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 376

*HB 0560 by *Boyer (SB 0833 by *Burchett) Civil Procedure - Establishes $25.00 minimum fee for serving any type of civil process in general sessions court and $40.00 minimum fee for serving civil process in circuit and chancery court. - Amends TCA Section 8-21-901. 04/17/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

*HB 0561 by *Boyer (SB 0917 by *Burchett , Burks, Williams, Sen.) Criminal Procedure - Requires sex offender registration to include each higher education institution at which such offender is enrolled, employed, or carrying on vocation; requires TBI to report sexual offender registration information to law enforcement agencies of higher education institutions. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 39, Part 1. 02/21/02 - Pub. Ch. 469

*HB 0562 by *Mumpower (SB 1018 by *Ramsey) Taxes, Inheritance Gift - Provides mechanism for adjusting state gift tax rates for inflation to conform with federal gift tax provisions. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 8. 02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 0563 by *Mumpower (SB 1017 by *Ramsey) Taxes, Inheritance Gift - Directs department of revenue to devise method to unify estate and gift tax rates and conform such rates to federal tax rates. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 8. 02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 0564 by *Black (SB 0646 by *Burchett) Health Care - Requires hospitals or other facilities where child is born to screen or refer child to facility which performs hearing loss test or to department of health to screen newborn infants for hearing loss; requires certain insurance policies or plans to cover screening; requires certain referrals if test indicates child may have hearing loss. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 23 and Title 68, Chapter 5. 02/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 0565 by *Black , Cole (Dyer), Beavers, Sargent, Rowland, Bowers (SB 1035 by *Ramsey , Williams, Sen.) Employees, Employers - Authorizes employer whose employee has suffered violence or credible threat of violence at employee's workplace to seek and obtain temporary restraining order and injunction prohibiting further violence or threat of violence at workplace or while employee is acting within course and scope of employment. - Amends TCA Title 50 and Title 20. 04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 541

HB 0566 by *Arriola (*SB 0399 by *Haynes) Water - Regulates certain bill practices for water consumption in certain types of buildings. - 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

*HB 0567 by *Dunn (SB 0901 by *Blackburn) Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Requires insurer offering rental coverage for insured personal motor vehicle to provide rental vehicle of similar size and value; provision would not rescind, impair, or affect policies in effect on June 30, 2001, and would only apply to policies entered into, or renewed after, July 1, 2001. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7. 03/20/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee

*HB 0568 by *Dunn (SB 0902 by *Blackburn) Appropriations - Enacts general appropriations act for fiscal year 2001-2002. - 02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 0569 by *Beavers (SB 0894 by *Atchley) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows members with service in different classifications to make backpayment with interest to have all service treated as in same classification at time of separation. - Amends TCA Title 8. 02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 0570 by *Arriola (*SB 0396 by *Haynes) Water - Authorizes certain billing practices with respect to consumption of water and wastewater service. - 04/24/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

*HB 0571 by *Bunch (SB 0830 by *Burchett) Local Government, General - Authorizes volunteer and special unit enforcement of parking laws; requires adoption by two-thirds vote of legislative body of county, municipality, or metropolitan government. - Amends TCA Title 55. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0572 by *Bunch , Pleasant (SB 0934 by *McNally) Education - Requires assessments of children for special education purposes to be conducted within time frame set by state board of education's rules and regulations; requires department of education to study necessary time frames for assessments during 2001-2002 school year and report by December 31, 2002, to house and senate education committees. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 10. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 843

*HB 0573 by *Bunch (SB 0857 by *Norris) Courts, General Sessions - Requires party whoperfects appeal from general sessions to circuit court to serve written notice on all other parties in cases where comparative fault is issue at trial; served party would have 10 days from notice in which to perfect appeal. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 15 and Title 27, Chapter 5. 05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 707

HB 0574 by *Bunch , Hagood, West, Buttry, Boyer, Walker , Lewis, Cole (Dyer), McDaniel, Pleasant, Baird, Turner (Ham), Givens, Davis (Cocke), Whitson (*SB 0874 by *Burchett , Crowe, Atchley) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Allows veterans with permanent partial disability greater than 20 percent but less than 100 percent to purchase "Disabled Veterans" memorial license plates upon payment of regular fee. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 04/09/01 S Rcv'd from H., P1c.

*HB 0575 by *Winningham (*SB 0386 by *Davis) Surplus Property - Requires surplus property motor vehicle to be offered to department of human services before disposal; such vehicle to be transferred to department if usable for family violence shelter. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 2, Part 4 and Title 40, Chapter 33, Part 2. 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0576 by *Winningham (SB 1070 by *Burks)
Trade Regulation - Prohibits sale of soft drinks at less than cost to retailer or wholesaler. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 25.
04/17/01 - Failed for lack of motion in: Small Business of COM

*HB 0577* by *Winnimming , Patton, Goins, Baird, Turner (Ham), Miller L, Pleasant (SB 1093 by *Burks , Crowe)

Education - Authorizes local education agencies to issue high school diplomas to veterans who failed to receive their diplomas due to military service in World War I. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-119.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 191

*HB 0578* by *Winnimming (SB 1069 by *Burks , Haynes, Norris, Davis L)

Highway Signs - Dale Hollow Lake, Exit 286, 287, 286, 290 on I-40 in Cookeville; requires Pickett County to pay for or provide signs.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 216

*HB 0579* by *Winnimming (*SB 0162 by *McNally , Williams)

Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Provides for $3,000 annual bonus to teachers who have achieved certification by National Board of Professional Teaching Standards. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Part 56.
04/04/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of Education Committee

*HB 0580* by *Winnimming (SB 0032 by *Davis L)

Abortion - Prohibits state funding of abortions. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 51.
04/11/01 - Action def. in s/c Health Access of HHR to 01/02

*HB 0581* by *Winniming (SB 1458 by *Davis L)

Local Education Agency - Restricts ability of school boards to terminate or enter into school directors' contracts during period extending 45 days prior to general school board election until 30 days following such election. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-203.
05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 270

*HB 0582* by *Bone , Sargent, McDonald (SB 1514 by *Rochelle)

Taxes, Agricultural and Open Spaces - Changes calculation for valuation of land classified as agricultural, forest, or open space land from dividing three into sum of two times use value plus land schedule value to dividing ten into sum of nine times use value plus land schedule value. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5.
04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0583* by *Chumney (SB 0871 by *Dixon)

Abuse - Requires members of task force that assists with development of comprehensive child abuse plan to also study development of alternative statewide child protective services systems and whether pilot mental health court should be established in Shelby County. - Amends TCA Title 9; Title 33 and Title 37.
06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 350

*HB 0584* by *Arriola (SB 0278 by *Haynes)

Sewage - Requires approved effluent filters on certain new subsurface sewage disposal systems and on certain repaired subsurface sewage disposal systems; establishes minimum requirements for approval of such effluent filters. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221, Part 4.
03/28/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 0585* by *Arriola (SB 1040 by *Ramsey)

Children - Requires testing of newborns within one hour of birth to determine glucose levels. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 5.
04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 0586* by *Patton , Givens (SB 1177 by *Herron)

Traffic Safety - Clarifies that driver passing on left shall move right after passing; requires drivers to drive in right lane if unoccupied and safe for vehicular travel; violation punishable by citation for first offense, $20 fine for second, and $50 fine for third and subsequent. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1.
03/13/02 - Failed for Lack of Second in: Transportation and Safety Planning of TR COM to 01/02

*HB 0587* by *Chumney (SB 1161 by *Herron)

Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Enacts "Millennium Trust Fund and Authority Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 9; Title 33; Title 36; Title 37; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - resinamd.

*HB 0588* by *Chumney (SB 1107 by *Herron)

Day Care - Defines direct interest and indirect interest for purposes of childcare facilities corporation to have same meaning as terms used in state contract conflict of interest provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 37, Part 1.
03/27/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Human Services and Mental Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 0589* by *Chumney , Walker (SB 1271 by *Cohen)

Criminal Procedure - Establishes specific statutory guidelines to implement defendant's right to speedy trial in criminal case based upon type of offense with which defendant is charged and whether defendant is in custody or released on bail. - Amends TCA Section 40-14-101.
04/17/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

*HB 0590* by *Chumney (SB 0823 by *Kyle)

Environmental Preservation - Enacts "The Brownfields Property Reuse Act of 2001." - 04/24/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0591* by *Chumney (SB 1331 by *Henry)

Pest Control - Establishes guidelines to be used in accordance with Tennessee Child Care Facilities Pest Management Act. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 5 and Title 62.
04/17/01 - Action def. in s/c Small Business of COM to 01/02

*HB 0592* by *Chumney (SB 0863 by *Ford J)

Taxes, Real Property - Exempts from real property taxes housing authority properties; authorizes housing authority to make payments in lieu of paying taxes for facilities or services, but such payments shall not exceed estimated cost to the providing entity of such facilities or services. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0593* by *Whitson (*SB 0506 by *Haun)

Nuclear Materials, Transportation and Safety - Authorizes Category I Nuclear Facility to designate peace officers and grants such officers certain powers possessed by peace officers. - Amends TCA Section 38-3-120.
04/06/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 25

*HB 0594* by *Maddox (SB 0980 by *Crutchfield)

Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Allows teachers and principals to accrue late deferred retirement benefits with interest while continuing to teach for up to five years after retirement. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34, 02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

*HB 0595* by *Maddox

Taxes, Sales - Expands sales tax base to include certain products or services presently exempt from taxation. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.
02/22/01 H Withdrawn.

*HB 0596* by *Maddox (SB 0803 by *Davis L)

Codes - Directs state fire marshal to study and promulgate rules amending state building code to foster cost-effective housing rehabilitation. - Amends TCA Title 68.
02/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Small Business of COM

*HB 0597* by *Fowlkes (SB 1026 by *Ramsey)

Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Allows return for cancellation of registration for mobile home, house trailer, or other mobile structure after immobility and future transferability only as real property. - Amends TCA Title 55, 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0598* by *McCord (SB 1193 by *Clabough)

Juvenile Offenders - Encourages counties to expend funds received from state to improve juvenile court services, provide community alternatives, or pay for alternative placement and transportation services. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 1.
03/27/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Family Justice of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

*HB 0599* by *McCord , Overbay, Montgomery (*SB 0159 by *Clabough , Williams)

Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires hospitals to receive certain abandoned newborn infants under certain circumstances; provides certain criminal and civil immunity to hospital, its employees, and health care professionals. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 1; Title 37, Chapter 1; Title 37, Chapter 2; Part 4; Title 39, Chapter 15 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2.
04/18/01 - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA
time polls close, counting is complete, authorizes votes to be totaled but prohibits release of vote totals until after all polls in county close. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55.

**HB 0626** by *Kent, DeBerry, L, Bowers, DeBerry J, Pleasant, Todd, Chumney, Hargett, Towns, Cooper B, Stanley, Brooks, Miller L, Jones U (Shel), Scroggs (SB 0790 by *Cohen) Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation - Expands alcohol and drug addiction treatment fund to cover person convicted of DUI who violates probation due to arrest for DUI and indigent person that is eligible to participate in state-approved drug court program. - Amends TCA Title 39; Title 40 and Title 55.

03/27/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 0627** by *McKee (SB 0835 by *Elsea) Alcoholic Beverages - Authorizes county by adoption of resolution by two-thirds vote to impose statutory hours for sale of beer in unincorporated areas of county instead of hours for sale of liquor by drink applying to sale of beer in unincorporated areas where incorporated municipality has authorized sale of liquor by drink. - Amends TCA Section 57-5-301.

03/27/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee.

**HB 0628** by *Antiole, Chumney (SB 0988 by *Crutchfield, Carter, Dixon) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Increases membership on nursing home and health facilities boards; changes consumer member qualifications on health facilities commission; requires increased health inspection resources; sets surcharge; denies reimbursement for certain trade association expenses. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3.

03/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance


**HB 0632** by *Kisber (SB 0627 by *Cooper J) Appropriations - Authorizes appropriations to exceed estimated growth in the state's economy - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 6, Part 2. - 02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 0631** by *Kisber (SB 0626 by *Cooper J) Bond Issues - Authorizes issuance of bonds to fund state projects. - 02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 0632** by *Kisber (SB 0587 by *Kyle) Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department to report budget allotments to chairs of house and senate finance committees, ways and means committees. - Amends TCA Title 9; Title 47; Title 54; Title 55; Title 57; Title 67 and Title 68. - 05/08/01 H Taken off notice for cal. in 5/08/01

**HB 0633** by *Kisber Tort Liability - Defines term "health care practitioner" for purposes of medical malpractice provisions within governmental tort liability act to specifically mean licensed physicians and nurses. - Amends TCA Section 29-20-310. - 02/07/01 H Withdrawn.

**HB 0634** by *Kisber (SB 1307 by *McNally) Taxes, Sales - Adds equipment used for research and development to definition of "industrial machinery"; creates sales tax exemption for supplies and material used in research and development. - Amends TCA Title 67. - 02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 0635** by *Kisber (SB 1326 by *Henry) Civil Service - Authorizes commissioner of personnel, when filling entry level civil engineer and professional information system management positions, to use certain modified hiring procedures. - Amends TCA Title 8. - 05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 159

**HB 0636** by *Kisber (SB 1306 by *McNally) Taxes, Excise - Includes maintenance payments by lessee of property in definition of rent for excise tax purposes. - Amends TCA Title 67. - 02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 0637** by *Kisber (SB 1303 by *McNally) Taxes, Franchise - Includes maintenance payments by lessee of property in definition of rent for franchise tax purposes. - Amends TCA Title 67. - 02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 0638** by *Kisber (SB 1334 by *Henry) State Government - Requires departments to provide monthly reporting of expenditures to general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3. - 02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 0639** by *Kisber (SB 0599 by *Cooper J) State Government - Prevents state departments from entering into agreements involving expenditure of funds beyond those available by appropriation or gift. - Amends TCA Title 4. - 02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 0640** by *Kisber (SB 0601 by *Cooper J) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Re-authorizes and directs agriculture and health committees to present recommendations to general assembly concerning use of tobacco settlement funds. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55. - 02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 0641** by *Kisber (SB 0536 by *Cohen) Education, Higher - Alters composition of committee on postsecondary educational institutions. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7. - 02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 0642** by *Kisber (SB 0620 by *Cooper J) Taxes, Sales - Clarifies applicability of use tax for subcontractors on property produced or severed from the earth. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6. - 02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 0643** by *Kisber (SB 0600 by *Cooper J) Alcoholic Beverages - Specifies that law requiring retailer's license for sale of packaged liquors applies to limited liability companies and partnerships. - Amends TCA Title 67. - 02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 0644** by *Kisber (SB 0619 by *Cooper J) Taxes - Clarifies inclusion of property for purposes of computing franchise tax. - Amends TCA Title 67. - 02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 0645** by *Kisber (SB 0597 by *Cooper J) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Increases, from 6 to 12 months, time for filed campaign disclosure statements to be deemed sufficient absent showing of fraud. - Amends TCA Title 2. - 02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 0646** by *Kisber (SB 0594 by *Cooper J) Public Funds and Financing - Authorizes state funding board to establish rules regarding agreements and contracts facilitating issuance and sale of debt by governmental entities established by private act. - Amends TCA Title 9. - 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 818

**HB 0647** by *Kisber (SB 0623 by *Cooper J) Business Organizations - Allows notice of withdrawal of registration by foreign limited partnership to be filed by facsimile transmission or other means of electronic communication authorized by secretary of state. - Amends TCA Title 61. - 02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 0648** by *Kisber (SB 0621 by *Ford J, Ford J, Cooper J) Public Buildings - Adds two new members to Memphis public building authority. - Amends TCA Title 7; Title 12; Title 30; Title 57 and Title 67. - 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 364

**HB 0649** by *Kisber (SB 1493 by *Rochelle) Courts, Administrative Office of the - Adds civil court clerk and criminal court clerk to judicial council; establishes "automated court system hardware replacement loan fund"; requires that first year's funding for act be from non-state sources; and authorizes funding from non-state sources in subsequent years. - Amends TCA Title 16. - 08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 451

**HB 0650** by *Kisber (SB 0625 by *Cooper J) Education - Prevents persons convicted of any felony or misdemeanor involving moral turpitude from holding elementary or secondary education teaching license. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5. - 02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 0651** by *Kisber (SB 0618 by *Cooper J) Tennessee Higher Education Commission - Requires Tennessee higher education commission master plan and biennial report to include detailed justification of need for any funding increases. - Amends TCA Title 49.
HB 0652 by *Head (SB 1510 by *Rochelle) Taxes, Ad Valorem - Prohibits assessment of property tax on stock of industrial loan and thrift companies. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 11.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0653 by *Kisber (*SB 0617 by *Cooper J) Education - Prevents parent whose status as parent has been terminated by operation of law from obtaining child's report card. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6.
02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 0654 by *Kisber (*SB 0629 by *Cooper J) Budget Procedures - Requires budget reporting by departments of finance and administration, personnel, and higher education. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 9 and Title 49.
02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 0655 by *Kisber , Todd (*SB 0622 by *Norris , Cooper J) Taxes - Revises distribution of state-shared taxes. - Amends TCA Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 16; Title 45; Title 48; Title 51; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67 and Title 68.
06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 365

HB 0656 by *Kisber (*SB 0534 by *Cohen) County Government - Prevents counties from entering into cooperative agreements that require expenditure of funds beyond those available by appropriation, gift, or otherwise. - Amends TCA Title 5.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0657 by *Kisber (*SB 0535 by *Cohen) Municipal Government - Increases municipal purchasing authority. - Amends TCA 6. 02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0658 by *Kisber (*SB 0613 by *Cooper J) Accountants - Provides that accountant's work papers are property of accountant unless accountant has express written agreement with client to contrary. - Amends TCA Title 62.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0659 by *Kisber (*SB 0614 by *Cooper J) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Specifies applicability of Tennessee rules of civil procedure to actions involving uninsured motorist claims. - Amends TCA Title 56.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0660 by *Kisber (*SB 0612 by *Cooper J) Judicial Officers - Requires prompt repayment to state of indigent court costs if judge determines that state not liable for such costs. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 16; Title 25; Title 29; Title 40; Title 41 and Title 67.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0661 by *Kisber (*SB 0608 by *Cooper J) Banks and Financial Institutions - Clarifies that person affiliated with bank who sells securities but is not registered with broker-dealer must register with department of commerce and insurance and is subject to Tennessee Securities Act of 1980. - Amends TCA Title 45.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0662 by *Kisber (*SB 0609 by *Cooper J) Corporations, For Profit - Authorizes written notice of action asserting dissenters' rights to be given by facsimile transmission but not electronic mail. - Amends TCA Title 48.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0663 by *Windle , Bone, Fraley, Curtiss, Rheinhart, Winningham, Wood, Sharp, Dunn, Walker , Goins (SB 0827 by *Burchett) State Symbols - Redesigns state flag to add language "In God We Trust" on blue bar of flag; affects flags manufactured after effective date. - Amends TCA Section 4-1-301.
04/04/01 - Action Def. in s/c State Government of S&LG to 4/11/01

HB 0664 by *Kisber (*SB 0610 by *Cooper J) TennCare - Requires claims reviewer to send copy of review decision to commissioner, HMO, and provider; changes prior language requiring that review be sent to HMO and provider only. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 32 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
02/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 0665 by *Kisber (*SB 0611 by *Cooper J) TennCare - Requires MCOs and BHOs contracting with TennCare to be reviewed to ensure they have adequate provider network. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 32.
02/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 0666 by *Kisber (*SB 0533 by *Cohen) County Government - Prevents county commissioners from voting on any matter in which they have conflict of interest. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 5, Part 1.
02/12/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of State & Local Government Committee

HB 0667 by *Kisber (*SB 0606 by *Cooper J) Mental Illness - Prevents false or misleading advertising by behavioral health organizations. - Amends TCA Title 33; Title 56 and Title 71.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0668 by *Kisber (*SB 0607 by *Cooper J) TennCare - Increases, from $10.00 to $25.00, amount of penalty assessed against contracting hospitals, nursing homes, and vendors that do not comply with prescribed accounting method. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 33; Title 48; Title 56; Title 63; Title 68 and Title 71.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0669 by *Kisber (*SB 0602 by *Haun , Cooper J) State Employees - Specifies that governor's surviving spouse and dependent children eligible to participate in state's group health insurance under same provisions applicable to general assembly members and their spouses and dependents. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27.
07/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 853

HB 0670 by *Kisber (*SB 0603 by *Cooper J) Health Care - Lengthens, from 28 to 30 days, period for which adolescent drug and alcohol treatment can be provided without certificate of need; extends period for appeal of approval or denial of certificate of need from 30 to 45 days. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0671 by *Kisber (*SB 0604 by *Cooper J) TennCare - Allows lien to be imposed on individual's real property if individual fraudulently obtains benefits under medical assistance plan. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 33; Title 48; Title 56; Title 63; Title 68 and Title 71.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0673 by *Kisber (*SB 0919 by *Carter) Criminal Offenses - Creates Class E felony of filing lien or other similar document knowing that it is unauthorized, invalid or contains false or forged information. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 16, Part 5.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0674 by *Kisber , McMillan (SB 1494 by *Cooper J) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Expresses intent of general assembly that campaign finance system be reformed to promote increased voter confidence and participation; directs registry of election finance to study issue and to provide recommendations to general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 2; Title 3 and Title 8.
06/28/02 H Comp. SB subst.

HB 0675 by *Kisber (*SB 0532 by *Cohen) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Increases written notice requirement for special meetings of registry of election finance from 7 to 10 days. - Amends TCA Title 2.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0676 by *Kisber (*SB 0596 by *Cooper J) Judges and Chancellors - Prohibits court from moving session outside of courthouse for purpose of prohibiting public access to proceedings, except as otherwise authorized or required by law. - Amends TCA Title 16.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0677 by *Kisber (*SB 0598 by *Cooper J) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Specifies that nursing home tax will be suspended if determined that such tax would result in reduced federal funding under TennCare or any other federal Title XIX program. - Amends TCA Title 68.
HB 0685 by *Sargent , Williams (Wil) (SB 0834 by *Blackburn) Consumer Protection - Provides for venue and cancellation of consumer protection warranty extension. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 14.
02/12/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in/s c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 0679 by *Givens (SB 0142 by *Cooper J) Trade Regulation - Changes time for replacement cost of cigarettes, in determining basic cost of cigarettes, from 30 days to 15 days. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 25, Part 3.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0687 by *Givens , Godsey (SB 0849 by *Williams) Firearms and Ammunition - Permits person otherwise authorized to carry firearm anywhere alcohol or beer is sold or served except places where alcohol is served for on-premises consumption. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0688 by *Givens (SB 0839 by *Williams) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Provides that all funds received from master settlement agreement in future years, as well as fiscal year 2000-2001, will be allocated 50 percent to agriculture trust fund and 50 percent to health trust fund. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 2; Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55; Title 43 and Title 49.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0689 by *Givens (SB 0840 by *Williams) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Provides that all funds received from master settlement agreement in future years, as well as fiscal year 2000-2001, will be allocated 50 percent to agriculture trust fund and 50 percent to health trust fund. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 2; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 2; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 8; Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 9; Title 43; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0690 by *Givens (SB 0843 by *Williams) Education - Requires proof of health insurance coverage before children can be admitted to public schools or counted in attendance. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30.
04/18/01 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to General Sub

HB 0691 by *Givens (SB 0140 by *Cooper J) Taxes, Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Decreases, from 10 percent to 5 percent, percentage of proceeds to be paid into state treasury from seizures of tobacco products on which applicable taxes have not been paid. - Amends TCA Title 67.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0692 by *Givens (SB 0154 by *Cooper J) Taxes - Provides that no provision of franchise or excise tax laws should be construed to prevent tobacco companies from doing business in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 20 and Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 21.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0693 by *Givens , Roach, Walker , Bittle, Sharp (SB 0837 by *Ramsey , Williams, Crowe, Burks) Game and Fish Laws - Requires owners or tenants of farmlands claiming exemption from hunting and fishing licensure on such lands to submit signed statement, instead of sworn affidavit, at time of presenting fish or game to wildlife officer or check station or when so requested; deletes requirement that wildlife resources commission promulgate rules specifying form of identification and information to be included in affidavit submitted by persons claiming such exemption. - Amends TCA Section 70-2-204.
04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 75

HB 0694 by *Givens (SB 0838 by *Williams) Employees, Employers - Authorizes division of consumer affairs to bring action for violations of Tennessee Employment Agency Act in circuit court, in addition to chancery court. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18; Title 56 and Title 62, Chapter 43.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0695 by *Rhinehart , Curtiss (SB 0141 by *Cooper J) Taxes, Excise - Removes apparatus, appliances, and record-keeping documentation from definition of "medical supplies" in credit against excise taxes given for costs of medical supplies. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Parts 20 and 21.
02/20/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 0696 by *Rhinehart , Curtiss (SB 0143 by *Cooper J) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Adds limited liability companies to list of entities required to obtain licenses before operating health facilities that are required to have license. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.
02/21/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 0697 by *Hargett (SB 0912 by *Fowler) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Requires candidate or committee for state public office to list on contribution statement occupation and employer of each person who made more than $100 in-kind contributions or contributed more than $100 during period for which statement is submitted. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10 and Title 3, Chapter 6.
03/26/02 H Re-ref. To State and Local Government Committee

HB 0698 by *Kisber (*SB 0789 by *Cohen) Education, Higher - Requires persons compensated for services as president emeritus of state college or university to reside in Tennessee throughout period of such service and to perform such services only for any college or university for which such person previously served as president. - Amends TCA Section 8-36-714.
02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

*HB 0699 by *Caldwell (SB 1523 by *Kurita, Rochelle)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Authorizes resident in home for aged to receive care from appropriate licensed professionals for 14-day period if resident develops temporary illness, injury or disability; authorizes resident to remain in such home after 14-day period if approved by commissioner, or designee, of department of health. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-201.

*HB 0700* by *Caldwell*, Bowers, Hargett (SB 1524 by *Kurita*)

Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Revises certain residency and care requirements for residents of assisted-care living facilities. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-201.

05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 272

*HB 0701* by *Cooper B.*, Pruitt, Brooks, Towns (SB 0382 by *Dixon*)

Public Health - Establishes pilot program for dental screening in inner-city, economically disadvantaged elementary schools in Shelby county. - Amends TCA Title 49; Title 63 and Title 68, Chapter 1.

04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*TB 0702* by *Cooper B.*, Towns, Jones U (Shell), Armstrong, DeBerry L, Pruitt, Shaw, Turner (Shelby), Bowers, Brooks, Chumney, Garrett (SB 0674 by *Ford J*)

Health Care - Requires hospitals to screen newborns for hearing loss prediscarge; attending health providers must refer certain newborns for screening; tests defined; follow-up referred to department of education’s early intervention program or primary provider. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 5.

03/14/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 0703* by *Cooper B.*, Armstrong, DeBerry L, Shaw, Turner (Shelby), Bowers, Jones U (Shel), Brooks, Fitzhugh, Pruitt, Jones, S. (SB 0383 by *Harper*)

Driver Licenses - Requires commissioner of safety to publish pamphlet regarding reinstatement of suspended or revoked driver licenses. - Amends TCA Title 55, 04/25/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in Transportation Committee

*HB 0704* by *Cooper B.*, Towns, Jones U (Shell), Armstrong, DeBerry L, Shaw, Turner (Shelby), Bowers, Brooks, Chumney, Garrett, Pruitt, Jones, S., Miller L, McDonald, Langster, Patton, Turner (Ham) (SB 0304 by *Dixon*, Crowe, Herron, Burks)

Education - Encourages public schools, nursery schools, kindergartens, preschools, and childcare facilities to make parents aware of benefits of eye and teeth examinations. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 50.

05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 212

*HB 0705* by *Garrett*, Hargett (SB 1518 by *Rochelle*)

Taxes, Privilege - Adds retroactive clause to subsection requiring two-thirds approval; changes two-thirds approval requirement to two-thirds non-affirmative rejection of provisions of subsection. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 7.

05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 273

*HB 0706* by *Miller L* (*SB 0693 by *Ford J*)

Taxes, Sales - Extends to XFL Professional Football League same state sales tax apportionment and distribution of revenue authorized for activities related to National or Canadian Football League. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-103.

07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0707* by *Miller L* (*SB 0692 by *Ford J*)

Equalization Board - Revises date tax refunds are due when taxpayer prevails on appeal from 60 days after final action by state board of equalization or appeal appeals commission to 60 days after such action is provided to treasurer or trustee by county board of equalization; clarifies no refund is due so long as appeal is pending at state board. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1512.

04/17/01 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0708* by *Overby, Black, Caldwell, Ferguson* (SB 1012 by *McNally*, *McNally*)

Business Organizations - Enacts "Nonprofit Limited Liability Company Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 16, Title 23, Chapter 1, Part 1; Title 46 and Title 61, Chapter 2.

07/06/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 418

*HB 0709* by *Sands* (*SB 0297 by *Haynes*)

Criminal Procedure - Allows judge or magistrate to issue subpoena for production of documentary evidence to law enforcement officer when pertinent to establishing criminal offense. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 17, Part 1.

07/01/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0710* by *Sands, Todd* (*SB 0398 by *Haynes*)

State Inmates - Extends provisions governing judgment for costs in lawsuit filed by inmate to claims and appeals filed by inmate. - Amends TCA Section 20-12-127 and Title 41, Chapter 21.

04/24/02 - Pub. Ch. 607

*HB 0711* by *Sands* (*SB 0551 by *Rochelle*)

Sexual Offenses - Revises offense of solicitation of minor to include solicitation of person solicitor believes to be minor. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 5.

07/01/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0712* by *Sands*, McMillan, Goins, Baird, Winningham (*SB 0296 by *Haynes*)

Criminal Procedure - Requires judges to determine whether evidence in particular cases is sufficient to support conviction for lesser included offense; establishes procedure for defendant to request jury charge in lesser-included offense. - Amends TCA Section 40-18-110.

06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 338

*HB 0713* by *Bowers*

Employees, Employers - Enacts "Battered Women's Employment Protection Act." - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 50.

03/15/01 Withdrawn

*HB 0714* by *Montgomery* (SB 1215 by *Clabough*)

Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of new specialty earmarked license plates for Eagle Foundation; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to such foundation to preserve American bald eagle. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.

05/02/02 - Assigned to s/c Budget of FW&M

*HB 0715* by *Turner* (Ham), Windle, Walker, Cooper B. (*SB 0454 by *Crutchfield*)

Health Care - Requires hospitals to screen newborns for hearing loss or transport child and parent at hospital expense to designated entity for screening; attending health professionals to refer child born outside of hospital to department of health; requires insurance coverage. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 25; Title 68, Chapter 5 and Section 71-5-107.

07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0716* by *Turner* (Ham) (SB 1173 by *Crutchfield*)

Education - Provides for detailed report on reading programs in Tennessee by state board of education, state department of education, and THEC. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1, Part 9.

05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 250

*HB 0717* by *Rhinehart*, Head, Ridgeway (SB 0892 by *Atchley*)

State Employees - Redefines "years of service" for purposes of participation in state’s group insurance plan; makes various changes in TCRS; establishes procedure for responding to subpoena for deferred compensation plan records. - Amends TCA Section 8-27-205(b)(2); Section 8-27-302(d)(3); Section 8-34-101(34); Section 8-34-206(d); Section 8-34-302(a)(10); Section 8-35-403(d)(2); Section 8-35-404; Section 8-36-108(b)(5); Section 8-36-109; Section 8-36-117; Section 8-36-123(b); Section 8-36-501(a); Section 8-36-501(c)(1); Section 8-36-502(c); 8-36-604; 8-36-607 and 8-37-220(a); and Title 8, Chapter 25, Parts 1 and 3, and Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 8.

04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 58

*HB 0718* by *Todd* (*SB 0196 by *Cohen, Norris*)

Boards and Commissions - Eliminates four positions on board of law examiners. - Amends TCA Section 23-1-101.

05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 146

*HB 0719* by *Johnson* (SB 0593 by *Miller J*)

Madisonville - Subject to local approval, designates Madisonville as "city" instead of "town." - Amends Chapter 663 of the Private Acts of 1911; as amended.

03/12/01 - Pr. Ch. 5

*HB 0720* by *Brooks* (*SB 0222 by *Cohen*)

Home Improvement Contractors - Requires home improvement contractors to obtain surety bond in amount of contract prior to commencing work. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 37, Part 1.

04/24/01 - Failed In: Commerce Committee

*HB 0721* by *Brooks* (SB 0896 by *Kyle*)

Human Rights Commission - Creates special task force on human rights to undertake review of purposes, activities and operations of commission.
HB 0722 by *Brooks (SB 0952 by *Burchett)
Minority Affairs - Modifies penalty assessed for offense of fraudulently qualifying for programs for disadvantaged or minority businesses.
02/07/01  H P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdt.

HB 0723 by *Brooks (SB 0677 by *Ford J)
Labor and Workforce Development, Dept. of - Requires all business enterprises receiving taxpayer funded grants and incentives to post all employment opportunities with employment office of department. - Amends TCA Section 50-7-608.
04/16/01  S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 0724 by *Buttry (SB 0829 by *Burchett, Trail)
TennCare - Enacts “Comprehensive TennCare Reform and Health Insurance Program of 2001.” - Amends TCA Title 4, Title 10, Title 21, Title 26.
02/12/02  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Government Operations Committee

HB 0725 by *Buttry (SB 0832 by *Burchett)
05/22/01  - Pub. Ch. 193

*HB 0726 by *Buttry (SB 0950 by *Burchett)
Traffic Safety - Sets fines for speeding on state highways at not less than $150 nor more than $300. - Amends TCA Section 55-8-152.
03/28/01  - Failed for Lack of Motion in: Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

*HB 0727 by *Givens (SB 1390 by *Hauen)
Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Provides that all funds received by state pursuant to tobacco master settlement agreement, not just funds received during fiscal year 2000-2001, shall be placed in agriculture and health trust funds; agriculture and health special committees to make annual reports to general assembly on recommended use of funds. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55.
02/07/01  H P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdt.

*HB 0728 by *Givens, Walker, Overbey (SB 0997 by *Crowe)
Veterans - Revises duties, qualifications, and compensation of county and municipal veterans services officers. - Amends TCA Title 58, Chapter 3.
01/31/02  S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 0729 by *Clem (SB 0842 by *Williams)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Exempts "restored display vehicle" from titling and registration provisions. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapters 1 through 6.
05/16/01  S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 0730 by *Clem (SB 0784 by *Fowler)
Taxes, Sales - Requires department of revenue to allocate and distribute state-shared sales tax revenue to incorporated municipalities based on municipal location of dealer and not zip-code designation. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-103 and Section 67-6-504.
02/07/01  H P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdt.

*HB 0731 by *Buck (SB 1089 by *Burks)
Firearms and Ammunition - Expands Class E felony prohibiting felon convicted of crime involving force, violence, weapon, or drugs from mere possession of handgun to include all firearms. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
07/10/01  - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0732 by *Buck (SB 1086 by *Burks)
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Removes requirement that DeKalb County administrative officer of county department that builds and maintains county roads have just high school diploma or GED. - Amends TCA Section 54-7-104.
05/22/01  - Pub. Ch. 193

*HB 0733 by *Buck (SB 1446 by *Person)
Public Defenders - Increases number of assistant public defender positions. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 14, Part 2.
07/10/01  - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0734 by *Buck (SB 1005 by *Davis L)
Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Requires TBI to present annual written report to judiciary committees relative to effectiveness of narcotics investigation division; clarifies reporting requirements under sex offender registry. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Title 38, Chapter 6 and Title 40, Chapter 39.
04/17/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0735 by *Chumney (SB 0885 by *Cohen, Norris)
Divorce - Annulment and Alimony - Requires health insurance companies to continue to offer coverage to divorced spouse of person who maintained coverage; commissioner of commerce and insurance to determine what rates should be paid; eligibility of divorced spouse to receive coverage to end when remarried or when specified by judgment of court. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 4.
03/20/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

*HB 0736 by *Buck (SB 0552 by *Rochelle)
District Attorneys - Increases salaries for assistant district attorneys. - Amends TCA Section 8-7-226.
07/10/01  - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0737 by *Patton, DeBerry J, Arriola (SB 0998 by *Crowe)
Military - Annuity reservists' leave of absence to public employees who are members of Tennessee state guard for annual state guard training. - Amends TCA Section 8-33-109 and Title 58, Chapter 1, Part 4.
04/03/02  H Withdrawn.

*HB 0738 by *Patton, DeBerry J (SB 0999 by *Crowe)
Building Commission, State - Prohibits department of finance and administration or state building commission from charging state institutions of higher education acquisition fee for handling purchases of real property by such institutions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 7 and Title 4, Chapter 15.
04/09/01  H Withdrawn.

*HB 0739 by *Turner (Shelby)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Creates new specialty license plate for Memphis Light, Gas and Water; proceeds to go to Carver High School. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
04/18/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 0740 by *Jones, S., Arriola, Black, Williams (Wil), Briley, Windle, Brooks, Kisber, Bowers, Widwell, Ridgeway, West, Shepard, Shaw, Miller L, Head, Ferguson, Armstrong, Pruitt, Odom, Caldwell, Langster, Turner (Ham), Beavers, DeBerry J, Patton, McElhan, Rinks, Bone, Fowlkes, Harwell, McDonald, Hagood, Turner (Shelby), Curtiss, Newton, Maddox, Davidson, Rhinehart, Turner (Dav) (*SB 0661 by *Jackson)
Public Health - Requires department of health to establish comprehensive, coordinated program of newborn hearing loss screening; requires certain hospitals and birthing centers to assure infant screenings and referral; creates advice and referral duties for certain health providers. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 5.
07/10/01  - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 0741 by *Jones, S. (SB 1056 by *Burks)
Boards and Commissions - Requires occupational therapists to complete continuing education requirements adopted by board; board may set continuing education hours for retired occupational therapists; authorizes board to investigate compliance with continuing education requirements. - Amends TCA Section 63-13-202; Section 63-13-204 and Section 63-13-205.
03/28/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 0742 by *Jones, S. (*SB 0414 by *Jackson)
Medical Occupations - Authorizes licensed physician assistants and certified nurse practitioners to make referrals for physical therapy. - Amends TCA Section 63-13-109 and Section 63-13-303.
04/04/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 0743 by *West, Jones, S. (*SB 0392 by *Graves)
Workers' Compensation - Requires all proposed workers' compensation claims involving second injuries fund to be approved by commissioner of labor and workforce development or attorney general. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.
06/18/01  - Pub. Ch. 366

*HB 0744 by *West, Jones, S. (SB 1746 by *Jackson)
Unemployment Compensation - Requires all field offices in division of employment security to be
under administrator of employment security. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 7. 02/05/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 0745 by *West, Jones, S., Pinion, McDonald, Shepard, Ridgeway, Bone, Briley, Baird, Goins, Newton (*SB 0413 by *Jackson, Atchley, Blackburn, Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen, Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon, Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun, Haynes, Henry, Herron, Kurita, Kyle, McNally, Miller J, Norris, Person, Ramsey, Rochelle, Trail, Wilder, Williams) Unemployment Compensation - Revises weekly benefit amount paid as unemployment compensation. - Amends TCA Section 50-7-301. 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 441

HB 0746 by *Brooks, DeBerry J, Jones U (Shel), Armstrong, Towns, Brown, Cooper B, Turner (Shelby), Miller L (SB 1268 by *Cohen, Kyle, Dixon) Welfare - States legislative findings with respect to availability and proper utilization of federal temporary assistance to needy families (TANF) program funds. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 3 and Title 71, Chapter 5, Part 12. 06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 329

HB 0747 by *Langster, Kiser, Jones U (Shel), Pruitt, Head, Rinks, DeBerry J, DeBerry L, Armstrong, Jones, S., Kent, Cole (Carter) (SB 1095 by *Carter) Highway Signs - "Lynn McCarthy Ross Memorial Highway," segment of I-40 in Madison County - 05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 122


HB 0749 by *Garrett, Davidson, McDonald, Langster, Briley, Pruitt, Jones, S., Fitzhugh (SB 1324 by *Haynes, Harper, Graves, Williams) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Recalculates line of duty benefits granted to minor and adult beneficiaries of governmental employees under TCRS. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 36. 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 446

HB 0750 by *DeBerry L (SB 1058 by *Burks) Insurance, Health, Accident - Requires insurers to provide coverage for CA-125 blood tests for ovarian cancer for women age 30 and older. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 7, Part 25. 02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 0751 by *Davis (Wash) (*SB 0486 by *Hau) School Transportation - Requires school bus to stop at all railroad grade crossings whether or not carrying school child instead of only when carrying school child. - Amends TCA Section 55-8-147. 04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 73

HB 0752 by *Davis (Wash) (*SB 1014 by *Ramsey) Employees, Employers - Prohibits local government from requiring private employer to pay its employees any wage level not required by federal or state law. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 2, Part 1. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 0753 by *Davis (Wash), Rowland (SB 0825 by *Fowler) Election Laws - Revises appointing authority and composition of state and county election commissions. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 11 and Title 2, Chapter 12. 03/14/01 - Action Def. in s/c Elections of S&LG to 7/14/03

HB 0754 by *Davis (Wash), Rowland, Clem, Dunn, Pleasant, Beavers, Godsey, Harwell, Baird, Mumpower, Vincent, Wood, Goins, Stanley, Scroggs (SB 0826 by *Fowler) General Assembly - Enacts "Political Accountability Reform Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10; Title 2, Chapter 11; Title 2, Chapter 12; Title 16, Part 1; Title 3, Chapter 2, Part 1 and Title 8, Chapter 44, Part 1. 02/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 0755 by *Davis (Wash), Clem, Pleasant, Dunn, Vincent, Turner (Dav), Beavers, Godsey, Baird, Mumpower, Harwell, Wood, Goins, Stanley, Scroggs (SB 0821 by *Fowler) General Assembly - Makes open meetings act applicable to general assembly or committee, subcommittee, or ad hoc committee of general assembly so long as quorum present. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 44, Part 1. 04/18/01 - Failed In s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 0756 by *Davis (Wash), Rowland, Harwell (SB 0236 by *Fowler) General Assembly - Requires all votes constituting final action on bill or resolution by subcommittee, or ad hoc, special, or standing committee to be by roll call vote. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 2, Part 1. 03/14/01 - Action Def. in s/c State Government of S&LG to 7/4/01

HB 0757 by *Davis (Wash), Rowland, Clem, Pleasant, Dunn, Vincent, Turner (Dav), Beavers, Godsey, Baird, Windle, Mumpower, Harwell, Goins, Wood, Stanley, Scroggs (SB 0238 by *Fowler) General Assembly - Requires LIS for general assembly to develop system to enable all roll-call votes taken by general assembly, or committee or subcommittee of general assembly, to be posted on internet through website maintained by general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 16, Part 1 and Title 3, Chapter 2, Part 1. 04/18/01 - Failed In s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 0758 by *Kennel (SB 1270 by *Cohen) Liens - Prohibits lender from charging for release of lien or furnishing statement showing amount necessary to obtain release; authorizes debtor to release lien in certain circumstances if lender has not done so in timely fashion. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 25, Part 1. 04/09/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Commerce Committee

*HB 0759 by *Kennel (SB 1322 by *Harper) State Government - Requires all rules relating to administration of state departments to be promulgated in accordance with provisions of Uniform Administrative Procedures Act; requires written agreement for certain interdepartmental payments. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 4. 02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 0760 by *Kennel (SB 0974 by *Kyle) Natural Disaster - Creates west Tennessee seismic safety commission to study ways to mitigate earthquake damage in west Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 58. 04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Government Operations Committee

*HB 0761 by *Kennel (SB 1323 by *Harper) Administrative Procedure (UAPA) - Requires agency procedures which affect third parties to be promulgated as rules and regulations. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 5, Part 1. 02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 0762 by *Kennel, Kent, Hargett, Pleasant (*SB 1059 by *Burks) Victims' Rights - Increases amounts recoverable for victims of crime under Criminal Injuries Compensation Act. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 13. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 0763 by *Kennel (SB 0959 by *Ford J) General Assembly - Provides, beginning with 103rd General Assembly, for monthly $250 communications expense allowance to defray costs for cellular phones, voice mail, facsimile machines, computers, modems, pagers, and other such items. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 1. 03/21/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 0764 by *Kennel (SB 0958 by *Ford J) General Assembly - Requires, on biennial basis, that annual salary of general assembly members be adjusted to equal average salary paid to state employees during prior fiscal year. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 1. 01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 0765 by *Kennel (SB 0960 by *Ford J) General Assembly - Entities member of general assembly traveling more than 50 miles to approved legislative meeting to receive hotel expenses; applies to 103rd General Assembly and subsequent general assemblies. - Amends TCA Section 3-1-106. 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0766 by *Kennel (SB 1179 by *Cohen) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Revises due date of financial disclosures in regard to financial information from the last day of the prior report through the 45th day after the primary,
general, special or runoff election or referendum so that such information must be filed not later than "January 31 immediately succeeding the election" instead of "48 hours after the election". - Amends TCA Section 2-10-105.

"HB 0767 by *Pruitt, Langster (*SB 0936 by *McNally)

Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation - Sets staffing requirements for certain alcohol and drug rehabilitation programs. - Amends TCA Title 68.

02/07/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

"HB 0768 by *Briely (SB 1100 by *Haynes)

Judges and Chancellors - Creates additional chancery court and criminal court in twelfth judicial district. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2, Part 5.

07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

"HB 0769 by *Briely (SB 1096 by *Haynes)

Taxes, Exemption - Redefines "family-owned" and "passive investment income" for purposes of excise tax law. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-2008.

03/28/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

"HB 0770 by *Briely , Buck, Brooks, Towns (*SB 0976 by *Cohen)


08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 444

"HB 0771 by *Briely (*SB 0273 by *Haynes)

Workers' Compensation - Requires that person with authority to enter into settlement agreement must attend benefit review conference for both employee and employer or employer's insurer. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.

05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 244

"HB 0772 by *Briely (*SB 0395 by *Haynes)

Taxes, Real Property - Defines "low income housing property"; establishes classification and taxing of low income housing property. - Amends TCA Title 13 and Title 67.

01/15/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

"HB 0773 by *Briely (*SB 0523 by *Haynes)

Wills - Authorizes probate court to accept will of deceased testators for safekeeping; authorizes release of such will only to named executor, relative of testator, or other authorized person. - Amends TCA Title 30, Title 31 and Title 51.

01/29/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

"HB 0774 by *Briely, Brooks (*SB 0852 by *Norris, Blackburn)

Transportation, Dept. of - Enacts "Transportation Information Planning Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3 and Title 54.

05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 248

"HB 0775 by *Briely (SB 1103 by *Haynes)

Transportation, Dept. of - Creates "Transportation Reporting Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 1.

05/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 298

"HB 0776 by *Briely (*SB 0512 by *Henry)

Registrars of Deeds - Requires preparer of instrument to leave blanks in rectal for book and page number for register of deeds to complete if deed or other instrument from which grantor received equitable interest is received simultaneously with instrument on which rectal is required. - Amends TCA Section 66-24-110(b).

05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 134

"HB 0777 by *Briely (*SB 0515 by *Henry)

Registers of Deeds - Allows county register to refuse to register any illegible writing and prohibits person seeking registration from affirming that illegible document is best copy unless person submits affidavit setting forth certain information. - Amends TCA Section 66-24-101(b).

04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 48

"HB 0778 by *Briely (*SB 0442 by *Crutchfield)


04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Environment of CON of Conservation Committee

"HB 0779 by *Briely , Hargett, Pleasant (*SB 0261 by *Cohen)

Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires that person with authority to enter into settlement agreement must attend benefit review conference for both employee and employer or employer's insurer. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.

08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 444

"HB 0780 by *Briely (*SB 0260 by *Cohen)

Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Removes requirement that unfair acts have to be committed with frequency by insurance company to be labeled general business practice; removes requirement that commissioner of commerce and insurance has sole authority over unfair claim settlement practices. - Amends TCA Section 56-8-104.

02/28/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

"HB 0781 by *Briely (*SB 0259 by *Cohen)

Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Clarifies that payments from sources other than insured's uninsured motorist coverage may not be deducted from coverage if such insured's damages have not been fully compensated. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 12.

03/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

"HB 0782 by *Briely , Arriola, Pruitt, Langster, Shaw, Bowers, Turner (Ham), Brooks, DeBerry J, Cooper B, Towns (*SB 0264 by *Harper)

Workers' Compensation Act - Requires that person with authority to enter into settlement agreement must attend benefit review conference for both employee and employer or employer's insurer. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.

07/09/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 833

"HB 0783 by *Briely (*SB 0263 by *Harper)

Civil Procedure - Removes provisions stating woman's action in court of law or equity does not abate by her marriage and that woman's husband may become party plaintiff by motion. - Amends TCA Section 20-5-118 and Section 20-5-119.

04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 71

"HB 0784 by *Briely (*SB 0262 by *Harper , Cohen)

Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires insurers to provide policyholder with written statement setting forth certain rights each time such policyholder files claim for structural damage valued at $20,000 or more. - Amends TCA Title 56.

05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 226

"HB 0785 by *Briely (*SB 0274 by *Haynes , Williams)

Contracts - Prohibits use of forms or contracts for goods or services that claim to waive consumer's right to obtain punitive, exemplary or treble damages, or attorney's fees; specifies that such prohibited provisions are unconscionable and unenforceable. - Amends TCA Title 47 and Title 56.

04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 116

"HB 0786 by *Briely , Pinion, Turner (Ham) (*SB 0277 by *Haynes)

Workers' Compensation - Revises benefit provisions regarding loss of sight, loss of arms, paralysis, and loss of mental faculties; revises provisions regarding commutation of award to lump sum; makes other various revisions to workers' compensation provisions. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 2.

07/09/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 833

"HB 0787 by *Briely (*SB 0276 by *Haynes)

Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Clarifies that taking into consideration accidents not involving negligence of person involved in such accident is prohibited by automobile insurance company in fixing premiums and constitutes unfair and deceptive act. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 56.

03/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

"HB 0788 by *Briely (*SB 0275 by *Haynes)

DUI/DWI Offenses - Requires, instead of allows, judge to sentence defendant on second DUI offense to participate in court-approved inpatient alcohol or drug treatment program. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4 and Title 57.

02/07/01 - H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

"HB 0789 by *Briely (*SB 1033 by *Ramsey)

Judgments - Clarifies that judgment lien created by registration lasts for time remaining in 10-year period from date of final judgment entry at county clerk's office and that no judgment lien expiring on or before May 17, 2000, may be revived by registration. - Amends TCA Title 25, Chapter 5, Part 1.

05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 170

"HB 0790 by *Briely , Buck (*SB 0012 by *Cohen)
HB 0791 by *Briley (*SB 0011 by *Cohen)

Safety, Dept. of - Requires department to operate sufficient number of driver testing stations in each grand division; requires commissioner to extend hours at selected stations in each grand division until 8:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 20 and Title 55.
02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 0792 by *Briley (*SB 0194 by *Cohen)

Animal Control - Applies Dog and Cat Humane Death Act to all non-livestock animals; limits methods of euthanizing animals; creates Class A misdemeanor for violations of Act. - Amends TCA Title 44, Chapter 17, Part 3.
04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 70

HB 0793 by *Briley (SB 1120 by *Herron)

Criminal Offenses - Creates Class A misdemeanor for parent or guardian who knowingly fails to report their child's violation of probation, aftercare, or valid court order. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-156.
03/27/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Family Justice of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

HB 0794 by *Briley (SB 1119 by *Herron)

Juvenile Offenders - Establishes requirements for juvenile charging instruments formally bringing juvenile within jurisdiction of court and establishes additional requirements if juvenile is charged with delinquent act. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-119.
05/22/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 2002

HB 0795 by *Briley (SB 1118 by *Herron)

Juvenile Offenders - Broadens offenses for which juvenile charged with delinquent act may be detained; provides for ex parte review of case within 72 hours by judicial officer; and establishes guidelines for juvenile's preliminary hearing. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-114.
03/27/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Family Justice of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

HB 0796 by *Briley (SB 1117 by *Herron)

Juvenile Offenders - Establishes time limits within which certain dispositional hearings for juveniles held or detained in secure facility must be scheduled for hearing. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 1, Part 1.
03/27/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Family Justice of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

HB 0797 by *Briley (SB 1269 by *Cohen)

Driver Licenses - Requires applicant for driver license to provide social security number if one has been issued; allows driver license examiner to accept certain documents for identification, if applicant for driver license is not citizen of United States. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50, Part 3.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 0798 by *Fitzhugh (SB 1187 by *Clabough, *Williams)

Fiduciaries - Enacts certain provisions relative to abuses of fiduciary powers of trustees in making investments under prudent man rule. - Amends TCA Title 35, Chapter 3.
04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 57


06/19/01 - Pub. Ch. 380

HB 0800 by *Fitzhugh

Criminal Offenses - Creates Class E felony offense of threatening with harm public servant or member of public servant's immediate family. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 16, Part 5.
04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0801 by *Fitzhugh (SB 0586 by *Kyle)

Consumer Protection - Makes it unfair or deceptive act under Consumer Protection Act for cellular or digital phone provider to bill for calls in more than one-tenth of minute increments or to bill cellular or digital phone which receives call. - Amends TCA Section 47-18-104.
02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Utilities & Banking of COM

HB 0802 by *Fitzhugh (SB 1517 by *Rochelle)

Uniform Commercial Code - Changes effective date of amendments made by 101st General Assembly to UCC 9 secured transactions provisions from July 1, 2001, to January 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 47, Title 39, Chapter 11, Part 7; Title 40, Chapter 33, Part 2; Title 43, Chapter 5, Title 55, Chapter 3; Title 56, Chapter 37; and Sections 8-13-108, 8-21-1001, 8-37-604, 36-5-901; 45-15-104, 45-17-118, 67-1-1403, 67-4-409, and Public Chapter 846 of 2000.
04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0803 by *Black (SB 0643 by *Burchett)

Physicians and Surgeons - Subjects physicians to civil penalties and licensure sanctions for failure to provide continuity of care after terminating pregnancy. - Amends TCA Section 63-6-214.
04/04/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHF of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 0804 by *Davidson , Bunch (SB 1316 by *Graves)

Courts, Juvenile - Specifies circumstances under which juvenile court jurisdiction terminates prior to child reaching age 18; specifies other jurisdiction guidelines. - Amends TCA Title 36 and Title 37, Chapter 1, Part 1.
06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 297

HB 0805 by *Davidson (SB 1314 by *Graves)

Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Expands disclosure requirements to include communications that clearly identify candidates for state public office; includes contributions for such communications within aggregate limits; provides remedy for candidate if such communications are false. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10; Title 2, Chapter 19 and Title 29, Chapter 24.
04/11/01 - Failed In s/c Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 0806 by *Davidson (*SB 0728 by *Graves)

Judges and Chancellors - Creates additional circuit court judge in 18th judicial district to be elected at regular August election in 2002. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2, Part 5.
04/18/01 - Failed for Lack of Motion in: Judicial Administration of JUD

HB 0807 by *Davidson, Givens, Bone (*SB 0361 by *Cooper)

Taxes, Exemption - Exempts trailers used by farmers before, during, or after agriculture production from sales tax. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-102 and Section 67-6-207.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 0808 by *Davidson, Givens, Bone (*SB 0505 by *Hau)

Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Prevents sale or distribution in Tennessee of cigarettes that do not comply with all requirements of federal law; provides for seizure of such cigarettes as contraband. - Amends TCA Title 47 and Title 67.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Agriculture Committee

HB 0809 by *Davidson (*SB 0979 by *Crutchfield)

Education - Revises provisions on "break-the-mold" schools to facilitate development of charter schools. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-365.
02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 0810 by *Arriola (*SB 1098 by *Haynes)

Landlord and Tenant - Allows landlord, under Uniform Residential Landlord Tenant Act, to use security deposit and advance rent to reimburse for monetary losses for breach of rental agreement as well as for damages; deletes requirement landlord wait 30 days before using such monies. - Amends TCA Section 66-28-104 and Section 66-28-301.
05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 153

HB 0811 by *Arriola (*SB 1101 by *Haynes)

Landlord and Tenant - Specifies that tenant has five-day grace period between rent due date and date that late fee may be charged, provided late fee cannot be charged until next business day after last day of grace period if such grace period ends on weekend or legal holiday. - Amends TCA Section 66-28-201(d).
05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 154

HB 0812 by *McDonald (*SB 0993 by *Henry)

Publications, State - Revises requirements on publication of certain public documents or publications. - Amends TCA Sections 12-5-125, 12-6-108, 12-6-110, 12-7-101, 12-7-102, 12-7-103, and 12-7-105.
04/04/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0813 by *Baird (SB 1311 by *McNally)
Election Laws - Prohibits members of state and county election commissions from engaging in political activities during their terms in office. - Amends TCA Section 2-11-102 and Section 2-12-102.

04/18/01 - Action Def. in s/c Elections of S&LG to 7/4/02

*HB 0814 by *Baird (SB 1312 by *McNally)

Election Laws - Suspends membership in state or county election commission of any member whose spouse, parent, child, grandchild, or siblingruns for public office in Tennessee; provides for temporary filling of vacancy by state election commission. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 11 and Title 2, Chapter 12.

03/28/01 - Failed in s/c Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0815 by *Baird (SB 1310 by *McNally)

Election Laws - Changes composition and election of members of state election commission. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 11.

03/28/01 - Action Def. in s/c Elections of S&LG to 5/7/03

HB 0816 by *Sands (SB 1099 by *Haynes)

State Inmates - Revises procedure for payment of fees and costs by inmate who files civil action. - Amends TCA Section 41-21-807; Section 41-21-808 and Section 41-21-801.

04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 76

HB 0817 by *McMillan , Caldwell, Buttry, Newton, Windle, Pruitt, Fowkes, Briley, Sands, J., Arriola, Odom, Brown, Langster (**SB 0983 by *Haynes , Person, Jackson, Dixon, Burks)

Tort Liability - Confers immunity for health care providers who report child abuse and revises other immunity provisions for persons reporting abuse. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 1, Part 4.

05/03/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 351

HB 0818 by *McMillan (**SB 0270 by *Cohen)

Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Redefines "marital property" for purposes of separation and final divorce. - Amends TCA Section 36-4-121.

05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 274

*HB 0819 by *McMillan (SB 1444 by *Person)

Juries and Jurors - Increases juror per diem compensation from $10.00 per day to $40.00 per day. - Amends TCA Section 22-4-101.

01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0820 by *McMillan (**SB 0340 by *Cooper J)

Workers' Compensation - Increases limit on average weekly wage benefits for injuries occurring on or after July 1, 1999, to 110 percent of state's average weekly wage. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-102.

01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&E of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

*HB 0821 by *White (SB 1353 by *Jackson)

Boards and Commissions - Rewrites Tennessee commission on Indian affairs to change membership on commission from five to seven members; one member from each grand division of state, and four regional members; members are to be selected by speaker of senate and speaker of house; minutes of all commission meetings are to be posted on Internet; commission shall stay attached administratively to department of environment and conservation. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 34.

02/27/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Government Operations Committee

HB 0822 by *Fowkes (**SB 0931 by *McNally)

Assessors - Establishes requirements for office of assessor of property. - Amends TCA Section 67-1-509.

04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0823 by *White (SB 1259 by *Cooper J)

Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department to prepare and submit report concerning warning strips at grade crossings. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 64; Title 65 and Title 67.

02/07/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 0824 by *Ridgeway , Head (SB 1360 by *Jackson)

Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Increases length of permit for use of parks for special events from 10 to 15 days. - Amends TCA Title 11.

02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Conservation

*HB 0825 by *Ridgeway , Goins (SB 1256 by *Cooper J)

Highway Signs - Allows businesses qualified under service sign program to continue as qualified. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 5, Part 11.

05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 217

HB 0826 by *Fowkes (**SB 0946 by *Trail)

Civil Procedure - Requires all suits, including land or real property issues, naming as party commissioner or agency head of department or division of state government in such person's official capacity to be filed in court of competent jurisdiction in Davidson County. - Amends TCA Title 20.

03/27/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0827 by *Fowkes (**SB 0945 by *Trail)

Civil Procedure - Requires all suits, including land or real property issues, naming as party commissioner or agency head of department or division of state government in such person's official capacity to be filed in court of competent jurisdiction in Davidson County. - Amends TCA Title 20.

03/27/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0828 by *Fowkes (**SB 0715 by *Fowler)

Mental Illness - Establishes procedure whereby law enforcement officer and immediate family member of person believed to be in need of mental health examination can submit affidavit so stating to court and court can issue order to take person into custody for immediate examination. - Amends TCA Title 33, Chapter 6, Part 4.

04/24/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0829 by *Fowkes (**SB 0781 by *Henry)

Education - Creates literacy council to promote literacy of elementary students. - Amends TCA Title 3 and Title 4.

02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

*HB 0830 by *Fowkes (**SB 0732 by *Graves)

Juvenile Offenders - Rewrites "Tennessee Teen Court Program of 2000." - Amends TCA Section 8-42-101; Title 37, Chapter 1, Part 7 and Section 39-17-1505.

06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 341

*HB 0831 by *Fowkes (**SB 0091 by *Henry)

Education - Requires that Tennessee state history be included in curriculum for seventh graders enrolled in public schools. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 10.

02/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

*HB 0832 by *Tindell , Davis (Cocke), Armstrong, Dunn, Winningham (**SB 1181 by *Burchett)

Local Education Agency - Allows school board members, who were not in office or who chose not to participate as of July 1, 1998, to now join local group insurance plans upon payment of all premium costs; members must apply for participation by July 1, 2001. - Amends TCA Section 8-27-303.

05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 155

*HB 0833 by *McDaniel (**SB 0920 by *Carter)

Claims Commission, Tennessee - Authorizes claims commission to hear claims for injunctive relief against wildlife resources agency but no other state agency or department. - Amends TCA Title 9 and Title 29.

01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0834 by *McDaniel (**SB 0175 by *Atchley)

Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Revises provisions governing minimum annuity values. - Amends TCA Title 56.

04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 570

*HB 0835 by *McDaniel (**SB 1337 by *Wilder , Haun)

Highway Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "Noah F. Weaver Memorial Highway," State Highway 100 By-Pass in Chester County. -

06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 391

*HB 0836 by *McDaniel (**SB 0726 by *Carter)

Firearms and Ammunition - Authorizes district attorneys general and their assistants to carry weapons. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1308. 03/07/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 0837 by *McDaniel (**SB 0725 by *Carter)

Claims Commission, Tennessee - Authorizes claims commission to grant injunctive relief. - Amends TCA Title 9 and Title 29.

01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee
HB 0838 by *McDaniel , Rhinehart, Shepard, Davis (Cocke), Overbey, Rowland, Windle, Walker , Baird, Patton, Ford S, Roach, Montgomery (*SB 0528 by *McNally , Williams, Davis L, Carter, Haun, Jackson, Herron, Trail, Person) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Removes July 1, 2001, sunset provision relative to pharmacy and pharmacy access in Chapter 1033 of Public Acts of 1998; revises codified pharmacy and pharmacy access section to clarify requirements apply to managed health insurance issuer as well as health insurance issuer; authorizes differences in coverage under prescription drug benefit plans in certain circumstances. - TCA Section 56-7-2359. 05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 236

HB 0839 by *McDaniel , Rhinehart, Shepard, Davis (Cocke), Overbey, Rowland (*SB 0529 by *McNally , Jackson) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Reenacts pharmacy and pharmacy access provisions included in Chapter 1033 of Public Acts of 1998; clarifies that such provisions apply to HMOs as well as insurance plans; makes violation unfair or deceptive act or practice under Consumer Protection Act. - Amends TCA Title 56. 02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 0840 by *McDaniel (*SB 0581 by *Atchley) Environment and Conservation, Department of - Encourages commissioner to administer parks in efficient and effective manner. - Amends Chapter 3 of Title 11. 05/02/01 - Action Def. in Conservation Committee to 1/9/02

HB 0841 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 1529 by *Rochelle) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Raises amount of covered claims to which association is obligated from $100,000 to $300,000. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 12. 02/08/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0842 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 1528 by *Rochelle) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires insurers to return gross unearned premiums due under insurance contract within sixty days; changes time limit on return of unearned premiums from thirty days to sixty days. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 37. 02/08/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0843 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 1527 by *Rochelle) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Revises provisions regarding surplus lines insurance; excludes certain kinds of insurance from eligibility for surplus lines insurance. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 14. 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 220

HB 0844 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 0673 by *Ford J) Telecommunications - Applies toll-free phone call section to companies or entities providing telecommunications services. - Amends TCA Section 65-21-114. 02/08/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0845 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 1525 by *Rochelle) Banks and Financial Institutions - Requires industrial loan and thrift companies to provide detailed written statement or copy of loan contract to borrowers; prohibits industrial loan and thrift companies from disseminating false or untrue statements relative to terms upon which money may be loaned; allows commissioner of financial institutions to prepare various repayment schedules. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 5, Part 1 and Title 45, Chapter 5, Part 4. 02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 0846 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 0800 by *Kyle) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Extends period in which insurance company must notify department of commerce and insurance that licensed insurance agent or representative has been terminated by company. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 6. 02/08/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0847 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 1358 by *Haynes) Highway Signs - Williamson County Agriculture Center, I-65 at S.R. 96 in Williamson County; requires county to pay for or provide signs. - 06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 332

HB 0848 by *Bittle (*SB 1182 by *Burchett) Taxes, Exemption - Exempts gun safes from sales and use tax. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-329. 02/08/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 0849 by *Boyer (*SB 1285 by *Clabough) Surveys - Revises terms of surveyors licenses from one year to two years; requires notification of renewal of licenses to be at least 60 days rather than one month; authorizes change of address to be given to board by e-mail; effective January 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 62 and Title 66. 04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 77

HB 0850 by *Boyer (*SB 1463 by *Clabough) Real Estate Agents and Brokers - Revises fees for reinstatement or renewals of real estate broker and salespersons licenses from $25.00 to fee to be determined by real estate commission. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 13. 04/12/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 0851 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 1724 by *Haynes) Contractors - Requires board for licensing contractors to meet at least six times each year instead of meeting in specified months; limits number of contractors in each license classification that may be listed on bid envelope to one. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 6. 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 222

HB 0852 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 1218 by *Clabough) Unemployment Compensation - Expresses intent of general assembly that job-skills program expenditures should be spent equitably in each grand division of state. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 7. 02/08/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0853 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 0337 by *Cooper J , Haun) Workers' Compensation - Exempts medical care, treatment, therapy, or services from definition of home health services in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6 and Section 68-11-201. 05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 148

HB 0854 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 1190 by *Clabough) Workers' Compensation - Requires that attorneys submit report to division of workers' compensation summarizing attorney fees and expenses in cases where such fees exceeded $10,000. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 0855 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 1191 by *Clabough) Unemployment Compensation - Removes payment of benefits for waiting week when premium table other than lowest premium table is in effect. - Amends TCA Section 50-7-302 and Section 50-7-403. 02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Utilities & Banking of COM

HB 0856 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 0930 by *Elshea) Election Laws - Prohibits labor organizations from engaging in certain election finance practices currently prohibited to corporations doing business within state. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 19. 01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 0857 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 1530 by *Atchley) Public Contracts - Requires state agencies to receive prompt written notification of prevailing wage determinations. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 0858 by *Turner (Dav) (*SB 1364 by *Jackson) Boards and Commissions - Enacts "Board Equity Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 69, Chapter 3. 04/09/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Environment of CON of Conservation Committee

HB 0859 by *McKee (*SB 0456 by *Rochelle) Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Directs comptroller of treasury with assistance of commissioner of correction to develop monitoring and reporting process regarding private prison management contracts for incarcerating out-of-state prisoners and present annual status report to select oversight committee on corrections. - Amends TCA Title 41. 01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 0860 by *McKee (SB 1766 by *Elshea) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Permits person who has been resident of home for aged for at least one year to remain as resident
Although otherwise ineligible if certain conditions met. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-201.

03/14/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 0861 by *Patton , Bowers, Beavers, Black (*SB 1470 by *Haun , Person) Consumer Protection - Requires automobile repair facility to obtain written consent of consumer prior to charging more than 25 percent in excess of original estimate for repairs and to inform consumer of right to request written estimate of repairs in excess of $250; sets out other rights. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18; Title 55, Chapter 24 and Title 66, Chapter 19.

05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 194

HB 0862 by *Patton (*SB 1560 by *Crowe) Explosives - Requires 72 hours' public notice before blasting; creates uniform guidelines for reporting blasting damage; creates program for promptly resolving claims for damages. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 105.

04/09/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 0863 by *Davis (Cocke) , Whitson, Maddox, Fitzhugh, Winningham (*SB 1464 by *Haun) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows teachers to retire on same age and creditable service provisions as state police and wildlife resource officers. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34, Part 6; Title 8, Chapter 35 and Title 8, Chapter 36.

02/08/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 0864 by *Kisber (*SB 1484 by *Rochelle) Taxes, Exemption - Increases sales tax on telecommunications services to provide property tax relief to telecommunications companies. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-2009.

05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 195

HB 0865 by *Kisber (*SB 0914 by *Ford J) Taxes, Sales - Exempts from sales and use tax specialized medical instruments loaned to medical facilities to perform specialized procedures (instruments can only be used for that purpose) and subsequently returned to lender/taxpayer. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 3.

02/08/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 0866 by *Kisber (*SB 0915 by *Ford J) Taxes, Sales - Exempts from taxation specialized medical instruments loaned to medical facilities to perform specialized procedures if instruments can only be used for that specific purpose and are subsequently returned to lender/taxpayer. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 3.

02/08/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 0867 by *Kisber (*SB 1473 by *Henry , Burks) Public Records - Excludes computer codes and computer access information and other certain information of state or political subdivision thereof from definition of public records. - Amends TCA Section 10-7-504.

05/30/01 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 259

HB 0868 by *Kisber (*SB 0579 by *McNally) Taxes, Exemption - Redefines "industrial machinery" for sales and use tax purposes to include certain research and development machinery; exempts such machinery from sales tax. - Amends TCA Title 67.

02/08/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance


05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 275

HB 0870 by *Kisber (*SB 0943 by *McNally) Taxes, Franchise - Clarifies method by which net worth is apportioned to state under Franchise Tax Law. - Amends TCA Title 67.

02/08/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 0871 by *Kisber (*SB 0332 by *Cooper J) Taxes, Personal Property - Reduces sales tax for businesses that lease or rent tangible personal property as part of their regular business from 6 percent to 5 percent; authorizes use of manuals comparable to NADA to determine sales tax credit for used car trade-in. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.

02/08/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdts.

HB 0872 by *Kisber (*SB 0338 by *Cooper J) Taxes, Motor Vehicle - Requires rental car companies to collect tax and remit 3 percent surcharge tax on rental of all trucks with gross weight rating of 26,000 pounds or less and all trailers when such vehicles are rented for periods of 31 days or less. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4.

06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 325

HB 0873 by *Kisber (*SB 0462 by *Rochelle) Local Government, General - Creates additional exception to resolution, notice and election requirements for lease, loan agreement, sales contract or operating contract between municipal corporation and public building authority for certain school bonds. - Amends TCA Section 12-10-115.

04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 32


07/01/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/10/2

HB 0875 by *Kisber , Jones, S. (*SB 0333 by *Clabough , Graves) Insurance, Health, Accident - Requires health insurance carriers to make schedule of fees available to health care providers prior to entering into or renewing contract of service. - Amends TCA Title 56.

04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 638

HB 0876 by *Kisber (*SB 0459 by *Rochelle) Industrial Development - Requires industrial development corporations to attach cost and benefit analysis to payment in lieu of taxes agreement and limits such waiver of such payments to 20 years' duration. - Amends TCA Title 5; Title 6 and Section 7-53-305.

06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 339

HB 0877 by *Kisber (*SB 0460 by *Rochelle) Election Laws - Permits voter to register by mail by using form provided electronically via state's internet web site. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Title 8.

05/01/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

HB 0878 by *Kisber (*SB 0341 by *Cooper J) General Assembly - Authorizes ceremonial meeting of general assembly in Smartt Station. - Amends TCA Title 3, Title 4 and Title 46.

01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 0879 by *Kisber (*SB 0145 by *Cooper J) Child Custody and Support - Authorizes court to modify child support order where obligor has continuously or repeatedly been denied court-ordered visitation. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6 and Title 36, Chapter 5.

03/20/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&F of Children and Family Affairs Committee

HB 0880 by *Kisber (*SB 0146 by *Cooper J) Driver Licenses - Increases from 5 or more to more than 10 consecutive or 15 total unexcused absences allowed prior to suspension or denial of driver license of individual under 18 enrolled in GED course. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-3017 and Title 55, Chapter 50.

05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 235

HB 0881 by *Kisber (*SB 0342 by *Cooper J) Mobile Homes and Manufactured Buildings - Clarifies that set-up required by manufactured home dealer who sells to consumer in this state or manufactured home stabilizing system installer includes anchoring of such home. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 126.

04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 34

HB 0882 by *Head , Newton (*SB 1558 by *Henry) Taxes, Sales - Imposes 2 percent sales tax on gross charge for certain services not otherwise subject to sales tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, 2008/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 0883 by *Head , Newton (*SB 1485 by *Haun) DUI/DWI Offenses - Requires drug and alcohol assessment and treatment and use of ignition interlock device if person is convicted of second offense DUI and first conviction occurred within previous five years. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 33, Part 2 and Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4.

02/21/01 - Assigned to s/c DUI of JUD

HB 0884 by *Head , Newton, Langster, Kent, Cole (Carter), Patton, Ford S, Whitson, Davis (Cocke), Turner (Ham), Walker , Dunn, Sharp, Curtiss, Hagood, Bittle, Wood, Sargent, Davidson, McDonald, Garrett, Montgomery (*SB 1471 by *Haun , Person, Williams, Sen.) Alcoholic Offenses - Decreases from .10 percent to .08 percent blood alcohol content required to commit offense of DUI; repeals offense of adult DWI, but permits use of prior convictions for certain purposes; requires drug and alcohol assessment and treatment and use of ignition interlock device for certain offenders; creates pilot program in Shelby County. - Amends TCA
arrangement to minor and parents. - Amends TCA Title 29; Title 35 and Title 39. 03/14/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 0892** by *Buck* *(SB 0443 by *Crutchfield*) Bail, Bail Bonds - Allows bail bondsmen or surety to surrender defendant in their exoneration at any time; adds items to be considered for "good cause" with regard to surrender of defendant by bail bondsmen or surety. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11. 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 0893** by *Buck* *(SB 1435 by *Person*) Courts, Supreme Court of Tennessee - Abolishes supreme court advisory commission on criminal rules of practice and procedure and removes nine person membership restriction on supreme court advisory commission on rules of practice and procedure. - Amends TCA Section 16-3-601. 05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 257

**HB 0894** by *Buck* *(SB 1436 by *Person*) Workers' Compensation - Revises composition of special workers' compensation panels to require inclusion of one member of supreme court instead of inclusion of two judges who are either members of supreme court or retired judges. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-225. 04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 117

**HB 0895** by *Buck* *(SB 1437 by *Person*) Courts, Juvenile - Increases, for cases involving indigent children, amount of compensation that may be paid for services of guardian ad litem and attorney; costs of bill to be paid from guardian ad litem fund. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-150. 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 368

**HB 0896** by *Buck , Briley* *(SB 1438 by *Person*) Courts, Supreme Court of Tennessee - Allows former justices and judges with eight years creditable service as justice or judge to request senior judge designation. - Amends TCA Title 17, Part 2. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 639

**HB 0897** by *Buck* *(SB 1482 by *Davis L*) Workers' Compensation - Increases time for commissioner of labor and workforce development to submit approved or rejected workers' compensation settlements to department within five business days of receiving settlement. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

**HB 0898** by *Buck* *(SB 1483 by *Henry*) Eminent Domain - Allows county tax appraisal, divided by state-approved appraisal ratio, to be admissible into evidence as property's value if owner's property is damaged, owner had no knowledge or notice of damages, and owner does not have reasonably current appraisal preexisting date of damage. - Amends TCA Title 29. 05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 276

**HB 0899** by *Buck* Tort Liability - Increases minimum liability limits under Governmental Tort Liability Act; requires TACIR to study and report on or about 1/31/2005, and every five years thereafter, on minimum limits; creates Local Government Catastrophic Events Fund to pay claims for catastrophic injuries or accidents. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20. 04/24/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 0900** by *Buck* *(SB 0992 by *Henry*) Victims' Rights - Qualifies bar against present claim under victim compensation act that injury occurred while victim was willing passenger in vehicle or boat driven by intoxicated driver to require that victim must have known or reasonably should have known that driver was under influence of alcohol, drug of abuse or both; creates rebuttable presumption that victim knew or should have known of drug or alcohol influence except in cases where victim under age 14 and cases where victim between 14 and 18 years old and riding with parent or guardian. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 13, Part 1. 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 445

**HB 0901** by *Buck* *(SB 1434 by *Person*) Courts, Supreme Court of Tennessee - Expands supreme court's authority to assume jurisdiction over undecided case on appeal to intermediate appellate court to include such application for interlocutory or extraordinary appeal is filed with intermediate court. - Amends TCA Section 16-3-201. 05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 256

**HB 0902** by *McMillan, Jones, S., Turner (Dav), Arriola* *(SB 0522 by *Henry*) Courts, Administrative Office of the - Requires administrative office of courts to provide district attorneys, public defenders, and clerks of court access to service that provides interpretation in as many as 140 languages, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 3, Part B. 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 0903** by *Harwell* *(SB 1302 by *Fowler*) Local Education Agency - Requires LEAs to adopt written policies prohibiting hazing by any student or organization operating under sanction of LEA. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2, Part 1. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 196

**HB 0904** by *Bowers* *(SB 1467 by *Dixon*) Telecommunications - Enacts "Lifeline/Link Up Services Act." - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 23. 02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Utilities & Banking of COM

**HB 0905** by *Bowers* *(SB 1283 by *Dixon*) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Establishes pharmaceutical expense assistance program. - Amends TCA Title 53, Title 56; Title 63; Title 68 and Title 71. 03/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

**HB 0906** by *Hagood"
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration -
Authorizes issuance of Knoxville Track Club new specialty earmarked license plate; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Knoxville Track Club to promote amateur running. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
04/16/01 - Taken off notice for cal in s/c

HB 0907 by *Hagood (*SB 0953 by *Burchett)
Tattoo Parlors and Piercing Establishments -
Requires revocation of tattoo artist license for one year for licensee who tattoos person under age of 18. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 15, Part 4 and Title 62, Chapter 38, Part 2.
04/16/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 0908 by *Hagood , Bunch (*SB 1384 by *Haun)
Traffic Safety - Authorizes 10 percent reduction of fines for "rules of the road" motor vehicle infractions for truck-trailer combinations and semitrailers equipped with anti-splash side flaps. - Amends TCA Title 40 and Title 55.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c

Public Transportation & Highways of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 0909 by *Hagood , Bunch (*SB 1386 by *Burchett , Haun)
Traffic Safety - Requires truck-tractor and twin trailer combinations to operate in right-most lane of interstates and other designated federal aid highways with certain exceptions. - Amends TCA Title 55.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c

Public Transportation & Highways of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 0910 by *Hagood , Bunch (*SB 1387 by *Haun)
Traffic Safety - Requires truck tractors and semitrailers to operate in right-most lane of interstates and multi-lane divided highways having three or more lanes in each direction with certain exceptions. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1.
05/09/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 0911 by *Hagood , Bunch (*SB 1251 by *Cooper J , Harper Ford J. Dixon)
Historical Commission - Directs Tennessee Historical Commission to place historical marker at Ringo Cemetery, Lincoln County, which was established June 2, 1871, as burial ground for deceased African Americans; requires Lincoln County to pay for signs.
05/30/01 - Pub. Ch. 277

HB 0912 by *Phillips , Brooks, Fowlkes, Pruitt, Langster (*SB 0995 by *Henry)
Inheritance Laws - Rewrites and clarifies provisions relative to presumption of death due to seven years' absence. - Amends TCA Title 30, Chapter 3.
05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 121

HB 0914 by *Kisber (*SB 1539 by *Rochelle)
06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 278

HB 0915 by *Wood (*SB 1430 by *Person)
Sunset Laws - Board of dispensing opticians, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 14.
02/08/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations

HB 0916 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0042 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Post-conviction defender commission, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 40, Chapter 30.
05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 135

HB 0917 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0049 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Removes Eden alternative grant assistance program from governmental entity review cycle; increases amount that may be expended from nursing home protection trust fund in any fiscal year to program. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 11.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 428

HB 0918 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0118 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Emergency communications board, June 30, 2009. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 43, Chapter 35.
03/01/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 0919 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0100 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Epilepsy advisory committee, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 49.
04/06/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 16

HB 0920 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0101 by *Harper)
02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 0921 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0114 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Department of mental health and developmental disabilities, statewide planning and policy council, June 30, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 33, Chapter 1.
06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 302

HB 0922 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0117 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Department of mental health and development disabilities, statewide planning and policy council, June 30, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 33, Chapter 1.
06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 303

HB 0923 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0062 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Terminates Caney Fork development corporation. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 93

HB 0924 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0124 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Advisory committee for children's special services, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 12.
04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 41

HB 0925 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0054 by *Harper , Dixon)
Sunset Laws - Board for licensing health care facilities, June 30, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 11.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 432

HB 0926 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0083 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Child care agency licensing board of review, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 3.
06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 372

HB 0927 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0066 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Cordell Hull economic opportunity corporation, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 0928 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0111 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Council of certified professional midwifery, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 10.
02/08/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations

HB 0929 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0119 by *Harper)
02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 0930 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B, Walker , Bittle (*SB 0039 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Department of economic and community development, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 3.
05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 239

HB 0931 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0060 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Department of human services, June 30, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 3.
06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 300

HB 0932 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0152 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Department of environment and conservation, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 3.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 417

HB 0933 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0061 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Department of personnel, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 3.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 414
HB 0966 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0110 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee advisory committee for acupuncture, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 6.
02/08/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations

HB 0967 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0107 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - State library and archives management board, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 10, Chapter 1.
04/06/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 18

HB 0968 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0805 by *Harper , Blackburn)
Administrative Procedure (UAPA) - Extends certain agency rules scheduled to expire pursuant to UAPA.
07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 436

HB 0969 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0067 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Terminates state volunteer advisory board. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 41, Chapter 10.
04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 35

HB 0970 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0055 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Traumatic brain injury advisory council, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 65.
04/06/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 11

HB 0971 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0084 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee tobacco farmers certifying board, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 43, Chapter 36.
04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 67

HB 0972 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0043 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee technology development corporation, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 14 and Title 4, Chapter 29.
04/06/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 9

HB 0973 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0121 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee science and technology council, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 14 and Title 4, Chapter 29.
04/06/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 21

HB 0974 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0058 by *Harper , Haynes)
Sunset Laws - Tennessee higher education commission, June 30, 2003; revises limits on funding for certain programs at Meharry; creates study groups to review structure and responsibilities of THEC. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 49, Chapter 7.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 433

HB 0975 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0085 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Terminates authority to create Tennessee local neighborhood development corporations; grandfathers in existing local neighborhood development corporations. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 13.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 415

HB 0976 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0093 by *Harper)
06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 780

HB 0977 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0094 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Genetic advisory committee, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 5.
04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 68

HB 0978 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0095 by *Harper)
02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 0979 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0104 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Water quality control board, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 69, Chapter 3.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 178

HB 0980 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B, Bittle (*SB 0130 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Wildlife resources commission, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 70, Chapter 1.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 416

HB 0981 by *Kent , McMillian, Pinion, Bittle, Maddox, Hood, Rhinehart, Baird, Todd, Cole (Carter) (*SB 0322 by *McNally , Trail, Burks, Atchley, Crowe)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows employees in optional retirement programs to withdraw up to 50 percent of accumulated account balances upon retirement or termination of employment. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 35.
06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 305

HB 0982 by *Odom (*SB 0991 by *Henry)
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Authorizes commissioner of transportation to order relocation of historical rock or stone walls and fences necessitated by construction of state highways in order to minimize potential for destruction or alteration of such walls or fences. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 5.
02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Conservation & Wildlife of CON

Driver Licenses - Authorizes person without social security number to receive driver license; person must submit affidavit affirming that such person has never been issued social security number. - Amends TCA Section 55-50-321.
05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 158

HB 0984 by *Arriola (*SB 1025 by *Ramsay)
Alcoholic Beverage - Authorizes alcoholic beverage commission, upon payment of reasonable copying fee, to issue replacement employee and server permit card to qualified person for permit which is still valid. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 3.
06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 279

*HB 0985 by *Arriola Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Enacts "Volunteer Prescription Drug Purchasing Group Act." - Amends TCA Title 55; Title 56; Title 63; and Title 71.
03/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 0986 by *Scruggs (*SB 0585 by *Kyle)
Criminal Procedure - Permits general sessions courts to hear and determine criminal forfeitures up to jurisdictional limits and requires state to give notice in indictment if it intends to seek forfeiture of property as part of criminal prosecution. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 11, Part 7.
06/19/01 - Pub. Ch. 381

HB 0987 by *Givens , Whitson, Davis (Cocke), Ford S (*SB 0494 by *Haug)
District Attorneys - Name of assistant district attorney general position to third judicial district. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2.
02/21/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0988 by *Kent (*SB 0831 by *Burchett)
Hearing and Hearing Aids - Prohibits hearing aids being sold by mail; requires hearing aids to have year of their manufacture and serial number permanently affixed to such hearing aids; requires recent audiogram for each hearing aid sold be in office of person dispensing hearing aid. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 17, Part 2.
03/28/01 - Action def. in s/c Health of HHR to last calendar

HB 0989 by *DeBerry L (*SB 0746 by *Dixon)
Tennessee Housing Development Agency - Allocates $1,000,000 in 2001-2002 fiscal year for unexpended balance of housing program reserve fund to reactivate homebuyers' revolving loan fund pilot demonstration program in Shelby County; allocation subject to general appropriations act. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 23.
02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 0990 by *DeBerry L (*SB 1545 by *Dixon)
Taxes, Sales - Provides for sales tax holiday on all single items or services costing less than $5000 on April 15, 2000; requires report to general assembly on results. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 2.
02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 0991 by *DeBerry L (*SB 1541 by *Dixon)
Dentists - Adds courses taught by Shelby County Dental Society to list of approved continuing education courses. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 5, Part 1.
05/22/01 H Bills transmitted to Governor for his action.

HB 0992 by *DeBerry L (*SB 0748 by *Dixon)
Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Requires proof of automobile insurance before automobile tags can be issued; establishes procedure for notifying
department of safety if insurance is canceled. - TCA Title 55 and Title 56.
04/16/01 - Action Def. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR to 1/1/02

HB 0993 by *DeBerry L (*SB 1554 by *Ford J) Credit and Debit Cards - Places restrictions on institutions of University of Tennessee or state board of regents system concerning credit or credit card solicitations of students; makes it unlawful for credit card issuer or issuer of credit to solicit or provide promotional incentives to students at such institutions. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7, Part 1.
02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 0994 by *Rhinehart (*SB 1559 by *Carter) Loan Companies and Short Term Lenders - Regulates rate of charges of pawnshops, hours of pawnshops, and records that are required to be maintained. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 6, Part 2.
02/12/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 0995 by *Buck (*SB 1062 by *Burks) DUI/DWI Offenses - Authorizes judge to sentence first-time DUI offenders to remove litter from highways for 48 hours in lieu of 48 hours of incarceration. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c DUI of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 0996 by *Hood, McDonald (*SB 0315 by *Trail, Wilder, Atchley, Blackburn, Jackson, Burchett, Kurita, Kyle, Burks, McNally, Miller J, Carter, Clabough, Cohen, Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon, Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun, Haynes, Henry, Herron, Norris, Person, Ramsey, Rochelle, Trail, Williams) Local Education Agency - Permits local boards of education to satisfy dissemination and availability of information requirements by allowing operating policy pamphlets to be kept in electronic format and available in each school library. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-207.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 181

02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 0998 by *Shaw, Bowers, Towns (*SB 1474 by *Dixon) Criminal Offenses - Creates offense of knowingly impairing victim's power to control his or her conduct by administering, without victim's knowledge, drug, intoxicant, chemical, or other substance with intent to commit certain crimes; Class E felony. - Amends TCA Title 39.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 0999 by *Wood, Pleasant, Harwell (*SB 0719 by *Fowler) TennCare - Requires commissioner of commerce and insurance to develop standard benefits package and two-part system of co-payments; revises premiums and imposes seven prescription per month limit for enrollees. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 71, Chapter 5, Part 1.
02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1000 by *Bowers (*SB 1451 by *Dixon) Education, Higher - Authorizes, subject to funding, Southwest Tennessee Community College, under certain circumstances, to collaborate with area high schools to encourage high school graduation and post-secondary enrollment; at least six permanent counselors required. - Amends TCA Section 49-8-1203.
02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1001 by *Bowers (*SB 1466 by *Dixon) Internet and e-Commerce - Enacts "Tennessee Internet Personal Information Privacy Act of 2000." - 04/02/02 - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Civil Procedure & Practice of JUD

HB 1002 by *Phelan (*SB 0846 by *McNally) Workers' Compensation - Requires workers' compensation insurer to file notice with division of workers' compensation whenever amount of medical benefits to be paid to employee exceeds $10,000; upon receiving such notice, division must notify employer that claim exceeds such amount. - Amends TCA Title 50.
01/29/02 - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Employee Affairs of Consumer & Employee Affairs

02/12/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

02/12/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1005 by *Davidson (*SB 1383 by *Haun) Taxes, Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Increases penalties for contraband cigarettes; authorizes alternative means of tax stamp identification. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 10.
05/22/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 1006 by *DeBerry J (*SB 1542 by *Dixon) TennCare - Creates managed care division in department of health to administer all managed care related policies and programs; creates managed care transition committee to identify all state resources in managed care programs and make certain recommendations. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 18.
04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee

HB 1007 by *DeBerry J (*SB 0743 by *Dixon) Tort Liability - Revises minimum limits required under governmental tort liability; creates excess coverage fund. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1008 by *DeBerry J (*SB 0747 by *Dixon) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Increases premium tax on certain insurance companies unless such increase causes other states to raise their premium tax on Tennessee insurance companies doing business in their state. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 32, Part 2 and Title 56, Chapter 4, Part 2.
04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee

HB 1009 by *DeBerry J (*SB 1462 by *Ford J) Taxes, Exemption - Excludes investment companies from definition of financial institutions for franchise and excise tax purposes. - Amends TCA Title 67.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1010 by *DeBerry J (*SB 0961 by *Ford J) Taxes, Real Property - Exempts from annual income from all sources for elderly low-income homeowners tax relief program, social security income, disability benefits, and retirement benefits of less than $300. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-702.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1011 by *DeBerry J (*SB 0962 by *Ford J) Grand Juries - Requires grand jury of each county to investigate all sudden, unexplained deaths of children aged 12 and under, which occur in county. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 12.
01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 1012 by *DeBerry J (*SB 1388 by *Haun) Education - Establishes requirements of proper behavior and respect for authority for admission to or retention in public schools; requires parent, guardian, or person having control or charge of child to sign personal statement accepting responsibility for child's social skills and respect for authority. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30.
02/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee

HB 1013 by *DeBerry J (*SB 1275 by *Cohen) Taxes, Ad Valorem - Increases income eligibility limit for elderly and low-income property tax relief to $15,000, not including first $350 of social security, retirement, or disability benefits. - Amends TCA Title 67.
02/05/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1015 by *DeBerry J (*SB 0858 by *Cohen) Education - Allows LEAs to conduct schools year-round; adjusts BEP payments accordingly. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30.
04/04/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee
HB 1016 by *DeBerry J , Jones U (Shel) (*SB 0870 by *Dixon)  
Child Custody and Support - Prohibits banks from charging fees for cashing checks issued for child support or issued to Families First recipients. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4; Title 36, Chapter 5, Part 1 and Title 71, Chapter 3, Part 1.  
02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Utilities & Banking of COM

*HB 1017 by *DeBerry J  
Taxes, Ad Valorem - Adds counties having population of 800,000 or greater to property tax exemption for nonprofit economic or charitable development. - Amends TCA Title 67.  
01/22/02 - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Local Government of S&LG

*HB 1018 by *DeBerry J  
Abuse - Requires district attorney general to prosecute all child abuse cases where mandatory child abuse report was filed unless such report is revealed to be false or unfounded. - Amends TCA Title 37.  
03/26/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal, in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 1019 by *DeBerry J  
Traffic Safety - Restricts persons ten years old or younger or weighing less than seventy-five pounds from riding in front seat of motor vehicle equipped with passenger-side air bag; imposes criminal penalty for violation of section. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 9, Part 6.  
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal, in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 1020 by *Brooks , Towns, Shaw, Langster (*SB 0676 by *Ford J)  
Purchasing - Reduces period in which payment is required under prompt pay act. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4, Part 7.  
04/11/01 - Failed In s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1021 by *Jones U (Shel) , Miller L, DeBerry L, Cooper B (*SB 0755 by *Dixon)  
Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Recognizes, for purposes of Tennessee teaching scholars program, existence of acute shortages with respect to teachers possessing master's level certification in subject areas of math, science, and reading instruction. - Amends TCA Title 49.  
04/18/01 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to 1/9/02

HB 1022 by *Jones U (Shel) , Miller L, DeBerry L, Cooper B (*SB 0757 by *Dixon)  
Local Education Agency - Requires each LEA, which has not already done so, to establish alternative school or classroom area for students in grades one through six who have been suspended or expelled from regular school program. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 34.  
04/18/01 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to 1/9/02

HB 1023 by *Armstrong , Miller L, Langster, Towns, Brooks, Bowers, Shaw, Jones U (Shel), Cooper B, Arriola, Pruitt (*SB 0758 by *Dixon , Harper)  
Minority Affairs - Directs commissioner of health to appoint Hispanic coordinating council to assist department, office of minority health, and black health care commission to promote healthy lifestyles and access to health care for Tennessee's growing Hispanic population. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 1, Part 1.  
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1024 by *Brooks , Towns, Shaw, Turner (Shelby), Bowers (*SB 0675 by *Ford J)  
Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department to undergo disparity study to determine extent, if any, to which its policies and practices discriminate against racial minorities; study to be performed by independent contractor and to be paid for with existing resources within state highway fund. - Amends TCA Section 4:3-2305 and Title 54, Chapter 1.  
03/14/01 - Failed for Lack of Motion in: Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

HB 1025 by *Buttry (*SB 0869 by *Burchett)  
04/18/01 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to 1/9/02

HB 1026 by *Hagood (*SB 1280 by *Burchett)  
Business and Commerce - Authorizes business to keep fake identification presented to it; business is not liable in any action for retaining identification and is under no obligation to store it unless requested to do so by law enforcement agency. - 02/12/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 1027 by *Hagood (*SB 1486 by *Burchett)  
Architects, Engineers and Designers - Provides that engineers in training have completed same educational curriculum as professional engineers. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 2, Part 4.  
02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Small Business of COM

HB 1028 by *Hagood , Bunch, Beavers, Black (*SB 1488 by *Burchett , Williams)  
Alcoholic Beverages - Makes exhibition or use of false identification to purchase or obtain alcoholic beverages by person less than 21 years punishable by loss of driver license. - Amends TCA Section 57:4-203.  
05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 161

HB 1029 by *Patton (*SB 1176 by *Crowe , Burchett, Blackburn)  
Veterans - Authorizes local education agencies to issue high school diploma to eligible deceased veteran, upon request of surviving spouse or immediate family member - Amends TCA Section 49:2-119.  
04/05/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 1030 by *Brooks (*SB 0751 by *Dixon)  
Taxes, Real Property - Adds counties having 800,000 or more citizens to real and tangible personal property exemption for nonprofit economic or charitable development organization in counties containing or adjacent to counties containing national laboratory facility. - Amends TCA Section 67:5-224.  
06/23/01 - Action Def. in Finance, Ways & Means Committee to 1/29/02

HB 1031 by *Miller L, Langster, Armstrong, Cooper B, Arriola (*SB 0750 by *Dixon)  
Taxes, Real Property - Increases, from $10,550 to $15,000, annual income for low income, elderly property tax relief; excludes consideration of first $350 of social security or disability benefits; sets future adjustment rates; excludes remainder or reversion interest and nursing home costs. - Amends TCA Section 67:5-702.  
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1032 by *Garrett (*SB 1167 by *Herron)  
Taxes, Sales - Prohibits imposition of sales tax on tips or other gratuities received by personnel for their service. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 4.  
02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1033 by *Fitzhugh (*SB 0300 by *Rochelle)  
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Modernizes insurance regulatory law to permit domestic insurance companies that are members of insurance holding company system to maintain books and records at primary executive and administrative offices outside Tennessee subject to certain conditions. - Amends TCA Section 56:2-104.  
02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1034 by *Fitzhugh (*SB 0288 by *Rochelle)  
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Deletes authority of commissioner of commerce and insurance to allow insurance company to credit certain assets; makes conforming change in law for determining amount allowed as credit against liability in connection with reinsurance liability of domestic insurance company. - Amends TCA Section 56:1-405 and Section 56:3-115.  
04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal, in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee

*HB 1035 by *Kent (SB 1576 by *Davis L)  
Grand Juries - Gives law enforcement officer accused of crime alleged to have occurred on duty right to appear before and present sworn statement to grand jury; prohibits prosecution of officer accused of on-duty crime without grand jury indictment. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 12.  
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal, in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 1036 by *Kent , Jones, S., Odom, Pruitt, Langster (*SB 0817 by *Davis L)  
Employees, Employers - Authorizes police department employee to request monthly payroll deduction for membership dues in employee association; requires political subdivision to comply with request if 10 percent of all employees belong to association. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 51, Part 2.  
07/04/02 H Comp. SB subst.
HB 1037 by *Winnihming (SB 0282 by *Davis L)
Gas, Petroleum Products, Volatile Oils - Allows gas customers to purchase propane gas from another municipality, utility district, or gas company if such customer's municipality or utility district depletes its gas supply. - Amends TCA Title 7 and Title 65, Chapter 26.
04/05/01 H Engrossed; ready for transmission to Sen.

HB 1038 by *Winnihming (SB 1478 by *Davis L)
Tennessee Higher Education Commission - Provides that members of THEC and state board of regents may remain on board until end of their current terms even if congressional redistricting places them outside congressional district from which they were appointed. - Amends TCA Section 49-8-201; Section 49-9-202 and Section 49-7-204.
06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 369

HB 1039 by *Winnihming , Turner (Ham), Cooper B (*SB 1090 by *Burks , Williams, Traill, Dixon)
Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Revises provisions for teachers' duty-free planning periods to provide for 2.5 hours of planning time per week with no other assigned duties during such period. - Amends TCA Section 49-1-302(e).
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 227

HB 1040 by *Winnihming , Turner (Ham), Walker (*SB 1057 by *Burks)
Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Requires immediate suspension and dismissal of teachers convicted of certain drug offenses. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Part 5.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 197

HB 1041 by *Winnihming (*SB 1060 by *Burks)
Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Directs department to develop programs and make available more services for persons with mental retardation and related developmental disabilities based upon commission on community-based services study. - Amends TCA Title 33.
04/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Human Services and Mental Health of HHR to 1/02

HB 1042 by *Winnihming (*SB 1459 by *Davis L)
Statutes - Clarifies provisions of 2000 act allowing retired teachers to be re-employed as teachers without loss of retirement benefits. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 8 and Title 49, Chapter 5.
02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1043 by *Winnihming (*SB 0816 by *Davis L)
Children - Combines department of education and department of children's services into new department of education and children's services; transfers all property and employees into new department, all existing leases and contracts remain valid, new department to be administered by commissioner of education and children's services. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 8; Title 9; Title 10; Title 16; Title 33; Title 36; Title 37; Title 49; Title 55; Title 68 and Title 71.
02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--State & Local

HB 1044 by *Armstrong , DeBerry L, Jones U (Shel), Cooper B, Turner (Shelby), Miller L (*SB 0218 by *Dixon)
Education - Provides for grant program, subject to appropriation of funds, to be administered by commissioner of education for purchase of home computers for use of school-aged children. - 02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1045 by *Armstrong Insurance, Health, Accident - Clarifies general medical assistance subrogation policy; states policy language requiring injured insured to pay attorney fees and litigation cost is void; maintains state right to subrogation subject to attorney fees. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 1 and Title 71, Chapter 1.
01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1046 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0045 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - New-Cumberland community action agency, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1047 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0089 by *Harper)
02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1048 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0046 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Mid-East community action agency, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1049 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0050 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Mountain Valley economic opportunity authority, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1050 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0072 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Northwest Tennessee economic development council, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1051 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 0947 by *Williams)
Taxes, Franchise - Allows measure of tax levied to be greater than value of exempt industrial machinery and adds definition of exempt industrial machinery. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 21.
02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1052 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 0949 by *Williams)
Taxes, Franchise - Removes value of exempt industrial machinery from minimum tax base and defines "exempt industrial machinery". - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 21.
02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1053 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 0948 by *Williams)
Taxes, Franchise - Allows measure of tax levied to be greater than value of exempt industrial machinery. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 21.
02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1054 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 0371 by *Opperman)
Professions and Occupations - Clarifies that general contractors law does not apply to alarm system contractors. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 6.
04/03/01 - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Finance

HB 1055 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 0631 by *Cooper J)
Motor Vehicles - Clarifies that motor vehicle dealer may charge document preparation fee, processing fee, or servicing fee in addition to sales price and this does not constitute false or misleading practice for purposes of denial or suspension of license if such charges are separately stated and clearly and conspicuously disclosed to buyer. - Amends TCA Section 55-17-114.
06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 406

HB 1056 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 0375 by *Cooper J)
Gas, Petroleum Products, Volatile Oils - Allows electric cooperatives to enter into or remain in retail sale and distribution of liquefied petroleum gas if such is provided by a non-profit corporation limited liability company, limited partnership, or limited liability partnership. - Amends TCA Title 6; Title 7; Title 65 and Title 67.
05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 721

HB 1057 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 0372 by *Cooper J)
Professions and Occupations - Changes annual certification period for alarm contractor licensing from annual to biennial. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 32.
02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Small Business of COM

HB 1058 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 0030 by *Atchley)
02/07/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 1059 by *Head (*SB 0595 by *Cooper J)
Telecommunications - Changes time for gauging maximum rate for non-basic services from June 6, 1995, to July 1, 2001. - Amends TCA Section 65-5-208.
02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1060 by *Armstrong , Boyer, Bunch, Bittle, Buck, Tindell, Hagood, Overbey (*SB 0752 by *Dixon)
Utilities, Utility Districts - Specifies that municipal power plant or utility district is not required to charge processing fee when customer makes payment with credit or debit card. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 52 and Section 9-1-108.
01/15/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1061 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0088 by *Harper)
02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1062 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0073 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Perinatal advisory committee, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 1.
05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 172

HB 1063 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B, Turner (Shelby) (*SB 1297 by *Harper)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Creates new class of health care facilities for facilities with less than 30 beds for purposes of assessing health care facility fees based on number of beds; revises present fees for other classes of health care facilities. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-216.
03/28/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1064 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0070 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Committee for clinical perfusionists, June 30, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 28.
04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 36

*HB 1065 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0052 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Board for licensing health care facilities, June 30, 2001. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 11.
02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations Committee

HB 1066 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0059 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Southwest Tennessee human resource agency, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 1.
02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1067 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0074 by *Harper)
02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1068 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0074 by *Harper)
02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1069 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0131 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Safe employment education and training advisory committee, June 30, 2004. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 50, Chapter 6.
04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 573

HB 1070 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0075 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - State board of occupational and physical therapist examiners, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 63, Chapter 13.
04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 37

HB 1071 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0069 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Petroleum underground storage tank board, June 30, 2005. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 215.
05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 240

HB 1072 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0129 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Public health council, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 1.
04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 69

HB 1073 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0128 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Renal disease advisory committee, June 30, 2007. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 35.
04/06/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 23

HB 1074 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 0113 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Medical care and cost containment committee, June 30, 2004. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 50, Chapter 6.
04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 39

HB 1075 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 1351 by *Williams)
State Employees - Requires plans administered by state insurance company to have benefits no less than those required of private employers under certain state laws; requires studies of costs of benefits of state plan to be compared with those of private plans. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71.
01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1076 by *Sargent, Godsey, Rowland, Davis (Wash), Williams (Wil), Westmoreland, Davis (Cocke), Montgomery, Bone (*SB 0251 by *Rochelle)
Zoning - Authorizes, under certain circumstances, transfer of development rights to town, city, county, metropolitan county, state, or nonprofit conservation or preservation organization notwithstanding certain zoning regulations that may otherwise restrict such transfers. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-201.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1077 by *West (*SB 1367 by *Jackson)
Handgun Permits - Exempts retired law enforcement officers and honorably discharged veterans from 115 handgun carry permit application fee and $50.00 handgun carry permit renewal fee. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1351.
02/05/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1078 by *West (*SB 0903 by *Blackburn)
Adoption - Prohibits counseling and legal fees relating to adoption being charged to parent giving up child for adoption. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 1, Part 1.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&F of Children and Family Affairs Committee

HB 1079 by *West (SB 1526 by *Rochelle)
Tourism - Authorizes commissioner of tourism to operate toll-free telephone line to provide tourist information and weather, and receive questions from persons interested in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 22; Title 7, Chapter 88, Part 1 and Title 64, Chapter 7.
04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Parks & Tourism of CON of Conservation Committee

HB 1080 by *West (SB 1355 by *Jackson)
Handgun Permits - Requires department of safety statistical report on handguns to include information on cost of handgun carry permit program, revenues derived from fees, number of violations of permit laws, number of permits issued, and average time for issuance of permit. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 218

*HB 1081 by *West (SB 1912 by *Harper)
Law Enforcement - Authorizes retired law enforcement officers to wear uniforms, to attend POST training at no expense to officers, to serve with active law enforcement officers, and to receive license as security guard/official without undergoing background check. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6 and Title 62, Chapter 35.
06/04/01 S Rcdv. from H, PUC

HB 1082 by *West (SB 1412 by *Haynes)
Employers, Employees - Requires criminal background checks of persons working in residential facilities that house persons with developmental disabilities; requires three employees on premises at all times persons with developmental disabilities are present. - Amends TCA Title 33, Chapter 2, Part 4.
03/07/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1083 by *West (SB 0354 by *Cooper J)
Fire Prevention and Investigation - Authorizes privatization of fire protection services in municipality or county upon approval of voters in such municipality or county; would not affect contracts for such services in existence on bill's effective date.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1084 by *West, Boyer, Walker, Beavers, Black, Pleasant (SB 1403 by *Haynes, Burks)
Employers, Employees - Requires, when minor takes drug test as part of job application process, notification to parents or guardians of minor's drug test results if employer under drug-free workplace program; authorizes other employers to inform parents of such results. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 9.
05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 160

HB 1085 by *West (SB 1413 by *Haynes)
Medical Occupations - Requires home medical equipment providers to be licensed by board of licensing health care facilities; imposes penalties for operating without license. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.
HB 1086 by *West (*SB 0466 by *Kyle)
Courts - Requires all alternative treatment programs operated in conjunction with courts to register with circuit court clerk and to provide information relative to effectiveness of such program. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 21 and Title 40, Chapter 20.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1087 by *West (*SB 1079 by *Burks)
Boards and Commissions - Revises membership of Tennessee commission of Indian affairs to require three members to be of Indian descent and be selected by tribal or Indian community consent. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 34, Part 1.
02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--State & Local

HB 1088 by *West
Courts - Authorizes drug court in Davidson County to contract with attorneys and collection firms to collect fines assessed by such drug court; collected fines to be used specifically for operation and conduct of court. - Amends TCA Section 40-24-105.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1089 by *West (*SB 1407 by *Haynes)
Sales - Increases transitory vendor's fee from $25.00 to $50.00; designates in Davidson County chief of police will have authority to administer laws pertaining to transitory vendors. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 30, Part 1.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 228

HB 1090 by *West
Private Protective Services - Authorizes law enforcement officers to wear their official uniforms while acting as private security guards/officers. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 35, Part 1.
04/17/01 - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Small Business of COM

HB 1091 by *West (*SB 0311 by *Rochelle)
Crimes and Criminal Offenses - Specifies penalty for initiating false report of bomb, fire, or other emergency to be Class E felony. - Amends TCA Section 39-16-502.
02/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 1092 by *West (*SB 0355 by *Cooper J)
Workers Compensation - Entitles injured employee covered by workers' compensation to select any physician or surgeon participating in TennCare program to provide treatment, provided physician or surgeon agrees to accept same reimbursement for treating employee as received from TennCare. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
02/05/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1093 by *West (*SB 1400 by *Haynes)
Firearms and Ammunition - Clarifies that permit to carry handgun is no defense to illegal possession or carrying of firearm under applicable hunting and fishing laws. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1094 by *West (*SB 0405 by *Jackson , Norris)
Firearms and Ammunition - Clarifies that permit to carry handgun is no defense to illegal possession or carrying of firearm under applicable hunting and fishing laws. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 11, Part 2.
04/04/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1095 by *West (*SB 0812 by *Harper)
Criminal Offenses - Creates Class A misdemeanor offense of having hoax explosive device; redefines "explosive weapon" to include pipe bomb. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 375

HB 1096 by *West (*SB 0406 by *Jackson)
Firearms and Ammunition - Exempts certain persons from prohibitions on carrying firearms on school premises or where alcoholic beverages are sold; clarifies that person carrying weapon pursuant to concealed carry permit not subject to provisions prohibiting carrying weapons for purpose of going armed. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
03/26/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 1097 by *West (*SB 0407 by *Jackson)
Private Protective Services - Revises defense to carrying weapon for purpose of going armed to provide that registered private security officer or guard carrying club/baton has defense if such person has in possession certification card stating that person has had training by certified trainer/instructor in use of club/baton. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1308.
01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1098 by *West (*SB 1414 by *Haynes)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of new specialty earmarked license plates for National Rifle Association. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
04/25/01 - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 1099 by *West (*SB 0408 by *Jackson)
Firearms and Ammunition - Clarifies that prohibition relative to carrying weapons on public parks and playgrounds does not apply to firearms carried pursuant to concealed carry permit. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1311.
02/27/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1100 by *West (*SB 0409 by *Jackson)
Handgun Permits - Provides that concealed carry permits apply to firearms rather than handguns. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1351.
02/05/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1101 by *West (*SB 0404 by *Jackson)
Handgun Permits - Exempts persons with concealed carry permits from prohibition against carrying weapon outside of applicable hunting season. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 4.
02/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1102 by *West (*SB 0410 by *Jackson)
Firearms and Ammunition - Prohibits possession of firearms in establishments whose primary or sole product is sale of alcoholic beverages; removes such prohibition for restaurants and related establishments. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1305.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1103 by *Scruggs , Cooper B, Kent (*SB 0226 by *Crutchfield, Williams, Harper, Dixon)
Education - Requires Tennessee Student Assistance Corporation to administer support personnel loan scholarship program for Tennesseans who aspire to be teachers; establishes criteria for participation and loan repayment and forgiveness. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 4, Part 7, 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1104 by *Scruggs , Kent (*SB 1450 by *Person)
Taxes, Amusement - Exempts tickets purchased to event sanctioned under auspices of sports authority and NCAA from amusement tax. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-212.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1105 by *Odom , Miller L (*SB 0954 by *Burchett)
Death - Establishes form for appointing persons with power to dispose of remains; establishes priority list of persons who possess that power without designation by decedent; establishes certain duties concerning interments. - Amends TCA Title 62 and Title 68, Chapter 4.
03/29/01 S Rvd. from H., P1C.

HB 1106 by *Odom , Odom, Garrett, Givens, Ferguson (*SB 0181 by *Graves , Burchett, Miller J)
Funeral Directors and Embalmers - Requires funeral directors utilizing service of crematory to ascertain that such crematory is licensed; establishes other guidelines regarding use of crematory. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 5.
06/21/02 - Pub. Ch. 809

HB 1107 by *West (*SB 1354 by *Jackson)
Health, Dept. of - Prohibits forms of department from including questions about guns person owns or has in home. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 18.
02/12/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1108 by *West (*SB 1382 by *Kurila)
Criminal Procedure - Requires bounty hunters operating in state to attend annually eight hours
of training by department of commerce and insurance, such training shall include nonviolent apprehension of persons. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11, Part 3.
04/17/02  S  Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 1109 by *West (SB 1411 by *Haynes)
Tort Liability - Places EMTs and paramedics working for governmental entity under protection of Governmental Tort Liability Act. - Amends TCA Section 29-20-310.
04/17/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1110 by *West (SB 1094 by *Blackburn)
Law Enforcement - Authorizes retired law enforcement officers to wear uniforms, to attend POST training at no expense to officers, to serve with active law enforcement officers, and to receive license as security guard/officer without undergoing background check. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 8 and Title 62, Chapter 35.
04/18/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1111 by *West , Briley (SB 1327 by *Henry)
Highway Signs - Father Ryan High School, I-65 in Davidson County; requires Davidson County to pay for or provide signs. -
04/16/01  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 51

HB 1112 by *West (SB 1230 by *Clabough)
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Specifies that commissioner of commerce and insurance shall set fees for obtaining and renewing insurance agent licenses. - Amends TCA Title 56.
02/14/01  - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1113 by *West (SB 1409 by *Haynes)
Zoning - Authorizes municipal legislative body in any home rule municipality located in county with charter form of government to review and veto decisions by zoning authority. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7.
01/22/02  - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 1114 by *West (SB 0301 by *Dixon)
Contractors - Requires all home inspectors to be certified; authorizes board of licensing contractors to enforce violations by persons not qualified to conduct home inspections for fee. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 62, Chapter 6.
02/14/01  - Assigned to s/c Small Business of COM

HB 1115 by *West (SB 1402 by *Haynes)
Hotels and Restaurants - Requires that playgrounds attached to restaurant be inspected for health and safety violations when restaurant is inspected; authorizes commissioner of health to charge fee for such playground inspection. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 14, Part 3.
03/07/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1116 by *West (SB 0811 by *Harper)
Veterans - Redefines "disabled veteran" for tax relief purposes to include veterans disabled by mental stress or suffering incurred while performing military services. - Amends TCA Section 5-8-102 and Title 67.
04/25/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 1117 by *West (SB 1401 by *Haynes)
Explosives - Requires blaster, when blasting done in proximity to highway, to post signs requiring motorists to turn off cell phones and transmitting devices using radio-controlled frequencies; requires that such signs be removed within 72 hours of blasting being completed. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 105.
02/14/01  - Assigned to s/c Small Business of COM

HB 1118 by *Westmoreland (SB 1052 by *Ramsey)
Taxes, Sales - Reestablishes tax amount due and owing on aircraft sales to sales tax rate on first $100,000 and 3 percent on amounts in excess of $100,000. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29, Part 2 and Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 2.
07/10/01  - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1119 by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 1538 by *Cooper)
Claims Commission, Tennessee - Extends term of office for persons serving on commission from six years to eight years. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 8, Part 3.
05/14/01  S  Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 1120 by *Curtiss (SB 1195 by *Cooper)
Motor Vehicles - Requires persons repossessing motor vehicle to notify local law enforcement authorities of vehicle identification number of such motor vehicle within 48 hours of such repossession. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 9 and Title 55, Chapter 16.
02/28/01  - Assigned to s/c Utilities & Banking of COM

HB 1121 by *Curtiss (SB 1233 by *Cooper)
Plumbers and Plumbing - Creates state plumbing board; requires all persons practicing plumbing to be licensed by January 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 62.
02/14/01  - Assigned to s/c Small Business of COM

HB 1122 by *Curtiss (SB 0794 by *Cohen)
Health Care - Enacts "Health Care Provider Joint Negotiation Act." - Amends TCA Title 47 and Title 63.
04/11/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1123 by *Curtiss (SB 0793 by *Cohen)
Health Care - Enacts "Health Care Provider Joint Negotiation Act." - Amends TCA Title 47 and 63.
02/26/02  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1124 by *Curtiss (SB 1279 by *Cooper)
Motor Vehicles - Clarifies regulations governing use of audible and visual signals on emergency vehicles in motion or parked. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8.
04/16/01  - Pub. Ch. 60

HB 1125 by *Curtiss , Cole (Carter) (SB 1509 by *Rochelle , Person)
Consumer Protection - Specifies that credit transaction in compliance with Truth in Lending Act is also authorized transaction for any action brought under Tennessee Consumer Protection Act with respect to disclosure or lack of disclosure of information in connection with such credit transaction. - Amends TCA Section 47-14-125.
05/15/01  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 162

HB 1126 by *Head (SB 0893 by *Atchley)
Purchasing - Specifies procedures public building authority must use for construction or improvement contracts, service contracts and lease or lease-purchase agreements; authorizes department of environment and conservation to purchase and develop method for purchasing certain material without approval of any other state agency. - Amends TCA Title 12.
06/28/01  - Pub. Ch. 407

HB 1127 by *Davis (Cocke) , Hargett, McKee, Roach (SB 0188 by *Haynes)
Education, Dept. of - Requires department to provide raw test score data to LEAs as soon as possible, but no later than June 30. - Amends TCA Section 49-1-606.
05/30/01  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 243

HB 1128 by *Windle (SB 1294 by *Davis L)
Bail, Bail Bonds - Permits court to allow defendant to pay 10 percent of bail amount with agreement to pay full amount if defendant fails to appear in court. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11.
01/30/02  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1129 by *Winnigham (SB 0815 by *Davis)
Children - Directs commission on children and youth and commissioners of children's services, correction, education, health, human services, mental health and developmental disabilities, and other affected departments to prepare plan for general assembly by 1/1/02 for consolidation of state services to children. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 8; Title 33; Title 36; Title 37; Title 41; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71.
02/12/01  H  P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--State & Local

HB 1130 by *Winnigham (SB 0814 by *Davis)
Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Allows hearing on dismissal or suspension of teachers to be held in private if needed to protect identity of specific juvenile. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-512.
01/29/02  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1131 by *Winnigham , Montgomery, McDaniel, McCord, Buttry, Baird, Black, Beavers, Boyer, Sargent, Scroggs, Clem, Vincent, Dunn, Wood, Pleasant, Bittle, Sharp (SB 0887 by *Atchley , Ford J, Graves, Trail, McNally, Person,
HB 1132 by *McDonald , Buck, Davidson, Rinks, Williams (Wil), White, Bone, Garrett, Winningham, Shaw, Ridgeway, Pinion, Jones, S., Pruitt, Hargrove, Windle, Shepard, Fowlkes, West, Curtiss, Hood, Fraley, Briley, Cooper B, Brooks, Odom, Maddox, Fitzhugh, Arriola, McMillan, Rhinehart (*SB 1490 by *Haynes) Alcoholic Offenses - Effective June 30, 2003, decreases from .10 percent to .08 percent blood alcohol content required to commit offense of DUI; repeals offense of adult DWI, but permits use of prior convictions for certain purposes. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 50. 03/13/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c DUI of JUD of Judiciary Committee HB 1133 by *McMillan , Nalifeh (*SB 1080 by *Burks) Domestic Violence - Authorizes administrative office of courts to consult with domestic violence coordinating council and to promulgate forms for orders of protection that are uniform with similar forms promulgated in other states and removes present inconsistencies from statute; requires forms to be developed by October 1, 2001, and to be used exclusively in all courts exercising jurisdiction over orders of protection. - Amends TCA Section 36-3-604. 06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 319 HB 1134 by *McMillan (*SB 1081 by *Burks) Domestic Violence - Requires any person serving legal papers or process on family violence shelter or person in shelter to first contact shelter and make arrangements for service. - Amends TCA Section 71-6-208. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 198 HB 1135 by *McMillan (*SB 1082 by *Burks) Domestic Violence - Creates new statutory forms for petitions for orders of protection, orders of protection, and ex parte orders of protection. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 3, Part 6. 03/13/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&F of Children and Family Affairs Committee HB 1136 by *McMillan (*SB 0539 by *Cohen) Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Creates injunctions to protect marital assets in separation and divorce situations. - Amends TCA Section 36-4-106. 06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 280 HB 1137 by *McMillan (*SB 0458 by *Rochele) Emergency Communications Districts - Requires members of local emergency communications districts to serve until replacement members are appointed; authorizes state emergency communications board to set rate structure sufficient to provide for expenses and maintenance of district; revises composition and appointment of boards of directors. - Amends TCA Section 7-86-105 and Section 7-86-304. 05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 149 HB 1138 by *McMillan (*SB 0331 by *Cooper J) Criminal Offenses - Raises from six or under to eight or under age of child whose abuse or neglect would be punishable as Class D felony, or Class A felony if aggravated; imposes Class D felony, or Class A felony if aggravated, for abuse or neglect of child with developmental disability based upon mental retardation with I.Q. 70 or below. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 15, Part 4. 02/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee HB 1139 by *McMillan , Buck (*SB 0913 by *Kyle) Probation and Parole - Defines "governmental employee" for purposes of offense of governmental employee or such employee's immediate family having direct or indirect personal interest in private entity that provides probation supervisory services. - Amends TCA Section 40-35-302. 06/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 802 HB 1140 by *McMillan (*SB 1533 by *Cooper J) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Requires three members of registry of election finance to file written request with chair to call special meeting instead of four as presently required. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10. 06/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Elections of S&L of State & Local Government Committee HB 1141 by *McMillan , Kibser, Turner (Dav) (*SB 1274 by *Cohen) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Requires registry of election finance to create electronic filing system to be available beginning with 2002 state primary election; imposes fee on multicandidate political campaign committee to be retained by registry and used for such filing system. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10. 06/26/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee HB 1142 by *McMillan (*SB 1087 by *Burks) Domestic Violence - Conforms statute establishing conditions for release on bond for persons charged with domestic abuse offenses to latest definition of domestic abuse "victim". - Amends TCA Section 40-11-150. 06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 309 HB 1143 by *McMillan (*SB 1454 by *Davis L) Safety - Clarifies that driver of authorized emergency vehicle has duty to drive with due regard for safety when responding to emergency call, fire alarm, or when driving en route to site of catastrophic event. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20 and Title 55, Chapter 6, Part 1. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee HB 1144 by *McMillan (*SB 1455 by *Davis L) Safety - Clarifies that emergency vehicular privileges also extend to drivers of emergency vehicles who are responding to catastrophic emergencies other than fire. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee HB 1145 by *McMillan (*SB 1453 by *Davis L) Sentencing - Creates additional enhancement factors for sentencing of persons convicted of vehicular assault. - Amends TCA Section 39-13-213 and Title 40, Chapter 35, Part 1. 04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee HB 1146 by *McMillan (*SB 1456 by *Davis L) Probation and Parole - Removes probation eligibility of person convicted of vehicular homicide due to intoxication. - Amends TCA Title 39 and Title 40. 04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee HB 1147 by *McMillan (*SB 1055 by *Burks) Criminal Offenses - Conforms definition of person against whom offense of domestic assault may be committed to definition of "victim" for purposes of domestic abuse law. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 39; Chapter 13, Part 1 and Title 40, Chapter 35. 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee HB 1148 by *McMillan (*SB 1500 by *Rochele) State Employees - Redefines "state employee" to include members of TCRS who work 100 days per year for purpose of provision for defense counsel for state employees on civil action based on employees actions in scope of employment. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 42, Part 1. 04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee HB 1149 by *McMillan (*SB 1088 by *Burks , Williams) Domestic Violence - Requires notification to victim of domestic assault of release on bail of assault defendant and updates scope of order of protection to conform to present definition of domestic abuse "victim". - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 3, Part 6. 06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 352 HB 1150 by *McMillan (*SB 0394 by *Haynes) Emergency Communications Districts - Removes limitation on emergency telephone service charge being imposed on no more than 100 exchange access facilities per service user per location. - Amends TCA Section 7-86-108. 02/15/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&L HB 1151 by *McMillan (*SB 1054 by *Burks , Williams, Graves) Sexual Offenses - Redefines "victim" for purpose of civil actions for relief to include defendant's spouse; prohibits party to divorce or custody proceeding from alleging charge of rape against other party unless there has been conviction; deletes offenses of spousal rape and spousal sexual battery. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 5. 04/17/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02 HB 1152 by *Armstrong , Mckee, McDaniel, Caldwell, DeBerry L (*SB 0213 by *Dixon) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Provides that funds received in future, as well as fiscal year 2000-2001, will be allocated 50
percent to each health trust fund and agricultural fund. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 18; Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 8; Title 9; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
02/12/01  H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 1153 by *Armstrong, Mckee, McDaniel, Caldwell, DeBerry L (*SB 0214 by *Dixon)
Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Provides that all funds received from tobacco master settlement in fiscal year 2000-2001, as well as in future, will be allocated 50 percent to each health fund and agricultural fund; any fund balance shall be carried forward. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 18; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 8; Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 2; Title 9; Title 43, Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
07/10/01  - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

Insurance, Fire and Casualty - Expands type of coverage county mutual fire insurance companies are authorized to provide. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 22, Part 1.
05/04/01  - Pub. Ch. 136

HB 1155 by *Langster. H, head, Jones U (Shel) (*SB 0221 by *Dixon)
Bail, Bail Bonds - Requires bondsman to verify accuracy of defendant's address before employing bounty hunter to apprehend defendant; requires bounty hunter to verify address and present certain information to law enforcement. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11, Part 3.
07/16/01  - Pub. Ch. 430

HB 1156 by *Hagood, McDaniel, Cole (Dyer), Lewis, Bittle, Montgomery, Buttry (*SB 0712 by *Cochran, Clary, Bogdan, Major, Bagley)
Managed Care Organizations - Revises requirements necessary for HMO to obtain certificate of authority and information which must be included in evidence of coverage; caps HMO enrollee's cost share at 20 percent. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 32.
05/15/01  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 151

HB 1157 by *Godsey (SB 1792 by *Ramsey)
Crimes of Violence - Defines "theater" for authorization of sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages; authorizes sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages at Premier Theater Bistro in Memphis. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 4.
04/24/01  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 74

HB 1162 by *Jones U (Shel), Langster, DeBerry J, Pleasant, Arriola (*SB 0909 by *Dixon)
Alcoholic Beverages - Defines "theater" for authorization of sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages; authorizes sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages at Premier Theater Bistro in Memphis. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 4.
07/07/01  - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1163 by *Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J (*SB 0691 by *Ford J)
Railroads - Requires railroads to maintain rights-of-way within municipal boundaries in accordance with local health and environmental laws and ordinances, in addition to maintaining highway crossings; authorizes municipalities and counties to adopt by reference such provisions and to enforce compliance by payment of fine for violations. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 11, Part 1.
04/18/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Rural Roads, Air, Water & Rail of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 1164 by *Jones U (Shel) (*SB 0286 by *Davis L)
Holidays and Days of Special Observance - Designates days of statewide elections as state holidays. - Amends TCA Title 15.
03/14/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Department of Revenue from simulcast revenues. - Amends TCA Title 4.
04/04/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1166 by *Jones U (Shel) (*SB 0872 by *Dixon)
Courts - Prohibits assessment of court costs if case against defendant is dismissed. - Amends TCA Section 40-25-123 and Title 55.
04/16/01  - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD

HB 1167 by *Jones U (Shel) (*SB 0873 by *Dixon)
Professions and Occupations - Deletes grandfather provisions which permitted certain persons to obtain license as limited licensed electrician without examination. - Amends TCA Section 62-6-111.
03/27/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Utilities & Banking of COM of Commerce Committee

HB 1168 by *McDaniel, Walker (*SB 0366 by *Cooper J)
Tort Liability - Defines medical emergency technicians and emergency medical technician paramedics as government employees and not health care practitioners for purposes of Governmental Tort Liability Act so that such technicians and paramedics will be immune from liability. - Amends TCA Section 29-20-102.
07/10/01  - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1169 by *McDaniel, Walker (*SB 0368 by *Cooper J)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Extends limitation on health facility commission through June 30, 2003, prohibiting issuance of certificates of need for new nursing home beds, including conversion of hospital beds and including conversion to swing beds; deletes refund provision. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-78.
07/16/01  - Pub. Ch. 423

HB 1170 by *McDaniel, Walker (*SB 0368 by *Cooper J)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Extends annual nursing home tax until June 30, 2003; reduces tax to $2,225 from $3,250. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2.
07/16/01  - Pub. Ch. 431

HB 1171 by *McDaniel (*SB 1290 by *Atchley)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Provides retirement benefits for superseded Class C retirement members (highway patrol officers) shall be computed on member's three highest compensated years of consecutive service. - Amends TCA Section 8-34-101(4).
02/12/01  H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1172 by *McDaniel (*SB 1254 by *Cooper J)
TennCare - Adds governmental entity, to assist in oversight of TennCare, provide independent advice to legislative and executive branches, and make recommendations - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 71.
04/24/01  - Action Def. in Commerce Committee to 2/1/02
Education, Higher - Merges Nashville State Technical Institute and state technology center at Nashville into new Nashville State Technical Community College. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 8. 02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1182 by *Armstrong (*SB 0939 by *McNally) Home Improvement Contractors - Authorizes home improvement contractor to receive more than one-third deposit if contractor furnishes performance bond that is at least 1 percent of contractor's annual net sales. - Amends TCA Section 62-37-112. 05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 230

HB 1183 by *Shepard, Odom, Bowers (*SB 0941 by *McNally) Consumer Protection - Prohibits deceptive sale or promotion of health-related cash discount cards or other similar items. - 05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 173

HB 1184 by *Sands, Buck, McMillan, Briley, Newton, Boyer, Scroggs, Jones, S., Towns, Cooper (*SB 1347 by *Graves) Tort Liability - Increases minimum insurance requirements for governmental tort liability purposes. - Amends TCA Section 29-20-403. 07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 424

HB 1185 by *Sands (*SB 1562 by *Kurita) Tort Liability - Gives directors and officers of workers' compensation self-insurance pooling arrangements same immunity from actions for breach of fiduciary duty that other nonprofit organizations have. - Amends TCA Title 48, Chapter 58, Part 6. 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 87

HB 1186 by *Sands (*SB 1034 by *Ramsey) Utilities, Utility Districts - Effective July 1, 2001, and every five years thereafter, adjusts present amount of contracts which may be let without approval of supervisory body of municipal electric plant to reflect percentage change in average consumer price index; contract amount presently set at $50,000. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 52. 02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&L

HB 1187 by *McMillan (*SB 0327 by *Clabough) Hospital and Health Care Facilities - Extends from 70 to 90 days amount of time health facilities commission may defer decisions concerning application to obtain clarification of information concerning applications properly before commission if there are no simultaneous review applications being concurrently considered by commission with deferred application. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11. 04/03/00 - Action Def. in Health & Human Resources Committee to next meeting

HB 1188 by *McMillan (*SB 0325 by *Clabough) Sunset Laws - Health facilities commission, June 30, 2002; extends, from 70 days to 90 days, commission's period for decision making; reduces quorum for board for licensing health care facilities from 10 to 9. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 68, Chapter 11. 02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Health & Human Resources

HB 1189 by *Ferguson (*SB 0369 by *Cooper J) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Deletes July 1, 2001, expiration of restrictions on commissioner of health's authority to impose violation, citation, deficiency, or civil penalty on nursing home for conditions found during nursing home survey that relate to medically necessary physician's order. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-210. 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 214

HB 1190 by *Ferguson (*SB 0374 by *Cooper J) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Permits dental service plan corporations to keep required records by electronic means. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 30, Part 1. 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 182

HB 1191 by *Fowlkes (*SB 0370 by *Cooper J) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Tennessee Titans new specialty earmarked license plate; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Tennessee Titans Foundation. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 05/01/02 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to special calendar

HB 1192 by *Lewis (*SB 0373 by *Cooper J) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Clarifies that determination or review of claims by dentist for dental service corporation is not "practice of dentistry." - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 30, Part 1. 02/14/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1193 by *Buck, Armstrong, Ferguson, Pruitt (*SB 1359 by *Jackson, Dixon, Crutchfield, Haynes, Rochelle) Mental Retardation - Sets principles for services to Tennesseans with developmental disabilities and sets specific requirements for providing services to individuals with disabilities and their families over next few years. - Amends TCA Title 53, 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1194 by *DeBerry L, Bowers, Chumney (*SB 1492 by *Graves) Salaries and Benefits - Requires prevailing wage commission to report to general assembly by January 1, 2003, with recommendations for improvements to current prevailing wage survey process. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4, Part 4. 05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 686

HB 1195 by *Phillips, Curtiss (*SB 0345 by *Cooper J) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Provides for 30-day open enrollment period in which teachers who are not state employees may apply for health insurance coverage. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27, Part 3. 02/12/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1196 by *Westmoreland (*SB 1476 by *Williams) Tort Liability - Declares that certain governmental tort liability provisions do not apply to physicians. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20.
HB 1197 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 1133 by *Herron)  
Tort Liability - Enacts "Publicly Funded Professional Liability Coverage for Volunteer Physicians Act." - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 9; Title 29, Chapter 26 and Title 63, Chapter 6, Part 9.
04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1198 by *DeBerry J., Westmoreland, Newton, McKee, Arriola, Jones, S., Cole (Carter), Whitson, Turner (Shelby), Jones U (Shel), Briley, Garrett, Bowers, DeBerry L, Miller L, Chumney (*SB 0779 by *Ramsey, McNally, Crutchfield, Dixon, Henry, Crowe)  
Education - Provides for grants of $30,000 each to Boys and Girls Clubs statewide to implement "Project Learn" after-school programs.  
07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 426  
Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11.

HB 1199 by *DeBerry J., Westmoreland, McKee, Jones, S., Arriola, Newton, Cole (Carter), Whitson, Turner (Shelby), Jones U (Shel), Briley, Garrett, DeBerry L, Miller L, Chumney, Bowers (*SB 0780 by *Ramsey, Norris, Crowe)  
Education - Implements pilot program with $30,000 grants to six Boys and Girls Clubs selected by commissioner of education to establish "Project Learn" after-school programs.  
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1200 by *Armstrong (*SB 0818 by *Davis L)  
Election Laws - Revises certain qualifying deadlines for candidates. - Amends TCA Section 2-5-101.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 199

HB 1201 by *Buck (*SB 1439 by *Person)  
Bonding, Surety and Professional - Clarifies that existing $12.00 fee per bail bond is to be collected by bail bondsman and is to include all charges based on same conduct and arising from same criminal act committed as part of single course of conduct. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11 and Title 67.
05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 775

HB 1202 by *Buck (*SB 0525 by *Williams)  
Bail, Bail Bonds - Redefines "unprofessional conduct" to include solicitation of business in any place where prisoners are confined or any place immediately surrounding where prisoners are confined. - Amends TCA Section 40-11-126.
06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 281

HB 1203 by *Buck (*SB 0385 by *Davis L)  
Bail, Bail Bonds - Expands power of bail bondsman or surety to arrest defendant on certified copy of undertaking outside state; revises other bail bondsman provisions. - Amends TCA Title 40. Chapter 11.
07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 426

HB 1204 by *Buck (*SB 1415 by *Person)  
Motor Vehicles - Requires venue for any action, arbitration, or mediation between parties or manufacturer and motor vehicle dealer to be state of Tennessee; venue to contrary cannot be waived by contract or other agreement. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 17.
05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 255

HB 1205 by *Westmoreland, Patton (*SB 1002 by *Crowe)  
Mental Illness - Redefines "state employee" for purposes of counsel statute to include medical consultants to department of mental health and developmental disabilities and certain members of community-based screening process or mandatory pre-screening agents. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 9 and Title 33.
06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 377

HB 1206 by *Maddock, Armstrong, Ferguson, Kisber, Fitzhugh (*SB 0461 by *Rochele, Fowler)  
Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Requires department to assess in writing fiscal impact on licensees of department caused by change to rule, regulation, policy, or guideline relating to operation of licensee for rendering services pursuant to contract, grant, or agreement with division of developmental disabilities services. - Amends TCA Title 33.
05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 137

HB 1207 by *Bone (*SB 1477 by *Rochele)  
Alcoholic Beverages - Authorizes Nashville Superspeedway to serve alcoholic beverages for consumption on premises. - Amends TCA Section 57, Chapter 4.
04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 64

HB 1208 by *Bone (*SB 1552 by *Rochele)  
Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Permits clerk of court, including clerk and master, and subject to court's approval, to conduct parent education seminars required under parenting plan. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6.
03/15/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 1209 by *Wood (*SB 1573 by *Fowler)  
Telecommunications - Removes exclusion that permitted certain incumbent local exchange telephone companies with less than 100,000 total access lines to be exempt from requirement of obtaining certificate of convenience and necessity. - Amends TCA Section 65-4-201.
02/21/01 - Assigned to s/c Utilities & Banking of COM

HB 1210 by *Clem, McCord, Bunch (*SB 1304 by *Fowler, Burks)  
Utilities, Utility Districts - Prohibits disclosure of consumer private records by municipal utilities; defines private records as credit card, social security, tax identification, and bank account numbers, and burglar alarm, security, and access codes. - Amends TCA Title 10.
07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 819

HB 1211 by *Odom (*SB 0258 by *Cohen)  
02/14/01 H P2C, ref. to Conservation

HB 1212 by *White (*SB 1016 by *Ramsey)  
Bad Checks - Increases amount payee of check may charge if check had insufficient funds or incorrect signature from $20.00 to $30.00. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 29.
02/14/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1213 by *Kent (*SB 0699 by *Ford J)  
Firearms and Ammunition - Creates Class E felony of carrying or possessing firearm while committing or escaping from felony; makes such defendant ineligible for probation or parole; makes firearm sentence run consecutively to punishment for any other felony; and requires charge for new offense if firearm used to commit felony. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1307.
01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1214 by *Head , Curtiss (*SB 0635 by *Clabough)  
Workers' Compensation - Authorizes employee who is offered workers' compensation panel to have employer-appointed panel composed of five orthopedic or neurological physicians (with no more than four physicians affiliated in practice) and to receive second opinion from same panel of physicians selected by employer. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-204.
05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 246

HB 1215 by *Head (*SB 0636 by *Clabough)  
Workers' Compensation - Sets calculation of lump sum payment at present value of future compensation payments computed at 10 percent true discount compounded annually. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-229.
01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1216 by *Head (*SB 0634 by *Clabough)  
Workers' Compensation - Requires that for all injuries occurring on or after 7/1/2001 employer or insurer shall receive credit for payment of temporary total disability in excess of 125 weeks in awards of compensation for permanent total or permanent partial disability. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-207.
01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1217 by *Buck (*SB 1417 by *Person)  
Limitation of Actions - Adds nonsuit, in addition to reversal and arrest of judgment, as situations when plaintiff may commence new action if other applicable conditions met. - Amends TCA Section 28-1-105.
01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 1218 by *Buck (*SB 1175 by *Crutchfield)  
01/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1219 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 1281 by *Williams)  
County Officers - Prohibits person convicted of crime against person, property, or family from holding office of constable. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 10.
02/21/01 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&L
Driver Licenses - Clarifies authority of department of safety in establishing payment plans for reinstatement or restoration of suspended or revoked driver license. - Amends TCA Section 55-12-129.

HB 1227 by *Turner (Shelby), Shaw, Towns, Brooks, Bowers, Cooper B (*SB 1544 by *Dixon) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Provides for reimbursement, up to $2,000, to each teacher certified by National Board for Professional Teaching Standards. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-5609.

HB 1228 by *Turner (Ham), Bowers (*SB 1561 by *Crowe) Traffic Safety - Adds scooter to definition of bicycle for purposes of child bicycle safety. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 52, Part 1. 03/25/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1229 by *Turner (Ham), Bowers (*SB 1489 by *Crutchfield) Sexual Offenses - Conforms language of expungement provisions, within sexual offender registration and monitoring law, to language of amendments enacted during 2000 regular session. - Amends TCA Section 40-39-109. 05/16/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 1230 by *Turner (Ham) Transportation, Dept. of - Establishes pilot project to measure effectiveness and feasibility of installing protective fencing or enclosures on interstate highway over-passes. - Amends TCA Title 54 and Title 55. 07/01/10 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1231 by *Maddox (SB 0010 by *Cohen) Traffic Safety - Prohibits driver under 18 from operating motor vehicle while engaged on cellular telephone; violation is Class B misdemeanor punishable by $100 fine; creates affirmative defense for bona fide emergency. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1. 03/21/01 - Failed In: Transportation Committee

HB 1232 by *Maddox (SB 0009 by *Cohen, Dixon) Driver Licenses - Prohibits driver possessing learner permit or intermediate driver license from operating motor vehicle while engaged on cellular telephone; violation is Class B misdemeanor punishable by $100 fine and delayed eligibility for next license type; creates affirmative defense for bona fide emergency. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 3. 04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 1233 by *Sands (SB 1272 by *Cohen) Tort Liability - Provides that maximum limits of liability for judgments against governmental entities do not include interest that accrues on judgment while it is on appeal. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20. 05/09/01 - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 1234 by *Caldwell (SB 0326 by *Clabough) Aged Persons - Includes personal support services agencies under department's of mental health and developmental disabilities existing licensure requirements; changes termination date of Public Chapter 985 of 2000 from July 1, 2001, to July 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 33; Title 68 and Title 71. 06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 282

HB 1235 by *Caldwell (SB 1362 by *Jackson) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires insurance companies issuing homeowners or property or casualty coverage on real property to cover land subsidence due to subsurface natural phenomena and inform current policy holders that land subsidence coverage may be excluded from homeowner's current policy. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 1. 02/21/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1236 by *Caldwell (SB 1309 by *McNally) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of new specialty earmarked license plates for city of Oak Ridge; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Oak Ridge Public Schools Education Foundation. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 05/02/02 - Assigned to s/c Budget of FW&M

HB 1237 by *Caldwell (SB 0933 by *McNally) Medical Occupations - Grants immunity to medical professionals against governmental tort liability for emergency medical technicians under Governmental Tort Liability Act. - Amends TCA Section 29-20-310. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1238 by *Caldwell (SB 1315 by *McNally) Criminal Offenses - Adds municipal attorneys who prosecute ordinance violations to list of public officials against whom it is Class E felony to harm or threaten harm in retaliation for past action of public official. - Amends TCA Section 39-16-510. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1240 by *Caldwell (SB 0164 by *McNally) Financial Responsibility Law - Requires commissioner of safety to assess civil penalty in certain amounts for failure to file accident reports and failure to have insurance in effect on date accident occurs. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 12, Part 1.
HB 1242 by *Caldwell, DeBerry J, Pleasant
("SB 0329 by *Clabough"
Autopsies - Enacts "Sudden, Unexplained Child Death Act." - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 1, Part 11; Title 68, Chapter 142 and Title 68, Chapter 3, Part 5.
06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 321

HB 1243 by *Chumney, DeBerry J, Kent, DeBerry L, Fitzhugh ("SB 1295 by *Cohen, Norris"
Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Requires health insurance companies to continue coverage of divorced spouse of person who maintained coverage; commissioner of commerce and insurance to determine rates; eligibility of divorced spouse to receive coverage to end upon remarriage or as in order. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 4 and Title 56, Chapter 7.
07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M, Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 1244 by *White, Garrett ("SB 1356 by *Jackson"
Bond Issues - Authorizes sale of $2,000,000 in bonds to fund cabins and improvements at David Crockett State Park.
- 08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 460

HB 1245 by *Fowlkes, Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J ("SB 1286 by *Cohen"
Driver Licenses - Modifies graduated driver licensing. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50, Part 3.
- 09/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 200

HB 1246 by *Fowlkes ("SB 1298 by *Cooper J"
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of cultural license plates for Public Transportation. - Amends TCA Title 54 and Title 55.
- 04/03/02 S Re-ref. to S. Cal. Comm.

HB 1247 by *Fowlkes , Fowlkes ("SB 1293 by *Cooper J"
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes vehicle preparation service or auction service to use special plate when driving vehicle to testing site; present authorization for use of special plates for cleaning, repairing, or preparing vehicles limited to 20-mile radius of location where cleaning, repair, or preparation to take place. - Amends TCA Title 54 and Title 55.
- 05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 722

HB 1248 by *White ("SB 0678 by *Ford J"
Children - Requires emergency medical services provider to take possession of voluntarily-delivered child in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 37 and Title 68.
- 04/10/01 - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA

HB 1249 by *Givens ("SB 0318 by *McNally"
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Extends from 20 to 30 days time before public benefit corporation may transfer or convey assets as part of dissolution process; provides hospital definition applies regardless of form of ownership of institution. - Amends TCA Title 33; Title 48, Chapter 64; Title 48, Chapter 68 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2.
- 04/04/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1250 by *Givens ("SB 0321 by *McNally"
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Extends from 20 to 30 days time before public benefit corporation may transfer or convey assets as part of dissolution process; provides hospital definition applies regardless of form of ownership of institution. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-310.
- 04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1251 by *Givens ("SB 1563 by *McNally"
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Adds report on community benefits to annual statistical report submitted by hospitals to department of health. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-310.
- 04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1252 by *Head ("SB 1503 by *Rochelle"
Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Provides that all funds received from tobacco master settlement agreement shall be held 50 percent in agricultural trust fund and 50 percent in health trust fund with only income from such funds available for expenditure for agricultural and health purposes respectively. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55.
- 02/14/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1253 by *Cole (Dyer) ("SB 1257 by *Cooper J"
Insurance, Health, Accident - Sets certain duties between payor and health care provider concerning selling, leasing, or transferring of health care provider's contract. - Amends TCA Title 56.
- 02/21/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1254 by *Cole (Dyer) , McKee, Cole (Carter), Phelan, Chumney, Turner (Ham) ("SB 1236 by *Cooper J, Graves, Davis L, Kurita, Crowe"
Managed Care Organizations - Includes certified nurse midwives and nurses in advanced practice in class of providers against which managed care organizations cannot discriminate with respect to participation, referral, reimbursement of covered services, or indemnification to provider acting within scope of provider's license or certification. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 32, Part 2 and Title 56, Chapter 7.
- 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 88

HB 1255 by *Head, Newton ("SB 0987 by *Kurita"
Fiscal Review Committee - Requires staff of fiscal review committee to prepare statement for each general bill that mandates coverage of health insurance benefits; statement to include cost impact to individual policy holder or enrollee in managed health care plan and insurer, stating reasons if no estimate can be given. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 2, Part 1.
- 05/16/01 H Comp. SB subst.

HB 1256 by *White (SB 1583 by *Jackson"
Lawrenceburg - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 457 of the Acts of 1901; as amended. 
- 02/15/01 H P2C held on desk.

HB 1257 by *White (SB 1584 by *Jackson"
Lawrenceburg - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 457 of the Acts of 1901; as amended. 
- 02/15/01 H P2C held on desk.

HB 1258 by *Patton ("SB 1570 by *Crowe"
Medical Occupations - Requires committee on physician assistants to issue license to person who would have been grandfathered in as physician assistant prior to 7/1/91, but who at time did not continue to represent to be or function as physician assistant. - Amends TCA Section 63-19-105.
- 04/11/01 - Failed In s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1259 by *Shepard ("SB 1575 by *McNally, Trail"
Controlled Substances - Makes gama hydroxybutyric acid Schedule I controlled substance and gama hydroxybutyric acid contained within FDA approved drug Schedule III; deletes both from Schedule IV; defines and makes criminal analogues of Schedule I or II controlled substance. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 5 and Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4.
- 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/102

HB 1260 by *Baird ("SB 1472 by *McNally"
Education - Authorizes University of Tennessee employees to elect lump sum distribution on retirement of 50 percent of accrued retirement benefits. - Amends TCA Section 8-34-705, Section 8-35-117 and Section 49-9-106.
- 05/02/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Education Committee

HB 1261 by *Davidson (SB 1592 by *Graves"
Springfield - Subject to local approval, authorizes city to impose fees on developing land within service area of city-owned utility. - Amends Chapter 1 of the Private Acts of 1989; as amended. 
- 03/22/01 - Pr. Ch. 11

HB 1262 by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 1759 by *Haun"
Newport - Subject to local approval, expands Utility Board from five to seven; authorizes two members to reside outside city limits so long as such persons own real property, fee simple, within city and are qualified to vote in city elections; effective January 1, 2002, authorizes board to privatize utility services. - Amends Chapter 495 of the Private Acts of 1939; as amended. 
- 03/15/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 1263 by *Whitson, Davis (Cocke) (SB 1756 by *Haun"
Greene County - Subject to local approval, redirects proceeds of hotel/motel tax. - Amends Chapter 127 of the Private Acts of 1986; as amended. 
- 03/12/01 - Pr. Ch. 6
HB 1264 by *McKee, Johnson (SB 1568 by *Miller J)
Monroe County - Subject to local approval, authorizes county to regulate location and development of mobile home and travel trailer parks. - Amends Chapter. 03/19/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 1265 by *Patton (SB 1785 by *Burchett)
Sewage - Allows municipality without sewage system to lay lines through another municipality with system to gain access to distant system where municipality with system has capacity but refuses access or unreasonably conditions use or access to such system. - Amends TCA Title 7. 02/14/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1266 by *Wood (SB 0820 by *Fowler)
Health Care - Requires fiscal review committee to study need for placement of additional beds at private, community-based, not-for-profit ICF/MR facilities, current rates for payment of costs at such facilities, administrative oversight of such facilities, and role of such facilities in overall system services and supports. - Amends TCA Section 71-5-105. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 844

HB 1267 by *Windle (SB 0281 by *Davis L, Burks, Williams)
Forest and Forest Products - Prohibits clear cutting in all state parks except in cases of natural disaster or insect infestation. - Amends TCA Title 11. 04/24/02 - Pub. Ch. 608

HB 1268 by *Wood (SB 1595 by *Fowler)
Real Estate Agents and Brokers - Permits waiver to escrow account requirements for real estate brokers who do not engage in activities requiring acceptance of other people's money; specifies method for brokers without escrow accounts who accept funds from others to open new escrow account. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 13, Part 3. 04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 553

HB 1269 by *Kisber, Shaw (SB 1593 by *Carter)
Jackson - Subject to local approval, revises certain provisions of city charter. - Amends Chapter 101 of the Private Acts of 1993; as amended. 03/22/01 - Pr. Ch. 10

HB 1270 by *Kisber (SB 1460 by *Rochelle)
Public Utilities - Renames "universal service support mechanism" to "universal service program"; creates universal service program support mechanism fund as special reserve account in general fund. - Amends TCA Section 65-5-201. 05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 124

HB 1271 by *Kisber (SB 0798 by *Kyle)
Taxes - Clarifies definition of "portfolio" under franchise and excise tax law; increases allowable rent from non-profit entity for property tax exemption program from $1.00 to $2.00 per year; expands definition of "hospital" for sales tax exemption purposes to include "hospital system." - Amends TCA Title 67. 02/15/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 1272 by *Kisber (SB 0802 by *Kyle)
Attorney General and Reporter - Requires that attorney general receive written notice of proceedings brought against state; requires commissioner of revenue to consult with attorney general on tax law issues. - Amends TCA Title 48 and Title 67. 02/15/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 1273 by *Kisber (SB 1232 by *Cooper J)
TennCare - Requires hospitals, home care organizations, and behavioral health service providers to notify patients' MCOs or BHOs of decision to reduce, suspend, or terminate care. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 33; Title 36; Title 37; Title 47; Title 56; Title 68 and Title 71. 06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 346

HB 1274 by *Kisber (SB 0797 by *Kyle)
TennCare - Establishes permanent essential access fund for reimbursement to hospitals that provide above-average amount of TennCare or charity services. - Amends TCA Title 71. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1275 by *Kisber (SB 1567 by *Atchley)
Taxes, Exemption - Exempts from franchise and excise taxes certain entities engaged in real estate rental business. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4. 02/15/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1276 by *Kisber (SB 0362 by *Cooper J)
Driver Licenses - Requires decision regarding anatomical gift to be made at time of application for original driver license or renewal driver license and requires department of safety to superimpose "Y" or "N" on reverse side of license to reflect owner's decision. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50 and Title 68, Chapter 30. 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 1277 by *Kisber (SB 1287 by *Cooper J)
Welfare - Increases daily penalty from $10.00 to $15.00 for hospital, nursing home, or health care vendor under Medicaid program which does not adopt uniform classification of accounts established by department of human services or that does not submit certified statements or cost data when required by department. - Amends TCA Title 71. 02/15/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 1278 by *Kisber, Cooper B, Bowers (SB 0344 by *Cooper J)
Insurance, Health, Accident - Provides for health insurance coverage for non-professional local educational employees. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27, Part 3. 05/16/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 1279 by *Kisber (SB 1231 by *Cooper J)
Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Requires state treasurer to study feasibility of securitizing state's future Master Settlement Agreement funds by transferring rights thereto to TCIRS in exchange for appropriate consideration. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 18; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 8; Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 2; Title 9; Title 43; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71, Chapter 5. 06/15/01 - Assigned to s/c Budget

HB 1280 by *Kisber (SB 0632 by *Clabough)
Taxes, Business - Clarifies that dealers who obtain financing for customers for which they are compensated by lender are exempt from business tax to extent of such compensation. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1281 by *Kisber (SB 0633 by *Clabough)
Taxes, Business - Clarifies that additional consideration received by motor vehicle dealer from lender for sale or assignment to lender of chattel lease or conditional sales contract is not within definition of "sales price" for purposes of business tax. - Amends TCA Title 67. 06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 386

HB 1282 by *Kisber (SB 1288 by *Cooper J)
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Permits any mutual insurance company other than life insurance company to become mutual charter stock insurance company. - Amends TCA Title 56. 02/15/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 1283 by *Jones, S., Garrett (SB 1475 by *Dixon)
Taxes - Authorizes county and municipal legislative bodies to set due date for property tax deferral applications; changes filing deadline for hearings and appeals in property tax deferral cases from August 1 to within 45 days of notice; applies present additional litigation tax of $6.00 to "all criminal charges, upon conviction or by order" instead of to "all criminal cases." - Amends TCA Title 7; Title 12; Title 50 and Title 67. 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 454

HB 1284 by *Langster, Jones, S., Pruitt (SB 0393 by *Haynes)
Alcoholic Beverages - Requires municipalities and counties to conduct criminal background check prior to issuance of local certificate for license for retail sale of alcoholic spirituous beverages. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 3, Part 2 and Title 57, Chapter 3, Part 5. 02/21/01 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&L

HB 1285 by *Langster, Jones, S., Pruitt, Harwell (SB 1102 by *Haynes)
Motor Vehicles - Authorizes use of blue lights on motor vehicles of commissioned security officers employed by private universities with enrollment and employment greater than 9,000 when such vehicles are operated within five-mile radius of any property owned or operated by applicable college or university or as may be directed by chief law enforcement officer of county. - Amends TCA Title 55. 05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 138

*HB 1286 by *Armstrong, Tindell (SB 1804 by *Dixon, Burks)
Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Directs TRA to develop program to increase access to educational technology by underserved school-age children. - Amends TCA Title 65. 02/15/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Commerce
HB 1287 by *Armstrong , Curtiss, Fitzhugh, Cole (Carter), McDaniel, Tindell (*SB 0582 by *Haynes , Burks)
General Assembly, Studies - Extends special committee to study issues relating to natural gas distribution and deregulation of natural gas in Tennessee from February 1, 2001, until February 1, 2003; expands committee's authority; extends pilot project regarding certain intrastate pipeline corporations to 2003. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-301 and Title 65.
06/07/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 307

HB 1288 by *DeBerry L , Rinks, McDaniel (*SB 0287 by *Rochelle)
Checks, Deferred Presentments - Permits deferred presentation licensees to collect handling charge of $20.00 for NSF check or check returned for closed account or stop payment; authorizes licensees to collect court costs for civil actions to collect unpaid checks. - Amends TCA Section 45-17-112.
03/22/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 5

HB 1289 by *Arriola , Jones, S. (*SB 1580 by *Kurita)
Health Care - Requires governor to alternate appointees to board for licensing health care facilities between officer of licensed residential home for aged and representative of assisted living facility industry. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-203.
06/01/01  -  Pub. Ch. 283

HB 1290 by *Hagood , Boyer, Dunn, Buttry (*SB 0955 by *Burchett)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows local government retirees with 25 years of service and one full year of participation in state group insurance plan to retain coverage in such plan after retirement. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27.
04/17/01  -  Action Def. in s/c Local Government of S&LG to next meeting

HB 1291 by *Phillips (*SB 1581 by *Cooper J)
Industrial Development - Unless otherwise authorized by local ordinance or resolution, specifies that industrial development board of directors serve without compensation and are reimbursed for actual expenses incurred in performance of duties. - Amends TCA Section 7-53-301.
05/04/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 125

*HB 1292 by *Arriola (SB 1740 by *Jackson)
Accountants - Exempts from peer review requirements financial statements in which practitioner compiles information but does not review supporting evidence for such information; exempts persons 70 years and older from continuing education requirements. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 1.
02/28/01  -  Assigned to s/c Small Business of COM

*HB 1293 by *Arriola , Pinion, Jones, S. Physicians and Surgeons - Enacts "Access to Medical Treatment Act." - Amends TCA Title 34 and Title 63.
04/11/01  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1294 by *Arriola (*SB 0511 by *Henry)
Wellfare - Permits time extension of eligibility for Families First program if persons seeking such extensions are attending school full time or are unable to find work for reasons beyond their control. - Amends TCA Title 71.
02/26/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1295 by *Arriola (*SB 1381 by *McNally)
Psychologists - Creates licensed senior psychological examiner and certified psychological assistant as new levels of psychological practice. - Amends TCA Title 33; Title 40; Title 56; Title 63 and Title 68.
04/17/01  -  Taken off notice for cal in s/c Small Business of COM

HB 1296 by *Kent (*SB 1037 by *Ramsey, Clabough)
Telecommunications - Redefines "cable system" to include open video system with respect to overlapping franchises; prohibits franchising authority from employing terms more favorable or less burdensome on open video system than imposed on private provider to same extent as with municipal electric system. - Amends TCA Section 7-59-201 and Section 7-59-102.
04/12/01  S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 1297 by *Ferguson (*SB 1589 by *Davis L)
Insurance, Health, Accident - Establishes policies and procedures to be used in utilization review for mental illness and substance abuse treatment. - Amends TCA Title 56.
02/28/01  -  Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1298 by *Bunch (*SB 1574 by *Fowler)
Open Meetings - Clarifies that meetings of judicial selection commission are subject to open meetings law. - Amends TCA Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 1 and Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 2.
01/22/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1299 by *Bowers (*SB 1585 by *Kurita)
Checks, Deferred Presentments - Requires licensees of deferred presentment services to preserve books, accounts, and records for at least three years instead of two years. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 17, Part 1.
02/28/01  -  Assigned to s/c Small Business of COM

HB 1300 by *Bowers (*SB 1607 by *Kurita, Burks)
Domestic Violence - Adds commissioner of labor and workforce development, or commissioner's representative, to domestic violence state coordinating council. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 39, Chapter 12 and Title 50.
05/22/01  -  Pub. Ch. 201

HB 1301 by *Turner (Shelby), Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J, Miller L, Brooks, Bowers (*SB 0744 by *Dixon)
Education - Requires TCAP scores to be disseminated prior to public release. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1, Part 6; Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 60 and Section 49-1-211.
05/22/01  -  Pub. Ch. 202

HB 1302 by *Fitzhugh (*SB 1241 by *Cooper J)
Unclaimed Property - Limits time for filing unclaimed property report; requires specific reporting of safe deposit box contents; authorizes specific reporting of securities; defines wages; establishes procedure for handling abandoned U.S. savings bonds. - Amends TCA Section 66-29-113; Section 66-29-115 and Section 66-29-136.
05/15/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 157

HB 1303 by *White (*SB 1244 by *Cooper J)
State Government - Reassigns oversight of state treasurer's procurement of state insurance coverage from general assembly's fiscal review committee, commissioner of general services, and state building commission to board of claims; requires treasurer to report to fiscal review committee and building commission on insurance program. - Amends TCA Section 12-3-901; Section 12-3-902; Section 12-3-906 and Section 12-3-908.
04/24/01  -  Pub. Ch. 89

HB 1304 by *Kisber (*SB 1512 by *Rochelle)
State Government - Abolishes Security for Public Deposits Task Force; authorizes governor, state treasurer, and commissioner of finance and administration, in interest of state's business, to declare financial institution or trust company as "state depository"; changes membership of collateral pool board. - Amends TCA Section 4-29-223(a)(22); Section 9-4-107; Section 9-4-506 and Section 9-4-521.
04/16/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 33

HB 1305 by *Kurita (*SB 1469 by *Cooper J)
Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Authorizes Tennessee consolidated retirement system board to invest funds received from tobacco master settlement agreement. - 02/15/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1306 by *Fowlkes (*SB 1498 by *Rochelle)
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Includes guaranteed investment contracts and funding agreements under definitions of "annuities" and "unallocated annuity contracts" for certain purposes. - Amends TCA Section 56-9-330.
04/26/01  -  Pub. Ch. 91

HB 1307 by *Ridgeway (*SB 1606 by *Kurita)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of distinctive license plates for recipients of Silver Star and recipients of Bronze Star. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
03/21/01  -  Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to Special License Plate calendar

*HB 1308 by *White , Fraley (SB 1888 by *Elsea , Cohen)
Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Designates Sequatchie Cave and Langford Branch natural-scientific areas; increases size of four natural-scientific areas; authorizes $10,000 fine for damaging natural area. - Amends part 1 of Chapter 14 of Title 11 of the Tennessee Code.
04/16/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 56

HB 1309 by *Fowlkes (*SB 1228 by *Cooper J)
Personal Property - Revises various provisions regarding unclaimed property; establishes statute of limitations for actions by treasurer against holders of unclaimed property; exempts certain
HB 1310 by *Fowlkes (*SB 1255 by *Cooper J)
HB 1311 by *Arriola , Scroggs (*SB 0583 by *Kyle)
HB 1312 by *Boyer (*SB 1587 by *McNally)
HB 1313 by *Patton (SB 1621 by *Clabough)
HB 1314 by *Patton (SB 1611 by *Burchett)
HB 1315 by *Patton (SB 1610 by *Burchett)
HB 1316 by *Head , Curtiss, Winningham, Fitzhugh, Phillips, Bone (*SB 0330 by *Clabough , Burks, Clabough)
HB 1317 by *Davidson (*SB 1242 by *Cooper J)
HB 1318 by *Davidson (*SB 0898 by *Haynes)
HB 1319 by *Davidson (*SB 1242 by *Cooper J)
HB 1320 by *Davidson (*SB 1239 by *Cooper J)
HB 1321 by *Davidson (*SB 1238 by *Cooper J)
HB 1322 by *Davidson (*SB 1245 by *Cooper J)
HB 1323 by *Davidson , Davidson (*SB 1243 by *Burks , Cooper J, Person)
HB 1324 by *Davidson (*SB 1240 by *Cooper J)
HB 1325 by *McMillan (*SB 1273 by *Cohen)
HB 1330 by *Armstrong (*SB 1501 by *Rochelle)
HB 1331 by *Armstrong , McDonald, Lewis, DeBerry J, Jones, S., Hargett, Davis (Wash), Patton, Briley, Arriola, Ferguson, Oberby, Shepard, Odom, Bittle, Hargrove (*SB 1321 by *Graves , Henry, Fowler)
HB 1332 by *Armstrong (*SB 0680 by *Ford J)
HB 1333 by *Armstrong (*SB 0524 by *Crowe , Dixon)

property from being presumed abandoned. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 29.
05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 231

HB 1310 by *Fowlkes (*SB 1255 by *Cooper J)
Personal Property - Specifies that outstanding checks, credits, drafts, overpayments, or remittances shall not be considered abandoned even if unclaimed and in business owner's possession. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 29.
02/15/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1311 by *Arriola , Scroggs (*SB 0583 by *Kyle)
04/24/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Conservation Committee

HB 1312 by *Boyer (*SB 1587 by *McNally)
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 1313 by *Patton (SB 1621 by *Clabough)
Consumer Protection - Requires persons conducting automotive repairs over $50.00 in cost to give, upon request, written estimate of labor and materials; repairs cannot be over 10 percent of estimate without consent of customer. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18.
03/12/01 H Withdrawn.

*HB 1314 by *Patton (SB 1611 by *Burchett)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Limits pain and suffering award to $350,000 from all defendants in personal injury action against nursing home; personal injury action defined. - Amends TCA Title 25, Title 29 and Title 68.
03/15/01 H Withdrawn.

*HB 1315 by *Patton (SB 1610 by *Burchett)
Insurance - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18.
04/05/01 H Withdrawn.

*HB 1316 by *Head , Curtiss, Winningham, Fitzhugh, Phillips, Bone (*SB 0330 by *Clabough , Burks, Clabough)
Public Utilities - Requires party responsible for excavation or demolition project to install new utilities and to keep record of all final reports submitted concerning abandoned property. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 29, Part 1.
02/15/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1317 by *Davidson (*SB 1242 by *Cooper J)
State Employees - Directs individuals administering or providing services to deferred or tax sheltered compensation plans to respond to subpoena with required documents and specified affidavit within 14 days of service. - Amends TCA Title 8; Chapter 25, Parts 1, 3, and 5.
02/15/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1320 by *Davidson (*SB 1239 by *Cooper J)
Public Contracts - Removes provision that specifies all state insurance policies purchased after July 1, 1970, are subject to established purchasing procedure. - Amends TCA Section 9-8-108; Section 9-8-110 and Title 12, Chapter 3, Part 9.
02/15/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1322 by *Davidson (*SB 1245 by *Cooper J)
Public Contracts - Removes provision that specifies all state insurance policies purchased after July 1, 1970, are subject to established purchasing procedure. - Amends TCA Section 9-8-108; Section 9-8-110 and Title 12, Chapter 3, Part 9.
02/15/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1323 by *Davidson , Davidson (*SB 1243 by *Burks , Cooper J, Person)
Victims' Rights - Designates Tennessee coalition against domestic and sexual violence as entity to whom grants may be made from excess money in criminal injuries compensation fund. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4.
02/15/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1324 by *Davidson (*SB 1240 by *Cooper J)
Treasurer, State - Specifies that treasurer is to keep record of all final reports submitted concerning abandoned property. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 29, Part 1.
02/15/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1325 by *McMillan (*SB 1273 by *Cohen)
Tort Liability - Provides that if governmental entity purchases liability insurance policy with limits in excess of limits established by law, higher limits apply to any judgment against entity regardless of whether it waives statutory limits. - Amends TCA Title 29.
01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1326 by *McMillan (*SB 1499 by *Rochelle)
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Establishes civil and criminal penalties for insurance fraud. - Amends TCA Section 39-14-133 and Title 56.
06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 356

HB 1327 by *McMillan (*SB 1429 by *Person)
04/17/01 - Failed for Lack of Motion in: Agriculture Committee

HB 1328 by *McMillan (*SB 1276 by *Jackson)
06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 353

HB 1329 by *Armstrong (*SB 1183 by *Burchett)
Architects, Engineers and Designers - Deletes present requirement of approval of department of commerce and insurance for administrative person and board members of architectural and engineering state board of examiners to attend state, regional, and national registration meetings. - Amends TCA Section 62-2-206. 03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Small Business of COM

HB 1330 by *Armstrong (*SB 1501 by *Rochelle)
Architects, Engineers and Designers - Authorizes board of examiners for architects and engineers to promulgate rules to require architect or engineer to provide construction contract administration services on all buildings except for those buildings exempt from oversight by board. - Amends TCA Section 62-2-102. 02/15/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Commerce

HB 1331 by *Armstrong , McDonald, Lewis, DeBerry J, Jones, S., Hargett, Davis (Wash), Patton, Briley, Arriola, Ferguson, Oberby, Shepard, Odom, Bittle, Hargrove (*SB 1321 by *Graves , Henry, Fowler)
Psychologists - Revises composition of board of psychology and adds senior psychological examiner and certified psychological assistant as levels of psychological practice. - Amends TCA Title 63.
05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 123

HB 1332 by *Armstrong (*SB 0680 by *Ford J)
Education - Clarifies that doctor authorized to perform complete medical examination or medical assessment of child entering school for first time includes doctor of medicine or doctor of osteopathy. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30.
02/15/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1333 by *Armstrong (*SB 0524 by *Crowe , Dixon)
Boards and Commissions - Gives board of osteopathic examiners authority to set by rule number and type of continuing education hours necessary to renew license as osteopathic
physician instead of setting hours in law at 16 clock hours of formal postgraduate education in program, internship, or residency approved by physician instead of setting hours in law at 16 Section 9-1-108.

County to elect not to have processing fee for Public Funds and Financing - Allows Davidson

HB 1334 by *Buck , Walker , Black, Boyer, Dorn, Odom, Kernell, Turner (Dav), Bowers, Buck, Turner (Ham), Overbey, Arriola, Hood, Jones, S., Caldwell, Bone, Hagood (*SB 0899 by *Harper , Fowler, Haynes, Trail) - Marriages - Imposes additional fee of $62.50 for obtaining marriage license; exempts out-of-state residents and persons who complete premarital preparation course from payment of $60.00 of such fee. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6, Part 4.

07/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 854

*HB 1335 by *Buttry , Dunn, Armstrong, Boyer, Bittle, Davidson (SB 1727 by *Atchley) - Utilities, Utility Districts - Authorizes increase in per diem that may be received by certain utility district commissioners in counties having charter form of government. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-308.

04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 55

HB 1336 by *Tidwell (*SB 0416 by *Jackson) - Firearms and Ammunition - Exempts from criminal background checks redeeming of firearm from pawnbroker by same person who pawned such firearm. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.

01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1337 by *Tidwell (*SB 0417 by *Jackson) - Firearms and Ammunition - Exempts from criminal background check persons who have valid concealed carry permit at time they purchase firearm. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.

01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1338 by *Ford S (SB 1613 by *Haun) - Morristown - Subject to referendum approval, renames board of electric light and waterworks commissioners of city of Morristown as Morristown Utilities Commission; expands commission and authority; changes terms of office and provides method of appointment and filling vacancies. - Amends Chapter 392 of the Acts of 1901.

03/12/01 - Pr. Ch. 7

HB 1339 by *Shepard (*SB 1291 by *Cooper J) - Medical Occupations - Requires that all documents and materials relating to disciplinary cases before emergency medical services board be confidential until charges filed and limits information to be released when charges filed. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 140, Part 5.

06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 354

HB 1340 by *Jones, S. (*SB 1532 by *Rochelle) - Public Funds and Financing - Allows Davidson County to elect not to have processing fee for credit or debit cards transactions. - Amends TCA Section 9-1-108.

03/20/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1341 by *Head (*SB 1051 by *Ramsey) - Taxes, Sales - Reestablishes tax amount due and owing on aircraft sales to sales tax rate on first $100,000 and 3 percent on amounts in excess of $100,000. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29, Part 2 and Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 2.

07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1342 by *Head , Rhinehart, Lewis, Winningham, Fraley, Maddox, Fitzhugh (*SB 0163 by *McNally , Williams, Crowe, Crutchfield, Burks) - Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Provides minimum contribution of $50.00 for supplemental medical insurance premiums for state retirees with 30 or more years of service, subject to appropriations. - Amends TCA Section 4-27-702.

07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 1343 by *Hagood (*SB 0951 by *Burchett) - Human Rights Commission - Exempts investigators of commission from licensing and regulatory requirements of private security guards/officers. - Amends TCA Section 4-21-302.

05/15/01 H Re-re-ref. To State government Sub-Committee of State and Local Government

HB 1344 by *Hagood (*SB 1569 by *Burchett, Williams, Sen.) - Arrests - Prior to issuance of arrest warrant, requires magistrate, in addition to other statutory factors, to also examine facts that establish informant's basis of knowledge, informant's reliability, and reliability of informant's information. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 6, Part 2.

04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1345 by *Hagood (*SB 1599 by *Burchett) - Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Motorcycle Safety new specialty earmarked license plate; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to department of safety for motorcycle education and safety initiatives. - Amends TCA Title 55.

04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 1346 by *Hagood (*SB 0956 by *Burchett) - County Officers - Removes code sections outlining appointment of and oath of office for project superintendents. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 7, Part 1.

02/15/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1347 by *Bunch (*SB 1597 by *Burchett) - Firefighters - Imposes 0.32 percent fee on fire insurance premiums to finance health and accident insurance policies for all volunteer firefighters while performing firefighting duties. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 68, Chapter 102.

04/17/01 - Failed for Lack of Motion in: Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1348 by *Turner (Dav) , Jones, S., Davidson, Jones U (Shel), Cooper B, Turner (Shelby), Shaw, Shepard (*SB 0211 by *Dixon) - Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Requires binding arbitration to resolve disputes in teachers professional agreements with LEAs. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-612.

02/15/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

*HB 1349 by *Overbey , McCord (*SB 1620 by *Clabough) - Taxes, Exemption - Includes in definition of manufacturer for sales tax exemption purposes business which rebuilds aircraft engines as its principal business. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-206.

07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 1350 by *Kent , Todd (SB 1627 by *Burchett , Burks, Williams) - Alcoholic Offenses - Specifies that prohibition against selling, furnishing, disposing of, or giving beer and malt beverages to minors applies to person with license to sell as well as business' employees. - Amends TCA § 57-4-203.

06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 310

*HB 1351 by *Odom (*SB 1628 by *Burchett) - Alcoholic Beverage Commission - Authorizes commission to issue replacement permits to servers and employees. - TCA §§ 57-3-706 and 57-3-709.

03/22/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

*HB 1352 by *Kent (*SB 1629 by *Haun , Burks) - Alcoholic Beverage Commission - Increases maximum civil penalties commission authorized to assess. -

04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 79

*HB 1353 by *Langster (*SB 1630 by *Burchett) - Alcoholic Beverages - Clarifies that employees of alcohol wholesalers must apply for alcohol permit; repeals temporary employee alcohol permits; makes employee or server alcohol permits subject to revocation and suspension for violation; requires employer to notify alcoholic beverage commission within five days of termination of employee; requires employee to surrender permit to commission within five days of ending employment. CAVEAT: This bill amends TCA sections not cited in the caption. - Amends TCA §§ 57-3-203 and 57-3-204.

02/21/01 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

*HB 1354 by *Langster (*SB 1631 by *Haun) - Alcoholic Beverage Commission - Authorizes commission to investigate and audit winery; authorizes commission to revoke or suspend winery license for noncompliance with commission's regulations. -

02/15/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

*HB 1355 by *Langster (*SB 1632 by *Burchett) - Alcoholic Beverage Commission - Permits state and local commissions imposing partial suspension for consumption of beverages on premises to include recommendation for complete suspension. - Amends TCA § 57-4-202.

02/21/01 H Withdrawn.
and disclosure requirements. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapters 5 and 13.
05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 165

**HB 1379** by *Ford S., Boyer (SB 1656 by *Else, Atchley)
Banks and Financial Institutions - Authorizes commissioner of financial institutions to define conflicts of interest for investigators; changes certain bank accounting requirements and makes other various changes to banking law. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapters 1 and 2 and Section 45-14-114. 04/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 54

**HB 1380** by *Montgomery, McDaniel (SB 1657 by *Miller J., Clabough)
Surplus Property - Authorizes disposal of surplus state property by Internet auction; requires notice of Internet sale to be posted on Internet. - Amends TCA Sections 12-2-403 and 12-2-406. 04/24/01 - Pub. Ch. 90

**HB 1381** by *Vincent, Ford S (SB 1658 by *Miller J., Clabough)
General Services, Dept. of - Clarifies department's authority to assess civil penalties for traffic or parking violations upon state employee parking lots on and around Capitol Hill. - Amends TCA Sections 4-3-1105 and 4-8-203. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 109

**HB 1382** by *Davis (Cocke), Ford S (SB 1659 by *Crowe, Atchley)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Defines "facility" for purpose of health and related facility regulation. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11. 06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 285

**HB 1383** by *Hagood, Boyer, Pleasant (SB 1660 by *Rochelle, Atchley)
Boards and Commissions - Authorizes boards of examiners in psychology, osteopathy, veterinary medicine, occupational and physical therapy, and emergency medical services board to use screening panels to filter complaints. - Amends TCA Title 63 and Title 68. 06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 322

**HB 1384** by *Davis (Cocke), Ford S (SB 1661 by *Fowler, Clabough)
Health, Dept. of - Raises minimum number of residents to constitute home for aged; authorizes department of health to investigate facilities for licensure compliance. CAVEAT: The TCA citation in the caption is incorrect. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

**HB 1385** by *Armstrong, McDaniel, Pruitt (SB 1662 by *Ford J., Atchley)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Adds renal dialysis clinics to list of health care facilities licensed and regulated by department of health. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11. 08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 438

**HB 1386** by *Hargett, Boyer (SB 1663 by *Person, Clabough)
Vital Records - Specifies requirements for completion and filing of birth certificates. - 05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 139

**HB 1387** by *Boyer, Ford S (SB 1664 by *Fowler, Clabough)
Physicians and Surgeons - Authorizes licensing boards to discipline chiropractors, dentists, nurses, osteopathic physicians, psychologists, veterinarians, and emergency medical care personnel for offenses in other states that could be disciplined if committed in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Section 63-1-120 and Section 68-140-511. 06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 286

**HB 1388** by *Hagood, McDaniel (SB 1665 by *Fowler, Clabough)
Boards and Commissions - Authorizes division of health related boards and emergency services board to issue investigative subpoenas; exempts subpoenaed information from public records act until charges filed. 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 1389** by *Scroggs, Boyer (SB 1666 by *Crowe, Atchley)
Human Services, Dept. of - Authorizes volunteers and contractors with rehabilitation services division of department to use state vehicles; authorizes attorney general to defend contractors for claims of damage caused while transporting clients in state vehicles. - 03/26/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

**HB 1390** by *Harwell, Caldwell, McDaniel, Bittle, Scroggs (SB 1667 by *Person, Clabough)
Children - Enacts regulations for operation of child care agencies; establishes procedures for investigation of employees and prospective employees; authorizes implementation of safety plan for certain child care agencies. - 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 453

**HB 1391** by *Scroggs, Boyer (SB 1668 by *Person, Clabough)
Child Custody and Support - Authorizes department of human services and its contractors to final complaints; establishes preference for numerous changes regarding provision of health insurance under child support order and revises other various order provisions. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 24; Title 36; Title 37; Title 45; Title 68 and Title 71. 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 447

**HB 1392** by *Hargett, Boyer (SB 1669 by *Fowler, Clabough)
Human Services, Dept. of - Mandates department employees access to financial and employment records for adult abuse investigation of employees and prospective employees; exempts department from law enforcement records for adult abuse. - Amends TCA Sections 12-2-403 and 12-2-406. 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 447

**HB 1393** by *Hagood, Ford S, Montgomery, Overby (SB 1670 by *Crowe, Atchley)
Disabled Persons - Redesignates council for place of vocational training centers for developmentally disabled persons. - Amends TCA Titles 4, 24, 49, 62 and 71. 05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 174

**HB 1394** by *Overby, McDaniel (SB 1671 by *Else, Atchley)
Labor and Workforce Development, Dept. of - Designates citation issued for violation of occupational safety and health standard as final order of department 20 days after its receipt by employer. - 04/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 62

**HB 1395** by *Baird, McDaniel, Walker (SB 1672 by *Clabough, Atchley)
Labor -Classifies child labor law violations in regard to minor under age 14 and youth peddling as Class D felonies; authorizes fine of $1,000 to $10,000 for hiring minor under 14; removes baptismal certificate as proof of age for minor in employment. - 06/18/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 378

**HB 1396** by *McDaniel, McDaniel (SB 1673 by *Clabough, Atchley, Williams)
Labor and Workforce Development, Dept. of - Reorganizes premium rate tables used in calculating unemployment insurance premium rates paid by employers. - 06/19/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 379

**HB 1397** by *Clem, McDaniel (SB 1674 by *Clabough, Atchley)
Labor and Workforce Development, Dept. of - Authorizes commissioner to designate representative to decide whether to prosecute employer that fails to pay employees on time or that misrepresents wages to new hire. - Amends TCA Sections 50-2-103(h) and 50-2-104. 05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 128

**HB 1398** by *Baird, McDaniel (SB 1675 by *Williams, Clabough)
Unemployment Compensation - Changes premium rate for unemployment insurance to higher of 2.7 percent or reserve ratio matching formula based on NAICS standards. - Amends TCA Section 50-7-403(b)(1)(B). 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

**HB 1399** by *McDaniel, Patton (SB 1677 by *Crowe, Atchley)
Military - Enacts "Tennessee National Guard Tuition Assistance Act." - Amends TCA Title 58 Chapter 1 to establish a part 7. 02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 1400** by *Wood, Ford S (SB 1679 by *Ramsey, Atchley)
Correction, Dept. of - Removes antiquated reference regarding Tennessee corrections institute not being fully operative. - Amends TCA Titles 8, 37, 38, and 41. 02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk pending amdt.

**HB 1401** by *Wood, Boyer (SB 1678 by *Ramsey, Atchley)
Correction, Dept. of - Removes antiquated reference regarding Tennessee corrections institute not being fully operative. - Amends TCA Titles 37 and 41. 04/25/01 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG
*HB 1402* by *Westmoreland, McKee (SB 1680 by *Fowler, Clabough)*

**Crime Penalty - Authorizes admissibility of parolee’s drug test report at parole revocation hearing without presence of lab technician if report accompanied by technician’s affidavit.** - Amends TCA Section 40-28-122.

06/07/01 - Pub. Ch. 323

*HB 1403* by *Todd, McDaniel (SB 1681 by *Norris, Atchley)*

**Bail, Bail Bonds - Prohibits magistrates from requiring board of probation and parole to supervise criminal defendants before trial.** - Amends TCA Section 40-11-116.

08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 443

*HB 1404* by *Todd, McDaniel, Hargett (SB 1682 by *Fowler, Clabough)*


06/21/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 805

*HB 1405* by *Westmoreland, McKee (SB 1683 by *Rochelle, Atchley)*

**Probation and Parole - Authorizes recipient of community corrections funds to exchange services in kind with board of probation and parole; requires board to develop guidelines for recipient's eligibility for exchange services.** - Amends TCA Section 40-36-303.

04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

*HB 1406* by *Boyer, Ford S (SB 1684 by *Elsea, Clabough)*

**Taxes, Excise - Clarifies entities subject to and exempt from excise and franchise taxes; adjusts apportionment of net earnings and worth used for excise and franchise taxes; establishes one-year time limit for excise or franchise tax refund claim.** - Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 67, Chapters 1 and 4.

05/21/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 1407* by *Stanley, McDaniel (SB 1685 by *Hau, Atchley)*

**Traffic Safety - Changes procedure for revocation of driver licenses for certain offenses; creates four Class C misdemeanor offenses regarding commercial vehicles and railroad crossings.** - TCA Title 55, Chapters 10, 12 and 50.

04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 110

*HB 1408* by *Newton, Ford S (SB 1686 by *Hau, Atchley)*

**Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Clarifies right of motorized bicycle owner to submit application for registration of vehicle, subject to commissioner of safety's approval.** - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapters 3 and 4.

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1409* by *Newton, Ford S (SB 1687 by *Miller J, Clabough, Rochelle, Hau, Burks)*

**Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Changes recordkeeping requirements for certificates of titles to prohibit index cards; authorizes duplication of titles; changes fees and duration for temporary tags; removes notary requirement to obtain police association cultural plates; requires that additional revenue generated from temporary operation fees and permits and temporary plates fees be deposited in alcohol and drug addiction treatment fund.** - TCA Title 55, Chapters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 233

*HB 1410* by *Davis (Cocke), Ford S (SB 1688 by *Burchett, Clabough, Cohen)*

**Motor Vehicles - Requires department of safety, instead of revenue, to collect registration taxes, highway user fuel tax, and penalties from overweight certified weighers; requires commissioner of revenue to collect unpaid taxes and fines and retain 2 percent of amount for overhead.** - TCA Sections 47-26-813, 55-4-113, 67-3-2301, 67-3-2302, 67-3-2303 and 67-3-2310.

05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 166

*HB 1411* by *Hargett, Boyer, Pleasant (SB 1689 by *Atchley, Clabough)*

**Insurance, Health, Accident - Clarifies that for purposes of laws governing special enrollment periods, health insurance coverage references therein do not include TennCare.** - Amends TCA Title 56-7-2803.

05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 262

*HB 1412* by *Buck, Curtiss, Ford S, Head, Kiser (SB 1690 by *Hau, Clabough)*

**Public Contracts - Exempts department of transportation service contracts related to appraisal, relocation, or acquisition of land from commissioner of finance and administration's rules for public contracts, if such contracts entered into by department of transportation pursuant to state highway provisions.** - Amends TCA Title 12 Chapter 4.

05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 205

*HB 1413* by *Buttry, Ford S (SB 1691 by *Hau, Atchley, Cohen, Cooper J)*

**Highways, Roads and Bridges - Increases speed limit on controlled access highways with four or more lanes from 65 to 70 mph; establishes minimum speed of 55 mph on controlled access highways with four or more lanes.** - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 6.

05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 221

*HB 1414* by *Boyer (SB 1692 by *Clabough)*

**State Government - Clarifies general provisions and definitions regarding architectural development, state forests, youth tobacco control, agricultural regulatory fund, animal feed, commercial measuring devices, realty recordation taxes, and wildlife.** - Amends TCA Title 4, Title 11, Title 39, Title 43, Title 44, Title 47, Title 67, and Title 70.

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1415* by *Ford S (SB 1693 by *Clabough)*

**Children's Services, Dept. of - Authorizes retention of on-the-job disabled children's services workers instead of youth services workers; changes due date for report on select caregiver program.** - Amends TCA Title 4, Title 33, Title 36, Title 37 and Title 71.

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1416* by *Rinks, McDaniel (SB 1694 by *Clabough, Atchley)*

**Professions and Occupations - Establishes reporting and record keeping provisions concerning unemployment tax payments by staff leasing agencies.** - Amends TCA Titles 46, 47, 48, 55, 56, 62, 63, and 68.

07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 845

*HB 1417* by *Ford S (SB 1695 by *Clabough)*

**Correction, Dept. of - Abolishes position for matron of state penitentiary, who monitors moral conduct and general welfare of female inmates.**

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1418* by *Boyer (SB 1696 by *Atchley)*

**Growth and Development - Lowers from 60 days to 45 days time period, after notice, when county or municipality must reimburse its share of dispute resolution panel costs in resolving growth plan disputes to secretary of state or have costs deducted from allocation of state-shared taxes.**

- Amends TCA Title 6 and Title 13

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1419* by *Ford S (SB 1697 by *Clabough)*

**Education - Removes requirement for safe school guidelines at schools for deaf and blind due in 2000; adds new members to advisory council on teacher education and certification; increases deadline for school to sell surplus property.**

- TCA Title 49.

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1420* by *Ford S (SB 1698 by *Clabough)*

**Environment and Conservation, Dept. of - Encourages commissioner to administer department efficiently and effectively.**

- Amends Titles 4, 7, 11, 59, 60, 62, 64, 67, 68, 69, and 70.

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1421* by *McDaniel (SB 1699 by *Atchley)*

**Finance and Administration, Dept. of - Establishes meeting place and record requirements for department; authorizes division of insurance to staff public insurance committees; requires certain land acquisitions to comply with building commission policies; requires department's approval for service contracts.**

- Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Parts 10 and 55, Title 8, Chapter 27, Title 9, Chapters 2, 4, and 18, Title 12, Chapters 1 and 4, and Title 12, Chapter 2, Part 1.

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1422* by *Ford S (SB 1700 by *Clabough)*

**Banks and Financial Institutions - Reduces time allowed for appealing denial of money transmission license from 30 to 20 days.**

- Amends TCA Title 45 and Title 56.

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1423* by *Ford S (SB 1701 by *Clabough)*

**Purchasing - Purports to change advisory committee for use of internet; makes no changes.**

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1424* by *Boyer (SB 1702 by *Atchley)*

**Boards and Commissions - Increases number of nominees for directorship of division of health related boards from three to five.**

- Amends TCA Title 63 and Title 68.
Amends TCA Title 71.

02/21/01  H  P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1426 by *Boyer (SB 1704 by *Atchley)
Unemployment Compensation - Clarifies that premium chart for employer contributions to unemployment security applies to non-governmental employers.

02/21/01  H  P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1427 by *Ford S (SB 1705 by *Clabough)
Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Increases member terms on statewide planning and policy council from three to four years.

02/21/01  H  P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1428 by *McDaniel (SB 1706 by *Clabough)
Tennessee Emergency Management Agency (TEMA) - Raises minimum age for state guard from 16 to 18; requires governor's approval of chief local elected official who appoints county emergency management agency director.

02/21/01  H  P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1429 by *Boyer (SB 1707 by *Clabough)
State Employees - Authorizes commissioner of personnel to use procedure other than civil service appointment procedure to fill any job when character or place of work makes it impracticable to supply needs of service using civil service procedure; such authority is presently limited to unskilled or semiskilled labor or domestic, attendant, or custodial work.

Amends TCA Title 8.

02/21/01  H  P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1430 by *Ford S, Whitson (SB 1708 by *Clabough)
Taxes, Exemption - Specifies that owner of residential unit, not electric utility, is responsible for tax, penalty, and interest due as result of unit being used for purpose making it subject to taxation, if owner fails to disclose such use to electric utility.

Amends Title 67, TCA.

07/09/02  -  Pub. Ch. 836

HB 1431 by *Boyer (SB 1709 by *Clabough)
Motor Vehicles - Redefines airport limousine for purposes of public motor carriers as one confined within 45-mile radius from airport, instead of 40-mile radius.

Amends TCA Titles 4, 39, 40, 49, 55, 57, 65, and 67.

02/21/01  H  P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1432 by *McDaniel (SB 1710 by *Atchley)
TennCare - Directs department of finance and administration, instead of department of health, to administer Medicaid/TennCare program.

Amends TCA Title 71.

02/21/01  H  P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1433 by *Ford S (SB 1711 by *Clabough)
Tourist Development, Dept. of - Delets hotel and restaurant division from department.

Amends the TCA Title 4.

02/21/01  H  P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1434 by *McDaniel , McDaniel, Fowlkes, Jones U (Shel) (SB 1712 by *Clabough)
Privacy, Confidentiality - Prohibits state entity from publicly disclosing social security number of citizen unless authorized to do so by citizen or state or federal law; prohibition also applies to person or entity receiving social security number from state entity.

Amends TCA Title 7, Title 9, Title 10, Title 11, Title 12, Title 13, Title 20, Title 29, Title 42, Title 54, Title 55, Title 62, Title 65, Title 66, Title 67, Title 68, and Title 69.

06/21/02  -  Pub. Ch. 810

HB 1435 by *Whitson , McDaniel (SB 1676 by *Eisea , Atchley)
Unemployment Compensation - Revises back-pay award provisions; redefines "wages" to specifically include income from qualified annuity plans and deferred compensation plans of state or local government or tax-exempt organization; modifies certain notice provisions.

Amends TCA Sections 50-7-213(a), 50-7-303(e) and 50-7-404(c).

04/24/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 82

HB 1436 by *Winniching (SB 1863 by *Burks)
Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Allows persons to acquire Career Level I status by successfully completed requirements, but whose documentation was not properly processed by department of education.

Amends TCA Section 49-5-6004.

04/17/01  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Education Committee

HB 1437 by *Winniching (SB 1751 by *Davis L)
Public Records - Includes under public records law certain records of associations which assist governing bodies in filling personnel positions.

Amends TCA Section 10-7-504.

01/09/02  -  Taken off notice for cal. in House Judiciary Committee

HB 1438 by *Winniching (SB 0285 by *Davis L)
Private Protective Services - Prohibits person performing security guard or patrol service functions from representing either orally or in writing that such guard is active law enforcement officer or member of law enforcement agency.

Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 35.

05/15/01  H Re-ref. to Judicial Administration of Judiciary committee

HB 1439 by *Buck , Head, Fowlkes, McCord, Sharp, Newton, Vincent (SB 0227 by *Crutchfield , Burcheith)
Advertising - Requires commissioner of transportation to comply with present law notice requirements for failure of owner or lessee of outdoor advertising to timely obtain permits and tags before commissioner can refuse to issue renewal permit or cancel tags.

Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 21.

04/11/01  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Transportation Committee

HB 1440 by *Newton (SB 1396 by *Haun)
Civil Procedure - Allows admission of violations of title 55, chapter 8, parts 1-5 of chapter 10 for purpose of proving damages in civil action.

Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8.

02/05/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1441 by *Newton (SB 0813 by *Davis L)
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Changes designation of Interstate 840 to State Route 840.

Amends TCA Title 3, Title 54 and Title 67.

02/21/01  H  P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1442 by *Scroggs , Ridgeway, Pinion, Buck, Kent, Cole (Carter), Todd, Bowers, Turner (Ham), Montgomery, Roach (SB 1625 by *Heron)
Victims' Rights - Allows compensation for grief counseling, unreimbursable mental health counseling, and health care costs for certain members of victim's family; increases total amount that may be awarded under criminal injuries compensation act from $18,000 to $20,000.

Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 29, Part 13.

07/11/01  S Rvd. from H., P1C.

HB 1443 by *Scroggs (SB 1168 by *Heron, Burks)
Victims' Rights - Adds new language to victims' rights statute to specifically cross-reference present law provision to collect court-ordered restitution in same manner as civil judgment.

Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 38, Part 1.

06/18/01  -  Pub. Ch. 370

HB 1444 by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 1301 by *Rochelle)
Taxes, Exemption - Removes from franchise tax base industrial machinery which is exempt from sales and use tax.

Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 21.

02/21/01  H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1445 by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 1158 by *Heron)
Mortgages - Restricts fees, points, and interest on mortgages; imposes restrictions on high cost mortgages; limits unfair practices by mortgage brokers and lenders.

Amends TCA Title 47.

01/22/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1446 by *Clem (SB 1596 by *Fowler)
Criminal Procedure - Requires booking of defendant issued citation in lieu of arrest at time of conviction or within reasonable time thereafter as set by court.

Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 7, Part 1.

01/23/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 1447 by *Towns , Bowers, Shaw, Brooks (SB 1299 by *Davis L)
Public Health - Authorizes physicians to use experimental or nonconventional medical treatment if medical treatment does not pose unreasonable risk to patient and patient agrees
HB 1448 by *Clem (*SB 1754 by *Fowler) Taxes, Sales - Requires dealers who must register with department of revenue in certain circumstances to attach copy of municipal business license to monthly sales tax return for use by department to make local sales tax distribution to municipalities where business located. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 7.

HB 1450 by *Brown (*SB 0450 by *Crutchfield) Education - Provides for waiver of school fees for students who receive free or reduced-price lunches. - Amends TCA Title 49, 02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1451 by *Brown (*SB 0659 by *Crutchfield) Consumer Protection - Requires all financial institutions to comply with consumer protection provision pertaining to debt consolidation loans that result in borrower's owner-occupied residence becoming collateral or security for such loan. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, 02/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1452 by *Brown (*SB 0451 by *Crutchfield) Credit, Consumer - Enacts "Consumer Credit Disclosure Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 45 and Title 47. 03/27/01 - Failed In s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1453 by *Brown (*SB 0560 by *Crutchfield, Harper) Education - Provides for waiver of school fees for students who receive free or reduced-price lunches. - Amends TCA Title 49. 02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1454 by *Brown (*SB 0561 by *Crutchfield) Election Laws - Specifies that candidates for United States House of Representatives for districts located in more than one county must file their nominating petitions with state election commission, but such candidates for districts located entirely in one county must file their nominating petition with county election commission in candidate's county of residence. - Amends TCA Title 2. 03/21/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1455 by *Brown (*SB 0982 by *Crutchfield) Boards and Commissions - Rewrites Tennessean commission on Indian affairs to change membership on commission from five to seven members, one member from each grand division of state, and four regional members; members are to be selected by speaker of senate and speaker of house; minutes of all commission meetings are to be posted on Internet; commission shall stay attached administratively to department of environment and conservation. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 34. 02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--State & Local Government Committee

HB 1456 by *Kisber (*SB 1600 by *Achtleigh) Garnishments and Executions - Clarifies exemption of Roth IRAs from attachment, execution, or garnishment. - Amends TCA Title 26, Chapter 2, Part 1. 05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 260

HB 1457 by *Kisber (*SB 1253 by *Cooper J) Taxes, Sales - Redefines "industrial machinery" for purposes of sales tax exemption to include repair maintenance and related labor. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 1. 02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1458 by *Kisber (*SB 1879 by *Rochelle, Carter, Rochelle) Energy - Authorizes energy acquisition corporations to provide engineering services related to acquisition of natural gas or electricity to associated municipalities. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 39, Part 3. 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 185

HB 1459 by *Kisber (*SB 1722 by *Cooper J) Taxes, Sales - Authorizes state to continue participation in multi-state discussions concerning streamlining and simplification of sales and use tax administration. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6. 06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 312

HB 1460 by *Kisber, Head, Winningham, Fraley, Lewis, Ferguson, Windle, Ariolla, Jones, S., Maddox, Fitzhugh (*SB 1521 by *Rochelle, Crowe, Crutchfield, Burks) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Provides that decrease in state actuarial liability for TCRS contributions will be used to increase benefits to certain retirees. - Amends TCA Section 8-36-124 and Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 7. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1461 by *Clem (*SB 1753 by *Fowler) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Increases pensions for teachers by 15 percent over other Group 1 employees. - Amends TCA Section 8-36-206. 02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1462 by *Maddox , Winningham (*SB 1141 by *Herron) Public Health - Provides for grants of up to $50,000 to medical or osteopathic physicians who agree to practice in underserved urban and rural areas of Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 4, Part 7. 02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1463 by *Maddox (*SB 1142 by *Herron) Health, Dept. of - Implements scleroscisis screening program for students ages 10-18. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 1. 03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Human Services and Mental Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1464 by *Maddix (*SB 1163 by *Herron) Charitable Solicitations - Provides for temporary certificates under certain conditions to authorize receiving of charitable gift annuities until regular certificate is available. - 04/10/02 S Rvd. from H., P1C

HB 1465 by *Head, Briley, Kisber (*SB 1389 by *Haun) Clerks, Court - Directs court clerks to submit copy of each issued civil and criminal judgment document, instead of just judgments of felony convictions, to judicial council. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 21. 01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 1466 by *McMillan, Nalifeh, Todd, Stanley, Odom, Newton, Turner (Dav), Williams, Jones, S., Briley, Fitzhugh, Shepard, Turner (Ham), Patton, Ford S, Givens, Kent, Cole (Carter) (*SB 0020 by *Kyle, Person) Managed Care Organizations - Establishes standard of care for managed care entities making healthcare decisions; imposes civil liability on managed care entities that fail to exercise such standard of care. - Amends TCA Title 29 and Title 56. 04/10/02 H Held on desk.

HB 1467 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 1143 by *Herron) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Prohibits public hospital from closing its medical staff to licensed physician in good standing. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 57. 04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1468 by *Black (*SB 1431 by *Person) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Prohibits pharmacists from administering drugs by means of injection. - Amends TCA Section 63-10-404. 04/11/01 - Action Def. in s/c Health of HHR to 1/1/02

HB 1469 by *Hargett (*SB 1432 by *Person) Health Care - Authorizes midwives to order routine postpartal laboratory analysis; requires that physician consult on all abnormal findings from post-partal or ante-partal lab analysis ordered by midwife. - Amends TCA Section 63-29-115. 06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 287

HB 1470 by *Jones, S. (*SB 1714 by *Harper) Public Health - Enacts "Renal Dialysis Patient Protection Act." - Amends TCA Title 68. 02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Health & Human Resources

HB 1471 by *Ferguson (*SB 1289 by *Haun) Agriculture - Expands membership of tobacco farmers certifying board by giving one additional appointment to each speaker of house and speaker of senate. - Amends TCA Title 43; Title 47 and Title 67. 02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdlt.
HB 1472 by *Ferguson (*SB 1590 by *Davis L) <<<Page 275>>> Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows elected county officials to claim sick leave as credible service for retirement purposes. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34, Part 6 and Title 8, Chapter 35, Part 2. 02/21/01 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

HB 1473 by *Ferguson (*SB 1588 by *Davis L) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Establishes that highway entrance greater than 40 feet in width and rebuilt due to new construction, modification, maintenance, or other alteration shall not be required to be rebuilt at less than 85 percent of its original width or 40 feet, whichever is greater. - Amends TCA Title 54. 04/17/01 - Action Def. in s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR to 1/1/02

HB 1474 by *Chumney (*SB 1108 by *Herron) Day Care - Requires department of human services to assess impact of new permanent rules affecting day care to certain committees of general assembly before such rules take effect; requires department to assess impact of new permanent rules implementing 2000 Public Chapter 981 by March 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 71. 02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review-- Health & Human Resources

HB 1475 by *Maddock (*SB 0470 by *Kyle) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Extends deadline for notice of cancellation of commercial risk insurance from 60 to 90 days. - Amends TCA Title 56. 02/28/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1476 by *Maddock (*SB 1265 by *Kyle) Children - Establishes guidelines for dealing with abandoned infants and relieves persons surrendering infant to professional medical community or law enforcement officer of civil and criminal liability. - Amends TCA Title 36 and Section 37-1-607. 04/18/01 - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA

HB 1477 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 0799 by *Kyle) Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Changes period during which commissioner must report to governor from within 60 days after end of each fiscal year to 75 days and increases amount of civil penalty assessed against persons or entity licensed or authorized under insurance code for violation from $1,000 to $1,500. - Amends TCA Title 45 and Title 56. 03/20/01 - Action Def. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM indefinitely

HB 1478 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 0471 by *Kyle) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires reasonable as well as diligent search for insurance before insured becomes eligible for surplus lines insurance. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 14, Part 1. 02/28/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1479 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 0472 by *Kyle) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Clarifies that violations of Premium Finance Company Act are Class C misdemeanor, punishable only by fine of $50.00. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 37. 02/28/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1480 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 0473 by *Kyle) Bail, Bail Bonds - Limits, to $10,000, amount of civil bonds for which professional bondsman may act as surety without qualifying with department of commerce and insurance as insurance company or agent. - Amends TCA Section 40-11-302. 01/29/02 - Taken Off Notice For cal in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1481 by *Williams (Wil) (*SB 0475 by *Kyle) Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Increases from 10 to 15 days notice required from commissioner prior to hearing on issue of application of rating system. - Amends TCA Section 56-5-309. 02/28/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1482 by *Arriola (SB 1723 by *Henry) Audiology and Speech Pathologists - Deletes requirement that audiologists must demonstrate competency in fitting and selling hearing aids by practical examination prior to licensure. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 17. 06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 288

HB 1483 by *Arriola (SB 1146 by *Herron) Managed Care Organizations - Enacts "HMO Accountability Act." - Amends and repeals portions of TCA Title 56, Chapter 32, Part 2. 02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Commerce

HB 1484 by *Arriola (SB 1556 by *Herron) Insurance, Health, Accident - Adds certain health care consumers as required members of boards of hospital and medical service corporations. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 29. 02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 1485 by *Arriola (SB 1144 by *Herron) Insurance, Health, Accident - Adds certain health care consumers as required members of boards of hospital and medical service corporations. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 29. 02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 1486 by *Arriola (SB 1149 by *Herron) Managed Care Organizations - Provides that managed care entities that terminate participation in TennCare program owe duty of ordinary and reasonable care to terminated enrollees and are liable for damages to such enrollee for failure to exercise such duty. - Amends TCA Title 56. 02/28/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1487 by *Arriola (SB 1151 by *Herron) State Employees - Prohibits state insurance committee and local education insurance committee from contracting with hospital and medical service corporations, insurance companies, claims administrators, and other organizations that have declined to serve as risk contractors under TennCare program. - Amends TCA Title 8. 02/28/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1488 by *Brown, Pruitt, Armstrong, Odom, Bowers, Chumney, Brooks, Rowland, Black (*SB 0449 by *Crutchfield, Harper) Health, Dept. of - Directs department to develop and implement statewide initiative to increase women's awareness regarding gynecological cancers. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 6, Part 2 and Title 68, Chapter 1, Part 18. 07/30/02 - Pub. Ch. 872

*HB 1489 by *Overbey, Johnson, Lewis, Ferguson (SB 1732 by *Miller J) Architects, Engineers and Designers - Authorizes companies which solely develop and produce products regulated by FAA for use in aircraft to use term "engineering" in their corporate name if they do not practice architecture, engineering, landscape architecture, or interior design. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 2. 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For cal in s/c Utilities & Banking of COM of Commerce Committee

HB 1490 by *McMillan, Walker, Miller, L, Pleasant (*SB 0474 by *Kyle) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires insurer that fails to return unearned premiums to finance company within 30 days of cancellation of financed insurance contract to be liable for finance charges or interest assessed against policyholder as result of such failure to return unearned premiums. - Amends TCA Section 56-37-111. 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 184

HB 1491 by *McMillan (*SB 0801 by *Kyle) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Adds certain workers' compensation insurance activities to list of unfair or deceptive insurance practices. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 47 and Title 56, Chapter 8. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For cal in s/c Employee Affairs of C&SEA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

*HB 1492 by *McMillan, Todd (SB 1771 by *Person) Dentists - Revises board of dentistry to delete surgeon member and add dentist member instead; authorizes board to set fees and civil penalties; authorizes board to assess punishment of dental practitioners who are disciplined by another state for violations of dentistry standards. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 5. 06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 330

HB 1493 by *Turner (Ham) (*SB 1174 by *Crutchfield) Railroads - Rewrites statutory scheme for installation of automatic warning or protective devices at railroad grade crossings; requires railroad companies to provide signals at certain railroad crossings. - Amends TCA Title 54; Title 2 and Title 68, Chapter 1, Part 18. 03/25/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1494 by *Turner (Ham) (*SB 1172 by *Crutchfield)
Election Laws - Modifies certain motor voter registration provisions. - Amends TCA Section 2-2-201. 03/25/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1495 by *Turner (Ham) (*SB 1171 by *Crutchfield)
Election Laws - Prohibits denying, delaying, or impeding qualified voter in casting vote, including early voting, in absence of natural disaster or emergency; any determination to close polling place shall be made by Tennessee or local emergency management agency. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 7, Part 1. 03/25/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 1496 by *Rhinehart, Kent, Scroggs (*SB 0981 by *Crutchfield)
Architects, Engineers and Designers - Expands definition of registered interior designer as one who, in addition to meeting board criteria, is to affect function, safety, and quality of interior spaces. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 2, Part 9.

03/13/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Utilities & Banking of COM of Commerce Committee

*HB 1497 by *McDonald (SB 1749 by *Davis L)
Medical Occupations - Removes emergency medical technicians from definition of "health care practitioner" for purposes of Governmental Tort Liability Act; thereby granting such technicians immunity under act. - Amends TCA Section 29-20-310.

04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1498 by *McDonald (*SB 1160 by *Herron)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Drink Responsibly new specialty earmarked license plate; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to department of safety for combat drunk driving. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 57.

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1499 by *McDonald (*SB 1612 by *Graves)
Traffic Safety - Authorizes constables in Sumner County to enforce fire lane violations within or without limits of incorporated municipality in such county. - Amends TCA Section 56-8-160.

02/21/01 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

*HB 1500 by *McDonald, Bone, Windle (SB 1750 by *Davis L, Rochelle, Graves, Burks)
General Assembly, Studies - Creates special joint committee to study rural water distribution systems. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221.

07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 421

HB 1501 by *McDonald (*SB 1121 by *Herron)
Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Prohibits receiving, housing, or confining within this state out-of-state prisoners convicted of first degree murder, second degree murder, aggravated rape, rape, rape of child, escape, or attempted escape; punishable by civil penalty of $100. - Amends TCA Title 41.

02/21/01 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

HB 1502 by *McDonald (*SB 1122 by *Herron)
Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Prohibits receiving, housing, or confining within this state out-of-state prisoners convicted of escape or attempted escape; punishable by civil penalty of $100. - Amends TCA Title 41.

02/21/01 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

HB 1503 by *McDonald (SB 1123 by *Herron)
Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Prohibits receiving, housing, or confining within this state out-of-state prisoners convicted of first degree murder; punishable by civil penalty of $100. - Amends TCA Title 41.

01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1504 by *McDonald (SB 1125 by *Herron)
Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Prohibits receiving, housing, or confining within this state out-of-state prisoners convicted of aggravated rape; punishable by civil penalty of $100. - Amends TCA Title 41.

01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1505 by *McDonald (SB 1719 by *Graves)
Purchasing - Revises purchasing law authorizing state, city, and county governments to impose transaction fee for electronic bids. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 14; Title 6, Chapter 19; Title 6, Chapter 35 and Title 12, Chapter 3, Part 7.

04/03/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1506 by *Curtiss (SB 1767 by *Elsea)

04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 111

HB 1507 by *Curtiss (SB 1603 by *Cooper J)
Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Deletes boxing, sparring, toughman or badman matches or exhibitions regulated by commissioner from present law requirement that boards, commissions, or entities be self-sustaining or be terminated following second consecutive fiscal year of operating at deficit. - Amends TCA Section 4-29-121; Title 62 and Title 68.

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1508 by *Curtiss (SB 1604 by *Cooper J)
Banks and Financial Institutions - Authorizes financial institution or officer, employee, or agent of institution to communicate with and disclose customer financial records to department of human services concerning suspected violation of Adult Protection Act; protects institution or person providing information from liability pertaining to release of such records. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 1; Title 45, Chapter 45, Chapter 10, Part 1; Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1 and Title 71, Chapter 6, Part 1.

01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 1509 by *Curtiss (SB 1036 by *Ramsey)
Forest and Forest Products - Increases, from five to seven years, experience qualification for state forester. - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 4 and Title 69, Chapter 3.

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1510 by *Curtiss, Windle, Godsey, McDaniel (*SB 1615 by *Cooper J, McNally)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows supplemental retirement benefits for commissioned special revenue agents and commissioned bomb and arson investigators. - Amends TCA Section 8-36-205.

07/04/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 1511 by *Curtiss, Windle, Lewis, Rhinehart, Fraley, Ferguson, Godsey (*SB 1616 by *Cooper J, Ramsey, McNally)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Revises provisions on mandatory retirement and supplemental bridge benefits available to certain retirees. - Amends TCA Section 8-36-205 and Section 8-36-211.

01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1512 by *Sargent, Fraley (SB 1547 by *Kyle)
Gas, Petroleum Products, Volatile Oils - Modifies certain statutory provisions pertaining to petroleum fair trade practices. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 25.

04/02/01 H Comp. SB subst.

Insurance, Health, Accident - Authorizes certain non-profit business coalitions for health to pool liabilities to qualify as self-insurers. - Amends TCA Section 56-26-204.

05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 164

*HB 1514 by *Head (SB 1757 by *Haun)
TennCare - Prohibits submission or implementation of any federal waiver proposal developed by long-term care services planning council. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 56; Title 68 and Title 71.

02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 1515 by *Head (SB 1758 by *Haun, Burks, Herron, Miller J, Williams)
TennCare - Requires that funding formula for home-based and community-based services for certain elderly and disabled equitably allocate funding resources between urban and rural areas; requires commission on aging and disability to establish average maximum statewide unit cost for certain services; limits unit cost to 20 percent of average statewide unit cost. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 56; Title 68 and Title 71.

08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 461

HB 1516 by *Pinion (*SB 1157 by *Herron)
Real Estate Agents and Brokers - Allows brokers to devote part time to real estate profession as long as adequate supervision over licensees maintained. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 13, Part 3.
Medical Occupations - Repeals statute on dispensing opticians and protects sale of ophthalmic materials in certain retail establishments. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 14 and Chapter 14.04/04/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1525 by *Davis (Wash) (*SB 1000 by *Crowe)
Criminal Procedure - Authorizes lessee of rented, residential property to report to law enforcement personnel vandalism and loss to rented property; law enforcement personnel to record all losses to rented property and to property owned by lessee. - Amends TCA Section 39-14-408.02/12/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1526 by *Davis (Wash) (*SB 1577 by *Crowe)
Taxes, Sales - Exempts Ruritan Clubs from sales tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6. Part 3.02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1527 by *Kisber , Briley, Head (*SB 1505 by *Rochelle)
Courts, Administrative Office of the - Creates statutory definition of term "case" to be used by court clerks when reporting caseload data to AOC. - Amends TCA Title 16.06/08/01 - Pub. Ch. 408

HB 1528 by *Kisber (*SB 1333 by *Henry)
Bonds and Undertakings, Regulation of - Deletes requirement that tax-exempt status of state bonds be printed on such bonds. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-105; Section 49-9-103 and Section 67-5-205.04/06/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 28

HB 1529 by *Kisber (*SB 1330 by *Henry)
Liens - Enacts "Perfection, Priority and Enforcement of Public Pledges and Liens Act." - Amends TCA Title 9 and Title 47.06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 290

HB 1530 by *Kisber (*SB 1329 by *Henry)
Public Funds and Financing - Appropriates sum sufficient to service debt to funding board on continuing basis; establishes legislative intent that certain entities authorized to issue bonds receive continuing appropriation of earnings, revenues, or other assets. - Amends TCA Title 9.03/29/01 H Re-ref. To Calendar & Rules

HB 1531 by *Kisber (*SB 1328 by *Henry)
Bonds and Undertakings, Regulation of - Revises various provisions concerning issuance of public bonds and notes. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 7, Chapter 34; Title 7, Chapter 82; Title 9, Chapter 21; Title 12, Chapter 10; Title 13, Chapter 23; and Title 49, Chapter 3.05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 253

HB 1532 by *Kisber (*SB 1332 by *Henry)
Comptroller, State - Authorizes comptroller to provide services to local governments and charge for such services. - 04/24/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 63

HB 1533 by *Pruit (*SB 1618 by *Harper)
Municipal Government - Increases number of special censuses municipality may conduct for sales tax distribution purposes from three to four. - 02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1534 by *Odum (*SB 1461 by *Cohen)
Safety, Dept. of - Requires department to conduct promotional campaign regarding used oil collection act; costs to be paid from funds derived under Used Oil Act of 1993. - Amends TCA Title 54 and Title 55. 05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 258

HB 1535 by *Bowers, Patton (*SB 1015 by *Ramsey)
Child Custody and Support - Permits court to apply child support guidelines for extended child support beyond age of majority for disabled or handicapped child or to deviate based upon written findings which may include receipt of state, federal, or other assistance on behalf of such person. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 5, Part 1.04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

*HB 1536 by *Buttry, Davis (Wash), McDaniel, Hargett, Boyer, Montgomery, Sargent (SB 1822 by *Crowe)
Aged Persons - Establishes long-term care trust fund for allocation of certain portion of funds received from master settlement agreement involving tobacco product manufacturers. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55; Title 43; Title 47; Title 68 and Title 71.02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdlt.

*HB 1537 by *DeBerry L (SB 1802 by *Dixon)
Education - Creates neighborhood school pilot program in up to four schools in Shelby County that requires 25 percent of teachers in participating schools to live within 10-mile radius of school; program goal is to enable teachers to better know, and respond to learning and living environment of students. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6.04/24/02 - Pub. Ch. 609

*HB 1538 by *DeBerry L , Cooper B (*SB 1465 by *Dixon)
Education - Provides for extended-year reading instruction program. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2.05/02/01 - Taken off notice for cal. in Education

*HB 1539 by *McDaniel, Sargent (*SB 1619 by *Clabough)
Election Laws - Changes filing date for certain candidates qualifying for election, from first Thursday in April to first Thursday in May. - Amends TCA Title 2.02/15/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

*HB 1540 by *McDaniel , Sargent (*SB 1720 by *Clabough)
Redistricting, Legislative - Establishes certain standards for redistricting. - Amends TCA Title 3. 01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee
Committee

HB 1541 by *Turner (Shelby), Brooks, DeBerry J, Miller L, Cooper B (SB 1803 by *Dixon)
Education - Creates diversity and sensitivity training program to be developed by department of education; includes disability and gender training. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6.
02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1542 by *Winningham, Baird, Goins, Bittle (SB 1748 by *Davis L)
Railroads - Enacts "Tennessee Railroad Crossing Protection Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 54; Title 64 and Title 67.
02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Transportation

HB 1543 by *Windle, Walker, Boyer, Ferguson, Montgomery, Buttry (SB 1747 by *Davis L, Burks, Burchett)
Arms and Armament - Expands circumstances under which vested correctional officer may carry firearms. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
05/15/01 - Pub. Ch. 175

HB 1544 by *Curtiss (SB 1284 by *Cooper J)
Public Defenders - Decreases funding for indigent defense. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 2 and Title 40, Chapter 14.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1545 by *DeBerry L (SB 1736 by *Ford J)
Telecommunications - Requires companies providing cellular telephone service to make certain billing disclosures on each statement. - Amends TCA Title 65.
04/23/02 H Reset on Calendar and Rules cal. for Last Calendar 2002

HB 1546 by *DeBerry L (SB 1735 by *Ford J)
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires insurer offering coverage for theft, loss, or destruction of cellular telephone to provide new cellular telephone rather than rebuilt or refurbished cellular telephone; provision would not rescind, impair, or affect policies in effect on June 30, 2001, and would only apply to policies entered into, or renewed after, July 1, 2001. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7.
02/28/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1547 by *Langster, DeBerry L, Bowers, Pruitt (SB 1806 by *Dixon)
Taxes, Sales - Reduce state sales tax on food from 6 percent to zero in 1 percent increments over six years and replace lost revenue with funds from tobacco settlement. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55 and Title 67, Chapter 6.
02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1548 by *Buck, Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J, Miller L, Pleasant, Kent, Cole (Carter) (SB 1801 by *Dixon)
Loan Companies and Short Term Lenders - Requires thumbprint of pledgor, if pledgor has thumb, to be made part of pawnshop transaction record in Shelby and Knox counties; if thumb amputated, then such other fingerprint as required by pawnbroker shall be taken and described on record; establishes procedures for law enforcement to subpoena print. - Amends TCA Section 45-6-209.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 429

HB 1549 by *Jones U (Shel), Miller L, Cooper B, Towns (SB 1737 by *Harper)
Consumer Protection - Clarifies that requiring winner of prize to pay sponsor money as condition of awarding prize may also be prosecuted as theft if fraud facts warrant as well as being consumer protection unfair or deceptive practice. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1.
03/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1550 by *Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J, Miller L, Cooper B, Towns (SB 0682 by *Ford J)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows full service retirement for teachers at age 60 or with 25 years of creditable service, rather than current 30 years of service. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 36.
02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1551 by *Jones U (Shel), Davis (Cocke), Cooper B, Finion, Turner (Shelby), Shaw, Shepard, DeBerry J, Miller L (*SB 0682 by *Ford J)
HB 1552 by *Jones U (Shel), Turner (Shelby), Brooks, DeBerry L (SB 1807 by *Dixon)
Utilities, Utility Districts - Places 90-day time limit on municipal electric service or utility district for transformer or temporary electric service placed in front of property of single family residence; requires utility to maintain box in manner to ensure its appearance does not deteriorate; requires utility to reimburse homeowner if repairs are made to box which has deteriorated in appearance.
02/21/01 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 1553 by *Jones U (Shel), Miller L, DeBerry L (*SB 0220 by *Dixon)
Basic Education Program (BEP) - Provides for funding for at least five computers in each classroom to be included in BEP. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 3, Part 3.
04/18/01 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to 3/6/02

HB 1554 by *Jones U (Shel) (SB 1800 by *Dixon)
Basic Education Program (BEP) - Provides that funds appropriated to BEP prior to 1994-1995 school year shall revert to dedicated education fund if such funds have not been expended by end of 2000-2001 school year. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-351.
05/02/01 - Action Def. in Education Committee to 2002

HB 1555 by *Jones U (Shel), Miller L, Turner (Dav), McDaniel, DeBerry J, Kent, Todd, Pleasant, McMillan, Buck, Sands, Briley, Newton, Boyer, Scroggs, Armstrong (*SB 1013 by *Ramsey, McNally)
Tort Liability - Defines health care practitioner for purposes of governmental tort liability actions to mean licensed physicians and nurses. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 419

HB 1556 by *Jones U (Shel), Miller L (*SB 0219 by *Dixon)
Basic Education Program (BEP) - Provides for funding for at least five computers in each school to be included in BEP. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 3, Part 3.
04/18/01 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to 3/6/02

HB 1557 by *Jones U (Shel) (SB 1540 by *Dixon)
Taxes, Gasoline, Petroleum Products - Increase gas tax 1 cent from 20 cents to 21 cents with proceeds going to higher education. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 3.
04/18/01 - Action Def. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR to 1/1/02

HB 1558 by *Jones U (Shel) (SB 1739 by *Ford J)
Education, Higher - Combines University of Tennessee system and state university and community college system to be managed and controlled by new board; renames board of trustees and board of regents as board of higher education; repeals Tennessee higher education commission. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7; Title 49, Chapter 8 and Title 49, Chapter 9.
04/18/01 - Action Def. in s/c Higher Education of ED to 1/15/02

HB 1559 by *Brooks, Towns, Turner (Ham), Brown, Stanley (*SB 1731 by *Ford J, Rochelle)
Safety - Alters certain requirements pertaining to use of certain restraint systems in passenger motor vehicles. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 9, Part 6.
08/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 463

HB 1560 by *Briley, Pruitt, Langster, West, Turner (Dav), Garrett, Odom, McMillan, Jones, S., Turner (Ham), Chumney (*SB 1548 by *Kyle)
Tax Exemption - Provides franchise tax credit for employment of apprentices. - Amends TCA, 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1561 by *Briley
Transportation, Dept. of - Enacts "Tennessee Department of Transportation Policy and Procedure Review Act." - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 1562 by *Briley (*SB 1725 by *Haynes)
Unclaimed Property - Requires operator of establishment to notify treasurer of property found on establishment after holding such property for 180 days; limits authorization for establishment operators to donate found property to charitable organization to situations where treasurer does not request to take custody within 45 days of receiving notice of property. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 29, Part 1.
06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 291

HB 1563 by *Briley (*SB 1114 by *Herron)
Claims Commission, Tennessee - Creates cause of action in claims commission for negligent
Committee Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary

HB 1564 by *Briley (*SB 1115 by *Herron) Claims Commission, Tennessee - Authorizes claims commission to issue injunctive relief against state in nuisance cases. - Amends TCA Title 9 and Title 29.
01/29/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1565 by *Briley (*SB 1116 by *Herron) Claims Commission, Tennessee - Authorizes commission to award permanent injunction as part of final judgment, where actual damages inadequate because of continuing nature of cause of action; requires proof under Rule 65, Rules of Civil Procedure; requires retroactive application. - Amends TCA Section 9-8-307 and Title 29.
01/29/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1566 by *Briley , Turner (Shelby), Brooks, Cooper B, Towns, Miller L (SB 1805 by *Dixon) Capital Punishment - Creates special committee to study death penalty issues; encourages state to issue moratorium on carrying out death penalty. - 04/17/01 - Action Def. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD to 7/01

HB 1567 by *Tidwell , White (*SB 1344 by *Wilders, *Haun) Highway Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "Richard Boyd Bridge," Hardin Creek on U.S. 64 in Wayne County. - 07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 420

HB 1568 by *Tidwell , Fowlkes, White (*SB 1340 by *Wilders, *Haun) Highway Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "Mae Tom and Judge Russ Davidson Memorial Bridge," U.S. 64 over Hardin Creek in Wayne County. - 06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 393

HB 1569 by *Sands , Rinks (*SB 0402 by *Haynes) Claims Commission, Tennessee - Authorizes commission to award permanent injunction as part of final judgment, where actual damages inadequate because of continuing nature of cause of action; requires proof under Rule 65, Rules of Civil Procedure; requires retroactive application. - Amends TCA Section 9-8-307 and Title 29.
01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1570 by *Rinks , Fitzhugh (*SB 0352 by *Cooper J) Taxes, Sales - Clarifies if contractor or subcontractor installing, fabricating, or processing tangible personal property neither obtains benefit of exemption; clarifies commissioner of revenue must have issued exemption certificate for interstate telecommunication service to obtain exemption for call center. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 2, Part 1 and Title 67, Chapter 6.
02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1571 by *Rinks (*SB 0350 by *Cooper J) Education - Changes date of eligibility to attend kindergarten from being five years old before September 30 to being five years old before July 31. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-201(b).
05/15/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 1572 by *Rinks , Davidson (*SB 1502 by *Roche) Managed Care Organizations - Revises grievance system and independent review of health maintenance organizations; establishes cause of action and plan liability. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 26 and Title 56, Chapter 32.
01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 1573 by *Rinks , Walker (*SB 0580 by *Atchley) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Defines "limited credit life and credit accident and health reinsurer" and establishes regulatory system for such companies. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapters 2 and 11.
04/26/01 - Pub. Ch. 118

HB 1574 by *Rinks (SB 1742 by *Jackson) Decaturville - Subject to local approval, beginning with November 2004 election and thereafter changes date of election for mayor and alderman and beginning with November 2008 election and thereafter changes date such officers take office. - Amends Chapter 351 of the Private Acts of 1968.
03/22/01 - Pr. Ch. 9

HB 1575 by *Rinks (*SB 0150 by *Cooper J) TennCare - Conditions TennCare transportation for unemancipated child medically covered services to cases where child is accompanied by parent, guardian, or responsible person designated guardian or guardian. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5, Part 1.
02/28/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 292

HB 1577 by *Rinks (*SB 0178 by *Fowler, *Crutchfield) Personal Property - Exempts gift certificates, gift cards, gift checks, and in-store merchandise credits from being deemed abandoned or unclaimed property. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 29, Part 1.
02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1578 by *Rinks (*SB 1229 by *Cooper J) Game and Fish Laws - Authorizes creation of commercial paddlefish permit and establishes fees and procedures relative thereto. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 2, Part 2.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Conservation & Wildlife of CON of Conservation Committee

HB 1579 by *Rinks (*SB 0850 by *Williams) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires 75 percent of additional funds received for state-aid highway program be expended upon qualifying work and 25 percent of additional funds received be expended for maintenance of highways and roads constructed, improved, or rehabilitated under program; requires local agency to maintain highways or roads constructed, improved, or rehabilitated under program to level of construction, improvement or rehabilitation; allocates and appropriates $12 million annually to state-aid highway projects from undesignated funds in state highway fund. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 4, Part 4; Section 67-3-1301 and Section 67-3-2001.
02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1580 by *Rinks (*SB 1194 by *Clabough) Constitutional Conventions - Proposes amendment to Article II, Sections 28 and 29, relative to state investments; Article VI, Section 14, relative to fines; Article VII, Section 1, relative to county officers and county government; Article X, Sections 4 and 5, relative to consolidation of counties and creation of new counties; Article XI, Section 5, relative to prohibition of lotteries and lottery tickets; Article XI, Section 9, relative to consolidation of municipal and county functions; and Article XI, Section 12, relative to education. - 04/03/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1582 by *Rinks , McDaniel, Patton (*SB 1496 by *Person) Taxes - Imposes tax of $12.00 on bond; derived revenue to be used for continuing education for bond holding agents and to provide legal representative to low-income residents in civil matters, with portion being allocated to nonprofit organization capable of providing continuing legal education and other services to organizations delivering direct assistance to clients with Legal Services Corporation funding. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11 and Title 67, Chapter 4.
08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 456

HB 1583 by *Rinks (*SB 0888 by *Atchley)
Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Prohibits private entity from housing out-of-state prisoner in this state if such prisoner would be classified as maximum security under department of correction's classification system. - Amends TCA Title 41.

01/16/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1584 by *Rinks, Fowikes (*SB 0401 by *Haynes)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Provides for issuance of distinctive license plates for retired members of United States military. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.

03/21/01  -  Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to Special License Plate calendar

HB 1585 by *Rinks (*SB 1336 by *Wilder)
Utilities, Utility Districts - Modifies procedures for filling vacancies on board of commissioners of first utility district Hardin County. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-307.

06/19/01  -  Pub. Ch. 382

HB 1586 by *Rinks (*SB 1342 by *Wilder, Haun)
Highway Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "Glidewell-Williams Bridge," S.R. 224 in McNairy County. -

06/28/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 395

HB 1587 by *Rinks (*SB 0400 by *Haynes)
Health Care - Requires that chair, vice-chair, and other officers of health facilities commission be elected from its consumer members. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1.

03/07/01  -  Action Def. in s/c Health of HHR to 3/21/01

HB 1588 by *Rinks (*SB 0351 by *Cooper J)
Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Prohibits smoking in nursing home facilities to same extent as prohibited for all other health care facilities. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1604.

04/09/01  S Rcvd. from H., PTC.

HB 1589 by *Rinks (*SB 1551 by *Rochelle)
Prisons and Reformatory Institutions - Authorizes incentive and disincentive in contract for correctional services; requires contractor to provide service at cost less than state's cost; requires contractor to meet standards for renewal. - Amends Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 41, Chapter 24.

05/01/01  -  Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 1590 by *Rinks (*SB 1624 by *Clabough)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Gives private hospital authority same exemption as metropolitan hospital authority has from payment of state taxes or fees and from payment of all county and municipal taxes; does not include same requirement as metropolitan hospital authority has to pay county and municipal fees; authority may agree to payment of tax equivalents to creating or participating governing authority or entity. -

06/28/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 385

HB 1591 by *Rinks (*SB 1623 by *Clabough)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Gives private act hospital authority same exemption as metropolitan hospital authority has from payment of state taxes or fees and from payment of all county and municipal taxes; does not include same requirement as metropolitan hospital authority has to pay county and municipal fees; authority may agree to payment of tax equivalents to creating or participating governing authority or entity. -

02/21/01  -  Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 1592 by *Rinks, Garrett, Sargent, Montgomery (*SB 1586 by *Kurita)

04/26/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 105

HB 1593 by *Bittle, Garrett, Sargent, Montgomery, McCord, Ridgeway (*SB 1023 by *Ramsey)

03/27/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Conservation & Wildlife of CON of Conservation Committee

HB 1594 by *Bittle, Sargent, Montgomery, McCord, Ridgeway (*SB 1021 by *Ramsey)
Public Records - Makes wildlife resources agency criminal investigative files confidential records under public records law. - Amends TCA Section 10-7-504.

04/17/01  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1595 by *Bittle, Sargent, Montgomery, McCord, Ridgeway, Kent, Kiser (*SB 1019 by *Ramsey)
Wildlife Resources Commission - Authorizes commission to promulgate rules and regulations to adjust fees for licenses and permits and to establish new licenses and permits together with necessary fees. - Amends TCA Title 70.

07/04/02  -  Action Def. in Commerce Committee to study committee

HB 1596 by *Bittle, Garrett, Sargent, Montgomery, McCord, Ridgeway (*SB 1022 by *Ramsey)
Game and Fish Laws - Requires person claiming license exemption to hunt or fish on farmland to carry signed statement containing information demonstrating that such person qualifies for exemption; sets out information to be contained in statement and requires copy to be attached to game if game is required to be tagged and checked; submission of false information is Class C misdemeanor. - Amends TCA Section 70-2-204(b).

03/07/01  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Conservation & Wildlife of CON of Conservation Committee

HB 1597 by *Bittle, Garrett, Sargent, Montgomery, McCord, Ridgeway (*SB 1020 by *Ramsey)
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency - Clarifies and expands various citation and enforcement powers of agency relative to boating; defines court jurisdiction and procedures relative to boating; and sets out information to be contained in statement and requires copy to be attached to game if game is required to be tagged and checked; submission of false information is Class C misdemeanor. - Amends TCA Title 33, Title 40; Title 56; Title 63 and Title 68.

06/12/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 334

HB 1598 by *Arriola, McDonald, Lewis, Shepard, Overbey, Odom, Armstrong (*SB 1716 by *McNally, Henry, Cooper J)
Psychologists - Adds senior psychological examiner and certified psychological assistant as new levels of psychological practice. - Amends TCA Title 33; Title 40; Title 56; Title 63 and Title 68.

06/01/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 344

HB 1599 by *McDonald, Davis (Cocke), Sands, Shepard, Shaw, Hood, Townes, Winningham (*SB 0733 by *Graves)
Education - Requires state board of education to establish, by February 1, 2002, class size standards and case load standards for personnel having primary responsibility for developing and implementing students' IEPs; standards to address class size in all classrooms with students with disabilities and students eligible for special education services. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-3110 and Section 49-1-104.

06/18/01  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 374

HB 1600 by *Briely, Jones, S., Turner (Shelby), West, Turner (Day), Newton, Briley, Jones U (Shel), Pruitt, Miller L, Tindell, Odom, Kent, Todd, Garrett, Pleasant, Towns, Fraley, Shepard, Turner (Shelby), Kernell, Arriola, Brown, Winningham (*SB 0768 by *Dixon, Davis L, Crutchfield, McNally)
Law Enforcement - Enacts "Professional Fire and Police Departments Employees Negotiation Act." - Amends TCA Title 62.

04/30/02  -  Action Def. in Commerce Committee to study committee

HB 1601 by *Jones, S., Langster, West, Turner (Day), Newton, Briley, Jones U (Shel), Pruitt, Miller L, Tindell, Odom, Kent, Todd, Garrett, Pleasant, Towns, Fraley, Shepard, Turner (Shelby), Kernell, Arriola, Brown, Winningham (*SB 0768 by *Dixon, Davis L, Crutchfield, McNally)
Law Enforcement - Enacts "Professional Fire and Police Departments Employees Negotiation Act." - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 51.

03/12/02  -  Failed In: State & Local Government Committee

HB 1602 by *Jones, S., Langster, West, Turner (Day), Newton, Briley, Jones U (Shel), Pruitt, Miller L, Tindell, Odom, Kent, Todd (*SB 0767 by *Dixon)
Firefighters - Enacts "Professional Fire Department Employees Negotiation Act." - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 51.

03/26/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

HB 1603 by *Jones, S., Langster, West, Turner (Day), Newton, Briley, Jones U (Shel), Pruitt, Miller L, Tindell, Odom, Turner (Ham), Pleasant, Cooper B (*SB 1366 by *Jackson, Haynes, McNally)
Firefighters - Requires any municipal corporation or other political subdivision of state which maintains regular fire department with full-time employees, upon written request of any such employee, to make monthly deductions of membership dues for employee association if association's current membership is not less than
HB 1628 by *Lewis, Rhinehart, McDaniel, Hood, Hagood, Fitzhugh, Sands (*SB 1192 by *Clabough, Dixon)
Banks and Financial Institutions - Allows financial institutions to furnish information or records to extent provided under federal law so long as consumer disclosure requirements and opt-out provisions are fulfilled. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 10.
05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 156

HB 1629 by *Bowers (*SB 1557 by *Burchett, Ford J)
Psychologists - Authorizes certain psychologists to prescribe drugs. - Amends TCA Title 11; Title 39; Title 53 and Title 63.
04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HH&R of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1630 by *Bowers (*SB 1550 by *Ford J, Kyle)
Taxes, Excise - Exempts from franchise and excise tax limited partnership providing low-income housing under federal programs. - Amends TCA Title 67.
07/01/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1631 by *Bowers (*SB 1602 by *Ford J)
Tennessee Housing Development Agency - Requires Tennessee housing development agency to advertise proposed changes to low-income housing qualified application plan and multifamily bond program at least 45 days in advance of consideration by agency board and to make all underwriting criteria part of such plan and program. - Amends TCA Title 13.
06/06/01 - Action Def. in Finance, Ways & Means Committee to 1/15/02

HB 1632 by *Bowers (*SB 1549 by *Ford J)
Taxes, Real Property - Provides that when assessing value of property developed under Low Income Housing Tax Credit program, no value is to be assigned to low income housing tax credit property to the extent provided as a tax credit for such property. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 67.
02/21/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1633 by *Bowers, Arriola, Langston, Pruitt (*SB 0681 by *Ford J, Elisea)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Establishes AIDS centers of excellence advisory committee, subject to federal funding being provided. - Amends TCA Title 68.
06/01/01 - Pub. Ch. 294

HB 1634 by *Sargent, Davidson, Garrett, McDonald, Ridgeway, McKe, Newton, McDaniel (*SB 0638 by *Haynes, Dixon)
Municipal Government - Authorizes board of commissioners of city-manager commission charter, upon adoption of two-thirds vote, to set salaries of mayor and commissioners annually at time of adoption of budget, subject to constitutional provision which prohibits increasing or diminishing salaries prior to end of term for which such officials are elected. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 20.
05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 141

HB 1635 by *Sargent (*SB 1522 by *Rochelle)
Real Property - Requires transfer or assignment of mortgage, lien, or deed of trust to be recorded within 14 days of date of transfer of assignment or fee for recording such documents are doubled; provides for loss of certain sums if party other than transferee or assignee records documents. - 02/28/01 - Assigned to s/c Utilities & Banking of COM

HB 1636 by *Sargent (*SB 1519 by *Rochelle)
Eminent Domain - Requires in eminent domain proceeding that notice of petition be given at least seven days before presentation; requires sheriff to give five days for notice of inquest; requires appeal from finding of jury of view be 60 days from date of entry of court's order. - Amends TCA Title 29 and Title 66.
04/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 1637 by *Chumney (*SB 0683 by *Ford J)
TennCare - Adds director of bureau of TennCare as non-voting ex officio member of TennCare pharmaceutical care advisory board. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 71.
02/21/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1638 by *Bowers, Chumney (*SB 1445 by *Person)
Mental Illness - Limits admission for court-ordered pretrial evaluation of criminal defendant believed incompetent to stand trial at state facility to 10 days from entry of court's order. - Amends TCA Section 33-7-301.
04/10/02 - Action Def. in Judiciary Committee to summer study

HB 1639 by *Sargent (*SB 1520 by *Rochelle)
Civil Procedure - Revises remedies and special proceedings relative to eminent domain proceedings. - Amends TCA Section 29-16-106; Section 29-17-803; Section 29-17-809 and Title 66, Chapter 25.
02/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 1640 by *Sargent (*SB 0310 by *Rochelle)
Real Property - Requires transfer or assignment of mortgage, lien, or deed of trust to be recorded within 14 days of date of transfer of assignment or fee for recording such documents are doubled; provides for loss of certain sums if party other than transferee or assignee records documents. - Amends TCA Section 8-21-1001 and Title 66, Chapter 25.
02/28/01 - Assigned to s/c Utilities & Banking of COM

HB 1641 by *Turner (Shelby), Turner (Dav), Jones, S., Langston, West, Newton, Briley (*SB 1406 by *Haynes, Dixon)
Workers' Compensation - Deletes specific items from schedule of compensation to be allowed employees. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-207.
01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&E of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1642 by *Turner (Shelby), Turner (Dav), Jones, S., Langston, West, Newton, Briley (*SB 1398 by *Haynes, Dixon)
Workers' Compensation - Revises schedule of compensation for certain injuries to be allowed employees. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-207.
01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&E of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1643 by *Turner (Shelby), Turner (Dav), Jones, S., Langston, West, Newton, Briley, Brooks, Turner (Ham) (*SB 1405 by *Haynes, Dixon)
Workers' Compensation - Authorizes employee to petition court of proper jurisdiction to commence payment of temporary total disability benefits or to commence reasonable and necessary medical benefits. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-234.
04/30/01 H Re-ref. To Calendar and Rules

HB 1644 by *Turner (Shelby), Turner (Dav), Jones, S., Langston, West, Newton, Briley, Brooks, Turner (Ham) (*SB 1404 by *Haynes, Dixon)
Workers' Compensation - Revises time period for notifying employer of injuries which occur as result of gradual or cumulative events or trauma. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-201 and Section 59-6-203.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 219

HB 1645 by *Turner (Shelby), Turner (Dav), Jones, S., Langston, West, Newton, Briley (*SB 1397 by *Haynes, Dixon, Trail)
Workers' Compensation - Adds coverage for previous permanent mental disorder or condition resulting in permanent disability, in addition to present coverage for permanent physical disability, through second injury fund if worker becomes permanently and totally disabled through subsequent injury. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-208.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1646 by *Turner (Shelby), Turner (Dav), Jones, S., Langston, West, Newton, Briley (*SB 0448 by *Crutchfield)
Workers' Compensation - Designates costs of production for medical records in workers' compensation cases as discretionary costs to be approved by court. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.
01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&E of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1647 by *Turner (Shelby), Jones, S., Langston, West, Turner (Dav), Newton, Briley (*SB 0446 by *Crutchfield)
Workers' Compensation - Designates costs of production for medical records in workers' compensation cases as discretionary costs to be approved by court subject to $1000 limit. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.
01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&E of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1648 by *Turner (Shelby), Jones, S., Langston, West, Turner (Dav), Newton, Briley (*SB 0447 by *Crutchfield)
Workers' Compensation - Changes total and permanent loss of mental faculties from result of gradual or cumulative events or trauma. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 2.
01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&E of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1649 by *Bone (*SB 1104 by *Herron)
HB 1650 by *Davidson (SB 1897 by *Cooper J) General Assembly - Revises duties and removes obsolete references in law establishing legislative offices. - Amends TCA Section 2-3-102; Section 3-1-103; Title 3; Section 4-15-102; Section 49-9-401 and Section 49-50-603. 06/07/01 H Comp. SB subst.

HB 1651 by *Davidson (SB 1896 by *Cooper J) Public Records - Exempts general assembly from records management act. - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 7. 06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 328

HB 1652 by *Davidson (SB 1237 by *Cooper J) General Assembly - Authorizes each house by rule to permit, limit, or control use of audio/video materials produced by or under direction of general assembly; creates cause of action or injunction for unauthorized use; requires media, candidates, and political parties to be notified of unauthorized use. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 19, Part 1 and Title 3, Chapter 1, Part 1. 05/16/01 H Held on desk.

HB 1653 by *Davidson (SB 1202 by *Cooper J) Health Care - Requires health facilities commission to give specific factual reasons for decisions in writing in relation to commission's criteria for approval of certificate of need applications. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 50, Part 5 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1. 02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1654 by *Davidson (SB 1203 by *Cooper J) Health Care - Prohibits participation in action of health facilities commission by member with actual or apparent conflict of interest; requires disclosure of financial interests. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 50, Part 5 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1. 02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1655 by *Davidson (SB 1207 by *Cooper J) Governor - Increases salary of governor from $85,000 to $175,000 per year effective January 18, 2003, and provides for annual cost-of-living adjustments beginning July 1, 2004. - Amends TCA Section 8-1-102. 01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1656 by *Davidson (SB 1534 by *Cooper J, Williams) Taxes, Excise - Clarifies applicability of excise tax to mortgage re-financings. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 16; Title 45; Title 48; Title 51; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67 and Title 68. 02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1657 by *Davidson (SB 1197 by *Cooper J) Capitol - Requires submission to capitol commission of plan to close streets in conjunction with events at capitol, legislative plaza, or war memorial building. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 8, Part 3. 04/19/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 1658 by *Davidson (SB 1223 by *Cooper J) Civil Service - Increases maximum period of temporary appointment from four to six months. - Amends TCA Title 8. 02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1659 by *Davidson (SB 1222 by *Cooper J) Capitol - Exempts all tourists, not only those with out-of-state tags, from sanctions imposed for parking violations in Capitol Hill parking area. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 8. 04/25/01 - Action Def. in State & Local Government Committee to 2002

HB 1660 by *Davidson (SB 1221 by *Cooper J) Budget Procedures - Directs office of legislative budget analysis to analyze federal as well as state sources of revenue for state budget. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 14, Part 2. 02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1661 by *Davidson (SB 1220 by *Cooper J) Fiscal Review Committee - Requires fiscal review committee staff to coordinate with office of legislative budget analysis in performing federal grants monitoring and information management. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 7. 02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1662 by *Davidson (SB 1248 by *Cooper J) General Assembly - Directs office of legislative administration to assist speakers of both houses of general assembly with analysis, as well as preparation, of budgets. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 13, Part 1. 02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1663 by *Davidson (SB 1247 by *Cooper J) General Assembly - Creates division of legislative security to provide security to members, staff, and property of general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Chapter 3, Part 20 and Title 4, Chapter 8, Part 1. 01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1664 by *Davidson (SB 1213 by *Cooper J) Safety, Dept. of - Provides additional security for general assembly by requiring commission to assign at least 5 state troopers to senate and at least 5 to house of representatives during sessions of general assembly; gives speakers authority to assign location and hours of duty and to request additional security personnel if circumstances require it. - Amends TCA Title 3 and Title 4. 01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1665 by *Davidson (SB 1246 by *Cooper J) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Increases annual period of work allowed without losing TCRS retirement benefits from 100 to 105 days. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 8. 02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1666 by *Davidson (SB 1208 by *Cooper J) TennCare - Clarifies circumstances in which lien can be imposed for recovery of benefits improperly paid. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 33; Title 39; Title 48; Title 56; Title 63; Title 68 and Title 71. 02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1667 by *Rinks (SB 0976 by *Kyle) Taxes, Privilege - Imposes 6 percent privilege tax on transfer of cable television franchise. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 59, Part 1 and Title 67. 02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1668 by *Rinks (SB 1895 by *Cooper J) Fair Trade Laws - Requires that Unfair Retailers Cigarette Sales Law be administered by department of revenue and prohibits use of executive orders to change such administration. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 25. 03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1669 by *Rinks (SB 1225 by *Cooper J) Motor Vehicles - Requires liability insurance as condition to vehicle registration and licensure. - Amends TCA Title 55, and Title 56. 04/25/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 1670 by *Rinks, Nailleh, Todd, Hargett, Fitzhugh (SB 1824 by *Clabough) Motor Vehicles - Requires liability insurance as condition to vehicle registration and licensure. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 1671 by *Ferguson (SB 1535 by *Cooper J) Day Care - Reduces, from 36 to 32, number of hours in calendar year substitute staff person used for meeting child care standards may work without submitting to background check. - Amends TCA Title 37; Title 38; Title 39; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71. 02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1672 by *Shepard (SB 1743 by *Jackson) Education - Authorizes LEAs to enter into contracts with non-profit organizations for courses for which no state board approved...
teaching endorsements exist. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 12.
06/01/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 335

HB 1673 by *Shepard (*SB 1816 by *Jackson)
Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department to conduct environmental studies on SR 100 project from Centerville to SR 840.
04/04/01 - Action Def. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR to 1/1/02

HB 1674 by *Caldwell (*SB 1772 by *Person)
Medical Occupations - Adds laboratory testing to medical procedures minor may consent to for minor's child in absence or unavailability of spouse. - Amends TCA Title 63.
03/07/01 - Assigned to s/c Health Access of HHR

HB 1675 by *Scroggs (*SB 1769 by *Kyle)
Driver Licenses - Imposes $2.00 supplemental fee on applications for certain driver licenses earmarked for construction or operation of additional driver testing stations; creates driver testing station reserve within general fund; requires department of safety to study efficiency of driver testing stations. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1676 by *Vincent (*SB 1579 by *Crutchfield)
Criminal Procedure - Requires defendant who is issued citation in lieu of continued custody to appear for booking and processing at time of conviction or within reasonable time thereafter as set by court rather than before disposition of case. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 7, Part 1.05/08/01 - Rec. for Pass. if Am. ref. to: Calendar & Rules Committee

HB 1677 by *Vincent , Clem (*SB 1829 by *Cooper J , Williams)
Education - Allows counties to re-establish office of school superintendent by two-thirds vote of county commission. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-301.
04/25/01 - Placed on cal. Education Committee for 05/01/01

HB 1678 by *Maddock , McDaniel, Fitzhugh, Boyer, Ridgeway, Shepard, Pinion, Roach, McKee, Briley, Vincent (*SB 1717 by *McNally , Burks, Herron, Miller J, Williams)
Gambling - Redefines criminal offense of gambling to clarify that any form of casino gambling is prohibited. - Amends TCA Title 39-4-2-301.
08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 439

HB 1679 by *Maddock , Winningham, Towns (*SB 0346 by *Cooper J)
Basic Education Program (BEP) - Specifies that BEP funds generated in salary components for non-licensed personnel that are not generated for new or additional positions may be used to increase salaries of currently employed non-licensed personnel in LEAs that meet maximum class size requirements. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-306 and Section 49-3-351.
06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 306

HB 1680 by *Maddock (*SB 1764 by *Elsea)
Sports - Changes required meeting date to last quarter of fiscal year instead of in November for board of Tennessee Sports Hall of Fame and authorizes appointment of up to five ex officio advisers on marketing and promotion of Hall of Fame. - Amends TCA Section 4-3-5403.
03/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 142

HB 1681 by *Maddock Education - Revises definition of "child with disabilities"; provides for study of accommodating classroom needs of intellectually gifted students. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 10.
02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1682 by *Maddock Education - Deletes obsolete provisions requiring implementation of exit examinations for high school students by 1995-1996 school years. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 60.
02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1683 by *Whitson (*SB 1837 by *Hau"
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Establishes new election option under TCRR for conversion of retirement benefit. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 6.
02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1684 by *Briley Education - Requires superintendent to provide employees hired on year-to-year contract basis 30 days' notice of nonrenewal prior to end of contract period. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1 and Title 49, Chapter 2.
02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1685 by *Shepard (*SB 1814 by *Jackson) Taxes, Hotel Motel - Adds Dickson County to those counties excepted from present law limitations on manner in which cities and counties are authorized to levy and collect privilege tax on occupancy of hotels or motels. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-1425.
06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 324

HB 1686 by *Sargent (*SB 1780 by *Blackburn) Insurance, Life - Increases from $7,500 to $9,500 value of life insurance policy where proof of death for small policies may be furnished by submitting photocopy of certificate of death, accompanied by sworn statement by doctor who signed certificate or funeral director who conducted burial services that certificate is authentic. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7.04/24/01 - Rec. for Pass. if Am. ref. to: Calendar & Rules Committee

HB 1687 by *Winningham (*SB 1718 by *Graves) Medical Occupations - Adds laboratory testing to medical procedures minor may consent to for minor's child in absence or unavailability of spouse. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 7, Part 1.
04/04/01 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to 4/3/02

HB 1688 by *Stanley (*SB 1781 by *Norris) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Establishes conflict of interest requirements for such broker services. - Amends TCA Title 7.
05/10/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C

HB 1689 by *Maddock (SB 1848 by *Elsea) Sports - Changes required meeting date for board of Tennessee Sports Hall of Fame and authorizes appointment of up to five ex officio advisers on marketing and promotion of Hall of Fame. - Amends TCA Section 4-3-5403.
04/05/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 1690 by *Phelan (*SB 1835 by *Davis L) Agriculture - Requires manufacturers and distributors to approve or disapprove warranty claims within 30 days of receipt from dealer; deems claims approved that are not disapproved within such 30-day period. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 25.
07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 425

HB 1691 by *Phelan (*SB 1836 by *Carter , Davis L, Williams) Motor Vehicles, Titrting and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Harley Owner's Group (HOG) cultural license plates. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
05/16/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to special calendar

HB 1692 by *Phelan (*SB 1836 by *Carter , Davis L, Williams) Education - Clarifies number of instructional and optional days which are included in 220 and 240 day school years. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30.
02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1693 by *Phelan (*SB 1836 by *Carter , Davis L, Williams) Sports - Changes required meeting date for board of Tennessee Sports Hall of Fame and authorizes appointment of up to five ex officio advisers on marketing and promotion of Hall of Fame. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 3.
04/04/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to special calendar

HB 1694 by *Phelan (*SB 1536 by *Cooper J) Education - Clarifies number of instructional and optional days which are included in 220 and 240 day school years. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 3.
04/04/01 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to 4/3/02

HB 1695 by *Winningham (*SB 1536 by *Cooper J) Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department to conduct an environmental study on SR 100 project from Centerville to SR 840.
05/04/01 - Pub. Ch. 142

HB 1696 by *Davidson , Winningham (*SB 1199 by *Cooper J) Education, Higher - Requires higher education master plan to include funding recommendations and detailed explanation of need for any funding increases. - Amends TCA Title 49.
02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.
HB 1697 by *McKee , Roach, Davis (Wash), Montgomery, Johnson, Overbey, Walker , Hargett (*SB 1796 by *Burchett)

Election Laws - Clarifies when ballot may be counted; establishes guidelines for counting ballot in counties using punch card type voting system. - Amends TCA Title 2.

01/16/02  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Elections of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1698 by *McKee (* SB 1778 by *Burchett)

Zoning - Authorizes any city or county which has established regional planning commission, upon adoption of ordinance or resolution by two-thirds vote of its legislative body, to provide for regulation of location and development of mobile home parks and travel trailer parks within its jurisdiction. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 3, Part 4 and Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 1.

03/20/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1699 by *McKee , Walker (*SB 1782 by *Burchett)

Agriculture - Establishes mechanism for dealing with southern pine beetle infestations. - Amends TCA Title 43, Chapter 6.

03/15/01  H Sponsor(s) Added.

HB 1700 by *Hagood (SB 1491 by *Haugen)

Traffic Safety - Increases fines for speeding trucks with GVWR over 34,000 pounds. - Amends TCA Title 55.

04/18/01  - Action def. in s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR to 1/02

HB 1701 by *Tidwell , Bone (*SB 1813 by *Jackson)

Transportation, Dept. of - Urges department to complete advanced planning report and begin environmental studies on widening US 70 from Waverly to Dickson. -

04/25/01  - Rec. for Pass. if Am, ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 1702 by *Overby (*SB 1137 by *Herron)

Physicians and Surgeons - Requires physicians to receive informed consent from patient before using telemedicine; authorizes TennCare reimbursement for telemedicine procedures. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 6 and Title 71, Chapter 5.

03/06/01  - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1703 by *Tindell , Bittle, Dunn, Buttry, Hagood, Armstrong (*SB 1811 by *Atchley , Burchett)

Planning, Public - Excludes unincorporated areas of Knox County from statutory provision authorizing appeals of decisions of regional planning commission regarding approval or disapproval of plat; in incorporated areas within Knox County appeals are to municipal legislative body if request is filed within 30 days of decision of regional planning commission on plat. - Amends TCA Section 13-3-404(b).

06/01/01  Pub. Ch. 295


Highway Signs - "Trooper John Gregory Mann Memorial Highway," segment of I-40 - 05/22/01  - Pub. Ch. 206

*HB 1705 by *Maddox (SB 1849 by *Elsea)

Education - Provides that maximum degree to be required for local director of vocational education is either masters degree in curriculum instruction or masters degree in supervision and administration. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 11.

03/14/01  - Assigned to Education Oversight Committee

HC 1706 by *Davis (Cocke) (*SB 1765 by *Elsea , Elsea)

Education - Requires state board of education to notify local school systems at least one full year prior to effective date of any academic prerequisite course requirements in vocational technical education. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 11.

06/21/02  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 813

HB 1707 by *Davis (Cooke) (*SB 1779 by *Burchett)

Motor Vehicles - Increases from one to two number of dealer special registration trucks that can be used by nonprofit organization for sole purpose of distributing food to needy. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 67.

02/22/01  H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdnt.

*HB 1708 by *Davis (Cocke)

Education - Limits state responsibility for special education services to those required under federal law. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 10, Part 1.

03/15/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 1709 by *Godsey , Mumpower, Davis (Wash), Westmoreland (*SB 1790 by *Ramsey)

Utilities, Utility Districts - Authorizes, subject to local approval by customers of utility district, increased per diem from $100 to $250 per meeting, limited to 12 meetings, for members of utility district boards of commissioners in Sullivan County; permits group medical insurance coverage and life insurance coverage as authorized under present law. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-308.

04/24/01  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 83

HB 1710 by *Kennell , Todd, Bowers, DeBerry L (*SB 1738 by *Cohen , Person, Ford J, Dixon, Norris, Kyle)

Education, Higher - Creates University of Memphis as independent institution with its own board of trustees. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 8.

02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1711 by *Tindell (*SB 1795 by *Burchett)

Education - Provides procedures whereby certain students may be excused from computer instruction. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-1010.

04/18/01 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to 1/9/02

HB 1712 by *Buttry (*SB 1783 by *Burchett)

Medical Occupations - Directs board of medical examiners and committee on physician assistants to establish regulations governing supervision of orthopedic physician assistants; allows orthopedic physician assistants to prescribe categories of drugs under physician supervision. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 19, Part 2.

03/27/02  - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Health Access of HHR

HB 1713 by *Buttry (*SB 1776 by *Burchett)

Public Property - Provides that all cars owned by board of regents or University of Tennessee be sold by department of general services and that proceeds be used for instructional personnel salary increases. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7.

04/18/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Higher Education of ED of Education Committee

HB 1714 by *Rhinehart , Whilton, Davis (Cocke) (*SB 1812 by *Atchley)

Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows member of general assembly to continue employment in another position covered by TRCS, draw retirement benefits based on general assembly service while employed in other position, and then draw recomputed retirement benefits based on both positions. - Amends TCA Section 8-36-808.

07/30/02  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 879

*HB 1715 by *Turner (Ham) (SB 1843 by *Kyle)

Criminal Offenses - Broadens offense of especially aggravated robbery to include robbery occurring in whole or in part inside residence of victim. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13.

07/10/01  - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/102

HB 1716 by *McMillan (*SB 1810 by *Cohen , Crutchfield, Person)

Animals and Animal Cruelty - Creates offense of aggravated cruelty to animals; first offense is Class A misdemeanor and any subsequent offense is Class E felony. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 2.

07/30/02  - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 858

HB 1717 by *McMillan (*SB 1152 by *Herron)

Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Raises application fee for agents and limited representative license from not exceeding $50.00 to not less than $75.00. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 6.

04/17/01  - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee

HB 1718 by *DeBerry L (*SB 1319 by *Graves)

Children - Requires department of human services to determine whether there is basis for exception to exclusion of persons from employment in child care agency as promptly as is reasonably practicable. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 33; Title 36; Title 37; Title 39.40; Title 41; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71.

05/02/01  - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee
2.
Chapter 13, Part 1 and Title 39, Chapter 13, Part is Class E felony. - Amends TCA Title 39, committed by leaving child unattended in vehicle penalty depending upon culpability and age of conduct results in death of child or another with 06/29/01 H Held on desk.

HB 1720 by *DeBerry L (*SB 1820 by *Dixon) Criminal Offenses - Creates offense of leaving child under 10 unattended in motor vehicle if conduct results in death of child or another with penalty depending upon culpability and age of child; provides that reckless endangerment committed by leaving child unattended in vehicle is Class E felony. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 1 and Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 2.

HB 1721 by *DeBerry L, Arriola, Langster (*SB 1582 by *Ford J) Physicians and Surgeons - Requires all disciplinary complaints filed against chelation therapist to be judged by standard of medical care in community where complaint originated. - Amends TCA Title 63.

HB 1722 by *DeBerry L Insurance, Health, Accident - Provides that termination age for dependent child in individual or group policies does not apply so long as child is mentally ill. - Amends TCA Section 56-7-2302.

HB 1723 by *DeBerry L (*SB 0862 by *Ford J) Equalization Board - Specifies that in counties having one or more cities with population of not less than 10,000 nor more than 60,000, one member of board shall be appointed by city council or governing body of each of four, instead of each of two, largest cities with population in excess of 10,000, within county. - Amends TCA Title 67.

HB 1724 by *DeBerry L , Shaw (*SB 1601 by *Ford J) Equalization Board - Creates exceptions to certain regulations governing religious, charitable, and educational institutions filing for property tax exemption; exempts from property taxation property owned by public television station which is affiliate member of public broadcasting network and which holds non-commercial education broadcast license. - Amends TCA Title 67.

HB 1725 by *DeBerry L (*SB 0861 by *Ford J) Taxes, Real Property - Provides for downward adjustment of appraised value of real estate if it is demonstrated that appraised value is in excess of actual cash value by 33 percent or more; no value to be adjusted downward to less than 133 percent of actual cash value. - Amends TCA Title 67.

HB 1726 by *DeBerry L (*SB 1773 by *Person) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Prohibits pharmacists from administering drugs to patient by injection. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 10. 04/11/01 - Action def. in s/c Health Access of HHR to 01/02

HB 1727 by *DeBerry L (*SB 1449 by *Person) Boards and Commissions - Requires all members of boards and commissions, established pursuant to title 62 and title 63, to be Tennessee residents during their tenure of membership on such boards and commissions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Title 62 and Title 63. 06/29/01 H Held on desk.

HB 1728 by *Bowers (*SB 1211 by *Cooper J) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires department of transportation to consult with state building commission on transportation projects. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 15; Title 54, Chapter 5 and Title 67. 02/22/01 H P2C, citation bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 1729 by *Bowers (*SB 1205 by *Cooper J) Transportation, Dept. of - Prevents department from closing any state garage or maintenance center that was in operation on January 1, 2000. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 23 and Title 54. 02/22/01 H P2C, citation bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 1730 by *Bowers (*SB 1206 by *Cooper J) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires approval of state building commission for all highway projects. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 15; Title 54, Chapter 5 and Title 67. 02/22/01 H P2C, citation bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 1731 by *White , Walker , Bone, Goins, Ridgeway, Rinks, Shepard (*SB 1068 by *Burks) Taxes, Agricultural and Open Spaces - Changes land classification applications due date from April 1 to March 1; modifies land value calculation; broadens rollback taxes provision. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1005 and 67-5-1008. 05/15/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 152

HB 1732 by *White (*SB 1507 by *Rochelle) Taxes, Real Property - Declares that lawsuit to collect on delinquent property tax lien for benefit of state, county, municipality, or special district must be brought by county in name of county, instead of state. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-2405. 04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 104

HB 1733 by *Davis (Wash) (*SB 1809 by *Crowe) Education, Higher - Gives employees of human resource agencies tuition waiver on one course per term at state-supported college or university. - Amends TCA Section 8-50-114. 02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1734 by *Buck (*SB 1815 by *Jackson) Medical Occupations - Permits any person licensed to practice healing arts, or any branch thereof, to engage in truthful non-deceptive commercial speech; deletes advertising free professional services or examinations, and offering discounts or coupons as inducements to prospective patients, from acts or offenses for which division of health related boards could suspend or revoke license. - Amends TCA Section 63-1-120. 02/22/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 1735 by *Givens (*SB 1831 by *Cooper J, Cohen) Alcoholic Beverages - Authorizes country club located on historic property in Hawkins County and restaurant in Johnson County located next to golf course to serve alcoholic beverages for consumption on premises. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 4. 06/19/01 - Pub. Ch. 383

HB 1736 by *West (*SB 1798 by *Haynes) Public Health - Clarifies fee to be paid for radiation machine inspection is 18 percent of fee set by commissioner of environment and conservation when registrants hire qualified person to inspect machine and report filled within 60 days of inspection. - Amends TCA Section 68-202-503. 05/31/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 755

HB 1737 by *Chumney , Hargrett, Bowers, Kernell, Cooper B, Turner (Shelby), Brooks, Towns, Miller L, DeBerry L, Jones U (Shel), DeBerry J, Stanley (*SB 0986 by *Dixon, McNally) Education, Higher - Authorizes in-state tuition to University of Memphis to residents of Crittenden, Arkansas, and residents of counties of DeSoto, Marshall, and Tate, Mississippi. - Amends TCA Section 49-8-102. 03/26/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Education Committee

*HB 1738 by *Chumney (*SB 1850 by *Norris) County Government - Requires legislative body of Shelby County to adopt enforceable financial policy limiting amount and type of debt issued by or on behalf of the county; policy to be adopted within one year of effective date of this act. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1, Part 2. 06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 326

*HB 1739 by *Chumney (*SB 1868 by *Herron) Children - Enacts "Early Childhood Learning and Development Fund Act." - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 9; Title 36; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71. 04/25/01 - Placed behind the budget

HB 1740 by *Kisber (*SB 1786 by *Kyle) State Government - Provides for heating and cooling services for state buildings in downtown Nashville. - 04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1741 by *Kisber (*SB 1787 by *Henry) Taxes - Creates offense for willful failure, refusal, or neglect of person required to collect, truly account for, and pay over taxes to accomplish such collection, accounting, or payment. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 1. 02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1742 by *Kisber (*SB 1788 by *Henry) Building Commission, State - Authorizes commission to supervise certain projects involving improvement, demolition, acquisition, disposal, or lease of property by foundation created to benefit University of Tennessee or any institution of state university and community
HB 1743 by *Armstrong , Boyer, Tindell, Dunn, Clem, Hagood (*SB 1007 by *Dixon) Children - Requires departments of health, human services, and education to develop and jointly implement outreach program designed to enhance immunization rates. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 10, Part 4; Title 49; Title 56; Title 62, Chapter 2, Part 1; Title 68 and Title 71. 02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Health & Human Resources

HB 1744 by *Armstrong , Tindell, Dunn, Hagood, Clem (*SB 1185 by *Burchett) Children - Requires hearings screenings for newborns; also requires health insurance coverage of such screenings. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 25 and Title 68, Chapter 5. 03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1745 by *Armstrong , Tindell (*SB 1184 by *Burchett) Children - Subject to funding, expands Healthy Start projects from pilot status to statewide over three-year period. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 3, Part 7. 04/11/01 - Action def. in s/c Health Access of HHIR to 01/02

HB 1746 by *Armstrong (*SB 1730 by *Ford J) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Establishes price setting regulatory mechanism for prescription drugs. - Amends TCA Title 47, Title 53; Title 56; Title 63, Title 65, Title 68 and Title 71. 04/02/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 1747 by *Armstrong , Boyer, Tindell (*SB 0996 by *Crowe) Architects, Engineers and Designers - Authorizes three board members and one administrative person to travel to necessary meetings at board expense without approval of department of commerce and insurance. - Amends TCA Section 62-2-206. 03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Small Business of COM

HB 1748 by *Ariola (*SB 1797 by *Haynes) Sewage - Requires installation of approved effluent filter for each new subsurface sewage disposal system that utilizes pump for distribution delivery of effluent to disposal system. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221, Part 4. 04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 1749 by *Turner (Ham) (*SB 1728 by *Crowe) Firearms and Ammunition - Requires TBI to deny attempted purchase of firearm if purchaser is charged with offense that, if convicted, would prohibit person from purchasing firearm and provides procedure whereby TBI is required to reverse such denial; requires bureau to obtain final disposition information regarding charge. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13. 06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 396

HB 1750 by *Head (SB 1877 by *Rochelle) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Changes basis for computing teachers' salaries from average daily attendance and full-time enrollment to average instructional staff salary for southeast region. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapters 2, 3 and 5. 02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 1751 by *Head (*SB 1217 by *Clabough) Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Limits amounts that municipally- or cooperatively-owned utility shall request or receive from utility in exchange for permit for pole attachments, and may refuse requests only if access is not technically feasible. - Amends TCA Section 65-21-105. 04/17/01 - Action def. in s/c Local Government of S&LG to after study committee

HB 1752 by *Sands , Williams (Wil), Jones U (Shel), Caldwell, Shepard, Hood, Towns, Winningham (*SB 1357 by *Jackson) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Provides for certain benefits for teachers involved in incidents of workplace violence. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-714(a). 05/02/01 - Action Def. in Education Committee to 2002

HB 1753 by *Sands , White (*SB 1715 by *Trail) Contractors - Raises general contractor minimum project cost requiring licensure from $25,000 to $30,000. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 37 and Title 62, Chapter 6. 05/02/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 1754 by *Sands (*SB 0822 by *Kyle) Victims' Rights - Raises cap on attorney's fees on claims under Criminal Injuries Compensation Act from $375 to $500 on claims stemming from death of victim and from $500 to $650 on all other claims; raises cap on attorney's fees authorized under act from $750 to $1000 for aggrieved attorney's petitioning for increase of initial fee award. - Amends TCA Section 29-13-112(a). 01/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 1755 by *Kiser , Boyer, Rinks, Whitson, McDaniel, Lewis, McMillan, Williams (Wil), Langster, Turner (Shelby), Cole (Dyer), Sands (*SB 0463 by *Rochelle) Taxes, Soft Drinks - Excludes manufacturers or bottlers of bottled water from bottlers' gross receipts tax. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-402. 05/21/01 H Comp. SB subst.

HB 1756 by *Sands (*SB 1131 by *Herron) DUI/DWI Offenses - Decreases from .10 percent to .08 percent blood alcohol content for DUI presumption of intoxication; deletes offense of adult DWI. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10 and Title 55, Chapter 50. 03/13/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: s/c DUI of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1757 by *Sands , Sands, Ridgeway, Pinion, Cole (Dyer), Bowers (*SB 1110 by *Herron) Consumer Protection - Expands consumer actions and definition of "consumer" to include out-of-state consumers if violator located in whole or in part in state; moneys awarded to consumer in state action are set off in any private action. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18. 07/04/02 H Held on desk.

HB 1758 by *Sands , Sands, Ridgeway, Pinion, Cole (Dyer) (*SB 1112 by *Herron) Consumer Protection - Enacts "Prohibition Against Misleading and Deceptive Mailings Act." - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18. 04/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1759 by *Sands , Sands, Ridgeway, Pinion, Cole (Dyer), Bowers (*SB 1113 by *Herron) Consumer Protection - Adds new unfair or deceptive practice of making representations in primary text of solicitation, promotion, advertisement, or other offering that is contradicted in disclosure that is inconspicuous, concealed, or otherwise obscure. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18. 07/04/02 H Held on desk.

HB 1760 by *Sands (*SB 1130 by *Herron) Alcoholic Offenses - Requires law enforcement officer to conduct test to determine blood alcohol of driver involved in accident resulting in injury or death if officer has probable cause to believe driver committed DUI, vehicular assault, vehicular homicide, or aggravated vehicular homicide; provides that test be conducted whether or not driver consents. - Amends TCA Title 55. 05/16/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 2002

HB 1761 by *Sands (*SB 1138 by *Herron) Criminal Offenses - Enacts "Tennessee Criminal Control Act of 2001." CAVEAT: Text is missing from this bill. - Amends TCA Title 53, Chapter 11. 03/27/01 - Assigned to s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD

HB 1762 by *Sands (*SB 1134 by *Herron) Criminal Offenses - Enacts "Tennessee Criminal Control Act of 2001." CAVEAT: Text is missing from this bill. - Amends TCA Title 53, Chapter 11. 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1763 by *Sands (*SB 1126 by *Herron) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Expands special workers' compensation fraud investigation unit within criminal investigation division of TBI to include investigation of insurance fraud referred by department of commerce and insurance or at request of district attorney, law enforcement, or insurance department of another state. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6, Part 1 and Title 56. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1764 by *Sands (*SB 1127 by *Herron) Controlled Substances - Reclassifies, from Schedule IV to Schedule I controlled substance, drug "flunitrazepam," commonly known as...
rohypnol. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-406, Section 39-17-412 and Section 39-17-417.

**HB 1765** by *McMillan* (*SB 1761 by *Kurita, Rochelle*)

Health Care - Expands regulations and requirements to operate body piercing establishment. - Amends TCA Title 62.

06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 336

**HB 1766** by *McMillan* (*SB 1537 by *Cooper J*)


01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 1767** by *Jones U (Shel) , Jones U (Shel)* (*SB 1201 by *Cooper J, Cohen*)

Election Laws - Specifies that price for purchase of voter registration list must be reasonable. - Amends TCA Title 2.

05/08/02 H Comp. SB substa.

**HB 1768** by *McMillan* (*SB 1200 by *Cooper J*)

Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Requires candidate for public office to close out campaign account by later of four years after leaving office or four years after general election. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10.

06/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 1769** by *McMillan* (*SB 1224 by *Cooper J*)

State Employees - Prohibits outside employment of state employees that creates actual or apparent impropriety with respect to employee's official duties. - Amends TCA Title 8.

01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 1770** by *McMillan* (*SB 1212 by *Cooper J*)

Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Clarifies that window for return of improper contribution is 60 calendar days. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10.

02/15/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

**HB 1771** by *McMillan* (*SB 1210 by *Cooper J*)

Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Regulates contributions on behalf of gubernatorial inauguration events; places limits on contributions and requires disclosure of significant contributions and expenditures. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10.

08/02/01 - Pub. Ch. 458

**HB 1772** by *McMillan* (*SB 1904 by *Wilder*)

Judges and Chancellors - Requires judicial selection commission to meet as soon as practicable but no later than 60 days after judicial vacancy occurs for purpose of considering candidates to fill vacancy. - Amends TCA Title 17, Chapter 4, Part 1.

04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 1773** by *McMillan* (*SB 1209 by *Cooper J*)

Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Prohibits member of general assembly from conducting fundraiser or soliciting or accepting contributions for same office held by such member until two years prior to date election for such office is held. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10, Part 3.

02/15/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

**HB 1774** by *McMillan* (*SB 1745 by *Jackson*)

Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Clarifies that TBI's authority to issue subpoenas and take sworn statements is applicable in any investigation authorized by law and adds such sworn statements to definition of "official proceeding" for purposes of perjury offenses. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6 and Title 39, Chapter 16, Part 7.

04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 1775** by *McMillan* (*SB 1744 by *Jackson, Haynes*)

Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Confers upon TBI jurisdiction to investigate all cases of fraud against Social Security Administration Title II and Title XVI disability programs without request from district attorney general, so long as federal funding for such investigations is available. - Amends TCA Section 38-6-102.

06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 313

**HB 1776** by *McMillan , Fitzhugh , Davis (Cocke), Cooper B, Sands, Williams (Wii), Pinion, Turner (Shelby), Shaw, Shepard, Hood, Towns, Winningham (*SB 0290 by *Rochelle, Williams*)

Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Requires principals and school personnel to direct teachers of their failure of reelection. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-203(a) and Section 49-2-301(f).

05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 211


Boats, Boating - Authorizes entire amount of privilege tax on gallon of fuel purchased by marinas and subsequently sold at water-based fuel docks for use on Tennessee waterways by motor boats be distributed to TWRA to fund Boating Safety and Water Access Act to improve boating access and facilities on Tennessee waterways. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 3.

04/10/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Parks & Tourism of CON of Conservation Committee

**HB 1778** by *Rinks , Fitzhugh* (*SB 0348 by *Cooper J, Claibough*)

Taxes - Increases state sales tax by one-half cent effective July 1, 2001; repeals all state taxes effective July 1, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 11; Title 16; Title 18; Title 20; Title 29; Title 30; Title 31; Title 32; Title 35; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 43; Title 44; Title 48; Title 49; Title 50; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 60; Title 61; Title 62; Title 63; Title 64; Title 65; Title 66; Title 67; Title 68; Title 70 and Title 71.

06/30/02 H Comp. SB substa.

**HB 1780** by *Rinks* (*SB 1745 by *Rochelle*)

Local Government, General - Requires local governments to submit annual reports concerning pension plans to comptroller. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 51.

02/22/01 H P2C; caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

**HB 1781** by *Rinks , Fitzhugh, Davidson* (*SB 0349 by *Cooper J , Claibough, Miller J*)

Taxes - Increases state sales tax by one-quarter cent effective July 1, 2001; repeals all state taxes effective July 1, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 11; Title 16; Title 18; Title 20; Title 29; Title 30; Title 31; Title 32; Title 35; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 43; Title 44; Title 47; Title 48; Title 49; Title 50; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 60; Title 61; Title 62; Title 63; Title 64; Title 65; Title 66; Title 67; Title 68; Title 70 and Title 71.

06/30/02 H Comp. SB substa.

**HB 1782** by *Rinks* (*SB 0975 by *Kyle*)

Taxes - Increases state sales tax on cable television from 8.25 percent to 12 percent and removes exemption on first $15.00 of monthly service. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.

02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 1783** by *Chumney* (*SB 0985 by *Dixon , McNally, Burks*)

Education, Higher - Provides for joint meetings of University of Tennessee board, board of regents, THEC to better coordinate programs and also to improve knowledge of BEST program. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 49.

02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 1784** by *Jones U (Shel) (*SB 1775 by *Cohen*)

Alcoholic Beverages - Requires bed and breakfast establishments in Shelby County seeking licensure to serve alcoholic beverages to have two rooms for sleeping accommodations, instead of six rooms for sleeping accommodations; authorizes certain hotels in Blount County to serve alcoholic beverages. - Amends TCA Section 57-4-102(14)(F).

04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 112

**HB 1785** by *Jones U (Shel) , DeBerry L, Brooks, Miller L, Cooper B* (SB 0970 by *Kyle*)

Probation and Parole - Institutes certain conditions for use of private companies supervising misdemeanor probation. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 27, Part 3.

03/14/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 1786** by *Jones U (Shel) , DeBerry L, Bowers, Brooks, DeBerry J, Turner (Shelby), Miller L, Cooper B, Towns, Clumham (*SB 1770 by *Kyle*)

Probation and Parole - Implements rotation system among all private probation companies and county probation office supervising misdemeanor probation. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 35, Part 3.

04/25/01 H Re-referred To: study committee
HB 1787 by *Kent (*SB 1227 by *Cooper J) Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Permits sale of beer and wine on premises of state parks with resort inn or golf course, if consumed on premises of facility or golf course; requires department of environment and conservation or subcontractor for resort inn to procure license from alcoholic beverage commission to sell beer and wine on such state park premises. - Amends TCA Title 57.
04/17/01 - Failed In: Finance, Ways & Means Committee
HB 1788 by *McDonald (*SB 1320 by *Graves) Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Increases length of permit for use of parks for special events from 10 to 15 days. - Amends TCA Title 11.
02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending adm't.
HB 1789 by *McMillan (*SB 1416 by *Person) Civil Procedure - Authorizes judgment creditor to use interrogatory discovery procedures relative to third party whom judgment creditor has reasonable grounds to believe is in possession of property of judgment debtor. - Amends TCA Title 29.
01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee
HB 1790 by *Wood , Pleasant, Hargrett, Harwell (*SB 0722 by *Fowler) TennCare - Requires bureau of TennCare to reverify enrollees for Medicaid eligibility and discontinue TennCare benefits and evaluate enrollee as uninsurable, if enrollee is not eligible for Medicaid. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM
HB 1791 by *Wood , Pleasant, Hargrett, Harwell (*SB 0720 by *Fowler) TennCare - Allows bureau of TennCare to perform background checks on all enrollees and applicants at cost to bureau. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5 and Title 71, Chapter 5, Part 1.
03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM
HB 1792 by *Wood , Armstrong, Brown (*SB 0819 by *Fowler, Crutchfield, Dixon, Ford J) Taxes - Establishes procedure for certain non-profit hospitals to make in lieu of tax payments equal to difference between tax-exempt benefits received and uncompensated care delivered. - Amends TCA Title 48; Title 67, Title 68 and Title 71.
05/02/01 - Action Def. in Health & Human Resources Committee to 1/1/02
HB 1793 by *Overby , McCord (*SB 1819 by *Clabough) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Maryville College new specialty earmarked license plates. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee
HB 1794 by *Black (*SB 1823 by *Cooper J) Nurses, Nursing - Creates practice of advanced practice nursing to be professional nurse who has authority to prescribe, administer, and dispense certain controlled substances. - Amends TCA Section 63-7-106; Section 63-7-123; Section 63-7-207. 04/11/01 - Failed for lack of second in: Health Access of HHR
HB 1795 by *Odom , Black, Jones, S. (*SB 1762 by *Kuwój) Nurses, Nursing - Authorizes board of nursing to enter into agreements to evaluate demand, distribution, and availability of nurses in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 7.
06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 314
HB 1796 by *Arrilora (*SB 1196 by *Cooper J) Massage - Revises license requirements for massage therapists to accept competency examinations approved by state massage licensure board; deletes grandfather licensure provisions. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 18, Part 2.
05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 251
HB 1797 by *Odom (*SB 1260 by *Cooper J) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Raises capital expenditure threshold for value of modifications requiring certificate of need in facilities other than hospitals from $2,000,000 to $3,000,000. - Amends TCA Section 68-11-106. 04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee
HB 1798 by *Rhinehart (SB 1763 by *Elisea) Utilities, Utility Districts - Creates Bledsoe County Regional Water Authority. - 05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 223
HB 1799 by *Arrilora (SB 1870 by *Herron) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Deletes obsolete phase-in of reductions of premium tax on out-of-state life insurance companies. - Amends TCA Title 56. 03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM
HB 1800 by *Cole (Dyer) , Kent (*SB 0860 by *Ford J) Taxes, Exemption - Exempts from property tax facilities which are leased by not-for-profit hospitals. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5. 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee
HB 1801 by *Patton (*SB 1833 by *Crowe) Taxes, Exemption - Expands definition of "passive investment income" and family trusts in determining exemptions from franchise and excise taxes. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-2008. 02/14/02 H Withdrawn.
HB 1802 by *Buck , Naifeh, Givens, Ridgeway, Armstrong, Maddox, Sharp, Bittle (*SB 1216 by *Clabough) Loan Companies and Short Term Lenders - Revises eligibility requirements for obtaining pawnshop license; increases fee to transfer license from $10.00 to $25.00; specifies pawnshop must provide safe place for pawned items for at least 30 days. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14. and Title 45, Chapter 6, Part 2.
06/14/01 H Taken off notice for cal. in calendar and rules
HB 1803 by *Bunch (SB 1839 by *Burchett) Adoption - Allows either or both parents to file petition to terminate parental rights. - Amends TCA Title 36 and Title 37. 04/17/01 - Failed In s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee
HB 1804 by *Hagood (*SB 0184 by *Burchett) Bail, Bail Bonds - Requires professional bondsman to collect 10 percent minimum premium from accused person before posting appearance bond for such person; prohibits bondsman from acting as surety or lender on such minimum payment. - Amends TCA Section 2-5-208. 04/18/01 - Failed In s/c Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee
HB 1805 by *Hagood (SB 1713 by *Burchett) Election Laws - Allows independent candidates on general election ballots to be listed under political party affiliation other than the state-wide political party upon certification to state election commission that candidate was nominated by assembly of that political party. - Amends TCA Section 2-5-208. 04/18/01 - Failed In s/c Elections of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee
HB 1806 by *Hagood (*SB 0713 by *Cooper J) Managed Care Organizations - Directs commissioner of commerce and insurance to allow any provider payment methodology for HMOs and other managed care plans presently allowed for state insurance plans and for TennCare. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 1. 03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM
HB 1807 by *Hagood (*SB 0714 by *Cooper J) Employees, Employers - Authorizes employer benefit plan not funded through purchase of insurance to use any type of provider risk sharing mechanism or arrangement utilized by state employee health insurance plan or by TennCare Bureau. - Amends TCA Title 50. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee
HB 1808 by *Hood , Walker , Montgomery, McCord, Buttry, Roach (SB 1846 by *Trall) Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Creates certain children's rights in divorce or custody action to be enforced by parent during periods when child is not in such parent's custody. - Amends TCA Title 36 and Title 37. 04/03/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee
HB 1809 by *Cole (Dyer) , Fitzhugh, Hargett, Armstrong, Kernell, Davidson, Maddox, Miller L, Rhinehart (*SB 0923 by *Ford J) Insurance, Health, Accident - Prohibits insurer or HMO from participating in state employees insurance plan unless such entity permits all hospitals that participate in TennCare to participate in state employees network if hospital agrees to terms comparable to other hospitals in...
HB 1810 by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 1840 by *Ford J) Taxes, Exemption - Exempts from property tax facilities which are leased by not-for-profit hospitals. - Amends TCA Title 7 and Title 67.

HB 1811 by *Miller L, Cole (Dyer), Fitzhugh, Hargrett, Kent (*SB 0468 by *Kyle) Insurance, Health, Accident - Authorizes state insurance committee to review contracts and subcontracts of administrators and insurers participating in state employee insurance program; authorizes committee to require such administrators and insurers to include additional providers in contracts and subcontracts. - Amends TCA Section 8-27-102.

HB 1812 by *Buck, Cole (Dyer), Fitzhugh, Hargrett, Armstrong, Kent, Davidson, Maddox, Rhinehart (*SB 0922 by *Ford J, Person) Health Care - Clarifies that private act metropolitan hospital authority is not exempted in conduct of its powers from antitrust law, federal or state, otherwise applicable to private hospitals. - Amends TCA Section 7-57-501 and Section 7-57-502.

HB 1813 by *Maddox, Cole (Dyer), Fitzhugh, Hargrett, Armstrong, Kent, Davidson, Maddox, Rhinehart (*SB 0921 by *Ford J) Insurance, Health, Accident - Places additional requirements on renewal of licenses by certain hospital service corporations; authorizes certain contracting arrangements in counties with public hospital with certain share of discharges. - Amends TCA Section 56-29-108 and Section 56-29-118.

HB 1814 by *Rinks (*SB 1391 by *Haun) Motor Vehicles - Authorizes, rather than requires, commissioner of transportation to demand surety bond be given before permit is issued to motor vehicle with excess weight or size. - Amends TCA Section 55-7-205.

HB 1815 by *Fitzhugh (*SB 1497 by *Rochelle) Uniform Commercial Code - Exempts from Article 9 - Secured Transactions assignments of claim or right to receive compensation for workers compensation injuries described in 26 USC 104(a)(1) or (2) and for right to receive benefits under special needs trust described in 42 USC 1396(p)(4). - Amends TCA Section 47-9-109.


HB 1817 by *Armstrong (*SB 1834 by *Ford J) Day Care - Requires department of human services to pay for 20 or more hours of child care per week at full-time rate. - Amends TCA Title 71.

HB 1818 by *Givens, Walker (SB 1847 by *Elsea , Cooper J, Dixon) Agriculture, Dept. of - Allocates to agricultural regulatory fund fees collected pursuant to regulations governing animal diagnostic laboratories; establishes fees for such laboratories and revises and creates fees for other activities; requires commissioner to evaluate fee schedules associated with department's regulatory services. - Amends TCA Title 43, Title 44, Title 47, Title 53 and Title 62.

HB 1819 by *Calderwood (*SB 1734 by *McNally) Collection Agencies - Requires collection service agencies to notify persons in connection with debt that such persons have 30 days to request verification of amount owed; assumes debt is valid if no request for verification of debt is made within 30 days of receiving notice; imposes penalties upon collection service agencies for violating this act. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 20, Part 1.

HB 1820 by *Bowers TennCare - Establishes reverification procedures for TennCare subject to federal approvals. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5, Part 1. 03/15/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 1821 by *Miller L (SB 1851 by *Dixon) Death - Specifies persons responsible for disposal of dead human body; requires disposal be in accordance with decedent's wishes if such wishes are economically feasible. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 5.


HB 1823 by *Miller L (*SB 1226 by *Cooper J) Comptroller, State - Requires office of comptroller to provide staff to commission on compensation. - Amends TCA Section 8-23-208.

HB 1824 by *Head, Kisber, Williams (Will), Rinks, Cole (Dyer), Ford S, Westmoreland, Towns, Curtiss, Bowers, Davis (Cocke), Whitson, Kent, Cole (Carter), Sands, Rhinehart, Lewis, Armstrong, Buttry, McKee, Phelan, Ferguson, Kernell, Arriola (*SB 1282 by *Cooper J, Rochelle, Ramsey) Telecommunications - Clarifies that interexchange carriers are not public utilities and are not subject to provisions governing public utilities. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 4, Part 1.

HB 1825 by *Ridgeway, McDonald, Roach (*SB 1159 by *Herron, Burks) Safety, Dept. of - Requires department to develop and maintain information concerning drunk driving on department's web page. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 20 and Title 55.


HB 1827 by *West (*SB 1821 by *Harper) Employees, Employers - Revises from 100 to 50 number of full-time employees employer must have at job site before maternity leave requirements apply. - Amends TCA Section 4-21-408.

HB 1828 by *West (*SB 1878 by *Rochelle) Private Protective Services - Specifies that licensing and regulatory provisions pertaining to protective services do not apply to one designated unarmed security guard/official (per business location) during non-business hours for business that is not contract security company or proprietary security organization; places limitations of actions of such guard/official. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 35, Part 1.

HB 1829 by *West (SB 1854 by *Haynes) Utilities, Utility Districts - Prohibits apartment tenants from being charged separately for water unless each tenant has water meter; prohibits additional fees for act of billing customers. - Amends TCA Title 7.

HB 1830 by *West (*SB 1408 by *Haynes) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires certification of flaggers in state highway work zones. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 5.

HB 1831 by *West (*SB 1410 by *Haynes) Safety, Dept. of - Requires honoraria given to sworn officers of the department with 25 years service be of same nature, design, and value. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 20.

HB 1832 by *West (*SB 1399 by *Haynes) Regional Authorities and Special Districts - Adds two members to regional transportation authority to be appointed by mayor of Nashville; revises terms of appointed members from five to three years. - Amends TCA Title 64, Chapter 8, Part 1.

HB 1833 by *Head, McMillian, Rinks, Cole (Dyer), Jones, S. (*SB 1845 by *Rochelle, Elsea, Haynes) Salaries and Benefits - Increases state match on employee contributions to 401(k) plans from...
$20.00 to $50.00 per month. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 25.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

**HB 1834** by *McMillan, Jones, S. (*SB 1752 by *Kyle*)
Salaries and Benefits - Grants cost-of-living salary increase to all state employees annually; such increase to be equal to increase in consumer price index (all items, city average); gives each career service employee annual experience step increase on annual date of employment equal to 3 1/2 percent of employee's salary. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 23.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

**HB 1835** by *Kisber, McMillian, Rinks (*SB 1594 by *Henry*)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Adds one state employee to board of trustees of TCRS, increases terms of office from two to three years, and provides for staggered terms of such employee members. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34, Part 3.
01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 1836** by *Head, McMillian, Cole (Dyer), Rinks (*SB 1598 by *Crutchfield*)
State Employees - Adds secretary of state to state insurance committee. - Amends TCA Section 8-27-101.
01/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 1837** by *Davidson, McMillian, Rinks (*SB 1844 by *Rochelle, Crutchfield, Elsea, Haynes, Williams*)
Salaries and Benefits - Increases state longevity payment from $100 per year of service to $150 per year of service. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 23.
07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

**HB 1838** by *Fitzhugh, Givens, McMillon, Cole (Dyer), Rinks, Roach, McKee, Montgomery (*SB 1760 by *Haun, McNally*)
Civil Service - Includes in career service category commissioned members of department of safety below rank of captain serving in capacity of executive secretary who have been so certified by commissioner. - Amends TCA Title 8. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 851

**HB 1839** by *Goins (*SB 1733 by *Williams*)
Sexual Offenses - Grants court authority to deny person's petition for expunction of records if person was charged with sex offense and charge was either dismissed or nolle prosequi was entered in case. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 32.
04/17/01 - Action Def. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD to 7/01

**HB 1840** by *Bittle, Ridgeway, Garrett, Tidwell, Turner (Dav), Dunn, Godsey, McCord, Montgomery, Williams (Wil), Davidson, McDaniel, Sharp, Wood (*SB 1865 by *Atchley, Ramsey, Graves, Davis L*)
Wildlife Resources Commission - Extends terms of service of members appointed by speakers of house and senate from two to six years. - Amends TCA Section 70-1-201 and Section 70-1-204.
04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Conservation & Wildlife of CON of Conservation Committee

**HB 1841** by *Hargrove, Briley (*SB 1861 by *Burks, Williams*)
Errors! - Requires notifying victim of rights when law enforcement officer is investigating crime. - Amends TCA Section 40-38-111.
05/14/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

**HB 1842** by *Hargrove (*SB 1061 by *Burks, McNally*)
Annexation - Prohibits annexation by means of ordinance enacted at municipality's own initiative. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 51, Part 1 and Title 6, Chapter 58, Part 1.
03/05/01 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

**HB 1843** by *Hargrove, Rinks (*SB 0186 by *Burchett, Atchley*)
Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Allows transfer of deceased incumbent's campaign account to incumbent's spouse or child if such spouse or child appointed or elected to incumbent's office; establishes guidelines for situations where spouse or child not appointed or elected. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10.
06/19/01 - Pub. Ch. 384

**HB 1844** by *Hargrove (*SB 1487 by *Rochelle, Cooper J*)
Election Laws - Revises various election law provisions including notice requirements and provisions governing poll watchers. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 19, Part 1; Section 2-2-107; Section 2-2-109; Section 2-2-116; Section 2-2-124; Section 2-3-107; Section 2-4-103; Section 2-4-109; Section 2-5-102; Section 2-5-204; Section 2-7-104; Section 2-7-133; Section 6-53-101; Section 8-8-102 and Section 49-2-504.
07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 413

**HB 1845** by *Hargrove (*SB 0464 by *Rochelle*)
Radio and Television - Includes specific issues for comptroller to address in preparing report to general assembly by June 30, 2005, evaluating operations of municipal electric systems offering cable television, internet, and related services. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 52.
03/05/01 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

**HB 1846** by *Hargrove, Bunch, Fitzhugh, Turner (Ham), Davidson (*SB 0343 by *Cooper J, Burks*)
Students - Requires department of education to develop or revise alternative assessment for students with disabilities to consist of two specific alternative assessment options. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1, Part 6.
05/22/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 213

**HB 1847** by *Hargrove (*SB 1721 by *Cooper J*)
Solid Waste Disposal - Allows certain surcharges on solid waste facilities to offset costs incurred by county. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211, Part 8.
03/05/01 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

**HB 1848** by *McDaniel (*SB 1852 by *McNally*)
Taxes - Imposes privilege tax on employers who do not provide health insurance to their employees and provides for certain related deductions and credits. - Amends TCA Title 50; Title 56; Title 67 and Title 71.
03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

**HB 1849** by *Kernell (*SB 0192 by *Cohen*)
Taxes, Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Triples cigarette tax from 6.5 mills per cigarette to 19.5 mills per cigarette or 39 cents per pack of 20. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 10.
04/10/01 - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Agriculture Resource & Industry of AG

**HB 1850** by *Kernell
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes payment of fines imposed for violations of motor vehicle registration laws without having to go to court; specifies that by paying fine person will be entered in record as pleading guilty to offense for which fine imposed. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

**HB 1851** by *Bone (*SB 1862 by *Burks, Williams*)
Veterinarians - Exempts veterinary mobile facilities, clinics, and offices from inspection requirements to obtain or maintain premises permit. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 12, Part 1.
07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

**HB 1852** by *Givens (*SB 2001 by *Cooper J, Cohen*)
Alcoholic Beverages - Authorizes historic inn built in 1824 and located in Hawkins County to serve wine for consumption on premises. - 06/18/01 - Pub. Ch. 371

**HB 1853** by *Winningham (*SB 0935 by *McNally*)
Schools, Private and Charter - Provides that non-public schools seeking certification by commissioner of education have to meet only pre-1992 class size limits. - Amends TCA Section 49-1-201 and Section 49-50-801.
02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 1854** by *White (*SB 1859 by *Jackson*)
Economic and Community Development - Creates economic development district for middle grand division, to be known as Middle Tennessee Highland Economic Community; requires annual funding for district by state from money received pursuant to tobacco master settlement agreement; funding to be equal to average funding provided to similar economic development districts created pursuant to federal law. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 13, Chapter 14 and Title 67.
02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

**HB 1855** by *Kent (*SB 1858 by *Cohen*)
HB 1878 by *Towns (*SB 0973 by *Ford J) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers. Policies - Prohibits setting rates based upon zip code of applicant. - Amends TCA Title 55. 04/17/01 - Failed for Lack of Motion in: Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1879 by *Towns (*SB 0972 by *Ford J) Motor Vehicles - Requires all motor vehicles to comply with federal environmental protection agency emission standards. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 1. 04/17/01 - Action Def. in s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR to 1/1/02

HB 1880 by *Towns (*SB 1008 by *Dixon) Correctional Programs - Creates pilot program for reduction of violence in prisons and jails by use of surveillance technology. - Amends TCA Title 41, Chapter 1, Part 1. 04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1881 by *Towns (*SB 0765 by *Dixon) State Employees - Requires 8 percent annual pay increase for state career service employees. - Amends TCA Title 8. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1882 by *Towns (*SB 0966 by *Ford J) Law Enforcement - Restricts persons who are members of any group that discriminates on basis of race, religion, color, disability, sexual orientation, national origin, or ancestry from being employed as law enforcement officer. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 8. 04/17/01 - Failed for Lack of Second in: Local Government of S&LG

HB 1883 by *Towns (*SB 0967 by *Ford J) District Attorneys - Requires district attorneys general conference to study criminal offenses perpetrated by means of Internet and to report study findings to house and senate judiciary committees by March 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 7, Part 3. 03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1884 by *Towns (*SB 1009 by *Dixon) Consumer Protection - Specifies that identity theft includes any person who knowingly uses famous person's or public official's name as website address for purpose of selling such website for profit. - Amends TCA Section 39-14-150 and Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 21. 04/17/02 - Action Def. in Judiciary Committee to summer study

HB 1885 by *Towns (*SB 0965 by *Ford J) Hazardous Materials - Broadens unsafe material subject to certain parking restrictions on unsafe material; increases fine; requires suspension of driver license. - Amends TCA Title 55. 06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 308

HB 1886 by *Towns (*SB 0970 by *Ford J) Zoning - Authorizes residents in home-rule municipalities, in counties with charter form of government, to block nuisance business from locating in their neighborhood if more than 20 percent of such residents within three miles of such proposed business sign petition and such petition is filed with board of zoning. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 2. 04/17/01 - Failed for Lack of Second in: Local Government of S&LG

HB 1887 by *Towns (*SB 0964 by *Ford J) Law Enforcement - Prohibits persons who belong to hate groups from becoming law enforcement officers; makes false denial of membership in hate group in application for position as law enforcement officer punishable as perjury. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 8. 04/17/01 - Failed for Lack of Second in: Local Government of S&LG

HB 1888 by *Towns (*SB 1010 by *Dixon) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Expands National Board for Teaching Standards certification program from 25 teachers statewide to all eligible teachers statewide; bonus set at $6,000 per year. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Part 56. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

HB 1889 by *Towns (*SB 0971 by *Ford J) State Employees - Prohibits state departments, agencies, and employees from distributing social security numbers unless authorized by state or federal law; prohibits department of health from releasing information pertaining to person's health to insurance company unless required by state or federal law, pursuant to court order, or patient consents. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 68. 07/16/01 - Pub. Ch. 427

HB 1890 by *Towns (*SB 0969 by *Ford J) Local Education Agency - Allows local education funds to be distributed on same basis as state BEP funding or on weighted averages used in former Tennessee Foundation Program, at option of county commission. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-315. 05/02/01 - Action Def. in Education Committee to 2002

HB 1891 by *Head (*SB 1841 by *McNally) Tennessee Emergency Management Agency (TEMA) - Permits political subdivisions to enter into certain agreements among themselves relative to emergency situations. - Amends TCA Title 58, Chapter 2. 05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 263

HB 1892 by *Head (*SB 1876 by *Rochelle) Radio and Television - Places one-year moratorium on municipal electric services from providing cable or internet service, two-way video transmission, or video programming, not already being provided, and on cooperatives from establishing cable joint venture, not already established, until report is received from comptroller with recommendation to expand, restrict, or terminate such services. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 52, Part 1; Title 7, Chapter 52, Part 6 and Title 65, Chapter 25, Part 1. 04/17/01 - Action def. in s/c Local Government of S&LG to after study committee

HB 1893 by *Head , Patton, Langster, McDaniel, Brown (*SB 1303 by *Hauin , Herron, Cohen) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of I Love TDOT cultural license plates. - Amends TCA Title 54 and Title 55. 07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 876

HB 1894 by *Hagood (*SB 1864 by *Atchley) Public Buildings - Authorizes public building authorities to contract with state to make improvements for operation and maintenance of property not owned by authority. - Amends TCA Sections 12-10-103 and 12-10-109 03/08/01 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&L

*HB 1895 by *Maddox , Pinion, Cole (Dyer) (SB 1867 by *Herron) Consumer Protection - Extends from four years to five years statute of repose for private civil actions for damages resulting from consumer protection act violation. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1 and Title 71, Chapter 6, Part 1. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 617

*HB 1896 by *Maddox (SB 1869 by *Herron) Physicians and Surgeons - Enacts "Intractable Pain Treatment Act." - Amends TCA Title 39, Title 53, Title 63 and Title 68. 06/12/01 - Pub. Ch. 327

HB 1897 by *Maddox (*SB 1626 by *Herron) TennCare - Removes dental services from TennCare managed care organizations and requires separate contract for dental services; existing contracts to be amended and to be interpreted to exclude dental services; department of health to seek waiver if needed. - Amends TCA Title 56, Title 63 and Title 71. 04/17/01 - Failed for Lack of Motion in: Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1898 by *Maddox (*SB 1132 by *Herron) State Employees - Waives state's sovereign immunity for limited purpose of allowing state employees to bring action for rights granted under federal law. - Amends TCA Title 8 and Title 29. 03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1899 by *Shaw , Chumney (*SB 1170 by *Herron) Election Laws - Directs state coordinator of elections to study feasibility of internet voting in future state elections. - Amends TCA Title 2. 07/11/01 H Comp. SB subst.

HB 1900 by *Givens (*SB 1866 by *Williams) Water - Allows records of wastewater financing board to be kept electronically if such records are also available in printed form upon request. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221, Part 10. 01/29/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1901 by *Sands , Maddox, Odum, Kisber, Hargett, Buck (*SB 0324 by *Clabough) Commerce and Insurance, Dept. of - Makes confidentiality provisions concerning entities in receivership or supervision inapplicable to certain insurers that participate in medical assistance program; records to be open to public only if
such records reflect financial solvency of insurer.

- Amends TCA Title 56.

05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 660

HB 1902 by *Sands, McMillan,Cole (Dyer), Rinks (*SB 1741 by *Jackson) State Employees - Entities state employee to full pay and other benefits for injury resulting from workplace violence; employee to be reimbursed for reasonable out-of-pocket costs associated with incident including fees or costs for filing court action.

- Amends TCA Title 8.

04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1903 by *Newton (*SB 1777 by *Burchett) Sentencing - Prohibits defendant from testifying or speaking in person at defendant's sentencing hearing.

- Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 35, Part 2.

03/21/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1904 by *Newton (*SB 0490 by *Hau) Civil Procedure - Deletes requirements concerning admissibility of safety belt usage in civil action.

- Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 9.

03/26/02 H Action def in s/c Civil Procedure & Practice of JUD

*HB 1905 by *Arriola (SB 1873 by *Herron) Insurance, Health, Accident - Adds certain health care consumers as required members of boards of hospital and medical service corporations.

- Amended TCA Title 56, Chapter 29.

03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 1906 by *Arriola (SB 1871 by *Herron) Insurance, Health, Accident - Adds certain health care consumers as required members of boards of hospital and medical service corporations.

- Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 29.

03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1907 by *McMillan (*SB 1198 by *Cooper J) Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Changes title of members of authority from "director" to "commissioner"; authorizes non-fund raising campaign activities by commissioners.

- Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 1, Part 2.

03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Utilities & Banking of COM

*HB 1908 by *Johnson (SB 1874 by *Miller J) Taxes, Litigation - Imposes $30.00 litigation tax upon persons convicted of felonies to be deposited into general fund.

- Amends TCA Title 8; Title 40 and Title 67.

04/18/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 1909 by *Johnson (SB 1875 by *Miller J) Highway Signs - "William Broady Harrison Memorial Bridge," S.R. 72 in Loudon County

- Comp. became Pub. Ch. 358

HB 1910 by *Davidson (*SB 1832 by *Graves, Herron) Safety - Exempts "historic" boilers from boiler inspection.

- Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 122, Part 1.

01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

HB 1911 by *Davidson, McDaniel, Davis (Cocke), Whitson, Montgomery, Phillips, Bone (*SB 1794 by *Graves) Tort Liability - Exempts from liability for injuries any person, corporation, organization, or business entity conducting shows, exhibitions, or sales of cattle unless gross negligence or willful or wanton conduct causes injury.

- Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 34.

05/14/01 S Rcvd from H., P1C.

HB 1912 by *Davidson Springfield - Subject to local approval, authorizes city to impose fees on developing land within service area of city-owned utility.


04/09/01 S Rcvd from H., held on S. desk. Local Bill

HB 1913 by *Davidson, Winningham, Williams, Shaw, Towns, Davis (Cocke), Whitson, Sands, Jones, S., Turner (Ham) (*SB 0467 by *Kyle, Cooper J, Crutchfield) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Adds "terms and conditions of service" and "working conditions" to areas of negotiation covered by Education Professional Negotiations Act; specifies how director of schools has ultimate right to transfer professional employees.

- Amends TCA Section 49-5-601.

05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 683

*HB 1914 by *Newton, Turner (Ham) (SB 1887 by *Hau) Transportation, Dept. of - Requires department approval to open newly constructed or converted railroad crossings to vehicular traffic.

- Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 11.

06/07/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 315

*HB 1915 by *Newton (SB 1886 by *Person, McNally) DUI/DWI Offenses - Imposes drug and alcohol treatment probation condition and motor vehicle interlock device for defendant convicted of second DUI within five years; authorizes use of alcohol and drug addiction treatment fund for interlock devices.

- Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4 and Title 40, Chapter 33, Part 2.

02/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

*HB 1916 by *McCord, Chumney, Godsey, Mumpower, Davis (Wash) (*SB 1889 by *Ramsey-Fowler, Cooper J, Norris, Williams) Environment and Conservation, Department of - Establishes voluntary cleanup oversight and assistance program; creates Notice of Land Use Restrictions; authorizes commissioner to make loans.

- TCA Title 68, Chapter 212, Part 2.

08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 449

*HB 1917 by *McDaniel (SB 1890 by *Atchley, Clabough) Health Care - Directs health facilities commission of department of health and commission on aging to establish advisory council to evaluate residential and home health care for elderly and to develop statewide health plan for elderly; plan to be submitted to board for licensing health care facilities and health facilities commission by June 30 of each year, beginning June 30, 2002.

- TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Parts 1, 2, 8, Title 68, Chapter 140, and Title 33.

04/11/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 1918 by *Givens, Walker (SB 1891 by *Hau) Taxes, Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Authorizes commissioner of revenue to compel tobacco distributor or wholesaler to provide information about cigarette units sold in state within 30 days of request; allows license suspension or revocation, civil penalty or other sanction for failure to comply; authorizes commissioner to promulgate appropriate rules.

- Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 10.

04/26/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 113

*HB 1919 by *Scroggs (SB 1892 by *Person) Juvenile Offenders - Establishes observation and assessment centers for delinquent youth; authorizes creation of truancy board; increases parent penalty for violating attendance provisions from Class C to Class B misdemeanor; expands creation and scope of truancy schools.

- Amends TCA Title 37, Title 40 and Title 49.

07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02

*HB 1920 by *Harwell (SB 1893 by *Clabough) Health Care - Broadens notice requirement on division of mental retardation in determining if adequate home health care resources are available in certain areas; extends life of present law as to definition and determination of skilled nursing care and other care provided through division.


04/03/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Human Services and Mental Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 1921 by *Whiteon, Winningham, McDaniel, Head, Newton, McKee, Davis (Cocke), Towns, Cooper B (SB 1881 by *Rochelle, Atchley, Cooper J, Clabough, Williams, Dixon, Miller J, Ramsey) Education - Subject to funding, establishes reading initiative program, establishes funding for preschool, creates mentoring program, creates reading teacher positions, revises teacher national certification reimbursement, creates scholarships for teachers and makes other various changes in education.

- TCA Title 49.

06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 343

*HB 1922 by *Boyer, Cooper B (SB 1882 by *Dixon, Rochelle) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Authorizes department of general services to establish contracts for teachers to purchase computers with personal funds for use outside classroom; authorizes department to make rules for purchases.

- Amends TCA Title 12, Section 3.

05/22/01 - Pub. Ch. 207

*HB 1923 by *McDaniel (SB 1883 by *Cooper J) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Extends duration of nursing home tax by two years; decreases rate from $3,250 to $2,600 per bed.

- Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2.
HB 1924 by *Newton (SB 1885 by *McNally) DUI/DWI Offenses - Lowers DUI blood alcohol limit from .10 percent to .08 percent; repeals offense of adult driving while impaired. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapters 10 and 50. 02/02/20 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 1925 by *Ford S , Boyer (SB 1884 by *McNally) Alcoholic Offenses - Extends open container law to passengers; sets $50.00 fine for violation; requires open container fines go to department of health's alcohol and drug addiction treatment fund. - Amends TCA 55-10-416. 04/17/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Local Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

HB 1926 by *McDaniel (SB 1894 by *McNally) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Prohibits health maintenance organizations from advertising or soliciting with information that does not conform to any fact "material" to enrollees, instead of fact "significant" to enrollees; modifies date from March 1 to April 1 when certain persons associated with managed care organizations under TennCare must file disclosure statements with commissioner of health. - Titles 56, 67 and 71 of the TCA. 06/23/01 H Comp. SB subst.

HB 1927 by *Black , McDonald, Bowers (SB 1755 by *Graves) Public Health - Establishes pilot project relative to youth suicide awareness and prevention. - 04/24/01 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Children and Family Affairs Committee

HB 1928 by *Williams (Will) (*SB 1204 by *Cooper J) State Employees - Increases salary of governor to $120,000, effective January 18, 2003; prohibits state officials from receiving outside income except passive income or pensions earned prior to their official service. - Amends TCA Title 8. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/10/02

HB 1929 by *Fitzhugh , Naifeh (SB 1907 by *Wilder) Growth and Development - Defines, for purposes of comprehensive growth plan law, term "extraordinary circumstances" wherein growth plan may be amended during first three years of its existence. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 1, Part 1. 05/01/01 - Action Def. in State & Local Government Committee to 1/1/02

HB 1930 by *Kisber , McDaniel, Goins, Roach, Davidson, Ferguson, Whiston, McDonald, Sargent, Head (*SB 1903 by *Wilder , Davis L) Municipal Government - Validates status of certain territories as incorporated, mayor-aldermanic municipalities. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 1, Part 2. 05/04/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 129

HB 1931 by *Fitzhugh , Naifeh, Pleasant (*SB 1906 by *Wilder) Highways Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "Charlie and Laura Edenton Memorial Bridge," S.R. 196 over Short Creek in Fayette County. - 06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 399

HB 1932 by *Fitzhugh , Naifeh, Pleasant (*SB 1905 by *Wilder , Williams) Highways Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "Historic LaGrange," Exit 35 on I-40 in Fayette County. - 06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 398

HB 1933 by *Fitzhugh , Naifeh, Pleasant, Shaw (*SB 1338 by *Wilder , Trail, Herron) Highways Signs - Subject to local payment for or provision of signage, "National Bird Dog Museum and Field Trial Hall of Fame," I-40 in Fayette County. - 06/28/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 392

HB 1934 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 1335 by *Wilder) Taxes, Ad Valorem - Increases rate of interest to be paid by county in event of successful appeal by taxpayer, or by taxpayer in event of unsuccessful appeal, from two percentage points below prime to one percentage point above prime. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5. 03/01/01 H Withdrawn.

HB 1935 by *Cole (Dyer) Walker (*SB 1898 by *Cooper J) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Limits tort liability for negligent acts and omissions of officers, employees, and agents of assisted-care living facilities, homes for aged, and nursing homes. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 26; Title 56 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2. 01/22/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 1936 by *Buck (*SB 1818 by *Clabough) Municipal Government - Requires joint ventures between municipality operating electric plant and other entity to provide cable, internet, and related services to be approved by referendum; revises certain requirements of business plan municipal electric system files with office of comptroller of treasury. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 52, Part 1 and Title 7, Chapter 52, Part 6. 04/02/02 - Failed for Lack of Second in: Local Government of S&L

HB 1937 by *McDaniel (*SB 1908 by *Clabough) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires that termination or renewal date for contracts for participation in network between hospital or ambulatory treatment center and insurance provider be made available to enrollees no less than 60 days from effective date of such termination or renewal date; applies to any contract with renewal date of December 31, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 56. 03/06/01 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 1938 by *Ferguson (*SB 1911 by *Davis L) Alcoholic Beverages - Requires persons between ages of 21 and 30 to obtain alcoholic beverage identification card in order to purchase alcoholic beverages. - Amends TCA Title 1; Title 55 and Title 57. 03/05/01 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&L

HB 1939 by *Hagood (*SB 1909 by *Burchett) Environmental Preservation - Encourages efforts to promote environmental programs which protect beauty of state of Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 13; Title 60; Title 62; Title 64; Title 65; Title 67 and 68. 02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1940 by *Hagood (*SB 1910 by *Burchett) Transportation, Dept. of - Encourages commissioner to promote highway safety programs. 02/22/01 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 1941 by *McDaniel (*SB 1913 by *Atchley) Taxes, Personal Property - Provides for personal property taxation of certain motor vehicles. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 67. 02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1942 by *Scruggs (*SB 1818 by *Fowler) Taxes, Business - Enacts "Service Industry Business Privilege Tax Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4; Title 13, Chapter 5; Title 49 and Title 67. 07/10/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 1/1/02


HB 1945 by *McDaniel , Kisber (*SB 1916 by *Henry, Atchley) Appropriations - Authorizes index of appropriations from state tax revenues for fiscal year 2001-2002 to exceed index of estimated growth of state's economy by $637,000,000 or 7.3 percent. - TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 52. 05/22/01 - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to call of the Chair

HB 1946 by *McDaniel (*SB 1917 by *Clabough , Cooper J) Taxes - Enacts "The Revenue Act of 2001." - TCA Title 3, Title 4, Title 5, Title 6, Title 7, Title 8, Title 9, Title 12, Title 16, Title 30, Title 36, Title 39, Title 40, Title 45, Title 47, Title 48, Title 55, Title 56, Title 57, Title 61, Title 62, Title 67, Title 68, Title 69, Title 70, and Title 71. 02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 1947 by *Head (SB 1919 by *Cooper J , Wilder) Taxes, Privilege - Enacts "Tennessee Employer Privilege Tax Act." - Amends TCA Section 6-51-115(c); Title 57 and Title 67. 02/22/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance
HB 1975 by *Maddox (SB 1939 by *Herron)  
Martin - Subject to local approval, changes election date for mayor and aldermen to regular November election; increases mayor's term from two years to four years; clarifies that nonresident owning not less than one-half interest in taxable freehold may vote in city election; clarifies that vice-mayor shall fill vacancy in office of mayor for remainder of unexpired term or until next regular city election, whichever occurs first. - Amends Chapter 158 of the Private Acts of 1992; as amended.  
04/26/01 - Pr. Ch. 27

HB 1976 by *Maddox, Phelan (SB 1938 by *Carter, Kyle)  
Carroll County - Subject to local approval, authorizes county legislative body to provide for nonbinding, advisory referendum on whether state prison should be located in Carroll County.  
04/26/01 - Pr. Ch. 33

HB 1977 by *Hargrove (SB 1941 by *Burks)  
Monterey - Subject to local approval, creates civil service plan for Town of Monterey. - Amends Chapter 492 of Acts of 1901.  
04/26/01 - Pr. Ch. 28

HB 1978 by *Phillips  
Naming and Designating - Names fire station at new Fire Service and Codes Enforcement Academy in Bedford County in honor of Fayetteville Fire Chief Robert Strope. - Action Def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to 2/1/02

HB 1979 by *Cole (Carter) (SB 1940 by *Crowe)  
Carter County - Subject to local approval, creates and establishes Watauga River Regional Water Authority. -  
04/26/01 - Pr. Ch. 29

HB 1980 by *Tidwell (*SB 1343 by *Wilder)  
Highways, Roads and Bridges - "Jake Morris Bridge," Gun Hollow Branch on U.S. 64 in Wayne County - 01/15/02 - Assigned to s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR

HB 1981 by *Westmoreland (SB 1945 by *Ramsey, Williams)  
Kingsport - Subject to local approval, revises several provisions of Charter of City of Kingsport. - Amends Chapter 76 of the Private Acts of 1917; as amended.  
04/26/01 - Pr. Ch. 30

HB 1982 by *Maddox (SB 1943 by *Herron)  
Greenfield - Subject to local approval, revises process for election of mayor and certain aldermen. - Amends Chapter 203 of the Private Acts of 1982.  
04/26/01 - Pr. Ch. 31

HB 1983 by *Maddox (SB 1944 by *Carter)  
Bristol - Subject to local approval, prohibits employees of town from serving as mayor or as alderman of town but not from being elected to other public offices. - Amends Chapter 325 of the Private Acts of 1980.  
06/01/01 - Pr. Ch. 36

HB 1984 by *Rinks (SB 1954 by *Wilder)  
Selmer - Subject to local approval, revises town charter. - Amends Chapter 389 of the Acts of 1910; as amended.  
06/01/01 - Pr. Ch. 37

HB 1985 by *Bittle, Shepard, Kent, Pleasant (SB 1958 by *Burchett)  
Safety, Dept. of - Requires department to transfer information contained on driver license applications of men between 18 and 26 years old to federal selective service system if selective service system pays for necessary computer programming fees. - Amends TCA Title 55.  
06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 781

HB 1986 by *Overbey, McCord (SB 1961 by *Clabough)  
Friendsville - Subject to local approval, revises procedures for passage and recordation of ordinances of City of Friendsville. - Amends Chapter 555 of the Private Acts of 1953.  
06/04/01 - Pr. Ch. 38

HB 1987 by *Overbey, McCord (SB 1978 by *Clabough)  
Zoning - Authorizes any municipality in Blount County to engage in conditional or contract zoning by ordinance enacted by two-thirds vote of municipal legislative body where agreed conditions are designed to ameliorate injuries created by rezoning to surrounding property interests or to municipal interests. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-201.  
06/28/01 - Pub. Ch. 409

HB 1988 by *Williams (Wil)  
Highway Signs - "Historic Downtown Franklin Shopping District," State Route 96 in Williamson County - 01/10/02 H P2C held on desk.

HB 1989 by *Scruggs, Todd, Chumney (SB 1951 by *Norris, Person)  
Collierville - Subject to local approval, revises and reenacts charter of Collierville. - Amends Chapter 230 of the Private Acts of 1988, as amended.  
06/15/01 - Pr. Ch. 43

HB 1990 by *Kisber, Shaw (SB 1948 by *Carter)  
Madison County - Subject to local approval, includes highway funds within uniform chart of accounts and budgeting of county funds. - Amends Chapter 163 of the Private Acts of 1986, as amended.  
06/01/01 - Pr. Ch. 39

HB 1991 by *Kisber (SB 1960 by *Henry)  
Appropriations - Creates continuing appropriations to service debt for state funding board, state school bond authority, local development authority, housing development agency, and public higher education entities. - Amends TCA Title 9.  
05/30/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 264

HB 1992 by *Black, McDonald (SB 1953 by *Graves)  
Gallatin - Subject to local approval, authorizes city to raise salary of mayor and aldermen of City of Gallatin. - Amends Chapter 67 of the Private Acts of 1953.  
06/01/01 - Pr. Ch. 40

HB 1993 by *Hagood, Daniel, Boyer (SB 1959 by *Burchett, McNally, Burks, Blackburn, Davis L., Williams)  
Education - Allows, upon approval of commissioner of education, accumulated or allocated "snow days" to be applied toward closings due to outbreaks of illness, natural disaster, or dangerous structural or environmental conditions. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-3004.  
04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 558

HB 1994 by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 1952 by *Herron)  
Dyersburg - Subject to local approval, increases hotel occupancy tax from 4.5 percent to 5 percent. - Amends Chapter 370 of the Private Acts of 1982; as amended.  
06/15/01 - Pr. Ch. 42

HB 1995 by *McCord (SB 1950 by *Clabough)  
Alcoa - Subject to local approval, sets salary of board of education chairman at one-half mayor's salary per month, and sets salary for all other board of education members at one-half city commissioner's salary per month. - Amends Chapter 510 of the Private Acts of 1919; as amended.  
06/15/01 - Pr. Ch. 44

HB 1996 by *McCord, Overbey  
Alcoa - Subject to local approval, sets salary of board of education chairman at one-half mayor's salary per month, and sets salary for all other board of education members at one-half city commissioner's salary per month. - Amends Chapter 510 of the Private Acts of 1919; as amended.  
05/14/01 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 1997 by *Overbey, McCord (SB 1962 by *Clabough)  
Maryville - Subject to local approval, authorizes establishment of adequate public facilities requirements for approval of new or expanded commercial or residential development; requires public hearings and adoption of ordinances for such purposes by two-thirds vote. - Amends Chapter 27 of the Private Acts of 1987; as amended.  
08/02/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 63

HB 1998 by *Fitzhugh (SB 1949 by *Norris)  
Lauderdale County - Subject to local approval, decreases county highway commission from two members to one member. - Amends Chapter 304 of the Private Acts of 1929; as amended.  
06/01/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 34

HB 1999 by *Phelan, Pinion (SB 1964 by *Carter)  
Kenton - Pursuant to local request, authorizes board of Kenton Special School district to levy tax, issue bonds, and construct, equip and operate school in city of Kenton. - Amends TCA Chapter 84 of the Private Acts of 1947.  
06/18/01 - Pr. Ch. 52

HB 2000 by *Phelan (SB 1963 by *Carter)  
Kenton - Pursuant to local request, authorizes board of Kenton Special School district to levy tax, issue bonds, and construct, equip and operate school in city of Kenton. - Amends TCA Chapter 84 of the Private Acts of 1947.  
06/18/01 - Pr. Ch. 52
Trenton - Subject to local approval, revises charter relative to date of election of Mayor and Board of Aldermen and provides for run-off election. - Amends Chapter 551 of the Acts of 1903, as amended. 08/02/01 - Pr. Ch. 64

HB 2001 by *McDaniel (SB 1969 by *Wild, Wilder) Henderson - Subject to local approval, revises various charter provisions. - Amends Chapter 198 of the Acts of 1901; as amended. 06/07/01 - Pr. Ch. 46

HB 2002 by *Whitson (SB 1977 by *Haun) Unicoi County - Authorizes county legislative body to direct county planning commission to regulate placement, height and appearance of telephone microwave towers within unincorporated areas of county; such regulations must ensure adequate level of communication services while preserving scenic beauty of pre-existing, publicly-owned parks, preserves, forests and natural areas. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 24, Part 3. 05/09/01 H P2C held on desk.

HB 2003 by *Maddox (SB 1971 by *Carter) Carroll County - Pursuant to local request, revises tax rate of McKenzie Special School District. - Amends TCA Chapter 533 of the Private Acts of 1917. 06/07/01 - Pr. Ch. 47

HB 2004 by *Maddox (SB 1972 by *Carter) Carroll County - Pursuant to local request, revises operating tax rate for Bruceton-Hollow Rock Special School District by changing tax amount from amount "not to exceed $2.00" to "$1.62." - Amends Chapter 317 of the Private Acts of 1927. 06/18/01 - Pr. Ch. 53

HB 2005 by Williams (Will), Sargent (SB 1967 by *Blackburn) Williamson County - Subject to local approval, enacts "Williamson County Budget Act of 2001." - 06/18/01 - Pr. Ch. 56

HB 2006 by *Bowers (SB 1973 by *Ford, J., Dixon, Haun) Taxes - Authorizes additional 2 percent rental car tax in any county that is building or modifying arena for National Basketball Association team; creates exemptions for certain rentals. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 19. 06/12/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 344

HB 2007 by *Beavers, *Fowlkes (SB 1970 by *Blackburn) Chapter 153 - Subject to local approval, revises charter. - Amends Chapter 493 of the Private Acts of 1921, as amended. 06/07/01 - Pr. Ch. 48

HB 2008 by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 1975 by *Herron) Newbern - Subject to local approval, revises election dates and terms for mayor and aldermen. - Amends Chapter 450 of the Acts of 1901; as amended. 06/07/01 - Pr. Ch. 49

HB 2009 by *Fowlkes (SB 1974 by *Cooper J) Pulaski - Subject to local approval, amends city charter relative to compensation of aldermen. - Amends Chapter 711 of the Private Acts of 1949; as amended. 06/07/01 - Pr. Ch. 50

HB 2010 by *Shepard, Ridgeway (SB 1966 by *Jackson) Dickson County - Subject to local approval, creates Water Authority of Dickson County to replace Dickson County Water Authority; establishes membership of water authority board of commissioners. - Amends Chapter 124 of the Private Acts of 1990. 06/07/01 - Pr. Ch. 51

HB 2011 by *Shepard, Ridgeway (SB 1965 by *Jackson) Dickson - Subject to local approval, authorizes legislative body to levy 5 percent occupancy tax. 06/18/01 - Pr. Ch. 59

HB 2012 by *Phelan (SB 1976 by *Carter) Gibson County - Pursuant to local request, revises tax rate and borrowing authority of Bradford Special School District. - Amends TCA Chapter 153 of the Private Acts of 1917. 06/18/01 - Pr. Ch. 54

HB 2013 by *Bunch (SB 1992 by *Miller J) Housing - Revises number of commissioners on housing authorities in Bradley County from five to seven. - Amends TCA Section 13-20-408. 04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 542

HB 2014 by *Bowers, Miller L, DeBerry J, Turner (Shelby) Taxes - Provides for aldermen to be elected at-large in local election. - Amends TCA Section 131 of the Private Acts of 1969. 06/18/01 - Pr. Ch. 57

HB 2015 by *Windle (SB 1981 by *Davis L) Livingston - Subject to local approval, provides for aldermen to be elected at-large in local election. - Amends Chapter 130 of the Acts of 1907; as amended. 06/18/01 - Pr. Ch. 58

HB 2016 by *Kisber, Shaw (SB 1980 by *Carter) Jackson - Subject to local approval, creates Jackson Energy Authority. - Amends Chapter 407 of the Acts of 1909. 05/21/01 H P2C held on desk.

HB 2017 by *Kisber, Shaw (SB 1982 by *Carter) Jackson - Subject to local approval, creates Jackson Energy Authority. - Amends Chapter 407 of the Acts of 1909. 06/18/01 - Pr. Ch. 55

HB 2018 by *Kisber (SB 1983 by *Cohen, Burchett) Telecommunications - Redefines "telephone solicitation"; specifies that telephone requests for charitable contributions must be made by bona fide member, volunteer, or direct employee of non-profit organization. - Amends TCA Section 65-4-401. 07/16/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 422

HB 2019 by *Ridgeway (SB 1987 by *Herron) Paris - Pursuant to local request, revises tax rate in Paris Special School District. - Amends TCA Chapter 150 of the Private Acts of 1919. 08/02/01 - Pr. Ch. 65

HB 2020 by *Winningham, Windle (SB 1986 by *Davis L) Utilities, Utility Districts - Deletes current statutory requirement for customer election to approve increased per diem for commissioners of water and sewer utility district in Scott County. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-308(f). 07/07/01 H Held on desk.

HB 2021 by *Phelan, Pinion (SB 1984 by *Carter) Milan - Pursuant to local request, authorizes bond issue for construction in Milan Special School District and funding for bond issue. - Amends TCA Chapter 504 of the Private Acts of 1946. 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 62

HB 2022 by *Phelan (SB 1985 by *Carter) Humboldt - Subject to local approval, rewrites city charter. - Amends Chapter 77 of the Private Acts of 1913. 08/02/01 - Pr. Ch. 61

HB 2023 by *Fitzhugh, Nafieh (SB 1989 by *Wild, Wilder) Fayette County - Authorizes levy of fire protection fee in lieu of fire tax authorized pursuant to Section 5-17-106. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 17, Part 1. 05/01/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2024 by *Fitzhugh, Nafieh (SB 1988 by *Wild, Wilder) Fayette County - Subject to local approval, authorizes imposition of adequate facilities tax. - 06/07/01 H Comp. SB subst.

HB 2025 by *Johnson (SB 1991 by *Miller J) Loudon - Subject to local approval, authorizes city to establish pilot project for development assistance. - 06/04/01 H P2C held on desk.

HB 2026 by *Fowlkes (SB 1990 by *Cooper J) Giles County - Subject to local approval, establishes Southern Water Authority. - 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 60

HB 2027 by *Rinks (SB 1993 by *Haynes, Crutchfield) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of license plates for Tennessee Democratic Party and Tennessee Republican Party. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 06/11/01 H P2C

HB 2028 by *Turner (Dav) , Shaw (SB 1990 by *Cooper J) Driver Licenses - Requires affidavit that no social security number was issued and submission of IRS I 94 form in order for person without social security number to be issued license; redefines "resident" for purposes of driver license issuance. - Amends TCA Section 55-50-102 and Section 55-50-321.
HB 2029 by *Rowland, Beavers, Black, Pleasant, Stanley, Hargett, Goin, Todd, Baird, Godsey, Mumpower, Vincent (SB 1999 by *Blackburn, Norris, Carter, Fowler, Burchett, Ramsey) 
Driver Licenses - Removes provision allowing person without social security number to obtain license. - Amends TCA Section 55-50-321. 04/23/02 - Action def. in s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR to 2003

HB 2030 by *Windle 
Bail, Bail Bonds - Authorizes optional bail bond procedure for any person who is permitted to execute bail bond for appearance in general sessions court of Overton County. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11, Part 1. 04/10/02 - Assigned to Summer Study

HB 2031 by *Hood, Beavers, Rowland (SB 1994 by *Traill) 
Rutherford County - Subject to local approval, replaces board of humane/rabies control with department of animal services. - Amends Chapter 55 of the Private Acts of 1983; as amended. 08/02/01 - Pr. Ch. 66

HB 2032 by *Sharp (SB 1996 by *Fowler) 
Taxes - Increases governmental accountability; enacts tax reform; calls referendum on whether limited constitutional convention should be called to alter Article II, Section 28, relative to taxation. - Amends TCA Titles 9, 13, 29, 56, 67 and 71. 01/10/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2033 by *Bone (SB 1995 by *Rochelle) 
Lebanon - Subject to local approval, establishes departments of public safety and community service. - Amends Chapter 644 of the Private Acts of 1911; as amended. 08/02/01 - Pr. Ch. 67

HB 2034 by *Godsey 
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Concerns of Police Survivors license plate; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Concerns of Police Survivors. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 01/15/02 - Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

HB 2035 by *Sands, White (SB 1997 by *Blackburn) 
Maury County - Subject to local approval, enacts "Curfew for Maury County Minors Act of 2001." 08/02/01 - Pr. Ch. 68

HB 2036 by *Kisber 
Taxes - Revises inheritance taxes to keep state from losing revenue from changes in federal law, revises refund provisions under excise and franchise tax laws, and clarifies hotel tax law. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 16; Title 45; Title 48; Title 51; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67 and Title 68. 06/28/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2037 by *Kisber (*SB 1998 by *Henry) 
Appropriations - Provides continuing appropriations at fiscal year 2000-2001 levels through July 31, 2001. - Amends TCA. 06/29/01 - Assigned to s/c Budget of FW&M

HB 2038 by *Kisber, Kent, Head, Garrett, Jones U (Shel) (SB 2000 by *Henry, Crutchfield, Atchley, Kyle) 

HB 2039 by *Davidson (*SB 2001 by *Crutchfield) 
Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Allows directors to actively campaign for immediate family members. - Amends TCA Section 65-1-222. 08/02/01 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 450

HB 2040 by *Winningham (*SB 2002 by *McNally, Crowe, Atchley, Carter, Graves, Burks, Trail, Crutchfield, Williams, Davis L) 
Appropriations - Removes from appropriations act provisions prohibiting disbursement of BEP funds and reduction in higher education appropriations. - 03/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2041 by *Kisber 
Appropriations - Makes appropriations for fiscal year 2001-2002. - 08/07/01 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2042 by *Phelan (SB 2003 by *Carter) 
Medina - Subject to local approval, revises charter. - Amends Chapter 96 of the Private Acts of 1911. 02/14/02 - Pr. Ch. 70

HB 2043 by *Rinks (SB 3205 by *Wilder) 
Adamsville - Subject to local approval, authorizes levy of hotel/motel tax. - 05/10/02 - Pr. Ch. 132

HB 2044 by *Ridgeway (SB 2029 by *Haun) 
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Uniform for America for Tennessee special earmarked license plates. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 02/20/02 - Action def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to special calendar

HB 2045 by *Hagood, Odom, Windle, Goins (*SB 2004 by *McNally, Burchett, Burks, Blackburn, Davis L, Graves, Kurita, Miller J, Ramsey, Williams, Carter) 
Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Prohibits department of environment and conservation from closing state parks unless resolution is adopted by both houses of general assembly authorizing such closure. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 5 and Title 11, Chapter 3. 01/29/02 - Assigned to s/c Parks & Tourism of CON

HB 2046 by *Bittle (SB 2280 by *Burchett) 
Handgun Permits - Gives honorably discharged veterans with military handgun training lifetime exemption from requirement of handgun safety course otherwise required for handgun carry permit. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13. 02/12/02 - Failed in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2047 by *Sands (SB 2018 by *Blackburn) 
Local Education Agency - Increases maximum size of county school boards from 10 to 11 members. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-201. 03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 498

HB 2048 by *Beavers, Vincent (SB 2465 by *Miller J) 
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of "United We Stand" new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates all funds derived from sale thereof, minus expenses, to TEM to mitigate costs of enhanced security procedures. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 02/20/02 - Action def. in s/c Budget of FW&M to special calendar

HB 2049 by *Windle 
State Employees - Prohibits state insurance committee from establishing cap on prescription drug benefits for retired state employees. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27. 03/30/02 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

HB 2050 by *Windle (SB 2710 by *Davis L) 
State Employees - Permits commissioner of personnel to buy out sick leave days accumulated by state employees. - Amends TCA Section 8-50-802. 01/30/02 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

HB 2051 by *Windle (SB 2717 by *Davis L) 
Military - Requires local school districts to pay teachers their full compensation during all periods of active military service. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 33; Title 49, Chapter 5 and Title 58, Chapter 1. 01/14/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2052 by *Windle (SB 2708 by *Davis L) 
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires police presence at interstate and major four-lane construction sites with lane closures or when deemed necessary by departmental engineer. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 54. 01/14/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk-pending amdlt.

HB 2053 by *Windle, Ferguson Correction, Dept. of - Provide Correctional Officer I with pay equivalent to commissioned member of highway patrol with equivalent service. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 7, Part 2 and Title 8, Chapter 30, Part 2. 04/03/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 2054 by *Windle (SB 2715 by *Davis L) 
State Symbols - Designates salute created and used by Daughters of American Revolution as official salute to Tennessee flag. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 1, Part 3. 04/03/02 - Action Def. in s/c State Government of S&LG to summer study

HB 2055 by *Windle, Turner (Dav), Ferguson (SB 2707 by *Davis L)
Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.

HB 2056 by *Sands (SB 2019 by *Blackburn) - Amends the TCA Title 55 regulations regarding EMTs and paramedics.

HB 2057 by *Maddox (SB 2017 by *Herron) - tweaks local approval procedures, decreases board of highway commissioners from five to three members. Amends Chapter 640 of the Private Acts 1949; as amended.

HB 2058 by *Maddox (SB 2016 by *Herron) - Weakley County - Subject to local approval, reduces number of school districts from ten to nine. - Repeals Chapter 128 of the Private Acts of 1994. 02/04/02. W Withdrawn.


HB 2061 by *Kent , Hargett, Todd, Hargrove, Winningham, Walker, Turner (Ham) (SB 2129 by *McNairy , Kurtza, Williams, Sen., Ramsey, Burks) - Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of emergency license plates to full-time police officers and emergency services squad plates to EMTs and paramedics. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 04/29/02. Comp. became Pub. Ch. 633.

HB 2062 by *Fitzhugh - Lauderdale County - Subject to local approval, decreases school board from nine to eight members. - Repeals Chapter 211 of the Private Acts of 1982. 01/14/02. H P2C held on desk.

HB 2063 by *Maddox (SB 2006 by *Herron) - Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Adds house and senate general welfare committees to entities receiving notice concerning adoption of operating guidelines. - Amends TCA Title 33. 01/14/02. H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 2064 by *Maddox , Overby, Briley, Bowers, Fitzhugh, Turner (Ham) (SB 2809 by *Rocheille , Person) - Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Extends from 2002 to 2003 expiration of exception to definition of home health services for nursing care and therapy services rendered by community agencies for developmentally disabled; establishes certain guidelines regarding professional support services. - Amends TCA Title 33 and Title 68, Chapter 985 of the Public Acts of 2000, and Chapter 282 of the Public Acts of 2001. 04/29/02. Comp. became Pub. Ch. 652.

HB 2065 by *Todd (SB 2698 by *Person) - Property Assessors - Requires real property appraisals in Shelby County to be accomplished by continuous six-year cycle comprised of on-site review of each parcel of property over five-year period. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 16. 04/02/02. Failed In s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 2066 by *Odom (SB 2234 by *Jackson) - TennCare - Requires reporting of health insurance coverage by employers and transmittal of such information to TennCare bureau. - Amends TCA Title 50; Title 56; Title 68 and Title 71. 04/02/02. Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee.

HB 2067 by *Odom , Buck, Davidson, McKee, Hargett, Rowland, Baird, Johnson, Pleasant, Sargent, Buttry, Dunn, McDonald, Black, Montgomery, Todd, Kent, Cole (Carter), Pinion, Harwell, SB 2236 by *Jackson) - TennCare - Requires Bureau of TennCare to contract with private agency to do eligibility determination pursuant to criteria set by state. - Amends TCA Title 71. 05/29/02. S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 2068 by *Odom (SB 2235 by *Jackson) - TennCare - Establishes specific criteria for determining uninsurability in TennCare program. - Amends TCA Title 50; Title 56; Title 68 and Title 71. 04/02/02. Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee.

HB 2069 by *Odom , Harwell, Turner (Dav), Pruitt, Jones, S., Arriola, Garrett, West, Briley, Langster (SB 2138 by *Henry) - Education, Higher - Renames "Nashville State Technical Institute" to be "Nashville State Technical Community College"; provides for management control, program offerings, and continuation of existing rights and obligations. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 8. 04/29/02. Comp. became Pub. Ch. 618.

HB 2070 by *Odom (SB 2669 by *Williams) - Taxes, Gasoline, Petroleum Products - Requires $ .01 of gas tax to be transferred to Tennessee state parks operation, maintenance and acquisition account administered by division of state parks; creates such account. - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 3, Part 1 and Section 67-3-1301. 01/15/02. Assigned to s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR

HB 2071 by *Westmoreland (*SB 2007 by *Crowe) - Mental Illness - Deletes requirement that there be certificate of need for admission to hospital of certain publically funded persons in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 8 and Title 33. 01/14/02. H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 2072 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2482 by *Harper) - Taxes, Sales - Repeals sales tax from food groceries purchased by senior citizens who are at least 65 years of age and whose income from all sources is $30,000 or less for single person and $60,000 or less for married couple. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 3.

HB 2073 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2486 by *Harper) - Taxes, Real Property - Authorizes speakers of house and senate to appoint seven member advisory commission, to include comptroller, ex officio, to assist legislature in determining eligibility and amount of reimbursement of property taxes to elderly low-income taxpayers on owner-occupied residential property. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 7.

HB 2074 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2147 by *Dixon) - TennCare - Defines uninsurable for TennCare program and requires collection of health insurance coverage information by employment security program. - Amends TCA Title 50; Title 56; Title 68 and Title 71. 01/14/02. H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 2075 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2147 by *Dixon) - Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Prohibits insurance company doing business in this state from basing rates to be charged for any type of insurance on person's credit rating or report. - Amends TCA Title 56. 01/14/02. H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 2076 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2483 by *Harper) - Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Enacts "Tennessee Prescription Fair Pricing Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71. 03/12/02. Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 2077 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2146 by *Dixon) - State Employees - Requires that eligible employees be paid double time if employee has worked normal work-week and employee is required to work on state holiday or Saturday or Sunday; payment to be made in form of actual compensation or compensatory time at option of employee. - Amends TCA Title 8. 07/04/02. Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee.

HB 2078 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2484 by *Harper) - Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Enacts "Senior Citizen Prescription Drug Discount Program Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71.
03/12/02  -  Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 2079 by *Turner (Dav) Transportation, Dept. of  - Creates office of ombudsman in department to address consumer inquiries and complaints.  - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 23.

01/15/02  -  Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

*HB 2080 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2174 by *Davis, L) Game and Fish Laws - Permits Tennessee residents between 13 and 18 years of age, instead of 13 and 16, to purchase junior hunting, sport fishing and trapping licenses and to fish one week per year, commencing with Free Fishing Day.  - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 2.

02/13/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Conservation & Wildlife of CON of Conservation Committee

*HB 2081 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2199 by *Haynes) Solid Waste Disposal - Adds $0.75 per ton surcharge for municipal solid waste tipping fee to fund state parks.  - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211.

04/02/02  -  Failed In s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 2082 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2148 by *Dixon) Civil Procedure - Creates civil right of action personally against mayor, city manager or appointing authority of local governmental entity if due process failed to be provided in disciplinary hearings involving its municipal or governmental employee.  - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 1, Part 3.

02/05/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 2083 by *Turner (Dav) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Prohibits bidders on state and local government contracts from making campaign contributions to incumbents and candidates for office in entity to which bid being made.  - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10, Part 3.

01/31/02  H Withdrawn.

*HB 2084 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S. Ethics - Prohibits any agency which receives state funds for operational expenses from using such state funds to lobby or to make gifts or political contributions to candidate for public office.  - Amends TCA Section 3-6-108.

01/31/02  H Withdrawn.

*HB 2085 by *Turner (Dav) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Revises percentage distribution between health and agricultural reserve accounts for money received from tobacco settlement; revises composition and duties of committees for each account; makes appropriations to such reserve accounts.  - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55.

01/14/02  H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 2086 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S. (SB 2153 by *Dixon, Davis L) Education - Permits state board of education to incorporate CPR instruction into lifetime wellness curriculum in public junior and senior high schools.  - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 12.

05/31/02  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 765

*HB 2087 by *Turner (Dav) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Makes charging for declaration letter unfair and deceptive practice for companies.  - Amends TCA Title 56.

01/23/02  -  Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 2088 by *Turner (Dav) Forest and Forest Products - Requires foresters to create 100-foot permanent buffer zone around each 50 acres of pine plantings.  - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 4

01/14/02  H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 2089 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2481 by *Harper) Health Care - Establishes "Tennessee RX Program" and regulates pricing of prescription drugs.  - Amends TCA Title 47, Title 53; Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71.

03/12/02  -  Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 2090 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2060 by *Jackson) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Enacts discount card prescription drug cost assistance program for certain senior citizens.  - Amends TCA Title 56; Title 63 and Title 71.

03/12/02  -  Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 2091 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2485 by *Harper) Pharmacy, Pharmacists - Prohibits new contracts for sale of prescription drugs by certain entities in this state for higher price than is offered in another state.  - Amends TCA Title 47 and Title 53.

04/02/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee

*HB 2092 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2166 by *Cooper J) Consumer Protection - Adds offense of identity theft to definition of racketeering activity for purposes of RICO; requires persons or other businesses who entered into transaction where identity theft was involved to disclose certain information to victim; requires consumer reporting agency to block certain information if consumer is victim of identity theft.  - Amends TCA Title 39 and Title 47, Chapter 18.

02/13/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 2093 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 2207 by *Haynes) Solid Waste Disposal - Requires senator and member of house who represent county where landfill or hazardous waste facility is to be located to be notified at least 30 days prior to date department of environment and conservation plans to issue permit for such landfill or facility.  - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211; Title 68, Chapter 212 and Title 68, Chapter 213.

06/27/02  S Conf. comm. appointed. (Haynes, Graves, & McNally)

*HB 2094 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom (SB 2203 by *Haynes) Environmental Preservation - Authorizes court to issue temporary restraining order, in addition to temporary or permanent injunction, to enforce landfill regulations.  - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 213.

03/26/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 2095 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom (SB 2204 by *Haynes) Environmental Preservation - Expands agreements requiring prior approval for construction of landfill from contracts to binding agreements of any kind.  - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 213.

04/16/02  -  Failed In: State & Local Government Committee

*HB 2096 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom (SB 2206 by *Haynes) Environmental Preservation - Adds limited liability company within definition of "person" for purposes of landfill regulation.  - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 213.

02/11/02  -  Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

*HB 2097 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom (SB 2202 by *Haynes) Environmental Preservation - Adds wetland areas with significant potential for enhancement of water quality to list of wetlands inventory.  - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 14.

01/17/02  H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 2098 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom (SB 2201 by *Haynes) Conservation - Includes ornaments within definition of "burial object" for archaeological purposes.  - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 11, Chapter 6.

01/17/02  H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 2099 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom (SB 2200 by *Haynes) Environmental Preservation - Requires owner or operator of landfill to use native grasses to cover landfill when it has ceased operation.  - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 213.

04/10/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 2100 by *Turner (Dav), Jones, S., West, Langster, Odom (SB 2205 by *Haynes) Environmental Preservation - Expands values protected in Class II scenic area to include ecological, as well as natural and scientific, values.  - Amends TCA Title 11.

01/17/02  H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 2101 by *Shepard , Rhinehart, Turner (Dav) (SB 2232 by *Jackson)
Health Care - Deletes requirement physician assistant write name of supervising physician and physician assistant on prescription; requires physician assistant to sign name on prescription with name of supervising physician and physician assistant printed on it and to circle name of primary supervising physician when using preprinted prescription pads containing multiple names. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 19, Part 1. 03/27/02 - Pub. Ch. 527

**HB 2102** by *Montgomery (SB 2163 by "Clabough)
Sevier County - Subject to local approval, creates five school board districts of substantially equal population. - Repeals Chapter 380 of the Private Acts of 1927; as amended. 01/28/02 H Withdrawn.

**HB 2103** by *Montgomery (SB 2061 by "Clabough)
Sevier County - Subject to local approval, permits Sevier County to elect general sessions court clerk. - Amends Chapter 104 of the Private Acts of 1998. 02/14/02 - Pr. Ch. 71

**HB 2104** by *Montgomery (SB 2165 by "Clabough)
Sevier County - Subject to local approval, authorizes Sevier County to conduct nonpartisan school board elections during county's primary election. - 02/14/02 - Pr. Ch. 73

**HB 2105** by *Black (SB 2525 by "Ramsey, Cohen, Cooper J, Haun, McNally, Burks)
Health Care - Provides for emergency administration of glucagon to students by school nurse, if available, or by qualified school personnel. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5 and Title 68, Chapter 140, Part 5. 06/21/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 808

**HB 2106** by *Ferguson, Harwell, Lewis, Johnson, Overbey, Ridgeway, Kisber, Caldwell, Davis (Wash), Walker, Turner (Ham), Clem, Sargent, Godsey, Pleasant, Wood, Mumpower, Dunn, Hagood, Montgomery, Kernels (*SB 2014 by "Person, Burks)
School Transportation - Prohibits issuance of certificate to drive school bus for public, private, or church-related school in this state if applicant has been convicted of DUI, vehicular assault, vehicular homicide, aggravated vehicular assault, or manufacture, delivery, sale, or possession of controlled substance within five years of application for certificate; for public schools, discretionary with board if five years or more. - Amends TCA Title 49 and Title 55. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 820

**HB 2107** by *Whitson (SB 2132 by "Haun)
Nurses, Nursing - Licenses certain medical technicians and revises education and training requirements for diploma nurses. - Amends TCA Title 63. 01/29/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR

**HB 2108** by *Whitson, Cole (Carter) (SB 2131 by "Haun)
Naming and Designating - Names National Guard Armory in Erwin in honor of "Erwin Nine"; requires non-state funding or local provision of signs. - 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 560

**HB 2109** by *Davidson, Buck (SB 2404 by "Wilder)
Statutes - Codifies public acts of 2001. - 02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 491

**HB 2110** by *Whitson (SB 2133 by "Hau
Zoning - Clarifies that right of businesses to continue to operate after zoning change does not include right to increase or enlarge signs or billboards. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-208. 02/26/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 2111** by *Newton, Westmoreland (*SB 2022 by "Jackson, Davis L, Person)
Evidence - Makes driver record maintained by department of safety prima facie evidence of defendant's prior conviction in prosecution for subsequent offense of driving on suspended, revoked, or canceled driver license unless allegation of error made in writing. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50. 05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 732

**HB 2112** by *Scruggs, Hargrove, Newton (*SB 2023 by "Jackson, Davis L)
Criminal Procedure - Permits evidence of defendant's prior convictions for sex offenses involving victims who were less than 13 years old to be introduced and considered as relevant at any trial in which defendant is charged with specified sex offense in which victim is less than 13 years old. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 17. 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

**HB 2113** by *Caldwell (SB 2158 by McNally)
Education - Provides for attendance at schools of LEA in which student is not permanent resident. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30 and Part 31. 01/28/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 2114** by *Caldwell (SB 2159 by McNally)
Liens - Creates lien on real property in favor of volunteer fire company if company fights fire and property owner or person in control of property has not made annual contribution to company; lien is subordinate to lien of mortgage, taxes, and other liens taking priority. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 11. 02/11/02 H Withdrawn.

**HB 2115** by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 2130 by "Cooper J, Dixon)
Claims Commission, Tennessee - Extends term of office for persons serving on commission from six years to eight years. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 8, Part 3. 07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 816

**HB 2116** by *Newton (SB 2144 by "Crutchfield)
Driver Licenses - Authorizes trial judge to issue restricted driver license to individual who does not have prior conviction for DUI or adult driving while impaired within 10 years of present violation. - Amends TCA Section 55-10-403 and Section 55-50-502. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 546

**HB 2117** by *Lewis (SB 2597 by "Burks)
Coffee County - Subject to local approval, decreases highway commission from six to five members. - Amends Chapter 8 of the Private Acts of 1971; as amended. 02/28/02 - Pr. Ch. 78

**HB 2118** by *Lewis (SB 2643 by "Cooper J)
Alcoholic Beverages - Redefines "convention center" for purposes of authorization of sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages to include Manchester convention center. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 4, Part 1. 05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 661

**HB 2119** by *Fowlkes (*SB 2137 by "Fowler)
Taxes, Inheritance Gift - Specifies that contributions made to or on behalf of beneficiaries under Tennessee education savings plan (BEST) are exempt from all taxes and that no existing law is to limit gift tax exemption for such contributions. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7, Part 8 and Title 67. 05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 688

**HB 2120** by *Windle (SB 2716 by "Davis L)
Public Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Prohibits closure of state parks that receive federal money unless general assembly approves such closure by resolution. - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 3, Part 1. 01/29/02 - Assigned to s/c Parks & Tourism of CON

**HB 2121** by *Bone, Baird, Walker (SB 2791 by "Rochelle)
Food and Food Products - Establishes regulations regarding sale of catfish; grants department of agriculture enforcement powers with authority to impose civil penalties. - Amends TCA Title 55. 04/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 634

**HB 2122** by *Johnson, Newton, Montgomery, Baird, Ferguson (SB 2466 by "Miller J, Ramsey)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Rutland National new specialty emarcked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds derived from sale thereof to Rutland National Foundation for student financial aid and disaster relief programs. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 05/02/02 - Assigned to s/c Budget of FW&M

**HB 2123** by *Bone
Local Government, General - Allows municipal and metropolitan government employees to qualify to run for elected office in local governing body provided that upon election such person's city or metropolitan government employment is terminated on day such person takes office. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 51, Part 15. 04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 2124** by *Bone (SB 2792 by "Rochelle)
Domestic Violence - Transfers administration of family violence shelter services from department of human services to department of finance and administration; transfers administration of child abuse prevention services from human services to department of children's services; creates advisory committees. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 3, Part 6; Title 39, Chapter 11, Part 1 and Title 71, Chapter 6, Part 2. 05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 697
**HB 2125** by *Bunch (SB 2864 by *Burchett)* Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Removes authority for board of education to deny access to facilities to certain professional employees’ organizations. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-609.
04/17/02 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to General Sub

**HB 2126** by *McMillan (SB 2758 by *Trail)* Courts, Supreme Court of Tennessee - Clarifies that supreme court has general supervisory control over all boards and commissions created by court as well as all inferior state courts. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 3, Part 5.
01/30/02 - Assigned to s/c Judicial Administration of JUD

**HB 2127** by *McMillan (SB 2410 by *Norris)* Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Allows parties petitioning for divorce or separation to apply to court for injunctive relief against another party, but third party is not bound by injunctions taking effect upon filing of petition. - Amends TCA Section 36-4-106.
04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 565

**HB 2128** by *McMillan (SB 2233 by *Jackson)* Public Defenders - Requires that $12.50 court cost collected for purpose of defraying cost of legal representation of indigent criminal defendants in multi-county judicial districts be remitted to executive director of public defender conference for use as supplemental funding for public defender in such multi-county district. - Amends TCA Section 40-14-210.
05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 691

**HB 2129** by *McMillan (SB 2386 by *Trail)* Judges and Chancellors - Extends jurisdiction of court of judiciary to include all persons presiding over courts, such as special judges, and to candidates for judicial office; gives court more flexibility in fashioning appropriate sanction; and defines available sanctions. - Amends TCA Title 17, Chapter 5.
04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 564

**HB 2130** by *Fitzhugh (SB 2408 by *Norris)* Lauderdale County - Subject to local approval, decreases school board from nine to eight members. -
02/28/02 - Pr. Ch. 79

**HB 2131** by *Jones, S., Turner (Dev), West, Garrett, Langston, Pruett, Arriola, Odom, Birley (SB 2194 by *Haynes)* Election Laws - Revises dates for early voting to be no more than 15 days before election; early voting continues until day of election. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 6, Part 1.
01/30/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

**HB 2132** by *Jones, S., Turner (Dev), Garrett, West, Langston, Pruett, Harwell, Arriola, Odom, Birley (SB 2195 by *Haynes)* Election Laws - Requires municipal elections to be held on Saturdays unless charter of municipality provides otherwise. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 3.
01/30/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

**HB 2133** by *Odom (*SB 2160 by *McNally)* Insurance, Health, Accident - Requires reimbursement of physician assistant if insurance allows for payment to assistant physician in surgery and physician assistant performs that function. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 24.
01/29/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

**HB 2134** by *Odom (SB 2270 by *Ford J)* Arbitration - Decreases time of filing from eight to six months when award is not fixed in submission. - Amends TCA Title 29.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2135** by *Odom (SB 2273 by *Ford J)* Zoning - Increases from 10 to 30 days time for county building commissioner to mail certificate of compliance or copy to permittee after building permit expires. - Amends TCA Title 13.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2136** by *Odom (SB 2272 by *Ford J)* Corporations, For Profit - Increases length of validity for appointment of proxy for corporate shareholder voting purposes from 11 months to one year. - Amends TCA Title 48.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2137** by *Odom (SB 2271 by *Ford J)* Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Changes time within which notice mailed to next of kin of deceased patient or resident must be mailed from within ten days to within five days of death. - Amends TCA Title 33.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2138** by *Odom (SB 2269 by *Ford J)* Motor Vehicles - Increases from 200 to 250 feet distance required for clear view of vehicle parked on highway outside business or residential district. - Amends TCA Title 55.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2139** by *Odom (SB 2501 by *Crutchfield)* Consumer Protection - Prohibits price gouging for goods or services during period of abnormal market disruption. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1.
01/30/02 - Assigned to s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA

**HB 2140** by *Buck (SB 2595 by *Burks)* Smithville - Subject to local approval, establishes city court with city judge to be appointed upon expiration of current city judge’s term. - Amends Chapter 486 of the Private Acts of 1941; as amended.
02/28/02 - Pr. Ch. 91

**HB 2141** by *Buck (SB 2214 by *Trail)* DUI/DWI Offenses - Increases mandatory minimum fine for child endangerment from $1,000 to $10,000. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4.
01/30/02 - Assigned to s/c DUI of JUD

**HB 2142** by *Buck (SB 2581 by *Burks)* Home Improvement Contractors - Prohibits unlicensed contractors from demolishing residential buildings. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 7; Title 13; Title 62 and Title 65.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2143** by *Buck (SB 2224 by *Jackson)* Safety, Dept. of - Requires commissioner to periodically update listing of employees authorized to exercise functions of notary public. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29; Title 4, Chapter 3; Title 4, Chapter 4; Title 4, Chapter 7; Title 49, Chapter 1 and Title 55.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2144** by *Buck (SB 2816 by *Jackson)* Firearms and Ammunition - Extends time sale of confiscated weapon shall be advertised in daily or weekly newspaper from not less than three editions and not less than 30 days to not less than four editions and not less than 40 days. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
02/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 2145** by *Buck* County Government - Makes various changes to funding and responsibilities of county government including requiring state to purchase voting equipment for county election commissions and to compensate county election commission members; increasing percentage of litigation tax court clerks receive from 15 percent to 20 percent; increasing percentage of collected revenues county clerks receive from 5 percent to 20 percent; requiring state to compensate and provide benefits for all LEA licensed personnel; removing provision prohibiting county from collecting privilege taxes. - Amends TCA Title 2; Title 8; Title 16; Title 33; Title 38; Title 41; Title 49 and Title 67.
02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

**HB 2146** by *Buck (SB 2227 by *Jackson)* Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Reduces time for board of claims to act on disability claim for member of bureau who is injured in line of duty from 30 to 20 days. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2147** by *Buck (SB 2223 by *Jackson)* Criminal Procedure - Increases maximum rewards for information leading to apprehension, arrest, and conviction of person or persons from $50,000 to $80,000 for Class A or B felony and from $5,000 to $8,000 for Class C, D, or E felony. - Amends TCA Title 38; Title 39 and Title 40.
02/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 2148** by *Buck (SB 2226 by *Jackson)* Safety, Dept. of - Increases from 10 days to 15 days time in which department must notify licensing state and commercial driver license information system that commercial driver has violated traffic law; increases from 10 days to 15 days time in which clerk must notify department of conviction of commercial driver violating traffic law. - Amends TCA Title 54; Title 55 and Title 67.
within 45 days instead of 60 days. - Amends TCA settlement of workers' compensation claims pending amend.

01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amend.

*HB 2149 by *Buck (SB 2513 by *Crutchfield) Tort Liability - Clarifies that immunity for LEA employees relating to management of asbestos applies to buildings or other structures leased, owned, or controlled by LEA.. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20 and Title 62.

01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amend.

*HB 2150 by *Buck (SB 2512 by *Crutchfield) Tort Liability - Extends period governmental entities are required to file report on tort liability activities with state treasurer from three to five years. - Amends TCA Title 29.

01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amend.

*HB 2151 by *Buck (SB 2582 by *Burks) Transportation, Dept. of - Deletes requirement that wildflower areas carry appropriate notations. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 1, Part 1 and Title 54, Chapter 5, Part 12.

01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amend.

*HB 2152 by *Buck (SB 2500 by *Crutchfield) Workers' Compensation - Requires Advisory Council on Workers' Compensation to comment on revisions to certain standards governing settlement of workers' compensation claims within 45 days instead of 60 days. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.

01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amend.

*HB 2153 by *Buck (SB 2213 by *Ford J) Zoning - Clarifies interpretation of statute governing effect of zoning change on existing business as inapplicable to outdoor advertising. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-208.

01/30/02 Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

*HB 2154 by *Buck, McMillian (SB 2216 by *Trail) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Establishes reasonable costs of furnishing medical records to patient who is not indigent for purpose of supporting claim or appeal under Social Security Act at not more than $20.00 for records 40 pages or less in length and $0.25 per page for each page after 40 and actual cost of mailing. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 2, Part 1 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 3.

04/24/02 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

*HB 2155 by *Buck (SB 2499 by *Crutchfield) Civil Procedure - Increases from $5.00 to $10.00 amount of nominal damages plaintiff must recover in certain civil actions to be entitled to recover full costs; applicable civil actions are actions founded upon assault, battery, malicious prosecution, false imprisonment, or recovery of damages for overflowing of water by building of gristmill or other waterworks. - Amends TCA Title 20 and Title 26.

01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amend.

*HB 2156 by *Buck (*SB 2010 by *Person) Child Custody and Support - Deletes present requirement of permanent parenting plan that obligor must report annually obligor's income to obligee and department of human services. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6.

02/12/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

HB 2157 by *Buck , McMillian (*SB 2011 by *Person) Court Rules - Deletes statute that incorporates rules of practice of chancery court into code. - Amends TCA Title 21, Chapter 1.

03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 493

HB 2158 by *Buck , McMillian (*SB 2012 by *Person , Williams, Sen.) Courts - Requires person wishing to become credentialed court interpreter for spoken foreign languages to submit fingerprint sample for purpose of criminal history records check being conducted on such person. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 3.

03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 494

HB 2159 by *Buck , McMillian (*SB 2013 by *Person) Taxes, Litigation - Provides that collection of litigation tax on civil appeals is to occur at time appeal is docketed; excludes litigation taxes collected by clerks of appellate court from interest and penalties for delinquent taxes. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 21; Title 67, Chapter 4 and Title 67, Chapter 1.

04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 559

HB 2160 by *Buck , McMillian (*SB 2015 by *Person) Criminal Offenses - Removes "reversal on appeal" as ground for which person is entitled to have criminal records expunged; provides that appellate court records and opinions are not expungeable "public records"; and requires court clerks to send copy of all expungement orders to TBI. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6 and Title 40, Chapter 32.

03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 495

HB 2161 by *Buck (SB 2225 by *Jackson) Taxes, Motor Vehicle - Increases number of days in which voters can petition for referendum on wheel tax levied by county under general law provisions from 30 to 45. - Amends TCA Title 5; Title 6; Title 7 and Title 55.

01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amend.

HB 2162 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2100 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail) Sunset Laws - Removes Anderson County community action commission from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.

02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 485

HB 2163 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2098 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail) Sunset Laws - Removes Blount County community action agency from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.

02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 483

HB 2164 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2102 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail) Sunset Laws - Removes Bradley-Cleveland community service agency from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.

02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 487

HB 2165 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2101 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail) Sunset Laws - Removes Clarksville-Montgomery County community action agency from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.

02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 486

HB 2166 by *Kernell (*SB 2099 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail) Sunset Laws - Removes Cordell Hull economic opportunity corporation from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.

02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 484


02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 481

HB 2168 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2058 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail) Sunset Laws - Removes Douglas-Cherokee economic authority from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.

02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 479


02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 482


02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 478

HB 2171 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2056 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail) Sunset Laws - Removes Highland Rim economic corporation from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.

02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 477

HB 2172 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2055 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail) Sunset Laws - Removes Mid-Cumberland community action agency from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.

02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 476


02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 475

HB 2174 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2053 by *Harper , Burchett, Trail) Sunset Laws - Removes Mid-East community action agency from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
HB 2175 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2052 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - Removes Mountain Valley economic opportunity authority from sunset cycle. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 760

HB 2176 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2051 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - Removes Northwest Tennessee economic council from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 473

HB 2177 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2050 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 472

HB 2178 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2049 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 471

HB 2179 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2059 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 480

HB 2180 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2117 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 490

HB 2181 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2116 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 489

HB 2182 by *Kernell, Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2115 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - Removes upper East Tennessee human development agency from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. [chapter]

*HB 2183 by *Kent (SB 2196 by *Haynes)
Alcoholic Beverage Commission - Allows newly hired server to work 61 days after being hired before requiring permit. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 26.
02/28/02 - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Civil Procedure & Practice of JUD

*HB 2185 by *Overby (SB 2535 by *McNally)
Evidence - Provides that benevolent gestures of sympathy made to party involved in accident or party's family are inadmissible in civil action as evidence of admission of declarant's liability but admission of fault which is part of or in addition to such gesture is inadmissible. - Amends TCA Title 24, Chapter 7, Part 1.
04/02/02 - Action def. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD to summer study

*HB 2186 by *Buttry (SB 2277 by *Burchett)
Education, Higher - Requires students who are not U.S. citizens to register with police on monthly basis; requires UT and state board of regents to develop uniform, appropriate forms to track such registrations. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7.
01/28/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

*HB 2187 by *McDaniel, Kisber, Ford S, Boyer, Davidson, Whitson, Clem, Davis (Cocke), West, McDonald, Davis (Wash), Garrett, Windle, Bone, Walker, Mumpower, Godsey, Wood, Rinks, Turner (Ham), Brown, Scoggins, Bittle, Vincent, Baird, Goins, Dunn, Hagood, Tindell (SB 2215 by *Athley, McNally, Crowe, Haun, Davis L)
Appropriations - Allocates $1,870,800 for homeland security purposes and sum sufficient to fund SB3192/HB3232 (Terrorism Prevention and Response Act of 2002) if such bill becomes law; appropriates amount from state land acquisition fund to re-open certain state parks. - 04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 587

*HB 2188 by *Windle (SB 3706 by *Davis L)
Financial Responsibility Law - Allows commissioner of safety to issue certificate of self-insurance to recognized religious sect or division. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 12.
02/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

*HB 2189 by *Windle (SB 2705 by *Davis L)
Safety, Dept. of - Provides commercial vehicle enforcement officer with pay equivalent to commissioned member of highway patrol with equivalent service. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 7, Title 8, Chapter 30; Title 55 and Title 65, Chapter 15.
07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2190 by *Cole (Carter) (SB 2191 by *Crowe)
Carter County - Subject to local approval, decreases school board from eight to seven members; provides for terms and election of such members. - 03/11/02 - Pr. Ch. 76

HB 2191 by *Cole (Carter) (*SB 2189 by *Crowe)
Highway Signs - "Blanche Ward Berry Bridge," S.R. 91 in Carter County - 03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 506

*HB 2192 by *Bunch (SB 2448 by *Miller J)
Workers' Compensation - Creates lien in behalf of public hospital for services rendered in workers' compensation case. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 22 and Title 50, Chapter 6.
01/30/02 - Assigned to s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA

*HB 2193 by *Bunch, , Newton (SB 2446 by *Miller J)
Highway Signs - Names bridge across Hiwassee River on US 11 (SR 2) "Captain James S. Varnell, Jr. Bridge." - 05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 726

*HB 2194 by *Bunch (SB 2447 by *Miller J)
Landlord and Tenant - Allows landlord to pursue detainer action against tenant who fails to pay rent if rent not paid within five days of receiving notice. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 28, and Title 29, Chapter 18.
04/09/02 - Failed for Lack of Second in: Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

*HB 2195 by *Bunch (SB 2459 by *Miller J)
Attorneys at Law - Clarifies that filing of lawsuit is not debt collection. - 05/01/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

*HB 2196 by *Bunch (SB 2452 by *Miller J)
Workers' Compensation - Authorizes parties in workers' compensation actions to execute assignments with respect to medical and hospital expenses incurred at hospital owned and operated by state or local government. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 22; Title 47, Chapter 14 and Title 50, Chapter 6.
01/30/02 - Assigned to s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA

*HB 2197 by *Bunch (SB 2453 by *Miller J)
Local Government, General - Authorizes county clerk to deduct and collect $1.00 from municipal wheel tax if designated by municipality as tax collection official. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1, Part 1 and Title 6, Chapter 54, Part 1.
04/16/02 - Rec. for Pass. if Am. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 2198 by *Bunch (SB 2454 by *Miller J)
Courts, General Sessions - Adds general sessions courts to courts having jurisdiction to issue attachment on debt or demand of purely legal nature provided amount in controversy is within jurisdictional limit. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 6, Part 1.
04/09/02 - Action def. in s/c Civil Procedure & Practice of JUD to summer study

*HB 2199 by *Bunch (SB 2455 by *Miller J)
County Government - Requires publication in newspaper of general circulation at least one week prior to county legislative body voting to sell county-owned assets of real property or improvements to real property. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1.
04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 2200 by *Bunch (SB 2457 by *Miller J)
Taxes, Real Property - Includes hospital and hospital property owned or leased by private not-for-profit 501(c)(3) corporation in definition of industrial and commercial property for payment of property taxes. - Amends TCA Title 67.
07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 877
HB 2201 by *Bunch (SB 2458 by *Miller J) Taxes, Real Property - Includes in definition of industrial and commercial property for payment of property taxes hospital and hospital property owned or leased by private not-for-profit 501(c)(3) corporation in county other than county of incorporation. - Amends TCA Title 67.
04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 2202 by *Bunch (SB 2456 by *Miller J) Education - Provides that extended contract supplements can only be paid to employees on less than 12-month contracts. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Parts 50 through 55.
04/17/02 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to General Sub

HB 2203 by *Bunch (SB 2460 by *Miller J) Sheriffs - Prohibits any person qualifying for office of sheriff on or after July 1, 2002, from having any ownership or other financial interest in pawnshop and requires written disclosure to county clerk if family member has such interest. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 8.
04/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

HB 2204 by *Bunch (SB 2463 by *Miller J) Child Custody and Support - Prohibits department of human services from initiating hearings to modify child support order; requires court approval of adjustments to child support order made by department. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 37 and Title 71.
04/09/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Family Justice of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

HB 2205 by *Bunch (SB 2451 by *Miller J) Education - Provides that extended contract supplements can be paid only to classroom teachers. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Part 50.
04/17/02 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to General Sub

HB 2206 by *Bunch (SB 2462 by *Miller J) Child Custody and Support - Requires administrative orders adding amount to monthly support order to be approved by court within 20 days, unless administrative appeal filed. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 37 and Title 71.
04/09/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

HB 2207 by *Bunch (SB 2461 by *Miller J) Child Custody and Support - Prohibits department of human services from initiating child support actions on behalf of persons not eligible for support services; prohibits department from initiating child support actions without prior determination of custody. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 37 and Title 71.
03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

HB 2208 by *Bunch (SB 2450 by *Miller J) Workers' Compensation - Requires advisory council to report to general assembly by January 15, 2003, concerning desirability of using medical fee schedules to contain workers' compensation cases. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.
01/30/02 - Assigned to s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA

HB 2209 by *Bunch (SB 2449 by *Miller J) Courts, Juvenile - Clarifies that appeals from juvenile delinquency proceedings must be made to criminal court or court with criminal jurisdiction and appeals from unruly proceedings or dependent and neglect proceedings must be made to circuit court. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 1.
05/07/02 H Taken off notice for cal. in: Calendar and Rules

HB 2210 by *Davis (Wash) (SB 2222 by *Crowe) Driver Licenses - Requires copy of citation issued to driver under age 18 for moving violation be sent to such driver's parent or legal guardian. - Amends TCA Title 55.
03/06/02 - Taken off notice for cal. in Transportation

HB 2211 by *Davis (Wash) (SB 2220 by *Crowe) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires commissioner of commerce and insurance to report to legislative committees concerning NAIC Long-Term Care Insurance Regulation by January 15, 2003. - Amends TCA Title 56.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 2212 by *Davis (Wash) (SB 2231 by *Jackson) Medical Occupations - Revises disciplinary violations pertaining to respiratory care practitioners; provides that persons have until January 1, 2004, to obtain credential of registered respiratory therapist (RRT) in order to be licensed in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 27.
05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 662

HB 2213 by *Davis (Wash) (SB 2221 by *Crowe) Public Contracts - Requires contracts with state or state entities to be awarded to business which has home office and operates in Tennessee if bid is equal to or better than bid from out-of-state business. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4, Part 1.
01/30/02 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

HB 2214 by *Scroggs (SB 2817 by *Jackson , Davis L) Criminal Procedure - Permits evidence of defendant's prior convictions for sex offenses involving victims who were less than 10 years old to be introduced and considered as relevant at any trial in which defendant is charged with specified sex offense in which victim is less than seven years old. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 17.
04/03/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2215 by *Scroggs (SB 2818 by *Jackson , Davis L) Criminal Procedure - Permits evidence of defendant's prior convictions for sex offenses involving victims who were less than seven years old to be introduced and considered as relevant at any trial in which defendant is charged with specified sex offense in which victim is less than seven years old. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 17.
04/03/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2216 by *Dunn (SB 2307 by *Fowler) Education - Requires state board of education to develop and disseminate model grading policy. - Amends TCA Title 49.
03/06/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of Education Committee

HB 2217 by *Dunn (SB 2306 by *Fowler) Education - Allows student report cards to be posted at school. - Amends TCA Title 49.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 2218 by *Dunn (SB 2305 by *Fowler) Education - Includes U.S. Constitution in list of documents which can be freely displayed and used in schools. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 2219 by *Dunn (SB 2366 by *Williams , Burks) Administrative Procedure (UAPA) - Permits petition for judicial review of final decision of department of children's services in contested case to be filed in county in which one or more petitioners reside as well as in county of residence of commissioner; permits filing petitions for review of special education hearing determinations in chancery court of Davidson County or county in which petitioner resides. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 5.
04/24/02 - Pub. Ch. 610

HB 2220 by *Dunn , Buck (SB 2279 by *Burchett) Taxes, Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Increases taxes on cigarettes, beer, wine, and liquor; allocates proceeds from tax increase to elementary, secondary, and higher education - Amends TCA Title 49; Title 57 and Title 67.
05/28/02 - Failed for Lack of Motion in: Budget of FW&M

HB 2221 by *Dunn , Buck (SB 2757 by *Blackburn , Blackburn, Miller J, Person, Crowe, McNally) Appropriations - Makes appropriations for operation of state government for fiscal year 2002-2003. - 06/28/02 - Assigned to s/c Budget of FW&M

HB 2222 by *Arriola Animals and Animal Cruelty - Prohibits circuses utilizing elephants as public entertainment from operating in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 56.
04/03/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

HB 2223 by *Arriola Adoption - Allows surrender or consent to be executed prior to birth; prohibits revocation of surrender or consent except in cases of fraud, duress, or intentional misrepresentation; eliminates 10-day waiting period before
surrender revocation allowed. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 1.
02/12/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

**HB 2224** by Arriola, Garrett, Odom, Briley, Turner (Day), Pruitt, Jones, S., Langster, Harwell, West (*SB 2041 by “Henry”)
Taxes, Hotel Motel - Continues Davidson County 1 percent hotel occupancy tax for tourism promotion by deleting sunset provision which repealed increase effective June 30, 2002. - Amends Chapter 320 of the Public Acts of 1999.
04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 571

**HB 2225** by Arriola (*SB 2167 by “Dixon”)
Aged Persons - Requires commissioner of health to submit waiver to federal department of health and human services that includes personal care services and similar assistive care services rendered in homes for aged as reimbursable activity under waiver. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 71.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2226** by Overbev,  Sargent (SB 2575 by “Clabough”)
Taxes, Real Property - Removes requirement that veteran’s permanent total disability be combat-related in order to obtain property tax relief; changes period of service as POW from at least five months to at least 30 days for receipt of property tax relief by veterans who are 100 percent permanently disabled. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-704.
07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

**HB 2227** by Overbev, Sargent, Bone (SB 2577 by “Clabough”)
Taxes - Changes qualifying period of confinement as prisoner of war for 100 percent disabled veterans seeking property tax relief from five months to 30 days. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-704.
05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 751

**HB 2228** by DeBerry L (SB 2251 by “Ford J”)
Aged Persons - Transfers commission on aging and disabilities to department of human services.
04/03/02 - Action Def. in Health & Human Resources Committee to next meeting

**HB 2229** by DeBerry L (*SB 2151 by “Dixon”)
Tennessee Housing Development Agency - Requires THDA to develop forecasting plan for funding of single-family housing. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 23, Part 1.
03/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 2230** by DeBerry L (*SB 2170 by “Henry”)
Aged Persons - Provides for certain assistive community care services in private nonmedical institutions to be eligible for Medicaid reimbursement. - Amends TCA Title 12; Title 68 and Title 71.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2231** by DeBerry L (SB 2252 by “Ford J”)
Corporations, Not for Profit - Makes philanthropic organizations, such organizations’ directors, trustees, and governing board members, and philanthropic individuals who sponsor charitable fundraising events immune from suit arising from personal injuries and other damage to property that occurs at such events, if certain conditions met. - Amends TCA Title 29 and Title 48, Chapter 58.
05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 692

**HB 2232** by DeBerry L (*SB 2005 by “Ford J”)
Telecommunications - Exempts locally-owned tower companies from assessment of telecommunications tower properties by comptroller of treasury. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-514.
02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

**HB 2233** by Odom (SB 2504 by “Crutchfield”)
Consumer Protection - Prohibits price-gouging resulting from terrorist act, war, strike, or natural disaster. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 58, Chapter 2.
01/30/02 - Assigned to s/c Consumer Affairs of C&E&EA

**HB 2234** by Odom, Pinion, Todd, Garrett, Kent, Cole (Carter), Hagood, Towns, Pleasant, Cooper B (SB 2503 by “Crutchfield”, Burks, Crowe, Fowler, Person)
Consumer Protection - Prohibits price-gouging resulting from terrorist act, war, strike, or natural disaster. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 58, Chapter 2.
06/21/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 807

**HB 2235** by Odom (SB 2469 by “Cohen”)
Consumer Protection - Requires wireless communication provider to notify consumer of contract expiration date in writing on every billing statement. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18.
03/12/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

**HB 2236** by Odom (SB 2470 by “Cohen”)
Consumer Protection - Requires wireless communication provider to notify consumer of contract expiration date in writing and to notify consumer 30 days prior to contract expiration; notification may be made on consumer’s monthly statement or by separate mailing; failure to notify consumer shall result in provider furnishing free services for six months. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18.
02/12/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Consumer Affairs of C&E&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

**HB 2237** by Odom, Patton, Armstrong, Turner (Day), Fraley (SB 2264 by “Fowler, Henry”)
Forest and Forest Products - Enacts “Tennessee Forest Resources Conservation Act of 2001.” - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 4 and Title 69, Part I.
03/26/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Government Operations Committee

**HB 2238** by Odom, Garrett (SB 2554 by “Haynes”)
Funeral Directors and Embalmers - Creates Tennessee comprehensive funeral services pool to compensate persons who do not receive funeral services agreed upon in preneed funeral contracts. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 5, Part 4.
01/28/02 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations Committee

**HB 2239** by Godsey, Mumpower, Caldwell, Bowers (SB 2526 by “Ramsey”)
Health Care - Authorizes persons not licensed in Tennessee to provide, in certain circumstances, emergency medical care at large public events of limited duration. - Amends TCA Section 68-140-516 and Section 68-140-506.
03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 516

**HB 2240** by Godsey, Davis (Wash), Mumpower (SB 2527 by “Ramsey”)
Food and Food Products - Revises fees and requirements which apply to food service establishments operating at certain farmers’ markets. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 14, Part 3.
02/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

**HB 2241** by Godsey, Davis (Wash), Mumpower (SB 2527 by “Ramsey”, Haun)
Private Investigators - Exempts special police officers appointed by chief of police or sheriff in Sullivan County from private protective services licensing requirement; such officers must have same or greater qualifications than those required for law enforcement officers by POST commission. - Amends TCA Section 62-35-103.
04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 590

**HB 2242** by Buck, Arriola (*SB 2161 by *Jackson, Davis L)
Day Care - Suspends implementation of rated licensing system for two years. - Amends TCA Section 71-3-302.
04/24/02 - Action Def. in s/c Health Access of HHR to study committee

**HB 2243** by Buck (SB 2734 by “Person, Norris”)
Civil Procedure - Clarifies that in civil action in general sessions court, any claim defendant has against plaintiff is not barred by statute of limitations if it was not barred at time plaintiff commenced suit. - Amends TCA Section 28-1-114.
01/30/02 - Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

**HB 2244** by Sharp (SB 2331 by “Fowler”)
Employees, Employers - Reduces length of time female employee is required to provide advance notice of maternity leave from three months to 60 days. - Amends TCA Section 4-21-408.
03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&E&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

**HB 2245** by Sharp (SB 2308 by “Fowler”)
Employees, Employers - Reduces length of time female employee is required to provide advance notice of maternity leave from three months to 90 days. - Amends TCA Section 4-21-408.
03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&E&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee
Safety Planning of TR
01/30/02  -  Assigned to s/c Transportation and for operation and maintenance of state parks. -

Allocates proceeds from sale of all environmental sensitive areas. - Amends TCA Title 54.
04/17/02  -  Rec. for Pass. if Am. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2247 by *Sharp (SB 2309 by *Fowler) Employees, Employers - Revises maximum maternity leave under statute from four months to 17 work weeks. - Amends TCA Section 4-21-408.
04/24/02 H Re-ref. To Calendar and Rules

HB 2248 by *Stanley (SB 2310 by *Cohen) Railroads - Prohibits rail traffic in Shelby and Davidson counties between 6:30-8:30 am and 4:00-6:00 pm; penalty for violation is $1,000 per violation. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 12, Part 1.
01/30/02  -  Assigned to s/c Rural Roads, Air, Water & Rail of TR

HB 2249 by *Stanley (SB 2330 by *Dixon) Pest Control - Prohibits pest control companies from spraying outside homes unless specifically requested to do so by homeowner in writing; if pest control company has contract with homeowner and cannot contact homeowner, company may still charge for services if homeowner does not respond within sixty days after date spray was to be treated. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 19 and Title 62, Chapter 21, Part 1.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 2250 by *McDaniel (SB 2773 by *Haun , Wilder) Environmental Preservation - Extends provisions for assistance regarding owners and operators of petroleum tanks to include petroleum site owners. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 215, Part 1.
07/09/02  -  Pub. Ch. 821

HB 2251 by *McDaniel (SB 2772 by *Wilder) Taxes, Real Property - Increases from $140,000 to $175,000 full market value amount for which certain disabled veterans may receive reimbursement for all or part of local property taxes paid on such veteran's residence. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 7.
01/30/02  -  Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 2252 by *McDaniel (SB 2821 by *Jackson) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Allocates proceeds from sale of all environmental specialty earmarked motor vehicle license plates to division of state parks within department of conservation and environment to be used solely for operation and maintenance of state parks. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 2.
01/30/02  -  Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

HB 2253 by *Bowers (SB 2395 by *Dixon) Public Contracts - Establishes contracting preference for entities that provide retirement and health insurance benefits for their employees. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4.
02/11/02  -  Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

HB 2254 by *Bowers (SB 2396 by *Dixon) Public Contracts - Exempts entities contracting with state from audit by state agency over same matters that comptroller audit has reviewed. - Amends TCA Title 8 and Title 12, Chapter 4.
03/06/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2255 by *Bowers (SB 2725 by *Person) DUI/DWI Offenses - Establishes alcohol and drug abuse treatment pilot program in Shelby County for certain DUI probation violators. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 33 and Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4.
02/13/02  -  Assigned to s/c Human Services and Mental Health of HHR

HB 2256 by *Bowers (*SB 2253 by *Ford J) Taxes, Real Property - Adds municipal collector to list of persons to be notified when taxpayer prevails in appeal to local or state board of equalization. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1512.
01/30/02  -  Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 2257 by *Bowers (SB 2240 by *Dixon) Highway Signs - "Isaac W. Northern, Jr. Bridge", I-55 overpass bridge on Winchester Road in Memphis - 04/01/02  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 534

HB 2258 by *Bowers (SB 2654 by *Dixon, Henry) Foster Care - Extends current relative caregiver program through 2004; specifies that pilot programs will cease if TANF or other federal funds terminated and non-state sources inadequate to fully fund extension of programs. - Amends TCA Section 71-3-136.
07/09/02  -  Pub. Ch. 823

HB 2259 by *DeBerry L , DeBerry J, Black, Bowers (*SB 2316 by *Ford J) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires licensed health care facilities to report certain unusual events. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.
03/27/02  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 508

HB 2260 by *Newton (SB 2324 by *Haun) Railroads - Clarifies that requirement to carry engineer's operator permit while operating locomotive is in compliance with applicable federal requirements. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 12.
01/30/02  -  Assigned to s/c Rural Roads, Air, Water & Rail of TR

HB 2261 by *Newton , Ridgeway (SB 2325 by *Haun) Railroads - Requires any entity constructing crossing or converting private crossing to public crossing to pay all associated costs; removes prohibition against department granting approval for construction or conversion on roads not designated as being on state system of highways. - Amends TCA Section 65-11-101.
04/02/02  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 536

HB 2262 by *Ridgeway , Newton, Head (SB 2233 by *Haun , Henry) Railroads - Reduces annual inspection, control, and supervision fee paid by railroad companies on ten miles from 4 cents per 1,000 ton miles to 2 cents per 1,000 ton miles. - Amends TCA Section 65-3-201.
01/30/02  -  Assigned to s/c Rural Roads, Air, Water & Rail of TR

HB 2263 by *Towns (*SB 2284 by *Dixon) Health, Dept. of - Requires department and Tennessee emergency management agency to develop plan and procedures for responding to biological or chemical attack. - Amends TCA Title 48.
03/27/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

04/30/02  -  Assigned to Education Oversight

HB 2265 by *Turner (Shelby) (*SB 2288 by *Dixon) Taxes, Sales - Creates sales tax exemption for natural gas used in production of soy bean based food products. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6, Part 2.
07/04/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2266 by *Turner (Shelby) (*SB 2283 by *Dixon) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Order of Eastern Star, Prince Hall Affiliated new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Wolverine Guild Charities of Memphis. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
01/30/02  -  Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

HB 2267 by *Turner (Shelby) (*SB 2250 by *Dixon) Hotels and Restaurants - Prohibits hourly charges for hotel rooms; requires room fees in increments of one day or more. - Amends TCA Title 7; Title 62; Title 67 and Title 68.
01/28/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 2268 by *Turner (Shelby) (*SB 2150 by *Dixon) District Attorneys - Establishes pilot project in 30th judicial district to investigate complaints of criminal misconduct occurring during divorce proceedings; creates criminal investigator position in such district to investigate such complaints; and establishes January 10, 2004, reporting date to general assembly on results of such project. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 7, Part 1 and Title 16, Chapter 2, Part 5.
01/30/02  -  Assigned to s/c Judicial Administration of JUD

HB 2269 by *Fitzhugh , Pleasant (*SB 2317 by *Ford J) Funeral Directors and Embalmers - Authorizes motorcycle escorts of funeral processions to use strobe lights during such processions if sheriff agrees; authorizes funeral procession motorcycle escorts to install green strobe light instead of clear strobe light. - Amends TCA Section 55-8-183.
03/27/02  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 509
HB 2270 by *Casada
Fire Prevention and Investigation - Excludes educational posters or other paper materials on classroom walls and "reading lofts" from purview of fire inspectors. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 120.
02/20/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 2271 by *Bowers (SB 2392 by *Dixon)
04/10/02 H Comp. SB subst.

HB 2272 by *Bowers (SB 2394 by *Dixon)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Specifies that entity which obtained certificate of need prior to bill's effective date for mobile MRI system serving providers in defined geographical error does not have to acquire additional certificate of need to provide such service in defined area after bill's effective date. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1.
04/16/02 H Bills transmitted to Governor for his action.

HB 2273 by *Cooper B, Brooks, Turner (Shelby), Montgomery (*SB 2173 by *Ford J)
Medical Occupations - Enacts "Surgical Standards". - Amends TCA Title 63.
07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2274 by *Cooper B, Brooks, Turner (Shelby), Miller L, Bowers, Chumney (*SB 2155 by *Dixon)
Education - Requires state to conduct assessment of needs of low-performing schools that includes specific recommendations for additional intensive services. - Amends TCA Title 49.
04/10/02 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to next year

HB 2275 by *Kisber (SB 2779 by *Cooper J)
TennCare - Makes court system financially responsible for losses incurred by health care providers from Access MedPlus during time that state had declared Access MedPlus insolvent but courts prevented state from placing Access MedPlus in receivership.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2276 by *Kisber (SB 2414 by *Haynes)
Workers' Compensation - Requires advisory council on workers' compensation to report activities and outcomes related to workers' compensation fund; revises assigned risk pool provisions; makes other various changes to workers' compensation provisions. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6; Title 50 and Title 56.
05/01/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 695

HB 2277 by *Kisber , Naifeh (*SB 2027 by *Henry , Cooper J, Cohen)
Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Permits TRA to regulate transmission of unsolicited faxes and authorizes TRA to fine violators up to $2,000 per unauthorized fax page; fines to be deposited to public utilities account of state treasurer. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 4.
04/10/02 H Comp. SB subst.

HB 2278 by *Kisber (*SB 2197 by *Haynes)
Taxes - Requires department of revenue to disclose to taxpayer overpayments discovered during audit, assessment, collection, or enforcement proceedings and sets 120-day period in which taxpayer may apply for refund or credit. - Amends TCA Section 67-1-1802.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2279 by *Kisber (SB 2843 by *Carter)
Alcoholic Beverages - Repeals grandfather clause for establishments selling beer near schools and churches and allows local governments to prohibit beer sales at such establishments. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 5, Part 1.
04/02/02 - Action def. in s/c Local Government of S&L&G to 2003

HB 2280 by *Kisber , Maddox, Jones, S., Overby, Arriola, Ferguson, Clem, DeBerry L, Turner (Ham), Johnson, Bowers, Fitzhugh, White (SB 2382 by *Jackson)
Welfare - Authorizes deduction from total income available for cost of long-term nursing home care for certain dental services provided to medicaid eligible recipients at dental office, on-site, or through mobile dental service; establishes requirements, notification, deduction, and payment procedures for such services. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11; Title 71, Chapter 1 and Title 71, Chapter 5.
06/14/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 717

HB 2281 by *Kisber (SB 2640 by *Cooper J)
Taxes, Real Property - Prohibits assessment of property tax delinquency against seller of owner-occupied property who establishes payment of seller's pro rata share of property taxes during assessed period under certain circumstances; makes purchaser liable for nonpayment of taxes after sale. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5.
03/26/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&L&G of State & Local Government Committee

HB 2282 by *Kisber (SB 2639 by *Cooper J, Cohen)
Fire Prevention and Investigation - Requires carbon monoxide detectors in new residential buildings. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 120, Part 1.
05/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 2283 by *Kisber (*SB 2183 by *McNally)
Taxes - Specifies that signals broadcast over airways are not to be considered tangible personal property for sales and use tax purposes. - Amends TCA Title 67.
05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 709

HB 2284 by *Kisber (SB 2262 by *Cooper J)
Driver Licenses - Requires criminal background check of persons applying for commercial driver license; prohibits issuance of commercial driver license to persons convicted of felony involving offenses against person or controlled substances. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50.
02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

HB 2285 by *Kisber (SB 2627 by *Cooper J, Cohen)
Telecommunications - Extends telephone solicitation "Do Not Call" register to facsimile communications. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 4, Part 4.
03/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

TennCare - Requires comptroller's annual actuarial study to address provider reimbursement study to address provider reimbursement rates issues. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5.
07/30/02 - Pub. Ch. 880

HB 2287 by *Kisber (SB 2623 by *Cooper J)
TennCare - Deletes authority for state, to extent permitted by federal law, to set lesser amounts, scope and duration of medical services for medically needy population. - Amends TCA Title 71.
02/20/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 2288 by *Kisber (SB 2638 by *Cooper J)
Tennessee Higher Education Commission - Requires THEC to review alternatives to formula for funding higher education and to report to general assembly no later than December 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 49, Chapter 7, Part 2.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2289 by *Kisber (*SB 2335 by *Kyle)
Budget Procedures - Requires each department and agency of state government to submit annual detailed accounting of source and expenditure of all funds received during preceding 12 months. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2290 by *Kisber (SB 2637 by *Cooper J)
Education - Includes knowing or intentional furnishing of misleading statistical data to list of prohibited actions with respect to operation of local education agencies. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 50.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2291 by *Kisber (SB 2636 by *Cooper J)
Education - Requires Directory of Educational Programs for Preschool Children with Disabilities to be updated as necessary to reflect programs currently being offered. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 10.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2292 by *Kisber (SB 2635 by *Cooper J)
Education - Reduces period for state board of education review of driver's education curriculum from every three years to every two years. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2293 by *Kisber (SB 2634 by *Cooper J)
HB 2294 by *Kisber (SB 2633 by *Cooper J) Education - Adds training for working with special needs children to program of Tennessee Department of Education - Requires LEAs to adopt policies on employment of substitute teachers and provides certain minimum standards; specifies that county in which K-12 students are eligible to be served by city and special school systems is not required to operate or elect separate county school system. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 3. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2295 by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 2632 by *Cooper J) Education - Requires LEAs to adopt policies on employment of substitute teachers and provides certain minimum standards; specifies that county in which K-12 students are eligible to be served by city and special school systems is not required to operate or elect separate county school system. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 3. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2297 by *Kisber (SB 2803 by *Rochelle) Education, Higher - Extends teacher training at state colleges and universities from grades 1-12 to grades K-12. - Amends TCA Title 49. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2298 by *Kisber (SB 2630 by *Cooper J) Basic Education Program (BEP) - Increases amount in Tennessee basic education program from $200 to $300 for every teacher in kindergarten through grade twelve for purchase of supplies. - Amends TCA Title 49. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2299 by *Kisber (SB 2629 by *Cooper J) Education - Decreases time that student is allowed to remain in transit to or from school on school bus from one and one-half hours to one hour. - Amends TCA Title 49. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2300 by *Kisber (SB 2804 by *Rochelle) Education, Higher - Prevents state colleges and universities from offering online courses until university tract program is fully implemented. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2301 by *Kisber (SB 2628 by *Cooper J) Education - Authorizes commissioner of education to administer contract between department and Miss Tennessee regarding safe and drug-free schools, subject to available federal funding. - Amends TCA Title 49. 05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 727

HB 2302 by *Kisber , Bunch, Scroggs (SB 2346 by *Kyle) Appropriations - Makes appropriations for operation of state government for fiscal year 2002-2003. - 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2303 by *Kisber (SB 2343 by *Kyle) Bond Issues - Authorizes issuance of bonded indebtedness for state government. - 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 852

HB 2304 by *Kisber (SB 2336 by *Kyle) Appropriations - Authorizes state spending to exceed growth in revenues by specified amount. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 6, Part 2. 07/04/02 - Replaced with HB 3214

HB 2305 by *Kisber (SB 2347 by *Kyle) Appropriations - Makes appropriations for operation of state government for fiscal year 2002-2003. - 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2306 by *Kisber (SB 2342 by *Kyle) Bond Issues - Authorizes issuance of bonded indebtedness for state government. - 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2307 by *Kisber (SB 2337 by *Kyle) Appropriations - Authorizes state spending to exceed growth in revenues by specified amount. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 6, Part 2. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance


HB 2309 by *Kisber (SB 2341 by *Kyle) Bond Issues - Authorizes issuance of bonded indebtedness for state government. - 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2310 by *Kisber (SB 2338 by *Kyle) Appropriations - Authorizes state spending to exceed growth in revenues by specified amount. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 6, Part 2. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2311 by *Kisber (SB 2345 by *Kyle) Appropriations - Makes appropriations for operation of state government for fiscal year 2002-2003. - 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2312 by *Kisber (SB 2340 by *Kyle) Bond Issues - Authorizes issuance of bonded indebtedness for state government. - 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2313 by *Kisber (SB 2339 by *Kyle) Appropriations - Authorizes state spending to exceed growth in revenues by specified amount. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 6, Part 2. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2314 by *Kisber (SB 2140 by *Kyle) Appropriations - Reduces appropriations to department of environment and conservation for 2002-2003 fiscal year by amount of estimated savings resulting from closure of state parks in 2001-2002 fiscal year. - 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 2315 by *Kent (SB 2370 by *Kyle) Criminal Offenses - Requires sentences for assaults on certain public employees be served consecutively with any other sentences imposed or already being served. - Amends TCA Section 39-13-101.

02/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2316 by *Cooper B , Brooks (SB 2154 by *Dixon) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Requires reading instruction as mandatory element of teacher education curriculum and requires certification of teacher competence in reading instruction. - Amends TCA. 05/22/02 S Rcdv. from H., P1C.

HB 2317 by *Cooper B , Brooks, Brown (SB 2243 by *Dixon) Children - Requires, by rule promulgated by state board of education, vision screening by ophthalmologist or optometrist for children entering public school, public preschool, or head start program. - Amends TCA Title 49. 04/10/02 - Assigned to General s/c

*HB 2318 by *Cooper B , Brooks (SB 2782 by *Harper) Day Care - Increases training requirements for caregivers to require at least 180 hours of standardized in-service early childhood education training and 40 hours of annual continuing education; such requirements are in addition to present requirements for two hours orientation and six hours of additional training within first six months of employment. - Amends TCA Title 71. 04/24/02 - Action Def. in s/c Health Access of HHR to study committee

HB 2319 by *Cooper B , Brooks, Brown (SB 2290 by *Dixon) Local Education Agency - Requires LEAs to report annually number of students taking psychotropic drugs for attention deficit hyperactivity disorder to department of education which then reports to education oversight committee and senate and house education committees. - Amends TCA Title 49. 04/10/02 - Action def. in s/c K-12 of ED to next year

*HB 2320 by *Bone (SB 3125 by *Rochelle) Alcoholic Beverages - Redefines "motor speedway" for authorization of sales and consumption of alcoholic beverages. - Amends TCA Section 57-4-102. 05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 705

*HB 2321 by *Bone (SB 2644 by *Cooper J) Agriculture - Adds nursery stock to definitions of "farm" and "farm operation" for purposes of Tennessee Right to Farm Act. - Amends TCA Title 43, Chapter 26, Part 1. 04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 592

*HB 2322 by *Windle (SB 2594 by *Burks) Internet and e-Commerce - Enacts "Tennessee Rural Internet Access Authority Act." - Amends TCA. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Commerce

*HB 2323 by *Pruit (SB 2490 by *Harper) Highway Signs - "Robert E. Lillard Memorial Highway", segment of S.R. 1 (Lafayette Street) in Nashville - 02/20/02 - Assigned to s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR
**HB 2324** by *Pruitt* (*SB 2171 by *Harper*)
Cosmetology - Authorizes establishment of manicure schools offering instruction only in manicure. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 4, Part 1. 02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR

**HB 2325** by *Davidson* (SB 2509 by *Crutchfield*)
Restricting, Legislative - Clarifies that state house districts must comply with all federal statutes and court decisions. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Section 3-1-103. 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

**HB 2326** by *Davidson* (SB 2510 by *Crutchfield*)
Restricting, Legislative - Requires congressional districts to be redistricted within one year after receiving PL 94-171 data from federal enumeration of population. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 16, Part 1. 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

**HB 2327** by *Davidson* (SB 2511 by *Crutchfield*)
Restricting, Legislative - Clarifies that senate must comply with applicable federal statutes. - Amends TCA Title 2 and Section 3-1-102. 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

**HB 2328** by *Davidson* (SB 2508 by *Crutchfield*)
Restricting, Legislative - Clarifies transition period from old to new districts; clarifies effect of county reapportionment on new districts. - Amends TCA Section 3-1-103. 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

**HB 2329** by *Shaw*, Ridgeway, Shepard (SB 2793 by *Rochelle*)
Advertising - Excludes radio and television advertising time from any telecommunications related taxation. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 2330** by *Head* (SB 2368 by *Kyle*)
Budget Procedures - Requires that budget contain information on state-levied taxes and proposed expenditures of state-levied taxes. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4. 03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 510

**HB 2331** by *Newton* (SB 2571 by *Clabough, Ford J*)
Consumer Protection - Provides that certain activities relative to prizes, advertising, and unsolicited negotiable instruments that comply with Consumer Protection Act are considered lawful business transactions for purposes of gambling law. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1. 05/07/02 H Taken off notice for cal. in Calendar and Rules

**HB 2332** by *Buck*, McMillan (SB 2379 by *Jackson*)
Real Property - Provides that owner of private airstrip not liable for injuries to person or property resulting from aviation-related use of property. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 7. 05/08/02 H Re-ref. To Judiciary

**HB 2333** by *Harwell* (*SB 2128 by *McNally*)
Local Education Agency - Requires programs by LEAs on pesticide use in schools. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 50. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 2334** by *Wood* (*SB 2267 by *Fowler*)
Education - Enacts "Educational Records as Evidence Act." - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 50. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 621

**HB 2335** by *Garrett* (*SB 2172 by *Harper*)
Highway Signs - Talbot's Corner, I-65, Exit 87 in Davidson County - 04/10/02 H Held on desk.

**HB 2336** by *Garrett , Langster* (*SB 2169 by *Harper*)
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Talbot's Corner, I-65, Exit 87 in Davidson County - 05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 689

**HB 2337** by *Sargent*, Casada (SB 2473 by *Blackburn*)
Emergency Communications Districts - Authorizes board of directors of district created after July 1, 2002, to be legislative body of municipality creating district; provides for appointment of private citizens if board or board member removed. - Amends TCA Section 7-86-105(b) and Section 7-86-314. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 567

**HB 2338** by *Bowers , DeBerry, Jones U (Shel), Kellam, Patton, Todd, Bunch, Baird (SB 2406 by *Dixon , Ramsey, Miller J*)
Child Custody and Support - Allows parents to request alternating primary residential custody of child; child must reside with either parent for not less than six months at time; court may deviate from order if clear convincing evidence child is in danger of severe harm. - Amends TCA Section 36-6-101 and Section 36-6-404. 04/16/02 - Action Def. in Children and Family Affairs Committee to 2003

**HB 2339** by *Bowers* (*SB 2405 by *Dixon*)
Professions and Occupations - Permits hair braiders to work without supervision of licensed cosmetologists; requires braiders to work at licensed establishment. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 4, Part 1. 05/05/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 706

**HB 2340** by *Bowers* (*SB 2333 by *Dixon*)
Criminal Procedure - Requires misdemeanor defendants appointed counsel by reason of indigency to be released from custody on recognizance unless state shows in separate hearing that defendant would not appear in court or would pose danger to defendant or others. - Amends TCA Section 40-11-115. 03/27/02 - Failed In s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 2341** by *Bowers* (*SB 2274 by *Ford J , Dixon*)
Taxes, Personal Property - Requires monthly disbursement of proceeds from rental car tax imposed to fund bonded indebtedness of county or city for arena in connection with National Basketball Association franchise. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 19. 02/28/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 492

**HB 2342** by *Scroggs* (SB 2738 by *Persons, Norris*)
Taxes, Real Property - Increases income level for property tax relief for elderly and disabled homeowners from $10,500 to $15,000 of income from all sources. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 64 and Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 7. 05/01/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

**HB 2343** by *Wood* (*SB 2265 by *Fowler*)
Telecommunications - Requires contract for wireless telecommunications service to contain statement informing consumer telephone device will not work with other service provider. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 19. 03/28/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

**HB 2344** by *McDonald , Black* (*SB 2177 by *Graves*)
Highway Signs - "Thomas Anthony Utley Memorial Bridge," S.R. 52 East overpass bridge in Portland, Sumner County - 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 561

**HB 2345** by *Boyer* (SB 2358 by *Burchett*)
Local Education Agency - Allows counties to continue to have elected school superintendents upon two-thirds vote of county commission. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 2346** by *Givens* (*SB 2188 by *Crowe*)
Employees, Employers - Prohibits employers from discriminating against employees who apply for employer education assistance program if employee also receiving veteran's education benefits. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 21. 02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA

**HB 2347** by *Givens* (*SB 2190 by *Crowe , Williams, Sen., Dixon, Haynes*)
Education, Higher - Clarifies educational benefits available to veterans and their dependents. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7. 06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 788

**HB 2348** by *Givens* (*SB 2299 by *Haun*)
Taxes - Decreases percentage of proceeds from seizure of untaxed tobacco products set aside for expenses of administration from 10 to 5 percent. - Amends TCA Title 67. 01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2349** by *Givens* (*SB 2304 by *Haun*)
Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Redefines "basic cost of cigarettes" for purposes of "Unfair Retailer's Cigarette Sales Law" to be lesser of invoice cost or replacement cost within 15 days instead of 30 days of date of sale. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 25, Part 3. 01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2350** by *Givens* (*SB 2301 by *Haun*)
Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Specifies that franchise and excise taxes shall not be construed to prohibit tobacco companies from doing business in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 67,
Health Care - Prohibits discrimination against physician assistants by managed health insurance issuers. - Amends TCA Section 56-32-237.
04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 554

**HB 2358** by *Maddox (SB 2495 by *Herron)* Weakley County - Subject to local approval, reduces number of school districts from ten to nine. - 02/28/02 - Fr. Ch. 80

**HB 2359** by *Curtiss (SB 2031 by *Cooper J)* Taxes, Sales - Reduces amount of sales tax allocated to general fund from 29.0246 percent to 24.4321 percent and allocates 4.5925 percent to counties to be distributed based on population. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-103.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 2360** by *Curtiss , McCord, Fraley, Rhinehart, Winningham, Walker (SB 2431 by *Cooper J , Haun)* Highways, Roads and Bridges - Designates and allocates annual amount of $21,375,000 to state aid highway system. - Amends TCA Section 67-3-2001.
03/20/02 - Rec. for Pass. if Am. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

**HB 2361** by *Curtiss (SB 2844 by *Cooper J)* County Government - Authorizes county, by two-thirds vote of its legislative body, to exercise certain additional powers granted to municipalities relative to nuisances and uses of property detrimental to health, morals, comfort, safety, convenience, or welfare of inhabitants of unincorporated areas of county. - Amends TCA Section 5-1-118.
04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 627

**HB 2362** by *Curtiss (SB 2420 by *Atchley)* Business and Commerce - Requires each member of board, commission, council, panel, or entity regulating professions, businesses, or occupations pursuant to Title 62 to be Tennessee residents during tenure of such membership. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 62.
01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

**HB 2363** by *Curtiss , Walker , Bone, Newton, Lewis (SB 2620 by *Cooper J)* Agriculture, Dept. of - Reallocates for three years, $0.05 from each of wetlands acquisition, state lands acquisition, and agricultural resources conservation funds to be expended by department of agriculture, division of forestry, for maintenance, repair, and purchase of fire fighting equipment. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-409.
02/14/02 - Assigned to s/c Environment of CON

**HB 2364** by *Curtiss (SB 2621 by *Cooper J)* Arrests - Authorizes magistrate to call upon appropriate law enforcement agency for further investigation before deciding if arrest warrant should issue unless delay would put safety of complainant or public at risk. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 38; Title 39 and Title 40.
02/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 2365** by *DeBerry L (SB 2407 by *Ford J)* Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires ambulatory surgical treatment centers to report certain information. - Amends TCA Title 68.
03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 513

**HB 2366** by *Bowers (SB 2313 by *Cohen)* Consumer Protection - Prohibits sale of gift certificates containing expiration dates; provides that any certificate sold after July 1, 2002, is redeemable for cash value or subject to replacement; excludes certificates issued as promotional awards and certificates sold below face value to employers and/or to charitable organizations for fundraising. - 04/23/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

**HB 2367** by *Montgomery, Baird, Vincent, Winningham, Bittle (SB 2164 by *Clabough)* Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation new specially earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds derived from sale thereof to Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation for preservation of Rocky Mountain elk and its habitat. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
05/02/02 - Assigned to s/c Budget of FW&M

**HB 2368** by *Pinion , Cole (Carter) (SB 2496 by *Herron)* Purchasing - Increases amount for transactions requiring formal sealed bids from $2,500 to $10,000 for cities with modified manager-council charter. - Amends TCA Section 6-35-205.
04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 543

02/14/02 - Assigned to s/c Parks & Tourism of CON

**HB 2370** by *Garrett (SB 2185 by *McNally)* Appropriations - Allocates portion of funding, provided to department of environment and conservation for current fiscal year, to be used to keep state parks open and operating at level of operation in effect July 1, 1999. - Amends Chapter No. 435 of the Public Acts of 2001, as amended by Chapter No. 464 of the Public Acts of 2001.
02/14/02 - Assigned to s/c Parks & Tourism of CON

**HB 2371** by *Jones U (Shel) , Langster, Bowers (SB 2373 by *Cohen)* Election Laws - Allows coordinator of elections to sell registered voter lists at price determined by secretary of state with proceeds to be deposited in "voting machine loan fund"; lists may only be sold to persons certifying that lists will be used only for political purposes. - Amends TCA Section 2-2-138.
05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 694

**HB 2372** by *Hood , Rowland, Beavers, Patton (SB 2321 by *Trail)* Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Permits for-profit hospitals to hold off-site health screenings if program is under supervision of licensed physician and if medical laboratory board has
issued letter of exemption. - Amends TCA Section 68-29-104.
04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 588

**HB 2373** by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers (SB 2217 by *Ttrail)
Rutherford County - Subject to local approval, increases county purchasing committee from five to seven members. - Amends Chapter 421 of the Private Acts of 1943; as amended.
02/26/02 - Pr. Ch. 81

**HB 2374** by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers (SB 2320 by *Ttrail)
Murfreesboro - Subject to local approval, revises charter with respect to vacancies in city council. - Amends Chapter 429 of the Private Acts of 1931; as amended.
02/26/02 - Pr. Ch. 82

**HB 2375** by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers (*SB 2217 by *Ttrail)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes owner of antique motor vehicle to display license plate from era of manufacture if current license plate is kept in vehicle. - Amends TCA Section 55-4-111.
04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 620

**HB 2376** by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers (*SB 2219 by *Ttrail)
Mental Illness - Excludes certain counties from requirements for transporting mentally or emotionally disturbed persons to treatment facilities. - Amends TCA33-6-406.
03/26/02 - Failed In: Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 2377* by *Winningham, White (SB 2596 by *Burks, Davis L)
Highway Signs - *James U.L. Scott Memorial Bridge*, Roaring River on S.R. 53 in Jackson County - 07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 817

**HB 2378** by *Winningham, Brown, Towns (*SB 2121 by *McNally)
Education - Enacts school accountability provisions of "Education Reform Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 49.
04/17/02 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to General Sub

**HB 2379** by *Winningham, Towns, Brown (*SB 2124 by *McNally)
Education - Enacts reading initiative components from "Education Reform Act of 2001." - Amends TCA Title 49.
04/17/02 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to General Sub

**HB 2380** by *Winningham, Brown, Towns (*SB 2125 by *McNally)
04/17/02 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to General Sub

**HB 2381** by *Winningham, Towns, Brown (*SB 2122 by *McNally)
Education, Dept. of - Requires department of education to develop and maintain Web site for qualified teachers seeking employment in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1, Part 2.
04/17/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee

**HB 2382** by *Winningham, Towns, Brown (*SB 2119 by *McNally)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Increases state paid portion of insurance premiums for active and retired teachers. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 27.
02/26/02 - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

**HB 2383** by *Winningham (SB 2709 by *Davis L)
Oneida - Pursuant to local request, provides for issuance of $350,000 in bonds by Oneida Special School District. - 03/05/02 - Pr. Ch. 94

**HB 2384** by *Buck, Winningham (SB 2811 by *Rochelle)
County Government - Allows precincts in county commission districts to be split upon written certification by coordinator of elections upon considering, among other things, type of voting equipment, racial makeup, and cost savings to county. - Amends TCA Section 5-1-111.
04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 653

**HB 2385** by *Buck, Curtiss (SB 2609 by *Cooper J)
Domestic Violence - Authorizes court to require petitioner for order of protection to pay costs incurred by respondent to defend petition if court finds that petition was frivolous, filed for purpose of harassment, or had no basis in law or in fact. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 3, Part 6.
04/10/02 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

**HB 2386** by *Bunch (SB 2435 by *Miller J)
Taxes, Business - Authorizes adoption of delinquent tax collection procedures by two-thirds vote of governing body of municipality as well as county. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-719.
04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 655

**HB 2387** by *Bunch (SB 2437 by *Miller J)
Licenses - Permits denial of business license application if applicant has delinquent county or municipal taxes. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4.
04/16/02 - Rec. for Pass. if Am. ref. to: Calendar & Rules Committee

**HB 2388** by *Bunch (SB 2438 by *Miller J)
Education - Directs state board of education to limit parameters of individuals qualifying for special education services by defining special education and requiring standards to be narrowed. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 10.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to: Government Operations for review--Education

**HB 2389** by *Bunch (SB 2436 by *Miller J)
Taxes, Business - Authorizes municipal police officers, as well as sheriff, to serve and execute distress warrants for unpaid business taxes. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-215.
05/15/02 H Comp. SB subst.

**HB 2390** by *Bunch (SB 2409 by *Norris)
Uniform Commercial Code - Revises UCC Article 9 with respect to notice and foreclosure to enforce security interest. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 9.
05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 745

**HB 2391** by *Bunch (SB 2440 by *Miller J)
Workers' Compensation - Defines community in workers' compensation law to mean area within 15-mile radius of employee's residence. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6.
02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA

**HB 2392** by *Bunch (SB 2426 by *Atchley)
Notary Public - Revises statute on acknowledgement of instruments by notaries public establishing that form of certificate does not establish validity; provides for presumption and burden of proof for challenges to signature. - Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 22.
05/08/02 H Held on desk.

**HB 2393** by *Kent, Bowers (*SB 2374 by *Cohen, Dixon)
Financial Responsibility Law - Authorizes police service technicians in Shelby County to issue citations in lieu of arrest to persons unable to produce proof of financial responsibility for vehicle. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 12, Part 1.
04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 648

**HB 2394** by *Kent (*SB 2182 by *Cohen, Dixon)
Arrests - Clarifies that officer may issue citation in lieu of arrest to person charged with misdemeanor traffic offenses or with violating financial responsibility law. - Amends TCA Section 40-7-118.
04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 619

**HB 2395** by *Rinks (SB 2614 by *Cooper J)
Abuse - Makes various changes to Tennessee Adult Protection Act. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 6, Part 1.
02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Human Services and Mental Health of HHR

**HB 2396** by *Rinks (SB 2615 by *Cooper J)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Establishes lower registration taxes for trucks and truck tractors owned and operated by nonprofit relief organizations. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 1.
02/20/02 - Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

**HB 2397** by *Rinks (SB 2613 by *Cooper J)
Fees - Increases electrical inspection fees. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 102, Part 1.
05/21/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

**HB 2398** by *Rinks (SB 2612 by *Cooper J)
State Employees - Authorizes commissioned employee of department of environment and conservation, bureau of state parks, having at least 25 years of honorable service to retain service weapon after retiring; also applies if officer retires on disability retirement. - Amends TCA Section 11-3-107.
04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 548

**HB 2399** by *Rinks (SB 2611 by *Cooper J)
relative to Title IV-D child support services; specifies that certain new requests for appeals in Shelby County will be under jurisdiction of department, but those brought prior to this act's effective date will continue under juvenile court jurisdiction. - Amends TCA Section 36-5-1001. 07/30/02 - Pub. Ch. 873

**HB 2426** by *Todd (SB 2697 by *Norris , Person) Children - Requires facility, facility employee, or member of professional medical community to positively identify person abandoning infant; applies procedure for surrender and termination of parental rights in adoption to infant abandonment. - Amends TCA Section 36-1-102; Section 36-1-142; Section 37-2-402 and Section 68-11-255. 02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA

**HB 2427** by *Todd (SB 2696 by *Norris , Person) Children - Adds requirement that four-month period prior to filing termination of parental rights proceedings for willful failure to visit or support child by parent be period "with willful intent". - Amends TCA Section 36-1-102. 02/26/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Family Justice of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

**HB 2428** by *Todd Child Custody and Support - Allows parents to request alternating primary residential custody of child; child must reside with either parent for not less than six months at time; court may deviate from order if clear convincing evidence child is in danger of severe harm. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6, Part 4 and Title 36, Chapter 6, Part 1. 02/12/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

**HB 2429** by *Odom , Black, Bowers, Cole (Dyer), Harwell, Jones, S. (SB 2488 by *Cooper J, Harper, Crutchfield, Wilder) Nurses, Nursing - Establishes classification of advance practice nurse. - Amends TCA Section 63-1-132; Section 63-7-106; Section 63-7-123 and Section 63-7-207. 05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 768

**HB 2430** by *Windle (SB 2718 by *Davis L) Correction, Dept. of - Requires disclosure of inmate's test results for bloodborne pathogens to exposed correctional employee or law enforcement officer within 24 hours after such test results become known by proper correctional officials. - Amends TCA Section 41-51-102. 05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 709

**HB 2431** by *Brown (SB 2518 by *Crutchfield) Tort Liability - Prohibits bringing of claim against employee of local government acting in good faith and within scope of employment for such person's negligence in attempting to control another person's disorderly or violent behavior that disrupts courtroom proceedings or threatens safety of anyone in courtroom. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20. 07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 839

**HB 2432** by *Brown (SB 2517 by *Crutchfield) Education - Increases from eight to 16 number of authorized alternative education programs; increases from $50,000 to $75,000 amount of grants to individual school systems for such programs. - Amends TCA Title 49, 04/17/02 - Action Def. in s/c K-12 of ED to General Sub.

**HB 2433** by *Whitton (SB 2741 by *Person) Health Care - Increases revenues earmarked and paid into traumatic brain injury fund administered by department of health. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 55, Part 3. 04/23/02 - Rec. for Pass. if Am. ref. to: Calendar & Rules Committee

**HB 2434** by *Todd (SB 2412 by *Norris) Planning, Public - Enacts "Planning Commission and Board of Zoning Appeals Training and Continuing Education Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 3; Title 13, Chapter 4 and Title 13, Chapter 7. 07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 862

**HB 2435** by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 2400 by *Haun) Motor Vehicles, Titting and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Tennessee Cave Salamander new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to wildlife resources fund. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 54; Title 55; Title 65 and Title 67. 01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2436** by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 2401 by *Haun) Railroads - Requires acceptance of on-board payment of fare by conductor from passenger; authorizes supplement for on-board payment not to exceed one-fourth price of regular fare. - Amends TCA Title 64 and Title 65. 01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2437** by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 2402 by *Haun) Motor Vehicles, Titting and Registration - Authorizes issuance of cultural license plate for Tennessee Musical Heritage. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 54; Title 55 and Title 65. 01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2438** by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 2403 by *Haun) Motor Vehicles, Titting and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Honeybee new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to agricultural development fund. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

**HB 2439** by *Tindell (SB 2619 by *Cooper J) State Employees - Authorizes board of claims to reimburse officer or employee for adjudicated damages and costs awarded against officer or employee in court of law, if officer or employee was acting in good faith in performing duties. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 8. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 2440** by *Tindell (SB 2479 by *Kyle) State Employees - Authorizes board of claims to present to claims commission recommendation for reimbursement to officer or employee for damages, even if compensatory damages awarded against officer or employee in court of law, if officer or employee was acting in good faith in performing duties. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 8. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 2441** by *Wood (SB 2352 by *Fowler) Aircraft and Airports - Reduces board of metropolitan airport authority established by Chattanooga from 11 to nine; establishes transition procedure by authorizing chief executive to dissolve current board and appoint new board with three-year staggered terms. - Amends TCA Section 42-4-105. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 562

**HB 2442** by *Johnson (SB 2667 by *Miller J) Insurance, Health, Accident - Mandates coverage of prescribed contraceptives by health insurance issuers and health benefit plans. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7. 02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

**HB 2443** by *Johnson (SB 2467 by *Miller J) Cosmetology - Allows person to apply to operate either school of cosmetology or school of aesthetics. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 4. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review—Health & Human Resources

**HB 2444** by *Johnson (SB 2664 by *Miller J) Litter Control - Requires deposit on certain beverage containers. - Amends TCA Title 68. 02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&L

**HB 2445** by *Johnson (SB 2666 by *Miller J) Education, Higher - Prohibits post-secondary institution of higher learning from issuing more parking stickers for on-campus parking than number of available parking spaces and from collecting fine if over-issuance of stickers; stickers may not restrict student to specific lot designated for student parking. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7, Part 1. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 2446** by *Hood (SB 2211 by *Tail) Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Allows court to appoint court appointed special advocate or guardian ad litem upon action for dissolution of marriage involving minor children. - Amends TCA Title 36. 02/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Family Justice of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

**HB 2447** by *Hood (SB 2212 by *Ford J) Municipal Government - Requires county election commission to publish notice of elections involving abolishing charters for four consecutive weeks in local newspaper instead of two consecutive weeks. - Amends TCA Title 6 and Title 7. 01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2448** by *Hood (SB 2210 by *Ford J)
HB 2449 by *Hood (*SB 2290 by *Ford J)  
Workers' Compensation  
Provides that wind-down provision of governmental entities review statute does not apply to special joint oversight committee on workers' compensation. - Amends TCA Title 50.

HB 2450 by *Shepard , Tidwell, Black, Caldwell, Hagood, Pinion, Buck, Kent, Cole (Carter) (SB 2534 by *McNally, Crowe, Henry, Rochelle, Carter, Burks, Herron)  

HB 2451 by *Davidson , Naifeh, Bowers, Arriola, Boyer, Pleasant, Kent, Todd, Cole (Carter), Miller L, West, Bone, Kisber (*SB 2419 by *Haynes)  
Taxes - Authorizes 90-day extension of deadline for payment of property taxes and Hall Income tax for members of armed forces on active duty outside United States during Operation Enduring Freedom. - Amends TCA Title 67.

HB 2452 by *Davidson (SB 2695 by *Crutchfield)  
Libraries - Defines "publications of records" and requires state agencies and departments to send two printed copies of all publications of record to libraries designated as depositories of state documents. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 6, Part 1.

HB 2453 by *Davidson (SB 2505 by *Crutchfield)  
Traffic Safety - Provides for departments of safety and transportation to jointly develop and maintain Web site providing traffic and highway conditions to motorists. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3; Title 4, Chapter 7 and Title 54.

HB 2454 by *Davidson (SB 2507 by *Crutchfield)  
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Revises provisions of retirement law. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapters 34 through 38.

HB 2455 by *Davidson , Buck (SB 2506 by *Crutchfield)  
Taxes - Provides for relaxation of penalties on quarterly franchise and excise tax payments if adequate amount is paid due to changes in law by 2002 general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 50; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 70 and Title 71.

HB 2456 by *Davidson , McDonald (SB 2691 by *Graves)  

HB 2457 by *Davidson , McDonald (SB 2689 by *Graves)  
Municipal Government - Allows municipalities to operate schools even if such municipalities did not operate schools before 1998. - Amends TCA Section 6-58-112(b).

HB 2458 by *Davidson , McDonald (SB 2690 by *Graves)  
School Districts, Special - Lifts prohibition on creation of additional special school districts. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-501.

HB 2459 by *Davidson (SB 2389 by *Graves)  
Roberson County - Subject to local approval, transfers duties of juvenile court matters in general sessions court from county clerk to circuit court clerk. - Amends TCA.

HB 2460 by *Davidson (SB 2688 by *Graves)  
Education - Prevents parent whose status as parent has been terminated by operation of law from obtaining child's report card. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6.

HB 2461 by *Davidson (SB 2687 by *Graves)  
Tennessee Higher Education Commission - Requires Tennessee higher education commission master plan and biennial report to include detailed justification of need for any funding increases. - Amends TCA Title 49.

HB 2462 by *Davidson (SB 2686 by *Graves)  
Education, Higher - Alters composition of committee on post secondary educational institutions. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7.

HB 2463 by *Head (SB 2497 by *Crutchfield)  
Codes - Establishes requirements for statewide code and standards for built environment, fire prevention and life safety; authorizes modifications by local amendments which must be more stringent than statewide code and standards. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 120, Part 1.

HB 2464 by *Head (SB 2606 by *Cooper J)  
Sales - Authorizes recovery of attorney fees in suit on open accounts. - Amends TCA Title 29 and Title 47.

HB 2465 by *Head , Fraley (SB 2778 by *Cooper J)  
Contractors - Removes Franklin County from exemption to contractor regulations for persons undertaking in one's county of residence solely to contract residences or dwellings on private property for purposes of resale. - Amends TCA Section 49-7-826 and Title 62, Chapter 6, Part 1.

HB 2466 by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 2810 by *Rochelle)  
Taxes, Real Property - Allows governing body of county of municipality to adjust tax rate on taxable property for local government cost inflation determined by board of equalization since last reappraised. - Amends Section 67-5-1701.

HB 2467 by *Turner (Dave) (*SB 2208 by *Haynes)  

HB 2468 by *Turner (Shelby) (*SB 2398 by *Dixon)  
Taxes - Enacts "Tax Reform Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71.

HB 2469 by *DeBerry J (SB 2653 by *Dixon)  
Children - Requires facility, facility employee, or member of professional medical community to positively identify person abandoning infant; applies procedure for surrender and termination of parental rights in adoption to infant abandonment. - Amends TCA Section 36-1-142; Section 36-1-102; Section 37-2-402 and Section 68-11-255.

HB 2470 by *DeBerry J (SB 2652 by *Dixon)  
Children - Requires facility, facility employee, or member of professional medical community to positively identify person abandoning infant; applies procedure for surrender and termination of parental rights in adoption to infant abandonment. - Amends TCA Section 36-1-102; Section 36-1-142; Section 37-2-402 and Section 68-11-255.

HB 2471 by *DeBerry J (SB 2651 by *Dixon)  
Children - Adds requirement that four-month period prior to filing termination of parental rights proceeding for willful failure to visit or support child by parent be period "with willful intent". - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 1, Part 1.

HB 2472 by *DeBerry J (*SB 2393 by *Dixon)
Abuse - Raises penalty for false reporting of child sexual abuse from Class E felony to Class D felony. - Amends TCA Title 34; Title 35; Title 36; Title 37; Title 49 and Title 71. 01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 2481* by *Patton (SB 2545 by *Burchett)*  
Child Custody and Support - Includes in report to general assembly and governor number of obligors who have been in arrears two or more times since January 31, 1998. - Amends TCA Title 34; Title 35; Title 36; Title 37; Title 49 and Title 71. 01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 2482* by *Patton (SB 2544 by *Burchett)*  
Child Custody and Support - Reduces from 6 months to 4 months time period within which parent may violate visitation order before other parent may petition court for relief; reduces from 20 to 15 number of days within which parent in violation must request hearing. - Amends TCA Title 34; Title 35; Title 36; Title 37; Title 49 and Title 71. 01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 2483* by *Bittle , Black (SB 2157 by *McNally)*  
Handgun Permits - Removes requirement that handgun carry permit holder's social security number must appear on handgun carry permit but provides that present permits displaying social security number remain valid. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13. 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 601

*HB 2484* by *Bittle , Bone, Shepard, Miller L (SB 2699 by *Jackson , Burchett)*  
Highway Signs - "Trooper John Robert Davis Memorial Highway", segment of I-40 in Dickson County - Amends TCA Title 54. 06/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 792

*HB 2485* by *Buttry (SB 2281 by *Burchett)*  
Consumer Protection - Requires permit and background check for persons conducting home solicitation sales and imposes criminal penalty for violation of part. - Amends TCA Title 47. 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 2486* by *Boyer (SB 2672 by *Cooper J, Atchley)*  
Planning, Public - Revises approval requirements for amendments to zoning ordinances, rules, or subdivision changes. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 3; Title 13, Chapter 4 and Title 13, Chapter 7. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

*HB 2487* by *Cooper B (SB 2156 by *Dixon)*  
Education - Requires reports, evaluations, and consultations concerning reading education by state board of education, department of education, and THEC. - Amends TCA Title 49. 04/10/02 - Action def. in s/c K-12 of ED to next year

*HB 2488* by *Head (SB 2430 by *Haun)*  
County Government - Makes various changes to funding and responsibilities of county government including requiring state to purchase voting equipment for county election commission members and taxing county election commission members; increasing percentage of litigation tax court clerks receive from 15 percent to 20 percent; increasing percentage of collected revenues county clerks receive from 5 percent to 20 percent; requiring state to compensate and provide benefits for all LEA licensed personnel; removing provision prohibiting county from collecting privilege taxes. - Amends TCA Title 2; Title 8; Title 16; Title 33; Title 41; Title 49 and Title 67. 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

*HB 2489* by *Head (SB 2607 by *Cooper J)*  
Public Contracts - Establishes surety bond demand procedure; requires bonding company to pay disputed liability into escrow account. - 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 2490* by *Head (SB 2560 by *Clabough)*  
Workers' Compensation - Establishes independent medical examiner mechanism for use in disputes regarding medical impairment ratings. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 2. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review—Consumer & Employee Affairs

*HB 2491* by *DeBerry J (SB 2656 by *Dixon)*  
Children - Requires facility, facility employee, or member of professional medical community to positively identify person abandoning infant; applies procedure for surrender and termination of parental rights in adoption to infant abandonment. - Amends TCA Section 36-1-142; Section 36-1-102; Section 37-2-402 and Section 68-11-255. 03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

*HB 2492* by *DeBerry J (SB 2660 by *Dixon)*  
Children - Requires facility, facility employee, or member of professional medical community to positively identify person abandoning infant; applies procedure for surrender and termination of parental rights in adoption to infant abandonment. - Amends TCA Section 36-1-102; Section 36-1-142; Section 37-2-402 and Section 68-11-255. 03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

*HB 2493* by *DeBerry J (SB 2659 by *Dixon)*  
Adoption - Adds requirement that four-month period prior to filing termination of parental rights proceeding for willful failure to visit or support child by parent be period "with willful intent". - Amends TCA Section 36-1-102. 03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Family Justice of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

*HB 2494* by *Bowers (SB 2657 by *Dixon)*  
Child Custody and Support - Allows parents to request alternating primary residential custody of child; child must reside with either parent for not less than six months at time; court may deviate from order if clear convincing evidence child in
danger of severe harm. - Amends TCA Section 36-6-404 and Section 36-6-101.

**HB 2495** by *Overey* (*SB 2363 by *Burchett*)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Establishes methadone service areas for non-residential methadone treatment facilities. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.
03/15/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c
Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

**HB 2496** by *Sharp* (*SB 2168 by *Fowler*)
Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Excludes application of $200 deductible under uninsured motor vehicle coverage in hit and run situations. - Amends TCA Section 56-7-1201.
02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

**HB 2497** by *Hagood, Dunn, Tindell, Boyer, Buttry, Armstrong, Bittle* (*SB 2276 by *Burchett*)
County Government - Authorizes Knox County to adopt curfew for minors identical to that which municipality located within Knox County has previously adopted by ordinance. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1, Part 1 and Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 17.
03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 507

**HB 2498** by *Bunch* (*SB 2723 by *Fowler*)
Banks and Financial Institutions - Creates presumption that debtor is acting in bad faith when debtor obtains loan or any other advance of money or other property within 90 days prior to filing proceeding pursuant to Title 11 of United States Code. - Amends TCA Title 47.
04/09/02 - Action def. in s/c Civil Procedure & Practice of JUD to summer study

**HB 2499** by *Hagood, Sargent, Cole (Dyer), Lewis* (*SB 2625 by *Cooper J, Clabough, Crutchfield, Graves, Dixon*)
Managed Care Organizations - Caps HMO enrollee's portion of co-insurance for basic health care services through participating network providers at 20 percent, instead of applying such cap to enrollee's cost-sharing requirements such as co-payments, deductibles or co-insurance. - Amends TCA Section 56-32-204.
03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 518

**HB 2500** by *Rhinehart , Head* (*SB 2425 by *Atchley*)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Establishes provisions for forfeiture of service, reemployment after retirement and payment of benefits to minor children; makes other various revisions to retirement system provisions. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1, Part 3; Title 8, Chapter 23; Title 8, Chapter 25; Title 8, Chapter 27; Title 8, Chapters 34 through 37; and Title 8, Chapter 50.
07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 863

**HB 2501** by *Kernell* (*SB 2397 by *Dixon*)
Medical Occupations - Exempts chiropractors and dentists nationally certified in acupuncture from acupuncture licensing requirements. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 6, Part 10.
03/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

**HB 2502** by *Kernell* (*SB 2928 by *Kyle*)
Fire Prevention and Investigation - Urges commissioner of agriculture to study alternative cost recovery methodologies relative to providing forest protection services on privately-owned forest lands. - Amends TCA Title 11, Chapter 4.
07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 867

**HB 2503** by *Kernell , Tindell* (*SB 2743 by *Cohen , Burchett*)
Redistricting, Legislative - Moves unpopulated census block in Shelby County from District 83 to District 93. - Amends TCA Section 3-1-103.
04/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

**HB 2504** by *Kernell* (*SB 2326 by *Kyle*)
Private Protective Services - Requires airport baggage handlers and persons who inspect airline luggage to be registered as private protective guards/officers. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 35.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Commerce

**HB 2505** by *Turner (Dav), Langster* (*SB 2487 by *Harper*)
Health Care - Authorizes persons rendering emergency care as good samaritans who reasonably believe they may have been exposed to potentially life-threatening airborne or bloodborne diseases to be evaluated for such exposure and to request evaluation of person from whom exposure to disease is believed to have occurred. - Amends TCA Section 68-10-117.
04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 589

**HB 2506** by *Brown* (*SB 2514 by *Crutchfield*)
Taked, Hotel Motel - Removes limitation prohibiting multiple taxation of same privilege with respect to occupancy tax and limitation on county or city to levy tax in circumstances where county and/or city has levied occupancy tax where city has constructed qualifying project under Convention Center and Tourism Development Financing Act of 1998. - Amends TCA Sections 67-4-1425 and Section 67-4-503.
05/14/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 718

**HB 2507** by *Bryle* (*SB 2742 by *Person*)
04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Health & Human Resources Committee

**HB 2508** by *Bryle* (*SB 2198 by *Haynes*)
Workers' Compensation - Adds option of taking no action to options permitted commissioner of commerce and insurance when membership in assigned risk pool reaches market threshold; market threshold is increased from 10 percent to 20 percent. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 5, Part 3.
02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA

**HB 2509** by *Bryle* (*SB 2181 by *Cohen*)
Fines and Penalties - Clarifies that fine imposed for violation of reduced speed limit while construction workers are present is not less than $250 nor more than $500. - Amends TCA Section 55-8-152.
03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 505

**HB 2510** by *Briley , Briley* (*SB 2417 by *Burks , Haynes*)
Eminent Domain - Excludes redevelopment projects and redevelopment plans from prohibition on housing authority to take private property in urban renewal area by eminent domain for purposes of resale. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 20.
05/22/02 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

**HB 2511** by *Briley* (*SB 2255 by *Cooper J*)
Employees, Employers - Requires state and local governments and agencies thereof to provide certain information regarding drug-free workplace program with bid or procurement specifications for construction services. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6 and Title 50, Chapter 9.
05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 693

**HB 2512** by *Briley* (*SB 2747 by *Haynes*)
Education - Updates reference to superintendent or director of schools as person to whom teacher licenses are presented in each local education agency by new teachers. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-101.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 2513** by *Briley* (*SB 2187 by *Harper , Haynes*)
Sexual Offenses - Earmarks first $500 of fine imposed for commission of offenses of patronizing prostitution and promoting prostitution to sheriff's department in any county that has established program for rehabilitation and treatment of prostitutes. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 5 and Title 40, Chapter 35.
05/08/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

**HB 2514** by *Briley* (*SB 2745 by *Haynes*)
Education - Provides that procedure on challenging student school assignments does not apply to request for school transfer based on situations of individual hardship. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 31 and Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 32.
03/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of Education Committee

**HB 2515** by *Briley* (*SB 2746 by *Haynes*)
Education - Allows use of public school property by for-profit private entities. - Amends TCA Sections 49-2-203(b)(4) and Section 49-2-405.
03/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of Education Committee

**HB 2516** by *Briley* (*SB 2180 by *Cohen*)
Criminal Procedure - Clarifies that TBI's uniform procedures for DNA testing, collection, and preservation must be compatible with FBI procedures and provisions of DNA Identification Act of 1994. - Amends TCA Title 38; Title 39 and Title 40.
03/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 2517** by *Bittle* (*SB 2360 by *Burchett*)
Law Enforcement - Permits law enforcement officers in another state to carry firearms at all times in this state if other state also allows Tennessee officers to carry in that state and requirements for carrying in that state are substantially similar to requirements in
HB 2518 by *Bittle (*SB 2357 by *Burchett) Law Enforcement - Permits law enforcement officers to effectuate arrest for felony offense in any jurisdiction in this state provided employing governmental entity is responsible for any liability incurred in making such arrest. - Amends TCA Title 38 and Title 40. 02/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2520 by *Turner (Dav), Naifeh (*SB 2139 by *Henry) Notary Public - Requires certain notices to be posted by notaries public who advertise. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 16. 05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 665

HB 2521 by *Turner (Dav) (*SB 2721 by *Davis L) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Revises percentage distribution between health and agricultural reserve accounts for money received from tobacco settlement; revises composition and duties of committees for each account; makes appropriations to such reserve accounts. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 55. 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2522 by *McMillan (*SB 2739 by *Person) Radio and Television - Increases civil penalties to aggrieved cable television company for theft of cable service from $1,000 to $5,000 for first violation and from $2,000 to $10,000 for second or subsequent violations. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 59. 01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 2523 by *McMillan (*SB 2599 by *Cohen) Divorce, Annulment and Alimony - Makes various changes to alimony and spousal support provisions. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 4; Title 36, Chapter 5; Title 36, Chapter 6 and Title 50, Chapter 2. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 651

HB 2524 by *McMillan (*SB 2381 by *Jackson) Business Organizations - Clarifies, under Revised Uniform Partnership Act, that unless earlier canceled, filed statement of partnership authority is canceled by operation of law on date on which statement or most recent amendment was filed with register of deeds; present statute provides such filing is with county clerk; makes other revisions to Act regarding disassociated partner and winding up partnership. - Amends TCA Title 61. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 563

HB 2525 by *McMillan (*SB 2380 by *Burks) Domestic Violence - Directs that any document required for filing in order of protection case, except forms promulgated by supreme court, be kept confidential; such documents could be transmitted from clerk to TBI, 911 or emergency response agency, or other law enforcement agency. - Amends TCA Section 10-7-504. 05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 769

HB 2526 by *McMillan (*SB 2318 by *Trail) Domestic Violence - Establishes venue for all matters relating to orders of protection to be in county where respondent resides or county where domestic abuse occurred. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 3, Part 6. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 646

HB 2527 by *McMillan (*SB 2579 by *Burks, Davis L) Domestic Violence - Provides that injuries caused by domestic violence that are covered by voluntary reporting requirements of 38-3-621 do not have to be reported under mandatory reporting requirements of 38-1-101. - Amends TCA Section 38-1-101. 02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

HB 2528 by *McMillan (*SB 2578 by *Burks, Davis L) Domestic Violence - Provides that petitioner for order of protection is not required to pay, upon filing of petition, any cost associated with service of order as well as other such costs. - Amends TCA Section 36-3-617. 05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 666

HB 2529 by *McMillan (*SB 2383 by *Jackson) Courts, General Sessions - Increases jurisdictional limits of courts of general sessions from $15,000 or $25,000 to $50,000 in all civil actions involving damage to property. - Amends TCA Title 16, Chapter 15, Part 5. 04/09/02 - Action def. in s/c Civil Procedure & Practice of JUD to summer study

HB 2530 by *McMillan, Naifeh, Baird (*SB 2388 by *Graves, Rochelle, Davis L, Burks) Criminal Offenses - Imposes additional $200 fine against persons convicted of domestic type assault or aggravated assault who have ability to pay fine and provides that revenue raised from additional fine is to be allocated to general fund for exclusive purpose of funding family violence shelters and shelter services. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 1. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 649

HB 2531 by *Walker , Curtiss, Windle (*SB 2713 by *Davis L) Courts, General Sessions - Provides that if county moves into higher population classification based upon subsequent census, salary of general sessions judge of county shall be determined by salary of higher classification for remainder of term but shall be no less than present salary. - Amends TCA Section 16-15-5001(d)(2). 03/03/02 - Action def. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD to 2003

HB 2532 by *Walker (*SB 2385 by *Trail) Cooperatives - Permits electric cooperatives to make and accept charitable contributions. - Amends TCA Section 65-25-205. 03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 512

HB 2533 by *Black , Casada (*SB 2756 by *Blackburn, Harper, Burks, Graves, Kurita) Children - Sets adult/child ratios for infants at 1:4; restores ratios for all other group sizes to ratio in effect prior to February 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 3, Part 5. 04/24/02 - Action Def. in s/c Health Access of HHR to study committee

HB 2534 by *Hargett (*SB 2028 by *Fowler) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Prohibits candidate from repaying loan from previous election with contributions received after such election. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG


HB 2536 by *Kent (*SB 2676 by *Person, Norris) Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Authorizes director of TBI to commission TBI uniformed officers to protect TBI employees and facilities; authorizes such officers to carry firearms and make arrests; requires such officers to complete prescribed basic law enforcement course of instruction at state law enforcement training academy or its equivalent. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6. 03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 519

HB 2537 by *Windle (*SB 2712 by *Davis L) Driver Licenses - Authorizes driver with intermediate license to operate motor vehicle with more than one passenger if additional passenger is grandparent or great-grandparent. - Amends TCA Title 55. 02/20/02 - Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

Criminal Offenses - Creates Class D felony of tampering with public utility with intent to harm another and Class E felony of attempting or threatening to tamper with public utility. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 4.

HB 2539 by *Ridgeway (*SB 2302 by *Haun) - Safety, Dept. of - Authorizes and regulates use of electric personal assistive mobility device. - Amends TCA Title 55.
05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 734

HB 2540 by *Sargent (*SB 2675 by *Blackburn) - Insurance, Life - Changes time interest begins to run on claim for benefits under life insurance policy or annuity based on death from 10th working day following date death certificate received to 15th day following date of death; interest to compound annually for period not to exceed three years from such date. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7.
05/02/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 681

HB 2541 by *Wood, Sharp, Vincent (*SB 2515 by *Crutchfield) - Courts, General Sessions - Revises census figures applicable to Knox County by 1980 census to eliminate application to Hamilton County of law giving sole and exclusive jurisdiction to general sessions court over municipal courts in county for motor vehicle and DUI fines, forfeitures, and penalties. - Amends TCA Section 40-4-121.
03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 515

*HB 2542 by *Patton (SB 2847 by *Burchett) - DUI/DWI Offenses - Increases fee payable to impaired drivers trust fund upon DUI conviction from $5.00 to $10.00. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4.
05/01/02 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 2543 by *Kisber (*SB 2626 by *Cooper J) - TennCare - Revises procedures for provider appeals of denials of claims by managed care organizations. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 56.
03/12/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 2544 by *Kisber (*SB 2622 by *Cooper J) - Taxes, Franchise - Authorizes taxpayer as successor of non-taxpaying entity to claim jobs franchise tax credit if certain conditions are met. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 20 and Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 21.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2545 by *Kisber , Newton (*SB 2574 by *Clabough) - Criminal Offenses - Makes act of terrorism and possession of biological or chemical warfare agents crime; makes act of terrorism aggravating factor for purposes of imposing death penalty; enhances criminal penalties for other activities relating to terrorism or hoaxes. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 10; Title 11; Title 12; Title 13; Title 16; Title 17; Title 18; Title 19; Title 20; Title 21; Title 22; Title 23; Title 24; Title 28; Title 29; Title 33; Title 37; Title 38; Title 39; Title 40; Title 41; Title 42; Title 43; Title 45; Title 50; Title 53; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 58; Title 59; Title 60; Title 63; Title 64; Title 65; Title 66; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69 and Title 71.
04/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2546 by *Kisber (*SB 2562 by *Clabough) - Mobile Homes and Manufactured Buildings - Revises various provisions governing sale, rental, and installation of manufactured homes. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 126.
06/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 793

HB 2547 by *Curtiss (*SB 2258 by *Cooper J, Burks) - Health Care - Prohibits health maintenance organizations and medical service provider plans from disallowing prior authorized procedures. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 71.
03/26/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee

HB 2548 by *Curtiss (*SB 2257 by *Cooper J) - Managed Care Organizations - Prohibits MCOs and medical service provider representatives from recharacterizing procedures deemed non-experimental for federal health care programs as experimental procedures to avoid payment to medical service providers. - Amends TCA Title 56 and Title 71.
04/09/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Commerce Committee

HB 2549 by *Davis (Wash), Godsey, Mumpower, Goins, Beavers, Kernell, Dunn, Rowland, Todd, Baird, Hargett, Buttry, Montgomery, Black, Pleasant (*SB 2599 by *Crowe, McNally, Burks, Graves, Carter, Trail, Dixon, Atchowi, Crutchfield, Burchett, Norris, Blackburn, Persine, Davis L, Jackson) - Flags - Requires recitation of pledge of allegiance daily in public schools if flag displayed in classroom; exempts from recitation requirement students, teachers, and other staff who object to participation based on religious, philosophical, or other grounds. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6.
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 841

HB 2550 by *Kisber (*SB 2471 by *Clabough) - Mental Retardation - Requires commissioner of mental health and developmental disabilities to report by January 1, 2003, to house health and human resources committee and senate general welfare committee on adequacy of number of ICF/MR beds. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 71.
01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 2551 by *Rinehart (SB 2883 by *Elsea, Cooper J, Haun, Davis L) - Highway Signs - "Veterans Memorial Bridge," S.R. 30 in Bledsoe County - 05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 773

HB 2552 by *Rinehart (SB 2882 by *Elsea) - Sequatchie County - Subject to local approval, decreases school board from nine to eight members; provides for terms and election of such members. - 02/28/02 - Pr. Ch. 83

HB 2553 by *Clem, Overbey, Bunch (*SB 2694 by *Crutchfield) - Open Meetings - Authorizes notice of public meetings via Internet Web site maintained by governmental bodies. - Amends TCA Section 8-44-103.
05/21/02 H Re-ref. To State and Local Government Committee

HB 2554 by *Jones, S. (*SB 2789 by *Rochelle) - Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Includes limited liability company among entities that must be licensed before operating health care facilities licensed by board for licensing health care facilities. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11.
02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR

HB 2555 by *Jones, S. (*SB 2788 by *Rochelle) - Taxes, Excise - Revises scope of medical supplies allowed hospital companies as credit against franchise/excise tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 4.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2556 by *Turner (Dav), Davis (Wash), West (*SB 2350 by *Fowler) - General Assembly - Makes Open Meetings Act applicable to general assembly or committee, subcommittee, or ad hoc committee of general assembly so long as quorum present. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 44, Part 1.
04/03/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 2557 by *Turner (Dav), Davis (Wash), West (*SB 2351 by *Fowler) - General Assembly - Requires LIS for general assembly to develop system to enable all roll-call votes taken by general assembly, or committee or subcommittee of general assembly, to be posted on Internet through Web site maintained by general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 3, Chapter 16, Part 1 and Title 3, Chapter 2, Part 1.
04/03/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 2558 by *Boyer (*SB 2679 by *Williams) - Criminal Offenses - Requires judge to permanently revoke driver license of person convicted of aggravated vehicular homicide; creates Class C felony offense of person operating motor vehicle while license revoked for aggravated vehicular homicide; and requires person convicted of aggravated vehicular homicide to serve at least 85 percent of sentence imposed. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 2 and Title 40, Chapter 35, Part 5.
02/27/02 - Failed for Lack of Motion in: Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD

HB 2559 by *Baird (*SB 2671 by *Williams) - Disabled Persons - Permits veterans who hold Purple Heart license plates to park in spaces reserved for physically disabled; extends free parking and other statutory parking courtesies for disabled persons to Purple Heart license plate holders. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, Chapter 8 and Chapter 21.
03/20/02 - Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

HB 2560 by *Baird (*SB 2670 by *Williams) - Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Provides grants of additional years of creditable service for certain state employees and teachers to allow
HB 2561 by *Baird (*SB 2668 by *Williams) - Child Custody and Support - Allows parents to request alternating primary residential custody of child; child must reside with either parent for not less than six months at a time; court may deviate from order if clear convincing evidence child is in danger of severe harm. - Amends TCA Section 36-6-101. 02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Domestic Relations of C&F

HB 2562 by *Pinion, Maddox, Kent, Ridgeway, Hargett, Todd (*SB 2785 by *Cruchfield, Cohen) - Access of HHR - University of Tennessee - Authorizes UTC and UT Martin to enroll certain out-of-state students without charging out-of-state tuition rates. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 9. 03/01/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2563 by *Mckee (SB 2881 by *Elsesa) - Growth and Development - Requires TACIR to monitor, on continuing basis, implementation of growth planning law and to periodically report its findings and recommendations to general assembly. - Amends TCA Section 6-58-113. 04/16/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 594

HB 2564 by *Turner (Shelby), McDaniel, Rinks (*SB 2795 by *Rochelle) - Education - Establishes nutrition guidelines for school lunch programs, and other charter provisions regarding civil penalties. - Amends Chapter 455 of the Private Acts of 1953; as amended. 03/05/02 Pr. Ch. 95

HB 2565 by *Winnigman (*SB 2719 by *Davis L) - Local Education Agency - Requires LEAs to make their operating policies available and accessible on their Web sites if such LEA's policies are kept in electronic format and if LEA maintains Web site. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-207. 04/11/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 537

*HB 2566 by *Dunn (SB 3046 by *Ramsey) - Abortion - Adds ambulatory surgical treatment centers performing abortions to those health care facilities that are to be subject only to those inspections necessary to carry out state or federal law. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11. 03/27/02 Taken off notice for cal in s/c Health Access of HHR

HB 2567 by *Buck (SB 2885 by *Burks) - Lafayette - Subject to local approval, revises election provisions for council members. - 03/11/02 Pr. Ch. 77

HB 2568 by *Buck (*SB 2815 by *Jackson) - Taxes, Income - Requires affirmative vote of three-fifths of members of senate and house to increase rate of Hall income tax or any other tax measured by income. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 10; Title 11; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71 relative to taxation. 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2569 by *Buck , McDonald, Sargent, Davidson, Bunch, Hagood, Tidwell, Bittle, Hargett, Stanley, Fraley, Pleasant, Sharp, Baird, Garrett, Jones, S., Odom, Wood, Hood, Shepard, Black, Turner (Dav), Pinion, Montgomery, Winnigman, Patton, Clem (*SB 2829 by *Jackson) - Taxes, Sales - Requires affirmative vote of three-fifths of members of senate and house to increase rate of sales tax. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71 relative to taxation. 07/03/02 H H. Placed on Regular Calendar #2 for 7/3/02

HB 2570 by *Buck, Sands, Boyer (*SB 2413 by *Haynes) - Courts - Specifies persons authorized to serve process; revises fee schedules for service of process. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 21, Part 9; Title 8, Chapter 8 and Title 16, Chapter 15, Part 9. 06/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 794

HB 2571 by *Buck (SB 2852 by *Jackson) - Law Enforcement - Revises membership of Tennessee peace officer standards and training commission. - Amends TCA Title 38. 04/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

HB 2572 by *Buck (*SB 2732 by *Person) - Civil Procedure - Clarifies that deposition cannot be taken before attorney but that attorney can still take deposition provided attorney is acting in official capacity when doing so. - Amends TCA Section 24-9-136. 04/24/02 - Pub. Ch. 612

HB 2573 by *Buck (*SB 2536 by *McNally, Davis L, Burks, Cohen, Burchett) - Criminal Offenses - Creates Class D felony offense of possessing ephedrine or pseudoephedrine with intent to manufactureamphetamine or methamphetamine. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17. 03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 2574 by *Buck (*SB 2537 by *McNally) - Criminal Offenses - Creates Class D felony offense of criminal exposure to drug trafficking which is manufacture, delivery, or sale of Schedule I or II controlled substance while accompanied by child under 13. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4. 03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 2575 by *Buck (*SB 2538 by *McNally) - Criminal Offenses - Creates Class D felony offense of using or possessing objects that constitute drug paraphernalia in combination to makeamphetamine or methamphetamine and Class C felony if offense occurs on property open for public lodging. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4. 03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

HB 2576 by *Buck (*SB 2539 by *Burks, McNally, Davis L) - Criminal Offenses - Creates Class E felony offense of possession of substance with intent to use it to manufacture controlled substance or convey it to another for such use but does not apply to persons licensed to dispense or prescribe controlled substance. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4. 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2577 by *Buck (*SB 2540 by *McNally) - Evidence - Makes possession of more than five grams of ephedrine or more than nine grams of pseudoephedrine in combination with two or more objects of drug paraphernalia prima facie evidence person was manufacturingamphetamine or methamphetamine. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4. 03/06/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2578 by *Fowlkes (*SB 2842 by *Jackson) - Education - Establishes nutrition guidelines for food sold to students at school during breaks and from vending machines. - Amends TCA Title 49 and Title 71. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

*HB 2579 by *Fowlkes (SB 2853 by *Graves) - Children - Bans compensation for teen court participants but permits youth to receive tokens of appreciation and to be reimbursed for travel expenses. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 1, Part 7. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 539

HB 2580 by *Fowlkes (*SB 2353 by *Fowler) - Probate Law - Authorizes court presiding over trust to remove trustee on court's own initiative in certain circumstances; allows any of decedent's creditors, not just largest one, to apply to administer estate if neither spouse nor next of kin applies; makes other various changes relative to wills, probate, and estates. - Amends TCA Title 26; Title 30; Title 31; Title 32; Title 33; Title 35 and Title 66. 05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 735

HB 2581 by *Fowlkes (*SB 2822 by *Jackson) - Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Exempts certain subsidiaries of insurers from requirement that principal place of business, primary executive, administrative, and home office, and all original books and records be located in this state. - Amends TCA Section 56-2-104. 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 2582 by *DeBerry J (SB 2849 by *Harper) - Education - Re-enacts TCA Section 49-7-2207 on reporting of student offenses. - Amends TCA Title 49. 04/17/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee
HB 2583 by *DeBerry J (*SB 2759 by *Dixon)
Child Custody and Support - Clarifies and reorganizes alimony and child support statute without making any substantive changes. - Amends TCA Title 36.
04/16/02 - Action Def. in Children and Family Affairs Committee to 2003

HB 2584 by *Chumney , Maddox (*SB 2781 by *Harper)
Day Care - Sets state reimbursement rate for day care for low-income families at 75 percent of average market day care costs. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 1, Part 1.
04/24/02 - Action Def. in s/c Health Access of HHR to study committee

HB 2585 by *West (*SB 2492 by *Harper)
Criminal Offenses - Creates offense of distributing or delivering, as act of terrorism or as hoax, biological warfare agent, chemical warfare agent, or nuclear or radiological agent, without regard to whether such substance is in fact genuine. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13.
02/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2586 by *West (*SB 2489 by *Harper)
Medical Occupations - Prohibits health care professional or facility licensed by board for licensing health care facilities from permitting employee to give shot or penetrate skin of patient with needle unless employee is certified or licensed in Tennessee as health care professional whose scope of practice lawfully permits such procedure. - Amends TCA Title 63 and Title 68.
02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR

HB 2587 by *West (*SB 2192 by *Haynes , Carter)
Criminal Offenses - Makes assault against law enforcement officer who is on duty and that results in bodily injury to officer Class D felony. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 1.
02/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2588 by *West (*SB 2268 by *Blackburn)
Environment and Conservation, Department of - Authorizes radiation machines to be inspected by qualified individuals; such inspections shall be subject to random surveys by department. - Amends TCA Section 68-202-503.
02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR

HB 2589 by *West (*SB 2193 by *Haynes)
Real Property - Increases from 20 days to 30 days after having received notice, time period in which owner of real property who is carrier engaged in transportation of property or utility transmitting communications, electricity, gas, liquids, steam, or sewerage must remedy condition of real property with overgrown vegetation or accumulated debris, before county remedies such condition and assesses costs thereof against owner. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1.
01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 2590 by *West (*SB 2278 by *Burchett)
Municipal Government - Requires municipal governments to pay for graffiti removal on private property if municipal government determines such graffiti is public nuisance. - Amends TCA Section 6-54-127.
02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 2591 by *West (*SB 2784 by *Jackson)
Private Protective Services - Assigns personal, civil, and criminal liability to private security guard using unauthorized deadly force. - Amends TCA Title 62.
04/09/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2592 by *West (*SB 2703 by *Davis L)
Private Protective Services - Requires trainers and managers of private protective services companies to have six hours of continuing education annually. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 35.
05/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 710

HB 2593 by *West (*SB 2259 by *Cooper J)
Workers' Compensation - Requires annual report of employers' compensation coverage to specify how long such employers were without coverage - Amends TCA Section 50-6-132.
04/17/02 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 2594 by *West (*SB 2845 by *Trail)
State Government - Requires state to notify Immigration and Naturalization Service of identity of any person who does not have social security number and applies to state for any benefit or service. - Amends TCA.
01/31/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 2595 by *West (*SB 2813 by *Miller J)
Handgun Permits - Relaxes prohibitions on carrying handguns in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13 and Title 70, Chapter 4.
03/27/02 - Action def. in s/c Criminal Procedure & Practice of JUD to Summer Study

HB 2596 by *West (*SB 2825 by *Jackson)
Firearms and Ammunition - Prohibits local units of government from utilizing zoning provisions relative to health and safety that were enacted subsequent to sport shooting range beginning operation to restrict or prohibit use or operation of such range, provided range was in compliance with applicable standards at time operation began. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 3.
02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 2597 by *West (*SB 2365 by *Williams)
Clerks, Court - Requires court clerks in four major metro areas that have computerized case information to make such information available to public on Internet without charge; administrative office of courts is to provide technical assistance to clerks. - Amends TCA Title 16 and Title 18.
02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Judicial Administration of JUD

HB 2598 by *West (*SB 2823 by *Jackson)
Handgun Permits - Deletes Tennessee residency requirement to obtain handgun carry permit. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
03/27/02 - Action def. in s/c Criminal Procedure & Practice of JUD to Summer Study

HB 2599 by *West (*SB 2820 by *Jackson)
Handgun Permits - Liberalizes reciprocity requirements for handgun permits. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
03/27/02 - Action def. in s/c Criminal Procedure & Practice of JUD to Summer Study

HB 2600 by *West (*SB 2826 by *Jackson)
Firearms and Ammunition - Extends time sale of confiscated weapon shall be advertised in daily or weekly newspaper from not less than three editions and not less than 30 days to not less than four editions and not less than 40 days. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13.
03/27/02 - Action def. in s/c Criminal Procedure & Practice of JUD to Summer Study

HB 2601 by *West (*SB 2814 by *Miller J)
Handgun Permits - Enacts "Handgun Carry Permit Records Disclosure Act." - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 7 and Title 55, Chapter 2.
04/09/02 - Action def. in s/c Criminal Procedure & Practice of JUD to summer study

HB 2602 by *West (*SB 2783 by *Haynes)
Education - Requires curriculum in public schools to have firearms safety component. - Amends TCA Title 49.
01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2603 by *West (*SB 2819 by *Jackson)
Firearms and Ammunition - Removes $10.00 fee charged to gun dealers by TBI for background checks. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1316.
02/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2604 by *West (*SB 2752 by *Haynes)
Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Requires department to enter into lease for property adjacent to Cloverbottom Developmental Center.
03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Human Services and Mental Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 2605 by *West (*SB 2701 by *Davis L)
Private Protective Services - Requires proprietary security organizations to pay same fees as contract security companies; requires employees of proprietary security companies to be trained by certified trainers. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 35.
05/01/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2606 by *West (*SB 2704 by *Davis L)
Private Protective Services - Changes administration of private protective services from commissioner of commerce and insurance to private protective services commission. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 62, Chapter 35.
05/15/02 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 2607 by *West (*SB 2642 by *Cooper J)
HB 2608 by *West (*SB 2824 by *Jackson) Law Enforcement - Requires law enforcement firing ranges be open to public when such ranges are not being used by law enforcement personnel. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 8. 03/27/02 - Action def. in s/c Criminal Procedure & Practice of JUD to Summer Study

HB 2609 by *West (*SB 2645 by *Cooper) Workers' Compensation - Requires employers with over five years' workers' compensation experience to be evaluated on their risk history rather than on their industry classification. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6 and Title 56, Chapter 5. 05/08/02 H Re-ref. To Calendar & Rules

HB 2610 by *West (*SB 2827 by *Jackson) Firearms and Ammunition - Requires persons teaching firearm courses to be certified by commissioner of commerce and insurance. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 39, Chapter 17; Title 62 and Title 70. 03/27/02 - Action def. in s/c Criminal Procedure & Practice of JUD to Summer Study

HB 2611 by *West (*SB 2832 by *Jackson) Firearms and Ammunition - Requires buildings owned or managed by state or local governmental entities in which weapons are prohibited to provide secure area for visitors to building to leave their weapons. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-1359. 02/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of Judiciary Committee

HB 2612 by *West (*SB 2532 by *McNally) Zoning - Prohibits county legislative bodies from regulating appearance of buildings unless such appearance adversely affects health and safety of others. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7. 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 2613 by *West , Jones, S., Turner (Dav), Langster (*SB 2753 by *Haynes, Henry) Law Enforcement - Requires law enforcement officers working security in Davidson County or Rutherford County, if such county is not their primary county, to notify chief law enforcement officer; requires such law enforcement officer to wear insignia or lettering designating such officer as private duty law enforcement officer. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 8 and Title 62, Chapter 35, Part 1. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 846

HB 2614 by *West (*SB 2349 by *Fowler) State Government - Revises employee suggestion award program. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 27, Part 1. 04/03/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 2615 by *Rowland (*SB 2764 by *Trall) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Specifies that payment of fee equal to cost of actually designing and manufacturing military cultural plates only applicable upon initial issuance or reissuance of plates, and not applicable at renewal. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 2. 07/03/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 866

HB 2616 by *Towns (*SB 2239 by *Dixon) Education - Establishes pilot program to provide reading instruction assistance to certain low performing elementary schools. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1, Part 2. 04/17/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee

HB 2617 by *Towns (*SB 2237 by *Dixon) Education, Dept. of - Directs commissioner to expand and periodically update advisory guidelines for safe schools to include appropriate discussion of principles and procedures, as well as statutory and case analyses, to ensure that zero tolerance policies do not produce irrational outcomes. - Amends TCA Section 49-1-241; Section 49-6-3401 and Section 49-6-4216. 05/29/02 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 2618 by *Briley , Jones, S., Turner (Dav), Langster, Pruitt (*SB 2744 by *Haynes) Courts, General Sessions - Outlines authority of general sessions division four judge in Davidson County (environmental court) with respect to appointment of referees. - Amends Chapter 212 of the Public Acts of 1993. 05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 667

HB 2619 by *Briley , Arriola (*SB 2854 by *Henry) Correctional Programs - Provides that judge of circuit or criminal court as well as general sessions court can order misdemeanor sentenced to county jail or workhouse be placed on work release. - Amends TCA Title 41, Chapter 2, Part 1. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 628

HB 2620 by *White , Sargent (*SB 2478 by *Graves) Liens - Expands methods of delivering notice of nonpayment for mechanics and materialmen's liens to owner and contractor contracting with owner from only registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, to include hand delivery and other commercial delivery service, all with confirmation of delivery. - Amends TCA Section 66-11-145. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 568

HB 2621 by *Odom Public Utilities - Specifies that interchange carriers are public utilities and are regulated by Tennessee regulatory authority. - Amends TCA Title 65; Chapter 4 Part 1. 02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Utilities & Banking of COM

HB 2622 by *Odom , Sargent, Turner (Harn) (*SB 2377 by *Henry) Criminal Offenses - Authorizes state or local government to post, along state or local roadway rights-of-way near stone or rock walls, signs stating that knowing removal of any portion of such wall without owner's consent is punishable as theft. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 14, Part 1. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 622

HB 2623 by *Patton (*SB 2848 by *Burchett , Crowe) Law Enforcement - Requires peace officer standards and training commission to issue certificate of compliance to university or college security officer who meets qualifications for employment as police officer and who satisfactorily completes approved recruit training program. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 8, Part 1. 06/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 795

HB 2624 by *Arriola (*SB 2830 by *Henry , Haynes, Graves) Aged Persons - Establishes pilot project with Tennessee Edenizing Foundation, Inc., to provide services to elderly in home and community settings in order to avoid nursing home care for such elderly; deletes existing pilot project. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5, Part 1. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 636

HB 2625 by *Bittle (*SB 2174 by *Burchett) County Government - Removes provisions for county appointment of project superintendents who supervise erection of new jail or courthouse. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 7, Part 1. 05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 690

HB 2626 by *Bittle (*SB 2361 by *Burchett) Handgun Permits - Permits waiver of completion of department of safety and commerce's firearm safety course and lowers permit processing fee for certain law enforcement officials. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 13. 02/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2627 by *Bowers (*SB 2838 by *Dixon) Boards and Commissions - Creates commission for efficient government to review fees charged by governmental entities. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29. 01/31/02 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--State & Local

HB 2628 by *Brown , Miller L (*SB 2648 by *Dixon) Children - Creates toll-free telephone line for reporting violence in schools or potential violence in schools. - Amends TCAtitle 36, chapter 6. 03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee

HB 2629 by *Brown (*SB 2238 by *Dixon) Probation and Parole - Revises release eligibility schedules for persons convicted of certain violent crimes. - Amends TCA Section 40-35-501. 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2630 by *Langster , Miller L (*SB 2649 by *Dixon) Juvenile Offenders - Authorizes expungement of certain judicial and law enforcement records pertaining to juvenile delinquency adjudications. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-153; Section 37-1-154 and Section 37-1-155. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Judicial Administration of JUD
HB 2631 by *Montgomery , Naifeh (SB 2858 by *Clabough) - Sevier County - Subject to local approval, creates five school board districts of substantially equal population.
02/20/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 74

HB 2632 by *Turner (Dav) , Jones, S. (*SB 2416 by *Haynes) - Motor Vehicles - Redefines "abandoned motor vehicle", authorizes demolition of certain motor vehicles left on property or in possession of another. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 16. 05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 736

HB 2633 by *Caldwell (*SB 2692 by *McNally) - Tennessee Emergency Management Agency (TEMA) - Authorizes local emergency planning committees to assess and collect dues in such manner as authorized by each such LEPC from member industries required to submit tier II hazardous and toxic waste reports. - Amends TCA Title 58, Chapter 2, Part 1. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

HB 2634 by *McDaniel (*SB 2618 by *Cooper J) - Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Restricts issuance of certificates of need for new nursing home beds or swing beds during fiscal years July 1, 2002, to June 30, 2003, and July 1, 2003, to June 30, 2004, with certain exceptions. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR

HB 2635 by *McDaniel (*SB 2617 by *Cooper J) - Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires department of human services to forward allegations of nursing home patient abuse and neglect to department of health, division of health care facilities; authorizes board of regents to develop certified nursing assistant career development curriculum in coordination with Tennessee Health Care Association; requires department to develop plan for recruitment and improvement of facility inspectors. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 8, Part 2; Title 68, Chapter 11 and Title 71. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Human Services and Mental Health of HHR

HB 2636 by *McDaniel (*SB 2641 by *Cooper J) - Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Prohibits acute care facilities or hospitals from sending patients to out-of-county nursing homes and later refusing to readmit such patients when they prove unsuitable for nursing facility care. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR

HB 2637 by *Overby (*SB 2862 by *Trail) - Workers' Compensation - Permits employer to file action that joins second injury fund as defendant. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6. 03/25/02 H Held on desk.

HB 2638 by *Overby (*SB 2861 by *Trail) - Workers' Compensation - Permits employer to seek refund from employee when employee accepts permanent partial disability award in excess of 2.5 multiplier and subsequently returns to work within 400 weeks. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6. 02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA

HB 2639 by *Head , McMillan, Davidson (SB 2865 by *Kurita) - Education, Higher - Allows non-resident of county contiguous to Tennessee in another state to enroll in college or university despite presence of teacher college or normal school in other state of equal distance from residence of non-resident. - Amends TCA Section 49-8-102. 04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 595

HB 2640 by *Head (*SB 2241 by *Dixon) - Taxes - Enacts "Tax Relief and Reform Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 3, Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 55; Title 56; Title 61; Title 62; Title 66; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71. 02/04/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2641 by *McDonald (*SB 2178 by *Graves) - Zoning - Clarifies that right of businesses to continue to operate after zoning change does not include right to increase or enlarge signs. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-208. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 2642 by *Bittle , Curtiss (*SB 2524 by *Ramsey) - Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency - Authorizes TWRA to purchase upland hardwood forests known as International Paper Company properties in Anderson and Campbell counties. - Amends TCA Section 11-14-401. 07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 864

HB 2643 by *Bittle (*SB 2522 by *Ramsey) - Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency - Creates deer management assistance program administered by TWRA; permits persons controlling hunting access on contiguous land to achieve management goals and to exceed normal season harvest; acreage must exceed 1,000 acres and permit must be purchased. - Amends TCA Section 70-1-302. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 566

HB 2644 by *Bittle , Curtiss (*SB 2923 by *Burchett) - Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Reallocates funds produced from sale of Sportsman's Wildlife Foundation, 90 percent, and Sportsmen's Wildlife Foundation, 10 percent, from the highway fund to the state general fund. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 04/03/02 - Action def. in s/c Budget

HB 2645 by *Wood (*SB 2762 by *Fowler) - Planning, Public - Allows secretary of planning department to perform certain duties in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 4, Part 3. 04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 593

HB 2646 by *Turner (Dav) , Vincent, Pinion, Johnson, Rowland, DeBerry J, Patton, Godsey (*SB 2871 by *Carter) - Appropriations - Appropriates same sum to Tennessee State Guard from funds of Department of Military as Tennessee State Guard received in 2000-2001 fiscal year. 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2647 by *Godsey , Westmoreland, Mumpower, Davis (Wash) (SB 2980 by *Ramsey) - Alcoholic Beverages - Requires criminal background check to be performed by TBI upon persons selling beer or alcoholic beverages. - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 3 and Title 57, Chapter 5. 03/12/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 2648 by *Godsey , Westmoreland, Mumpower (SB 2978 by *Ramsey) - Criminal Procedure - Limits liability, except for negligence, gross negligence, willful misconduct, or unlawful conduct of physicians and nurses who conduct body cavity searches pursuant to search warrant, written waiver, or consent to search. - Amends TCA Section 40-7-121. 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 569

HB 2649 by *Langster , Jones, S., Turner (Dav), West, Pruitt, Kissel, Briley, Odom, DeBerry L, Fowlkes, Head, McMillan (*SB 2376 by *Henry) - Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Vanderbilt Children's Hospital new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to Vanderbilt Children's Hospital. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. 04/03/02 - Action def. in s/c Budget

HB 2650 by *Turner (Ham) , Turner (Dav), Tindell, Armstrong, Jones U (Shel) - Education - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-3007. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 823

HB 2651 by *Turner (Ham) (*SB 2354 by *Fowler) - Nuisances - Expands types of conduct declared to be nuisance; provides for seizure and forfeiture of any vehicle used in commission of second or subsequent offense of promoting prostitution or unlawful conduct of conductors of houses of prostitution; authorizes attorney general to enter into agreement with its local law enforcement agency to enforce compulsory attendance which is now limited to Shelby County; establishes guidelines for such agreements. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-3007. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 823

HB 2652 by *Turner (Ham) (*SB 2355 by *Fowler) - DUI/DWI Offenses - Authorizes courts in Hamilton County to assess blood alcohol concentration test fee upon conviction of DUI or driving while impaired; county to set fee which may not exceed $50.00; fee to be assessed only if blood sample actually taken from person convicted of DUI or DWI and test actually performed on sample. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10. Part 1. 06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 789

HB 2653 by *Turner (Ham) (*SB 2767 by *Crowe , Williams, Sen.) - Sexual Offenses - Adds offense of solicitation of minor to definition of "sexual offense" for purposes of "Sexual Offender Registration and..."
HB 2664 by *Cox (Dyer) (SB 2141 by *Cohen)

HB 2665 by *Jones U (Shel) (SB 2143 by *Cohen)

HB 2666 by *Jones U (Shel) (SB 2149 by *Dixon)

HB 2667 by *Jones U (Shel) (SB 2249 by *Dixon)

HB 2668 by *Jones U (Shel) , Rinks, Kent, Cole (Carter), Pinion, Pleasant (SB 2348 by *Ford J)

HB 2669 by *Jones U (Shel) (SB 2286 by *Dixon)

HB 2670 by *Jones U (Shel) (SB 2287 by *Dixon)

HB 2671 by *Jones U (Shel) (SB 2296 by *Dixon)

HB 2672 by *Jones U (Shel) (SB 2282 by *Dixon)

HB 2673 by *Jones U (Shel) (SB 2391 by *Dixon)

HB 2674 by *Jones U (Shel) (SB 2297 by *Dixon)
Economic and Community Development - Authorizes funding for consortium of historically black colleges and universities, subject to appropriation, to be used toward strategic economic development objectives of consortium, state, and participating private industry; authorizes and directs department of economic and community development and THEC to assist consortium in meeting key objectives. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 7 and Title 49, Chapter 7.

HB 2683 by *Buck (SB 3169 by *Rochelle) Smith County - Pursuant to local request, restructures Smith County board of education from seven to eight members to conform to county legislative districts. - 02/28/02 - Pr. Ch. 84

HB 2684 by *Buck (SB 2585 by *Burks) Criminal Offenses - Punishes violation of §39-17-417 involving methamphetamine one classification higher if certain conditions are met. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4, 02/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2685 by *Buck (SB 2590 by *Burks) Criminal Offenses - Establishes limitations on sale of products containing ephedrine, pseudoephedrine, or phenylpropanolamine; creates Class A misdemeanor for violation of such restrictions. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 4.

HB 2686 by *Buck Smith County - Pursuant to local request, restructures Smith County board of education from seven to eight members to conform to county legislative districts. - Repeals Chapter 46 of the Private Acts of 1955.

HB 2687 by *Garrett (SB 2635 by *Kyle) Solid Waste Disposal - Relieves holder of security interest in solid waste facility or site from liability for cleanup or remediation of such site if security interest holder does not participate in management of such facility or site. - Amends TCA Section 68-211-106.

HB 2688 by *Fraley (SB 2879 by *Cooper) Libraries - Limits to $50.00 cost of late fees and unreturned materials of public library that are checked out without such user's authorization. - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 3, Part 1.


HB 2690 by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 2519 by *Crutchfield) Contractors - Authorizes board of licensing contractors to promulgate rules for establishment and conducting of course, courses of study, or instruction designated to satisfy requirements of obtaining contractor's licenses; creates Class C misdemeanor for person offering such courses or instruction to represent that students are assured of passing examination. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 6, Part 1.

HB 2691 by *Head (SB 2298 by *Haun) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Requires state to pay costs associated with utility relocation. - Amends TCA Title 4, Title 54, Title 55 and Title 67.

HB 2692 by *Givens (SB 2428 by *Haun) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Requires state treasurer to study feasibility of securing state's future Master Settlement Agreement funds by transferring rights thereto to TCRS in exchange for appropriate consideration. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 18; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 8; Title 4, Chapter 31; Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 2; Title 9; Title 43; Title 49; Title 68 and Title 71, Chapter 5.

HB 2693 by *Head , Rinks, White, Ridgeway, Newton (SB 2399 by *Haun) Mobile Homes and Manufactured Buildings - Revises various provisions governing time and method of mobile home transports, fees for license for such transports, and required insurance. - Amends TCA Title 55.

HB 2694 by *Bowers (SB 2889 by *Cohen) Consumer Protection - Makes it unfair or deceptive act under Consumer Protection Act to impose more than $5.00 charge per automatic debit from person's bank account. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1.

HB 2695 by *Rowland (SB 2860 by *Blackburn, Crowe, Coopie, Burks, Fowler, Jackson, Williams, Sen.) Driver Licenses - Revises requirements for obtaining driver license. - Amends TCA Section 55-50-321.

HB 2696 by *Garrett , Phelan (SB 2765 by *Haynes) Fire Prevention and Investigation - Authorizes owners of property on which fire protection sprinkler systems are installed to perform simple maintenance on such sprinkler systems. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 32, Part 1.

HB 2697 by *McMillan (SB 2728 by *Person) Managed Care Organizations - Enacts "Managed Care Accountability Act." - Amends TCA Title 29 and Title 56.

HB 2698 by *Buck (SB 2737 by *Burks) Health - Amends TCA Title 62.

HB 2699 by *Cox (SB 2267 by *Burks) Elections - Authorizes board of county election officials to promulgate rules for establishment and conducting of course, courses of study, or instruction designated to satisfy requirements of obtaining election official licenses; creates Class C misdemeanor for person offering such courses or instruction to represent that students are assured of passing examination. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 6, Part 1.


HB 2701 by *Jones U (Shelby), DeBerry J, Turner (Shelby), Bowers, DeBerry L, Jones U (Shelby) (SB 2245 by *Dixon) Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of "Proud To Be An American" new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds produced from sale thereof to local school systems and schools on probation for failing to attain student performance standards. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.

HB 2702 by *Jones U (Shelby), DeBerry J, Bowers, DeBerry L, Jones U (Shelby) (SB 2293 by *Dixon) Election Laws - Increases from $15.00 to $25.00 minimum compensation for officers of elections, judges, machine operators, and inspectors for their services on election day. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 4.


HB 2698 by *Scroggs (*SB 2123 by *McNally)
Appropriations - Requires governor's proposed budget to be based on currently available revenues with recurring expenses funded with recurring revenues. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 51. 02/04/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2699 by *Scroggs (*SB 2737 by *Person)
Courts - Excludes from definition of person for civil cause of action for malicious harassment governments, governmental agencies, or public authorities. - Amends TCA Section 4-21-701. 05/14/02 H Taken off notice for cal. in Calendar and Rules

HB 2700 by *Windle (*SB 2839 by *Davis L)
Correction, Dept. of - Provides Correctional Officer 1 with pay equal to other state employees with equivalent service. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 7, Part 2 and Title 8. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

HB 2701 by *Montgomery (SB 2875 by *Clabough)
Gatlinburg - Subject to local approval, levies privilege tax on amusements. - 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 102

HB 2702 by *Fitzhugh (*SB 2552 by *Clabough)
Securities - Exempts offer or sale of charitable gift annuity from registration; exempts persons from registration who limit activity as broker-dealer, investment adviser, or agent to charitable gift annuities. - Amends TCA Title 48, Chapter 2, Part 1. 03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 517

HB 2703 by *Phelan (*SB 2880 by *Crowe)
Motor Vehicle Commission - Authorizes commission to deny application for automobile auction license or to revoke or suspend such license of automobile auction or agent thereof if agent or auction conducts business without posting bond or without acquiring proper license as required by law. - Amends TCA Title 55. 02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 2704 by *Shepard , Tidwell (SB 2902 by *Jackson)
Hickman County - Pursuant to local request, restructures Hickman County Highway Commission districts to be coterminal with county commission districts. - Amends Chapter 38 of the Private Acts of 1947. 02/28/02 - Pr. Ch. 85

HB 2705 by *Shepard , Tidwell (SB 2901 by *Jackson)
Hickman County - Pursuant to local request, increases Hickman County Board of Education from five members to seven members. - Repeals Chapter 234 of the Private Acts of 1992. 02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

*HB 2706 by *Shepard
Local Education Agency - Declares president of each LEA to be advisory, non-voting member of local board of education. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-202. 02/07/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 2707 by *Shepard (*SB 2760 by *McNally)
Insurance, Health, Accident - Establishes procedures governing recoupment between health insurance entity and health care provider. - Amends TCA Title 56. 02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 2708 by *Winningham (SB 2973 by *McNally)
Education, State Board of - Directs state board of education to develop and maintain teacher recruitment and retention program and to utilize all funds available for that purpose. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1 and Title 49, Chapter 5. 02/26/02 - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2709 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2070 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - State family support council, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 33, Chapter 5. 07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 837

HB 2710 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2069 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - State board of accountancy, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 62, Chapter 1. 05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 763

HB 2711 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2068 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - State agencies publication committee, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 12, Chapter 7. 04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 580

HB 2712 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2067 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - Sports Festival, Inc., June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 1, Chapter 1. 04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 579

HB 2713 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2066 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - Sports Festival, Inc., board of directors, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 40. 04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 578

HB 2714 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2071 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - Southern growth policies board, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 13, Chapter 2. 05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 668

HB 2715 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2062 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - South central Tennessee railroad authority, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 64, Chapter 2. 04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 577

HB 2716 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2063 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - Terminates recycling market advisory council. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 211. 05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 776

HB 2717 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2064 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - Rail service authorities, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 7, Chapter 56. 05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 761

HB 2718 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2065 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - Military affairs commission, June 30, 2006. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 50 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 762

HB 2719 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2032 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - Removes Jerry F. Agee Tennessee law enforcement training academy from sunset provisions. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 38, Chapter 8. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 642

HB 2720 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2038 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Home improvement commission, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 62, Chapter 37. 06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 782

HB 2721 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2039 by *Harper, Burchett)
Sunset Laws - Higher education and technical institutions publication committee, June 30, 2008; deletes commissioner of education as member of committee. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 12, Chapter 7. 05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 758

HB 2722 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2040 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Employee suggestion award board, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 27 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 498

HB 2723 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2037 by *Harper)
Sunset Laws - Information systems council, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 497

HB 2724 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2036 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - Institute for labor-management studies, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 4, Chapter 32. 04/24/02 - Pub. Ch. 613

HB 2725 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B (*SB 2035 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - Interstate rail passenger advisory council, June 30, 2002. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 42 and Title 4, Chapter 29. 05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 757

HB 2726 by *Kernell , Cooper B (*SB 2034 by *Harper, Burchett, Trail)
Sunset Laws - Investment advisory council, June 30, 2008. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 8, Chapter 37. 05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 669

HB 2727 by *Kernell , Brooks, Cooper B, Sands (*SB 2033 by *Harper)
used for such purposes. - Amends TCA Section 40-11-116.
02/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2786 by Armstrong (*SB 2761 by *Crowe) Bail, Bail Bonds - Revises various procedures on bonds. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 11. 03/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2787 by Armstrong (*SB 2796 by *Rochelle) Architects, Engineers and Designers - Requires entity that is required by law to have design professional prepare plans and specifications to also retain design professional for construction contract administration to assure building or structure is constructed to such plans and specifications. - Amends TCA Section 62-2-102. 02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 2788 by Buttry (*SB 2787 by *Atchley) Tennessee Bureau of Investigation - Requires forensic services division of TBI to retain blood samples for at least three years in cases of accidents involving death and 18 months in cases of accidents involving only personal injury. - Amends TCA Title 38, Chapter 6. 03/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee


HB 2790 by White (*SB 2733 by *Person) Bad Checks - Includes mailing supported by affidavit of service, in addition to certified mailing, as valid notice for collection of bad checks; such notice is deemed conclusive upon signing certified mail receipt or three days following date affidavit of service is executed. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 29, Part 1. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/Judicial Administration of JUD

HB 2791 by Briley (*SB 2836 by *Haynes) Insurance, Motor Vehicles - Increases split-limit policy amounts required for proof of financial responsibility. - Amends TCA Title 55. 02/04/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 2792 by Boyer (SB 3007 by *Elsea) Utilities, Utility Districts - Establishes formula for determining compensation to be paid by municipality that annexes all or portion of service area of utility district, such formula to be used when municipality and utility district cannot otherwise mutually agree on amount of such compensation. - Amends TCA Section 7-82-301(a). 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/local Government of S&LG

HB 2793 by Sargent (*SB 2369 by *Kyle) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Increases minimum insurance policy premium refund amount for sickness and accident policies from $10.00 to $20.00. - Amends TCA Title 56. 02/20/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 2794 by Casada (*SB 2833 by *Blackburn) Election Laws - Requires proof of U.S. citizenship and social security number in order to be eligible to vote. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 2. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

HB 2795 by Sharp (*SB 2891 by *Fowler) Highway Signs - Authorizes use of request for proposals for specific service sign administration and construction contracts. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4, Part 1 and Title 54, Chapter 5. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR

HB 2796 by Ridgeway (*SB 2429 by *Haun) Motor Vehicles - Licenses low speed motor vehicles. - Amends TCA Title 55. 05/23/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 747

HB 2797 by Briley (*SB 2475 by *Trail, Trail) Criminal Offenses - Deletes, effective July 1, 2002, person's criminal responsibility for facilitation of felony. - Amends TCA Title 39 and Title 40. 04/24/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

*HB 2798 by Bunch (SB 2925 by *Miller J) Water - Exempts Bradley and Polk counties from Inner-Basin Water Transfer Act. - Amends TCA Title 69, Chapter 8, Part 2. 04/09/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Environment of CON of Conservation Committee

*HB 2799 by Bunch (SB 2981 by *Ramsey) Local Government, General - Authorizes imposition of fee by municipality or county legislative body on certain non-subscription-based advertising flyers or newspapers for certain purposes. - 04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 2800 by Bunch (*SB 2444 by *Miller J) Adoption - Adds requirement that four-month period prior to filing termination of parental rights proceeding for willful failure to visit or support child by parent be period "with willful intent". - Amends TCA Section 36-1-102. 06/11/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Family Justice of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

HB 2801 by Bunch (*SB 2445 by *Miller J) Children - Requires facility, facility employee, or member of professional medical community to positively identify person abandoning infant; applies procedure for surrender and termination of parental rights in adoption to infant abandonment. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 1, Part 1; Title 37, Chapter 2, Part 4, and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2. 02/07/02 - Assigned to s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA

HB 2802 by Bunch (*SB 2439 by *Miller J) Driver Licenses - Specifies that license applicant who presents all required application information and who has social security number may reate any part of examination without delay. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50, Part 3. 03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 2803 by Bunch (*SB 2442 by *Miller J) Children - Requires facility, facility employee, or member of professional medical community to positively identify person abandoning infant; applies procedure for surrender and termination of parental rights in adoption to infant abandonment. - Amends TCA Section 36-1-142; Section 36-1-102; Section 37-2-402 and Section 68-6-1-255. 02/07/02 - Assigned to s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA

HB 2804 by Bunch (*SB 2441 by *Miller J) Child Custody and Support - Allows parents to request alternating primary residential custody of child; child must reside with either parent for not less than six months at time; court may deviate from order if clear convincing evidence child in danger of severe harm. - Amends TCA Section 36-6-404 and Section 36-6-101. 02/07/02 - Assigned to s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA

*HB 2805 by Bunch, Garrett Tort Liability - Specifies that governmental entity and its officers and employees are immune from liability arising from decision to provide and in providing escort service for funeral processions. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 20, Part 1. 02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

HB 2806 by Bunch (*SB 2443 by *Miller J) Child Custody and Support - Allows parents to request alternating primary residential custody of child; child must reside with either parent for not less than six months at time; court may deviate from order if clear convincing evidence child in danger of severe harm. - Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6, Part 1 and Title 36, Chapter 6, Part 4. 04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

HB 2807 by Cole (Dyer) (*SB 2567 by *Clabough) Workers' Compensation - Adds additional limits to attorney fees in workers' compensation cases. - Amends TCA Section 50-6-226. 02/05/02 - Assigned to s/e Employee Affairs of C&E

HB 2808 by Cole (Dyer), Bowes (*SB 2568 by *Clabough) Workers' Compensation - Defines mental injury for workers' compensation law. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6. 05/22/02 H Held on desk.
HB 2809 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 2565 by *Clabough)
Workers' Compensation - Requires department of labor and workforce development to report to general assembly each January on its fraud investigations from prior year. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 1.
02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Employee Affairs of C&E

HB 2810 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 2570 by *Clabough)
Workers' Compensation - Establishes American Medical Association guides as sole authoritative resource for impairment determinations. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 2.
02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Employee Affairs of C&E

HB 2811 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 2569 by *Clabough)
Workers' Compensation - Requires department of labor and workforce development to develop medical fee schedule for use in workers' compensation cases. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 2. Title 63 and Title 68.
03/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Employee Affairs of C&E

HB 2812 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 2566 by *Clabough)
Workers' Compensation - Subjects scheduled members injuries to permanent partial disability multiplier. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 2.
02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Employee Affairs of C&E

HB 2813 by *Todd (*SB 2564 by *Burks)
Victims' Rights - Requires any amendment or repeal of rule, regulation, bylaw, policy, or procedure of Tennessee victims coalition to be sent to and received by state treasurer before it becomes effective. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 41.
05/07/02 - Action def. in Government Operations to Special Calendar

HB 2814 by *Patton (*SB 2992 by *Crowe)
Education, Higher - Requires board of regents and University of Tennessee board of trustees to include 25 percent of value of employee's sick leave at time of retirement in funding for annuities. - Amends TCA Section 49-8-203 and Section 49-9-106.
03/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Higher Education of ED of Education Committee

*HB 2815 by *Casada (*SB 2904 by *Burchett)
Notary Public - Requires notary public to be citizen of United States. - Amends TCA Section 8-18-101.
02/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Judicial Administration of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 2816 by *Whitson (*SB 2899 by *Haun)
Motor Vehicles - Requires motor vehicles carrying more than 15 passengers for hire less than two miles to major public scheduled events to have $1,000,000 in liability insurance. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 15, Part 1.
03/27/02 - Rec. for Pass. If Am. ref. to: Calendar & Rules Committee

HB 2817 by *Lewis (SB 2850 by *Cooper J)
Grundy County - Subject to local approval, divides Grundy County into three school districts instead of six and increases number of school board members from six to nine by providing for three members to be elected from each district to staggered four-year terms. -
02/28/02 - Pr. Ch. 88

*HB 2818 by *Lewis (SB 3150 by *Person)
Civil Procedure - Removes prohibition on recovery of no more costs than damages unless recovery exceeds $5.00 in civil actions founded upon assaults, assaults and battery, malicious prosecution, false imprisonment or for the recovery of damages for overflowing water by erection of waterworks of utility. - Amends TCA Title 20 and Title 23.
02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

HB 2819 by *Lewis (SB 2516 by *Crutchfield)
04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Government Operations Committee

HB 2820 by *Fitzhugh (SB 2805 by *Rochele)
Uniform Laws - Corrects technical drafting error in revised Uniform Commercial Code article IX by deleting unnecessary brackets and bracketed language. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 9.
03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 521

*HB 2821 by *Fitzhugh (SB 2806 by *Rochele)
Uniform Commercial Code - Clarifies definition of "security interest" to distinguish between true leases and security interests. - Amends TCA Section 47-1-201(38).
03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 522

*HB 2822 by *Sands (SB 2898 by *Trail)
Workers' Compensation - Prohibits physicians and hospitals from making separate charge for providing medical or anatomical impairment rating when medical records are requested in workers' compensation cases. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6; Title 63, Chapter 2 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 3.
03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 523

*HB 2823 by *Tindell (SB 2915 by *Atchley, Burchett)
Taxes, Sales - Gives Knoxville all powers of commissioner of revenue in collecting local option sales and use tax. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 6.
04/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

*HB 2824 by *Scroggs, Kent (SB 3119 by *Person)
Taxes, Real Property - Requires board of equalization to develop appraisal ratios for each property subclass in each county and allows taxpayer to appeal property valuation if actual cash value has not been equalized by appropriate subclass ratio. - Amends TCA Title 67.
02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

*HB 2825 by *Scroggs, Kent (SB 3118 by *Person)
Taxes, Real Property - Creates senior citizen assessment status for certain elderly taxpayers under which taxpayer may transfer domicile to state board of equalization and lease back property for $1.00 per year plus payments in lieu of taxes of full amount of property taxes due in year immediately prior to transfer. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5.
04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 2826 by *Winnimming (SB 2992 by *Davis L)
Education - Allows excess instructional time to be used for epidemics, outbreaks of illness, or dangerous structural or environmental conditions in schools, as well as instances of severe weather conditions. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-3004.
04/17/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee

*HB 2827 by *Winnimming (SB 2969 by *McNally)
Election Laws - Requires commissioner to promulgate rules regarding timely release of education data for research purposes and to appoint task force regarding such rules. -
06/21/02 - Pub. Ch. 814

*HB 2828 by *Winnimming (SB 2968 by *McNally)
Education, Dept. of - Specifies that only department, instead of department and office of education accountability, will study school or system placed on probation. -
05/01/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 2829 by *Bunch (SB 2926 by *Miller J)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Requires voter referendum for sale, lease, or transfer of hospitals and clinical facilities owned by county or municipal governments. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 57, Part 6.
03/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 2830 by *Jones, S. (*SB 2748 by *Haynes)
Zoning - Removes certain restrictions currently placed upon zoning enforcement within urban counties having metropolitan government. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-208.
04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 2831 by *Jones, S., Jones, S. (*SB 2583 by *Burks)
07/04/02 H Held on desk.

*HB 2832 by *Jones, S., Arriola, Ferguson, Turner (Dav), Langston, Pruitt, Brooks, Armstrong, Phillips, Towns, Briley, Shepard, Buck, Pinion, Maddox, Fitzhugh, Cole (Dyer), Phelan, Fraley, West, Bone, McDonald, Patton, Newton, Curtiss, Windle, Hood, Davidson, Westmoreland, McKee, Whitson, Rowland, Baird (*SB 2024 by *Jackson)
Taxes, Real Property - Creates senior citizen assessment status for certain elderly taxpayers under which taxpayer may transfer domicile to state board of equalization and lease back property for $1.00 per year plus payments in lieu of taxes of full amount of property taxes due in year immediately prior to transfer. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5.
04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee
Insurance, Health, Accident - Requires health insurance companies to provide payment schedules to hospitals and health care providers before entering or renewing contracts with such hospitals and health care providers. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 10.

02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM


03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health Access of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 2834 by *Jones , S., *Arriola, Ferguson, Turner (Day), Langster, Pruitt, Brooks, Phillips, Towns, Briley, Shepard, Buck, Pinion, Maddox, Fitzhugh, Cole (Dyer), Phelan, Fraley, West, Bone, Curtiss, Hood, Davidson, Westmoreland (*SB 2025 by *Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Authorizes issuance of Nashville Zoo at Grassmere new specialty earmarked license plates; allocates 50 percent of funds derived from sale thereof to Nashville Zoo for animal feeding and care, animal acquisitions, exhibit design and construction, and educational programs. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.

04/11/02 - Action def. in s/c Budget


03/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA


02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

HB 2838 by *Buck , McMillan, Sands, Fowlkes, Briley, Boyer, Newton, Scruggs, Westmoreland, Brooks (*SB 2888 by *Trail Courts, Administrative Office of the - Requires administrative office of courts in conjunction with district attorneys to prepare report to general assembly at least every eight years on how many judges, chancellors, assistant district attorney, and criminal investigator positions are authorized and filled in each judicial district. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 16; Title 17; Title 18 and Title 37.

04/24/02 - Action Def. in Judiciary Committee to summer study

HB 2839 by *Arriola (*SB 2876 by *Clabough) Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Establishes certain conflict of interest requirements on members of health facilities commission and requires statement of reasons for commission decision. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 8, Chapter 50 and Title 68, Chapter 11.

04/30/02 - Action Def. in Health & Human Resources Committee to next meeting

HB 2840 by *Cole (Dyer) , Montgomery (*SB 2918 by *Clabough) Real Estate Agents and Brokers - Exempts vacation lodging services from requirement of placing funds derived from rental of their properties in escrow or trustee accounts and amends other provisions related to vacation lodging.

- Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 13; Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 7; Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 9 and Title 67, Chapter 6.

07/01/02 H Re-ref. To Calendar & Rules

HB 2841 by *Odom (SB 3181 by *Atchley) Medical Occupations - Clarifies that provisions relative to practice of reflexology do not apply to licensed massage therapists who use reflexology techniques or advertise reflexology as service offered to massage therapy clients. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 30, Part 1.

04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 637

HB 2842 by *Tidwell , Shepard (*SB 2903 by *Jackson) Redistricting, Legislative - Moves census blocks in Hickman County from District 74 to District 69.

- Amends TCA Section 3-1-103.

02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

HB 2843 by *Cooper B (*SB 2890 by *Cohen) Education - Deletes obsolete definition of state certification commission. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Parts 50.

02/04/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 2844 by *Chumney (SB 2924 by *Ford J) Metropolitan Government - Increases allowable appropriation for government consolidation commissions from $50,000 to $75,000; increases number of members of school consolidation commissions from five to seven. - Amends TCA Title 7 and Title 49.

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 2845 by *Chumney (SB 3015 by *Dixon) Courts - Allows Shelby County to designate one division of general sessions court as mental health court. - Amends TCA Title 9; Title 16; Title 33 and Title 37.

07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2846 by *Chumney , McDonald (SB 3104 by *Kurita) Child Custody and Support - Removes requirement that custodial parent prove support in excess of $10,000 is reasonably necessary to provide for needs of children when obligor's net income exceeds $10,000 per month.

- Amends TCA Section 36-5-101.

04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Domestic Relations of C&A of Children and Family Affairs Committee

HB 2847 by *Hagood (*SB 2362 by *Burchett) Taxes - Permits excise tax credit not to exceed $100 for money or equipment donated to public schools. - Amends TCA Title 67.

02/04/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 2848 by *Hagood (*SB 2359 by *Burchett) Driver Licenses - Increases from 10 days to two weeks time in which department of safety must notify licensing state and commercial driver license information system that commercial driver has violated traffic law; increases from 10 days to two weeks time in which clerk must notify department of conviction of commercial driver violating traffic law. - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 54; Title 55 and Title 65.

02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR


HB 2850 by *Hagood , Baird (*SB 2127 by *McNally) Appropriations - Reallocates funds from state resort parks to open state parks that have been closed.

- 02/12/02 - Assigned to s/c Parks & Tourism of CON

HB 2851 by *Hagood (*SB 2120 by *McNally , Cohen) Consumer Protection - Adds, in addition to any other remedy, $50.00 civil penalty for each facsimile or e-mail sent in violation of provisions of law regulating transmission of unsolicited advertising material. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 25.

02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA

HB 2852 by *Hagood (*SB 2356 by *Burchett) Taxes, Real Property - Requires assessment and billing of property taxes to owners of mobile homes. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-802.

02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 2853 by *Jones U (Shel) , Hargrove (SB 3127 by *Rochelle) Alcoholic Beverages - Allows retailers to store damaged bottles or products for purpose of return to wholesaler or for conducting sales demonstration; allows wholesaler or such wholesaler's representative to conduct sales demonstration for retail licensees and their employees; allows retail licensee to conduct sales demonstration for such licensee's employees. - Amends TCA Section 57-3-404(h) and Section 57-3-406(f).

05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 672

HB 2854 by *Sands (*SB 2573 by *Clabough) Workers' Compensation - Authorizes commissioner of commerce and insurance to establish voluntary risk sharing plan for workers'
compensation insurance comparable to plan available for property and casualty insurance. - Amends TCA Title 56.

**HB 2855** by *Jones, S. (SB 2989 by *Cooper J) Optometry - Raises age required for optometry practice from 21 to 22. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 8.

02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Health Access of HHRR

**HB 2856** by *Kisber (*SB 2786 by *Rochelle) Taxes, Franchise - Includes as deduction from franchise taxes value of interest held by taxpayer in certain insurance companies paying gross premiums tax. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-2107.

05/15/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 729

**HB 2857** by *Kisber (*SB 2787 by *Rochelle) Taxes, Franchise - Establishes for tax years beginning on or after December 15, 2002, that remaining liability of franchise and excise tax of insurance companies after application of premium tax credit shall be reduced by 100 percent. - Amends TCA Title 56-4-217.

02/04/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 2858** by *Kisber (*SB 2581 by *Cooper J) Telecommunications - Requires telephone company, telephone cooperative, or other service supplier of telephone services to inform lease/purchaser of cost of telephone or system and month/year in which such telephone or system will be paid for under lease contract; requires company to notify lease/purchaser in writing that telephone may now be purchased. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 65.

03/19/02 H Taken off notice for cal. in calendar and rules

**HB 2859** by *Kisber (*SB 2563 by *Clabough) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Requires health insurance carriers to provide payment or fee schedules or information to physicians and hospitals prior to final execution of contract. - Amends TCA Title 56.

02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM


02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM


03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

**HB 2862** by *Kisber (*SB 2256 by *Cooper J) Workers' Compensation - Establishes when drug test is appropriate and insures that results do not adversely affect provider's payment for emergency and subsequent services. - Amends TCA Title 50.

02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA

**HB 2863** by *Kisber (SB 3094 by *Henry) Public Funds and Financing - Authorizes issuance and sale of state's interest-bearing revenue anticipation notes at not less than par and accrued interest; establishes other guidelines for such sale. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 9.

04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 552

**HB 2864** by *Kisber (SB 2894 by *Henry) Utilities, Utility Districts - Redefines "financially distressed utility districts" and clarifies language pertaining to audited financial statements and reports of such utility districts. - Amends TCA Sections 7-82-401 and 7-82-703.

03/05/02 S Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

**HB 2865** by *Kisber (SB 2895 by *Henry) Water - Deletes and clarifies certain provisions relating to water and wastewater facilities that have retained earnings deficits. - Amends TCA Section 68-221-1010.

03/06/02 H Taken off Notice for cal. in Calendar and Rules

**HB 2866** by *Kisber (SB 2863 by *Cooper J) Taxes, Personal Property - Revises procedures and penalties for filing tangible personal property schedules. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-903.

02/04/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 2867** by *Kisber (SB 3132 by *Rochelle) Taxes, Exemption - Adjusts penalty industrial development corporations must pay for late filing annual report with board of equalization; penalty adjusted from $100 for each day late to $50.00 for each day late with $500 maximum penalty and interest of 1.5 percent plus cost of collection. - Amends TCA Sections 7-53-305 and 48-101-312.

04/24/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 605

**HB 2868** by *Kisber (SB 2856 by *Cooper J) Taxes, Real Property - Changes assessment of property and liability for property taxes from owner as of January 1 of tax year to new owner, if assessor discovers recorded deed transferring ownership prior to completion of tax roll. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-502.

04/10/02 S Rcvd. from H., P1C

**HB 2869** by *Kisber (SB 2857 by *Cooper J) Taxes, Ad Valorem - Revises general procedures for back assessment or reassessment of property. - Amends TCA Section 67-1-1005.

05/31/02 - Pub. Ch. 752

**HB 2870** by *Kisber (SB 2911 by *Cooper J) Telecommunications - Requires telephone company, telephone cooperative, or other service supplier of telephone services to inform lease/purchaser of cost of telephone or system and month/year in which such telephone or system will be paid for under lease contract; requires company to notify lease/purchaser in writing that telephone may now be purchased. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 65.

03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

**HB 2871** by *Kisber (*SB 2914 by *Cohen) Ethics - Increases amount of investment in corporation or other business organization that requires disclosure statement by certain public officials from in excess of $5,000 to in excess of $10,000. - Amends TCA Section 8-50-502.

04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 586

**HB 2872** by *Kisber (SB 3096 by *Henry) Taxes - Provides that tax returns filed electronically with commissioner of revenue are confidential even though such returns may have been transmitted through third-party service provider. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 67.

02/04/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 2873** by *Kisber (*SB 2790 by *Rochelle) Public Contracts - Authorizes department of general services to issue request for information in lieu of or in addition to request for proposal or invitation to bid. - Amends TCA Title 12.

05/01/02 H Held on desk

**HB 2874** by *Kisber (SB 3128 by *Rochelle) Workers' Compensation - Requires self-insured workers' compensation groups to submit statement of financial condition to commissioner of commerce and insurance; revises other provisions governing such groups filing financial statements with commissioner; makes certain information confidential. - Amends TCA Title 50, Chapter 6, Part 4.

04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 544

**HB 2875** by *Johnson, McKee (SB 2971 by *McNally) Insurance, Fire and Casualty - Doubles maximum permissible risk of county mutual fire insurance company in Monroe County from $75,000 to $150,000; doubles single risk for other county mutual fire insurance companies maintaining $50,000 in surplus funds for each $1,000,000 of insurance from $50,000 to $100,000. - Amends TCA Section 56-22-106.

02/05/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

**HB 2876** by *Maddox, Fitzhugh, West, Hood, Arriola, Jones U (Shel), Towns, Brown, Jones, S., Brooks, DeBerry J, Caldwell, Dunn, Patton, Wood, Stanley, Black, Shepard, Ridgeway, Odom, Newton, Fowlkes, Kennell, Clem, Todd, Overbey (*SB 2136 by *Kurta) Taxes, Tobacco, Tobacco Products - Increases cigarette tax from 6-1/2 mills per cigarette to 21-1/2 mills. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-1004.

03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Agriculture Resource & Industry of AG of Agriculture Committee

**HB 2877** by *Goins (*SB 2184 by *McNally) Home Improvement Contractors - Increases annual licensing fee from $125 to $150; revises amount of bond required for licensing; increases from $10,000 to amount of contractor's license. - Amends TCA Section 62-37-106 and Section 62-37-108.

04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee
**HB 2878** by *Goins
Teaching, Principals and School Personnel - Provides for system of determining and implementing true cost equity funding for instructional salaries. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 3, Part 3.
02/04/02 H P2C, ref. To Education

**HB 2879** by *Goins
Parks, Natural Areas Preservation - Prohibits department of environment and conservation from closing state parks unless resolution is adopted by both houses of general assembly authorizing such closures; reopens parks closed in 2001. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 5 and Title 11, Chapter 3.
02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Parks & Tourism of CON

**HB 2880** by *Goins
General Assembly, Statement of Intent or Position - Authorizes observance and dissemination of Ten Commandments by state and political subdivisions of state.
02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Judicial Administration of JUD

**HB 2881** by *Fraleys (*SB 2906 by *Cooper J)
Education, Higher - Creates higher education tuition discount for children of retired public school teachers. - Amends TCA Section 49-7-119.
02/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Higher Education of ED of Education Committee

**HB 2882** by *McMillan , Pinion, Kent, Cole (Carter) (SB 2929 by *Person , Cohen)
Animals and Animal Cruelty - Increases fees for dog or cat licenses; authorizes stop of vehicles transporting dogs or cats to check for licensure compliance and confiscation of endangered animals; utilizes animal friendly specially licensed plates, and requires a 2-year period for decreal.
- Title 44, Chapter 17, Part 1; and Title 55, Chapter 4, Part 2.
05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 774

**HB 2883** by *Patton (SB 2930 by *Person
Foster Care - Restates purpose of permanency hearings and available goals under permanency planning; establishes official planning instead of permanent foster care emancipation. - TCA Titles 37-2-403, 37-2-409, 37-2-411.
04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 629

**HB 2884** by *Scroggs (SB 2931 by *Person
Children's Services, Dept. of - Allows department to disclose information about child abuse or neglect where child died or almost died.
- Amends TCA Section 37-1-409.
02/06/02 - Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

**HB 2885** by *Ford S, Lewis, Newton, Buttry, Bone, Patton (SB 2932 by *McNally , Cooper J, Burchett, Cohen, Person, Trail, Henry, Burks, Davis L, Williams, Sen.,)
Abuse - Redefines "severe child abuse" to include knowingly allowing child to be present within structure where act of creating methamphetamine is occurring. - Amends TCA Title 37-1-102.
07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 868

**HB 2886** by *Scroggs (SB 2933 by *Henry , Williams, Sen.)
Adoption - Redefines "related" for purpose of adoption provisions to include siblings of whole or half degree. - Amends TCA Title 36-1-102.
04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 630

**HB 2887** by *Scroggs (SB 2934 by *Fowler
Juvenile Offenders - Adds adjudication for rape of child as situation under which juvenile may be committed to department of children's services for definite, instead of indefinite, period of time. - Amends TCA Section 37-1-137.
07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

**HB 2888** by *Scroggs, Hargett (SB 2961 by *Fowler
TennCare - Authorizes office of health services to issue subpoenas and compel attendance of witnesses and production of documents as part of TennCare enrollment investigation; materials ordered to be produced must relate to investigation.
- TCA Title 71-5-118.
05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 702

**HB 2889** by *Lewis (SB 2936 by *Cooper J
05/29/02 - Signed by Governor.

**HB 2890** by *Sargent , Arriola, Patton, Ford S (SB 2937 by *Clabough
Securities - Establishes requirements for person to transact business as investment advisor representative. - Amends TCA Title 48, Chapter 2, Part 1.
04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 550

**HB 2891** by *McKee (SB 2938 by *Cooper J
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Revises circumstances under which company without certificate of authority may transact insurance business in this state. - Amends TCA Section 56-2-105 and Section 56-7-1010.
02/04/02 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Commerce

**HB 2892** by *McKee (SB 2939 by *Clabough
Fees - Increases firework permit fee for wholesale from $250 to $500; for seasonal retailer from $250.00 to $100; for display from $100.00 to $500.00. - Amends TCA Section 68-104-102(d).
06/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 778

**HB 2893** by *Sargent (SB 2940 by *Atchley
04/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 700

**HB 2894** by *Kibser (SB 2941 by *Clabough
TennCare - Revises HMO prompt payment requirements as they relate to TennCare. - Amends TCA Section 56-32-226.
04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 597

**HB 2895** by *McDaniel , Boyer (SB 2942 by *Clabough
TennCare - Authorizes department of commerce and insurance to survey persons disenrolled by TennCare program between July 1, 2002, and December 31, 2002, to determine such persons' ability to obtain insurance. - Amends TCA Section 56-32-231.
07/30/02 - Pub. Ch. 874

**HB 2896** by *Westmoreland , Roach, Montgomery (SB 2943 by *Williams, Sen.)
Corrections, Dept. of - Authorizes director of internal affairs and internal affairs investigators within department to carry weapons when performing job duties if such persons complete firearms qualification training. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 3, Part 6.
03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 525

**HB 2897** by *Davis (Cocke) , Maddox, Kent, Westmoreland, Rinks, Montgomery, Roach (SB 2944 by *McNally
Education - Makes exit exam prior to high school graduation optional instead of mandatory; requires results be shared with legislative oversight committee on education. - Amends Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 8.
05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 738

**HB 2898** by *Hagood , Bunch (SB 2945 by *Atchley
Education - Empowers commissioner of education to allow excess daily instruction time to be used to defray missed days of schools due to natural disaster, damage to school building, or epidemic. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 30.
02/04/02 H P2C, ref. To Education

**HB 2899** by *Montgomery (SB 2946 by *McNally
Textbooks - Extends length of initial contract textbook commission may make with textbook publishers from present three-year minimum and six-year maximum to at least 36 months but no more than 73 months. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 22.
05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 673

**HB 2900** by *Boyer (SB 2947 by *McNally
Education - Changes grades of mandated comprehensive writing assessment from grades 4, 7, and 11 to one grade in elementary, middle, and high school as selected by state board of education. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 6, Part 60.
05/14/02 - Pub. Ch. 711

**HB 2901** by *Scroggs (SB 2948 by *Atchley , McNally
Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Revises supplement pay provisions under career ladder program; rewrites provisions regarding additional duties of career level teachers; empowers department of education to allow LEA to develop plans for use of extended contract money on enrichment and remediation for students performing below proficiency. - TCA Title 49, Chapter 5, Parts 50 and 52.
05/22/02 H Re-ref. To Calendar and Rules

**HB 2902** by *McCord (SB 2949 by *Ramsey
Air Pollution - Authorizes technical secretary of department of environment and conservation to survey persons disenrolled by TennCare program between July 1, 2002, and December 31, 2002, to determine such persons' ability to obtain insurance. - Amends TCA Section 56-32-231.
state law, and rules; requires board to monitor proposed EPA regulations under Act. - 05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 701

*HB 2903* by *Montgomery* (SB 2950 by *Ramsey*)
Water Pollution - Requires public water supplier to notify department of environment and conservation within 24, instead of 48, hours of learning public water system is noncompliant with current primary drinking water regulations; prohibits heavy water pumping or withdrawal from public water system that would threaten health of existing customers; prohibits certain discharges. - 04/16/02 - Pub. Ch. 602

*HB 2904* by *McCord* (SB 2951 by *Ramsey*)
Laundries and Dry Cleaners - Sets annual registration and surcharge fees for dry cleaning facilities based on amount of solvent purchased; establishes deductible amounts under dry cleaner environmental response program; specifies that permit not required under certain circumstances. - 04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 598

*HB 2905* by *Ford S* (SB 2952 by *Haud*)
Boards and Commissions - Clarifies that products made by inmates or disabled persons for sale to state agencies are certified pursuant to procedures approved by board of standards, not by board itself. - Amends TCA Title 41, Chapter 22. 03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 526

*HB 2906* by *McDaniel* (SB 2953 by *Clabough*)
Food and Food Products - Requires school food establishments to pay permit fee of $80.00 to operate such establishment. - Amends Title 68, Chapter 14, Part 3. 04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 557

*HB 2907* by *Scroggs , Kent* (SB 2954 by *Person*)
Child Custody and Support - Specifies monthly notice requirement and child support payment information department of human services must provide to custodial parent or caretaker of child receiving such payments from central collections and disbursement unit. - Amends TCA Title 36; Title 37 and Title 71. 05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 674

*HB 2908* by *Pleasant* (SB 2955 by *Dixon*)
Labor and Workforce Development, Dept. of - Clarifies that OSHA Form 300 reports, instead of Form 200 reports, are unaffected by state law provisions regarding work injury reports maintained by department. - Amends TCA Section 50-3-702(b). 04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 540

*HB 2909* by *Rinks* (SB 2956 by *Clabough*)
Professions and Occupations - Requires applicant for staff leasing company license to obtain corporate surety bond; orders submission of quarterly workers' compensation premium and wage reports; establishes formula for premiums. CAVEAT: This bill amends a TCA section that is not cited in the caption. - Amends TCA Sections 62-43-108 and 63-43-113.

03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

*HB 2910* by *Walker* (SB 2966 by *Trail*)
Mobile Homes and Manufactured Buildings - Creates Class A misdemeanor for owner or operator failing to equip manufactured home with NOAA weather radio or for anyone tampering with such radio; requires manufactured home dealers to furnish radio to purchaser. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 102 and Section 68-126-205. 03/14/02 H Withdrawn.

*HB 2911* by *Overbey* (SB 2958 by *Person*)
Health Care - Extends from 2002 to 2004 expiration of exception to definition of home health services for services provided for developmentally disabled. - 04/30/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Health & Human Resources Committee

*HB 2912* by *Kent* (SB 2959 by *Norris*)
Taxes - Permits disclosure of tax returns or tax information in response to subpoena that is duly authorized and properly served under federal or state rules of criminal procedure. - 04/24/02 - Pub. Ch. 614

*HB 2913* by *Whitson* (SB 2960 by *Atchley*)
Revenue, Dept. of - Requires all persons subject to any tax administered by commissioner to keep adequate records to determine tax liability and to make such records available to commissioner upon request; noncompliance results in department's assessing tax plus applicable penalty and interest based on best information available to department. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 1. 04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 599

*HB 2914* by *Newton* (SB 2962 by *Haud , Rochelle*)
Transportation, Dept. of - Requires all persons subject to any tax administered by commissioner to keep adequate records to determine tax liability and to make such records available to commissioner upon request; noncompliance results in department's assessing tax plus applicable penalty and interest based on best information available to department. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 1. 05/05/02 - Pub. Ch. 739

*HB 2915* by *Stanley* (SB 2963 by *Haud*)
Transportation, Dept. of - Requires notice provisions regarding department removing personal property encroachments on highway right-of-ways. - 06/21/02 - Pub. Ch. 811

*HB 2916* by *Newton* (SB 2964 by *Norris*)
Motor Vehicles - Broadens exemption from traffic rules to apply to persons, vehicles, and equipment engaged in work on right-of-way adjacent to highway in addition to work on actual highway. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8 05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 740

*HB 2917* by *Ford S* (SB 2965 by *Haud*)
Utilities, Utility Districts - Requires owner installing, relocating, or adjusting its utility facilities to furnish TDOT and other owners with monthly progress reports on its status of project instead of TDOT furnishing such reports. - 05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 675

*HB 2918* by *Brooks* (*SB 2736 by *Person*)
Juries and Jurors - Allows judge sole discretion to sequester jurors in criminal cases. - Amends TCA Section 40-18-116. 05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 741

*HB 2919* by *Kermell* (*SB 2655 by *Dixon*)
Taxes, Ad Valorem - Authorizes counties to levy either ad valorem tax on motor vehicles used for personal use or wheel tax. - Amends TCA Title 5 and Title 6. 07/04/02 H Withdrawn.

*HB 2920* by *DeBerry L, Bowers* (*SB 2367 by *Cohen, Kyle*)
Industrial Development - Prohibits industrial development corporations in Shelby County, except joint county/municipal corporations, from negotiating lessee payments in lieu of taxes less than ad valorem taxes without prior county approval; provision applicable to at least five industrial development corporations. - Amends TCA Section 7-53-305. 05/14/02 - Pub. Ch. 712

*HB 2921* by *Jones U (Shel)* (*SB 3017 by *Dixon*)
Taxes, Sales - Increase cap on local option sales tax to $10,000 for counties having population in excess of 800,000. - Amends TCA Section 67-6-702. 04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 2922* by *Stanley, Brooks* (*SB 2896 by *Ford J*)
Juries and Jurors - Authorizes use of less than unanimous jury verdicts in civil cases and establishes required number necessary for verdict. - Amends TCA Title 20, Chapter 9, Part 5. 04/02/02 - Action Def. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD to summer study

*HB 2923* by *DeBerry J* (*SB 2411 by *Norris, Person*)
Public Records - Clarifies that material maintained on computer or removable computer storage media by Shelby County assessor of property shall be made available for public inspection in office of assessor of property during normal business hours and copies of such records shall be made available within 30 days upon request at reasonable cost. - Amends TCA Section 10-7-121. 04/02/02 - Taken off notice for cal in s/c Civil Procedure & Practice of JUD

*HB 2924* by *DeBerry J* (*SB 2334 by *Dixon, Person*)
Taxes, Litigation - Imposes penalties on court clerks for failure to collect tax. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-605. 05/15/02 H Held on desk

*HB 2925* by *Fowkes* (*SB 2303 by *Haud, Cooper J*)
Taxes, Gasoline, Petroleum Products - Earmarks $9,600,000 from highway user fuel taxes for 1990 Bridge Grant Program. - Amends TCA Section 54-4-505 and Section 67-3-2001. 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

HB 2927 by *Bone (SB 3134 by *Rochelle) Wilson County - Pursuant to local request, authorizes $500,000 in borrowing by Tenth Special School District in Wilson County. - Amends Chapter 330 of the Acts of 1901. 03/27/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 97

HB 2928 by *Bone (*SB 2802 by *Rochelle , Burks) Agriculture - Adds "appearance" and use of certain litter and manure additives to conditions that do not constitute grounds for nuisance action or proceeding against feedlot, dairy farm, or poultry production business. - Amends TCA Title 44, Chapter 18. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 635

*HB 2929 by *Lewis (SB 3149 by *Person) Real Property - Requires notice prior to sale of land due to foreclosure by posting notice at courthouse and on Internet, in addition to newspaper publication. - Amends TCA Section 35-5-101. 04/16/02 - Action Def. in Judiciary Committee to summer study

HB 2930 by *Lewis (*SB 2922 by *Burchett) Business and Commerce - Increases from $1,000 to $1,500 minimum civil penalty that may be imposed upon alarm systems contractor who engages in contracting without certification or who violates conditions of certification. - Amends TCA Title 62. 02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 2931 by *Gains (SB 3107 by *McNally) Taxes, Privilege - Requires grantor or grantor's agent to sign instrument transferring interest in real estate in addition to signature of grantee, grantee's agent, or trustee acting for grantee and state under oath actual consideration or value of transfer for purpose of calculating transfer tax. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 67. 03/19/02 H Ref. To Finance

HB 2932 by *Kent (SB 2247 by *Dixon) Criminal Procedure - Clarifies that arresting officer is not required to remain with arrestee throughout booking process once such officer has turned arrestee over to booking officer and signed affidavit verifying arrest, charges, and that arrestee has turned arrestee over to booking officer and through booking process once such officer is not required to remain with arrestee. - Amends TCA Title 8 and Title 40. 02/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2933 by *Briley , McMillan (*SB 2477 by *Cohen) Criminal Procedure - Provides that post-conviction defender is authorized to represent death-sentenced inmate in clemency proceedings and in proceedings to determine whether death-sentenced inmate is competent to be executed. - Amends TCA Section 40-30-306. 05/14/02 - Pub. Ch. 713

*HB 2934 by *Maddox (SB 3144 by *Herron) Education - Removes intellectually gifted from definition of "child with disabilities" in special education law; transfers funds related to intellectually gifted to special account; and requires commissioner of education to develop plan for intellectually gifted. - Amends TCA Section 49-10-102(1)(B). 03/06/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee

HB 2935 by *McDonald (*SB 2908 by *Cooper J) Education - Provides that state board of education shall address quantifiable maximums on number of students with disabilities or special education students in each classroom when setting class size limits. - Amends TCA Section 49-1-104. 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

HB 2936 by *McDonald (*SB 2897 by *Graves) Criminal Offenses - Increases from Class A misdemeanor to Class E felony offense of failing to stop when involved in motor vehicle accident resulting in injury or death and from Class E felony to Class D if arrestee who failed to stop knew accident resulted in death. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 1. 02/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 2937 by *Sharp , Clem (*SB 3013 by *Fowler) State Government - Implements various changes pertaining to governmental fiscal affairs; provides for constitutional referendum and, if approved, limited constitutional convention. - Amends TCA Title 9; Title 13; Title 29; Title 56; Title 57; Title 67 and Title 71. 06/25/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 2938 by *Ferguson (SB 3045 by *Burchett) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Increases minimum civil penalty from not less than $100 to not less than $200 for insurance companies transacting business without certificate of authority. - Amends TCA Title 50 and Title 56. 02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 2939 by *Montgomery (*SB 3005 by *Clabough) Cosmetology - Exempts persons performing hair wrapping from cosmetology licensure requirements; specifies training for person performing hair wrapping. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 4, Part 1. 06/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 804

*HB 2940 by *Mckee (SB 3050 by *McNally) Alcoholic Beverages - Redefines "premier type tourist resort" for purposes of authorizing sale and consumption of alcoholic beverages on premises of Telliquah Resort in Tellico Plains, Monroe County. - Amends TCA Section 57-4-102. 05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 676

HB 2941 by *Odom , McDaniel, Armstrong (*SB 2927 by *Trail) Corporations, For Profit - Authorizes certain health care providers to be co-investors in professional corporation or professional limited liability company. - Amends TCA Title 48, Chapter 101, Part 6 and Title 48, Chapter 248. 05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 742

*HB 2942 by *Mckee . Newton, Ford S, Patton, Roach, Boyer (SB 3004 by *Cooper J) Taxes, Sales - Deletes all exemptions and special rates except for isolated sales between persons not regularly engaged in business and medical exemptions; taxes all services, except medical services, for state purposes only not to be taxed under local option act; sets state rate at 3.7 percent. - Amends TCA Title 67. 05/29/02 H Re-ref. To Calendar & Rules

HB 2943 by *Cole (Dyer) (*SB 2542 by *Kyle) Education, Higher - Requires local education agency to reimburse state college and university cost of providing remedial courses to students who enroll within 12 months of their graduation from high school with that LEA. - Amends TCA Title 49. 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

*HB 2944 by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 3116 by *Person) Public Contracts - Establishes prescribed policies, procedures, and penalties restricting use of project labor agreements on public construction projects. - Amends TCA Title 12, Chapter 4. 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&L

HB 2945 by *Walker , Curtiss (*SB 2835 by *Davis L) Emergency Communications Districts - Restricts imposition of certain emergency telephone service charges under certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Section 7-86-108. 03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&L of State & Local Government Committee

HB 2946 by *Hargett (*SB 2868 by *Ford J) Taxes, Real Property - Permits owner who purchases property in Shelby County after county board of equalization convenes but prior to December 31 to appeal its assessment directly to state board of equalization by March 1 of year following tax year in question. - Amends TCA Title 67. 02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 2947 by *Rinks (*SB 3003 by *Clabough) Business and Commerce - Enacts "Electronic Government Services Act." - Amends TCA. 03/15/02 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&L

HB 2948 by *Rinks (*SB 2917 by *Atchley) Accountants - Revises appropriation provisions on board of accountancy and administratively transfers board from division of regulatory boards to department of finance and administration. - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 62. 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Commerce

*HB 2949 by *Rinks (*SB 2916 by *Atchley) Accountants - Specifies that board of accountancy members requiring professional qualifications to serve at board's pleasure; deletes term of office of executive director of board; requires that board expenditures comply
HB 2950 by *Rinks (*SB 2541 by *Kyle)  
Health Care - Prohibits members of health facilities commission from having ex parte contacts with persons concerning commission business and requires disclosure of any attempted contact with commission member.  
- Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Title 68, Chapter 11.  
02/07/02  H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--standing committee

HB 2951 by *Rinks, McDaniel, DeBerry L, Cole (Dyer) (*SB 2576 by *Clabough)  
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Changes requirement for vote for effective action of health facilities commission from majority of those present and voting to majority of its members.  
- Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29 and Part 2 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1.  
06/28/02  H Withdrawn.

HB 2952 by *Rinks (*SB 2807 by *Rochelle)  
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Reduces number of absences that terminates member of health facilities commission from three to two consecutive absences.  
- Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29, Part 2 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1.  
02/07/02  H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--standing committee

*HB 2953 by *Rinks (SB 3148 by *Cooper J, Clabough)  
Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Staggers six-year terms of directors on two-year cycles.  
- Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 1, Part 2.  
07/04/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2954 by *Rinks (*SB 2543 by *Kyle)  
Radio and Television - Authorizes certain municipalities to have operating electric plant to provide cable service within county in which municipality is located under certain circumstances.  
- Amends TCA Section 7-52-601.  
05/15/02  S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 2955 by *Rinks (*SB 2920 by *Clabough)  
TennCare - Establishes methodology for making essential access payments to hospitals participating in TennCare program.  
- Amends TCA Title 71.  
02/11/02  -  Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 2956 by *Rinks, McDaniel, Fowlkes, Phelan (*SB 2682 by *Clabough)  
Financial Responsibility Law - Allows commissioner of safety to issue certificate of self-insurance to recognized religious sect or division.  
- Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 12, Part 1.  
04/11/02  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 549

HB 2957 by *Rinks, Whitson, Naifeh, DeBerry L, Rinks, Briley, Givens, Phelan, Armstrong (*SB 2646 by *Cooper J)  
Taxes - Puts into place sales tax rate of 7 percent until July 1, 2002; places tax on services, with revenues from medical services earmarked for TennCare; changes sales tax rate to 4.25 percent and eliminates most exemptions effective July 1, 2002; eliminates all state taxes July 1, 2003.  
- Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 11; Title 16; Title 20; Title 29; Title 30; Title 31; Title 32; Title 35; Title 36; Title 38; Title 39; Title 40; Title 43; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 49; Title 50; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 60; Title 61; Title 62; Title 63; Title 64; Title 65; Title 66; Title 67; Title 68; Title 70 and Title 71.  
05/22/02  H Comp. SB subst.

HB 2958 by *Rinks (*SB 2564 by *Clabough)  
Financial Responsibility Law - Pre-empt's any governmental subdivision or agency from enacting or enforcing law, ordinance, or resolution that regulates or makes any conduct concerning compliance with financial responsibility law offense, violation, or subject of criminal or civil penalty of any kind.  
- Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 56.  
02/11/02  -  Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

HB 2959 by *Rinks (*SB 2556 by *Clabough)  
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Limits evidence against nursing homes in tort suits to evidence only from facility where injury occurred.  
- Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 9.  
04/02/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 2960 by *Fitzhugh (SB 3020 by *Wilder)  
Sewage - Extends from two to four years department of environment and conservation pilot project study of advanced treatment systems (ATS); classifies as Class C misdemeanor each failure of ATS manufacturer to comply with operation and maintenance check requirements.  
- Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221, Part 4.  
07/30/02  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 878

*HB 2961 by *Kisber , Caldwell (SB 3106 by *McNally)  
Board and Commissions - Adds seven private sector members to board of Tennessee Technology Development Corporation Board.  
- Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 14.  
05/15/02  -  Pub. Ch. 743

HB 2962 by *Caldwell (*SB 2974 by *McNally)  
Zoning - Clarifies that right of businesses to continue to operate after zoning change does not include right to request or enlarge signs.  
- Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 2.  
02/19/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 2963 by *Caldwell , Cole (Dyer) (*SB 2972 by *McNally)  
Taxes, Real Property - Permits counties and municipalities for purposes of property taxation to defer increases in assessed value due to renovation of older residential properties.  
- Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5.  
04/02/02  -  Taken off notice for cal in s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 2964 by *Dunn (*SB 2975 by *McNally)  
Banks and Financial Institutions - Increases penalty for unauthorized money transmitter business from Class E felony to Class D felony with, in addition to term of imprisonment, mandatory fine not to exceed $10,000.  
- Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 7, Part 2.  
07/04/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 2965 by *Hargett , Bunch (SB 3055 by *Miller J)  
County Government - Requires county attorneys to advise county officials about state and federal laws applicable to official duties.  
- Amends TCA Title 5.  
02/07/02  H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtd.

*HB 2966 by *Bunch, Hargett (SB 3063 by *Fowler)  
County Government - Extends time for utilities or carriers engaged in transportation of property to remedy condition of overgrown vegetation or accumulated debris from 20 days to 25 days excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and legal holidays.  
- 04/02/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 2967 by *Bunch (SB 3057 by *Miller J)  
Deeds - Clarifies definition of value of property for recordation of deed and payment of tax on transfer of property; requires register of deed to record deed based on certain documentation.  
- Amends TCA Title 66, Chapter 24, Part 1 and Section 67-4-409.  
05/08/02  H Held on desk.

*HB 2968 by *Bunch (SB 3048 by *Norris)  
Child Custody and Support - Exempts parties divorced before parenting plan legislation was enacted from compliance with parenting plan law, if agreed order as to custody, support, and maintenance of children entered.  
- Amends TCA Title 36, Chapter 6, Part 4.  
05/02/02  -  Pub. Ch. 677

*HB 2969 by *Hargett (SB 3043 by *Kyle)  
Taxes, Ad Valorem - Revises requirements for qualifying as tax agent.  
- Amends TCA Section 67-5-1514.  
05/31/02  -  Pub. Ch. 753

*HB 2970 by *Tidwell , White, McDaniel (SB 3019 by *Wilder)  
Highway Signs - "Louish B. Thompson Bridge" spanning Eagle Creek on S.R. 114 in Wayne County - 
05/15/02  -  Comp. became Pub. Ch. 731

*HB 2971 by *Buttry (SB 3011 by *Burchett)  
Motor Vehicles - Specifies color of headlights and taillights; prohibits use of lights of non-authorized colors in certain locations.  
- Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 9.  
02/11/02  -  Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

*HB 2972 by *Newton (SB 3056 by *Miller J)  
Tort Liability - Clarifies that landowner owes no duty of care to keep such land or premises safe for entry or use by others for recreational activities whether or not such participant paid consideration to landowner.  
- Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 7, Part 1.
HB 2973 by *Newton , Lewis (SB 3058 by *Miller J) Radio and Television - Requires local regulations that involve placement, screening, or height of radio antennas based on health, safety, or aesthetic considerations to be crafted to reasonably accommodate amateur communications and to represent minimum practicable regulation to accomplish local authority's legitimate purpose. - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 7; Title 6, Chapter 54 and Title 13. 04/02/02 - Failed for Lack of Second in: Local Government of S&LG

HB 2974 by *Godsey (SB 3060 by *Ramsey) Medical Occupations - Revives and reenacts exemption from licensure requirements granted by Chapter 29, Public Acts of 2001, to emergency medical service providers at major scheduled public events at request of Bristol or Sullivan County. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 140, Part 5. 02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR

HB 2975 by *Godsey , Mumpower (SB 2979 by *Ramsey) Alcoholic Beverages - Requires persons applying for beer permit to submit to criminal history records check by Tennessee bureau of investigation. - Amends TCA Section 57-5-103. 04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG State & Local Government Committee

HB 2977 by *Godsey , Mumpower (SB 2530 by *Ramsey) Alcoholic Beverages - Requires person applying for wholesaler's or retailer's license to submit to criminal history records check to be conducted by Tennessee bureau of investigation. - Amends TCA Section 57-3-210. 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG


HB 2979 by *Westmoreland (SB 2877 by *Clabough) Damages - Clarifies procedure for awarding of punitive damages in tort cases; limits punitive damages in tort cases to no more than two times amount of economic damages plus noneconomic damages and in no case amount not to exceed $750,000. 02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

HB 2980 by *Odom , Jones, S. (SB 2549 by *Jackson , Ford J) Chiropractors - Revises scope of practice. - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 4, Part 1. 03/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Health of HHR of Health & Human Resources Committee

HB 2981 by *Odom , Jones, S., Armstrong (SB 2548 by *Ford J) Medical Occupations - Authorizes chiropractic physicians to submit written request to medical laboratory for tests appropriate to professional's practice and to have result of test reported directly to chiropractic physician. - Amends TCA Section 68-29-121. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 623

HB 2982 by *Davis (Cocke) (SB 3054 by *McNally) Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Allows mergers of 85 percent owned subsidiaries of insurance companies with owner company without shareholder approval; old law required 90 percent ownership. 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

HB 2983 by *McKee, Walker (SB 2550 by *Ford J) TennCare - Requires state to make full payment to health care providers not fully compensated for care provided to TennCare enrollees by insolvent health insurer, HMO, PPO, or other entity under contract with state to provide such care. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 5. 03/26/02 - Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2984 by *Ford S., Patton, Givens, Boyer, McDaniel, Davidson (SB 2432 by *Hau) Education - Provides for employment through RFP process of construction manager for school construction projects; changes way proposals for services are evaluated; makes other various revisions regarding school construction contracts. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-203. 07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 824

HB 2985 by *Wood (SB 3014 by *Fowler) Highways, Roads and Bridges - Revises requirements for commissioner of transportation to reimburse utilities owned by certain business organizations, utility districts, or by local governments for reasonable costs associated with utility relocations necessitated by construction on state highways in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 5, Part 8. 02/20/02 - Assigned to s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR

HB 2986 by *Ford S (SB 3032 by *Henry) Taxes - Provides that taxpayer confidentiality requirements and disclosure limitations apply to electronically filed returns. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 67. 02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 2987 by *McDaniel (SB 2872 by *Atchley , Henry) Taxes, Privilege - Provides for additional taxation on privilege of operating motor vehicles in Tennessee. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 67. 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 2988 by *McDaniel (SB 3033 by *Henry) Taxes - Provides that taxpayer confidentiality requirements and disclosure limitations apply to electronically filed returns. - Amends TCA Title 55 and Title 67. 02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

HB 2989 by *Scroggs (SB 3152 by *Person , Rain) Child Custody and Support - Extends offense of custodial interference to address situations in which child is born out of wedlock and mother possesses custody of child pursuant to Section 36-2-303. - Amends TCA Section 39-13-306. 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2990 by *Scroggs (SB 3151 by *Person Courts, Juvenile - Provides that juvenile court retains jurisdiction over placement of child including, but not limited to, foster care, residential, treatment, or program placements of child. - Amends TCA Title 37, Chapter 1. 03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Family Justice of C&FA of Children and Family Affairs Committee

HB 2991 by *Maddox , Caldwell, Patton, Pinion, Davidson, Sands, Shepard, Bone, Jones, S., Hargrove, Fitzhugh, Head, Givens, Tidwell, Mumpower, Davis (Wash) McKee, Newton, DeBerry J, Ridgeway, Curtiss, Phelan, Shaw, Davis (Cocke), Rinks (SB 3067 by *Burks , McNally, Haun, Williams, Sen., Wilder, Clabough, Jackson, Elsea, Rochelle, Burchett, Davis L, Crater, Graves, Ramsey, Norris, Dixon, Cohen, Trail, Herron, Crowe, Miller J, Fowler, Cooper J, Blackburn, Crutchfield, Person, Harper) Appropriations - Appropriates sum sufficient to fund lease/contract between state and Tennessee FFA Association for operation of Camp Clements. 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 2992 by *Head , Langster, Davidson, Jones, S., Pruitt, Arriola, Briley, Turner (Dav), Brown (SB 3126 by *Rochelle) State Employees - Changes minimum state contribution to state employees' health insurance from 60 percent of premiums to 80 percent. - Amends TCA Section 8-27-201. 07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 870

HB 2993 by *Turner (Dav) (SB 3041 by *Haynes) Solid Waste Disposal - Prohibits, in metropolitan counties, location of solid waste disposal facilities or sites in areas in which only means of access is by county roadway through residential neighborhood that is located within two miles of disposal facility or site and has 50 or more persons residing along such roadway. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 211, Part 1. 03/12/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG State & Local Government Committee

HB 2994 by *Roach , McKee (SB 2681 by *Williams) Zoning - Clarifies that right of businesses to continue to operate after zoning change does not
Utilities, Utility Districts - Specifies that Jefferson County utility district commissions to be nominated by board of commissioners and appointed by county executive; requires TACIR to perform study regarding size, composition, and selection of utility districts' boards of commissioners. - Amends TCA Title 7; Title 67, Chapter 4. 07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 838

**HB 3004** by *Todd (SB 3155 by *Norris)
Taxes. - Amends TCA Title 13, Chapter 7, Part 15. 02/19/02 - Assigned to s/c Agriculture Resource & Industry of AG

**HB 3005** by *Roach (SB 3044 by *Williams, Sen.)
Juvenile Offenders - Requires juvenile judge to suspend driving privileges of juvenile who violates tobacco product possession prohibition second or subsequent time until juvenile has paid fine in full and completed required community service work. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 15. 02/19/02 - Assigned to s/c Agriculture Resource & Industry of AG

**HB 3006** by *Head (SB 2771 by *Haun)
Welfare - Clarifies hold harmless provision in medical assistance law. - Amends TCA Title 71. 02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdtt. 02/07/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

**HB 3007** by *Head (SB 2770 by *Haun)
Insurance, Health, Accident - Clarifies power of HMO to contract marketing, enrollment, and administrative functions. - Amends TCA Title 56, 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

**HB 3008** by *Head (SB 2988 by *Cooper J)
Bond Issues - Provides for issuance of up to $200,000,000 in bonds for capital improvements and capital maintenance at state institutions of higher education. - 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 3009** by *Ridgeway , White, Fraley, Hood, Rowland (SB 2912 by *Cooper J)
Motor Vehicles - Authorizes closed circuit video monitors designed to operate in conjunction with dedicated video cameras to be used in motor vehicles. - Amends TCA Section 55-9-105. 03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 524

**HB 3010** by *Arriola (SB 3038 by *Harper)
Taxes, Real Property - Broadens exemption from ad valorem taxation for housing for low-income elderly or handicapped to include properties financed under McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act and HOME Investment Partnerships Program. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-207. 05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 704

**HB 3011** by *Winningham (SB 3108 by *McNally)
Education, Higher - Provides for annual joint meetings of Tennessee higher education commission, state board of regents, and University of Tennessee board of trustees; also provides for publicizing BEST Act. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 7; Title 49, Chapter 8, Part 1; Title 49, Chapter 8, Part 2; Title 49, Chapter 9, Part 1 and Title 49, Chapter 9, Part 2. 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 3012** by *Windle (SB 3070 by *Burks)
Education, Dept. of - Revises obsolete language on teacher in-service training requirements. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 2. 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 3013** by *Kisber (SB 2812 by *Rochelle)
Taxes, Sales - Imposes sales tax on charges for mobile telecommunication services subject to federal sourcing rules if consumer's place of primary use is located in Tennessee; establishes 2.5 percent local tax with respect to certain intrastate telecommunication services and establishments distributing proceeds from such tax. - Amends TCA Section 7-86-108 and Title 67, Chapter 6. 05/14/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 719

**HB 3014** by *Kisber (SB 3039 by *Haynes)
Taxes, Privilege - Revises procedure for calculating recordation tax due on secured property located partially in and partially outside Tennessee. - Amends TCA Section 67-4-409. 05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 678

**HB 3015** by *Kisber , Arriola, Overbey, Armstrong, Tindell, McDonald, Kent, Turner (Ham), Hargett (SB 2990 by *Cooper J, Dixon, Miller J, Henry, Williams, Sen., Haynes, Wilder, Crutchfield, Burks, Trail, Davis L, Graves, Crowe)
Aged Persons - Directs commission on aging to initiate outreach program to assist Medicare eligible Tennesseans to obtain, at minimal or no cost, prescription drugs from pharmaceutical manufacturers' programs, prescribed prescription discount cards, and coverage for prescribed drugs if eligible for certain government programs, including TennCare. - Amends TCA Title 71, Chapter 2. 05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 703

**HB 3016** by *Kisber (SB 2493 by *Henry , Williams, Sen.)
Public Funds and Financing - Requires, in regard to local government investment pool, that state generally, instead of state treasurer, keep separate accounts of, and report monthly to, each participant; provides that administrative charge collected by treasurer is to be deposited in revolving account; specifies that funds in pool are to be consolidated with funds in pooled investment fund; removes requirement that interest be credited to local government investment pool. - Amends TCA sections 9-4-704 and 9-4-603. 03/27/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 514

**HB 3017** by *Kisber (SB 2987 by *Cooper J)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Makes certain changes with regard to composition of health facilities commission; extends commission for certain period; provides for study group. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29, Part 2 and Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 1. 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--standing committee

**HB 3018** by *Davidson (SB 2602 by *Cooper J)
Safety, Dept. of - Requires commissioner to update periodically listing of employees authorized to exercise functions of notary public. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 29; Title 4, Chapter 3; Title 4, Chapter 4; Title 4, Part 1; Title 57 and Title 67.

**HB 3025 by *Sands**

Railroads - Prohibits railroad companies from obstructing public highways or streets by stopping and permitting trains, engines, or cars to stand upon public grade crossings; establishes civil penalty for violations thereof. - Amends TCA Title 65, Chapter 11.

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Rural Roads, Air, Water & Rail of TR

**HB 3026 by *Miller L , Jones U (Shell), Armstrong (SB 3018 by *Dixon**

Lottery - Enacts "Tennessee Lottery For the Support of Education Act of 2002". - Amends TCA Title 4 and Title 39, Chapter 17, Part 5. 07/04/02 H Re-ref. To Calendar & Rules

**HB 3027 by *Kisber (SB 2985 by *Cooper J , Cooper J, Burks, Person)

Victims' Rights - Increases criminal injuries compensation limits and expands reimbursable expenses; makes other various revisions regarding criminal injuries compensation fund. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 13, Part 1. 07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 869

**HB 3028 by *Kisber (SB 2840 by *Rochelle**

Taxes, Sales - Authorizes telecommunications service provider to implement revenue distribution to customers in lieu of adjusting prices when such provider experiences net tax savings from equity payment. - Amends TCA Section 7-86-108 and Title 67, Chapter 6. 05/14/02 - Pub. Ch. 714

**HB 3029 by *Buck , Shepard (SB 3102 by *Haynes**

Attorneys General and Reporter - Authorizes attorney general and reporter to conduct investigation into specific proceeding of criminal justice system upon receipt of credible evidence of impropriety or irregularity in proceeding or that it is being conducted in contravention of laws or constitution. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 38; Title 39; Title 56 and Title 41. 03/20/02 - Ref. to Pass. by s/c ref. to Judiciary Committee

**HB 3030 by *Shepard , Tidwell (SB 3012 by *Jackson**

Education - Allows president, or designee, of local education association to attend school board meetings as advisory, non-voting member. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-202. 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 3031 by *Shepard , Ridgeway (SB 3154 by *Jackson**

Dickson County - Subject to local approval, decreases county highway commission from 12 to six members. - Amends Chapter 32 of the Private Acts of 1969; as amended. 04/01/02 - Pr. Ch. 99

**HB 3032 by *Maddox (SB 3138 by *Herron**

DUI/DWI Offenses - Deletes provision requiring that portion of DUI fines be returned to sheriff or chief administrative officer of county jail for purpose of reimbursing such sheriff or officer for cost of incarcerating defendant. - Amends TCA Section 55-10-403. 03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c DUI of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 3033 by *Buck , Maddox (SB 2673 by *Atchley**

Criminal Procedure - Clarifies that municipality that does not maintain jail facilities and transfers custody of its arrestees to sheriff of county in which such municipality is located shall not be required to pay fee for taking or transmitting of fingerprints by sheriff. - Amends TCA Title 8; Title 38 and Title 39. 03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 3034 by *Jones U (Shell) (SB 2776 by *Cooper J**

Election Laws - Requires write-in candidate in primary election to receive total number of votes cast at least 5 percent of registered voters in district to receive party nomination; requires person trying to receive party nomination by write-in ballots to complete notice requesting such person's ballots be counted no later than 30 days before primary election. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 21. 06/19/02 - Failed In: State & Local Government Committee

**HB 3035 by *Jones U (Shell) (SB 2775 by *Cooper J**

Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Increases multicandidate political campaign committee aggregate contribution limit for any local office and any state office not elected by statewide election; amount of increase to be 5 percent each year since amount was last increased; requires registry of election finance to publish increased amount on its Web site. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10. 02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

**HB 3036 by *Jones U (Shell) (SB 3031 by *Henry**

Probaton and Parole - Authorizes judge to utilize services of private entity providing misdemeanar probation services, if probation is appropriate and defendant was convicted of Class D or E felony. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 35. 04/03/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

**HB 3037 by *Jones U (Shell) (SB 2913 by *Cohen**

Alcoholic Beverages - Redefines "premier type tourist resort" for purposes of authorization of sales and consumption of alcoholic beverages. - Amends TCA Section 54-102(17). 05/02/02 - Pub. Ch. 679

**HB 3038 by *Jones U (Shell) (SB 3016 by *Dixon , Burks**

AIDS, HIV and STDs - Requires person convicted of patronizing prostitution to submit to and pay for HIV test; applies same requirements which presently apply to person convicted of prostitution. - Amends TCA Section 39-13-521. 04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 655

**HB 3039 by *Wood , Patton (SB 2266 by *Fowler**

Education - Provides that institutions offering professional education programs are eligible for department of education certification if accredited by agency recognized by U.S. department of education and Council on Higher Education Accreditation. - Amends TCA Title 49, Chapter 1, Parts 2 and 3, and Chapter 5, Part 56. 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 3040 by *Beavers (SB 2464 by *Miller J**

Taxes - Creates Volunteer Tax Fund as repository for voluntary contributions to support operations of state government. - 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 3041 by *Beavers , Tidwell, Shepard, Casada, Phelan, Buttry, Vincent, Sharp, Wynnigham (SB 0148 by *Carter**


Traffic Safety - Requires driver and passenger of motorcycle, motorized bicycle, or motor-driven cycle to wear "motorcycle helmet" instead of "crash helmet"; exempts persons 21 years old and older from such requirement. - Amends TCA Section 55-9-302.

04/24/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 3042 by *Bowers (*SB 2474 by *Ford J) Psychologists - Authorizes certain psychologists to prescribe drugs. - Amends TCA Title 11; Title 39; Title 53 and Title 63.

02/20/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR


06/10/02 - Pub. Ch. 799

HB 3044 by *Odom (*SB 2533 by *McNally) Professions and Occupations - Adds licensed senior psychological examiners and certified psychological assistants to list of persons allowed to provide certain services and persons bound to keep client communications confidential; prohibits employee assistance professionals from practicing as licensed senior psychological examiners and certified psychological assistants. - Amends TCA Title 62.

04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 650

HB 3045 by *DeBerry L (*SB 2867 by *Ford J) Taxes, Ad Valorem - Prohibits agent registered with state board of equalization from performing services related to property tax appeals for clients of agent's employer unless employer or employer's principal officer or partner is also agent registered with state board of equalization. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1514.

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

*HB 3046 by *Armstrong , Newon, Fraley, Overbey, Johnson, Walker , Ferguson (SB 3110 by *Ford J) Utilities, Utility Districts - Establishes guidelines and rates for utility pole attachments. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 21; Part 1.

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Utilities & Banking of COM

*HB 3048 by *Jones U (Shel), Langster, DeBerry J, Turner (Shelby), Chinumy, Bowers (SB 3008 by *Elsea) State Employees - Grants one day per month administrative leave to state employees to perform duties as directors of employee associations that have qualified for deductions for association dues; limits leave to no more than 20 board members. - Amends TCA Section 8-50-109.

04/09/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee

HB 3049 by *Bowers , Briley (*SB 2755 by *Haynes , Dixon) Taxes, Real Property - Defines "low income housing property"; establishes classification and taxing of low income housing property. - 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 3050 by *Bowers , Briley (*SB 2754 by *Haynes , Dixon) Taxes, Exemption - Exempts entities providing affordable housing through federal low-income housing tax-credit programs from payment of franchise and excise taxes. - Amends TCA Title 67.

07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee


06/21/02 - Pub. Ch. 812

*HB 3052 by *Black (SB 3117 by *Person) Nurses, Nursing - Establishes advanced practice nurses as nurses with master's degree or higher in nursing specialty and national specialty certification. - Amends TCA Section 63-1-132; Section 63-7-106; Section 63-7-123 and Section 63-7-207.

02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR

HB 3053 by *Westmoreland (*SB 2837 by *Person) Physicians and Surgeons - Creates Class B misdemeanor for person or business to falsely advertise that person is licensed physician; authorizes board of medical examiners to investigate false advertising, impose fine up to $1,000 and seek injunctive relief. - Amends TCA Title 63.

02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR

HB 3054 by *Fitzhugh (*SB 2841 by *Kurita) Managed Care Organizations - Establishes uniform referral and preauthorization form requirements for MCOs. - Amends TCA Title 56.

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of C&EA

HB 3055 by *Hargett (*SB 2763 by *McNally) Managed Care Organizations - Establishes procedures and requirements for MCOs to use with health care providers for downcoding and bundling. - Amends TCA Title 56, Chapter 7, Part 10.

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of C&EA

HB 3056 by *Arriola (*SB 2727 by *Person) Medical Occupations - Requires licensees to notify their boards of changes in business address within 14 days or be subject to disciplinary action. - Amends TCA Title 63.

02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR

HB 3057 by *Jones, S. , Turner (Dav), Pleasant, Miller L, Jones U (Shel) (*SB 2750 by *Haynes) Health, Dept. of - Requires Tennessee EMS board to report to commissioner as to need to create separate fire-based EMS board. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 140.

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 3058 by *Jones, S. , Turner (Dav), Pleasant, Miller L, Jones U (Shel) (*SB 2647 by *Dixon) Firefighters - Imposes premium surcharges on certain insurance policies to fund pay supplements for firefighters and to fund firefighting facilities. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 24 and Title 56.

04/02/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Industrial Impact of COM of Commerce Committee

HB 3059 by *Jones, S. , Turner (Dav), Pleasant, Miller L, Jones U (Shel) (*SB 2751 by *Haynes) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Requires TCRS to report annually to council on pensions and insurance number of firefighters and police officers who were members of retirement system and who died in line of duty. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapters 34 through 39.

02/07/02 H P2C, ref to Finance

HB 3060 by *Jones, S. , Turner (Dav), Pleasant, Miller L, Jones U (Shel) (*SB 2729 by *Person , Norris) Juries and Jurors - Exempts full-time firefighters and law enforcement officers from jury duty. - Amends TCA Section 22-1-103.

02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Judicial Administration of JUD

*HB 3061 by *McMillan (SB 3052 by *Crutchfield) District Attorneys - Allows state treasurer to award a grant from criminal injuries compensation fund to district attorneys general conference for operation of any program instead of solely domestic violence and drug enforcement program operations. - Amends TCA Title 29, Chapter 13; Title 40 and Title 67.

02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

HB 3062 by *Curtiss (*SB 2531 by *Ramsey) Environmental Preservation - Eliminates requirements for public hearings in each grand division relative to expenditures from hazardous waste remedial action fund, toll-free telephone number to receive citizens' calls relative to such fund, and yearly written reports from commissioner to general assembly. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 212.

02/12/02 - Assigned to s/c Environment of CON

HB 3063 by *Curtiss (*SB 2592 by *Burks) Motor Vehicles - Specifies that consumers will not have to pay warranty work that is reported before warranty expires but is completed subsequent to expiration of warranty. - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 55, Chapter 24.

02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Consumer Affairs of C&EA
service training and for enforcing certain moving violations and motor vehicle accidents within municipalities. - Amends TCA Title 38; Title 55 and Title 56. 02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

*HB 3072* by *Kisber* (SB 3042 by *Cooper J*, *Kyle*)
State Government - Provides for elimination of state departments, transfer of reserve funds to general fund, freezing of state shared taxes at 2001-2002 level, reversion of medical assistance eligibility to Medicaid standards, and other budget balancing measures. - 07/04/02 - Taken off notice for cal. in Finance Committee

*HB 3073* by *Kisber* (SB 3092 by *Henry*)
Public Funds and Financing - Establishes procedure for investing bond proceeds in guaranteed investment contracts. - Amends TCA Titles 5, 6, 9, and 12. 04/11/02 - Pub. Ch. 545

*HB 3074* by *Stanley* (SB 2983 by *Clabough*)
Public Utilities - Increases time before election that legislative body shall direct question of whether municipal electric system may provide additional services to be placed on ballot from not less than 60 days before general election to not less than 90 days before general election. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 52. 02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 3075* by *Arriola* (SB 3040 by *Haynes*)
Sewage - Increases pilot project study on advanced treatment systems (ATS) from two-year study to four-year study; requires routine operation and maintenance on ATS at least every three months instead of three-month intervals; designates failure of manufacturer to perform contractual obligations regarding operation and maintenance of ATS as Class C misdemeanor. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221, Part 4. 02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR

*HB 3076* by *Arriola* (SB 3047 by *TennCare*)
TennCare - Enacts "Children First Insurance Plan Act." - Amends TCA Title 49; Title 56; Title 68 and Title 71. 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Commerce

*HB 3077* by *Fitzhugh* (SB 3146 by *Herron*)
Budget Procedures - Changes deadline for governor's submission of budget to general assembly from February 1 to February 8 each year. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 10; Title 11; Title 12; Title 13; Title 14; Title 15; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 49; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 70 and Title 71. 02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 3078* by *Fitzhugh* (SB 2774 by *Wilder*)
Highway Signs - "Doctor M.B. Feemster Memorial Bridge", bridge spanning Wolf River on S.R. 57 in Fayette County. 04/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 625

*HB 3079* by *Miller L* (SB 2327 by *Kyle*)
Transportation Committee - Amends TCA Title 57, Chapter 4. 04/08/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 647

HB 3080 by *Miller L* (SB 2866 by *Ford J*)
Taxes, Real Property - Permits owner who purchases property after county board of equalization convenes but prior to December 31 to appeal its assessment directly to state board of equalization by March 1 of year following tax year in question. - Amends TCA Title 67. 07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 3081* by *Phillips* (SB 3023 by *Trail*)
Insurance Companies, Agents, Brokers, Policies - Removes provision requiring that all moneys on hand in fire prevention division at end of each fiscal year be turned in to general fund. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 102. 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 3082* by *Winningham* (SB 2996 by *Davis L*)
Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Allows Group 1 TCRS members to retire on basis of five highest years of compensation rather than five consecutive years of highest compensation; allows recomputation of current retiree's benefits. - Amends TCA Section 8-34-101. 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 3083* by *Winningham* (SB 2995 by *Davis L*)
Education - Provides that only amendments to LEA budget which employ additional personnel have to be submitted to both state department of education and local funding body for approval. - Amends TCA Section 49-3-316. 04/17/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee

*HB 3084* by *Winningham* (SB 2994 by *Davis L*)
Unemployment Compensation - Denies unemployment compensation benefits to retired teachers employed by LEAs under 100-day contracts. - Amends TCA Section 50-7-303. 02/26/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Employee Affairs of C&EA of Consumer & Employees Affairs Committee

*HB 3085* by *Winningham* (SB 2993 by *Davis L*)
County Officers - Revises duties of county trustees to include depositing into county general school fund all interest income earned on investments of county school funds. - Amends TCA Section 49-2-103. 04/17/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 3086 by *Clem* (SB 2905 by *Fowler*, *Williams*, *Sen., Cutchfield*)
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Designates certain segments of roads in Hamilton County as scenic highways, including portions of state routes 58 and 148. - Amends TCA Title 54, Chapter 17, Part 1. 04/03/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Transportation Committee

HB 3087 by *McCourd* (SB 2600 by *Burchett*)
HB 3066 by *Patton* (SB 2982 by *Cohen*)
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Prohibits clearing-cutting within 50 feet of state highway right of way. - Amends TCA Title 54. 04/03/02 H Withdrawn.

*HB 3068* by *Buck*, *Newton*, *Boyer*, *Scroggs*, *McDonald* (SB 3120 by *Person*)
Criminal Procedure - Specifies that petitioner seeking post-conviction relief as result of plea agreement is deemed to have waived all issues known to petitioner at time of plea unless reserved by petitioner. - Amends TCA Title 40, Chapter 30. 03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

*HB 3069* by *Stanley* (SB 3022 by *Norris*)
Taxes - Gives credit against excise and franchise tax liability equal to 15 percent of amount taxpayer spent during any income year directly on research and experimental expenditures. - Amends Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 67, Chapter 4. 05/28/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 3070* by *Tindell* (SB 3026 by *Haun*)
Municipal Government - Deletes requirement that municipalities publish proposed operating budget and budgetary comparison of proposed budget and prior and current year's budgets. - Amends TCA Title 6; Title 7; Title 9; Title 12; Title 13; Title 16; Title 29; Title 30; Title 54; Title 55; Title 67 and Title 68. 02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

*HB 3071* by *Tindell* (SB 3027 by *Haun*)
Law Enforcement - Requires local law enforcement agencies to be reimbursed by state for cost of submitting uniform crime reports, in-
Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Allows any education professionals' organization, not just representatives of organization which represents them, access to education professionals during working hours. - Amends TCA Section 49-5-609(a)(4).
02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 3088** by *Caldwell (*SB 2561 by *Clabough) Law Enforcement - Deletes requisite that as part of their continuing training requirements law enforcement officers receive training on investigation and handling of cases of sudden unexplained child death; requires department of health to notify law enforcement agencies whenever changes occur in policies pertaining to SIDS investigations. - Amends TCA Section 68-1-1102.
04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 591

**HB 3089** by *Garrett (*SB 2977 by *Ramsey) Environment and Conservation, Department of - Abolishes Tennessee Environmental Protection Fund. - Amends TCA Title 68.
02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 3090** by *Newton , Patton (*SB 2834 by *Dixon) Courts - Creates cyber court for purpose of adjudicating business and commercial transactions using advanced technology. - Amends TCA Title 16.
02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Judicial Administration of JUD

**HB 3091** by *West (SB 3059 by *Harper) Metropolitan Government - Prohibits metropolitan governments from reducing pay of disabled employees based upon earnings and benefits derived from sources other than metropolitan government. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 3 and Title 7, Chapter 51.
02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

**HB 3092** by *West (SB 3147 by *Cooper J) Fire Prevention and Investigation - Requires director of fire investigations to be certified by state to conduct fire safety inspections or to enforce building codes within local government's jurisdiction; requires annual report by fire marshal to governor, speaker of house, and speaker of senate. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 102.
02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 3094** by *McCord (*SB 2598 by *Burchett) Teachers, Principals and School Personnel - Removes TCRS board of trustees members elected by members of Tennessee Education Association; replaces them with members appointed by senate education committee. - Amends TCA Section 8-34-302(a)(9)(A).
02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 3095** by *McCord (*SB 2680 by *Burchett) Textbooks - Revises provisions on professional teacher organizations to whom notice of state textbook commission meetings are given. - Amends TCA Section 49-6-2201(i)(5).
02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 3096** by *McCord (SB 3090 by *Burchett) Municipal Government - Increases time in which county election commission must call election to choose municipal officials from not less than 40 days nor more than 50 days to not less than 45 days nor more than 60 days following election for surrender of charter. - Amends TCA Title 6.
02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

**HB 3097** by *McCord (SB 3021 by *Burchett) Game and Fish Laws - Raises value amount for protected wildlife from $500 to $750 for possession and trafficking felony penalty. - Amends TCA Title 70.
05/15/02 S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

**HB 3098** by *McCord (SB 2910 by *Cooper J) Criminal Offenses - Creates Class E felony for knowing and willful commission of any discriminatory conduct prohibited by Human Rights Act, if committed on second or subsequent occasion. - Amends TCA Section 39-17-309.
03/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 3099** by *McCord (SB 2590 by *Cooper J) Human Rights - Establishes discrimination against individuals for wearing insignia, patches, specialized clothing, tattoos, earrings, beads or jewelry as discriminatory practice under human rights law. - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 21.
02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdt.

04/24/02 - Rec. for Pass. if Am. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

**HB 3101** by *Pruitt (SB 3036 by *Harper) Alcoholic Beverages - Clarifies definition of phrase "on the same location as of January 1, 1993," for purpose of previously existing beer permits. - Amends TCA Section 57-5-109.
05/15/02 - Pub. Ch. 744

**HB 3102** by *Patton (SB 3065 by *Crowe) Education, Higher - Requires board of regents and University of Tennessee board of trustees to include 25 percent of value of employee's sick leave at time of retirement in funding for annuities. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 34, Part 6; Title 8, Chapter 36; Title 49, Chapter 9, Part 1; Title 49, Chapter 8, Part 1 and Title 49, Chapter 8, Part 2.
02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

**HB 3103** by *Kisber (SB 3066 by *Cohen) Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Allows candidate to provide for allocation of unexpended balance of contributions in campaign account through such candidate's will. - Amends TCA Section 2-10-114.
04/16/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 600

**HB 3104** by *Rinks (SB 3006 by *Clabough) Constitutional Conventions - Requires referendum on question of calling constitutional convention in 2004 on issues of taxation, state investments, county officers and county government, consolidation of counties and creation of new counties, consolidation of municipal and county functions, and education. - 02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 3105** by *Tindell , Buttry (*SB 2423 by *Atchley) Taxes, Ad Valorem - Authorizes Knox County or municipality in county to impose 20 percent penalty for delinquent land taxes upon adoption of resolution by two-thirds vote of appropriate legislative body. - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 24.
05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 684

**HB 3106** by *Armstrong (*SB 2674 by *Burchett) Historical Sites and Preservation - Authorizes historic zoning commissions to impose fine up to $10,000 for certain violations. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-407.
02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

**HB 3107** by *Armstrong , Tindell (*SB 2424 by *Burchett , Atchley, Burchett, McNally) Historical Sites and Preservation - Authorizes historic zoning commissions to impose financial penalties for certain violations. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-407.
05/09/02 H Taken off notice for cal. in Calendar and Rules

**HB 3108** by *Boyer (*SB 2769 by *Burchett) Damages - Authorizes collection of municipality's actual costs resulting from hoax or threat involving biological weapon, destructive device, or weapon of mass destruction. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 54, Part 3.
02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

**HB 3109** by *Boyer , Tindell, Armstrong (*SB 2422 by *Atchley , Burchett) Municipal Government - Allows home rule municipalities to collect actual administrative expenses incurred as result of false threat or hoax involving biological weapons, destructive devices, or weapons of mass destruction if such municipality has adopted ordinance to prohibit such threat or hoax. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 54, Part 3.
05/23/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 746

**HB 3110** by *Buttry (*SB 2887 by *Burchett) Municipal Government - Permits municipality to lease or sublease property owned or leased by municipality to nonprofit organizations for term not to exceed 10 years if such property is not needed for municipal purposes; any lease or sublease entered into shall require approval of municipal legislative body; comptroller of treasury may establish guidelines for such leases or subleases. - Amends TCA Title 6, Chapter 54. 03/19/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: State & Local Government Committee
HB 3111 by *Fowlkes , Fitzhugh, Sands, Scruggs, Davidson, McDaniel, Tindall, Langster (*SB 2831 by *Henry)
Trusts - Increases from 10 to 20 days amount of notice court shall give beneficiaries, unless waived, regarding resignation of trustees. - Amends TCA Title 30; Title 31; Title 32; Title 34 and Title 35.
02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

HB 3112 by *Fowlkes , Fitzhugh, Sands, Scruggs, Davidson, McDaniel, Tindall, Langster (*SB 2740 by *Person)
Real Property - Deletes fraudulent conveyances and devises provisions in their entireties and adopts Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. - Amends TCA Title 66.
03/26/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 3113 by *Fowlkes , Fitzhugh, Sands, Scruggs, Davidson, McDaniel, Tindall, Langster (*SB 2831 by *Henry)
Trusts - Increases from 10 to 20 days amount of notice court shall give beneficiaries, unless waived, regarding resignation of trustees. - Amends TCA Title 30; Title 31; Title 32; Title 34 and Title 35.
02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

HB 3114 by *Kisber (*SB 2907 by *Cooper J)
State Employees - Alters state contribution rate for supplemental medical insurance for retired state employees and teachers. - Amends TCA Section 8-27-702.
02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 3115 by *Head (SB 3136 by *Rochelle , Elsea)
Taxes, Income - Enacts "Revenue Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 10; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 31; Title 32; Title 34; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 49; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71.
02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 3116 by *Head , Kisber (SB 3135 by *Rochelle , Rochelle)
Budget Procedures - Authorizes general assembly to transfer funds from various reserve funds for use for other purposes. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 13; Title 16; Title 30; Title 31; Title 34; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 49; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71.
07/09/02 - Pub. Ch. 825

HB 3117 by *Buck (SB 3101 by *Wilder)
Hospitals and Health Care Facilities - Exempts beds within inactive nursing homes from nursing home tax; provides for prorata taxation of such beds based on length of time that such nursing home was inactive. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 11, Part 2.
02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Health of HHR

HB 3118 by *Buck (SB 3098 by *Wilder)
Zoning - Clarifies that right of businesses to continue to operate after zoning change does not include right to increase or enlarge signs or billboards. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-208.
02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 3119 by *Buck , Sands (SB 3061 by *Fowler , Kyle)
Wills - Modifies current statutory language to ensure that circuit courts actually exercise concurrent jurisdiction, with courts of record having probate jurisdiction, to conduct trials upon validity of wills. - Amends TCA Title 32, Chapter 4, Part 1.
04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 631

HB 3120 by *Armstrong , DeBerry J, Jones, S., Patton, Johnson, Ferguson, Pruitt, Black (*SB 2731 by *Person)
Nurses, Nursing - Enacts "Interstate Nurse Licensure Compact." - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 7.
04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 538

HB 3121 by *Armstrong , DeBerry J, Jones, S., Patton, Johnson, Ferguson, Pruitt (*SB 2030 by *Kurita)
Public Health - Revises requirements for tanning facilities; requires customers to sign statement and facilities to post warning signs concerning ultraviolet radiation. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 117.
04/01/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 528

HB 3122 by *Armstrong , DeBerry J, Patton, Ferguson, Pruitt (*SB 2859 by *Herron)
Aged Persons - Permits reimbursement of assistive community care services in private non-medical institutions if approved as part of state Medicaid plan. - Amends TCA Title 68 and Title 71.
04/24/02 - Action Def. in s/c Health Access of HHR

HB 3123 by *Armstrong (SB 3123 by *Dixon)
Eminent Domain - Limits landowner remedy in suit by landowner against condemnor to just compensation only and explicitly excludes tort damages. - Amends TCA Section 29-16-123.
02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

HB 3124 by *Armstrong , Ridgeway, White (*SB 2246 by *Dixon)
Motor Vehicles - Increases fee insurance companies pay to obtain vehicle accident report and earmarks funds raised by increase for highway patrol retirement and for driver testing center improvement. - Amends TCA Title 8 and Title 55.
03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 3125 by *Armstrong (SB 3025 by *Haun)
Gambling - Exempts pinball machines manufactured before 1980 from prohibition against gambling. - Amends TCA Title 39, Chapter 17.
07/04/02 H Held on desk

HB 3126 by *Clem (*SB 2724 by *Fowler)
Open Meetings - Authorizes electronic posting of public notice concerning certain meetings of governmental bodies. - Amends TCA.
03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 3127 by *Clem (SB 3122 by *Miller J)
Newspapers and Publications - Authorizes, under certain circumstances, publication of certain legal notices by means of electronically published newspapers. - Amends TCA Title 30, Chapter 2 and Title 67, Chapter 5.
03/20/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c State Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

HB 3128 by *McCord , Overby (SB 3109 by *McNally)
Game and Fish Laws - Allows any person applying for hunting and fishing license as disabled veteran to have exemption from license fee whether application was entered before or after May 24, 2000. - Amends TCA Title 70, Chapter 2.
03/27/02 - Action Def. in s/c Conservation & Wildlife of CON to 7/1/03

HB 3129 by *Ridgeway (SB 3105 by *McNally , Ramsey)
04/12/02 - Taken off notice for cal. in Transportation

HB 3130 by *Ridgeway (SB 2999 by *Davis L)
Motor Vehicles, Titling and Registration - Extends re-issuance moratorium on specialty license plates deemed obsolete and invalid after July 1, 2002, from three to five years. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 4.
03/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR of Transportation Committee

HB 3131 by *Ridgeway , Shepard, Turner (Ham), Patton, Ford S, Arriola, Gains, Sargent (*SB 2893 by *Henry)
Taxes, Real Property - Grants property tax relief to disabled veterans who are determined to be legally blind by U.S. veterans' administration instead of totally blind.
05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 699

HB 3132 by *White , Kisber (SB 3129 by *Rochelle)
Courts, Administrative Office of the - Revises methods for AOC to count criminal case for purpose of tracking caseload statistics; requires that revenue from clerk's data entry fee for newly filed cases be allocated by county clerk's for certain purposes. - TCA Title 16.
06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 791

HB 3133 by *Patton
Sexual Offenses - Rewrites mandatory child abuse reporting provisions and child sexual abuse provisions. - TCATitle 37, Chapter 1, Part 1; Title 37, Chapter 1, Part 4 and Title 37, Chapter 1 and Part 6.
03/11/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 3134 by *Stanley (*SB 2957 by *Person)
Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities, Dept. of - Expands patient confidentiality and reporting provisions; clarifies criteria for patient decision-making capacity; broadens custody provisions for residential patients; makes other various revisions to mental health and developmental disabilities provisions. - Amends TCA Titles 10 and 33.
*HB 3135* by *Whitson (SB 3071 by *Elsea) Taxes - Increases certain taxes on manufacture, sale, or distribution of alcoholic beverages; makes various changes to excise and franchise tax provisions. - Amends TCA.
02/07/02 P2C, ref. to Finance

04/29/02 Rec. for Pass. if Am. ref. to: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 3137* by *McDaniel (SB 3073 by *Atchley) Insurance, Health, Accident - Clarifies computation of affected policyholder's proportional refund for premiums paid on accident and health insurance policies in this state. - Amends TCA, Title 56.
02/11/02 Assigned to s/c Industrial Impact of COM

*HB 3138* by *Sands, Scroggs (SB 3074 by *Burks, Norris) Environment and Conservation, Department of - Requires department to maintain registry of riparian lands along designated scenic rivers; classifies state forests in certain counties as natural areas; adjusts acreage of certain natural areas. - Amends Chapters 13 and 14 of Title 11.
06/10/02 Pub. Ch. 779

*HB 3139* by *McDaniel (SB 3075 by *Atchley) Environment and Conservation, Department of - Empowers commissioner to enter agreements with nonprofit corporations authorized to do business in Tennessee, as well as those chartered in this state, for using, planning, maintaining, or administering privately-owned land for recreational uses. CAVEAT: This bill would amend TCA Title 11, Chapter 1, but the caption opens only Title 11, Chapter 3. - 02/07/02 P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 3140* by *White (SB 3093 by *Henry) Water - Authorizes local government to assign its rights and obligations under wastewater facility revolving loan; revises provisions regarding wastewater facilities; requires all regional authorities to file annual financial audit with comptroller; authorizes local governments under jurisdiction of utility management review board to elect to come under jurisdiction of water and waste water financing board. - Titles 4, 7, 64 and 68 of the TCA.
04/24/02 Pub. Ch. 603

*HB 3141* by *Fowles (SB 3133 by *Rochele) Equalization Board - Permits board to assess actual costs of hearing or processing appeal of property taxes against non-indigent party, to extent party does not prevail on its claims. - Amends TCA Section 67-5-1501.
04/02/02 Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 3142* by *Fowles (SB 3047 by *Ramsey, Burks) Public Records - Clarifies that proposals and sealed bids for purchase of goods and services are only available for public inspection after completion of evaluation by county or municipal government receiving such proposal or bid. - Amends TCA Section 10-7-504(a)(7).
02/13/02 Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

*HB 3143* by *Fowles (SB 3131 by *Rochele) Taxes, Real Property - Establishes limit on amount of land eligible for property tax exemption by religious, charitable, scientific, or nonprofit educational institutions. - 04/02/02 Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Local Government of S&LG of State & Local Government Committee

*HB 3144* by *Fowles (SB 3062 by *Fowler) Courts, Probate - Establishes appropriate court to hear appeals from probate court. - Amends TCA Title 30; Title 31 and Title 32.
05/31/02 Pub. Ch. 754

*HB 3145* by *Fowles (SB 3142 by *Herron) Local Government, General - Requires state to pay all costs of relocating municipally owned and operated utility when such relocation is caused by state highway requirements. - Amends TCA Title 54.
02/11/02 Assigned to s/c Public Transportation & Highways of TR

*HB 3146* by *Fowles (SB 3130 by *Rochele) Taxes, Ad Valorem - Requires that repayment suits for wrongful collection be tried in county where taxes are collected. - TCA Section 67-1-904.
05/02/02 Pub. Ch. 680

*HB 3147* by *Fowles (SB 3095 by *Henry) Land, Agricultural and Open Spaces - Specifies that noncontiguous tracts must be in same county in order to be classified as agricultural land; establishes procedures for rollback assessments and taxes. - TCA Sections 67-5-1003 through 67-5-1008.
05/21/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 632

*HB 3148* by *McCord (SB 3076 by *Ramsey) Water - Enacts "Tennessee Water Resources Information Act." - Chapters 8 and 11 of Title 69 and Section 66-11-210 of the TCA.
06/10/02 Pub. Ch. 800

*HB 3149* by *Givens (SB 3077 by *Clabough) Tobacco Master Settlement Agreement - Authorizes commissioner of revenue, upon request, to disclose to attorney general, or attorney working under attorney's general supervision, information relevant to enforcement of Tobacco Manufacturers' Escrow Fund Act; authorizes attorney general to disclose otherwise confidential information in order to enforce Act. - TCA Title 67, Chapter 4, Part 10.
04/11/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 551

*HB 3150* by *McDaniel State Government - Requires commissioner of each executive department to annually report to governor regarding cost-saving measures calculated to improve efficient operation of such departments; items to be considered include personnel, equipment, and travel. - Amends Title 4, Chapter 3 and Title 37, Chapter 5.
02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 3151* by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 3078 by *Norris) Traffic Safety - Enacts "Tennessee Standard Safety Belt Use Act." CAVEAT: This bill purports to amend TCA 38-6-603 which does not exist, and caption is limited to Title 55, Chapter 9.
05/14/02 Rec. For Pass. ref. to: Calendar & Rules Committee

*HB 3152* by *McDaniel (SB 3079 by *McNally) Appropriations - Specifies that net increase in state's share of cost of Medicaid or TennCare medical assistance resulting from any law enacted after effective date of this bill, estimated state share of operating costs of such law will be appropriated from recurring revenues. - Amends Tennessee Code Annotated Title 9.
20/13/02 Assigned to s/c Health Access of HHR

*HB 3153* by *Stanley (SB 3080 by *Clabough) Banks and Financial Institutions - Authorizes out of state trust institution to engage in fiduciary related activities in this state in certain circumstances. - Amends TCA Title 45, Chapter 2.
04/29/02 Comp. became Pub. Ch. 656

*HB 3154* by *Kisber (SB 3081 by *Henry) Victims' Rights - Allows board of claims to request commissioner of correction or appropriate county official to report on expected date of final payment of offender's obligation under criminal injuries compensation fund provisions. - TCA Title 40, Chapter 24.
02/13/02 Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

*HB 3155* by *Kisber (SB 3082 by *Henry) Tennessee Housing Development Agency - Authorizes agency to distribute annual report electronically. - Amends TCA, Title 13, Chapter 23.
02/11/02 Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

*HB 3156* by *DeBerry L (SB 3083 by *Atchley) Education, Dept. of - Requires that any reports prepared by commissioner be provided in electronic format, where practicable; authorizes commissioner to distribute school laws electronically. - Amends TCA 49-1-201, 207/02 H P2C, ref. to Education

*HB 3157* by *McDaniel (SB 3084 by *Clabough) Taxes - Increases from 10 to 15 number of days in which manufacturer or importer of new brand of beer must submit affidavit related to geographical territory where product sold; increases from 15 to 30 number of days corporations have to register with department of revenue related to franchise tax. - 02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amdmt.

*HB 3158* by *McDaniel (SB 3085 by *Clabough) Taxes - Increases time in which beer manufacturers and wholesale beer distributors must register with commissioner of revenue from within 20 days to within 25 days of entering business; requires taxpayer with combined franchise and excise tax liability of $4,000 or
more for current tax year, instead of only those with $5,000 or more combined liability, to make equal quarterly payments. - Amends Tennessee Code Annotated Titles 57 and 67.

HB 3159 by *Montgomery (SB 3086 by *Atchley) Education, Dept. of - Revises procedure in regard to placing and reviewing schools on probation. - Amends TCA, Title 49.

07/30/02 - Pub. Ch. 860

HB 3160 by *Bunch (SB 3087 by *Williams, Sen.) Consumer Protection - Enacts certain procedural modifications and safeguards with respect to consumer protection investigations conducted by office of attorney general and reporter. - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 6, Part 4 and Title 47, Chapter 18, Part 1.

04/09/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 3161 by *Prull, Langster (SB 3089 by *Harper, *Atchley, Blackburn, Burchett, Burks, Carter, Clabough, Cohen, Cooper J, Crowe, Crutchfield, Davis L, Dixon, Elsea, Ford J, Fowler, Graves, Harper, Haun, Haynes, Henry, Herron, Jackson, Kurtita, Kyle, McNally, Miller J, Norris, Pender, Ramsey, Rochelle, Trail, Wilder, Williams, Sen.) Highway Signs - "Candace Ripp Memorial Parkway", segment of U.S. 31A (S.R. 6 or Ellington Parkway) in Davidson County; requires that costs related to signage for memorial highways honoring member of military, law enforcement, or fire department killed in line of duty be paid from resources in highway fund. - 06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 790

HB 3162 by *Turner (Ham) (SB 3090 by *Crutchfield) County Government - Authorizes county legislative body to establish minimum period of residency within district as condition of person seeking election to office as member of county legislative body. - Amends TCA Section 5-5-102.

04/02/02 - Action def. in s/c Local Government of S&LG to

HB 3163 by *Davidson (SB 2685 by *Graves) Water - Authorizes department of environment and conservation to develop and implement new rules, regulations, and standards to preserve limestone rock bed streams from contamination. - Amends TCA Title 68, Chapter 221 and Title 69.

02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Government Operations for review--Conservation

HB 3164 by *Davidson (SB 3034 by *Henry) Taxes - Provides that taxpayer confidentiality requirements and disclosure limitations apply to electronically filed returns. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 67.

02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amd.

HB 3165 by *Davidson (SB 2547 by *Haynes) Education, Higher - Removes documentation requirement for payment of benefits to BEST tuition contract beneficiary; removes penalty amount from refund due to scholarship award; permits transfer of benefits to another qualified tuition plan. - Amends TCA Section 49-7-809 and Section 49-7-811.

04/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 547

HB 3166 by *Davidson (SB 2967 by *Graves) Robertson County - Subject to local approval, revises salary for highway commissioners and chairman. - Amends Chapter 380 of the Private Acts of 1947; as amended.

03/27/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 96

HB 3167 by *Davidson (SB 2711 by *Graves) Zoning - Clarifies that right of businesses to continue to operate after zoning change does not include right to increase or enlarge signs or billboards. - Amends TCA Section 13-7-208.

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 3168 by *McMillan (SB 2603 by *Cooper J) Governor - Changes date governor is sworn into office from first Saturday after January 14th following election to first Saturday after January 15th. - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10, Part 4 and Title 8, Chapter 1

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c State Government of S&LG

HB 3169 by *Cole (Dyer) (SB 3091 by *Wilder) State Government - Changes length of lease of property by state requiring approval by attorney general and state building commission from five years to 10 years and permits letting of term contracts for lease of real property by state for periods not to exceed 120 months. - Amends TCA Title 12.

02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending amd.

HB 3170 by *McMillan (SB 2604 by *Cooper J) Public Records - Provides citizen 14 days to inspect requested public records from date such records are available. - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 7.

04/09/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 3171 by *McMillan (SB 2605 by *Cooper J) Public Records - Requires public records commission to establish system of fees to cover reasonable and necessary costs incurred in producing records under public records act. - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 7.

04/09/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 3172 by *Rinks (SB 3088 by *Clabough) Election Laws - Allows registry of election finance committees by county. - Amends TCA Section 2-10-203(j).

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

HB 3173 by *Head (SB 3097 by *Rochelle, Elsea) Taxes, Income - Enacts "Revenue Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 49; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71.

02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 3174 by *Chumney, Stanley (SB 3029 by *Kyle) Metropolitan Government - Waives, within any county having special school district of 100,000 or more students, current requirement that proposed metropolitan charter must propose public school consolidation within such county. - Amends TCA Title 7, Chapter 2, Part 1.

04/10/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee

HB 3175 by *Chumney, Stanley (SB 3030 by *Kyle) Metropolitan Government - Waives, within any county having special school district of 100,000 or more students, current requirement that proposed metropolitan charter must propose public school consolidation within such county. - Amends TCA Title 7-2-106(a)(18).

04/10/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c K-12 of ED of Education Committee

HB 3176 by *Davidson (SB 2380 by *Graves) Education - Applies state board of education's standards to programs operated by private schools; requires transfer of funds and personnel currently used in regulation of schools covered by act from department of human services to department of education. - Amends TCA Title 49.

05/31/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 766

HB 3177 by *Banks (SB 3124 by *Dixon) Barbers - Authorizes practice of barbering to be conducted at sites involving photographic sessions and television, video, or theatrical productions. - Amends TCA Title 62, Chapter 3, Part 1.

04/24/02 - Action Def. in s/c Health Access of HHR

HB 3178 by *Fitzugh (SB 3143 by *Herron, Cooper J) Mortgages - Creates special joint committee to perform analysis of predatory lending in this state. - Amends TCA Title 45 and Title 47.

07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 871

HB 3179 by *Curtis (SB 3001 by *Davis L) Alcoholic Beverages - Removes requirement that alcoholic beverages transported or imported into this state be consigned to licensed wholesaler or manufacturer. - Amends TCA Section 57-3-401 and Section 57-3-402.

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Local Government of S&LG

HB 3180 by *Curtiss, Windle (SB 3000 by *Davis L) Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Permits retirement credit for military service for members or retired members of TCRS. - Amends TCA Title 8.

02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 3181 by *DeBerry J (SB 3002 by *Carter) Military - Prohibits member of national guard from driving military vehicle while under influence of alcohol or drugs; authorizes commander in chief to set amount patrons must donate to national guard for recognition as friend of national guard. - Amends TCA Title 58, Chapter 1.

03/12/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c DUI of JUD of Judiciary Committee

HB 3182 by *Bone (SB 2553 by *Rochelle)
**Tennessee Valley Authority -** Revises allocation provisions regarding in lieu of tax payment monies from TVA that are apportioned between state and local governments to provide for allocation of remaining funds to regional development authorities that have acquired former nuclear site from TVA. - Amends TCA Section 67-9-102.

07/30/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 865

**HB 3183** by *Hagood* (SB 2314 by *Cohen*)


02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

**HB 3184** by *Maddock , Cole (Dyer), Fitzhugh* (SB 3141 by *Herron , Burks*)

*Drugs - Requires director of TBI, board of pharmacy, and board of medical examiners to report on and make recommendations concerning problem of oxycotin abuse with particular attention to issue in rural areas.* - Amends TCA Title 39; Title 53 and Title 63.

04/29/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 657

**HB 3185** by *Maddock (SB 3140 by *Herron*)

*Taxes, Exemption - Provides that property tax exemption for fraternal organizations applies to property of social fraternities and sororities affiliated with colleges and universities that is used for organization's purposes.* - Amends TCA Title 67, Chapter 5, Part 2.

02/26/02 - Action def. in s/c Local Government of S&LG to 2003

**HB 3186** by *Maddock , Odom, Shepard, Turner (Dav), Jones, S., Cole (Dyer), Harwell, Hood, Bowers (SB 3139 by *Herron , Trail*)

*Safety, Dept. of - Requires department to review driver license application and examination provisions in view of increased homeland security and report findings and recommendations to transportation committees.* - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 50, Part 3.

05/22/02 H Comp. SB subst.

**HB 3187** by *Ferguson , Kibser, Caldwell (SB 3115 by *Person*)

*Medical Occupations - Authorizes dentist to practice anesthesiology in licensed health care facility if such dentist completed residency program in anesthesiology at accredited medical school from 1963 to 1977.* - Amends TCA Section 63-6-204.

06/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 801

**HB 3188** by *Hargrove* (SB 2866 by *Burks*)

*Criminal Offenses - Adds knowing killing of practice anesthesiology in licensed health care facility.* - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10, Part 2.

02/27/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Criminal Procedure and Practice of JUD of Judiciary Committee

**HB 3189** by *Hargrove* (SB 2568 by *Burks*)

*Alcoholic Offenses - Requires court to order drug and alcohol assessment of person convicted of driving under influence who has prior conviction of driving under influence within past five years.* - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 10, Part 4.

04/16/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Judiciary Committee

**HB 3190** by *Hargrove* (SB 2569 by *Burks*)

*Public Records - Makes personal information of firefighters, law enforcement officers, and emergency medical technicians confidential in job-related investigations.* - Amends TCA Title 10, Chapter 7.

02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

**HB 3191** by *Hargrove* (SB 3069 by *Burks*)

*Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Requires registry of election finance members to receive 10 days' written notice of special meeting instead of seven days.* - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10, Part 2.

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

**HB 3192** by *Hargrove* (SB 3068 by *Burks*)

*Pensions and Retirement Benefits - Requires any adjustment in retirement benefits for members of general assembly shall be effective in 30 days instead of at beginning of following month.* - Amends TCA Title 8, Chapter 36, Part 8.

02/07/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

**HB 3193** by *Hargrove* (SB 2801 by *Rochelle*)

*Election Laws - Creates Class A misdemeanor for person who is not employee of election commission to give unsolicited request for application for absentee ballot; increases ratio for registered voters per voting machine from 650 to 750; makes other revisions to election laws.* - Amends TCA Section 2-2-109; Section 2-2-116; Section 2-3-104 and Section 2-6-202.

05/10/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 698

**HB 3194** by *Hargrove* (SB 2884 by *Burks*)

*Land, Agricultural and Open Spaces - Extends time carrier engaged in transportation of property or utility transmitting communications is allowed to remedy condition of vegetation overgrowth from 20 days to 30 days.* - Amends TCA Title 5, Chapter 1, Part 1 and Title 6, Chapter 54, Part 1.

02/07/02 H P2C, caption bill, held on desk - pending arndt.

**HB 3195** by *Arriola*

*Human Rights - Expands time in which complaint of discriminatory practice may be filed from 180 days to 1 year; increases time in which commission serves initial notices to complainant and respondent from 10 days to 14 days.* - Amends TCA Title 4, Chapter 11; Title 4, Chapter 21; Title 4, Chapter 34, Part 2; Title 12, Chapter 4 and Title 49.

02/13/02 - Assigned to s/c Civil Procedure and Practice of JUD

**HB 3196** by *Fitzhugh, Hargett* (SB 3153 by *Cooper J, Clabough*)

*Consumer Protection - Requires providers of cellular communication services to publish and furnish to its customers, prospective consumers, and to consumer division of office of attorney general accurate map of its service areas, including areas within such service area where there is no service or inadequate signals to support viable communication services.* - Amends TCA Title 47, Chapter 18 and Title 65.

05/01/02 S Held on desk until July 5, 2002

**HB 3197** by *Buck* (SB 3137 by *Henry , Wilder, Cooper J, Clabough*)

*Taxes - Creates independent study commission to examine Tennessee's tax structure; requires referendum on issue of whether limited constitutional convention should be held on subject of state, county, and municipal taxation and expenditures.* - Amends TCA Title 9; Title 13; Title 29; Title 56; Title 67 and Title 71.

06/28/02 - Action Def. in Finance, Ways & Means Committee to next meeting

**HB 3198** by *Maddock* (SB 3103 by *Kurita*)

*Campaigns and Campaign Finance - Requires registry of election finance to post contribution information from campaign financial disclosure records on-line to public by means that are searchable, viewable, and accessible in read-only format through Internet on Web site maintained by registry of election finance.* - Amends TCA Title 2, Chapter 10.

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Elections of S&LG

**HB 3199** by *Townes , Langster* (SB 3157 by *Harper*)

*Public Records - Authorizes county clerk to have designee attend meetings of county public records commission.* - Amends TCA Section 10-7-401.

04/24/02 - Pub. Ch. 606

**HB 3200** by *Buttry* (SB 3158 by *Burchett*)

*Safety - Prohibits motor vehicle operators from using certain mobile telephones under certain circumstances; creates rebuttable presumption of negligence under certain circumstances.* - Creates Class C misdemeanor offense, punishable by fine only. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter 8, Part 1.

02/11/02 - Assigned to s/c Transportation and Safety Planning of TR

**HB 3201** by *McDonald , Black* (SB 3159 by *Graves*)

*Sumner County - Subject to local approval, creates additional general sessions court to be designated as Division III with judge thereof to be elected in August of 2004.* - Amends Chapter 236 of the Private Acts of 1982.

04/24/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 111

**HB 3202** by *Bunch , Harwell, Cole (Carter), Stanley, Givens, McDaniel, Godsey, White, Maddox, Fitzhugh, McMillan, Winningham, Sargent, McKee, Wood, Boyer, Hargett, Bone, Newton, Turner (Dav), Hood, West, Buttry, Overby, Davidson* (SB 3156 by *Norris , Person, Miller J, Crowe, McNally, Blackburn*)

*Constitutional Conventions - Submits to voters question of whether limited constitutional convention should be held to consider changes to Article II, Sections 24, 28, 29, and 30 with respect to state, county, and municipal taxation and expenditures.* - 07/04/02 S Rcvd from H., P1C.

**HB 3203** by *McMillan , Odom, Jones, S.* (SB 2726 by *Person , McNally, Herron*)

*Professions and Occupations - Makes certain changes and additions to practice of dentistry provisions, including provisions affecting licensure, continuing education, areas of practice, disability of practitioners, and scope of practice.* - Amends TCA Title 63, Chapter 5, Part 1.
Title 3, Chapter 6, Part 1.

HB 3214 by *McDaniel , Kisber (*SB 3167 by *Henry , Atchley)
Appropriations - Authorizes index of appropriations from state tax revenues for fiscal year 2002-2003 to exceed index of estimated growth of state's economy by $771,000,000 or 9.27 percent. - Amends TCA Title 9, Chapter 4, Part 52.
07/11/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 857

HB 3215 by *McDaniel , Kisber (*SB 3168 by *Henry , Atchley)
Budget Procedures - Transfers unexpended balance of funds in inactive reserve, Industries for Blind, to state general fund effective June 30, 2002. - TCA Title 13, Chapter 23.
03/13/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in: Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 3216 by *Bunch
Bradley County - Subject to local approval, requires referendum of voters approving sale or lease of Bradley County Memorial Hospital. - Amends Chapter 846 of the Private Acts of 1947; as amended.
02/14/02 H P2C held on desk.

HB 3217 by *Walker (SB 3176 by *Elesa)
Rhea County - Subject to local approval, restructures Rhea County board of education from seven to nine districts, coterminous with county legislative districts. - Repeals Chapters 167 and 581 of the Private Acts of 1953.
04/11/02 - Pr. Ch. 104

HB 3218 by *Pinion (SB 3172 by *Herron)
Lake County - Subject to local approval, restructures Lake County highway commission to be composed of six members, with three elected from each of two highway commission districts. - Amends Chapter 262 of the Private Acts of 1980.
04/11/02 - Pr. Ch. 105

HB 3219 by *Pinion (SB 3174 by *Herron)
Lake County - Subject to local approval, restructures Lake County board of education from five members to eight members, with two to be elected from each county commission district. - Repeals Chapter 182 of the Private Acts of 1992.
04/24/02 - Pr. Ch. 119

HB 3220 by *McDaniel (SB 3206 by *Wilder)
Chester County - Subject to local approval, revises various provisions concerning selection and responsibilities of county attorney. - 04/24/02 - Signed by Governor.

HB 3221 by *McDaniel (SB 3209 by *Wilder)
Chester County - Subject to local approval, repeals act establishing county budget committee and budget procedures. - 05/02/02 - Pr. Ch. 124

HB 3222 by *McDaniel (SB 3208 by *Wilder)
Chester County - Subject to local approval, makes various changes in order to update local laws pertaining to county road supervisor and county highway system. - 05/02/02 - Pr. Ch. 125

HB 3223 by *McDaniel (SB 3207 by *Wilder)
Chester County - Subject to local approval, repeals local act restricting operation of pool and billiard rooms in incorporated cities and towns located within Chester County. - 05/02/02 - Pr. Ch. 126

HB 3224 by *McDaniel (SB 3212 by *Wilder)
Chester County - Subject to local approval, repeals local law requiring election of county superintendent of education. - 05/02/02 - Pr. Ch. 127

HB 3225 by *McDaniel (SB 3210 by *Wilder)
Chester County - Subject to local approval, repeals certain local requirements for registration of conveyances of real property. - 05/02/02 - Pr. Ch. 128

HB 3226 by *Black , McDonald (SB 3170 by *Graves)
Sumner County - Subject to local approval, creates county Financial Management System. - 03/14/02 H Withdrawn.

HB 3227 by *Ridgeway (SB 3173 by *Herron)
Henry County - Subject to local approval, reduces Henry County board of education from six to five members. - Repeals Chapter 56 of the Private Acts of 1995.
04/11/02 - Pr. Ch. 106

HB 3228 by *Ridgeway (SB 3171 by *Herron)
Henry County - Subject to local approval, changes number of Henry County road commissioners from seven to six. - Amends Chapter 326 of the Private Acts of 1972; as amended.
04/11/02 - Pr. Ch. 107

HB 3229 by *Shepard (SB 3179 by *Jackson)
Hickman County - Subject to local approval, increases board of education from five members to seven members; provides for four-year staggered terms. - Repeals Chapter 234 of the Private Acts of 1992.
04/11/02 - Pr. Ch. 108

HB 3230 by *Phelan (SB 3180 by *Carter)
Trezevant - Subject to local approval, revises powers of mayor and alderman and revise method for appointing vice-mayor. - Amends Chapter 29 of the Private Acts of 1965; as amended.
05/10/02 - Pr. Ch. 134

HB 3231 by *Rhinehart (SB 3177 by *Elesa)
Marion County - Subject to local approval, restructures Marion County board of education. - Repeals Chapter 4 of the Private Acts of 1975.
05/02/02 - Pr. Ch. 129

*HB 3232 by *Kisber , Newton, Cole (Carter), Kent, Naifeh, Hargett, Todd, Pinion, Westmoreland, Bowers, DeBerry J (SB 3192 by *Clabough , Crowe, Haun, Miller J, Person)
Criminal Offenses - Enacts "Terrorism Prevention and Response Act of 2002." - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 9; Title 10; Title 11; Title 12; Title 13; Title 16; Title 17; Title 18; Title 19; Title 20; Title 21; Title 22; Title 23; Title 24; Title 28; Title 29; Title 33; Title 37; Title 38; Title 39; Title 40; Title 41; Title 42; Title 43; Title 45; Title 50; Title 53; Title 54; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 58; Title 59; Title 60; Title 63; Title 64; Title 65; Title 66; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69 and Title 71.
HB 3233 by *Pinion (SB 3178 by *Herron)
Ridgley - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 297 of the Acts of 1909; as amended.
04/11/02  -  Pr. Ch. 109

HB 3234 by *Hargrove (SB 3175 by *Bucks)
Putnam County - Subject to local approval, increases purchasing amount that triggers requirement for competitive bidding; requires that certain purchases for less than such dollar amount must be made only after obtaining written quotes from at least three vendors. - Amends Chapter 63 of the Private Acts of 1981. 04/24/02  -  Pr. Ch. 112

HB 3235 by *Black, McDonald (SB 3191 by *Graves)
Sumner County - Subject to local approval, creates county Financial Management System. - 04/24/02  -  Pr. Ch. 113

HB 3236 by *McKee (SB 3183 by *Elsea)
Athens - Subject to local approval, revises residency requirement for voting in city elections, bid requirements for purchases by school board, and other charter provisions regarding civil penalties. - Amends Chapter 455 of the Private Acts of 1953; as amended.
04/24/02  -  Pr. Ch. 114

*HB 3237 by *Rinks (SB 3211 by *Wilder)
Hardin County - Subject to local approval, deletes provision that county clerk is clerk responsible for probate and administration of estate matters rather than clerk and master and directs county clerk to transfer all probate related files to clerk and master by August 1, 2002. - Amends TCA Section 16-16-201. 04/03/02  H P2C, ref. to Judiciary

HB 3238 by *Rhinehart (SB 3189 by *Elsea)
Van Buren County - Subject to local approval, increases hotel/motel tax from 5 percent to 7 percent and allocates proceeds. - Amends Chapter 168 of the Private Acts of 1984.
04/24/02  -  Pr. Ch. 120

HB 3239 by *Caldwell , Baird (SB 3187 by *McNally)
Anderson County - Subject to local approval, restructures board of education. - Repeals Chapter 209 of the Private Acts of 1988. 04/01/02  -  Pr. Ch. 101

HB 3240 by *Mumpower , Godsey (SB 3188 by *Ramsey)
Bristol - Subject to local approval, eliminates city's civil service system; replaces civil service system with personnel policies and procedures adopted by city council. - Amends Chapter 84 of the Private Acts of 1991.
05/02/02  -  Pr. Ch. 130

HB 3241 by *Mumpower (SB 3215 by *Crowe)
Mountain City - Subject to local approval, specifies that alderman may run for office of mayor and that aldermen and mayor may run for reelection. - Amends Chapter 193 of the Private Acts of 1955; as amended.
05/02/02  -  Pr. Ch. 131

HB 3242 by *Mumpower (SB 3184 by *Crowe)
Johnson County - Subject to local approval, restructures board of educational commissioners. - Amends Chapter 183 of the Private Acts of 1949.
04/24/02  -  Pr. Ch. 115

HB 3243 by *Head , McMillan (SB 3186 by *Kurila)
Clarksville - Subject to local approval, deletes language from charter which conflicts with Tennessee Open Meetings Act. - Amends Chapter 292 of the Private Acts of 1957. 04/24/02  -  Pr. Ch. 116

HB 3244 by *Maddox (SB 3185 by *Herron)
Weakley County - Subject to local approval, increases compensation of Weakley County highway commissioners from not less than $200 per month to not less than $300 per month, effective September 1, 2002. - Amends Chapter 640 of the Private Acts of 1949; as amended.
04/24/02  -  Pr. Ch. 117

HB 3245 by *Givens (SB 3200 by *Williams, Sen.)
Hawkins County - Subject to local approval, increases board of education from five to seven, one to be elected from each of seven county commission districts. - Amends Chapter 129 of the Private Acts of 1939.
04/24/02  -  Pr. Ch. 121

*HB 3246 by *Windle
Fees - Reduces retail food service inspection fees for restaurants with less than 50 seats. - Amends TCA Title 53, Chapter 8, Part 2. 03/11/02  H Ref. To Delayed Bills Committee

HB 3247 by *Ferguson
Harriman - Subject to local approval, revises powers and duties of city council; changes date on which interest on city tax debt begins to accrue; makes various other changes to city charter. - Amends Chapter 49 of the Acts of 1891; as amended.
03/27/02  S Rcvd. from H., P1C.

HB 3248 by *Newton (SB 3193 by *Miller J)
Polk County - Subject to local approval, revises school board. - Repeals Chapter 190 of the Private Acts of 1975.
04/24/02  -  Pr. Ch. 118

HB 3249 by *Ridgeway (SB 3190 by *Kurila)
Etna - Subject to local approval, provides for four-year term of office of mayor and aldermen instead of two-year term. - Amends Chapter 403 of the Private Acts of 1951, as amended.
04/11/02  -  Pr. Ch. 110

*HB 3250 by *Casada (SB 3194 by *Blackburn)
Williamson County - Pursuant to local request, authorizes refunding bonds for prior bonded indebtedness of Franklin Special School District. - Amends Chapter 563 of the Private Acts of 1949.
03/25/02  H P2C held on desk.

HB 3251 by *Tidwell (SB 3195 by *Herron)
Perry County - Subject to local approval, authorizes legislative body to impose 5 percent hotel occupancy tax. - 05/10/02  -  Pr. Ch. 133

HB 3252 by *Phillips (SB 3203 by *Trail)
Normaly - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter of Town of Normaly. - Amends Chapter 675 of the Private Acts of 1921.
06/21/02  -  Pr. Ch. 151

HB 3253 by *Johnson (SB 3197 by *McNally)
Loudon County - Subject to local approval, increases school board to 10 members. - Repeals Chapter 172 of the Private Acts of 1979.
05/02/02  -  Comp. became Pr. Ch. 122

HB 3254 by *Newton (SB 3198 by *Elsea)
Meigs County - Subject to local approval, reconstitutes board of education. - 05/10/02  -  Pr. Ch. 135

HB 3255 by *Buck (SB 3199 by *Burks)
Lafayette - Subject to local approval, increases salary of council members from $45.00 to $100 per council meeting attended and from $25.00 to $50.00 per committee meeting attended, as approved by mayor. - Amends Chapter 325 of the Private Acts of 1945; as amended.
05/10/02  -  Pr. Ch. 136

HB 3256 by *Shepard (SB 3320 by *Jackson)
06/10/02  -  Pr. Ch. 148

HB 3257 by *Phelan (SB 3204 by *Carter)
Gibson County - Pursuant to local request, revises tax rate of Trenton Special School District. - 05/10/02  -  Pr. Ch. 137

HB 3258 by *McCord (SB 3202 by *Clabough)
Alcoa - Subject to local approval, authorizes nonresident property owners to vote in municipal elections if they own at least 50 percent fee simple interest in real property that is located within municipal limits and has total appraised value of at least $250,000. - Amends Chapter 510 of the Private Acts of 1919; as amended.
06/10/02  -  Pr. Ch. 142

HB 3259 by *Pinion (SB 3222 by *Herron)
Obion County - Subject to local approval, reapportions school districts to be coextensive with seven county legislative body districts and provides for transition to staggered four-year terms for school board members. - 05/15/02  -  Pr. Ch. 139

HB 3260 by *Naifeh (SB 3214 by *Norris)
Tipton County - Subject to local approval, restructures board of education from seven to nine members coterminous with county legislative districts. - Amends ed. Repeals Chapter 378 of the Private Acts of 1947; as amended.
05/15/02  -  Pr. Ch. 140

HB 3261 by *Phelan (SB 3219 by *Carter)
Gibson County - Subject to local approval, prescribes number of, and procedures for electing, members of board of commissioners for Gibson County Utility District. - Amends Chapter 192 of the Private Acts of 1953; as amended.
05/15/02  -  Pr. Ch. 141

*HB 3262 by *Maddox
Highway Signs - "George Broussard Memorial Bridge", bridge spanning Middle Fork of Obion River.
HB 3263 by *Phelan (SB 3220 by *Carter)
06/10/02  -  Pr. Ch. 143

HB 3264 by *Casada (*SB 3216 by *Kurita)
Sevierville - Exempts city of Pigeon Forge, by population, from requirement that water and wastewater facilities of municipality must be self-supporting; exemption applies until growth in city is sufficient for project to be and remain self-supporting and self-sufficient. - Amends TCA Section 7-34-114; Section 7-35-414; Section 9-21-308 and Section 68-221-1008.
05/21/02  -  Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

HB 3265 by *Casada (SB 3218 by *Blackburn)
Williamson County - Pursuant to local request, authorizes refunding bonds for prior bonded indebtedness of Franklin Special School District. - Amends Chapter 536 of the Private Acts of 1949, as amended. 
06/10/02  -  Pr. Ch. 149

HB 3266 by *Casada (SB 3217 by *Blackburn)
Williamson County - Pursuant to local request, authorizes Franklin Special School District to issue bonds or notes up to $3,000,000 to provide for construction and equipping of school buildings and facilities. - Amends Chapter 563 of the Private Acts of 1999.
06/10/02  -  Pr. Ch. 144

HB 3267 by *Davidson (SB 3213 by *Graves)
Robertson County - Subject to local approval, authorizes county commission to establish and maintain six highway commission zones of substantially equal population. - Amends Chapter 380 of the Private Acts of 1947; as amended. 
06/10/02  -  Pr. Ch. 147

HB 3268 by *Kisber (SB 3221 by *Carter)
Jackson - Subject to local approval, revises charter of City of Jackson. - Amends Chapter 101 of the Private Acts of 1993. 
05/10/02  -  H  Withdrawn.

HB 3269 by *Maddox (SB 3226 by *Carter)
06/21/02  -  Pr. Ch. 157

HB 3270 by *Givens (SB 3224 by *Williams, Sen.)
Rogersville - Subject to local approval, restructures board of education. - 
06/10/02  -  Pr. Ch. 145

HB 3271 by *Bowers (SB 3223 by *Cohen)
Shelby County - Subject to local approval, repeals act creating Shelby County Agri-Center Commission. - Repeals Chapter 141 of the Private Acts of 1981. 
04/24/02  H  P2C held on desk.

HB 3272 by *Davis (Cooke) (SB 3228 by *Haugn)
Newport - Subject to local approval, revises civil service system. - Amends Chapter 104 of the Acts of 1903; as amended. 
06/10/02  -  Pr. Ch. 146

HB 3273 by *Rhinehart (SB 3227 by *Cooper J)
Viola - Subject to local approval, decreases term of mayor and aldermen from four-year terms to two-year terms. - Amends Chapter 320 of the Acts of 1901; as amended. 
06/21/02  -  Pr. Ch. 152

HB 3274 by *McDonald, Black (SB 3225 by *Graves)
Gallatin - Subject to local approval, amends charter concerning residency of director of finance, police chief, and superintendent of public utilities and public works; exempts city attorney from acting full-time as city attorney. - Amends Article III, Section 2 of Chapter 67 of the Private Acts of 1953. 
06/21/02  -  Pr. Ch. 153

HB 3275 by *Rhinehart (SB 3229 by *Cooper J)
Morrison - Subject to local approval, revises charter. - Amends Chapter 244 of the Acts of 1905; as amended. 
06/21/02  -  Pr. Ch. 154

HB 3276 by *Shepard (SB 3252 by *Jackson)
Dickson County - Subject to local approval, revises procedures for collection of Dickson County adequate facilities tax in municipalities not issuing building permits - Amends Chapter 158 of the Private Acts of 2000. 
07/09/02  -  Pr. Ch. 162

HB 3277 by *Ford S (SB 3231 by *Haugn)
Morristown - Subject to local approval, increases hotel motel tax from 3 percent to 5 percent. - Amends Chapter 354 of the Private Acts of 1982. 
06/10/02  -  Pr. Ch. 150

HB 3278 by *Newton (SB 3232 by *Miller J)
Bradley County - Subject to local approval, repeals acts relative to board of education which are inconsistent with each other and with general law; enacts act which conforms with present practice of election of school board in compliance with general law. - Repeals Chapter 324 of the Private Acts of 1959. 
07/09/02  -  Pr. Ch. 163

HB 3279 by *Ford S (SB 3234 by *Haugn)
Hambden County - Subject to local approval, enacts hotel motel tax. - Amends Chapter. 
06/21/02  -  Pr. Ch. 155

HB 3280 by *Rhinehart (SB 3233 by *Elsea)
Bledsoe County - Repeals provisions pertaining to county judge in Bledsoe County. 
06/21/02  -  Pr. Ch. 156

HB 3281 by *Casada (SB 3235 by *Blackburn)
Williamson County - Pursuant to local request, authorizes Franklin Special School District to levy annual property tax through year 2019 for purpose of paying principal, interest, and redemption premiums on bonds and other indebtedness of district. - Amends Chapter 11 of the Private Acts of 1999. 
05/29/02  S  Rcdv. from H., P1C.

HB 3282 by *Davidson (SB 3236 by *Graves)
Greenbrier - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 207 of the Private Acts of 1996. 
07/09/02  -  Pr. Ch. 158

HB 3283 by *Beavers, Fowlkes (SB 3237 by *Blackburn)
07/09/02  -  Pr. Ch. 159

HB 3284 by *Phelan (SB 3238 by *Carter)
07/09/02  -  Pr. Ch. 164

HB 3285 by *Kisber, Shaw (SB 3239 by *Carter)
Jackson - Subject to local approval, compounds cost of living allowance by applying it to current retirement benefit instead of base retirement benefit for members of certain City of Jackson retirement plans. - Amends Chapter 150 of the Private Acts of 1943, as amended. 
07/09/02  -  Pr. Ch. 165

HB 3286 by *Rinks (SB 3241 by *Wilder)
Savannah - Subject to local approval, authorizes county commission to exercise current powers by means of either resolution or ordinance. - Amends Chapter 683 of the Private Acts of 1951; as amended. 
07/09/02  -  Pr. Ch. 166

HB 3287 by *McCord , Montgomery (SB 3244 by *Cleabough)
Gatlinburg - Subject to local approval, authorizes hotel motel tax to be increased from 3 percent to up to 5 percent of consideration charged to transients. - Amends Chapter 200 of the Private Acts of 1978. 
07/04/02  H Withdrawn.

HB 3288 by *Montgomery, McCord (SB 3245 by *Cleabough)
Pigeon Forge - Subject to local approval, increases gross receipts tax from 1 percent to 2 percent. - Amends Chapter 808 of the Public Acts of 1976. 
07/04/02  H Withdrawn.

HB 3289 by *Baird, Goin (SB 3247 by *McNally)
07/09/02  -  Pr. Ch. 167

HB 3290 by *Naisef, Fitzhugh (SB 3249 by *Norris)
Tipton County - Subject to local approval, abolishes Tipton County Public Works Committee and creates Department of Public Works for Tipton County, subject to requirements of Tennessee County Uniform Highway Law. - Repeals Chapter 114 of the Private Acts of 1973, as amended. 
07/09/02  -  Pr. Ch. 168

HB 3291 by *Hood, Rowland, Beavers (SB 3246 by *Trail)
Rutherford County - Subject to local approval, authorizes county highway commission and superintendent to work on public drainage easements. - Amends Chapter 55 of the Private Acts of 1951; as amended.
07/09/02 - Pr. Ch. 160

HB 3292 by *Buck , Winningham (SB 3250 by *Burks)
Macon County - Subject to local approval, authorizes levy of privilege tax on new land development.
07/30/02 - Pr. Ch. 172

HB 3293 by *Bone (SB 3248 by *Rochelle)
Lebanon - Subject to local approval, revises charter. - Amends Chapter 644 of the Private Acts of 1911; as amended.
07/09/02 - Pr. Ch. 169

HB 3294 by *Kisber , Shaw (SB 3251 by *Carter)
Madison County - Subject to local approval, transfers clerk duties for probate cases from juvenile court clerk to clerk and master. - Amends Chapter 212 of the Private Acts of 1990 and Chapter 50 of the Private Acts of 1941; as amended.
07/09/02 - Pr. Ch. 170

HB 3295 by *Fitzhugh (SB 3242 by *Wilder)
Rossville - Subject to local approval, rewrites charter. - Amends Chapter 78 of the Private Acts of 1991; as amended.
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pr. Ch. 161

HB 3296 by *Fitzhugh (SB 3243 by *Wilder)
Haywood County - Subject to local approval, effective September 1, 2006, makes position of general sessions judge full-time position; requires such judge to be attorney and possess all other qualifications of inferior judges; and sets salary at same amount provided by law for circuit judges and chancellors. -
07/09/02 - Pr. Ch. 171

HB 3297 by *Bowers (SB 3253 by *Cohen)
Shelby County - Subject to local approval, repeals act creating Shelby County Agri-Center Commission. - Repeals Chapter 141 of the Private Acts of 1981.
06/25/02 H P2C held on desk.

HB 3298 by *DeBerry L , Bowers (*SB 3240 by *Ford J)
Tort Liability - Revises definition of governmental entity with respect to any county having population in excess of 800,000 according to 2000 federal census or any subsequent federal census under Governmental Tort Liability Act to include certain non-profit public benefit corporation operating hospital. -
06/30/02 - Action Def. in Judiciary Committee to summer study

HB 3299 by *Kisber , McDaniel, Davidson, Rinks, Boyer (*SB 3254 by *Clabough)
Appropriations - Enacts "Essential Government Services Act of 2002." -
06/27/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

HB 3300 by *Sands , Walker , Newton, Fowikes, McDaniel, Naileh, Ford S, Maddox, Fitzhugh, Boyer, McMillian, Rinks, Brooks, Scroggss, Overbey, Johnson (*SB 3255 by *Cooper J)
Constitutional Conventions - Submits to people of Tennessee question relating to calling of convention for purpose of revising Constitution of Tennessee with respect to Article II, Section 3, relative to terms of members of general assembly; Article II, 28, relative to taxation; Article VI, Section 5, relative to attorney general and reporter; Article VI, Section 13, relative to clerks of courts and clerks and masters; Article XI, Section 5, relative to lotteries; and Article XI, Section 9, relative to consolidation of municipal and county functions. -
07/04/02 - Taken Off Notice For Cal. in s/c Budget of FW&M of Finance, Ways & Means Committee

*HB 3301 by *Kisber , McDaniel, Boyer, Davidson, Rinks (SB 3256 by *Clabough)
Appropriations - Enacts "Essential Government Services Act of 2002." -
07/09/02 - Comp. became Pub. Ch. 827

*HB 3302 by *Kisber
Taxes - Establishes uniform sales tax rate of 8.75 percent; increases taxes on tobacco and alcohol products; enacts consolidated filing provisions for excise taxes; makes other various revisions relative to taxes, fees, and other revenues. - Amends TCA Title 3; Title 4; Title 5; Title 6; Title 7; Title 8; Title 9; Title 12; Title 16; Title 30; Title 36; Title 39; Title 40; Title 45; Title 47; Title 48; Title 55; Title 56; Title 57; Title 61; Title 62; Title 67; Title 68; Title 69; Title 70 and Title 71 relative to taxes, fees, and other revenues.
07/02/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance

*HB 3303 by *Kisber
Appropriations - Makes appropriations for purpose of defraying expenses of state government for fiscal years beginning July 1, 2001 and July 1, 2002. -
07/02/02 H P2C, ref. to Finance